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Caution to Prospective usual characteristics. Of even — the case of drugs is more serious 

Drug Growers greater importance, however, is than in the case of staple crops 

. , . the fact that the total amount of because staple crops such as 

Interruption of importations ‘drug plants that can be con- corn and grain if not sold can be : ; | : 
of many drugs, spices, and oils sumed in this country in any used at home for food or for 
made from plants has resulted 
in certain cases in abnormally ‘ 7c ay * ab wa ole} PN 

- - : ns pei atk hie 3, rae 
high prices for the raw materials ae >. ia eR ‘Soh a 
and the products derived from eee Pyia| 
them. As a result, many people ny eee Pai gen 
are looking into the possibility ee ma os “| 
of profit in growing these crops ancien 
in the United States. Many % 
letters are received each week at As Pra Batre 

2: . ‘ Py S73 See? tag 
the U. S. Department of Agri- |. Bee. aan 
culture asking how to raise this os ae Yak. 5S ca 

or-that drug plant. ve a ea eee 
In almost every case, the drug es es Weak Seana 

plant specialists reply that it is Cm ESS ee ree 
doubtful whether the inexperi- eee Pet ate 5 

enced grower can grow these pe ; be : ris , Bae 
plants successfully, or, if he suc- Ree eae a Bare ee os Ral 

ceeds, will find a satisfactory RR eae ey rpbfag eee ety aS bie a's) 
” : oO PON RRsat eed abet oS aren a ac Ney ae 

market for his crop. The raising Re: ents Sete Rn eae amen tae Pi ict oR 
of such plants, they point out, rae. : SOR ee eames Mest pee! 
is a distinct specialty and calls ° ™ 

for exact knowledge and skill Cystopteris fragilis, _Asplenium Trichomanes. 

comparable to that needed by and ‘souihgrn Wisconsin 20 years ago but“the ruthless hand of {ie summer beards anal 
the florist who, to satisfy his “Tesorter” has teft but few of them. 

market, not only must raise yearis very small compared with feeding stock or chickens. The 

flowers but must produce blooms our consumption of any of the drug plant, however, is profitless 

at certain seasons and with un- staple crops. Over production in (Continued on page 2)
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to the grower unless a drug ment, were able to raise small it readily can be seen that a 

manufacturer will buy it for use quantities of some of the more limited acreage would provide 

in medicine. important drugs needed in the all the pepper this country ordi- 
It is entirely possible, for ex- present emergency. Thymol, narily consumes. 

ample, to grow belladonna from widely used for antiseptic pur- In addition to the products 

which is derived atropine and poses, is a drug manufactured mentioned, there are hundreds 
other alkaloids very valuable in in Germany from a seed grown of other drugs, oils, and spices 

medicine. The total amount of in India. A few days after the which are imported and which 
belladonna plants the entire interruption of imports the price it is possible for this country to 
country uses, however, could all leaped from $2 to $17 a pound. prodcue for itself. In the aggre- 

be grown on a few hundred acres. The Department, however, had gate, the value of these imported 

Because of the present interrup- been experimenting with a com- articles is rather imposing, as 

tion in the supply of belladonna, mon weed known as horsemint, the figures indicate that this 
a few domestic growers have which grows readily in the South, country has been bringing in and 
made a profit recently from this and yields this substance. This using about $25,000,000 annually 
crop. A slight expansion of the horsemint was brought into cul- of the various drugs, oils, and 
industry would quickly increase tivation, its drug-bearing quality condiments. Much of this money 
the supply beyond the demand improved, and a simple process undoubtedly can be kept at 

and this, together with importa- for manufacturing thymol from home. The mistake made by 

tion, when resumed, might soon it developed, with the result last most people who consider raising 

glut the local market and leave year that there was produced these crops is that they are 
litle or no profit to the raiser, commercially a small quantity inclined to consider them as 
unless an export market were of this drug. The industry, how- staple crops, whereas the do- 
developed. ever, can not be widely extended mestic demand for them is rel- 

Digitalis, although one of the because the total consumption, atively small, and no foreign 
most important and valuable of as indicated by previous reports, market has been developed for 
heart tonics, as a crop has rela- is only about 17,000 pounds a_ them by Americans. 

tively small monetary value. year, an amount which can be At the same time those in 

The drug plant specialists who produced probably on less than charge of the work realize that 
have been developing this plant 1,000 acres. here and there in our agriculture, 
and testing possibilities of its Lemon grass, producing lemon where soil and climatic and other 
culture in this country have done grass oil used widely by soap and_ conditions are right, there is 
so, not merely with the idea of perfume makers, can be grown room for certain small industries. 

fostering an industry, but be- in Florida on land not suitable For many years there has been a 

cause this plant is so important for citrus fruits. At most, how- distinct tendency for agricul- 

in saving human lives that should ever, only about $100,000 worth turists to direct their energies 

all supplies be cut off a serious of this oil is used per year in this along limited lines. This is indi- 

calamity would result. For the country, and even if none were cated most clearly by certain 
same reason the specialists have imported, only 2,000 or 3,000 types of agriculture prevailing 

been working with many other acres of the grass could be raised in the South, where the farmers 

drug plants. It was believed that without overproduction. ~ have confined their efforts very 
the drug specialists should be Red pepper, used both as a_ largely to the cultivation of a 

ready to raise these plants in this drug and as a condiment, seems single crop. These small crops 
country if for any reason the to offer one of the most promis- may therefore offer to a few of 
foreign supply should be entirely ing fields for replacing an im- our farmers opportunities in 

cut off. ported by a domestic article. In highly specialized lines of pro- 

For years, therefore, the De- 1915 in South Carolina 118 acres, duction which will divert to a 

partment has been producing yielding 152,000 pounds, were certain degree the activities of 
many of these plants experi- harvested. There is indication capital and labor from some of 

mentally, but when the supply that this year nearly 500 acres the crowded industries and also 

of certain of these drugs failed or may be devoted to this crop. As supply peculiar products for 
their prices reached prohibitive 1 acre produces nearly 1,300 which the country has been 

figures, a few skilled growers, pounds and our total imports in spending money abroad. The 
with the advice of the Depart- 1914 were only 8,829,487 pounds, (Csuitinuea on page 11)
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<<< Beneficial Experimentation. 

CRANBERRY NOTES —= 
| By J. W. FITCH Prof. Franklin at Massachusetts 

State Bog Doing His Best 

The Twenty Ninth Summer _ basis as the one on Cape Cod is, When the state of Massachu- 
meeting proved to be a very the following extract from the setts established a state cran- 

interesting one. The crop on Wareham Courier is interesting.” berry exeriment station at East 

Mr. M. O. Potter’s vines, at Unless the consent of the Wareham, it recognized the im- 
which place the meeting was Gayner Cranberry Co. to renew portance of the industry to the 

held, looked very good though the lease can be obtained the state and the necessity of sicen- 

Mr. Potter said it was not as station will be moved, and a_ tific investigations of the prob- 
good as last year. The crop on number of growers at Cranmoor lems which enter into the grow- 

the experiment station was good and Mather have offered sites. ing of cranberries. 

and things looked to be in good Andrew Searls, F. J. Hoffman, When Dr. H. J. Franklin was 

shape especially since Mr. Malde J. W. Fitch, C. M. Secker, A. B. designated to take charge of it, a 

has had less work done than Roberts were appointed to make wise choice was made for he has 
usual. The meeting after dinner the best arrangements possible. proven an earnest investigator 
in the Potter warehouse was Assistant Dean Morrison of witha scientific turn of mind who 

given largely to the discussion the Agricultural College was works hard and laboriously, not 

of the future of the experiment present to learn the growers’ only to successfylly carry on the 

station. Most of the leading views as to the value of the work of the experiment station, 
growers expressing themselves, station and many growers told but also to further the interests 
and all seemed to feel the neces- how highly they valued Mr. everywhere. Dr. Franklin’s 
sity of continuing the work of Malde’s services. Mr. Crane- duties are dual. First and fore- 

the station and while some field’s talk on the value of a most he is expected to conduct 

seemed to think that the fact cranberry exhibit at the State experiments and to inform the 

that large crops had not been Fair as an advertising oppor- growers of the results. Second, 
raised on the station, was the tunity was very convincing and he is the superintendent of a 

result of mismanagement. Most the committee appointed last cranberry bog and as such has 
of the growers seemed to feel January of C. M. Secker, C. R. charge of its upkeep and has to 

that no one under the same con- Treat, O. G. Arpin and J. W. pick, pack and market the crop. 

ditions would have done any Fitch will have charge of it. To this extent the state is in the 
better or as well as Mr. Malde. The Sales Co. voted $250.00 cranberry business. A certain 
Owing to a rather inadequate towards the expense of same. amount of revenue is derived 
water supply the vines on the In addition to the regular ex- from the product of the bog each 

station have been badly winter hibit of growing vines festoons year and this amount, be it 
killed some seasons and the bad and plates of berries, a demon- greater or less, goes to pay the 

effects of this reaches over more — stration of how to cook cranber- costs of further investigation. 

than one season, and during ries and the serving of properly An experimental bog, to be of 

frosts Mr. Malde has at times cooked berries will be in charge full benefit to the owners, should 

refrained from using water when of Mrs. S. N. Whittlesey. It is not be conducted as a commer- 

he thought it was needed by the earnestly urged that all growers cial enterprise. Its continuance 

Gaynor Co. But it remained for compete for the prizes on cran- should not be dependent upon 
Mr. Cranefield to hit the nail on berries which the fair manage- the revenues received from it. 
the head when he showed clearly ment has so liberally awarded It is impossible to conduct some 
the difference between a station for this branch of Horticulture. experiments without running the 
for research and a demonstra- The date for the January meeting risk of spoiling a portion of the 

tion station, this one being es- was changed to the first Tuesday crop. The fear of this should 

tablished for research it was not after the first Monday in Jan- not prevent the experiments 

to he expected to be a profitable dé “i ted f from being made. If anything 
one in a commercial sense. In uary. Funds were voted trom can be learned from such work 

view of the fact that many of this years state aid to complete the fact that there is a certain 
the growers favor putting the the pumping experiment at risk involved should not be 
station on a_ self supporting Mather. permitted to be considered.
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Advantages of Legislative standards, as defined in the that “the quantity of fruit which 

control of apple grading Canadian law, are such that the was dishonestly and poorly 
and packing standards. standard of apples packed in packed was sufficient to stamp 

ee Canada is very high, and yet the whole (Canadian) apple in- 

Sherwood W. Shear, not so high that the growers dustry as unreliable, to the 

University of Wisconsin, have objected to the stringency detriment of the honest grower 

January 3, 1916. of the law. and dealer.” 

: You are without doubt inter- You all know that all good 

Iam here to-day to advocate a ested in knowing how such a_ business is permanent and based 
a national law compelling all law has helped the growers, in on confidence existing between 

growers and packers of apples order that you may judge of the buyer and the seller. Con- 

in closed packages, such as the the benefits which a national fidence is built on reputation. 
barrel and the box, to grade, law would be to the apple The reputation of the growers 

pack, and mark their apples in growers of the United States in of your country or section of 

accord with a standard estab- general, and to the Wisconsin country depends upon the kind 

lished by such a law. Such a apple growers in particular. of apples you deliver to buyers, 

law should be similar in principle Wherever operated these laws The better the reputation of 

to those laws which have worked have benefited the growers in your apples the easier it is to 
successfully on a small scale several important ways. The sell the fruit and the easier it 

in 10 of our states, namely, fact that the profits and sales is to get better prices for it. 
California, Colorado, Utah, Ore- of the apple growers have in- The big apple dealers who are 
gon, Washington, Montana, creased will be of the greatest honest and pay the best prices 

Idaho, Maine, Vermont, and interest to you. The growers for fruit, demand that’ they 

New York; and similar to that have also learned by the help know, nol guess, the quality of 
law which has proved so success- of the fruit inspectors to raise the fruit which they buy, in 
ful on a large scale in the and pack better fruit at less cost order that there will be no doubt 
Dominion of Canada since 1901, than previously. Growers have that it will satisfy their cus- 

a period of almost 15 years. been forced to cooperate for tomers. Such buyers expect and 
These states and Canada have more efficient management in are willing to pay more for 

proved that effective and useful packing and selling. Suchalaw guaranteed fruit than for that of 

laws can be made which will helps to eliminate consignments questionable or of unknown repu- 

in no way injure honest com- to commission men and hence tation. One large dealer writes 
mercial apple growers, but will tends to eliminate the glutting to an organization located in a 

benefit not only the growers, of markets, and increases the section renowned for its ex- 

but the apple dealers and the sale of apples at F. O. B. or cellent and uniformly packed 
consumers of apples. delivered prices. Growers have fruit. ‘“‘We buy of you because 

An effective national law also been enabled to increase we have bought of you before 
would be similar to that of storage facilities for their fruit, and know that your union is a 
Canada but, of course, would and also to secure more credit guarantee of excellence and uni- 

apply only to apples for inter- on better terms than they had formity of pack. We know (not 

state and foreign shipment. The ever done before. The majority guess) that the output of your 

Canadian Fruit Inspection law of commercial apple growers, union is excellent”. There is 

requires that all growers and wherever an apple grading law always competition between 

packers of apples who use closed has been enforced, have ex- buyers for apples of such quality. 
packages, such as the barrel pressed themselves as_ heartily Wherever such grade and 

and the box, must mark each in favor of it and have attested package laws as I have men- 
package plainly with the name _ its good results. tioned have been established, 
and postoffice address of the I have the time only to prove growers have found that the 
owner at the time of packing, to you briefly how the sales and price and sales of their apples 

and with the variety of fruit profits of growers have been increased. Vermont, with an 

and its grade as it should be _ increased by such a law. apple crop just about as small as 
classified according to the stand- The Fruit Commissioner of that of Wisconsin has proved the 
ard grades (usually 3in number) Canada writes that before the advantage of such a law to its 
as defined in the law. These apple grading law was passed (Continued on page 5)
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Wanted, A Tree Preserver sects or other untoward symp- In 1910 the United States 

toms, whereupon spraying, cul- consul in Edinburgh records the 

“There is a business openingin tivation, insecticides, excision of fact that ‘Canadian apple im- 

Milwaukee for an_ intelligent decay with cement filling, or ports are gaining a very strong 
young forester willing to apply whatever the case demanded, position in Scotch markets, in 

his learning to the preservation could be gone about without some cases supplanting the 
of local trees. A clientele could delay.” United States supplies. The 

readily be assembled among The above article taken from tendency of the British trade is 

people willing to pay for proper a Milwaukee daily of late date to favor the Canadian grower 

care of their trees. Provided, of has points of merit. The right and packer, chiefly because 

course, that he brought creden- kind of man should certainly be Canada exercises a supervision 
tials from some reputable school able to make more than a living, over the grading, packing, and 
of forestry and were certified he should be able to establish a branding of its fruit that is 

beyond preadventure as an au- very profitable business. The entirely lacking in the American 

thority to be trusted. trouble lies in finding the right product.” 

“Plenty of people with twoor man. There are too many quacks Since the passage of the Can- 
three fine trees on their holdings and too few regular practitioners. adian Fruit Inspection act, trade 

would welcome the chance to The tree owners of Milwaukee journals and brokers who furnish 

employ a permanent caretaker and other cilies need to examine market reports distinguish be- 
to look after the well-being of very carefully the credentials of tween Canadian and American 

those cherished possessions any person whatsoever who pre- apples. Canadian apples are 

which, once destroyed, cannot tends to be a “tree surgeon.” quoted on an average of about 

be replaced in their pristine ee fifty cents a barrel higher than 
beauty in much less than a life- American, due largely to the 

time. Indeed, it may be doubted Control of Apple Grading. uniform packing and marking. 
whether trees, under the adverse (Continued from page 4) The majority of large com- 

conditions that now prevail— fruit growers. The Standard mercial apple growers prefer to 

their roots pavement-bound from Apple Act of California has in- pack standard fruit, because this 

rain and sun, their tops at the creased her grower’s profits. is the simplest and most direct 

mercy of electric companies vest- The Commissioner of Agri- way to secure a perfect under- 

ed with plenary powers against culture of New York writes, standing between the buyer and 

all foliage that interferes in the ‘‘The grading law (of New York the seller. Many careless, ignor- 

least with trolley or telephone State) has increased the demand ant, or dishonest packers, how- 
wires, dependent on smoky and for New York State apples by ever, unless forced by law, insist 
vitiated air—could ever attain improving the grade and estab- upon ruining the reputation of 

the same magnificient spread lished standards. It has and taking hundreds of dollars 

as did the elms, poplars and widened the distribution and _ out of the pockets of the honest 
maples whose youth was passed enabled the crop to be marketed and careful growers of the United 
under more kindly auspices. at higher prices. The highest States every year. 

“Trees, especially well grown price ever paid for New York A compulsory grade and pack- 

ones, need not so much to be apples to the farmers was paid age law for the packing of apples 
fussed over as to be held under this fall, and this result was due does increase the profits and 

strict supervision. A tree in in no small measure to the New sales of the growers. Every 
perfect health requires only ocea- York grading law.” horticultural organ should there- 
sional pruning and little of that; The Commissioner of Agri- fore, for their own profit and 

what it does need is the attend- culture of Canada writes, “‘Un- welfare support the enactment of 

ance of a tree doctor on the doubtedly the result of our a law establishing a uniform 

Chinese plan, whose mission is fourteen year’s experience with Federal and State standard for 

to keep it in good care and to the legislative control of our grading and packing apples. 

apply the remedy indicated at fruit industry has proven to be a a 
the first hint of trouble. His great benefit and has been a Cut off all dead flower stalks. 
experienced eye should note at means of establishing confidence They reduce the vigor of the 
once a premature yellowing of with the trade, that previously plant and make the garden un- 

the leafage, the ravages of in- did not exist.” sightly.
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Controlling Caterpillars That ter, with a combination of ar- Writers on the subject have from 

Attack Catalpa Trees senicals and Bordeaux mixture. time to time described it as due 

While our native species of The proper arsenical spray would toa sting and let it go at that. 

an | be made with either 1 pound of Not knowing any better the peo- 
catalpa are comparatively free 5 ; 

: : Paris green or 3 pounds of ple accepted the statement as 
from insect attack, owners of " : 

: arsenate of lead to 50 gallons of — true gospel and repeated it often 
these trees should watch in the , . P : 

7 _ water. When the combined enough to- keep it from being 
summer and even early fall for . - 

spray is used the same quantity forgotten. 
the appearance on them of large : . : : . 

. of arsenical should be mixed with Adjacent to our raspberries we 
yellow and black caterpillars. ; : 

50 gallons of Bordeaux mixture had hundreds of young cherry 
If these feed voraciously on the; . M ; 

mele: ait instead of the water. The danger trees. Each year the cut worms 
leaves, they are in all likelihood 3 * : 

; : that free arsenic may burn the would girdle some of the young 
the larvae of the catalpa sphinx, foli 4 : J § 

. oliage is lessened and the Bor- shoots close to the limb, so we 
which commonly are the only i . . 

. 2 > deaux mixture may control leaf had cherry twig wilt. An ex- 
ones which feed on catalpa foli- seer . Boas : 

+ spot and other similar diseases amination of the raspberries 
age. Unless controlled when . e 

. : . _, Which affect the catalpa. The showed the cane wilt to be from 
present in large numbers, these 

caterpillars may do considerable AEA ALIENATE 

injury, sometimes completely : 

stripping the leaves from an i iets . | 

entire grove. | : : *, — 
The parent of this caterpillar | 2 ts 

is a large, grayish-brown hawk | Sed is 5 

moth, with heavy body and ' Ne , 

powerful wings measuring 3 a e ie 

inches from tip to tip. Thismoth | ote i 4 

commonly lays its eggs in masses, aan S35 prs 

often of 1,000 eggs, on the under | ates Ss yi ie. 

side of the leaves. The young " i rs | 

caterpillars are lighter in color | * ag 

than the mature ones, being |i , 
pale yellow, and have a stout, me ae 
black horn near the hind end of lk a 

the body. The prevailing colors 
of the older caterpillars are yel- = i 

low and black, and there is a eee Se TE ee A eee aE OE 

light form as well as a dark one. - 
Norway Spruce. Colorado Blue Spruce 

- we excellent evergreens for parks and large lawns. “These specimens, on the University 
Hand Picking And Spraying Farm lawn were planted in 1890 and are about 35 ft. in height 

Farmers’ Bulletin No. 705, spray may be applied with a the same cause. The shoot is 

“The Catalpa Sphinx,” by L. 0. small outfit for young trees or girdled where it puts out and 

Howard and F. H. Chittenden, with a large high-power machine — wilts quickly, slowly or partially 
from which this description is such as is used in spraying high according to whether it is com- 

taken, suggests several means __ trees along city avenues. pletely or only partially girdled. 
of controlling this pest. When pas G. H. Townsend. 

only a few small trees are at- 3 . : ee 

tacked the caterpillars can be Resphemy Cane Wilt Take cuttings of geranium, 
picked off by hand, their large . ; coleus and other bedding plants 
size making their detection easy. A New Discovery to have in the house this winter. 
In the case of tall trees or where We are not at all sure that They should be put in sandy soil 
caterpillars are very abundant raspberry cane wilt began in the and kept moist until well rooted. 

and are attacking entire groves, Garden of Eden but it started so Cut asparagus tops as soon as 
the entomologists recommend longago‘‘thatthememoryofman_ dry and burn them; they harbor 

spraying with arsenicals, or bet- runneth not to the contrary.” insects.
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Indoor Culture of Hyacinths i. e., soil culture and water cul- — gravel will be sufficient. Fill the 

and Narcissus ture. pot about level full of soil with- 

Prof. J. G. Moore Soil Culture. Soil culture of out packing. Next take the bulb 

these plants is usually much more and with the fingers make an 

Probably no flowering plants satisfactory than water culture, opening into the soil sufficiently 

are more appreciated during the particularly for the later bloom- large to receive the bulb. Three 

late winter or early spring ing sorts. The only objection is or four bulbs may be placed in a 

months than the so-called Dutch the increase in amount of work pot except for large-sized Chinese 

bulbs. Of these bulbs the hya- which is necessary. The soil for Sacred Lily. The narcissus should 

cinths and narcissus are two of the growing of good bulbous be planted so that just the tip 

the best for indoor culture. While plants should be a sandy loam of the neck of the bulb extends 

it is a comparatively easy matter which is comparatively rich. If above the surface. The hya- 

to grow these plants successfully, it is impossible to secure such cinths may be planted in the 

nevertheless a great many meet soil, it can readily be prepared same way, but are usually 

with failure or only partial suc- by taking the ordinary garden planted only to about one-half 

cess. In this article we shall try soil and mixing with it a suffi- to three-quarters of their depth 

to give simple directions as to cient amount of sand and leaf in the soil. Settle the soil by 

the best methods for securing mould to make it comparatively jarring the pot. This can be done 

good results. light. without exerting other pressure 

The first factor which must be The size of the receptacle in’ and if there is an insufficient 

taken into consideration in the which the bulbs are to be grown amount of soil after settling, a 

forcing of any bulb is the char- will depend very largely upon — sufficient amount to fill within 

acter of the stock with which we the number which itis desired to one-half to three-quarters of 

are to start. Inferior bulbs al- have together. Mass effects of — the top of the pot may be added. 

ways produce inferior flowers. It three to five bulbs in a single Do not put in too much soil be- 

is necessary, therefore, if good receptacle are usually much more cause over-filled pots are very 

results are to be obtained, to effective and require propor- difficult to water. Do not press 

secure first-class bulbs. This does tionately less work than where — the bulbs into the soil. If this is 

not necessarily mean that the only a single bulb is used. Five done when the root system begins 

bulbs must be high priced for to six inch flower pots are sufli- to develop, the bulbs are very 

the mixed bulbs may be just as ciently large to carry the bulbs likely to be pushed out of the 

good flower producers, and be of the hyacinths and most of the soil which will necessitate re- 

secured at a much less cost than narcissus group. If pots are not planting and also check the 

the named varieties. With hya- available, then pans may be growth. 

cinths, however, it is preferable used, but these usually give less The most important period in 

to buy in separate colors as satisfactory results on account of the production of good flowers 

where the bulbs are mixed as to poor drainage facilities. In mak- from bulbs is that following the 

color, unsatisfactory results are ing up a six-inch pot of bulbs, the — planting. This period is one of 

likely to occur on account of following is indicative of the root development and unless the 

inharmonious color combinations procedure: Have the soil well bulbs make good roots the flow- 

In selecting bulbs, care should mixed and sufficiently damp so ers will be inferior. As soon as 

be exercised to see that they have that when the index finger is the bulbs are planted they should 

not become dried out. A bulb inserted into the pile, the open- be thoroughly watered and set 

which is soft when pressed be- ing will remain fairly distinct. In| away in a cool, dark place; a 

tween the thumb and finger will the bottom of the pot place temperature ranging from forty 

not give satisfactory results. pieces of broken pots, charcoal to forty-five degrees being the 

Another thing to note is the or coarse gravel to provide drain- most desirable. They should be 

weight of the bulbs in comparison age. In putting in the drainage carried at this temperature until 

to their size. The heavier the do not close the opening in the a good root system has developed 

bulb the more likely it will be to bottom. Have the pieces of pots This can easily be determined by 

produce large numbers of good arched over the opening rather placing the hand over the top 

flowers. than filling it. With the six inch of the pot, inverting it, tapping 

There are two distinct meth- pots, four or five pieces of drain- lightly on a board or corner of 

ods of forcing bulbs in the home, age, or an inch of charcoal or (Continued on page 14)
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Wisconsin Horticulture degree the feelings of those who On the north shore a stop was 
: saw for the first time the beau- made at Jerseyhurst, the home 

Wisooncin diace Bee ee Bosioes ties of Geneva Lake and for the of Mr. and Mrs. F. T. A. Junkin, 
12 N. Carroll St. first time realized, perhaps, what to see the Grapery which is cer- 

Official organ of the Society. wonders can be accomplished by _ tainly a sight worth seeing, then 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. a happy combination of money the homes of M. A. Ryerson, 
Secretary’ W:.5; HS. Madison, Wis, and brains when applied to Mrs. A. Allerton, A. C. Bartlett, 

ete SS Ween aces eee Nay landscape gardening. Verily the S.B. Chapin, Mrs. N. W. Harris, 
Sin, under the Act of March 9, 1870. spptis lily may sometimes be painted Edw. FP. Swift and | Charles L. 
cation. to advantage. Hutchinson were visited and the 
Wisconsin State Herticultural Society _ Wednesday Aug. 23, was the party returned to the city and in 

Membership fee fifty cents, which in- biggest, best and most perfect automobiles supplied by the 
Sf Wisconsi Honieulture “Heme "ite day ever experienced by many Lake Geneva Commercial Club, 
Some Wis, edcrie Cranefield, Editor, Madi- ir ‘Dot all of our members, at went to Yerkes Observatory and 
A dollar Din inay be sen safely if wrapped least as concerns sightseeing. making the drive around the 
Personal checks accepted eet OY ~— Kindly keep in mind always that _ lake, inspected the state orchard. 

Postage stamps not accepted. it was due to the generosity and The trip on the steamer Harvard 
OPRIGERS good will of the Lake Geneva under the careful piloting of Capt 

N. A. Rasmussen, President Oshkosh gardeners that we were able to C. A. Johnson, was especially 

DE: Bingham, Viee-Prenden oo Bay spend such a perfect day. enjoyed. ; 

B Granctcle’’ Secretary co Madibon Wednesday evening at 8:30 
a Summer Meeting o'clock visiting members of the 

Nua. REECE TIVE COMMITTEE. ais é State Society and delegates were 

P: & Bingham... sooo RO EG One of the most successful guests of the Gardeners Associa- 
Fe Craneneld Ocoeoticio mid-summer meetings ever held _ tion at a banquet served at Hotel 
2nd Dist., R. J. Coe. Ft. Atkinson i S0- 

ath Dist: Henry Wilke Milwaukee tis; dloged with, x benuuet. Eo wore pregum of toasts was 
Or Dee GE Gemibicgren Maamatat A” mis gi Hotel Geneva las ” cael ; M. Sth Dist, Wine Koore Sr gehkosh people at Hotel Geneva last under the direction of F. M. 
eth Dist. 6: Ot Seeker ener he night. ; Higgins as toast master and the 

10th Dist, CE Richard a0 sees a The meeting was opened at responses were short and snappy 

11th Dist., J. PF. Hauser. - Bayfield Horticultural hall at ten o’clock to a degree. 
aes Tuesday morning and a very Each of the visitors who spoke, 

=—= interesting program occupied the — referred to the marvelous beauty 

BOARD OF MANAGERS. members for the rest of the day. of Lake Geneva and its surround- 

NoAr Rasmussew « ieliogg To weanetelt Wednesday was given over toen- ings and to the thorough manner 

_ tertainment and the members of in which they had been enter- 
Annual Membership sso the State Society as guests of the tained, complimenting the Gard- 
Life Membership owes usc77” «28° «Gardeners Association, boarded eners Association and Commer- 

: Madison, Wis- the steamer Harvard and made cial Club upon their mode of 

——_—<_u[v———= the tour of the lake, visiting a welcoming the “stranger within 

A number of the shore places and their gates,’ and voiced their 
At Geneva Lake . > . 

taking noon lunch at Fontana. desire to have another one of 

Owing to the very limited The first stop was made at their summer meetings here in 
time intervening between the Ceylon Court, the home of Mr. the near future. And as the 
summer meeting and “copy” J. J. Mitchell, where the beau- last strains of Mrs. Eames’ song 
day for this issue of Wisconsin ties of the grounds and gardens died into hushed silence each 

Horticulture no extended ac- brought forth many exclama- one felt that ‘““They had found 

count of the summer meeting tions of admiration. The Loreli, at the close of a perfect day the 

can be given. Editor Higgins’ re- Mrs. C. Seipp’s home was the soul of a friend they’d made.” — 

port clipped from the News next stop and here, after viewing Lake Geneva News. 
appears elsewhere in this num- the beauties of the place they —————— 
ber and is most excellent from were entertained with a light Practice seed-selection for to- 

the standpoint of a newspaper lunch by Mrs. Seipp and Mr. matoes and beans as you do for 

man but it fails toexpressin any and Mrs. Henry Bartholemay. corn.
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Every Reader May Have One Doing that in order So my 3 
Guess business will get the farmers In- Salzer S Seeds 

lighten to geting Into Some trees are particular seeds for particular 
While browsing thru my desk that willnot be a Dieing off In a Planters) Send for Market Gar- 

recently I dug up a letter dated few years before there Seeds will JOHN A. SALZER SEED CO. 
March 17th, 1906 which was prove up mine will and I can | 401 South 8th St., La Crosse, Wis. 

sent me by the Editor of a very Show the public what will be a 

well known agricultural paper. great benefit to the public You 
On the top of the sheet is pen- need not put the writing or McKAY NURSERY 

ciled the following: “Dear Mr. printing in right a way only ee 

Cranefield; What about this, is when you are not crowded in ~~ COMPANY a 
he crazy?” Itreallydidnotseem Your cooloms Next fall when PARDEFVILLE - WISCONSIN 
worth while to print such letter apples is plenty So farmers can er eco 
to say nothing of an answer to it get plenty of apples So they Can 

and so it has lain ten years in the Send cores Nursery Stock of 
bottom of the drawer. During Yours, Quality 
these ten years I have received an f : , or Particular Buyers 
not less than one hundred Picking the Winner a . : 
“crank” letters similar to this Have a standard wanes as 

one many of them plainly the The Manitowoc County Horti- nly you with everything in ue 
product of a diseased brain but cultural society held their first Fruit T Small Fruits 
many more simply hobby riders. annual picnic at the farm of W. ruil srees, Small Fruits, 
Which is this? Only one guess. J. Ahrens, north of the city, yes- Vines and Ornamentals. 

F.C, terday afternoon, the meeting Let us suggest what to plant both 
being attended by about a hun- a neha ae mn} thezdecoration 

The Wisconsin Agriculturist dred and fifty members. Lunch a ey oe new Catalog sent 
Dear Sir was served at noon, coffee, cream promptly upon receipt of your list 

I write to You concerning and lemonade being furnished on of wants. 
Experment that I know that is the grounds, while the picnickers Nurseries at Waterloo, Wis. 
all right and I would like to have brought their own baskets. po 

It advertised In order to help N. A. Rasmussen, of Oshkosh, § 77 

all farmers it willnot cost them president of the State Horticul- 

much to try I have twenty Six tural society, delivered an ad- The Hawks 
hundred apple trees planted dress in the afternoon, touching 

three year old and I can pick out’ upon various common difficul- N u rs e ry 
Seeds out of a core of anapple ties which confront the grower. WN ce 
that will reproduce the same A contest was held, the object Company 

kind of fruit without grafting being to decide upon the best re 
now it will be quite a few Years pruned tree in the Ahrens or- . . 
before mine Will fruit. So that I chard, which is one of the finest are in a position to fur- 

can prove up to the public now in the neighborhood. Mrs. Carl nish high grade Nursery 
if you wish to put a piece In Kiel won first place and Miss Stock of all kinds and 
Your paper that if parties wishes Alma Jacobson picked the second vatieties suitable to: Wis« 
to try to raise Some of the seed- best. . d . Te = : : th th- 
lings the Same as I am Doing if The affair was the first of its wee die an omer DOF 
they will Send me cores as many kind to be held in the county, erm districts: 

as they wish all Expences payed and the members of the society Will be glad to figure 
Such as postage I will Send back plan to make it an annual event. is either i 
the seeds and they Shall plant ania on your waints es or ‘n 
them and when they prove up as If onions have stopped grow- large or small quantities. 

I have mentioned and they are ing, pull them and lay them on 
Satisfied what can be Done they the ground to ripen. When the 

can send me what they think is tops are dry twist them off and Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
fare for my trouble now I am_ store the bulbs.
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Fall Planting Wine Not? [goo («dd 
__ PATENTED AUG.19, 1907 

C. J. Telfer, Ft. Atkinson It may be of interest to grow- 

ers of grapes to know if they are 

The question has been asked not able to dispose of their crop 
several times whether it is ad- in the regular market, either fio. Fio2 mas 

visable and profitable to do fall because of an over-supply or by 
planting. Shrubs and some of reason of injury to the fruit by BERRY BOXES 
the small bush fruits such as heavy frost, that the loss may Crates, Bushel Boxes 
currants and gooseberries do be materially reduced by making and Climax Baskets . 
very well when planted in the the grapes into wine. As You Like Them 
fall, but they should be planted Wine so made may be sold We manufacture the Ewald Patent 
as soon as it is possible to move without payment of a govern- See anes oe eed Veneta 
them, which is usually soon after ment tax if the regulations pre- | material in the K. D. in carload lots our 
a good killing frost. This gives . scribed by the law which is given Eee eee eae cee 
them time enough to send out below are observed. either for strawberries or blueberries. 

little rootlets which gather Sec. 3246, U. S. Statutes | No order too wee the talline bose 
enough moisture to supply the (as amended by sec. 5, act of | and crates in K. D. from Milwaukee. 

evaporation from the tops. Great Mar. 1, 1879 (20 Stat., 327). | Pramptnessis essential in haniling trait, 
care should be taken to firm the Nothing in this chapter shall be discount for early orders. A postal 

dirt well around the roots and construed to impose a _ special Brinascourprice iste: 
then mulch with well rotted tax upon vintners who sell wine | Cumberland Fruit Package Co. 
stable manure, using enough to. of their own growth, or manu- Dept. D, Cumberland Wis. 

cover the ground to a depth of facturers who sell wine produced. 

two or three inches. from grapes grown by others, FOR SALE 

The one great trouble in plant- at the place where the same is ,, . , . 
5 : ce ge : : : : Garden Terrace Truck Farm 
ing shade or fruit trees in the made or at the general business 

fall is that they do not send out office of such vintner or manu- Eighteen acres of some of the 

enough rootlets to gather the  facturer: Provided, That no vint- very best soil in Wisconsin. A 

amount of moisture necessary to ner or manufacturer shall have gentle south slope, with all very 

balance the evaporation and more than one office for the sale good buildings. Unlimited supply 
consequently the drain is so of such wine that shall be ex- of best water. Small fruit. New 
heavy on the tree that it does not empt from special tax under this apple and plum trees. Together 

often start in the spring and if act; nor shall any special tax be’ with two horses, jersey cow, 

it does may die soon after start- imposed upon apothecaries as to chickens, all necessary tools, 

ing. wines or spirituous liquors which vehicles, etc. Located on main 
Peonies and a great many _ they use exclusively in the prepa- road, route No. one, half mile 

other perennials may be planted. rationormaking-up of medicines. from city limits of one of the 

in the fall but should be well (Treasury Decision 19410, biggest little cities in the state. 

protected through the winter. 1898.) Where grapes are pressed The entire property and excel- 

Strawberries can be planted at one place and the juice is then lent business with it, can be had 

with success but the question carried to another place and for a reasonable sum. If you 

arises as to whether it pays, as there fermented, the latter is the appreciate a fine home and large 
the nurserymen charge twice as place of manufacture of the returns on investment, apply for 

much for plants sent in the fall. wine, and the manufacturer is other information and_ photos, 

Strawberry beds must be planted there permitted by the provi- direct from owner. 

one year before bearing and beds _ sions of section 3246 to sell it W. T. Snyder, 

planted in the spring and given without paying special tax. Tomah, Wis. 

good care will make a good solid H. H. Morgan, Madison, Wis. oo 

bed of plants before the next Keep the fallen fruit picked 

fall, therefore nothing is gained up. “Falls”? usually contain 

by planting the year before. Plant spinach in August or grubs of insects, and by killing 
— early September for fall and these next year’s crop dangers 

Transplant iris now. early spring use. will be lessened.
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——— The Busy Housewife and Her 

fA A > Arsenate of Lead Garden 
N Pa , GEN tins. JV, Beye 

ff - f “| \ i oe standard in. puneibsl There are any number of 
| ape AMAR ] Convenient source of supply for Wis- housekeepers who like raspber- 

i Ci ak ey 2) Farrar a mrentery cuprates of Nicos ries for canning, but on account 

PA t a ( S39] further information write of the wild way they have of 
Xe <G US Pat OF Ce / The G asselli Chemical Co growing together at the time of 

Kis SY Established 1839 ; ° ripening makes a lot of trouble 
PRO wy Main Office, Claveland, Ohio picking them, as it is unavoid- 

Se Milwaukee; Wisconsin able to come in contact. with 
their thorns, and therefore most 

women after one trial discard 

: ° them. 
JEWELL Quality Stock Here is a way to avoid this 

. trawberries . annoyance: In the spring when 

MINNESOTA NativeElum Apple Small Fruits the old canes are broken out, 

WISCONSIN GROWN select a number of young shoots, 
GROWN for Wisconsin Planters. Read our say four or five take a binder 

Price List before you buy, and twine and tie them together 
Nursery Stock save money. three times (nearly solid, not 

———EEEEE 62nd Year loosely) once near the ground, 

’ : once in the middle and once 

Complete assortment of Kellogg's Nurseries about 4 to 6 inches from the top. 

Fruit and Ornamental , , . The bush being tied in this way, 

stock in all varieties suited the growth will hinder the sun 

to northern culture. A from forming any buds on the 

specialty of Hardy Shade ° inside and you will find your 

Trees, “Windbreake Stock, “We have a Fine Lot of berries all around on the out- 

Evergreens (Coniferous), Plants for the Garden” side. Not alone will the picking 
Deciduous Shrubs, Apples be easier for you can walk all 

and Native Plums. around and do not have to trust 

AGENTS WANTED SEND FOR LIST your hands inside, but the work 
Saas of cultivation will also be light- 

eee ened as you can hoe or cultivate 

The Jewell Nursery Co. J. E. MATHEWSON | ‘learundereach bush, 
(Ieditor’s note: While this 

Lake City, Minnesota i SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN method may be satisfactory for 
the amateur the market grower 

7 could scarcely afford to lose all 

Caution to Prospective The Kickapoo Valley the fruiting wood except that on 

Drug Growers. the outside of the outside canes.) 
Wisconsin’s 

(Continued from page 1) Favored Fruit District 

drug specialists point out, how- | . . 

ever, that prices of these articles ee developing The pithy, pointed and timely 
prevailing under the present . . little notes on flowers and home 

disturbed conditions are abnor- A few choice tracts forsale. If inter- | decorations tucked away in odd 
mal and therefore should not be , — corners of this and past issues 

regarded as a safe basis on which | The Kickapoo Development Co. are written by Prof. Le Roy 

to estimate regular returns from Gays Mills, Wis. Cady of the Minnesota Agri- 

such activities. cultural College.
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Orchard Winter Injuries tured, with severe winters and Winter injury to the bark us- 

high, drying winds—even the ually kills the cambium or grow- 

Winter injuries to fruit trees hardier varieties require the best ing region in the outer wood and 

may be attributed to various cultural treatment to come _ is familiar to us under the types, 
causes but their extent is more through unharmed. which we often indefinitely term 
largely determined in the system Winter injuries may be classed as Sunscald, Crownrot and 

of soil management than prob- for convenience under four main Cankers. 

ably any other factor. Owing divisions according to the parts Sunscald is shown chiefly in 

to the prevailing rigorous climate of the tree affected as—buds, the blistering of the trunks of 

conditions, methods for lessen- roots, wood and bark. young trees and scaffold branches 

ing the injury in its various forms Bud injury is chiefly to the as well on larger trees, mainly on 

must necessarily have become fruit buds, caused by extremes the sunny side with character- 

of vital importance to growers of cold, by permature growth istic numerous dead and _blis- 

in this and neighboring states induced during winter warm tered areas. It may frequently 

with similar conditions. The spells and followed by sudden be caused by imperfect foliage 

subject has been studied in its drops in temperature. The ef- protection or by the reflection of 
various phases and_ practical fects may be similar to spring intense sunlight in winter from 
methods for control have been frost injury when the whole or the snow surface. Its most usual 

attempted in Wisconsin, Iowa part of the crop may be killed, cause however probably lies in 

and Minnesota since at least 1870 and fruit only slightly injured the stimulation to winter sap- 

or earlier. We have thus from may evendevelopinanabnormal flow on the sunny side in warm 

time to time heard more or less or deformed condition. Thus weather with a subsequent rapid 
about hardier varieties that are fruits are found on trees with freezing of the tissues. The oc- 

better adapted, of certain cover otherwise perfect fruits occasion- currence is found greater where 

crops to be used under certain ally seedless and at times core- the trees are less protected from 

conditions, of own-rooted and __ less. sudden changes in air and soil 

hardy-rooted scions in nursery Root injury occurs usually in temperatures. An adequate 
stock—but not enough of the very wet soils or where there is ground cover combined with 

proper method of soil manage- no ground cover of vegetation or whitewashing the exposed 
ment. The grower may be de- snow to prevent drying out and branches and trunks will usually 
pendent on others in the se- deep freezing as on bare hill- effectually prevent such injury. 
curing of his nursery stock, but sides. The trees will at times leaf Crown-rot is more prevalent 
the care of the stock is within out in the spring and try to de- where the union between stock 

his control and upon his methods velop their foliage, but, being and scion in grafting is not per- 

will depend the success of the unable to supply sufficient mois- fect, and thus is to be looked for 
orchard in the harvest. He tureas the weather grows warmer rather in younger trees. The 

should thus become familiar with the leaves gradually die off. tissue is more readily affected by 

this problem of winter injuries— Injury to the wood occurs severe weather conditions and 

and there are many forms of more or less every season and, the entrance of the rot-pro- 

them, and recognize their cause evidenced in a darkening in the ducing organisms is made doubly 
and means of prevention. sapwood, is often difficult to easy. Asaprevention all nursery 

We frequently hear of blights distinguish from the ripening of stock should be examined well 

and disease in trees that are the sapwood to form  heart- before planting. 

directly traceable to the effects wood. In severe cases, however, Collar-rot and Crotch Cankers 

of a hard summer drouth fol- the darkening clear to the bark are more frequently found, oc- 
lowed by severe winters and may be readily distinguished in curring at the base of the trunk 

winter killing of the trees. In cutting across the injured limb. and at the junctures with the 

Wisconsin we usually have dry Such injury is especially noticed main limbs. At these parts it is 

summers with a long, moist where the wood has been poorly known that the period of growth 

autumn when such injury is matured. If in nursery stock, the is continued longer than in the 

most prevalent. Under such con- trees may frequently be saved rest of the tree, the wood being 

ditions conducive to little vigor by cutting back to the snowline less apt to be fully matured and 
in growth—a prolonged growing where the wood is apt to be thus more readily injured. The 

season and wood imperfectly ma- normal. form is easily recognized in its
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location and the more or less ex- the wood. Recent observations 
tensive areas irregular in outline indicate that there is a state of Be WAN 

and frequently aggravated by the rest in the early period of Coa 
attacks of disease spores or in- dormancy during which trees RIAWKeVE enipeine BASKE!d 
sects, especially the plant lice. will not in general be affected BO cincuian ec eRices WAlTEy 
In young trees, perpendicular and this period is much longer 1 UINGTON BASKE? § WI 
cracks may run up from the in the case of properly matured RAUL BURLING TON, IOWA J 
ground line and become so trees. Alternate freezing and Wiineaaie 

serious as to girdle the tree inthe thawing with excessive drying i one 
spring growth. Bridge grafting tend to break this rest period lll 

may be resorted to with uncer- with its resultant liability to 

tain results, and the trees are injury. If then we can increase 

best replaced in severe cases. the moisture holding capacity of 

Snow or other ground covers will the soil, maintain a more uni- Let George Do It 

usually prevent the occurrence of form soil temperature and aid 
such injuries. materially in lessening changes Or Paul or Howard or 

The Cankers, though due to a in such conditions, along with an even Gladys. Any boy or 
possibly wider range of causes, increased maturity of the wood, girl can get one or more 

also resemble Collar-rot in being we can largely prevent an early new members without 
started chiefly by winter injury. break in the rest’ period and going far from home. 
The aerial parts of the tree may thus increase the hardiness of 

be injured in many cases where _ the tree. A Cash Offer 

the roots and crown are but little In our cultural methods for During September only 

affected. Various theories have preventing or lessening these acashbonus of twenty- 
been advanced as to the cause, forms of injury we may now five cents will be allowed 

such as: Tensions in wood of understand the conditions that for each new member 
vigorous growth which is ex- will reduce them to a minimum. secured. 
posed to high, drying winds, orto As we have seen in nearly every Collect 80e for wach 

strains at the crotches with dry- case of injury, the maturity of membership, send 

ing out of tissue and consequent the wood has played a most iwenty-five to thisco ties 

cracking under tension. More important part and our methods and retain balance: 
recent observations at the Mis- should be directed to securing 

souri Station conducted by Dr. this primarily. We must further Let the Young Folks Do It. 

Whitten have shown a great ab- provide a protection lo the roots : 

sorption of heat on the south in a ground cover, which will No renewals: No-post- 
side of the Lree in sunlight with prevent deep freezing and dessi- age stamps: Send OF 

c m 2 * & Fs = aes ee = sam Pp 1 e cop les, coin 
extreme drops in temperature at cation as well as retard growth ced 

sundown. From his Records of in the spring or during un- cards and self-addressec 

temperature drops from 70 de-  seasonable warm spells. The envelopes. Sec 
grees (Fah.) to atmospheric 30 (Continued on page 15) _ OO 
degrees within very short inter- 

vals at sundown, his explanation =—©§ ———————____ 

seems well-founded, especially 

where the wood is immature. SALESMEN WANTED! 
Hardiness in a plant may be 

considered essentially as its abil- We are in want of a few reliable, energetic men to 

ity to withstand unfavorable act as agents for the sale of our Northern Grown Trees, 

environmental conditions, espec- Shrubs and Vines from our Nursery. Previous experience 

ially as regards temperature. not essential; live active men can earn good wages. For 

This is largely determined in the our terms address, giving full name, age and reference, 

apecise-and the variety of plant GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY CO. 
but it may be materially affected 7 
by those influences which. bear Baraboo, Wis. 
directly upon the maturity of
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Indoor Culture of Hyacinths Watercopiously atlongintervals touches the bottoms of the 
and Narcissus. giving water only when the soil bulbs. The dish may then be 

(Continued from page 7) indicates that there is a lack of set away and carried the same as 
the table and removing the moisture. for soil culture. The time re- 
earth ball. If the exterior of the Hyacinths may be forced for quired for developing, however, 
earth ball is covered with roots, more than one year, but the will not be so great. Three- 

then the plant has developed  narcissus are usually so weak- fourths of the failures in water 

sufficiently to be brought in for ened that itis advisable to throw culture of narcissus and hya- 

flower production. away the bulbs or to plant them cinths is in trying to carry the 

If the proper temperature has out of doors and buy new ones plants at too high a temperature. 

been maintained there will be for forcing the following season. Do not bring in the bulbs and 

little or no trouble from top If the bulbs are to be carried place them in the warmest and 
growth. If the tops do begin to over, the leaves should be al- brightest portions of the room. 
grow it is not necessary to bring lowed to remain on the plants There should be plenty of light, 

them into the light at once. Tops after the flowers are off. Remove but the temperature should be 
having considerable extent, the flower stalks as soon as the kept low, otherwise there will 
which will be white when grown flowers are wilted, then set inthe be a very excessive vegetative 
in the dark, will turn their proper light in a temperature of about growth and few blossoms, very 

color in two or three days after sixty to sixty-five degrees, and frequently the buds blasting and 

bringing into the light. During allow the plant to continue its no blossoms being secured. 
the period in which the roots are growth until matured. After the Kinds for Forcing. One of the 

developing, little water is neces- leaves have wilted of their own chief bulbs for forcing is the 
sary. Just enough should be accord, they may be removed, so-called Chinese Sacred Lily. 
given to keep the soil well moist- the bulb taken out and stored This is an early flowering narcis- 
ened. It will probably not be during the summer. sus. It has the largest bulb of the 

necessary to water them more Water Culture. Water culture narcissus group, and each bulb 

than once a week, and frequently does not materially differ from produces a number of flower 

not so often. As soon as the soil culture save in the medium stalks. It is well adapted for 

roots have developed the plants in which the plants are grown. either pot or water culture. 

may be brought in for forcing. It There are various methods of Probably the best white nar- 
is well if a number of plants are water culture, the most common _ cissus is the Paper White. These 
being grown to bring them in at being that in which the bowl or two kinds usually give a suffi- 
intervals as this will provide a_ hyacinth glass is used. The bowl cient number of early flowers. 
succession of flowers. is preferable for forcing narcissus They can then be followed by 

The bulbs should not be as it is possible to grow a larger the Pseudo-narcissus which are 

brought from the low storage number thereby getting a better more often known as daffodils. 

temperatures into the high tem- effect. However, with the hya- Two varieties of daffodils which 

perature of a living room in one cinth a single bulb ina hyacinth stand out among the finest for 
change. It is better to bring them glass is very satisfactory. In the forcing is the Von Sion which is a 
into high temperatures gradually. bowl culture take a shallow bowl large, double yellow trumpet, 
Very frequently the buds are preferably about three to four and the Emperor which is a 
blasted by giving too high a inches deep. In the bottom of large single trumpet. Of the cup 

temperature. A bulb does not this put one-half inch of granu- daffodils the Incomparabilis flor- 

need high temperature, sixty to lated charcoal. The purpose of iplena is one of the best. All of 

sixty-five degrees being sufficient the charcoal is to keep the water these are adapted to both pot 

and the flowers will last much ‘“‘sweet.’? On this may be placed and water culture. 

longer than if higher tempera- a shallow layer of one inch of Hyacinths. Some of the best 
tures are given. The higher tem- gravel or sand, gravel being named varieties for both water 
peratures, seventy to seventy- preferable. The bulbs are then and ‘soil culture are: white, 
five degrees, give quicker results, placed on this material and the Mount Blanc and L. Grandesse; 
but with danger of blasting the dish filled with pebbles or coarse pink, Lord Macauley, Von Schil- 
buds. The bulb needs little care gravel. The object of this is to ler, and Robert Steiger; blue, 
after being brought into the light keep the plants upright. Put in Charles Dickens, Grand Lilas 

save in the matter of water. sufficient water so that it just andiMimosa.
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One of the many homes eo a eae | 
our Landscape Depart- : “* : meee 4 : f 
ment has helped to make = Son etNg RY es oa | 

attractive. % ee cs ee, 9 * 

We are now ready to help : a. ; 

you make your place a Sem 
Beauty Spot. os Bee : 

A booklet showing places ¥ er 

we have planned and Sa hed : 

planted is free. 

You want the best varie- 

ties when planting your 

Orchard, Home Grounds 

or Fruit Garden. Our 

catalogue tells you about 

them. ee 2 

The Goe, Gonverse & Edwards Co., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis. - 

Orchard Winter Injuries. vation, fruit size and color, climatic conditions throughout 

(Continued from page 13) vigor of growth and longer grow- the country. The method of 
ing season are claimed, and with thorough early summer culti- 

planting of windbreaks may be probably good foundation. It vation, sowing of a cover crop by 

of some importance, though it is covers our cultural-preventive — the last of July and spring plow- 

usually of secondary value. requirements very well except in ing is thus evidently most gen- 

If we briefly review the sys- one particular—that of wood erally advisable for this State 

tems of soil management most maturity—for the prolongation and it becomes more a question 

prominently advocated in recent of the growing season is very apt of which is the best cover crop 

years, we find only two of more to result disastrously ina climate to be used under given con- 

than general interest. The Defi- such as this. ditions. This the grower 

nite Mulch and the Tillage- In our Tillage-Cover Crop must largely determine for him- 

Cover Crop systems with their System on the other hand we self by a comparison of their 
intermediate variations for spec- can secure definite permanent various qualities and the special 
ial conditions are of greatest results in tree vigor and size of needs of his orchard. In the 
promise. fruit, with possibly a slight intelligent following of such a 

The Definite Mulch System, deficiency as to color. But in’ system the problem of winter 

as outlined by Professor Stewart this system we can practically injuries in orchards will soon 

of the Pennsylvania Station, control the length of the growing become of much less importance. 

consists essentially in maintain- season and thus the maturity of J. E. Richardson, Jr. 

ing sufficient mulch material over the wood as well as secure University of Wisconsin. 

the root-feeding area in a sod adequate cover protection in January, 1916. 

orchard to prevent sod growth most instances. The practice is — — 

that would compete with the now no doubt familiar to most of Keep suckers off fruit trees and 
tree roots for plant foods in the our growers, it being followed by vegetables, they take the 

soil. For this system great at least 75% of the larger com- strength of the plant and retard 

advantages in moisture conser- mercial orchardists under various the development of the fruit.
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’ An Attractive Home Means 

' a Contentment 

a Gy a Keep the children at home by making them 
proud of it. The most effective and eco- 

nomical way to do this, is to beautify the 

i *h lawn. Careful arrangement and good plants 
"i are essential. Our Landscape Department 

é " has specialized in this work, is familiar with 
7 Wisconsin conditions, and has probably the 

aie a a largest assortment of choice nursery stock in 
il the state to select from. 

White Elm Nursery Co. 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

An Appeal to Members of This Society through its Orchard and Garden 

The W. S. H. S. officers has pledged its support 
to the State Fair and we call The second crop of everbear- 

Attend the State Fair in Mil- on you as loyal members to ing strawberries is now beginning 

waukee, Sept. 11 to 16th. and help us “make good.” You to ripen. 

urge your friends to attend. can do it by meeting us face to Cultivate the strawberries and 

face at the W. S. H. S. Exhibit do not allow the runners to be- 

The management of this’ in the Horticultural building. come too thick. 

Society works hand in hand at Officers and Executive Com- If red spiders appear on ever- 

all times with the management mittee. grees, spray frequently with a 
of the State Fair. By F. Cranefield, Secretary. good insecticide. 

Order bulbs now. They reach 

We spend hundreds of dollars a this country in September and 
of our funds each year to make a See the W. S. H. S. Exhibit should be potted in October. 

bigger and better Fair and to atthe State Fair. Watch for two-legged mar- 

advertise Wisconsin fruit. rauders in the melon patch. It 
a may be necessary to sit up nights 

We believe firmly in the Fair. A Book of Verses underneath the but it pays. 

We believe in Hon. C. P. Nor- Bough, As soon as a vegetable cro:: is 

gord, Com. of Agr. who is A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread— all gathered, clear the ground and 

devoting all his energies and and Thou plant to clover. It keeps down 

splendid abilities to make the Beside me singing in the weeds and can be turned under 
State Fair a great educational wilderness— in the spring, enriching the soil. 

institution worthy of the sup- Oh, Wilderness were Paradise If blight appears in the or- 

port of every one in the state. enow! chard, cut out ‘and burn all 

affected branches. If scab or 
We believe in Secretary Remy I sent my Soul through the In- codling moth is severe, spray 

and his assistants and the Ad- visible, with concentrated lime sulphur, 

visory Board. Some letter of that After-life to 1 to 40, and arsenate of lead, 3 

spell: pounds to 50 gallons of water. 

We believe in our worthy And by and by my Soul re- Spray lilac bushes with potas- 

president N. A. Rasmussen, who turn’d to me, sium sulfide—one ounce to two 
is Superintendent of Horticul- And answer’d, “I Myself am _ gallons of water—to remove mil- 

ture. Heav’n and Hell;” dew.— University Farm, St. Paul
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, PACKING APPLES IN BARRELS 

J. A. HARLEY, Madison 

The purpose of this supple- Standard Apples Standard Brands 

ment 18 to furnish the beginner The standard quality of apples Standard quality apples, 
with a brief guide to the prin- : 3 Stine TRAN fo i : 
rf z 5 as provided in the Sulzer Bill is: packed according to standard ciples and practices of the up- ee . : : £ 

2 Apples of one variety, well grown — grades, in standard barrels may 
to-date grower and shipper of i o : 4 ; 

5 specimens, hand picked, of good be branded according to grades 
commercial apples. . Lee . ; : 

cof color for the variety, of normal — as follows: 
Probably the marketing of no . Se . : . ; . 

; eo _ Shape, practically free from in- Standard Grade No. I, Min- 
form of farm produce has under- bee . eye 
sone a greater revolution during sect or fungus injury, bruises imum Size 24 inches. 

8 . gr ‘ “ 8 and other defects, shall be the Standard Grade No. II, Min- 
the past 20 years than the mar- : . ar fest i 
keting of fruit After. experi- standard quality. imum Size 2} inches. 

8 2  S x} a, An allowance of 10 per cent Standard Grade, No. III, Min- 
menting with every conceiv- : Nin d 4 ee 

. ' leeway is made lo any grower in imum Size 2 inches. 
able method, the sentiment be- ie . alten. 
. etty general that Certain packing this quality. ; ; 
came pretty genera J te ; . Standardization Spreading. 
definite standards should be set Standard Grades : . 

up and maintained for the good Apples: of the: above slandard Che chief provisions of the 
of the business. Later, the Apples: 0 ; 1G: a her ‘ aint Sulzer bill, with modifications to 

demands of the fruit growers aly iain ‘hae: “as meet local conditions, are in 

found expression in legislation, Grade IA . Ire 51 Operation in nearly all of the 
state by state. Finally, the aches us © Apples trom <2 apple producing states. Where- 
National government took ac- G . fe Il Apples. fr 51 ever high standards of packing 
tion and gave the country the. eat eit Apples irom <4 and shipping are maintained the 

“Sulzer Bill,” a law for the ne hes MP: Aussiee Ta 5 resulls are most beneficial. Only 

improvement of the packing and. (rade IH. Apples from 2 apples of quality find their way 
marketing of apples. inches Up. oa. to market; the demand for them 

; It should be carefully noted — jecomes stronger, and the prices 
The Sulzer Law that the Sulzer Law provides for correspondingly higher. The 

This law clearly defines what only one grade as to pe of consumer grows confident and 

constitutes (a) standard quality eee but three grades as lo buys his apples thereafter upon 
Pg standar radeg: ee the reputation of the brand. of apples, (b) standard grades Standard Barrels I 

for packing apples, (c) standard Kieds of Containers 
barrels, and (d) provides that A standard barrel is one whose : ° o 

when “standard apples’? shall staves are 283 inches long, During the past decade great 

have been packed in ‘“‘standard diameter of head 173 inches, improvement has been made in 

barrels,” the grower may use distance between heads 26 inches the methods of packing and 

certain ‘““U. S. brands’? to des- outside circumference of bulge marketing fruit. Growers have 

ignate his ‘“‘standard grades.” 64 inches, and volume 7056 experimented with this form 
§ + . 

A severe penalty is provided cubic inches. Such a barrel and that in the hope of discover- 
for the deceptive use of the holds approximately three ing the best container for their p 
government brands. bushels, produce.
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There is no ‘best,’ no one Uniformity, so far as possible of spirit will be saved the packer, 
form superior to all others for fruit uniform in size and color. if he is provided with the proper 

all varieties, all markets, and Honesty, this will include all tools. See cuts. 

all conditions of fruit. In se- the other requirements and ex- ‘A’ is the packer’s indispensa- 

lecting the proper container for clude all objectionable prac- ble tool. There is no substitute 
his apples, the grower, or packer, _ tices. for this hatchet. 
must be governed by circum- ‘B’ is a small caliper rule con- 

stances: by the variety; their Temporary Shelter venient for measuring apples. 

shiping quality: by Ue season sine a large prt of the pple ye Gait smtting Wie i 
bay the cost of sacle 3 and ioost crop 1s barreled an ‘the orchard; ‘D’ is a series of rings. for 

of trans compat iis object some kind ‘of temporary’ shelter sradin : Sp dles sizes 134 ‘lo 8 
a ae is 16 obtain ise ie should be provided for use in 9818 @PPles, sizes hi4 “ 

pa gi . "inclement weather. Either a 7 

| | 

AALS | /| | \ 

° Nan ° 
°o ° I ° 
U7 

Yl LY 

crop the highest market price; 

and in determining the price, ‘E’ (p.3) is a gauge board, very 

the kind of container used plays convenient for the beginner in 
a very important part. grading. 

The most popular containers ‘F’ is a racking board, made 
for apples are the ‘“‘standard ‘ . of plank four feet long. 
box’ bushel basket, harper tent or shed should be in readi- ‘© is a barrel . known ¢ 
crate aad “standard barrel nPer, ness so that in case of a storm th 1 1S a barre oe, nown as 

Whatever the fori of con- the ‘Wark may 26 on Uninler- “HW (p Aisa iron ci ] 
r 5 . rupted. The temporary shed DPest/ 1S'anlron' circle:press 

tainer certain requirements al- . ; head, considered better than the 
ways apply: will also serve as a convenient den t 

A y: . place for storing barrels. won Cnty De: : ss 
ppearance, so attractive as I’ is a follower, used in tailing 

to “mak 9 

create a desire to bugs ane The Packer's Poot: Oe vnower will, of course 
Cleanliness, free from dirt, A workman is known by his provide as many duplicate sets 

stains, and foreign substances. tools. Much delay and vexation of tools as his work demands,
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consistent with economy of time The canvas picking bag is The crates are light, of conven- 
and effort. Some of the tools can recommended because it is sus- ient size, and stack compactly 
be made at home, the others pended from the shoulders of on the truck. A 13 inch slat 
obtained from any dealer in the picker and, consequently, should be nailed across each end 
orchard supplies. leaves both of his hands free for of the crate, on top, so that the 

picking; nor can it be knocked ei 

ar —_ off the ladder, as often happens i . 
The Packing Bench: with a pail or basket. A - bs ee 

There are several types of The best form of step ladder ; p ” on 
packing benches. One, in very is the kind with flaring legs and da © a! im ot 

general use resembles a feed narrow top. The back support 1s am nr, @) 

trough with a slat bottom. The consists of a single pole. Such a ‘ @. ~ 2 Oe 
railing is’ padded and sometimes i oO ra) fee 4 ar % } 

a canvas is thrown over the slats C) poe PS i 

to prevent bruising the apples. f*) i @} 1S Sees u. f 

Such a table can be used by two CY) \ \ °%y as y 

packers, one on either side. (-) (-) (-) . a S$ y 
A better type for a_ single (-) a 

packer is shown in the illustra- COO ‘ OO} ee 
tion below. Its dimensions are Barrel Properly Faced 
six feet in length, four feet wide CX) CC) apples in the lower crates will 

C) (-) not be bruised by the upper 
© (-) crates resting upon them. 

@)@) @) ©) © « CK Grading Apples. 

Nodal Face Until an economical and efli- 

at the head and 18 inches at the _ . cient grading machine has been 
foot. The rail is made of 1x6 inch ladder does not easily lip over invented, the bulk of barrel 

board, padded. At the foot, or and can be easily thrust among — apples will continue to be graded 

mouth, is tacked an apron about the branches. | . by hand. 
five feet long. The legs for the UW hen boys are employed to In many large orchards the 
head are itiade AB inches long: pick and are allowed to climb pickers are instructed to leave 

for the foot 39 inches, giving the Ute trees, they should be re- all of the cull apples on the 

lable a six inch pitch towards quired Lo wear rubber soled ground where they eee ie 
the packer. The floor is made of shoes, sos not to bruise the gathered up later for the cider 
Ix1 slats. limbs. They should be duly oe 

No baskets are required for instructed how to pick the apples 4g ma FS ; 

grading: with ‘this ‘bench; the without pulling out the ‘stems. Ka al >) . : 

apron serves the purpose. Upon q . = igs Z ee Md ot -«< Cs i, 

such a bench four or five ore hard auick pull accompanied with - cy 4 hy fe , 
crates may be emptied ata lime. vara of the-wrist. g hed Ps " s 
An occasional jar keeps the  ] is Rm Ni 

apples rolling towards the pack- Orchard Crates. | ry - P j 

on The use of barrels in the ’ t dy te f 
ce orchard for hauling apples from hes 

Picking Apples the trees to the packing house we? a os 

Since the proper packing of should be discouraged. The ‘ 

apples really begins with the apples are apt to become bruised 

picking of them, afew words here and the barrels soiled, rendering Barrel Properly Tailed 

will not be amiss. them unfit for market use. In- mill. This arrangement obviates 

The picker’s tools consist of a stead of barrels, use bushel the necessity of twice handling 
canvas bag, a step ladder and crates, such as are commonly the culls, and it enables the 

a pair of rubber soled shoes. used for marketing tomatoes. packer lo devote all of his atten-
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tion, unhampered, to the work of Making Ready the Barrel himself with “standard barrels,” 

AW Theexperienced packer grades, SPPIC barrels are shipped yi. Jovtes according to “stand 
by sight. seeaionally applying from the cooperage with both ard grades.” . 

the éaliper or rings to test his heads in unnailed. By use ot ‘tite Place a racking plank on 

3 les For the novice, the hatehet, néwieve dns head. “The either side of the foot of the 
grad me Z ah st . remaining head becomes the acki | ; | i tee ab: tel 

gauge i Wath » tie MOS sence “face” end of the barrel. pa ing “a "One t ecmrail se Fer 
venient. With a little experie Re Next drive down the quarter upon each. ne barrel is for 
he will learn to do his work very I 5 and nail . . No. I apples, the other for No. 

se hoops and nail them each with Il. Always place the barrels i 
sapidly. ‘i. vg he f four nails driven slanting towards he # ways pane ns mae wy 

From his position at the pot ihe head. Clinch the ails the same relative positions, No. I 

of the packing bench, the packer | S game time nail OD the left and No. II on the 

scrutinizes every apple, as il serigoln AL the Same nme ne right. 

rolls towards him, both to dis- in. the Head with six or eight Next select the apples for the 
' wards as nails. Next nail on the head 7 See te apples tor ane 
cover any blemishes and de- liners, set al ri | : _ face. They should be, as far as 

. : : . iners, set at right angles to the . oe . : 
termine ils grade. Standing possible uniform in- size and 

between two barrels, he fills the 5IN B color, and fairly representative of 
apron, with No. I or No. II as (Oo & the contents of the barrel. If 

the case may be, and then lowers iS & there is variation in size, the 

and empties it into the proper Kick RAND smaller apples should form the 

barrel. outer circle of the face. 

All Ready JOHN EVANS By use of the wire nippers, nip 

GAYS MILLS, WIS short all of the stems on the face 

Too much emphasis cannot be apples. 
laid upon thoro preparation for Begin facing by laying the 

the packing season. [Everything STANDARD GRADE outer circle first, stems down- 

oR, C No.I 5 ward. Ordinarily there will be 
SE H ae Le EN\ ne 15 or 16 apples in the outer circle, 

I : S 10 or 11 in the second, and three 
by H \ cracks and catching all the °F four, as the case may be in the 

f] \ boards in the head. Drive the Center. See cuts. In no case, 
il H | nails slanting into the second finish the center with one large 

TU Om ee §©=6hoop. T’rom four Lo six nails will OF ene small apple. 
it F| H be sufficient. , 
\ H H Caution: examine the barrel 4 ‘ 

& f] outside and in to make sure that iy 
on no nails project. - z = 

BQ oO If paper heads are used, one LT — S 

- fiber should be laid in the bottom of | PPS = 
Iron Circle Press Head the barrel at this time. If pre- Lt ot x} ; 

must be in readiness before the fesred, the alenciling way ‘he ES | wa / 

work starts. There must be on Se | LY 
hand a sufficient. number. of packed. If deferred, the name = 

‘ | y,, Of the variety, grade and packers Cara 
a -_ a ain number should be penciled on Packing Bench 
bene eS 8 Seeti he Brow- the barrel, in small letters, near The object in facinesis. to giv 
eris going to ma e the most eco- the chine. This will prevent 1@ O nieet in facing is ee give 

nomical use of his time and work- 4 the barrel a neat, attractive 
men. To fail to make proper mlalakes J8ter, appearance when opened. This 
preparation is unbusinesslike and Making a Face cannot be done unless the apples 
expensive. It may mean the are approximately uniform in 
difference between success and Having acquainted himself s‘ze ard color. 

failure, between profit and loss with what constitutes “standard In laying each circle in the 
on the apple crop. apples” and having provided face, experience will soon teach
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the beginner how, by turning his Tailing The skill of the packer is 

apples to a longer or shorter shown in the tailing. The begin- 

diameter, his circles will come out As facing is the foundation lo ner should practice the process 

just right. a good barrel, so tailing is the diligently, opening a barrel ocea- 

Having finished each circle of cap stone. It is the last test of a sionally to lest his pack and ex- 
the face and wedged the center, good packer. As much injury amine the condition of the apples. 
the packer will next cover the May result from Loo tight pack- 

interstices of the face with a ing as from too loose. The aim Nailing 

second layer so placed as to should be to get the pressure By means of the barrel press, 
show the color of the apples in just right. Rules avail little: press the head into the croze and 
the second layer when the barrel the packer’s surest guides will nail it with six nails, eight nails, 
is opened. be his experience and good judg- if 4 three piece head. Use 1! 

ment. He must know his apples, inch wire nails. 

Filling the variety, size, degree of ripe- Nail on the liners as per face 

hess, and, probable shrinkage, — end of the barrel, using six nails, 
Lower and empty the apron in order to tail the barrel proper- taking care to so place the liners 

gently—as gently as though filled _ ly. as to catch the ends of all boards 
with eggs into the barrel. As Ihe apples for the tail should securely. If perchance a nail 

the apples roll out, scrulinize be stemmed, same as for the should protrude, withdraw it at 

them closely for any defects that face. The process requires but once and drive another. Under 
may have escaped previous no- a moment with the nippers. no circumstances leave a nail 

tice. This is the packer’s third Unless the apples are stemmed. point projecting, It is sure to 

and last time bo inspect the there are sure lo be some stem atch some poor fellow’s hand, 

apples. The picker has previ- bruises, resulting in decay and jy handling, and Lear it seriously. 

shrinkage. With long stem : , 

varieties, stemming is indispensa- Stenciling 
a_i lc. Having nailed up the barrel = es, ° rs SeAc “il; « £ . < U aE an aes If the processes of filling and P Po Oe ee ‘ ‘ properly, it should be inverted. 1 So ae (gees, = vacking have been properly done, This will bring the face on ton 

Saat ON OSS 0-M Ofer) ae , 3 ring >» face ‘ 
ad tiered the last two or three layers need. mad? : as I 
= °, in readiness for stenciling. 

ee Oe 50 arranged as to project only : ——_ ee : Fe cae One should be particular about 
—— Ss level with the chine. The “‘fol- ea aes .  , o . his stencil, in order to have it 

| SS! A lower” should be applied once or cays . - 
—< = Ge : neal and attractive. For this 
ie aa twice and the barrel racked to ae Saye Se 

3 = vy work use a stiff stencil brush and 
Gs selUle the apples evenly. The oe i ys 

. . % a good qualily of stencil ink. A 
No 23 FIELD OR STORAGE CRATE trick is done by grasping the . : . « 

Holde Full Buahel . 7 sponge kept in the ink can will 
barrel with the arms across the  ). 

i ‘ : keep the brush properly moist- 
lop and pressing down the fol- oe aus ; Oa 

i % 5 j . ened for use. Set the straight 
ously inspected them twice. If lower with the elbows as the |. : , . 3 

: 5 : lines of the stencil parallel with 
they are competent, rarely will barrel is racked. Just how much the cracks in the head 
a defective apple find its way into room the packer must leave for 

the barrel. the last layer, his own judgment 
Poet . Apple Brands 

After each apron of apples has must determine. 

been emptied, seize the barrel by The best packers finish the The style of brand should be 

the top and give it two or three tail stems up. Others prefer the chosen with great care. Once 

sharp jars. This will settle the calyx end. See cuts. In either chosen, it becomes the grower’s 

apples into their most compact case, the apples should be as trade mark and his reputation 

- form. The process is called level as possible so that when the as a grower and packer of good 

“racking” the barrel and should head is pressed down the pres- apples will be known and judged 
be repeated after every apron sure may be evenly distributed. by his brand. For this reason, 

full has been emptied. Avoid If one or two project above the and to prevent false claims, the 

severe shaking and always rack rest, they are sure to be bruised. grower should register his brand 
the barrel upon the racking The result will be decayed fruit and protect it as he does his own 

plank, not on the ground. and a slack barrel. good name.
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A good style of brand should apples. As fast as the barrels are 5. Avoid the fly nuisance. 
contain five items: The brand packed they should be carted to Trap the flies. Keep packing 

name; the grower’s name, ad- the ware house or storage. The shed clean. 
dress, variety and grade of apples sooner they are gotten into a 6. Before beginning to pack, 

See below. cool even temperature, the better make sure there are no nails pro- 

for apples and barrels. Under  jecting outside or in. Otherwise, 

. , no ci1cumstances, leave the bar- you may feel the point of this 
Information Cards rels exposed to sun or rain; the admonition. 

. . . grower is sure to pay dearly for 7. The iron heading block is 
For the information of the: his carelessness when the apples to be preferred to the wooden. 

consumer and the instruction of artive in market. 8. In nailing on the liners, 

the housewife, many growers make sure that the ends of all 

have adopted the practice of boards in the head are caught by 
inclosing in the head of the bar- each liner. Six nails will be 
rel acard similar to the following. Pointers sufficient. 

Such a card should give the 9. Use a 16 stave barrel. It is 

name of the variety, grade, prob- 1. Have everything in readi- hardly necessary to add_ that 

able season, and use. ness. Plan your work and then second hand barrels should never 
work your plan. be used for shipping apples to 

2. “Handle with care” is a market. 

good mctto to follow always in 10. All barrels should be re- 
No, 25 handling apples. moved from the orchard as 

This barrel: contains No. : rapidly as packed and stored in 

I Tolman Sweets. Season, ~ a cool place. Under no circum- 

Dec. to Feb. [Excellent for ry 5 stances allow the packed barrels 

baking. Require long bak- . “Ae | to stand in the sun or rain. 

ing in moderateheat. Keep PQ 11. It will seldom be found 
in temperature near 32° but Pe profitable lo pack apples under 

not below. Should there be :, a grade No. 2 Small apples are 

any inperfections return eae | hs best made into cider. 
this card with particulars ae es ; 12. These instructions are of 

to THE SMITH, JONES a | little use to the grower whose 

& BROWN CO., High : apples are nol of standard quality. 

Land, Wis. . rae ae He is wasting lime and effort in 
Me Ne a pl | following them. 

eee reece inepenneaceel see 13. Practice the fine points of 
Ty packing; they determine the 

The Last Step difference between a good pack 

and a poor one. 

Rain and sunshine are essen- - 

lial for the growing of apples but a 
they are very bad for packed EOD 

“— r [SCONSIN 
3. The wise man will order his “se BY 059 a) “a 

barrels early. They should be ED Sry 
| ~kept in a cool shady place until ay SPST 

| needed. - 

we 1. In as much as the packer is 4| | mB ta 
f handling an article of food, he | 

Bs should take care that his hands bP . 
‘et are clean and every apple as ep 

Fe clean as can be.
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APPENDIX 

The following tables are appended for what they are worth. Local conditions will necessarily 

govern prices of material and labor, but in general the tables are approximately correct. 

COMPARATIVE COST OF BARREL AND BOX PACKING 

Barrel Box 

Barrel. ~ $ .25 to $ 40 Box $.10 to $15 

Paper heads 00 Paper 06 

Packing 10 Packing 06 

Nailing Ol Box-making O1 

Picking . 22 Grading L05 

Grading 09 Nailing 01 

Orchard help OL Cartage O09 

Cartage 05 Orchard help OL 

Packing house help OL 

Picking 07 

Total $ .79 to .89 Total $ 43 to 48 

Box or Barrel, Which? 

A high authority classifies some of the well known varieties according to the proper containers for 

shipment as follows: 

In Boxes In Barrels In Boxes or Barrets 

Grimes Golden Greenings Rome Beauly 

Jonathan Baldwins Arkansaw 

Winesap Ben Davis Baldwin 

Delicious York Imperial Wealthy 

Y. Newtown Gano Winter Paradise 

Y. Transparent Willow Twig Oldenburg 

McIntosh Fall water N. W. Greening 

N. Spy Roxbury R. I. Greening 

King . Salome Alexander 

Snow * Russets Gilliflower 

Wagener ‘ ~ 

Pipins
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Exhibit of the State Horticultural Society at the State Fair, Milwaukee, September 11th to 16th. 
‘The exhibit, 75 ft. in length and.7 ft. deep, was comprised largely of Wealthy, Duchess, Northwestern and Wolf River. | Such an exhibit 

attracts the attention and admiration of the ‘average Fair visitor but is not highly regarded by fruit men. It is likely that the Socicty will 
have an exhibit along different lines next year occupying even more space.
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The 1916 State Fair Wherein then did the exhibit literally on the grounds. 

excel that of previous years? In Much space is given in this 

There may have been a better arrangement, in order and sys- issue to the fair not so much fo 

Wisconsin State Fair sometime tem, in management. This is the benefit of those who di 

in the dim past but for thirty because we had a superintend- not go as for a matter of record 

years there has been none to ent who applied all of his en- Some day some interprising per 

equal it. I am sure of that ergies and skill in management son will write the history o 

because I have missed none of to the task in hand. horticulture in Wisconsin and 

them in that time. To N. A. Rasmussen, super- will find the 1916 fair records 

In speaking of the fair I have intendent is due the highest readily available. 

.in mind only the horticultural praise for efficiency and for ae 
building or rather the squatty bringing order and system oul PARTRS AND BARKERS 

little brick dump that somebody of what has been merely chaos Conspicuous by their absence 

wished on us two years ago; of in past years. On this point all The only “fair” privilege al- 

that more later. are agreed. lowed in the building was a soli 

Quite likely there were other 

things at the fair, poultry, cheese, — 2 PPT SA ns 

pigs and maybe sheep and cattle a i} i / «ile SS 
but none of these count much # \ i iw * PE n 
compared with — horticulture. said mi A j | ie 7 an 
Everybody, without exception i A aaa I“ & . 

visits the fruit and flower build- ii i : i ‘ we 

ing, most of them go to the les ora / 2 eT dee : 

grand stand and no doubt many OK Mat Te 9 eS re i 7 aS 
get as far down “Main St.” as ee LS . pia a! 

the cattle barns. : Ee foe. 
We had the whole building to Pe . | 

ourselves this year, 80x190 ft., a i cd | 

and it was well filled, not a_ jj eae is aes 
blank space anywhere. ; er , 

The apple exhibit was very We Z “ : 
light this year and if we have aly | 

only an average crop next year a 
an annex will surely be needed. y | 
That will answer for next year and r | 

then we willhave the new $25,000 ‘ 

building, if everybody boosts for | 

it and it won’t need many more a 
boosts like we had this year to A few of the flowers staged by members of the Milwaukee Florists’ Club at the 1916 State Fair 

- convince even an “economy” 

legislature of our needs. We had the word of Commis- drink stand at each end of the | 

So far as exhibits are con- missioner Norgord before the building and the attendants 

cerned there was nothing new; fair, months before, that no never spoke above a whisper. — { 

the show of apples in pecks, fakirs or bunco men would be vee cee 

barrels, boxes and on plates was allowed in’ the building — this THE ARELE StAND 

not different from last year, the year and none were there. All Apple exhibitors at the fai 

amateur and professional flower of that bunch moved down into either in the premium class 0: 

shows were just a little bigger the grand stand this year with otherwise owe thanks to the 

than last year but not much Mr. Dady and his Indians. We superintendent and A. K. Bas- 
better in quality. The county had instead of the fountain pen sett, who jointly arranged to sell 

fruit exhibits and the W.S.H.S. salesman and the other crooks apples to apple hungry visitors 
show occupied the same floor of like color, shrubs, dahlias, It has been heartbreaking in the 

space with fruit. only fifty per seeds, etc. It was the cleanest past to stand guard over hun- | 
cent as good as last year. building both figuratively and (oentTiR,snpaEe21) t 

i
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cups vinegar, 1 level teaspoon 

C RAN BE RRY N OT ES cloves, 4 whole allspice, 1 blade 
By J. W. FITCH of mace, 2 inches of stick cin- 

a |) «6namon, 2 tcurps cof tbrow-wn: sugar: 

Tie the spices in a piece of 

The season of 1916 will long Garnish fruit salads with cubes muslin and cook them with the 

be remembered by those who of bright cranberry jelly. These cranberries, water and vinegar 

had cranberries to harvest as add immensely to both flavor until the berries are soft. Strain 

one of the most trying in and appearance. pressing the pulp through a 

years. A lack of water early in A delicious pie—Line a pie collander, Remove the bag of 

September caused many to begin plate ds for an apple pie. [ill spices, add 2 cups of brown sugar 

very early with the result that with chopped cranberries, seas- to the strained mixture and 

many small green berries were oning with spices to taste, and simmer ten minutes longer, cool 

gathered, the crop being at least adding a bit of butter and a and seal. 

two weeks behind the normal ee _ ee _ 
stage, then the rains and frosty | . peal rn ] 

weather, making it almost im- | }. Peay: ee , Lidl \pbe ) re | 
possible to make much headway. : > ea. 4! i VAR % :  _ ere 
The thermometers registered as | Azad ae ee es. A ‘ye Nedkaeical 
low as 16 degrees but the loss was _ | a. Rear ae’. ro th ass : 

slight as most growers had ac- hi A 

cumulated suflicient water for bl poemenms 

flooding. Help was also scarce, F 

which added to the troubles of fk ra E ee 

the growers. But with sugar on | i Hy P ee 
the down grade and everything | i Cd : cd 

else bringing high prices, it looks | 4 ~ . 

like very good prices for the | ; 

berries. ] \ i 
J. W. Fitch. : foes | i 

= \ Gi YOM Pm onk=) ian - 

Eight) Useful Suggestions “agumm fo ay aes |] ’ Ne mares 

be ; . ’ Neem 

Try cranberry tapioca pre- ig oo) “© V4 all 

pared like peach or apple tapioca, — |»: } - a ; Be ne A 

using cranberries instead of the 

other fruit. SSS SSS SSS. 

Cranberry sauce is just as good The Cranberry booth at the 1916 State Fair, ‘This exhibit designed and staged by Mr. 
with roast beef, lamb;. or pork, 9.,@;, Malde was.one of the'most altractive:in the building. The illustration does not do it 

and with steaks or chops, as il is 

with turkey and chicken. Its pinch of salt if the butter is Important Suggestions for 

tartness counteracts the cloying fresh. Beat up one egg with a the Use of Cranberries 

richness of fatty meats. cup of sugar, and pour over the Cranberry sauces should be 

Cranberry sauce makes the berries. Cover with an upper carved cold. 
cheaper cuts of meat more pala- crust and bake. Cook cranberries in carthen, 
lable, consequently permitting _A good drink.—Cover the cran- poreelain-lined, or enameled ves- 
a considerable saving in one’s berries with water; boil until gag only. 

meat bill. : soft; then strain. To one quart After cooking, place the fruit 
Some day when the oven is of the juice add one cup of sugar; iy glass or earthenware dishes. 

hot, put some cranberries into let it come to a boil; add pine- Cranberries are an inexpensive 

a baking dish; sprinkle generous- apple juice to taste; then bottle. and delicious food. There is no 

ly with sugar, and bake Ull they Serve in glass of cracked ice. waste of material or of time in 
are tender and the skins just Cranberry ketchup.—1 quart preparation; no peeling; no cores. 

broken. They are delicious. cranberries, 2!% cups water, 2 (Continued on page 22)
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About This Time of the Year spring. Tarred paper will surely not spades or shovels. Take out 
injure the trunks if left on during a little earth from one side of the 

We all do it. [very one of us. the summer and veneer harbors clump, shove a fork down close 
We feel it is our duty to do it. insects. to the canes on the other side and 
We, the people who write for For protection against mice push and pull until the clump 

the papers, about this time every mound earth around the trees lies flat. It can be done. A few 

year, remind you, who grow to form a cone of six or eight roots may crack but there will 

fruit and flowers in Wisconsin, inches. This is usually sufficient be plenty left. Anchor the Lips 

that there is along winter ahead to turn mice. Tramping the with earth and proceed to the 

and that many even of our snow around the trunks is some- next clump. Later cover with 

“hardy” plants must be given times effectual. Mice rarely 2 to 4 inches of earth. Some 

protection if we expect them to trouble trees in cultivated or- growers merely fasten the lips 

do their best next year: That chards. Grass or weeds left and depend on snow for cover- 

many others will do better for around trees in the fall invari- ing. Sometimes we have plenty 

a little covering although classed ably attract mice. of snow. 

as “fully hardy” in the books a oo 

and catalogs. : 

In most cases plants require | 

protection from winter sunshine WS 

rather than from winter cold. _ \ 

Two or three warm days in yO ig 

February with bright sunshine : 

cause more damage to unpro- , oe 
tected roses and raspberries than SO 

six weeks of below zero weather. id V.R.S.LREST 

We cannot expect Lo prevent any Fe j 

woody plants from freezing but |3aaRam ; ae 

in the case of the hybrid roses |g lib ee 

and other half hardy kinds we 

must protect them from sudden 

changes. 

So for the amateur and _per- This squatty little red brick dump, 72x192 ft. and 12 ft. from floor to eaves. would serve 

haps for some who claim the  titutal ria? Phe hail needed by horticulture at the State Fair i not like this: for ane 
litle professional the following {ns it's four times as large 
suggestions for winter protection . ; 

; BERRIES GRAPES 
are offered, copied largely from 
the October 1915 paper. Except in the extreme south- Prune and cover the same as 

ern part of the state raspberries — raspberries. 

THE ORCHARD and blackberries should be given 
. winter protection in order to © CURRANTS AND GOOSEBERRIES 

Don’t prune. Leave that job insure a full crop. Some market 

until March or April. Pruning growers never cover berry plants Require no winter protection. 

leaves wounds and these not and claim they get a satisfactory 

only will not heal until growth crop every year. Their claims HOSES 

begins but the wood will check are not usually well substantiat- The rugosas, the yellow garden 
and the bark and underlying ed. Crops from unprotected roses, Persian and Austrian yel- 

tissues die and thus prevent fields are often light and not low, Scotch white and a few 

proper healing next spring. infrequently the canes kill to the other hardy garden kinds require 
Protect young trees from at- ground. It pays to give winter no winter protection, but the 

tacks of rabbits and mice. Wrap protection. To the novice it hybrids known variously as hy- 
the trunks with tarred paper or seems an impossibility to bend brid perpetuals, hybrid teas, 

use veneer strips fastened with down and cover with earth a row  etc., and including such varieties 

string or wire. If paper or veneer of six-foot canes and yet it can as ‘‘Jack,” Paul Neyron, La 
is used it should be removed next be done. Use only heavy forks, France, etc., must be covered;
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also the climbers, Dorothy Perk- Protect the trunks of your The 1916 State Fair 
ins and Crimson Rambler. By _ trees all the way from the ground (Continued from page 18) 
careful work, bending at the to the first branches. Use strips dreds of bushels of fragrant 
roots at the same time pulling of wire (mosquito) screen folded juicy apples and deny patrons 

down on the tops even large around the trunks and fastened — of the fair the privilege of buying 

bushes may be laid flat without with wire. one to eat. This year Mr. 

breaking. Peg down the tops (2) Tarred paper or even Bassett sold apples in lots of 

and leave until the ground has heavy building paper may pro- two to a dozen with but slight 
frozen, when mice will have tect from rabbits but not from profits we fear, but filled a long, 

picked out winter quarters else- mice. If either is used it must long fell want. If apples are 

where; then cover with straw or be removed next spring. bigger and redder and riper next 

leaves. Carpets or sacks laid (3) A cone of earth around the year A. K. should have a stand 

over the bushes furnish ample base of tree (6 inches high) will in every corner of the building, 

protection if fastened securely. usually turn mice. also one at the front entrance. 

It is sunshine that winter-kills (4) A shot-gun is also a good . . . 
on “ CRANBERRIES 

roses, not frost. tree protector. The Game Laws . 

Roses may also be protected permit you to kill rabbits, on For three years the cranberry 

without bending them down by — your own land, at any time of the men have had a place aD. the 

tying the bushes top and bottom — year even if you have no license. building but not until this year 

and wrapping with carpet or Be careful to observe the under- have they had an exhibit worthy 

sacks. In this case fasten the lined words. of their industry. The picture 

covering securely at the bottom. of their booth tells the story. 

The loss of a few inches of the NURSERY AND FLORISTS EXHIBITS 
lips merely saves that much WINTER PROTECTION FOR A new feature and a very 

spring pruning but if the wrap- STRAWBERRIES salisfactory one. Two nursery 

ping works away from the bot- firms the McKay Nursery Co. 

tom we may have to prune close d) Sometime before winter of Pardeeville, “and the: Coe, 

to the ground next spring. sets in, the strawberry bed must Converse & Edwards Co. of Ft. 

PERENNIALS be covered, not to protect the Atkinson each purchased space 

: . plants from frost but to protect and installed attractive exhibits 
Phlox, peonies, bleeding heart them from heat. of shrubs, evergreens and shade 

and other “hardy” herbaceous (2) We want the plants to greens. Although these firms 
plants will dive without winter freeze in the autumn and most paid for the privilege of being 

cover, but if the roots have a of all we want them to remain in the building they were in fact 

winter mulch of leaves or manure frozen until spring. Alternate exhibitors and their displays 

the growth will be stronger and freezing and thawing will seri- were an attractive feature. The 

better next year. ously injure the plants. / same is true of the dahlia and 

/ So much at least we should do (3) About Nov. Ist or after gladiolus stands installed by Mr. 

in October or November. It the ground is frozen and before  fernst Eberhardt of Cedarburg 
seems like a lot of work but it heavy snow, cover the plants and J. W. Fitchett of Janesville. 

can all be done if the spirit to with any material that will keep There is food for thought in this 

do itis present. It pays, pays in out sunshine. A light covering for the fair management. 

dollars and cents and in the feel- is sufficient. The ideal material 
ing that we have done our share. is marsh hay. Clean straw or THE GENERAL EFFECT 

We owe it to the trees and plants.  cornstalks may be used. Branch- Fruits and Flowers! No one 

es of evergreen trees, hemlock, who entered the building could 
- - spruce, cedar, etc., furnish ex- be in doubt for a second which 

APPLE TREE BULLETIN cellent material. Leaves are not. department of the fair the build- 

> ; desirable as these form a cover- ing held. No cases of “pottery” 
Tree Protectors ing which is too compact. If greeted him at the entrance as 

(1) Rabbits and mice are both stable manure is used it should last year nor cake and embroid- 

very fond of the bark of apple be light and ‘“‘strawy.”” Any ery on the side lines. Just one 
trees and very often ‘“‘girdle’? material which contains weed or harmonious display of the prod- 

them. grass seeds is undesirable ucts of garden and orchard.
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Cranberry Notes any injury by winter killing. looked no better than that one. 

(Continued from page 19) even if there are no more hardy Wisconsin is a good place to 

varieties we have some of the _ live in. 

Cranberries stimulate the ap- very best on the list. 

petite and aid digestion. — If We have see a geod deal in "AUS SETTING OF STRAWBERRIES 

served freely at meals, either in he Ponrenes goo i | | We he . . 
ihe form of sauce, jelly lo spread the papers of the very dry anc e have been experimenting 

ou bread, or in Some form of burned up condition of things in| some with setting strawberry 

ae Bs . the southern part of the state, plants in the fall, and feel that 
dessert, they will prove extreme- . : : : 3 

ne but up here in the North we are there is a point here which 
ly beneficial to the general : . 

health ‘ not in a bad way at all. I was should be brought to notice. 

a . — out in our litle Alfalfa field Our plants set last fall are a 

Cranberries: can he kept per- today and the third crop is solid mass of plants ) 
fectly throughout the summer by aly’ -Gns ; @ Crop Sorte MASS 0 plants NOW WG 

= 2 . * coming into bloom and is nearly are afraid they will be too thick 

sorting, washing, and sealing the knee high. That might be worse. while the spring set pl : 
raw fruil in glass or earthen jars ‘ en a sn doi ° fi aa Peal att Pp ms are 

filled with cold water which has Say! fellow members, do you 5- ng far aT ah ie a ake 
: . + . . 3p a0 or Ce: e a 5 > 

first been boiled. Select sound know it is a relief to me to be fall re vows ‘ . ng plants: “the 

berries only for this purpose. off the executive board, (prob- ~~ ae . ws nav ES ox wwii 

ably you are more glad than 1), f og ad we he setling all 

: but now if I am too busy or can th a red = fall and spasms 

MUCH OF INTEREST HERE nol get away because of green e plants 3 feel. apart. in: the 

; by Irvi house building or some other row. [Lis not. loo late Lo sel 
(Interesting notes by Irving . On es : them now if you have things in 

C. Smith, teacher, gard reason, I do not feel that I must 2 . 
> 78 . : : good shape. I have set them 

ener and philosopher go to every society meeting. : 
, - ss up to about Oct. Ist, with good 

living at Ashland, And once there I can enjoy things results s 

Wis.) and do as I please. I know the ae 
slew . i my ikea By the way, we have a few 

Lake Geneva meeling must have Drosressive (only they lpolk lik 

SHE DELICIOUS APPLE been fine, but things were too ¢ BIessIVe (Only’ Lney 100K Ake 
THE DELICIOUS APPL. § S a): ; : 

thick here to leave. I have not 4 uperb) and we forget to pick 
It may be of interest lo those gied or lost interest, just taking them. Phat shows how highly 

who are contemplating the set- 4 jittle vacation. You know Mrs. “o PO them. here, in.the season 
i sei se » trees ween ‘ awe of g aS, dg Pars paches 

ting of Delicious apple trees LO Smith and I went on our honey- { apples, and: pears, peaches, 

know that we set six trees afew pyoon vacation trip a couple and plums, apricots and grapes, 

years ago and they did very \inters back and in all our trip melons and tomatoes and all the 

fell in erowth ¢ ved OVES é a | res > lot. : . 
well In grow th and lived over @ We did not see any better country Te vs a a Ae to me 

mild winter. Two years ago they to live in than Wisconsin. Of straw barr il a " tan 

killed to the snow line. The Course it is fine to go down to 2 1e™Oe ty WE Come OW an 

roots were strong and they start- yjorida in the winter and get few special cases il will be of 
ed a new growth, but they killed ay) full of grass ticks (chiggers) value al home or on the market. 

to the snow line on ’ old and eat oranges right fresh from post or wi ‘all the anly :oLher 
winter, and we have had two of the trees and pick lemons for ap mau ‘eh e ta ley are not 

them in nine years. the pie at the back door, and appreciate a 

SPLES AT ASI have grape fruit for breakfast _. 
APPLES AT ASHLAND every morning, but, before we Delphinium, or larkspur, that 

We have been picking a few got out of the stale we saw a was cut back when through flow- 

bushels of apples this season and few apples and bought four for ering last spring is making a fine 

are very much pleased with the ten cents. They tasted like showing in autumn. 

fine clean fruit. Very little scab. more. (They were not Ben a 

Have Duchess, Okabena, Davis). Trees and shrubs may be set 

Wealthy, “Whitney, Yellow I went to see a “lovely” in autumn, but as a rule it is 

Transparent, Tetofsky, Hiber- garden down there, and I should better to wait till spring. Large 

nal, Wolf River, Mackintosh be ashamed to have any of you — trees with a ball of frozen earth 

Red, and Dudley, and all have come here (of course you don’t about the roots may be moved 

some fruit and none have had come any way) if my place to advantage late in the autumn.
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The Rudbeckias 4 te ek ee act : 

Gray lists six species, laciniata, ee Pees i # 

subtomentosa, triloba, speciosa, =e nse ss 

julgida and hirta. ee oN BE ‘Les tae , 

Wilhelm Miller in the Cyclo- s : ae 

pedia of Horticulture adds to ; ° sa ey — 

these amplexicaulis and maxima, ia : 3 ini 

both southern varieties. : ee Aa , io 

Of Gray’s list but two are a — 

common in this stale. R. lacin- =i : “a 

iata and R. Hirta. The former is Ni Ly pl We a * Nae! , 

found most often in woods and os Sie ie - 

shady places but occasionally in Se ee aye 

meadows. The plant is tall and cee esc erm ceerac ege-- 

slender with rough leaves and | aa e\\ 2 

greenish yellow flowers with a aes A os ae SERS «om roan 

dull yellow center. Golden Glow oe need Ps shines 25 a 

is a double flowered offspring. a d re 

R. hirta or the true Black Eyed ’ ao tl 2 Oe ao 

Susan, sometimes she is brown- } | } i BH eal eee Ws i 

eyed, is common in meadows oer rey Y eae 

thruoul Wisconsin and is in eee I ‘1 | | |  Vaeast 5 a. ee 

full glory in) September and | i eS ea , “ 

October. a: H if i We 

R. triloba occurs occasionally pre | Ae cee \ ° 

in southern Wisconsin and is Su ee ee a NY " \/ 

distinguished = by — somewhat ° Y : = " ae 8 y 

smaller flowers than RB. hirta # j i Sa 

with less recurved petals and | [ p ri By 

tri-lobed leaves. All are easily i pont IN 

grown from seed. October is the B H ye 

month. : eS 

| Narcissus, Water Grown Ree ye a é ¢ i: 
| AM PEE ag Sa) 

For lovely Christmas flowers eee ‘ ~ | BICHLAND COUNTY \ casei aa 

start a dozen paper white nar- abet eee ei ri ~ f 

vissus just six weeks before ni Hine % WK Ti ay Yt i j 

Christmas using the water cul- ’ oe me i ii 

lure method. Use shallow dishes, 1 | ut A Hf i 

not over two inches deep, fill " we we i ea | N 

| “ith small stones, pour in water a : ue Ri ia | 

ind set the bulbs on or between ee é we a. a a y 

‘he pebbles with the bottoms ee, any) Hl 

ust touching the water. Under “ta : shah AON ata 
20 circumstances use deep jars _ ee ee | | p J 

dishes nor have more than a . a a ' 1 8 - 

one third of the bulb immersed. a a 20 ae / ie fs | 

"hese bulb gardens may be set 4 ae ee ee oa a ee ened 

it once in a window or in any ait RR aaa oS 

“onvenient spot. No skill is re- ee 

‘juired nor any attention except a \ 

'o renew the water. 
County exhibits of fruits in commercial packages 1916 State Fair.
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Change in Entomologist 1g I uit ISP a) ] 

Prof. J. G. Sanders, who has 

been State Entomologist of Wis- . 

consin for the past year and was (If you help to make it) | 

entomologist of the Experiment 
Station for five years before that, ee 

resigned his position on Sep- 

tember 1. He is now Economic The program is being arranged now. Write to 
9 1c De , © le = < Zoologist of Pennsylvania, ae the Secretary at once naming subjects 

he expects to have a somew hat you want presented 

wider field of work in a more 

thickly populated state. The 

State Horticultural Society,
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through its secretary, expressed of work, which is not greatly Parsnips, carrots and other 

to him their regret at his depar- different from that of the less root crops are easily dug if a 

ture and their best wishes for his known Greenhouse thrips. The furrow of soil is thrown away 

success in the new field. leaf affected shows minute spots from the plants. They can then 

During the month of Sep- or puckerings, usually while or be pulled sidewise. 

tember, Dr. S. B. Kracker, who — yellow. 

had been associated with Prof. In greenhouses the red spider { 
Sanders, was Acting State Ento- is almost always present and its i McKAY NURSERY 

mologist and took charge of all work may also be found on many 
branches of the work of the of our outdoor flowers. Phlox === COMPANY : — 

office. Just before going to seems to be one of its favorite 

press we learn that Prof. fk. DD. hosts. The most serious com- PARDEF VILLE - WISCONSIN 

Ball, has-been appointed to the — plaints this year have been from " - 

vacancy and will come to Wis- the raspberry growers near Lake Nursery Stock of 

consin on October 1. The new Winnebago, where a consider- Qualit 

State Entomologist is from able loss has resulted from its y 

Logan, Utah, where he has been — work. for Particular Buyers 
Dean of the College of Agricul- While measures of prevention Have all the standard varieties as 

ture and Director of the Experi- such as clean culture, crop rota- well as the newer sorts. Can sup- 
ment Station for a number of — tion, ete., are of some value in ply you with everything in 

years. Tle is a man of long reducing the attacks of the mites, + Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
enlomological experience and one whenever they are numerous it Vines and Ornamentals. 

who has been a successful execu- is necessary to use a spray. The Lee via suggeatwhat'te ‘plant’ Both 

live. Wisconsin Horticulture be- materials most commonly em- in ‘Orchard and in: the decoration 
speaks for him the loyal support ployed are either dry sulfur, used of your grounds. 

of the nurserymen and fruit- with the so-called powder gun, Prices and our new Catalog sent 
growers. or ordinary commercial lime- promptly upon receipt of your list 

sulfur diluted with forty or fifty of wants, 

Red Spider Work limesits volume of water. “Black Nurseries at Waterloo, Wis. 
Leaf 40° added) to) the: lime-—__- 

The common red spider, sulfur or used alone is also said] 

known to scientists by the im- to give good results. Tf a thin ‘The Hawks 

posing name of Tetranychus tel- flour paste is added to the spray a —— 

arius Linn., which is an ever mixture, whether it be sulfur and 

present pest of many of our water or lime-sulfur, the results Nursery 

garden flowers, has come into are improved. oo 

unusual prominence this sum- I wish lo emphasize the use of Company 

mer. Most of the readers of water alone, especially where 
Wisconsin Horticulture are un- it is available under city  pres- 

fortunately so familiar with the — sure, as this forcibly knocks the are in a position to fur- 

work of this mite that it is mites from the plants and in- nish high grade Nursery 

scarcely necessary to describe it. jures so many of them that the Stock of all kinds and 
The pest, as the name indicates, danger is greatly reduced. Fumi- varieties suitable to Wis- 
is a minute red, eight-legged gation such as is ordinarily car- eonsiw and other worth 

spider at which we must look ried on in greenhouses does not . 
i 8 pe : . ern districts. 

closely in order to be able tosee seem to be effective, whether 

it al all. — tobacco or cyanide is used. Will be glad to figure 
The injury which it causes is S. B. Fracker, . . 

due to the puncturing of the tis- Acting State Entomologist. on, your Weuts either tn 
sues of the leaf from the under large or small quantities. 
side and the withdrawing of the 

liquid contents of the leaf cel's. Good cider vinegar may be 

The mouth parts of the mite are made from surplus and poor Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 

especially adapted for this type apples.
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A Cellar Garden for Winter lessening the crop; light would = ———————__ 

also rob the stalk of its rich red | occur 
N. A. RASMUSSEN t : : ars BH IeOr 

color, delicate flavor and tender- : Depron 

While we are planning our ness. hh 7 Sy fsx 
summer garden let us also give Now all you have to do is to (kD ree Peer g § N i ; Gee p PS ees 
a thought or two to our next keep it watered and watch il _ —J 

. 5 - z Fro.1 Fio.2 Fla 3 
winter’s cellar garden, as we grow. The temperature of your \ 
may need now to prepare a cellars may vary from 35 lo 70 BERR y BOXES 

trifle. Have we any good rhu- degrees Fahrenheit. The higher Crates, Bushel Boxes 

barb, roots? If not let us get the temperature the faster it and Climax Baskets 

some at once. A few roots ¢ ri srOw any cellar wi i cama a Ake fos ind will grow, bul any cellar will | Ag You Like Them 

a barrel of saw-¢ ust isa thal grow rhubarb. A hill of rhubarb Wa! ianufdéllve: the Ewald Patent 

is necessary for the winter gar- handled in this way will produce Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer that 
" 5 - of adible ple . give satisfaction. Berry box and crate 

den. more pounds of edible plant than material in the K. D. in carload lots our 
Take three-year old plants, or if left in the ground as its food specialty. We constantly carry in stock 

as much older as you may have 16 quart crates all made up ready for use, 
‘ . + —————— either for strawberries or blueberries. 

them and dig these plants late No order too small or too large for us to 
in the fall just before it freeze; hand'e. We can ship the folding boxes 

+s . and crates in K. D. from Milwaukee. 

up. Sink your spade full length Promptness is essential in handling fruit, 
ade: GUlLUiNd a CikGIe ClOSEe } and we aim to do our part well. A large 

of blade, culling a circ le close to \ discount for early orders. A postal 
the hill, then by carefully prying i brings our price list. 

1 6g ; g ‘ as : i Hi i / . you can lift the hill ina olid j y Cumberland Fruit Package Co. 

clump without loosening the : 4 ‘ ; : ‘ § /, Hl Dept. D, Cumberland Wis. 
dirt or breaking the roots to any ‘ ; _ 

extent. Place these roots é ; 8 a . a a xi ce ft = beet greens might also be added 
north side of ¢ 5 or bus / . . 

i fa Of 4 : qi . foe ; Hi \ / to the list, planting the old beets 
ee o ‘ un and e ni | y ; \ same as onions. 
reeze for ¢ r weeks s i — : : “7 if ie then MS | Hh \ These notes were written March 

s very essentic P by are ‘ = is very essentia / ori ley are We i 1916. Editor. 

not thoroughly frozen the crop ed 
: . rT J i 

will be a failure. Now take an Ricetili foe 
old barrel of any kind put in crulizer lok Roses 
about four inches of saw-dust As the result of a series of 

or garden soil, even coal ashes experiments carried on by Dr. 

will do, but saw-dust is light and I’. W. Muncie of the Department 

clean and holds moisture well. ss of Floriculture at the University 

Next place the frozen clump in of Illinois, the interesting con- 

and pack saw-dust or other clusion has been reached that 
material around roots and cover A barrel of pie fruit. cellar grown: photo. the use of acid phosphate as a 

to the depth of about three  fapbed january: Toth. Grose Py N-\ fertilizer inereases the rate of 

inches. If you leave the crown production of roses to a remark- 

exposed you will gel too many has all been stored in the root able extent, perhaps a hundred 

smallstalks. See that the filling is for the coming season and is all limes. 

twoor three inches higher around transformed into stalk instead 

the outside of the barrel than in — of leaf. Squash and pumpkins keep 

the center, thus preventing the Asparagus may be grown in better if harvested before frost. 

water from running down the the same way except thatilmust They should be handled care- 

outside of the barrel onto the be kept warmer and must be — fully to prevent bruising. 

floor. Place in the cellar, water given some light and it will be = 
well and cover with carpet, bur- found more delicate to handle. October is the season for plant- 
lap or anything convenient that Green onions may be grown from ing tulips, hyacinths, and all 

will entirely exclude the light. sets in flat boxes and may be other Holland bulbs. Read again 

Light would develop leaf at the given plenty of light. If one has the excellent article by Prof. 

expense of the stalk thereby plenty of room and a little time Moore in the September number.
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_ 
A Weevil in Orchids Autumn Wild Flowers r 

Parley ia, Sarina. “Prak 7% 

ed Te OE ne a “ of these the Rudbeckias, JEWELL 

spection of imported nursery black-eyed Susan or cone flower MINNESOTA 

stock at one of the larger green- family, golden rod and asters 

houses in Milwaukee, had called @"e most widely distributed A GROWN 
to his attention an insect which Our Stale. All of these stand 
was causing a very great loss transplanting well and all) im- Nursery Stock 
among the Cattleya Orchids. PProve in size of flower and depth oe oo - 

The larva which did the damage of coloring under cultivation. BO . 

is large, reaching a length of half While it is not well 1g fob the Complete assortment of 
an inch and is a fat, fleshy grub. woods and roadsides of native Fruit and  ‘Omamental 
It develops in the stem of the flowers quile often small clumps stock in all varieties suited 
plant, pupates and finally emerg-  ™2Y be spared from meadows té uortherm eultaré, ‘A 
es as an attractively marked and pastures and will add grace specialty of Hardy Shade 

black and white weevil. ‘The and beauty to the flower border. Trees, Windbreak Stock, 

result is a complete destruction Now is the time to get them, Evergreens (Coniferous), 
of the leaf-stem with a conse- when in bloom, for you will need Deciduous Shrubs, Apples 

quent failure to blossom. be expert indeed to select some and Native Plums. 

The foreman of the greenhouse Of them in spring. 
did not realize the relation be- A word to our city friends: AGENTS WANTED 

tween the weevils and the larva We Se ne ip a = 
. a hae vem . grant you the privilege of digging 

swetied te Ieemn ‘el much a few wild flowers from the back The Jewell Nursery Co. 

attractive “bugs” were the cause lot if you ask permission, but we Lake City, Minnesota 

of his loss. Prof. Sanders, not don’t like you to climb fences 

recognizing the insect, sent sev- and tear across fields as if we 

cral samples to the entomological = wa not ee eae aa cc —aooo 
“e tho Linited States Na. i you are only digging “weeds. . 

ison ofthe United Slats Na- ih cone toes and went | Quality Stock 
Hon. Those wwe specialize on meet you more than half way. Native Plan, Met small Fruite 

us group in ashington, in 
turn sent a sample to a specialist Gladioli are easily kept over WISCONSIN GROWN 
in England and he also failed to winter in the vegetable cellar. for Wisconsin Planters. Read our 

recognize the species. It is con- After the first frost cut them off | Price List before you buy, and 
sequently being described as 4 few inches from the ground, | S@ve money 
new in an entomological journal dig, and place in a convenient 62nd Year 

at Washington, D. C. place where they will not get Kellogg’s Nurseries 

This insect is rapidly being wet. When dry, store in’ the Box 77, Janesville, Wis. 

reduced in numbers by the assid- — yegetable cellar. Bi 
1ous work of the foreman of the 

sreemhouse and nO Cathe yas Bp© I SX 
»eing sent out from the place at The Kickapoo Valley «We have a Fine Lotof 

‘he present lime. i in’ 
It is hoped that this sporadic Kecceed Gone sie Plants for the Garden” 

infestation may be entirely erad- 

iwaled within the next few ‘ally: i velopin 
nonths. The orchids on which ek Ceteegicn “eveloping SEND FOR LIST 
ihe weevil entered came from A few choice tracts for sale. If inter- = 

South America and it is certain, | ested, write us. 
therefore, that the weevil is a wie ick — G J. E. MATHEWSON 
\ropical species. Kickapoo Development Co. 

, S. B. Fracker, ti Mills, er | SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 
Acting State Entomologist. d
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Retrospection Martiny without coming to the By Wm. Toole Sr. 
conclusion that it wouldn’t take 

By H. C. Melcher much remodeling to make an Great improvements — have 

up to date fruit man of him. been made in Lake Geneva town 

Anticipation at last gave way To the fruit men of the party since our first meeting and one 

to realization. We are still a the next stop was most interest- of the most useful as well as 
little too near to it to doit justice ing, and the fruits grown under ornamental is the hall and show 

for it looks larger every day. glass were a marvel. If there is rooms of the Lake Geneva Gard- 

The Lake Geneva Gardeners any one besides Axel Johnson eners. A limited article is called 

Association had promised that that can do those things we for so all the words of  prais« 

when all things were ready we would like to know it. which the gardeners deserve wil! 

would be their guests at the Sum- The last stop of the day was not be given, but I must say thal 

mer meeting. To those who made at Hutchinsons where Mr. their club is a fine example ol! 

knew some of these members Longland is superintendent, and the value of organized getting 

personally we thought we knew here as in other places we can Logether. 

what that invitation meant, but 

at the close, while we would i 

plead “‘not guilty” to the charge ‘ = 

of intoxication we were really y 

“too full for utterance.” a kU 'T| ith \ 

The whole thing was delight- TI oa | 
fully planned. The trip on the ip i ees 

boat the first day with the ee Lo eee 

banquet at the Golf club house Ve \ 4 7 

would easily have been the lead- Peis Ba . Ce 

ing event at any other meeting cas < “ie et 
and if the Association had done sone) \ 
no more than this they would yf PS 

always be pleasantly remem- yf 4 ~ 

ered. A Fy ENN 
But the big things really began : al \ 1 

the next day, when a circuit of 4 i ny Y * 
the lake was made. ha 

The rugged beauty met at the C Lies fi ae} 

first place (Mitchells) could not ‘ a 

help but impress everyone. The oN 

extensive flower gardens under ? , ‘ ~ ! 

the direction of Mr. Smith forces = - 
_us to the conslusion that he is the Some of the pecks and plates of apples al the 1016 State Fair 
right man in the right place. 

No one of the party will ever see the impress of the man in The program of the Horti- 

forget the cordial reception ac- charge, and who, with his bird- cultural society had not callec 

corded us at the next stop loving wife did so much to make for any exhibits yet our goo: 

(Seipps). That is was sincere is the stay here pleasant. friends greeted us with a beauti 

evidenced by the hospitable way At the close of the day the ful display of flowers in profu 
in which we were treated, and remark was made by one of the — sion and variety. With a wonder 

the invitation to “come again” party that he had lived fifty ful array of garden vegetables 
would like to be accepted by all. years in that single day, meaning such as we farmers could no 

At Moore’s we found variety that the events of the day were this season raise, in our dry 

enough to please everyone and more than come to the ordinary superheated gardens. 

we found the horses had many mortal in fifty years. It seems The program as carried oui | 
admirers; but horticultural in- to me this is the highest compli- was very interesting, and wi 

terests have not been neglected, ment that could be paid the chased the red spiders and othe: 

and no one can talk long to Mr. management harmful garden pests to the end |
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that there shall be no rest for were no second bests at any to make a study of the extensive 
them in the future. At noon time. The more we know them — plantings of the rare and beauti- 

time the first day, they look us the prouder we are to think that ful flora to be found on many of 

on a two mile trip across one the Lake Geneva Gardeners asso- the charming summer estates 

corner of the lake to the country — ciation is a part of the Wisconsin that bask in the sunshine on the 

club house, and gave us a feed, State Horticultural Sociely, and — hills of this charming lake. 

which they called a lunch, but if we cannot claim the Lake With the respective Superin- 

it was a banquet with the speak- Geneva Commercial club as tendents as guides; everyone a 

ing left out, except the neigh- brother horticulturists we will botanist to his finger tips, what 

borly chats of the participants. always have a fraternal regard a pleasure! 

The discussions were so well for these men who entertained And the boys, everyone out 

enjoyed that they were carried us so handsomely, and have vieing the other in order to give 

into an evening session. IT nearly done so much in the last few us a good time. What could 

forgot to mention the two fine years for the development of we do without Mr. Smith with 

displays of gladiolus by Mr. Lake Geneva City. his ever lasting Rose gardens, 

Hinkle of Madison and W. J. ; the pride of his heart, Mr. 

Moyle of Union Grove. The By W. J. Moyle Johnson with his affable pleasing 
two collections were fine for any Yes I was there—during the ways and marvelous hot houses 

season, but undoubtedly would Elkhorn Fair this week I again of Hamburg grapes and Mr. 

have been still better if the met Judge Lyons of Elkhorn, he Longland so deferential and un- 

weather had not been so exces- was also at the meeting and as assuming. 

sively hol preceding the meeting. we shook hands we both ac- Boat rides, banquets, and that 

On Wednesday we had one of claimed as with a single voice, auto trip around the Lake when 

the great’ limes of our lives, “Say but wasn’t that a glorious we stopped at the Yerkes Obser- 

visiting many of the estates, time we had at the summer vatory to see the spots on the 

each of which showed special meeting at Lake Geneva.” sun and incidentally to have our 

features indicating the tastes of And as T sitat my desk today own vision multiplied about one 

the owners and skill of the and recall those two days of million times as to the insigni- 

managers. The rides on the big panoramic, beauty and pleasure — ficant, incomparable littleness of 

boat to and from the various afforded us through the excellent. our own terrestrial globe and 

estates were most enjoyable, and — and efficient management of that even the doorway on whose 
when we returned to Lake Gen- princely bunch of fellows, “The threshold we stand and proclaim 
eva, autos were in wailing lo Lake Geneva Gardners Associa- our greatness. 

lake us around the lake includ- tion,” the muse leads me_ to “What fools we mortals be.” 

ing a visit to the Lick Observa- exclaim: But where ignorance is bliss Vis 

tory. We were pleased to be “Like little children hand in folly to be wise. 
greeted as brother horticulturists hand 

by the eminent professors who We Wandered away in fairy Have you saved seed of fruit- 

are members of our slate society. land.” ing shrubs and nut plants to 

Chis fourteen mile ride also The most interesting feature plant next spring? Put them in 

included a visit to the state trial to my idea was the opportunity — sand until spring and then plant. 

orchard which we found tn good © AAA 

order, with a fair showing of 

fruit for so young an orchard. SALESMEN WANTED! 

About six p. m. we returned 
to Lake Geneva having been on We are in want of a few reliable, energetic men to 

the go since 8:30 a. m. and we act as agents for the sale of our Northern Grown Trees, 
surely went some. The auto Shrubs and Vines from our Nursery. Previous experience 

ride I think was a treat from the not essential; live active men can earn good wages. For 

commercial club, members of our terms address, giving full name, age and reference, 
which we met at the banquet in GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY CO. 

the evening. The banquet al- . 

though last, was among the best Baraboo, Wis. 

of the treats given us. There
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STANDARD BASKET LAW The other standards are for of this act..—Weekly News Letter, 

“baskets or other containers for U.S. Dept. of Agr. 

Fixes Standards for Con small fruits, berries, and vege- 

tainers for Fruits, Berries, tables.” They are to have 

and Vegetables in Inter capacities only of one-half pint, Garden Notes 

state Commerce 1 pint, 1 quart, or multiples of 1 ap . oe 

quart, dry measure. Such con- The ‘ripe fruit of the common 
Standards for Climax baskets — tainers may be of any shape so green elder is often used for pies 

for grapes, other fruits, and long as their capacities accurate- sauce, syrup, and wine. 

vegetables, and other types of ly accord with the standard re- a 
baskets and containers used for quirements. Phe raspberry patch should 
small fruits, berries, and vege- The examination and test of be cleaned up. Old canes should 

tables in interstate commerce, containers to determine whether be pruned out and burned. Per 
are fixed by an act approved by they comply with the provisions hans they contain insects 01 
the President August 31, 1916. of the act are made duties of the disease. Fire will help to cure 
The law will become effective department, and the Secretary these troubles. 

November 1, 1917. of Agriculture is empowered to 

The effect of the act will be to establish and promulgate rules The hard maple, sumac, hazel, 
require the use of the standards and regulations allowing such and other shrubs and herbs are 
in manufacturing, sale, or ship- reasonable tolerances and varia- taking on their fall colors now. 

ment for all interstate commerce, tions as may be found necessary. These, with the fruits of the wild 
whether the containers are filled Penalties are provided by the grape, — biltersweet — highbush 

or unfilled. A large part of the act for the manufacture for ship- cranberry, and snowberry, make 
traffic in fruits and vegetables ment, sale for shipment, or ship- a trip in the fields a pleasure. 

in this country enters interstate ment in interstate commerce of 

commerce. The law relates only Climax baskets, and containers Many new seedling roses of 
to the containers and will not for small fruits, berries, and merit are being put out by rose- 

affect. local regulations in re- vegetables not in accord with the — growers in Ireland. 
gard to heaped measure or other standards. It is provided, how- ss 

method of filling. A special ex- ever: IL is sometimes a good plan to 
emption from the operations of That no dealer shall be prose- pull tomato vines, when a hard 
the law is made for all containers cuted under the provisions of — frost is expected, and hang them 

manufactured, sold, or shipped, this act when he can establish @ jn a shed to let the fruit ripen. 
when intended for export to guaranty signed by the manu- 

foreign countries, and when such facturer, wholesaler, Jobber, or Follow wp the preniuni wor 

containers accord with the speci- other party residing within the — , L the state or county fair with 

fications of the foreign pur- United States from whom such ‘ li eatin vee oa Aer pet 
< se a little judicious advertising. It 

chasers, or comply with the laws Climax baskets, baskets, or other will help make: sales . 

_of the country to which the containers, as defined in this act, “— 
shipment is destined. were purchased, Lo the effect that . . . 

Standards of three capacities said Climax baskets, baskets, or Now is a good lime to get 
are fixed for Climax baskets—2, other containers are correct wilh- together the horticultural books, 

4, and 12 quarts, dry measure. in the meaning of this act. Said bulletins, and papers for use this 

These containers, often known guaranty, to afford protection, Winter: 
as “grape baskets,” have rela- shall contain the name and ad- 

lively narrow, flat bottoms, dress of the party or parties mak- The motor car is fast becom- 

rounded at each end, and thin” ing the sale of Climax baskets, ing a necessity in marketing 

sides flaring slightly from the baskets, or other containers, to fruits and vegetables. Not only 

perpendicular. The handle is such dealer, and in such case is time saved which can be used 

hooped over at the middle from said party or parties shall be — profitably otherwise but the pro- 
side to side. In addition to fixing amendable to the prosecutions, ducts of the orchard and garden 

the capacities of these standard fines, and other penalties which reach the market in much better 

baskets of this type, the law also would attach in due course to condition than if several hours 

prescribes their dimensions. the dealer under the provisions on the way.
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One of the many homes ae j RG Tag : 
errs ae ReneS ta 9 a y ? 

our Landscape Depart- Pe AN Estey ts A, ie: ae ree rie E Be , na 

ment has helped to make = : ae Re ae ¥ : SS meeae” fae 

attractive. Neg SS a ec, Catia oe 

aoe ore Pacts A. aa ae ye a hana ve 

ay 5 ge s ie We are now ready to help ae ee a8 x 
you make your place a |e wie ; 

Se ney” eae cao ee 
Beauty Spot. ae eee e 

Bae. SS 3 nen es 
. ez: yy ‘ 

A booklet showing places aio et i ; 

we have planned and Be dio ae 7 es 
A a rae 5 a 

planted is free. J i" f ae | 

wu | | Ey 
| — i ee 

You want the best varie- 

ties when planting your 

Orchard, Home Grounds r 

or Fruit Garden. Our 

catalogue tells you about ee 
ee et 

them. nT Same 2 eres cae Be 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

Tile Trap for Rabbits harrow disk, for the top of the furnishes an excellent means of 

‘ large Ule. The projecting end obtaining rabbits for the table, 

An inexpensive and permanent — of the small tile is then surround- — or even for market. I 
sewer tile trap for cottontail ed with rocks, brush, or wood, 

rabbits, which has proved very SO as lo make the hole look Sweet russel crabs make good 

ellective in Kansas, is described — inviting to rabbits and encourage sweet pickles, and, although 
for aps” > “tha. Se: on » re. » » » y by in Farmers Bulletin 702, Cot them lo frequent the den. Rab small, are also good baked. 

tontail Rabbits in Relation to bits, of course, are free to go in 

Trees and Farm Crops.” De- or out of these dens, which 

tail) of this trap were supplied should be constructed in promis- Protect our 

by Vir. J. M. Walmsley, who ing spots on the farm and in the 

has used it successfully on his orchard.  A_ trained dog will rees 
and other farms in that state. locate inhabited dens. The out- Divison jong ree, N 

To make the trap, proceed as let is closed with a disk of wood asnale night Mics tnd See mi 
r destroy them sf you don't protect them. io be 
follows: on a stake, or the dog guards the Get diars worth praeeon a ac tae 

: ‘ . “ap” : P ve A 
Set a 12 by 6-inch “tee? opening. The cover is lifted and Hawkeve at AEN 

: . Povnes 
sewer tile with the long end the rabbits captured by hand. Tree Protectors SHENG 

. np . : NV RAIS 
downward, and bury il so that These traps are especially suil- Absolute protection against gnawers naa 

: 3 5 x 3 . 8 and borers. Prevent trees from ais 
the 6-inch opening al the side is able for open lands and prairies, becoming skinned and bruised by cul- a) 2 TDS @ . . tivator or lawn mower. Made of elm 
below the surface of the ground, where rabbits can not find Genes chetnicely rented. Eau Eu 

Connect two lengths of 6-inch natural hiding places. They are ah vt ees we ied oder Hane ] 
; 5 ae rectors wow. Regular sue 10, nches 

sewer pipe horizontally with the permanent and cost nothing for THEN a fee 

side opening. Second grade or repairs from year to year. If it is Wrote for ercular and’ samples. nS | 

even broken tile will do. Cover desired to poison rabbits, the We make Frut Baskets — get our prices. MMM 
5 ‘ ‘ : Fas Burlington Basket C | 

the joints with soil so as lo ex- bails may be placed inside these MM s20MainStcBurlington, owe cM a 
clude light. Provide a tight traps, out of the way of domestic — gk” gave cau, UU Ae 

removable cover, such as an old animals or birds. This trap also (&&
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An Attractive Home Means 

i , Contentment 

SRW * Keep the children at home by making them 
4 of proud of it. The most effective and eco- 

‘ nomical way to do this, is to beautify the 

f % lawn. Careful arrangement and good plants 

a_i are essential. Our Landscape Department 
es has specialized in this work, is familiar with 

: 4 Wisconsin conditions, and has probably the 

Saag largest assortment of choice nursery stock in 

saan the state to select from. 

« 
White Elm Nursery Co. 

| Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

SE uch as) Geraniums, Begonias, 

7 Salvias, Cannas, Dahlias, ete. 

F L O W E R Ss on the outskirts of Milwaukee, 

MILWAUKEE FLORIST CLUB. By Eug. Oestreicher Sec. with a lengthy period of favor- 
_ able weather a good many of 

the plants which were only 

It is with a feeling of salis- former years displaying the stock nipped, will continue to grow 

faction that we recall the flower to better advantage and making and grow again, affording great 

and plant exhibits displayed at it easier for the public to get pleasure, so doy’t be in a hurry 

the State Fair from September a better view of any particular to pull them up and consign 

11 to 16. Considering the ad- exhibit. them to the rubbish pile. 

verse weather conditions which In regard to quality and quan- While it is a good time to 

prevailed during the summer tity the showing made in the — plan just what kind of bulbs you 

months the quality of the out amateur class also deserves a intend to plant in this or that 

door grown cut flowers while not. word of praise. This display place, any time after the 1oth 

quite up to the standard still could, if properly arranged, have — of October is plenty early enough 

made a good showing and were covered at least’ three times to do planting. 

admired by many; weather con- more space; Loo bad that it had Don't dig up those Canna 

ditions plus the early date of the to be all crowded on that one roots until the foliage is frozen 

Fair also were responsible for table, thus hiding many a good lo the ground; then cut the old 

the lack of green house grown point which ought to have come foliage back to within 6 inches 

stock, which always give the to the front. We trust that’ from the ground and put the 

finishing touches and arouse some time in the near fulure we roots in a frost proof cellar 

special attention. will get a much larger Horticul- until early spring; try to keep 

In the Palm and Fern line tural Building which will be a some soil on the roots as it will 

there never was such a display credit to the Fair and the whole be a great benefit to help tide 

of variety as this year; the design State of Wisconsin. them over. 

and basket work was of a better _ In order to have nice large 

quality than usual and last but Geranium plants in the spring, 

not least the exhibit of peren- The frost on the night of now is the lime to take cuttings 

nials was large and of good September 15 to 16th, which by — or ‘slips’ as mother used to say. 

quality. The arrangement too, the way was about four weeks — <= 

as practiced this year was a ahead of time, did considerable Fix the dates in your mind, 

very great improvement over damage to all soft wooded plants, Dee. 12, 13, 14.
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SE DIDI DI DY 3 DYDVAY DYAD DY VIE JO DYE DVDY DYSHD VDI YONA OSS : @s 

BBBBBRMV YVR BoOIVIA II} LILY D3 QUOI iO Ds DO MMIC 

Winners. Display of foliage plants covering 25 pi 
not less than 50 Sq. res Ist P Best * pink roses: 

It requires lots of Lypesetting Ist Holton & Hunkle Co S25 .00 ond Hanan ae Hinkle Sea 

and much printers ink lo give aa ok ke oe Tegy ee Su wowaes - _ z = a 3rd Wlokner, / D 

the complete list of prize winners — Ith No award ee I 58 ‘ 

at the State Fair but the editor 1 Fest 25 white roses: 

believes it will be worth while. Specimien--Nephirolepins ond talon NihinkleG 580 
. we ‘ de $5 3 e : ue aan 

It will be of especial interest to Di eae are ee 2 00 Hed No aywaind wae - “ ‘ , rns 

the exhibitors and, we hope of 3rd Pollworth, C.C. Co 3.00 Best 25 red est 25 red roses 

some interes any ers, spect ‘ Pe o \ many ornerse Specimen Palm. Ist Holton & Hunkle Co $3.00 

. J. G. Moore and L. G. 1st’ Pollworth, C. C. Co 5 end Follworth, Ci Gs Ge ha : J ) I : CEG $5.00 3rd No award ees aco 
Kellogg judged fruit, Nic Zweifel 2nd Holton & Hunkle Co Log 3rd No award 

, : : é 3rd WKlokner, A 3" and J. CG. Heitms nays Deas ‘ 3.00 - 
nd J G Heilman of Milw aukee , Best 25 any other color roses. 

and J. E. Mathewson of Sheboy- Mest. artistically arranged floral Ist’ Holton & Tunkle Co $3.00 
. ~ ny + 9 . g al >, 

gan professional flowers and Wm. wreath not Jess than 21 inch 2nd Pollworth, C.-C. Co 250 
ae. or Jou are ms 

Longland of Lake Geneva, ama- ist’ Arnold, J. G S15 .00 fad Nowa 

teur flowers. 2nd Edlefsen, Liedeger Co "1300 Best 25 caster lilies. 

Assistant superintendents: urd See Ine "3 "00 Be Follworth 0 Co 0 Ut 
a assistant rintence Ss, 5.00 2nd Holton & Tunkle G 250 
Arthur Leidiger, florists, W. J. Vince ariisiieati 3rd No award . ° , 

Moyle, amateur flowers and Her- °"! TUNER? irranged haskes 
Sud 

vers est 12 chrys 
man Christensen, fruits / ; o Best 12 chrysanthemums. 

, S. Ast Kedlefsen, Liedeger Co $12.00 Ist) Pollworth, CG. CG. Co S100 
a ibn Ernst 10.00 2nd No award’ soe a 

EATER 3rd Klokner, A 8100 3rd No awar 

DEPARTMENT IT ith Arnold, J.C 5.00 ied No anwar 
HORTICULTURE Best display of perennial phlox not 

. Display of asters. less than 5 named varieties. 

. A. Rasmussen, Supt. Ist No award ie Lowe. i. G $5.00 

. ses . ayes 2nd Eberhardt, rast so.o9 2nd Eber! vardt, Ernst 3.00 
PLANTS AND FLOWERS. 3rd No award eabss 3rd Klokner, A . 200 

Collection of greenhouse plants t i illection of greenhouse plants HOt Display of not less than 200 gladioli Best display perennial helianthus. 

not less than 50 square feet. blooms. named varieties, 
Ist. Lowe, E. C - Ist Klokner, A : 

Ist Holton & Hunkle $25.00 dnd Eberhardt: Ernst Sico) 2nd Lowe, IC ext) 
and Killner, Aug. B. Go 2000 3rd_Klokner, A 1.09 85d No award 
rd Pollworth C. C. 10 15.00 . 

Ith Klokner, A 1000 Display of not less than 150 dahlia Best display perennial delphiniums, 
blooms. named. 

Display of palms covering not less nC 
. BS , Ist. Lowe, F.C 4 

than 50 sq. ft. Ast, Eberhardt, Ernst $8.00 dnd Klokner, A “00 

Ist. Pollworth C. C. Co $25 .00 an Rene ie » 6.00 Srl No award - 

2nd Holton & Hunkle Co... 20300 oo Best display Mardi 
ie eallnes, Aug. B. Co... 15.00 Best 25 red carnations. este ap ay: hardy gaillardiag: 

lokner, A 10:00 464 pottworth, C. C. C . Ist Vogel, red., Jr $3.00 

: ba Nos u Hy » C. Co...... $1.50 9 2nd Eberhardt, Ernst 2.00 

Display of ferns covering 2nd No aware 3rd Lowe, KE. C ‘ ) 
play ring not less 

1.00 
than 50 sq ne s 3rd No award 

sq. ft. _— . Best display hardy perennials 
Ist, Holton & Hunkte Co ce Best 25 light pink carnations. laplay. par perennials 

2 illner, Aug. R. Co.. . 20.0 st. P 1 GG $1.5 st Vi ‘ 
rd Pollworth, C. C. Co 8 oot Nowwand SU.) Jet Vogel, Cred it ae Ob 
lth No award ae NG tuned » 2nd Lowe, EK. C... 8.00 

3rd No awarc 3rd Klokner, A.. . 6.00
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For amateurs only. Display of centaurea. Alexander. 

Best specimen palm. ist, Goelzer; Mise EM $2.00 ist, Bassett, ALK * $1.50 
, . = 2nd Strong, Mrs. C. 1.00 2nd Cooper, J. TL... 1.25 

Ist. Weener Mrs. WP $5.00 3rd White, A. F ‘30 3rd Meyer, A... 1.00 
2nd Strong, Mrs. C. E . 3.00 ith Bang Kd Be 
3rd Frank, Mrs. A.... 2.00 Fs arnes, A. D........ abo: 

Display of zinnias. 5th Brown & Son S. L.. 50, 

Display of ferns. Ist G 2 , st Goelzer, Miss Kk. M.... $2.00 + oe 

Ist’ Ringrose, G. W $5.00 2nd Ringrose, G. W 1.00 Beautiful Arcade. - 
2nd Poppe, S. W : 3.00 3rd White, ALF... 550 Ist’ Barnes, A. Do. $1.50 
83rd Frank, Mrs. A.... . 2.00 

, — Ben Davis. 
Ten varieties of plants in. bloom. Display of nasturtiums. . - 

. a - Ist. White, A. F $2.00 Ist, Baer, J. $1.50 
Ist. Strong, Mrs. C. KE. $5.00 ond Goelzer, Miss E. M... "99 2nd Kickapoo Development Co... 1.25 
2nd Landwehr, Mrs. G 3.00 304 Frank. Mrs. A a . ‘50 3rd Brown & Son, S. L.... 1.00 
3rd Frank, Mrs. A 2.000 * Sea SNES = Ath Cooper, J. II To 

Sth Bassett, A. K 200 
Display of foliage plants not less Best six hydrangeas. 

than 10 varicties. Ist. White, A. F. ‘ $2.00 Boiken. 
Ist Strong, Mrs. C. 1 $5.00) 2nd No award J in > 5 

2nd Ringrose, G. W 3.00 3rd No award be Falmer 1.9 oe . $1 ae 

3rd Frank, Mrs. A 2.00 “ Sarena Saas os 

Five named geraniums in bloom. APPLES. Charlamoff. 
LS 2 Ci $5 Ist. Kickapoo Development Co....S1 .50 Ss Mrs. GLE $5.00 A aveeed 9 rr poo Developme SL. 

ae pong, Me © ! 2-00 Display not to exceed 20 varieties. 2nd Brown & Son, 8. L ana aes 

3rd Frank, Mrs. A 200 Ist’ Kickapoo Development Co $20 .00 He mcverson Limer soe 100 
2nd ‘Townsend, G. IL east, 15.00 h Barnes, A. D......... coe =hO: 

Most artistically arranged basket of — 3rd Cooper, J. HH eet 12.00, oe 
flowers. {th Toole, Wim., & Son 8 .00 Delicious. 

ae =e Cr 5 5th Palmer, J. S 6 00 No Awards. 
Ist Strong, Mrs. C. le $5.00 2 : : 8 

2nd Goelzer, Miss F. M 3109 8th. Baer, J.E.... 1.00 
3rd La Freher, Mrs. A 2.00 Dudley. 

M saticall ‘i Display of 10 varieties. Ist. Hauser, John F’.....:....c0:..000..31 50 
Most artistically arranged bouquet 4.6 ygje, Devel wnt Co $19.00 2nd Severson, Elmer a E95 

of flowers. ond Tooley Will AHd. SON. Cons 10 ‘gg 3rd Toole & SONG Witleccerssnces: 1.00 

Ist’ Ringrose, G. W $3.00 3rd Meyer, A... 5 gio9 ath Barnes, A. Dooce 675 
2nd Goelzer, Miss 1’. M 2.00 1th ‘Townsend, G. IL... 6.99 Oth Palmer, J. S... g 50 
3rd Wegner, Mrs. M. P. 1.00 5th Cooper, J. EL... . 00 7 

6th Brown, S. L. & Son... 2.00 Fameuse. 
Collection of wild flowers not less Ast: Paliner, Js Svisersvorssservivesnnre $1.50 

than named varieties. 5 on) 3a 2nd Townsend, G. I . 1.25 ) ’ oS sties. 2nd Townsend, G. 22. 
Ist White, A. F 84 60 Display of following 5 varieties 3rd Trish, L. Bow 100 

nd La Feber, Mrs. A 300 Northwestern Greening, Gano, 4th Brown & Son, S. L. ‘ i] 
3rd Paull, Mrs. J. R 200 Windsor, Golden Russet and 5th Toole & Son, Wm oe 20 

, “ . ‘Tolman. 

Display of cut flowers, annual. Ist’ Bassett, AL Ko... $8 .00 Fall Orange. 
ona TT. : : ° aye 

Ist P oS. W $5.09 2nd Townsend, G. II e . 6.00 Ist’ Barnes, A. D en _ $1.50 
ond Strong, Mrs. C.K 83-0) 3rd Barnes, A? D... ‘ 4.00 2nd Bassett, Av Ke.ccuwsnsncsn 125 
3rd Ringrose, G. W 2/99 th Baer, J. Bow. wi 2.00 3rd Palmer, J. S....... vce 1.00 

Display of cut flowers, perennial. Display Best Exhibit unnamed vari- Forest, 
Ist. Strong, Mrs. G. EK $5 00 eties from orchard of 25 trees 1st Tans, Mrs. John.... coe SE .50 

2nd Ringrose, G. W 3.00 : or less. . 
3rd Wegner, Mrs. W. P. 2.00 No Awards. Gano. 

. . 1Sts BAGH I> Beeerenessneeaes $1.50 
Display of decorative grasses. Best Fall Seedling. and Kickapoo Development Co... 1.25 

Ist. Frank, Mrs. A $2.00 ‘ vrei 3rd Brown & Son, S. L 1.00 

ond White. A. F, 1.00 NovAwards. {th Barnes, A. D eo 
3rd No award s 5 

Best Winter Seedling. Gem City. 

Display of cosmos. Ist. Cooper, J. Mocs 85.00 Ist) Trish, Le Bac SEDO 
Ist. Strong, Mrs. C. $2.00 2nd Bassett, A. Kove. tee 1.25 

2nd Goelzer, Miss Kk. M.. 1.00 1 ast’ Apple 3rd ‘Toole & Son, Wm cee 1.00 

3rd White, A. I... 250 Largest Apple. ; , 

Ist Severson, Elmer.............0.........83 .00 Grimes’ Golden. 
Display of celosia. 2nd Baer, J. E.... qawccas: 2.00 tet Mayer,1 $150 

Ist. Strong, Mrs. C. E sz.09  3td Brown, S. L. & Some. 1.00 2nd Kickapoo Development Co... 1.25 

2nd Wegner, Mrs. W. P comes L00 * 3rd Barnes, A. Dou... ccc. 1.00 

Srd Frank, Mrsi-Acsissicnusenscn: 50 Single Plates—Anisim 
. aa. Ist Brown, 8. L. & Some $1 50 Gideon. 

Display of gaillardias. 2nd Toole, Wm. & Son.............. 1.25 1st Severson, Elmer........................$1 .50 
Ist. Goelzer, Miss I. M... $2.00 9 8rd Trish, L. Bocce 1.00 2nd Brown & Son, S. Li... 1.25 
2nd Ringrose, G. W...... coe 1.00 4th Severson, Elmer... cece 675 3rd Barnes, A. Doo... 1.00 
3rd Strong, Mrs. C. Ev. =-50 5th Kickapoo Development Co... .50 4th Kickapoo Development Co.....|.75
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King. Wolf River. Best Barrel Plumb Cider 

No Awards. Ist’ Baer, J. E $1.00 |) No awards . 
2nd Severson, Elmer 3.00 

MacMahon. 3rd Palmer, J. S . 2.00 Class 282. Crab Apples. 

Ist Kickapoo Development Co....$4 .00 Hyslop. 
2nd Townsend, G. Hi ' 3.00 Class 281 Box Apples. * yereP = 
3rd Learned, &. T 200 B Bu. I Ist. Goelzer, Miss E. M.. : $1.59 
4th Palmer, J. S 1.00 est Bu. Box Dudley. 2nd Kickapoo Development Co 1.25 

meee . Ist No Award. 3rd Hauser, John F.. . 1.00 

Melntash: 2nd Bamford, L coccceve83.00 4th Bassett, A. 79 

Ist. Kickapoo Development Co....$4 .00 . = Martha. 
2nd Palmer, J. S 3.00 Best Bu. Box Fameuse. No awards ; 
3rd Brown & Son, S. L. 2.00 Ist. Toole & Son, Wm.. $1.00 
4th Severson, Elmer 1.00 2nd Bassett, A. K 3.00 Sweet Russet. i nee : y 

Newell 3rd Baer, J.B 2.00 “Ist Irish, L. B $150 
. ov 2nd Barnes, A. D 1 25 

Ist’ Kickapoo Development Co....$4 .00 Best Bu. Box McIntosh. 3rd Brown & Son, S. L 1.00 
2nd Brown & Son, S. L 3.00 Ist. Kickapoo Development Co....$1.00 4th Toole & Son, Wm . TO 
3rd Townsend, G. II 2.00 ond Palmer, J. S 3°00 
Ath Toole & Son, Wm 1.00 Transcendent. 

Northwestern. Best Bu. Box McMahon. Ist’ Kickapoo Development Co....$1 .50 
. . oe Ist. Kickapoo Development Co....84.00 2nd Barnes, A. D 1.25 

Ist. Kickapoo Development Co....$4.00 2nd Townsend, G. H ... 3.00 3rd Bassett, A. K 1.00 
3nd Bact, Jy ki <a 2 oe , a Ath Severson, Elmer 75 
3rd Toole & Son, Wm 2. Best Bu. Box Wealthy. ~ 
Ath Bassett, A. K 1.00 we - Virginia. 

Ist Toole & Son, Wm. : $4.00 “eee . 
Patten. 2nd Kickapoo Development Co. 3.00 Ist, Hauser, John F S150 

3rd Baer, J.B 2.00 2nd Barnes, A. D.. seston 1.25 
Ist Brown & Son, S. L $t 00 
2nd Kickapoo Development Co... 3.00 Best Bu. Box Wolf. Whitney. 

3rd Hearding, J. 1 2.00 Ist B: i _— $1.00 Ist. Arpin Cranberry Co $1.50 } Palme : st Baer, J. E a $1. s avi 4 ols 
Ath. Palmer; Js 1.00 and Kickapoo Development Co... 1.25 

> 3) B Son, S. L. 1.00 
Pewaukee, BARRELS APPLES aid Brows Son : 35 

Ist. Townsend, G. II $4.00 
ond Severson. Elmer 3.00 Best Barrel Dudley 
3rd Bassett, A. K 2.00 No awards PEARS. 

4th Palmer, J. S 1.00 . Collection not to exceed L5 varieties. 
Best Barrel Fameuse Ist C Lu $6.00 

p tide st C BE ial e TDecsesonee 36. A Plumb Cider, Ist Baer, J. En... gago: 7 Heobet . 
1st. Severson, Elmer $1.00 2nd Toole & Son, Wm.... 3.00 single P| 8 
2nd Palmer, J. S 3.00 . single I lates. 
3rd Toole & Son, Wm 2.00 Best Barrel McIntosh x r Anjou. 
4th; Bassett A: £00 Ist. Kickapoo Development Co....$1 .00 ‘No awares 

Siiome. 2nd J. S. Palmer... 3.00 Bartlett. 

Ist. Bassett, A. K $1.00 Best Barrel McMahon Jeu Cooper J. i : $1.00 
5 Q ‘ 2 elme fi 0 
2nd Platt, H.R 3-00 Ist. Kickapoo Development Co....34 .00 neheetelmn ats) wn , 

Westfield Scek-no-further. Best Barrel Northwestern Greening Clapp!s; Favorite: 
Ist Meyer, A $1.00 . : No awards dnd Palmer, J. S 300 Ast, Baer, Fo 8400 asselt. A. ie ‘ 2nd Kickapoo Development Co... 3.0% Flemish Be - 
Std’ Bassctt,.A.. 1s 2.00 3rd Bassett, A. K 200 emish Beauty 

TéliiBei Ist Palmer, J. S - $1.00 
q oe 3: sl Oldenbe Duchess) 2nd Cooper, J. H 20 ‘ef Meyer iA gio) Best Barrel Oldenberg (Duchess P 

2nd Baer, J. E 3.00 Ist Baer, J.B. $4.00 Kieffer. 
3rd Palmer, J. S 2.00 2nd Bassett, A. K... 3.00 . . 
4th Cooper, J. 1 1.00 Ist White, A. Fr... $1.00 

Best Barrel Patten Greening 2nd Goelzer, Miss Ek. M 250 

Utter, Ist. Kickapoo Development Co....$4 .00 snee 
Ist Bassett, A. K $1.00 . Lawrence, 
2nd Cooper, J. 1 3.00 Best Barrel Utter Ist. Cooper, J. I $1.09 

Weaidhiv: Ist’ Bassett, A. Koo... $4.00 Léiiize: 

Ist. Toole & Son, Wm $1.00 Best Barrel Wealth No} awards 
2nd Kickapoo Development Co. 3.00 a est oarre _— Seckei 
3rd Townsend, G. H 2.00 Ist Toole & Son, Wm...........0....$4 00 — 
4th Hearding, J. H 1.00 2nd Kickapoo Development Co.... 3.00 Ist’ Hauser, John F........ . $1.00 

3rd Palmer, J. S...... wo 2.00 
Windsor. 4th Baer, J. E........ sacs 100) a Sheldon. 

Ist. Bassett, A. K $1.00 : Not awards 
2nd Palmer, J. S.. 3/00 Best Barrel Wolf River. ¥, fi 

3rd Townsend, G. H.. 2.00 Ist Palmer, J. S.......... $4.00 ermont Heautys 
4th Platt, H.R. 1.00 2nd Baer, J..Bo. . . 3.00 No awards
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PLUMS. Brighton. Wyoming Red. 

Best collection, ten specimens Ist Kickapoo Development Co. $1.50 Ist Bassett, A, K $1.50 

native varieties. and Brown. & Son, S. L 1 0 and Brown & Son, 7 L. 1.00 

. 3rd_ Reis, John.... 75 3re ickapoo Development Co Td 

ist Barnes, ae D $3 on 4th Platt, H. R........ ‘50 ith Reis, John... 50 
nd Baer, J. E 2: 

Best collection, 10 specimens Concord. Class 286—Everbearing Strawberries 

Japanese varieties. Ist Kickapoo Development Co $1.50. Best Collection Plants in Fruit. 

No awards 2nd Brown & Son, S. L. 1.00 : 

a waTSS 3rd Platt, H.R ip No Awards. 
4th Bassett, A. K 90 

Best collection, 10 specimens * , Best 3 Pint Boxes Fruit. 

European varieties. : . 
Sy awards Campbell Early. No awards 

o awards 
Ist’ Reis, John $1.50 ChA 28 

~ ne ane 2nd Bassett, A. 1.00 ‘LASS 287. 

Grapes—Class 285. 3rd Kickapoo Development Co 75 . . - , 

Display not more than 15 varieties. CRANBERRIES, 

Ist. Reis, John $15.00 Delaware. Best Plate Bennett 

2nd Platt, H.R 12.00, Gs ; se . <<, AB : 2 

: asse : Ist. Kickapoo Development Co $1.50 Ist Butter, Arthur C $2.00 

3rd Bassett, A. Is 10.00 ond Brown & Son, S. L 100 2nd Secker, C. M. 100 
; 3rd Reis, John... 75 3rd Arpin Cranberry Co 250 

Display of 10 varielics adapted to 4th Platt, H.R . 250 

is. Best Plate Favorite. 

Ist. Reis, John $8 00, Green M i st Sackere€ ge 

2nd Kickapoo Development Co... 6.00 . reen. Mountain: . it Sepker Gu 82.00 

3rd Platt, H.R... 1.00 Ist, Reis, John........ wesc BEBO > : 
2nd Kickapoo Development Co... 1.00 Best Plate Daisy. 

Display of 5 varieties adapted to Wis. 374 Brown SESON YS. Maccive 9 Ist Secker, C. M. $2.00 

Ist. Kicka Devel ent C 5.00 A 

ond Brown & Son, see ° bs ‘00 Lindley. Best Plate Bell and Cherry. 

3rd Reis, John... 3.00 Ist Platt, H.R. $1.50 — Ist Arpin Cranberry Co $2.00 

{th Platt, H.R 2.00 2nd Reis, John. . 1.00 2nd Secker, C. M. 1.00 

3rd Bassett, A. K 75 3rd Fiteh, J. W.. 250. 

Canes. 
Largest Quantity of Fruit, following Martha. Best Plate Badger. 

varieties on one cane. Ist Reis, John... $1.50 Ist Secker, C. M. $2.00 
2nd Fitch, J. W.. 1.00 

Brighton. Moore’s Diamond. , a 

Ist Kickapoo Development Co....$3.00 Ist Reis, John... $1.50 ; Best | late McFarlin. 

2nd Brown & Co., S. L.. 2.90 2nd Platt, H.R 1.00 Ist Secker, C. M. ‘ $2.00 

srd Reis, John... 2.00 3rd Brown & Son, S. L "75 2nd Arpin Cranberry Co . 1.00 

Ith Platt, H.R... 1.50 4th Kickapoo Development Co 50. 
Best Plate Fox. 

— 2. hs Moore’s Early. Ist. Secker, C. M. $2.00 
Is assett, A. Ko... do 0 Ist Platt, H. R........ F $1.50 

ie Brown & Son, Wm. “ 2.50 2nd Brown & Son, S. L 1.00 Best Plate Banner. 
ird_ Kic apoo Development Co... 2.00 3rd Kickapoo Development Co 75 16h Secker, C. M > 

ith Reis, John. 1.50 4th Reis, John... 50; Ust. Secker, C. Me. cn-nnnensnenen82 200 

Delaware. Niagara. Best Plate Metallic Bell. 

ist Brown & Son, S. L ....83 .00 st. Kicks vel ent Co....$1.5 Ist. Arpin Cranberry Co. $2.00 

tnd Kickapoo Development Co... 2.50 ay Reis Sohn Development Co,..81:3) 2nd Bennett, A. E-...... --- 1.00 
ind C y 4 2nd Reis, John........ : : 1.00 

a Reis, ohn 2 00 3rd Brown & Son, S. L....... 75 Best Pl B 

th Platt, He Ro. veo 1,50 4th Platt, H. Ru... 150 est Plate Beaver. 
No awards 

Moore’s Diamond. Pocklington. 5 
st Reis, John... $3.00 Ist Platt, H.R. $1.50 Best Plate Monogram. 

nd Platt, H. Row... 2.50 2nd Reis, John... . 1.00. Ist’ Arpin Cranberry Co $2.00 

Worden. : Best Plate Prolific 
Salem. . 

‘st’ Kickapoo Development Co....$3 .00 <i se 6 Ist. Bennett, A. E...... . $2.00 

nd Brown & Son, S. oi » 2.00. Ist. Reis, John.... ~~ $1.50 2nd Arpin Cranberry Co 1.00 

a Hasselt A ces 2 08 Wilder 3rd Gaynor Cranberry Co. 50 

h Reis, John....... 1.5 ers 

SiaciaWi No Awards. Best Plate Chief. 

ingle Plate. Ist. Gaynor Cranberry Co..............$2 .00 

Agawam. Worden. 2nd Bennett, A. FE. sewasenceas 1.00 

ist Irish, L. B...... $1.50 1st Kickapoo Development Co....$1 .50 F 

ind Platt, H. R. P1100 nd Platt, He Rio 1.00 Beat Plate Daisy: 
ird Reis, John.. . . .75 3rd Bassett, A. Rossvecones . .75 Ist Bennett, A. E......... $2 00 

ith Bassett, A. K......... 150) 4th Brown & Son, S. Licence. .50 2nd Gaynor Cranberry Co.............. 1.00 

| 
|
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Best Plate Searles Jumbo. Best Five Commercial Varieties. Third, where one has goo 
Ist Searles A, & Son... $2.00 Ist Secker, C.M . $6.00 keeping varieties, especialls 

2nd Arpin Cranberry Co 1.00 : 
Best Plate Bell and Bugle. those which are harvested lat: 

Ist. Arpin Cranberry Co $2.00 Best Collection Cranberries. in the Fall. If the crop is mor: 
2nd Fitch, J. W. 1.00 Ist. C. M. Secker..... $8.00 than you want for cool storag: 

Best Plate Pennant. gna Been cranberry Co $4) always keep your last picking. 
Ist’ Secker, C. M. $2.00 9 4th Gaynor Cranberry Co 1.00 for cool storage and the earl 

ce pickings for cold storage. 

CLASS 208: There are many advantage, 
Grand Sweepstakes on Fruits of all kinds. in the use of a successful cool 

No. 157 Best and Largest Exhibit of Named Fruits. storage. First, it increases home 
a mitign ; consumption by giving a longe: 

Hahibitor's Amount. Name. period in which to dispose of the 
728 $33 .50 Kickapoo Development Company various varieties without addiny 

1 7 ae Pade Basselt additional cost such as packing, 

1095 18.25 J. S. Palmer freight to cold storage, cold 
130 1? 2 Wine geomeen storage charges and commission. 
219 11.25 J. HL. Cooper This enables the home grocery - 

1) dohn Bee & Sun man to handle your fruit for 
1111 9.05 H.R. Platt a much longer period, at a lower 
ae oud A.D. Bares. price to the consumer. At the 
Be 32 A. Meyer same lime he is able to pay the 
1187 3195 So. Learned grower better prices for his fruit 

15 2.20 Arpin Cranberry Company than he could have gotten had 

aay i 3 qohn Fuser they all been sold during picking 
577 1.10 A. E. Bennett lime. Second, it enables the 

grower to dispose of a great 
CLASS 289 quantily of his fruit at a good 

COMMERCIAL FRUIT EXHIBITS BY COUNTIES. profit which may not be quite 
104 Ist S100.60 Ac Buys good enough to barrel and store. 

1247 ond $100 00 ‘A. ik. Bassett. Lhird, you can supply the farnm- 
1162 3rd $100 .00 John Reis ers during the winter, who, as a 

ee ee _ ee : rule, never buy cold storage 

apples. Fourth, it helps to 

. A cool storage is most profit- harvest your fruit more econom- 
Home Storage of Apples for . - : x . 

. . able under the following con-_ ically. lifth, it enables you when 

Commercial Purposes ditions :— you are shipping, to have your 
R. A. Simpson, Vincennes, First, where one is catering to fruit cooled before being loaded. 

- ladiana the home trade or an early sale Sixth, you have a market wil! 

for a part of his crop or where he less competition, as it is afte 

There is a demand and need wants to sell all he can at home the harvest glut and before th: 

for the home storage. There is and by disposing of the rest to storage apples can be moved at 

a feeling among many of the’ other towns during a period not a profit. There are many othe’ 

practical orchard men that under later than the last of February. advantages which might be men- 

certain conditions, which I men- It is understood that should you — tioned. 
tion below, that there is a great’ have large acreage only a part The successful home storage so 
need of a good cool storage in should be handled in this way far as keeping the fruit is con- 
the orchard and one of the great’ and that the rest put in cold cerned depends largely upon th: 
questions at present is, “Is it storage; thus allowing a longer location and the construction c! 
possible to construct a cool period in which to dispose of the building. It must be we! 
storage that will keep the fruit your crop. planned, properly constructe | 
in proper condition, economically Second, when the orchard is and made of proper material. 1} 
until the holidays or through located near a large town or must have the best insulation 
February if necessary?” small city. and ventilation with proper ligl:t
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and moisture. If possible it tile. These air ducts are 60 ft. holidays or longer. We can keep 

should be located on a side hill long and placed under the clay Grimes Golden until Xmas. We 
vhich slopes to the north where floor and each one has three always open air ducts at night 

che underground storage is used, openings twelve feet apart on or cool days and shut them when 

though this is not absolutely the inside of the cellar; thus the air outside is warmer than 
necessary as the same kind of allowing the fresh air to enter inside. 

building could be constructed on the cellar from these openings The two upper stories of this 

ievel ground or above the ground = and pass through the slatted building which are used for 

if necessary. floor to all parts of the basement. packing, are very cool, indeed, 

At’ Vincennes, Indiana, we I*rom the ceiling of the basement and may also be used for storing 

have constructed a combination to the top of the roof we have a few carloads of the very last 

packing house and cool storage, lwo galvanized iron pipe venti- pickings for a short period, if so 

which works very successfully lators which are supplied with a desired. (Read at Convention 

and which we find is very prac- damper on the first floor and a = National Apple Growers Asso- 

tical. This building is buill on — self-adjusting, revolving suction — ciation, St. Louis, Aug. 2, 1916). 

the north slope of a clay hill at’ elbow at the top. This elbow is - 

the edge of our orchard which so constructed that the outlet is AUTUMN ORCHARD WORK 

is located four miles from the always pointing the same way Fall Measures to Control Pear 

city. It is a three story building — the wind is blowing. In the lower 5 
Me . ~ a ak Oe Blight of Pear, Apple, and 

and is made of hard burnt hollow — part of the elbow is provided an : as 
. z Fi oe ae 3 ae . Quince Trees and Apple 

tile. The tile measures 8-8-12 opening in such a manner that Cankers 

and has three openings in each, the breeze enters the elbow and “ : 

which, when construced makes passes out at the opening and In the management of the 

three dead air spaces in the walls. thus creates an additional draft,  orehard, especially the apple and 

We have an elevator running which insures better ventilation pear orchard, there is a period in 

from the basement to the lop in the basement. the autumn after the fruit’ is 

floor. The basement, which is We find that this basement gathered, and perhaps after other 

our cool storage proper, is all holds a very even temperature  ¢tops have been safely harvested, 

underground except three feet throughout the day. We find that is most convenient for doing 

of the north wall which is pro- that at certain times of the some of the careful work in the 

vided with windows for light and — year it may be necessary to add control of certain diseases and 

extra ventilation when needed. additional moisture. ‘This can pests. There are certain fungous 

The walls of this basement are readily be done by raising a few and bacterial diseases, particular- 

the same as above except that slats and spraying the clay floor ly pear blight and apple canker, 

the tiles are burnt a little harder with moisture. We find il is very which are best worked upon at 

and that between the clay and necessary to have plenty of this time. ‘These diseases are 

the outside of the walls we run moisture but usually we have principally controlled by the 

in four inches of concrete, thus been able to get enough moisture ¢radication methods rather than 

making a stronger wall and bet- by capillary attraction from the by spraying. With both these 

lerinsulation. The ceiling of this ground. There are limes that it diseases it is not only a matter 

basement is Lhoroughly insulated might be very practical lo use of convenience but it is a fortu- 

‘n the following way:—Shiplap, some ice in this storage. nate thing that some of the most 
water-proof paper, eight inches The fruit should be brought important work of the season can 
of mill shavings, water-proof into the packing shed, sorted as be best accomplished at the time 

saper, shiplap, water-proof paper to quality, taken to the base- when it is most convenient. The 

ind then the flooring. The base- ment the following morning and mild autumn _days before the 

iment floor proper is clay with an stored in slatted crates, open Show flies or disagreeable, rainy, 
open slatted floor eighteen inches headed barrels or in bulk, so as OF cold weather comes give the 

above, made of two by six inch to receive the best ventilation, very best opportunity for care- 
\imbers laid one-half inch apart.7,We know that in our cellar we ful work and close inspection, 
"resh air is drawn in at night orgfcan keep good winter apples > . 

cool days from the outside,“jeuntil the first of March with Pear Blight 
through three fifteen‘finch airJfpractically no loss.J]We can also Pear blight is a bacterial dis- 
ducts, which are made of drainfkeep Number 2 apples until the ease which works mostly in the
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fleshy, growing, tender parts of cases the most serious phase of the cambium or vital layer be 

the tree, including the blossom the disease, is the infection of tween the wood and bark i: 

clusters, young twigs, and the the tender tips of growing twigs. killed, death of that particula: 

bark of larger branches, and Thousands of these young twigs area, of course, results. 

even on the body, collar, and may be killed on a single large 
root system of the tree. Under apple or pear tree. The blight Secondary Control Measure- 

certain conditions the bacteria may extend from the infections 

spread into the wood to a consid- on the blossoms or from twigs For various reasons sprayin:: 

erable extent. The disease at- down on to the larger branches, has not been practically suc 

tacks the pear, apple, quince, thence to the body of the tree. cessful in controlling the disease 

‘and other related fruits of the The branches, bodies, and more The eradication method, or actu- 

pome family. While the leaves particularly the collar and even ally cutting out the disease: 

are attacked to some extent, the root system of the tree, may area, is the principal way o/ 

particularly the leaf stems and be infected directly by the controlling pear blight. Other 

midribs of the younger leaves, germs. The infection may come methods, such as withholding 

the main killing of the foliage from a fruit spur, water sprout, stable manure and nitrogenous 

results from the death of the or even a sprout from the root, fertilizers, moderate cultivation 

twigs and branches on which or the germs may be introduced or withholding it completely. 

the leaves are located. The dead by punctures by insects, birds, seeding the orchard down to 

branches and other parts give implements, or other means, grass or clover, or sowing rank- 

no evidence to the naked eye of directly into the fleshy bark, or growing cover crops after the 

the cause of their death and _ even may enter, in certain cases, blight appears in the spring, 
thus resemble somewhat limbs through growth cracks. Ordin- such as cowpeas and sorghum 
killed by fire; hence the name arily the cuticle of the tree pro- in the Middle States, oats, millet, 

fire blight, particularly with tects it from the entrance of the or similar crops in the Northern 

blight on the apple, is often germs, otherwise there would States, all help in a secondary 

applied. be much more destruction of way in reducing the severity of 

, trees than actually occurs. the blight. 

How the Tree is Infected Each infection, no matter 
where it occurs, should be looked Direct Eradication 

The germs get into the tree upon as an individual case of 
in several ways. First and most pear blight. The diseases re- The main method of control- 
important is the blossom blight. sulting from the various modes ling pear blight, however, con- 

Flies and other insects carry the of attack for convenience are sists in cutting out the diseased 

germs from the gummy exudate given various names, such as tissue wherever found and dis- 

on the hold-over blight to the blossom blight, twig blight, body infecting the wound and the 

opening blossoms and infect the blight, collar blight, and root instruments to avoid spreadiny 
nectaries of the flower. Bees and blight. The lower down on the the disease. In the great ma- 
other insects carry the germs tree, as arule, the more danger- jority of cases fortunately the 

-from blossom to blossom and ous is the blight. The tree may blight comes to a definite stand- 
tree to tree and even to adjacent have a thousand or more twigs still in the bark, after killing « 

orchards and spread the disease and blossoms killed in the top certain distance, and stops. The 
rapidly during the blooming per- and not be seriously or perma- germs die, out in the dead bark. 

iod. During the present season nently injured, while a single a crack or crevice forms betweel 
pear blight has been particularly case of body blight or collar the live and the dead bark, anc 
bad, especially the blossom blight blight may result in its death. the case ends itself naturally anc 
on both pears and apples. The Each infection is to be looked heals out. In many cases, how- 

outbreak of 1915 stands out as upon as a definite, limited, dis- ever, the disease, while drying 

one of the worst in history, eased area. The part attacked out in the older parts, keeps on 
particularly on account of the is usually destroyed, though the spreading on the margin, the 
unusual amount of blossom disease may occur in the outer germs renewing themselves by 
blight on the apple. fleshy bark of the limbs and multiplication and infecting new 

Next in importance after the branches without always pene- areas of fresh bark. 

blossom blight, and in some trating to the cambium.. When (To be continued in an early issue.)
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Perennials or Herbaceous Aquilegia Hybrida almost as pretty as orchids, such 

Plants Babtisia Australis as 
o>: Rikee Campanula Persicifolia & Car- Madam Cherau 

Axel Johnson, Lake Geneva, Wis. patica Pallida Delmatica, King of Iris 
Perennials or herbaceous plants Dianthus Plumaris Rheine Nix, Queen of May. 

are gaining more and more favor ___ — ___ _ 
justly so because they are some 

of our most beautiful plants both 
for perennial beds and mixed 
borders; also for edging up shrub- 

beries. They are easily handled. 
The soil should be prepared and | 

enriched with a good fertilizer | 

before they are planted. Most | = 
of them can be undisturbed three > | 
or four years and some of them | ; 
much longer. Most of them can | a | 

be increased by division planted " 
early in the fall. For the winter | 
is required a light mulching of 
leaves which will serve to keep 

the action of the sun off the 
plants, preventing the plants | 
from lifting, or as we call it, 
heaving out of the ground which IL =| 
would kill the roots of the plants. _ a Sen NE 
It will also serve to keep the Wisconsin ferns are the most beautiful of all ferns. Kilbourn, Wis. 

plants dormant longer -in the 
spring which is desirable on ac- Dictamnus Fraxinella Then we have the peony which 
count of the late frost we some- Dielytra Spectabilis. ranks a close second to the rose. 
times ‘have. The list of peren- Then we have the German Iris. They are most beautiful when 
nials is so great that I shall only Of this class of plants we have in bloom and when they are 
attempt to mention a few: many beautiful varieties that are through blooming they are still
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good on account of their beau- one of the newer ones, but has these United States depends the 
tiful, foliage which keeps its proved perfectly hardy and free prosperity of the Agricultural 
glossy color throughout the sum- blooming and should be grown and _ Horticultural _ interests, 
mer and in the fall they change extensively. which are really the foundation 
to a bronze shade which when Yucca Filamentosa and Ver- for all prosperity; for, if these 
planted along the edge of shrub- onica Spicata and V. Longifolia interests prosper, the United 
bery is very effective. They Subsessilis are well worth having. States prospers accordingly. 

are absolutely free from insects Aconitum Napellus, A. Bicolor, New York has made a tre- 
and disease. The number of and Fisheri follow each other, mendous effort to aid the growers 
varieties among the peonies isso Fisheri being very late. Ar- in the way of marketing. Michi- 
great and varied in color that I temesia Lactiflora is very good to gan is making an effort in the 
shall only mention a few of the cut as well as for ornament. grape sections. Wisconsin has 
old ‘“‘stand-bys”’: Helianthus Multiflora, H. Miss done little as a State, but the 

Festiva Maxima Mellish, Hibiscus Cr'mson Eye, Wisconsin State Horticultural 

Delicatissima and Mallow Marvels are very Society has made an effort, and, 

Madam Furtado showy. Lobelia Cardinalis the in every instance, it has de- 
Filix Crousse. well known cardinal flower, Rud- veloped that little can be done 
Thermapsis Caroliniana is a beckia Newmania, R. Laciniata without first organizing the state 

plant that is not grown very ex- and Purpurea, Boltonia latis- or community. 
tensively but should be grown quama, Helenium Autumnale su- Wisconsin has more successful 

more. They are absolutely perba are very showy and good co-operative organizations than 

hardy, come early in the spring for cutting, being that they come any other State in the Union; 
with their beautiful foliage and quite late in the season. these principally creamery and 
yellow pea-shaped flowers in long All the varieties here men- cheese organizations, and, 
racemes. Then we have the tioned are perfectly hardy and through organization, a market 

well known Anthemis Tinctoria, easily handled and all can be has been established for Wiscon- 

also: propagated by divisions. sin cheese that has put it at 

Delphinium Chinensis and SSS the head of the list. Wisconsin 
Formosum Marketing Ideas is known the world over as the 

a grfl. ; The following letter from Mr. greatest dairy state in the United 
ypsophila-paniculata F.K Wk in thi States. The State has natural 

Japanese Iris sacenn Wel nowrin Ehis state dvantages, but the wonderful 
Panese 3 ss ket man will, ° Bes: : : 

Lysimachia Fraserii as a sticeessfil MALE d with j > progress of these two industries 

Monarda Didyma. we, are certatti,, be read! with: in- has not been the result of in- 

The phlox ranks a close second ‘Test by all of our members who: igual effort. phlox ranks a e ividual effort. 
. are directly or indirectly inter- . 

to the peonies, and by some . . 4 One of the first successful fruit 
: . ested in marketing fruit. arrner ‘ _ . 

growers are considered better T : * districts in the Middle West was 
ae raverse City, Mich., 3 

than the peonies on account of Oct. 19, 1916 that at Sparta, but it was not 
their longer season. There are _™ . successful as long as each in- 
some beautiful varieties among My Dear Cranefield: dividual attempted to do his 

them and should be grown more Just received your letter this own marketing. That district 

extensively. Such varieties as morning and note date of meet- organized one of the first Fruit 

Panthean ing and what you say about the Growers’ Associations in the 
Bridesmaid Illinois apple crop, and it set me Middle West, and, when the 
Cocquillicot thinking how that crop ought to Pacific slope began to develope 

Frau Buckner be marketed. My suggestions the fruit industry, Mr. Paul- 

Mrs. Lingard are, as follows: hamus, of Puyallup, Washing- 
are well worth a place in any Marketing is the one topic oc- ton, went to Sparta to study co- 

garden. Pladycodon Jap. also cupying the attention of the operative organization, and from 
claims our attention as well as Department of Agriculture at the information gained, he or- 
Spirea Palmata, S. Aruncens, S. Washington and many of the ganized the greatest organization 
Venusta, and our_old fashioned State Agricultural Departments. of growers of small fruits in the 
Hollyhock. There’s a reason. On the suc- United States, an organization 

Thalictrum Deptorocarpus is cessful marketing of the crops of ~———(Gontinuedon page 38)
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c RAN B E SCORING THE APPLES. 

| ERRY N OT ES A new feature in judging the 
apple display at the recent State 
Fair was the systematic scoring 

Berries Small but Quality The committee was unanimous | system introduced by the judges 
High as to the value and necessity not | Professors Moore and Roberts, 

Cranberrycieaning shows that only of continuing the station | of the Agricultural College of 

the ‘berries Bre generally ac" along the present lines but of | Madison. Being ina position to 

ning quite small, some crops enlarging its scope to include observe carefully its operation, 
showing as high as 38 per cent demonstration, commercially as I take this opportunily to pro- 

“pies.” One ‘of the lessons of well as research though recogniz- | nounce it a howling success. 
the season seems to be that i" that the work of research was | Never were the apples gone over 
ie vines the. best drained had the most necessary for the indus- more carefully and never were 

the least blight, also that the try and that such Investigations the awards more conscientiously 

Vines which ‘were sanded and should not be sacrificed in order | given. Every exhibitor got 
drained well had larger berries lo make the station self-support- | Just what he had coming, no 

than last year, ‘at ‘Jaast that 128 which Mr. Malde thought more, no less. And of course 

is the result apparent to the entirely practical. Looking as | this tickled the Kickapoo crowd 

writer. A very extensive cam- well as it was able into the future | who won the Grand Sweepstakes 
paign for increasing the con- and considering carefully the thus walloping one over the 
sumption of cranberries, is being present conditions of the station, Baraboo boys who as a rule are 

conducted by the:American Cran. and the refusal of the present | the winners. / 
berry Exchange in Chicago. management of the Gaynor They certainly can grow some 

About twenty thousand dollars Cranberry Co. to renew the lease, apples on those old bluffs in 

will be spent and it is hoped to the committee resolved that the | Crawford County. But watch 

intereasé the consumption of crani- location of the station should be | next year, the Baraboo tribe will 

berries from forty to eighty changed. First to obtain more be out on the war path, and the 
thowsaud barrels in. that city. If suitable soil conditions, second, Kickapoos will have to swing 

successful the work will be ex- for a sufficient water supply, their tomahawks if they succeed 

tended to other places next year third, that there should be at in carrying off the ribbons. 
and ‘a much larger sum ‘will be least forty acres for developing When considering improve- 
expended . purposes, outside of reservoir re- | ments for the Horticultural de- 

. quirements. Also it was felt that | partment at the State Fair for 

—— a much more accessible site could | the coming year, we trust the 

upon Commeree be obtained. Several offers of | management will see to it that 

MErEring land with good water privileges | the valuable feature is continued 
_ were presented; also the possi- | and let us hope that the compe- 

A very interesting and im- bility of getting a bog already | tent service of these same judges 

portant meeting of the commit- planted were considered and will | can be secured again. 

lee appointed at the August be duly, forwarded to Dean W. J. Moyle. 

meeting to consider the future Russell to present to the regents —_——— 

continuance of the experiment for their consideration. The Autumn-bearing strawberries 
station was held at Mather, Oct. matter of the premium list for} have done well this year only 

23d, the meeting being post- the next state fair, was arranged | where they have had plenty of 
poned from Oct. 20th. Themem- and a systematic effort will be | moisture. Nevertheless they are 
bers of the committee present made to have all growers com-| worth growing in the home gar- 

were Mr. F. J. Hoffman, C..M. pete. Mr. C. M. Secker of | den. 

Secker, and J. W. Fitch. Mr. Mather and Mrs. S. W. Whitt- _—_ 

Andrew Searls and A. B. Roberts lesey of Cranmoor were ap- Don’t be discouraged because 
absent. Mr. 0. G. Malde, super- pointed to represent the associa- | the dahlias were a failure this 
intendent of the station, was tion at the winter meeting of| year. Try them again next 

there to help the committee in the Horticultural Society, where | season. It is best not to plant 

their decisions. an exhibit also will be made. until June.
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sie over the estimated production an increase of 109 per cent; all 
Apple Forecast By Varieties last year. other states 461,000 barrels, an 

- The September 1 forecast of Northern Spy forecast is increase of 2 per cent. 
total apple production this year 3,602,000 barrels, an increase of Fameuse (Snow) forecasts a 
in the United States, as reported 25 per cent over last year’s esti- production of 1,005,000 barrels, 
by the Bureau of Crop Esti- mated production. an increase of 1 per cent. 

mates, U. S. Department of The Wealthy forecasts a pro- ——_ 
Agriculture, is 67,679,000 barrels duction of 2,863,000 barrels, a Geraniums. 

of 3 bushels each (agricultural decrease of 13 per cent from last, 5 . 
. . > wae In all but semitropical por- 

and not commercial basis), as year’s crop. Michigan forecasts tions. of the United States ver: 
compared with 76,670,000 esti- a production of 495,000 barrels, . rn eer 

: ‘ aniums must be taken indoors 
mated produced last year, of an increase of 33 per cent over . ys . , 

: : . . ‘ for winter. Florists usually 
which not quite 65 percent were last year’s estimated production; make cuttings in the fall to 
sold. In the past ten years New York 389,000, an increase tow. new eis in sreenhouses 
estimated production has ex- of 57 per cent; Iowa 290,000, a 8 cw pans Bo ie 

i for spring use. This practice is, 
ceeded the present forecast five decrease of 48 per cent; Wiscon- ae : 

; : i 7 : of course, impracticable for the 
times. Taking the country as a_ sin 215,000, a decrease of 43 per . 

j ; ‘i average householder. The latter 
whole, it thus appears that the cent; Pennsylvania 177,000, an : : 

. . may take up growing plants and 
apple crop will be nearly an increase of 39 per cent; Minne- : : . : 

. hold them in a dormant condi- 
average, but 12 per cent smaller sota 140,000, an increase of 1 per fion: bysstorini dé: upiight in boxes 
than last year’s large crop. The cent; Ohio 124,000, a decrease of dr eid ea ella havin a 

crop is larger than last year in of 17 per cent; Illinois 85,000, a Mi wns 8 ‘o 
. : - temperature of from 40° to 50 

the Atlantic Coast States, in- decrease of 63 per cent; all other Fahrenheit. The plants may be 

cluding New York and Pennsyl- States 948,000, a decrease of 13 . Pp may : 
: 4 3 placed close together with only 

vania, and in the Pacific Coast per cent. a little iw Soil among Eheroots 
States, but smaller in practically The Rome Beauty, with a fore- a NEES OEY: ne ” 
all the interior States except cast of 2,770,000 barrels, is 21 P : Shrubs for Wint 

Michigan, which has about 34 per cent short of last year’s reparing rubs fe inter 

per cent more than last year. estimated production. While a number of the shrubs 

For the first time this year an Oldenburg variety forecasts a commonly grown in the garden 

attempt has been made to fore- production of 2,001,000 barrels, will go through the winter with- 

cast the crop by important which is 8 per cent less than last out injury if let alone, others 

varieties. year. Michigan forecasts 505,000 must be given varying degrees 

The following estimates are barrels, an increase of 30 per of special attention. Among the 

based upon reports from special cent; New York 395,000; an shrubs which need no unusual 

: lists of apple correspondents to increase of 144 per cent; Iowa fall and winter care are snowball, 

the Bureau of Crop Estimates: 218,000, a decrease of 47 per spirea, mock orange, and lilacs. 
Baldwin appears to be the cent; Wisconsin 195,000, a de- — 

leading crop this year, with a crease of 39 per cent; Pennsyl- The highbush cranberry is a 
forecast of 9,302,000 barrels, an vania 140,000, an increase of decided addition to a shrubbery 

increase of 12 per cent over last 52 per cent; Illinois 60,000, a planting at this time of year. 

year’s production. Ben Davis, decrease of 68 per cent; Ohio The fruit is showy. 

which was the leading variety as 53,000, a decrease of 51 per —+ 

to quantity last year, falls to cent; all other States 435,000 Fruiting branches of the [uo- 

second this year, with a forecast barrels, a decrease of 16 per nymus or “Burning Bush” cut 
production of 9,245,000 barrels, cent. before hard freezing make good 

which is 17 per cent less than the McIntosh forecasts a produc- boquets for a porch vase. They 

production estimated last year. tion of 1,012,000 barrels, an _ will last until quite late in winter. 

The Winesap forecasts a pro- increase of 31 per cent over last —_— 
duction of 3,794,000 barrels, a year. New York forecasts Apples picked carefully from 
decrease of 32 per cent from last 357,000 barrels, an increase of the tree and wrapped in pape1 

year. 55 per cent; Maine, New Hamp- keep well. Do not store apples 

Greening forecast is 3,739,000 shire, Vermont, and Massachu- in a potato cellar as they take 
barrels, an increase of 4 per cent setts combined, 194,000 barrels, up odors. :
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The indoor window box should 

F L O W E R S be as long as the window is wide, 

and to get as much light as pos- 
MILWAUKEE FLORIST CLUB. By Eug. Oestreicher, Sec. sible it should be level with the 

Po window sill. It may be placed 
either on brackets, a table, or 

Now that the heating appar- visable to transfer them into the legs permanently fastened to it. 
atus is in operation night and next larger size. It may seem to A hole or holes should be pro- 
day, plants in pots dry out more many that it hardly seems profit- vided in the bottom of the box 

rapidly than heretofore. No able, but as plant life is not any and a drip pan should be placed 

matter how healthy a plant, how too active during the winter beneath to catch drainage water. 

good a soil and how ideal the lo- months the new soil added by The top of the soil should ‘be 
cation, nothing will spell ruin — shifting will greatly benefit them. allowed to become dry occasion- 
quicker than continued dryness. To wash the leaves of plants ally. The results of watering 

Often have we heard people with luke-warm soap water once should be closely observed and 
say “I water my plants every a week will firstly rid and keep the supply regulated according 
day and still they don’t seem to away red spider, scale and all the lo needs. Watering may be nec- 

do right”’. other kinds of insects and sec- essary in sunshiny weather, es- 

And right here we might say ondly give the plant a better pecially toward spring, every day 

that a little water everyday is chance to breathe through the or at least every other day. In 

not the thing. clean leaves; for to keep the cloudy and midwinter weather it 

The following method has been leaves clean is identical with will not be necessary to water 

recommended by the writer to keeping the skin on a person’s more often than once a week. In 

many a purchaser of palms, body in a sanitary condition. general it is better to water 

ferns and other house plants Should you have one or more _ lightly and frequently than heay- 

and has always proven satisfac- plants which you think a great ily and infrequently, although 

tory. deal of which do not seem to just the reverse is considered 

Let a plant get good and dry, grow just right it is advisable to best when watering is done out 

then put into a larger recepticle have a practical florist look them of doors in summer. 

which contains enough water to over; that’s his line of business 
more than cover the pot with andjustby looking at them he can PLANTS FOR THE WINDOW BOXES 

water and let it stand there for usually tell youthetroubleatonce. 
at least half an hour. There is still time to plant Only plants of the same gen- 

In this way the whole ball of various kinds of bulbs out doors. eral character should be placed in 
soil in which the plant is growing Ask questions. window boxes, since plants of 
becomes thoroughly saturated ee different kinds require different ~ 
and will then need no watering - treatment. Begonias are about 
for several days. If the room is WINDOW BOXES the only plants that may be ex- 

very warm two such soakings in a If an indoor window box is de- pected to flower in a window 

week will suffice. cided upon, a good depth for itis box. For the most part foliage 

By watering a little every day about 8 inches. The bottom of alone must be depended upon as 
the center of the soil around the the box should be covered with the contribution of the indoor 
plant does not get wet, gradually stones and broken pottery for plants to the attractiveness of 

getting powder dry which in time drainage. This should be cov- the room. Among the plants 
will lessen the action of those ered with a layer of moss to pre- which may be grown for foliage 

roots and thus fail to produce a_ vent the soil from working down for window boxes are ferns, 
healthy growth. Another great and clogging the drainage spaces. geraniums, Kenilworth ivy, smi- 

mistake made by most amateurs The drainage and moss should lax, and aspidistra. The latter 

is that they mostly use pots take up together about 2 inches. plant is especially valuable as a 
which are too large in order to The greater the body of soil window box plant as it will thrive 

obtain the best results. above the moss the more uni- in spite of considerable neglect, 

Start your plants in small pots formly moist it may be kept. drought, and dust. Direct sun- 
and not until this pot is full of The soil should fail to fill the light also is not required by this 
healthy active roots is it ad- box by from 11% to 2 inches. adaptable plant.
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Marketing Ideas uninspected, but the point is in this, you will be ready for the 

. favor of Organization. next chapter. 

(Gontnued from pages) Why don’t Fruit Growers or- Earnestly yours, 

that in 1914 paid its members ganize? Sometimes they do, but F. Kern, Mgr. 

one and one-fourth millions of more often they do not; especial- secretin 
dollars. ly in the Middle West and in the Home Gardening Hints 
; From this splendid example, East. Why? Are they fully It may not be too late when 
immense’ organizations have _ satisfied with their own efforts? hi acl ‘eaders t 
sprung up and prospered all over No; usually, no. t ie — reaches me eae ers e 
the Pacific Coast. They are In my opinion the lack of tare advantages of these sie 
today, and have been for years, organization is on account of useful suggestions sent out by 

: ; ji the office of information of the 
teaching the world lessons in one of the two following reasons: U.S. Dept. of Agricult 
marketing. The result of what? For the right material, with spires OF AETMICUNLUTE: 

Production? No! Salesmanship? which to build a good co-opera- =e 
5 fs é Sot hewsg! Preparing Flowers and 

No; the direct result of organi- tive Fruit Growers Organization, ~ . 
: * fe : Shrubs for Winter 

zation, which made it possible you must have either growers 

to hire eompetent salesmen to who do not know enough to Steps to be taken at this 

market all that could be pro- market their crops, (who know season (fall) for placing the 
duced and at a profit to the it themselves and are not too flower garden in shape for winter 
grower. proud to admit that they do not will vary with the kinds of plants 

The Department of Agricul- know how to market success- grown and the latitude, say 
ture at Washington may spend fully), or, you must have grow-_ specialists of the U. S. Depart- 

its entire appropriation annually ers who know enough to realize ment of Agriculture. In the case 

for the next ten years, and with- that their crops can be marketed of perennials, which die down to 
out organization, will accom- better by some specialist than the ground but which should 
plish nothing for the fruit grower, they can market it themselves; live through the-winter and send 

and they are coming to realize growers who are not too proud up shoots again on the advent 

this fact keenly. The State of to admit it. If you have both of warm weather, the roots 
Michigan can produce a greater classes, you might succeed. should be well mulched with 
variety of good fruit than any Successful marketing does not. manure 3 or 4 inches deep as 
state in the Middle West, and consist, as is insanely imagined soon as the ground freezes. In 
they get the lowest average too often, in eliminating the mid- this group are included such 
price. There’s a reason. It is dleman. ‘You can not dispense plants as peonies, larkspur, holly- 
not a lack of markets, for mar- with his services unless you are hock, columbines, iris, paltyco- 

kets, and good markets too, sur- able to supply his place with dones, and perennial poppies. 
round it. The reason is this: your own agent, but, through —-—-— 

There is not a solid co-opera- organization, you can regulate Leaves raked off the lawn now 
tive Fruit Association in the the middleman and get the bene- may be piled in some out-of-the- 

State, never has been, and I fit of his selling agency and his way place and will give a supply 

question if there ever will be. capitalin distributing yourcrops. of leaf mold for next year or the 

The Department of Markets, of But, tointerest these middlemen, year after. They may be used 

the Michigan Agricultural Col- you must have an organization to cover plants in the garden, 

lege, undertook to furnish state worthy of their attention. Then, although clean straw is better. 
inspection this year, and, after if you can put up an honest pack ———_——_ 

scores of sleepless nights, they of quality fruit, your middleman Onions that are exposed to 
learned the first requisite was will gladly invest his funds in the weather after pulling become 
organization. They found one at your crop. rough and unclean in appearance 

Paw Paw that showed signs of There are two ordinary words and do not bring as much on 

living through the season, and “ORGANIZE” and “STAND- the market as those that. are 

the Department was permitted ARDIZE” that will solve the kept dry. 
to practice on it and did furnish marketing problem, and without ee 
a certificate of inspection on the former you can stand little Trees and shrubs may be set 
twenty-four cars that sold at show of accomplishing the lat- in autumn, but do better if set 

practically the same price as the ter. When you have done all in the spring.
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Propagating Roses by Fall Fall Measures to Combat of irregularly shaped blackish 
Cuttings Rose Diseases spots on the upper surface of 

nearly full-grown leaves. In this 

Climbing roses are propagated Rose gardeners should take stage the trouble may be con- 

mostly by hardwood cuttings advantage of the fall season, say trolled by several sprayings with 

made in the fall, many cut flower specialists of the U. S. Depart- ammoniacal copper carbonate or 
roses may be propagated in the ment of Agriculture, to make Bordeaux mixture, but if these 

same Way. - their plants as free as possible precautions are not taken another 

Hardwood cuttings are taken from disease by methods that stage of the fungus develops in 

from the dormant wood of can not well be followed during the same spots. The fungus in 

winter, while softwood, or green- the growing season. It is true this later stage lives over the 

wood, cuttings are taken when in general that whatever the winter on fallen leaves and sets 

the plants are in active growth. disease, the affected portions of up a new infection in the spring 

To make a hardwood cutting, the plants should be cut out in which can only be prevented by 

good strong, well-ripened shoots — the fall and the shortened bushes raking up and burning the fallen 

of the past summer’s growth sprayed. It is assumed, how- leaves and spraying the dormant 

should be selected. These are ever, Lhat spraying will not have bushes with strong Bordeaux 

better if cul between the time been delayed until fall, but will mixture. 
the leaves fall and freezing have been carried on as a control Another disease Lo which roses 
weather. If left until after cold) measure at frequent intervals are subject is canker, which 

weather there is danger of injury since spring. The diseased wood — starts with the appearance of 

from freezing. They should be removed in the fall, together with small reddish patches on the 

cut into pieces of 5 or 6 inches, the old leaves and debris under green parts, generally of 1-year- 

with the upper cut just above a bushes, should be burned. In old growth. Such infected areas 

bud, and should be tied in case of attacks by rusts, canker, may increase until the entire 
bundles with raffia or with string and leaf spots, the diseased wood — stem is surrounded and may ex- 

that does not rot easily if exposed or leaves should be removed and __ tend for several inches along the 
to dampness. After labeling burned even during the growing branch. The only advice to be 
plainly they should be buried in — season. given is to cul away rigorously 

moist sand, tops down, and For powdery mildew, the con- all diseased branches, and it may 
placed in a cool cellar or buried trol sprayings for the summer be necessary to cut back entire 
in the open ground below danger spores should be with lime-sul- bushes if badly infected. Cover 
of frost. They should be planted phur or potassium sulphide. the exposed surfaces made by 

in the open ground in the spring After cutting back in the fall, this cutting with paint or tar. 
about or a little before corn- the plants should be sprayed This diseased material must be 

planting time, so that one or with lime-sulphur or strong Bor- burned and the dormant bushes 

lwo eyes, or not over one inch deaux mixture. The control sprayed with strong Bordeaux 

of the cutting is above ground, sprayings for rusts should be mixture in both the autumn and 
which will leave 4 or 5 inches in ammoniacal copper carbonate. early spring. 

the ground. Care must be taken The fall spraying should be with U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 

not to injure the calluses that a strong Bordeaux mixture. For a 
have formed while the cuttings leaf-spot, leaf-blight, and an- A Riddle? 

were buried. Sometimes better thracnose, the control sprays 
results are obtained by planting may be either Bordeaux mixture The following extract from a 
in partial shade. or ammoniacal copper carbonate, letter recently received is not 

Frequently cuttings made in and the fall spraying should be clear, perhaps it is a riddle. Who 
winter or early spring do nearly with the former. can tell us? 
as well as those made in the fall, “O say, you remember the Tail 

but in the North there is always Leaf Blotch : End I was to get at the State 
danger of the wood being injured Fair? O say, that Tail End was 
during the winter. Leaf blotch, also known as_ so long that I cut off two pieces 

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture. black-spot, is a common and and gave a piece to each of the 

a very injurious disease.. The first others to make the tail ends all 
We answer questions. symptoms are the appearance the same.”
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Wisconsin Korticulture ARNOUNEEMENT 
Published monthly by the * Wisconsin State Horticultural Soctety Annual Convention, Assembly Chamber ; 

12 N, Carroll St. State Capitol, Madison 
Official organ of the Society. Tue., Wed., & Thur., Dec. 12, 13 & 14, 1916 YREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. ; Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. Viti 3% By ¢ a eeretary'W.S. H. S., Madison, Wis While it is impracticable to present a complete program at this time TOLD a the pee ee ater Mays 13, the following descriptive outline, which will be followed closely 

mm, anaes the Act of March 3, 1879, applic in the final program, will give an idea of what may be expected. 
sation. In the final round-up there will be more rather than less than 
Wisconsin State Herticultural Society is here given. 
Membership fee fifty cents, which in- cludes twenty-five cents subscription price of Wisconsin Horticulture. Remit ‘fifty se cents to Frederic Cranefield, Editor, Madi- Tuesday Forenoon, December 12th son, 1s. 
Hemit by Postal or E: M Order. A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapsed 10. o’clock or attached to a card, and pays for two years. Personal checks accepted. . . ‘ Postage stamps not accepted. Opening Address—By somebody big enough for the job. 

Reception of delegates from Minnesota, Iowa, Northern Illinois, 
OFEICERS: Illinois Stare and probably Indiana Societies. N. A. Rasmussen, President............ Oshkosh 

ne vahiag sages Stiton Bay At this stage we introduce our guests, bid them welcome and enroll them as honor- 
F. Cranefieldh Secretary. Madion ary members: 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
N. A. Rasmussen......... sss Ex-Officio 
D. E. Bingham........ vise Ex-Officio PESTS L. G. Kellogg. vo TL Ex-officio 
F -Granetield scien aE xO MclG (Meaning the discussion of insects and diseases that affect plants.) and Dist., Rod. Goe 0000 Ft. Atkinson rd Dist., J. A. Hays... ”...Gays Mills ; Sy 4th Dist! Henry Wilke... Milwaukee Profs. R. H. Roberts, G. W. Kiett or R. A. Vaughn, H. F. Wilson 5th Dist.; C. V. Holsinger... Wauwatosa 2 ® 6th Dist., H. C._Christensen............ Oshkosh and probably S. B. Fracker. 7th Dist., Wm. Toole, Sr... Baraboo . , 8th Dist., C. M. Secker......0.............. Mather Mr. Roberts ought to tell us about his very successful spraying 9th Dist, A.C. Greaves... Sturgeon Bay : ; 10th Dist., C. L. Richardson... aan demonstrations for the control of scab; Mr. Kiett has been 
Lh Bist TE Hams ee Waytield studying shot-hole fungus for two years and has no doubt 

SSS learned something that we ought to know; Prof. Wilson, Chief 
BOARD OF MANAGERS. of the Department of Entomology at the Agricultural College 

Noa, Rasminisaan Kellseg F. Cranefield has a message for us about ‘“‘Wormy Apples.” 

Annual Membership........... cessee $50 Tuesday Afternoon Life Membership wc siing gp genes 5:00 , emit to Secretary .S. ‘Madison, Wis. 2:00 Oo clock 

—— , a 7 . Remarks by Dr. E. D. Ball, State Entomologist who succeeds Prof. 
Come J. G. Sanders 

A preliminary program for the 
Annual Convention appears in (Just a chance to get acquainted.) 
this issue. It has been impossible . . . 
to complete the program but be Frank Merle Edwards, Madison Landscape Architect will Present 
assured the final announcement the topic, How to Beautify Your Home Grounds, a subject oft 
which will be published in the ’ interest to every home owner or prospective home owner. 

December number will be full Mr. Edwards will have a full hour and his remarks will be illustrated. 
and complete. The finished 
program will provide something ; ASBAH 
for everyone and a great deal TAKING AN ORCHARD CENSUS, A. A. AS Rs 
for most everyone! Amateur Many of our members will recall a khaki-colored streak on a motor-cycle flashing 
and professional _ horticulture across the land-scape last summer, stopping here and there at an orchard, like, 
hold equal places. The conven- and yet unlike, a humming bird sipping honey. That was Asbahr taking an orchard 
tion is for you. Come. census. He will tell us about it.
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Tuesday Evening Who in Wisconsin makes the 

Students Speaking Contest: An Annual Event el apple pies Adter Wedness 
day of Convention week we will 

Competition open to all students in the long courses in agriculture. From all know for the judge will have 

who enter Prof. J. G. Moore will select ten who will compete for prizes of $25.00, awarded the prize by that time. 
$15.00 & $10.00 

Papers limited to ten minutes. 

Wednesday Forenoon McKAY NURSERY 

9:30 o'clock =—= COMPANY == 
Business Session from 9:30 to 10:30 including reports by different 

officers and committees and the election of officers and Execu- PARDEE WEEE - WISCONSIN 
tive Committee. We will then discuss, :— oe - 

Dust Control, Sometimes called the Dust Spray. This will be a Nursery Stock of 
“Round” Table discussion led by some member who has had Quality 

experience. . 
for Particular Buyers 

Wednesday Afternoon * Have all the standard varieties as 
2:00 o’clock well as the newer sorts. Can sup- 

Up to this point the preparation of the preliminary program has ply you with everything in 

been easy, for all whose names appear have “‘accepted service,” but | Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
from this point it begins to get hazy. Some who have been asked to Vines and Ornamentals. 
serve have accepted gracefully, some answer faintly, some balk, Letuassuggestiwhat to plant both 

some pull back and some refuse point blank. Out of all of it will in Orchard and in the decoration 
come something like this: of your grounds. 

Four or more papers by professional florists each presenting some Prices and our new Catalog sent 
topic of practical value to amateurs. cag uponreceint of;your list 

Mrs. C. O. Strong of West Allis and Mrs. G. W. Moore of East . | 
Milwaukee will each tell about Community Work in gardening in Nurseries at Waterloo, Wis. 

small communities. CO 
Mr. F. Kern will talk on Marketing the Michigan Fruit Crop. 

Prof. J. G. Moore has a message the subject of which he will an- The Hawks 
nounce later. ee 

Wm. Toole Sr. will also bring a message. 
C. M. Secker of Mather and Mrs. S. H. Whittlesey of Cranmoor Nursery 

will talk about Cranberries. 
Papers by the four visiting delegates; a ‘Round Table” discussion Company 

of State Fair matters and discussions on several other topics of in- _ 
terest to all both amateur and professional members. . oe 

All in all it will be somewhat difficult to find time for all the good | #7¢ im @ position to fur- 
things but in some way it will be done. BE PREPARED. nish high grade Nursery 

Stock of all kinds and 

varieties suitable to Wis- 

PREMIUM LIST consin and other north- 

The following cash premiums are offered for exhibits at the enn districts, 

annual convention Madison, Dec. 12, 13, 14, 1916. Will be glad to figure 

ist 2d 3d Ath on your wants either in 

Pre. Pre. Pre. Pre. large or small quantities. 

1. Best collection of apples, not less ——_—_ 
than 15 varieties.......0..0..000.0.........810 00 $6 00 $4 00 $2 00 

2. Best 5 plates (5 varieties) com- Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 

mercial apples for Wisconsin....... 5 00 300 200 100 Lo
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3. Best Plate Ben Davis. ‘ 1 00 75 50 25 

4. Best Plate Dudley................. a. 100 75 50 25 [patenren ava.ia.1907 

5. Best Plate Fameuse....... aw. 100 75 50 25 
6. Best Plate Gano.......... . 1 00 75 50 25 
7. Best Plate Gem............. bocce 1 00 75 50 25 
8. Best Plate Gideon... . 1 00 75 50 25 Fro.1 Po2 Fio3 
9. Best Plate Golden Russett 1 00 75 50 25 y 

10. Best Plate Grimes Golden...... 1 00 75 50 25 BERRY BOXES 
11. Best Plate Jonathan ‘ 1 00 75 50 25 Crates, Bushel Boxes 

12. Best Plate King........... 100 75 50 25 and Climax; Baskets 
13. Best Plate Maiden Blush 100 7 50 25 |As You Like Them 
14. Best Plate Malinda.. . 1 00 75 50 25 We manufacture the Ewald Patent 
15. Best Plate McIntosh... 1:00, Doo ee eee i entree 
16. Best Plate McMahan... . 1 00 75 50 25 material in the K. D. in carload lots our 

17. Best Plate Newell........... co 100 T5 0 ee ne one aie cm sendy for wae, 
18. Best Plate Northern Spy. . 100 75 50 25 | either for strawberries or blueberries. 

19. Best Plate Northwestern Greening 100 75 50 25 | No order too ee bee Die ae 
20. Best Plate Patten......00.00000.. ; 1 00 75 50 25 | and crates in K. D. from Milwaukee. 

21. Best Plate Pewaukee......... 2, 100 75 50 «25 | Prompinatsts cena icine 
22. Best Plate Plumb Cider . 1 00 75 50 25 | discount for early orders. A postal 
23. Best Plate Salome................ 100 75 50 25 | brings our pricelist. 
24. Best Plate Seek-no-Further 1 00 75 50 25 | Cumberland Fruit Package Co. 

25. Best Plate Scott Winter........ 1 00 75 50 25 Dept. D, Cumberland Wis. 

26. Best Plate Tolman............. bee 1 00 75 50 25 
27. Best Plate Twenty Ounce ¥ 1 00 5 50 25 é . . 
28. Best Plate Utter........... 100 75 50 25 Growing Miscellaneous Plants 
29. Best Plate Wagener... 100 #7 50. 25 in the House 
30. Best Plate Wealthy................. 1 00 75 50 25 Throughout the winter the 
31. Best Plate Windsor........... . 1 00 75 50 25 housewife, if she cares to take the 
32. Best Plate Wolf River....... fos 1 00 75 50 25 necessary trouble, may have 
33. Best Plate York Imperial . 100 75 50 25 compensation for the lack of her 

34. Best peck of each of the following outdoor garden by growing vari- 

varieties: Dudley, Fameuse ; ous plant in window boxes or 
Gano, Golden Russet, Grimes pots in the house. For the most 
Golden, Jonathan, King, McIn- part she will have to content 
tosh, McMahan, N. W. Green- herself with foliage, though she 

ing, Tolman, Wealthy, Windsor may be able to coax a few flowers 

and Wolf River.........ccccccceceesss $2 00 $1 00 $0 75 to bloom. The following sug- 
35. Best bushel of each of the following varie- gestions for preparations for the 

ties to be shown in trays: McIntosh, indoor garden and for caring for 

Northwestern, Wealthy, Tolman, Wolf it later are made by specialists 

Rivet incccsescesacrneccmenncesvaurccexeenscnn .... $4 00 $3 00 $2 00 of the U. S. Department of 

36, Best Exhibit: Pearsveicsssrascnieauvcniecnevwe LOO 75 50 Agriculture. 
37. Best Exhibit Crabs..... enemas 1 00 75 50 
38. Best Seedling Apple............0.00.0. 200 1 00 50 ——— 

k Arrangements are being made 

VEGETABLES. for an extensive exhibit of apple 
a a e products at the Convention, 

. . + + 9 66799 oe 

Best collection, not less than 10 entries................85 00 $3 00 $2 00 paohabhy saane, Elam SBI wart 

1. Best 6 Blood Turnip Beets...........00.000....... 1 00 75. 50 

2. Best 3 Round Turnips........00.0.0000000000..... 1 00 75 50 
3. Best 3 Rutabagas.........0000c eee 1 00 75 50 Meet me at the Convention.
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4. Best 6 Chantenay Carrots... wwe 1 00 75 50 

5. Best 6 Shorn Horn Carrots ww 1 100 75 50 

6. Best 6 Salsify....c.000--. 100 75 50 JEWELL 
7. Best 3 Winter Cabbage......... 1 00 75 50 

8. Best 3 Red Cabbage....... coe 1 00 75 50 MINNESOTA 

9. Best 6 Ears Pop Corn 1 00 75 50 GR 

10. Best 6 Red Onions 1 00 75 50 OWN 

11. Best 6 Yellow Danvers Onions 1 00 75 50 Nurser 

12. Best 6 White Onions 1 00 75 50 y Stock 

13. Best 6 Gibraltar Onions 1 00 %5 50 SSS = 

14. Best 6 Winter Radishes wo 1:00 75 50 C 1 ; 

15. Best 6 Parsnips.. 16 7 | oe Seem 
16. Best 6 Peppers 100 75 50 ruit and Ornamental 

stock in all varieties suited 

Cranberries. to northern culture. A 
specialty of Hardy Shade 

Twenty-five dollars in premiums will be awarded for exhibits of a a Stock, 

Cranberries. The premium list is being arranged by the Cranberry Sena, ses oniferous), 

Growers Association and will be published in December WISCON- = MEN Pl tubs, Apples 

SIN HORTICULTURE. For particulars write J. W. Fitch, Sec., | @° “®ve Slums. 

Cranmoor, Wis. AGENTS WANTED 

APPLE PIE! : : 
The Jewell Nursery Co. 

For the best apple pie . $5 00 Lake City, Minnesota 

RULES OF ENTRY. 

1. All entries must be filed with the secretary before 5 P. M., ‘ 

Tues, December 12th. Quality Stock 

2. Exhibits must be arranged ready for judges by 9 A. M., Wed- Strawberries 

nesday, December 13th. Native Plum Apple Small Fruits 

3. Four apples constitute a plate, no more, no less. WISCONSIN GROWN 

4. Separate samples must be furnished for each entry, except for | for Wisconsin Planters. Read our 

No. 1, which may include all entries. . ; ; Price List before you buy, and 

5. Competition open to all residents of Wisconsin, but premiums | save money 

paid only to members. Successful exhibitors, if not members, must 62nd Year 

forward fee for membership before receiving check for premium; Kell »sN P 

fee for annual membership, fifty cents. ellogg s Nurseries 

“Members or others unable to attend the meeting may send fruit Box 77, Janesville, Wis. 

lo the secretary, who will make entries and place fruit on exhibi- 

lion. Transportation charges must be prepaid. pe 

All entries must be made on regular entry blanks which will be . 

furnished by the secretary on application. «We have a Fine Lot of 

F. Cranefield, Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wisconsin. Plants for the Garden” 

STUDENTS’ JUDGING CONTEST: 

‘ SEND FOR LIST 

Twenty dollars in prizes will be awarded to students in the long Se 

and middle courses, Horticultural Department, College of Agricul- 

lure, for the best scores in identifying and judging varieties of fruit 
on exhibit. _jJ. E. MATHEWSON 

Under rules prepared by Prof. J. G. Moore. + SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

Final awards to be decided by a judge appointed by the president.
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PLANTS FROM CHINA tables, bush and climber roses, range of climate, rainfall, eleva- 

shrubs and trees. tion, and soil conditions in that 
The third expedition into Of scientific rather than com- immense country gave promise 

China to discover new plants mercial interest is the discovery that the Chinese, who had been 
suitable for introduction into the on this expedition, near Hang- farming successfully in some sec- 
United States has been com- chau, of a hickory tree, the first tions for about 4,000 years, 

pleted by F. N. Meyer, plant foundin China. The existence of might have found solutions fo: 

explorer of the U.S. Department this tree, together with the facts special difficulties which con- 

of Agriculture, who has just re- that the sassafras and tulip fronted American farmers in re- 

turned to Washington after a trees are common in both coun- gions of excessive cold, o1 

three-year trip in the Far East. tries and the Chinese tea box tree drought, or alkaline or swampy 
As a result of this expedition is closely related to the sweet _ soils. 

through the center of China, and gum of the South, confirms the The investigators quickly 
two previous explorations of fact that the flora of the south- found that China also offered a 
similar duration covering ex- eastern United States and that particularly fertile for plant in- 
tremely cold Manchurian re- of sections of China are closely «iroduction work because for 
gions and the arid regions of related. Another discovery of many centuries the Chinese far- 

Chinese Turkestan, there have botanical interest was the finding mers, in a crude way, had been 
been sent to American for plant- in a remote and hitherto unvisit- selecting seeds and developing 

ing and testing for commercial ed valley in Tibet of a hazel tree improved varieties now ready 

adaptability, seeds, roots, or cut- 100 feet high—a surprising de- for commercial use in the United 

tings of some 3,000 food and for- parture from the hazel bush. States. In many cases all that 

age plants, flowers, ornamental Elsewhere English walnuts were is needed is to bring the seed or 

shrubs and vines, shade and tim- discovered in a wild state; and plant to this country and use il, 
ber trees. The previous expedi- the discovery of the wild peach although in other cases, inas- 
tions brought to America speci- is regarded as significant because much as Chinese methods rarely 

mens of many cold-resistant and it seems to establish that the produce pure strains, some fur- 

dry-land grains, sorghums, soy peach may have been a native of ther seed or plant selection is 

beans, alfalfas, and forage plants, China rather than of Persia, to necessary to obtain constant 

and also certain semitropical which its origin has been as-_ varieties. 
plants, such as the bamboo, cribed. The discoveries of na- To locate these special vari- 
which are now under experimen- tive and hardy oranges and other _ eties, however, it is necessary for 
ation to determine their useful- citrus fruits, a number of which the explorers to visit not merely 

ness for the extreme South. have been brought to this coun- individual villages but even to 
Of the many specimens for- try for breeding work, give added study single farms. There arc 

warded to this country during evidence that China was the no seed stores in China and no 

the last expedition, the special- home of the orange, which was mechanism for extending the 

ists regard as most significant introduced into other countries use of improved varieties. Su- 

‘the jujube, a fruit new to probably by early Portuguese perior varieties grown on onc 
this country, which may be travelers. Similarly many plants farm often are not used on ad- 

suitable for use in the South- commonly ascribed to other joining farms, and are unheard 

west; a wild peach resistant to countries, such as the wistaria, of ten miles away. The farmer 

alkali, cold, and drought, the chrysanthemum, lilac,azalea,and who develops an improved va- 

root system of which offers great certainpeoniesand rambler roses, riety guards it jealously and 

possibilities as a grafting host; have been developed by the _ gives seeds or cuttings or scions 
certain Chinese persimmons larg- Chinese, although, because they only to his immediate relatives. 
er than any hitherto known in reach Caucasian use through In the case of fruits, the Chinese 

this country; a number of aqua- other neatby nations, their Chin- farmer is averse to spraying or 
tic food roots and vegetables ese origin often has been over- other treatment for diseases, 

which offer promising possibili- looked. largely because his ancestors 

ties for the utilization of swamp The first or experimental ex- have never done this, and the 

land; some thirty varieties of ploration for new plantsin China adoption of modern methods 
vegetable and timber bamboos; in 1905 was undertaken by the would be considered irreverent. 

and a number of Chinese vege- Department because the wide As a result, excellent varieties
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which are traditional or men- sent to this country, and some prise, to grow crops which call 
tioned in Chinese literature have of these have borne desirable for cultivation in water waist- 
cither disappeared completely, fruit, which confirms the experi- deep is, the specialists admit, 

or are to be found only on iso- menters in their belief that this open to question. 

lated farms. A striking example tree may contribule a new fruit The kauba, sometimes called 

of this is the fact that the section industry to the sections indi- wild rice or water bamboo, now 

around Shanghai even forty cated. to be made the subject of ex-. 

years ago was famous for a spe- The wild peach discovered in periment, is a vegetable in taste 

cial kind of peach, although to- China, and now brought to this somewhat between grass and 

day this variety has completely country for the first time, is con- asparagus. The swollen stalks 

disappeared. sidered of great interest although of the plant are eaten much like 
In the last trip the explorer its fruit is not desirable. In- our asparagus. The ordinary 

penetrated through the center vestigation in its native habitat bamboo, contrary to the pre- 

of China 1,500 miles on foot to showed that the roots of this vailing opinion, is not an aquatic 

the borders of Tibet and returned plant are not as susceptible as plant, and for successful culti- 

to the coast by a different route. our native peach to alkali in vation calls for fertile and well- 

On this expedition he covered the soil, while it will withstand drained soil. 

territory the agricultural con- cold and does not require much In selecting Chinese vegetables 

ditions of which are very similar moisture. Experiments are under for introduction the explorer was 

to those of the southern Rocky way, therefore, to determine the greatly limited by the fact 

Mountain regions and portions usefulness of the rootstock of this that many articles favored by 

of the Great Plains. peach for grafting with different Mongolian palates would be un- 

In this territory, the most im- hardy American varieties. If pleasant to Caucasians. He has 
portant discovery probably was success is achieved, the specia- sent over, therefore, only those 

the jujube tree, which bears a lists believe that they can de- things which promise to add 

heavy crop of a brownish fruit, velop peach trees which will valuable vegetables or fruits to 

which is delicious when fresh make possible the raising of the American table, and also 

and when dried offers a confec- peaches in the Southwestern or which fit in with a general plan 

tion very similar in taste to the alkaline sections, and at the for the introduction of certain 

Persian date. This tree is of same time offer possibilities of food crops which will find a 

particular interest to the depart- peach cultivation in many ready market among our Chinese 

ment because it can withstand droughty and cold regions, and populations. The Chinese, in 

cold and drought and neglect. possibly even into portions of many cases, are importing large 

The section in which it is pro- Iowa beyond the northern edge quantities of favorite native 

ductive in China is a semiarid of our present peach region. foods in canned or dried form . 

belt where winter temperatures Of special interest also are the from China because they find 

do not go much below zero collections of aquatic food plants difficulty in getting them in a 

Fahrenheit. This indicates that secured in the recent expeditions. fresh state in our larger cities. 

il would be of particular value These include water chestnuts, Some of the vegetables brought 

to Texas, California, New Mexi- water nuts, and a number of over which promise to find a dual 

co, Arizona, southern Utah, and aquatic bulbs, as well as the market are a number of varieties 
perhaps even farther north. Al- water bamboo. The Chinese, of vegetable bamboo and im- 
ready, several thousand seedlings the explorer found, have master- proved varieties of pe tsai, the 

have been grown at the Plant ed through centuries of experi- odorless Chinese cabbage, some 
Introduction Garden at Chico, ments the process of usingswamp kinds of which already are on 

California, from the specimens lands for the raising of food sale as “celery cabbage” in 

—————————————————. crops, and their success is be- American markets. This cab- 

Do not go into the business of lieved to point to commercial bage is suitable for cooking’ or for 
growing drug herbs hurriedly. possibilities for some of our cold slaw and can be grown 
While there is a good demand for swamp regions where reclama- wherever ordinary cabbage is 

some of these, it is not likely that tion by drainage is not practic- raised. A vegetable novelty now 

this demand will be permanent, able. Whether the American under experiment is a Chinese 

and besides the cost of preparing farmer would ever be willing, radish with a root as large as a 

many of the herbs is prohibitive. however, as a commercial enter- child’s head. This is somewhat
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coarser and inferior in flavor to some degree blight resistant. are to furnish the first touch of 
the small radish, though the Many of these trees had suffered color for the outdoor garden in 

Chinese cook it much like tur- from the disease but had ap- the spring. The bulbs may be 

nips, and also pickel it in strips parently recovered from severe put in even before the appear- 
in brine for use as a relish. attacks and succeeded in cover- ance of the first frost, but bette 

This and other explorations ing the old scars with new wood. not util after. 
have given to this country a To lovers of flowers the new Tulips and hyacinths should 
Chinese cherry, very successful Chinese rose known as the Rosa be placed in beds in light, rich 

in California because of its early xanthina should be of special soil that has been dug to a depth 

maturity; and a number of vari- interest, particularly in view of of at least 10 inches. They 
eties of wild pears and apples, the fact that there is at present should be set 4 inches deep and 
wild almonds, and hardy citrus a great demand for yellow roses. 5 inches apart. If the narcissus 
fruits which offer possibilities This bush has small, light yellow and its variants—jonquils and 

for hybridization with American flowers, but its great quality is daffodils—are to be planted in 
varilies. its hardiness which will enable it beds, the soil should be prepared 

The explorer also brought over to flourish in the North even as_ similarly and the bulbs should 
specimens of the Chinese pis- far as Canada. The chief prom- be set 10 inches apart and 5 

tache tree, which it is hoped will ise of this rose, however, lies in inches deep. 

give the United States a new and the fact that it will in all prob- A pleasing variation from 

valuable tree for the adornment ability lead to the production of planting the narcissus type of 

of city avenues in Georgia, Ala- new hardy types of yellow roses early spring-blooming bulbs for- 

bama, the Carolinas, Florida, adapted to cultivation in Ameri- mally in beds is to plant them 

Texas, California, Arizona, and ca. It may produce varieties in scattered groups on the open 

Oregon. Plantings were also’ which will not drop their leaves lawn or in the edge of shrubbery. 

secured on this trip of a Chinese like our Persian yellow roses do A good plan in arranging for the 
white pine tree remarkable for and yield varieties with larger location of the flowers on the 
its white bark. One of these and more showy flowers. In lawn is to broadcast the bulbs 
specimens which Mr. Meyer addition, the explorer found a and plant them where they fall. 

brought has been planted on the number of new ramble: roses, <A small hole 5 or 6 inches deep 

grave of the late Minister to particularly certain yellow ramb- should be made and the bulb in- 
China, W. W. Rockhill, who once lers which, if locally successful, serted, pointed end up. The 

expressed in the explorer’s hear- will meet a demand for a climb- hole should then be pressed full 

ing a wish that this be done. ing rose with a flower differing of soil. Often the narcissus, 
Because of its drought-resisting in shade from the crimson and planted in this way, will become 

qualities, this strikingly orna- pink flowers of the well-known naturalized on the lawn and will 

mental tree offers possibilities for rambler varieties. continue to grow there indefinite- 

the beautification of parks and —_— ly, coming up year after year, if 
grounds in Arizona, Texas, New Onions should be stored in a_ the tops are left uncut until near 

Mexico and California. cool, airy place. They are best the first of June. Where the 
Especial attention was given put on flat shelves not over six lawn is kept cut the tops of the 

on this trip to investigations of or eight inches deep. Do not plants are cut off before the bulb 
chestnut blight, which was found allow them to freeze. has a chance to develop for the 

by the explorer first in China and Seine next year’s blooming, though 

later on in Japan. In the eastern PLANTING BULBS OUT- may survive a year or two bul 

United States this blight appears DOORS. become weak and poor after the 
in virulent form and is extermin- first or second year. Crocus 
ating our beloved chestnut. The The first frost which will put bulbs may be planted in the 

explorer, however, found Chinese an end to the development of lawn in the same way, but the 
chestnut trees which were to many of the flowers in the home top should not be deeper than 
Sass: ~~ garden should be the signal, say twice the length of the bulb. 

Cabbage keeps best in a cool specialists of the U. S. Depart- ed 
cellar. A good plan is to hang ment of Agriculture, for the Are you making any provision 
the heads face down so all sur- planting of bulbs of the tulip, to help the birds through the 
plus water will drain off. hyacinth, and narcissus, which winter?
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One of the many homes Nak a eG i 

our Landscape Depart- a eg ay Fd y 

ment has helped to make = Br Ne tae 

attractive. ; a i of es ° ¢ 
: 0 Si ei Na ey 5 

We are now ready to help i * aoe 

you make your place a |__—__— 
Beauty Spot. i a es 

A booklet showing places [f "2 2 

we have planned and Bo ON. a 

planted is free. a 

You want the best varie- 

ties when planting your 

Orchard, Home Grounds 

or Fruit Garden. Our 

catalogue tells you about 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Go., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 
eS 

Lime Sulphur 

Arsenate of Lead 
Dry and Paste Form 

Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution 

Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. © 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION
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ee, Sot eS aa An Attractive Home Means 

eae Contentment 

, ¥ ‘ae Keep the children at home by making them 
a proud of it. The most effective and eco- 

: nomical way to do this, is to beautify the 

Ky a lawn. Careful arrangement and good plants 
i: ‘ are essential. Our Landscape Department 

‘ i 6. ‘ a has specialized in this work, is familiar with 

3 ‘ Wisconsin conditions, and has probably the 

» largest assortment of choice nursery stock in 
j the state to select from. 

White Elm Nursery Co. 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

brotect Your SALESMEN WANTED! 

DONe teks chances De Ss i We are in want of a few reliable, energetic men to 

nea wl ny, Tele | act as agents for the sale of our Northern Grown Trees, 
Ser oe ee Sey ce Shrubs and Vines from our Nursery. Previous experience 

{So hein by amg saa ras , not essential; live active men can earn good wages. For 
Hawkeve Sonny our terms address, giving full name, age and reference, 

OUR RRR race pon en rar AU GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY CO. 

becoming skinned and bruised by cul- I) Baraboo, Wis. 

renee, chemically treated. Eaaiy put 
‘on and will last until tree is beyond 

‘tipo trees re led order Hawieye AH : 
whi rcs igh ce feo 00 | A Brief Communication from The root clumps of cannas and 

pice. Special surge mage 1 onder. | Rusk County dahlias should not be shaken 

We make Fruit Baskets — get our prices, | free of soil. These plants with 
eee eae Corey é “We had a very fine crop of the soil naturally adhering to 

a Loe De okt 8 ahs strawberries this year, two hun- them should be placed on racks 

= dred 16 qt. crates from one-half or in slat boxes so that air may 

‘ acre, Warfield and Dunlap.” circulate among them. It is 

as “Lost two fine N. W. Green- important that the roots do not 
ings, tops froze all dead this become too warm or dry and 

The Kickapoo Valley spring; they were out three years. that no frost shall reach them. 

. y ~ Dig them up. The bulbs of gladiolas, Calad- 

Wisconsin s B. T. D. iums and tuberoses, on the other 
Favored Fruit District ———— hand, should be carefully cleaned 

Our Speetalty: Planting and developing Cannas and Kindred Plants of soil and dried in the open air 

orchards for non-residents. 5 for a day or two. They may 
. . Plants such as cannas, dahlias, then be stored in the cellar. ' 

A few choice tracts for sale. _ If inter- . . 3 
ested, write us. gladiolas, and Caladiums should poe 

—_ have their roots dug up and There is still plenty of time 
The Kickapoo Development Co. stored in a cellar where the tem- to plant hyacinths, daffodils, 

Gays Mills, Wis. perature will not rise above 60° etc., for forcing in the living- 

nor fall below 50° Fahrenheit. room this winter. |
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The National Congress of and the secretary of the Wiscon-  liberations and discussion and all 
Horticulture sin society. In addition, our were agreed that such a move- 

President, N. A. Rasmussen of ment as here indicated would 

Prof. Hansen of South Dakota Oshkosh who has taken a keen mean as much or more to horti- 
is responsible for the name. It’s 
a high sounding name, euphon- Se aaa is 

ious, and should lend much to mS ) i LF | 
the success of the enterprise. p » . : 

The responsibility for the 
meeting which led to the found- 
ing of the Congress rests with Ja | 

Prof. W. H. Hutt of North 4 
Carolina and E. R. Lake of Lf | 
the Division of Pomology at 1 | 
Washington, president and secre- 
tary respectively of the American 

Pomological Society. | 

The object of the meeting as | 

«xpressed in the call and later | | 

in the talks and discussions was | 

the co-ordination of all the | 
various forces now working for 
the advancement and uplift of | | 
horticulture in this country. | 

The meeting was held in [a OO : 
‘Vashington, D. C., Nov. 16th The city gardener aust economize on space, Tomatoes grown like these require much 

to 18th and was attended by HN "Hobart garden Oshkosh, Sept 1918. 5 0 “he Minimum of space. A corner of Mr. 
delegates from twelve states in- 
cluding three from the middle interest in the movement at- cultural interests than does the 
west, Secretary A. W. Latham, tended on his own account and National Farmer’s Congress to 

| of the Minnesota Society, Prof. at his own expense. general farming. 
| N. E.“Hansen of South Dakota, Two days were spent in de- 

| r
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ANNUAL CONVENTION DEC. 12-14 
The third day was devoted to fifty thousand persons in this break the monotony of the mea’ 

framing a Constitution and By- country who are members of of canned vegetables and curec 
Laws which will be submitted to state horticultural societies. meat? They think that fresl: 
all who were present at the Another fifty thousand may vegetables are only for the peopl 

meeting and possibly published easily be counted as members of _ near at hand to the great forcin: 
in different horticultural jour- national organizations such as houses or the large cities, when :: 

nals. A tentative organization the Florists, Nurserymen, Nut veritable garden could be main- 
was formed and officers elected as Growers, etc. tained within their own house 
follows: President, W. N. Hutt, If the strictly commercial or- supplying the table with many i: 
North Carolina, Professor of ganizations such as the Pacific dish usually considered utterl\ 

Horticulture in the College of Coast Apple Growers and the impossible at that season. The 
Agriculture; Vice President, A. Citrus Fruit Associations unite, house cellar or any other cellar 

W. Latham, Minnesota, Secre- it will mean at least fifty thou- can, if properly handled, be made 
tary Minnesota Horticultural So- sand more. Leaving out of ac- to supply plenty of the highes! 
ciety; Secretary, E. R. Lake,’ count individual members this quality rhubarb, asparagus, chi- 
Washington, Secretary American means one hundred thousand cory, seakale, and other greens. 
Pomological Society, and L. B. members all interested in a How welcome in the spring is 

Magid, Orchardist, Atlanta, Ga., common cause and united for a_ the first rhubarb pie, especiall\ 

Treasurer. These officers will common purpose. A high moral if the apple crop the preceding 
serve only until the first regular standard is assured by the char- year has been a failure and the 
meeting is called and the Con- acter of the organizations which store of fresh fruit long been 
stitution and By-Laws adopted. will be affiliated. depleted? The wise man of the 
Under the proposed constitution One of the prominent men of house sees to it that he may )e 

membership in the Congress will Washington, whose vocation is served with this delicacy from 
consist of members of all na- law and avocation horticulture Christmas time on until the oul- 
tional, district and state horti- said: ‘I can conceive of no door crop is over. Ask the lover 
cultural societies and associa- movement holding greater pos- of the tender asparagus shools 

tions that apply for membership _ sibilities for the advancement of and he will tell you that the 

as well as individuals who may horticultural interests than this season is entirely too short. You 
not be connected with any such one.” say canned asparagus but the 
organization. The movement is inaugurated canned material cannot compare 

The voting power rests with under most favorable circum- in any way with the fresh 
delegates selected by the various stances and the writer believes vegetable. Yet with a_ little 

societies. The fee for individual it will succeed. judicious use of the cellar the 

membership will probably be asparagus season can be lengthi- 
fixed at one dollar and the ened by several months and ol)- 

association membership at $25 Appetizers for the Winter tained at a time when othr 
to $100, which fee will make all Months fresh goods are hard to get. 

the members of such association, In the forcing of most of these 
automatically, members of the J. T. Raine materials light is not an essentii!, 
Congress. but in fact quite a detriment (o 

Primarily the Congress will be Many of the people living on the production of crisp juicy 

commercial in spirit. the farm or in the small village stalks. The essentials for for - 
The promotion of legislation in are content to go without ‘“‘green ing rhubarb are a dark place 

the interests of horticulture was stuff’? on their table from the with little or no light, a tempe - 
the foremost thought in the middle of Nov. or the Ist of Dec. ature of 40 to 65 degrees «- 
minds of the majority of those until March, when with a very though a variation of 40 to ‘5 

participating in the movement. little trouble plenty of fresh may occur, and moisture in nel 

It was shown by Prof. Hutt, who vegetables might be had. How too large an amount. The cell:r 

has compiled statistics on the often the housewife sighs for a_ is almost an ideal place for tie 
subject, that there are above little of some fresh vegetable to (Caniiwaea'en pageeo)
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SYS fruit could be utilized in this way 

CRANBERRY N OTES and the idea is worth thinking 
By J. W. FITCH about—and is being thought of. 

| There are numerous jelly and 
marmalade factories engaged in 

The sum of $25.00 having been growing season make for sound putting up other fruits which 

appropriated by the Horticul- keepers; also it is known that it find a ready sale throughout the 
tural Society for premiums on produces more fruit buds for the year. Cranberries make an ex- 

cranberry exhibits it seemed next year’s crop, so we may look cellent jelly and in the marma- 

proper for the association to for a good crop next year. lade form are exceedingly ap- 
supplement this somewhat in President Searls’ remarks at the petizing. The great difficulty in 
order to make a more complete August meeting as to winter the past in preparing cranberries 

award and make it worth while flooding and early drainage in in this way has been the expen- 

for growers to compete. In_ the spring, should be recalled by sive quantity of sugar required 
view of the fact that it may be growers. Mr. Searls said that to make them keep, but this can 

necessary to go before the legis- the longer we could keep them be obviated by putting the ber- 
lature and ask for help in putting out of water the better, meaning, ries through a chemical process, 
the cranberry experiment station to postpone the winter flood as which will remove a large part of 

on a more substantial and per- long as possible, and to take it off the acid and needing only enough 

manent basis, it is hoped that as soon as possible in April, only sugar to sweeten. 

growers generally will make an_ reflowing in case of extremely There is no reason why such a 

extra endeavor to make the ex- warm weather in April which process is not commercially prac- 

hibit a good one, that the mem- might start growth. The cran- tical. It only requires capital 
bers of the legislature who may berry vine must be covered in and commercial experience to 
attend the meeting can see the the wintereither with ice orsnow establish a business which will 
possibilities of the business, for to prevent winter killing, which not only prove profitable, but 

people generally are used to the spoils the crop for two years. which will help the cranberry 

smaller berries, and when the Vines which stick out of the ice market. 
larger ones are seen a great deal seem to kill invariably more than It seems to us that there is a 

of surprise is always manifested. those not flooded at all. Cran- better chance in this line than in 
It should take advantage of berry growing possesses a great the evaporating and canning ex- 
every possible chance to educate advantage over all other fruit periments which have been tried 

the public as to the importance growing from the fact that with a in the past. 
of the industry, and a good dis- good water supply the crop is a There is a market waiting for 

play of the cooked fruit will have sure one. such a product. It will not have 

far-reaching effect since there ~ The 30th annual meeting of to be created as is the case with 
are no more appetizing cooking the W.S. C. G. Assn. will be held evaporated cranberries. Good 
desserts than well served cran- in Grand Rapids Tuesday, Jan. salesmanship and some adver- 

berries. 2nd. and a cordial invitation is  tising is all that is needed for the 

The past season should be extended to all interested to at- disposal of considerable quan- 
quite a satisfactory one to grow- tend. tities of fruit when prepared in 
crs, since the prices obtained are ———— this manner. The manufacture 

very good, especially so since for is simple and no difficulty will be 
uite a time it seemed as if prices MAKE CRANBERRY JELLY. experienced in making the jellies 
‘vere bound to be the lowest in and marmalades keep if the acid 

‘ears, but as a matter of fact if That cranberries may be dis- is first removed from the cran- 

he general average be noted it posed of in wholesale quantities berries and enough sugar used to 

‘ill be seen that cranberry prices in the form of jellies and jams, sweeten. It will not be neces- 

‘eep up as well or better than is an idea which has occurred to sary to resort to the use of ben- 
most other products. The keep- many people in the past and zoate of soda, which fact would 
ing quality of the Wisconsin crop which has been tried to some ex- have to be printed on the label 
seems to be very fine this year, tent, but never on a large scale. and is objectionable to the pur- 

which would seem to indicate It would be very desirable if a chaser. Sound, ripe cranberries, 

‘hat dry weather during the quantity of the cheaper, early (Continued on page 55)
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Some Common Pests of Greenhous: 

By S. B. Fracker at Summer Meeting 

rofessor Sanders has asked through the digestion, and the tates mixing the kerosene wilt: 
me to express to you his second including contact poisons the soap suds very carefully. 
great regrets that he could which operate through the ex- Mixing kerosene and_ tobacco 

not take part in this meeting and __ terior of the insect. solutions together, as is some- 
to tell you of the pleasure he has It happens that the injurious times done, is not necessary ani 

had in his work with you during insects with sucking mouth parts it is not desirable to invest in 
the last six years, as well as his are in almost all cases smaller commercial preparations of this 
appreciation of your co-opera- insects which can readily be nature. 
tion in his work. He requested combatted through the exterior. Fumigation may also be con- 

me yesterday evening to talk in It is impossible, regardless of sidered as a form of contact in- 
his place and to discuss the in- the mouth parts, to control secticide because in this case we 
sects affecting ornamental plants caterpillars and beetles, as well are using a gas which operates 

and those found in greenhouses. as insects with a harder covering, on the exterior of the insect, in 

I shall consider only those which with any kind of a contact in-place of a liquid. Fumigation is 

the greenhouse men have ac- secticide. Stomach poisons are carried on in almost every green- 
tually asked about in our in- mainly forms of arsenic, or house, in fact, in almost every 
spection trips and those which arsenicals, as these are the commercial greenhouse in the 
we know are occasionally trou- cheapest poisons which we can state with which I am familiar. 

bling them in their greenhouse use for this purpose. The com- Publications describing the 
orontheirornamentalshrubbery. mon arsenicals, as you know, are preparation and use of these 

First, it seems advisable to go Paris green and arsenate of lead. spray materials will be sent, on 

briefly into the primary prin- Arsenate of lead comes in two request, by the State Entomolo- 
ciples of insect control. As most forms,—the powder form and the  gist’s office. 
of you know, insects from the paste form, the latter consisting « & 
control standpoint are divided of water and powdered arsenate, 
into two groups,—those with half and half. Twice as much INSECTS AFFECTING SHRUBBERY. 
chewing mouth parts and those of the paste must be used as is 
with sucking mouth parts. The needed of the powder. At the Fortunately, there are few 

former include caterpillars, present time we are advising the chewing insects on the orna- 

beetles, grubworms, insects use of the powder form almost mental shrubs which we are com- 
which chew the leaf tissue and entirely, both in sprays and in monly using in the state at pres- 

which take into their stomachs dry applications. The reason ent. It is seldom that any ar- 
the leaf material in some solid for this is merely a climatic one, senical spray is needed on suc 
form. The other group consists as it is almost impossible under shrubs as Spiraea, Dogwood, 
of plant lice, scale insects and a_ ordinary circumstances to keep Viburnums, and others of the 

few others of less importance. the paste over winter. If it has same nature. An exception is 

These insects do not eat the an opportunity to freeze it will in the case of roses which have 

surface of the leaf tissue but crystalize, and its further use- full supply of slugs and cater- 
take into their stomachs only fulness will be gone. pillars. These may be controlle:! 

the liquid food which consists of The contact insecticides in by the ordinary lead arsenal: 

the sap of the plant. most common use are Black Leaf spray. 

On account of the difference ‘40,’ or some other 40 per cent White hellebore may be use 

of these two groups, it is neces- nicotine sulfate, and kerosene in place of arsenic when one doe: 
sary to use different control emulsion. The former is mixed not wish to put poison on th: 
measures, and sprays are there- with 800 to 1200 times its bulk of plant. It is not recommende: 
fore divided into two kinds, the water and is very simple to ap- more often because of the greate”* 
first consisting of arsenicals or ply. Kerosene emulsion is made expense. Hellebore should b? 
stomach poisons which operate with hot soapsuds and necessi- used fresh and it is sometimes
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MADISON DECEMBER 12--14 
Plants and Ornamental Shrubbery 

take Geneva, August 22, 1916. 

difficult to secure packages of it too weakened to live is to dig trolled by a concentrated solu- 

which have not been lying out the soil around the plant and tion of lime-sulfur in the dor- 

around the shelves of the drug- put in tobacco dust. This may mant season such as is used in 

store for considerable periods of be secured from most seed con- the control of scale insects and 

time. cerns and a great many drug- of plant diseases in orchards. 

Plant lice, on the other hand, stores. Pouring nicotine in liquid One scale which has received 
and scale insects are rather se- form around the base of the a great deal of advertising the 
vere on ornamental shrubs. You plant will kill the lice that are past thirty years is the so-called 
are all familiar with the effect of there at the time but it will not San José scale. For those who 
aphids on snowball, curling the remain in the soil the way to- are not familiar with it and mis- 

lips of the leaves and badly dis- bacco dust will. The latter will take it for more conspicuous in- 
figuring the plant. They also allow the rain to wash the nico- sects, I might say that this is 
disfigure several other ornament- tine out and keep washing it the smallest scale insect which is 

al shrubs and are common on down on the roots. common or of economic import- 

almost all of them, though on In addition to plant lice, we ance. The insect, itself, is much 
Spiraea and most of our shrubs 

they do not injure the appear- ( epaaie RSs, % 

ance as they do on the Vibur- are Se é 

nums. lie a gz 
In the case of Spirea and in all li : cat SE 

cases where aphids appear on a ae 
the stem of the plants and on ‘ : mh ne . 

the surface of the leaves without 3 ee i 

curling them, you can use the i 1 

sprays which I have mentioned ij 
(kerosene or Black Leaf ‘40’’) | 
in their ordinary dilutions with- | 
out any difficulty. Where the 
leaves are curled, however, it is } 

necessary to either dip the tip of a Sy ee oe : 

the plant or else to spray before (% Fre ee AE ES ; 

the leaves begin to curl. The 

actual and practical result of pn cot Mingle apples are gooe gpples- “There are'discards trom ong orchard, “Photogra: 
this is the fact that the snowball 

is not being planted as much asit have scale insects to combat on smaller than the head of a pin 

Las been in the past and such ornamentalshrubbery. A‘‘scale” and the scale is just about that 

seems to be a desirable change. consists not only of the insect size. In the winter stage it is 

‘fhose who grow ornamental but of a waxy covering which — black and these scales pile up on 

shrubs on small city lots seldom the insect secretes. You are the bark until they are very 

wish to take the trouble of spray- probably familiar with oyster numerous. The dead ones peel- 

ing in order to keep the insects shell and scurfy scales on our ing off often give the bark an 
olf, common shrubs. Lilacs per- ashy appearance. 
Among the flowers, asters seem _ haps are especially likely to have San José scale has not yet 

‘9 be most commonly attacked oyster shell, and dogwood very been found at Lake Geneva al- 

l-y root lice. Where it is prac- commonly has a white scurfy though it may be discovered 
licable, the most satisfactory scale. These are not particularly here at any time. The most 

Method of controlling root aphids injurious but if they become too _ serious infestation in the history 

ca a plant which is not already numerous they may be con- of the state is at Kenosha where
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TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, 
the staff of the State Ento- unfumigated greenhouses white much as a fern sometimes is, i 
mologist’s office has been work- flies often cause, on the other somewhat dangerous. Hand 
ing for a couple of years. There hand, considerable injury. picking of the caterpillars is th 
every infested tree discovered The insects which are not con- most successful control measur«: 
was thoroughly sprayed this last trolled by fumigation are cater- now known. 
spring and it is probable that a_ pillars and scale insects, on One cause of great trouble i. 
large percentage of the scale was palms, rubber plants and ferns. the greenhouse is the red spide: 
entirely killed in that vicinity. For these it is desirable to use which will iniure almost ever, 
The scale has also been found in whale oil soap in the proportion plant. Lime-sulfur spray is .1 

Milwaukee and other cities but of one pound to a gallon, except help in combatting it. Pow- 

if as much is done in the com- with ferns which are too tender dered sulfur has also been founi 
ing years as has been accom- to endure soap in this strength. very satisfactory. Water under 
plished during the past year, it Almost all palms have a few pressure is often used with suc- 
is probable that we shall greatly — scale insects but they should not cess. 
reduce the infestation of this be allowed to pile up in several This covers the principal in- 
very serious pest. layers on these plants and on sects injuring shrubbery and 

The host plants include all our Ficus. We have received leaves greenhouse plants in this state. 
fruit trees except the cherry, of the latter plant completely There are many others of lesser 

and in addition roses, Japanese covered by two or three layers importance but none which seem 

Quince, dogwood, sumac and _ of the scale insects. to require special measures for 
certain other shrubs. Barberry The common chewing insects control. 
and spiraea are not attacked. in greenhouses are the rose leaf SERED 
Wherever this insect is suspected rollers and various other leaf Orchard and G 

a sample should be sent to the rollers and leaf tiers. With one rchard and Garden 
State Entomologist’s office and exception these may be easily Some varieties of dahlias may 

the situation will be given im- controlled by lead arsenate be forced in the greenhouse with 

mediate attention. sprays by using one pound of the _ success. 
powder to 50 gallons of water. An inch or so of sand over the 

% This will not injure the rose foli- root crops stored in the cellar will 
age as Paris green may do. One _ keep them from drying out. 

GREENHOUSE) INSERTS caterpillar against which florists Gladioli and dahlias may lhe 
The most common insects should be on their guard is what stored in an ordinary potato 

affecting greenhouse plants are is known as the Florida fern cellar. Cannas require a warmer 

aphids or plant lice, and white caterpillar. It is the only insect place. They should not be dry 

flies. The latter are not true which eats the leaves of fernsand enough in any case to shrivel the 
‘flies but are closely related to an epidemic in the greenhouse roots. 

plant lice; they fly, however, is a difficult one to handle. So Rose bushes may be laid down, 

much more freely and instead of far as I know, it has entered the if the ground is frozen hard, and 

being green in color are covered state but once, and I believe is covered with straw and boards. 

with a white mealy powder as not now present in that green- Cover so that no moisture cin 

the name indicates. Greenhouse house but should it come in, as_ reach the foliage. | 

men are all familiar with them. it is likely to come in on ferns at It is worth while to save a few 
Greenhouses, as was said a few any time, the greatest care bundles of grain to put in the 

moments ago, however, arefumi- should be used to prevent its yard for the brids during tle 
gated, especially throughout the multiplication and breeding in winter. Birds also like suet. 

summer season, at intervals of a_ those surroundings. The nature It will be well to order flow:r 

week to ten days. Consequently of the fern is such that lead ar- and vegetable seed this year :\s 
florists have little trouble with senate colors the foliage to an soon as the catalogs appecr, 

these two groups of insects. undesirable extent and also the since it will be hard to get tie 

They are kept under control by deposit of the poison on the varieties commonly grown 0 

fumigation at this interval. In foliage of a plant handled as Europe.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER, 12--13--14 
Cranberry Jelly they leave the Cape in the fall, too much work by “ringers”? who 

(Continued from page 51) and mail orders rapidly deplete buy up fine specimens of fruit 
the stock. or of stock and travel from one 

sugar and water are all the in- We know of another person fair to another capturing the 
gredients necessary and all that who is experimenting with cran- prizes. The managers of shows 

should be used in any case. As_ berries in this way, who, by put- where prizes are offered should 

an expedient for using up un- ting up apple and grape jellies go after such people with a club. 

sound fruit, it would not prove a and marmalades, which are sold They discourage the actual grow- 

success, as has been demonstrat- to the wholesale trade, and thus ers and especially the young 

ed by past experiments, but if establishing a reputation for his people who are most important 

good quality fruit be used the brand, expects to be able to sell to any society. When these 

product should prove popular great quantities of cranberry young growers see “ringers” 
and have a ready sale. jelly when he puts it on the mar- coming in with fruit which only 

There is an astonishingly large ket. represents money they rightly: 

business carried on in the mak- Cranberry growers should seek conclude there is little use com- 

ing of jellies and marmalades. out and encourage such persons peting with a skin game and a 
Some of the large manufacturers who are trying to develop a de- jockey shop, and they give up 

have used cranberries with good mand for cranberries other than exhibiting. That is the worst 
results, but no exclusive cran- in their raw state, as success will thing that can happen to a fair 

berry jelly plant of any size has mean an added market and con- or a_ horticultural society, for 
ever been established to our sequently better prices. above all things such an exhibi- 

knowledge. In order to be a tion should be free, honest and 
success, it would probably be —_ useful. When a jockey comes in 

necessary to put up other fruits with purchased fruit and walks 
in connection with it to keep Relating to Fraudulent off with the prizes, fraud and 

the plant running through the Exhibits discontent walk off with him. 
year, and in this connection we Our old friend Clark Allis dug 

call attention to the success of The following item from the out such a fraud at the fair in 

local individuals who have estab- Rural New Yorker of Nov. 11th Batavia, N. Y. This fraud 
lished quite large businesses by came in the mail to the editor bought the fruit which he ex- 
selling “home-made” products recently. The clipping was en- hibited, and then had the face 

of this kind. We have in mind closed in a sealed envelope with to swear that he produced it— 
one in particular, who puts up nothing to indicate the name or when there was practically no 
over seventy-five varieties of purpose of the sender. While it fruit growing on his own place! 

jellies, marmalades, preserves, is contrary to the principles and That man should be shut out 

pickles, etc., and finds a ready practices of editors to encourage from all fruit shows, and sen- 

sale to the retail trade without anonymous correspondents, an tenced to a long diet on Ben 

advertising of any kind. The exception is made in this case Davis apples. <A fruit show 

reputation behind the goods as the subject matter of the should be a contest between 
brings in mail orders to the clipping is timely. men—not between dollars.” 

‘apacity of the establishment, “Any exhibitor who enters as R.N.Y. 

which has become known wholly his own, fruit grown by another 

through customers who have will be debarred from all pre- cae 
called the attention of their miums.” 
friends to it. “That statement heads the Farmers’ Bulletin 750, De- 

The commercial value of the premium list of the New Jersey partment of Agriculture, Wash- 

phrase ‘made on Cape Cod from Horticultural Society, and it ington, D. C., is a thirty-six page 
native fruits” is great and com-_ should be enforced at every fruit bulletin on roses for the home. 

mands attention among house- show by promptly firing anyone This may be obtained by writing 

keepers. The summer people who tries to win prizes with to the Division of Publications, 

carry away large quantities when “hired goods.” There has been Washington, D. C.
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Wisconsin Horticulture PROGRAM. 
wi Fblished monthly by the Annual Convention, Assembly Chamber, State Capitol, Madison. 

A 2 sconsin Bisse Hewtiestonesd Soctety Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Dec. 12-13-14, 1916. 
Official organ of the Society. Capital Hotel, Headquarters for Officers and Delegates. 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. : ‘ ; a: 
Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis, The following program may be changed in minor ways but will 

——— be offered substantially as here given: 
Entered as secona-ciass matter May, 13, 

1912, at the postoffice at Madison, Wiscon- 
sin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. —_-—- 

Advertising rates made known on appli- 
cation. 

SSS Tuesday Forenoon, Dec. 12th 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 10.00 o'clock 
Membership fee fifty cents, which in- UY! © Cree 

cludes twenty-five cents subsctiption price . sep 
cents to Frederic Craneteld, Editor, Mads. Opening Address Fo Gov. Philipp 

*o Remit by Postal or Express Money Order, Reception of Delegates from Minnesota, Iowa, Northern Illinois 

Seuss dl amay, be gent safely wrapped and Illinois State Societies. = 
Peene checks accepted, vail Fruits for Loam and Prairie Soils . C. L. Richardson, Chippewa Falls ‘ostage stampa not accepted. ye ge s . 

® pemow acco? Why do Strawberry Varieties “run out?” . . Five minute answers 
OFFICERS. By M. S. Kellogg, H. C. Christensen, Robt. J. Sampson and 

N. A. Rasmussen, President.......... Oshkosh President Rasmussen. 
. © ieanca httenauaernsen Sturgeon Bay Paper... . ee ee ee ee Eugene Ocvstricher 
F. Grane: Secretary oo Madibon Secretary, Milwaukee Florists Club. 

—_—— The Failure of Test Controls in Spraying . . G. H. Townsend 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

N. A. Rasmussen.oeccccscesseeiesn EX-officio . 
D. E. Bingham......... Ex-officio Tuesday Afternoon 
LG. Kellogg... “I Bxcoficto , 
HG, Meleher 2007 gonomowoe 2.00 o'clock 
2nd Dist., RJ. Coe. 0000 RE Atkinson . ; : . 
ath Dist, Henry Wilke. Milwaukee Cooking Cranberries. - Mrs. S. i. Whittlesey, Cranmoor, Wis. 
bth Dist: Yi. C, Chrpteasen... “shies The Cranberry Industry in Wisconsin . C. M. Secker, Mather 
Sth Dat, CM Seeker Baaee Rational Home Economics . . Mrs. N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh 
Toth Dist. CL. Hichardsong, ee" Bay Herbaceous Perennials . . . . . . Wm. Toole, Sr., Baraboo 
Len Dis Haase eM yield ~-How to Beautify the Home Grounds, Illustrated . . . . 

—_— coe ee ee ee ee ee Frank Merle Edwards 
BOARD OF MANAGERS. Landscape Architect, Madison, Wis. 

N. A. Rasmussen F. Cranefield 
L. G. Kellogg Tuesday Evening 

8.00 o'clock 
Annual Membership.... sone $50 

ife Membership.. TI" . < 
Remit to Secretary W.S. Hs Students Speaking Contest: An Annual Event 

ausen Competition open to all students in the long courses in agriculture. 
From all who enter Prof. J. G. Moore will select ten who will 

About the Convention compete for prizes of $25.00, $15.00 and $10.00. 
Papers limited to ten minutes. I 

The program which appears 
elsewhere in this issue is the only Wednesday Forenoon 
one which will be distributed to 9.00 o'clock 
members prior to the convention i : 
therefore a anid “BERSeIVE ’ Business Session from 9.00 to 10.00 o’clock. 

ep p a President’s Address, Reports of Secretary, Trial Orchard Committee, 
The Capital Hotel will be 

headquarters for officers, dele- ele. - . . 
Election of Officers and Executive Committee. 

gates and members generally. 

The best part of a convention is 
3 Program. 

the getting together at the hotel 

between sessions and after the Marketing The Michigan Fruit Crop . F. Kern, A Wisconsin Man 

evening sessions. Strawberry Growing in Bayfield Co. . T. J. Turner, Bayfield
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Spraying the Small Orchard . . . H. G. Street, Hebron, Ill. pleased with the Belmont, cor- 

Apple Scab Control . . . . . . « « Prof. R. H. Roberts ner of Pinckney and Mifflin Sts. 

Instructor in Horticulture, College of Agriculture “On the Square.” This was once 

known as the Madison Hotel 
Wednesday Afternoon but has been entirely refurnished 

2.00 o'clock and an excellent cafe added. 

llome Adornment . . . . . . . ~ Charles Hey, Dixon IIL, 
A Village Fair 2...) .) .) Mrs. Geo. W. Moore, East Milwaukee 

Sweet Peas . . . . . . . Robert Blackwood, Lake Geneva McKAY NURSERY 

Paper 2. eee ee ee eee Nie, Zweifel, Milwaukee. —— = 

Some Things Wisconsin Horticulture Needs. Prof. J. G. Moore COMPANY 

What Killed Our Red Raspberries in 1916? These experts will answer PARDEF VILLE - WISCONSIN 

H. C. Christensen and Wm. Nelson of Oshkosh, S. B. Fracker ——— ae 

and Prof. Moore, five minutes each. Nursery Stock of 

The State Fair: A Round Table Discussion following the regular ‘ 

session. 
Quality 

Wednesday Evening for Particular Buyers 

No definite program has been prepared for Wednesday evening. ear ae Ne ae 

Aninformal dinner like the one given last year has been proposed ply you with everything in pe 

And will no doubt be carried out. The dinner last year, while Fruit T Small Frui 

lacking many of the features of a formal banquet, was a very rut rees, ‘Small Fruits, 
enjoyable affair. Vines and Ornamentals. 

Thursday Forenoon Let se suseest wane torplent both ) in Orchard and in the decoration 

9.00 o’clock of your grounds. 

The Farm Orchard . . . . J. F. Harrison, Excelsior, Minn. Prices pa eur ney Sale cn 

How to Make the Home Orchard Pay . Victor Felter, Des Moines, Ia. raid MpOH TereipRor your het 

The West Allis Gardener’s Club . Mrs. C. E. Strong, West Allis : . 

Growing Chrysanthemums . . Robt. J. Sampson, Lake Geneva Nurseries at Waterloo, Wis. 

A City Garden . . . . . . . )» Mrs. John Geiger, Oshkosh 

Taking An Orchard Census . . . . . A. A. Asbahr, Madison 

Dust Control: Round Table Discussion: after adjournment of The Hawks 

regular session. =e 

Thursday Afternoon Nursery 

2.00 o'clock Company 

Wormy Apples . . . 2... + + + « Prof. H. F. Wilson Company 

Entomologist, Agricultural College. 
rhe Year’s Work in Insect Control . . . Prof. S. B. Fracker are in a position to fur- 

State Department of Entomology . . 

Gotting Acquainted... . . . . . «+ Prof.B.D. Balt | nish high grade Nursery 
State Entomologist Stock of all kinds and 

Pveeding Disease Resistant Cabbage . . . Prof. L. R. Jones varieties suitable to Wis- 

Plant Pathologist, Agricultural College consin and other north- 

I.»port of Progress on Control of The Cherry LeafSpot . . . ern districts, 

Coe ee ee ee ee ww ee) Prof. G. W. Kiet 

eee sess, Will be glad to figure 

The Capital Hotel is under The rates and service at the on your wants either in 

new management this year and Capital have both proven satis- large or small quantities. 
While some of our “regulars”? factory in the past. 

nay miss genial ‘‘Billy”’ Nichols, Those who prefer a hotel on 
our former host, no doubt the the European plan somewhat Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 

newcomers will aim to please. cheaper than the Capital will be
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PREMIUM LIST 

The following cash premiums are offered for exhibits at the 

annual convention Madison, Dec. 12, 13, 14, 1916. hee 

Ist 2d 3d 4th riot Fro.2 Fia.3 
Pre. Pre. Pre. Pre. | 

1. Best collection of apples, not less BERRY BOXES 

than 15 varieties.......0...................810 00 $6 00 $4 00 $2 00 Crates, Bushel Boxes \ 
2. Best 5 plates (5 varieties) com- and Climax Baskets 

‘ merical apples for Wisconsin...... 5 00 300 200 100 | As You Like Them| 

3. Best Plate Ben Davis....0...0.0.0....... 1 00 75 50 25 We manufacture the Ewald Patent | 
4, Best Plate Dudley.....cccccc 100 75 50 25 | Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer that 
5. Best Plate Fameuse.........0.0.0000....... 1 00 75 50 25 | material in the K. D. in carload lots our 

8. Best Plate Gandisiiccisnaiensennsen 100 “75 50 BB | wesialiy: We conslaniy sang oe 
7. Best Plate GeMervscsiccccwoscenenes 100 75 50 25 sillier fr strawberries or Blapheres 
8. Best Plate Gideotisicassiswwrns 100: “75 50 25. | Neorder too small or too' lange for. ust 
9. Best Plate Golden Russett........... 100 75 50 25. | and°ctaten in K. D. from Milwaukee 

10. Best Plate Grimes Golden.............. 100 75 50-25 _|_Pramptness is easential in handling fruit, 
11. Best Plate Jonathan.......00.0000000... 1 00 7 50 25 | discount for early orders. A postal 
12. Best Plate King. «=100 75-5025] brings our price list. 
13. Best Plate Maiden Blush................ 100 75 50 25 | Cumberland Fruit Package Co. 
14. Best Plate Malinda... §=1 00 75 50 25 Dept. D, Cumberland Wis. 

15. Best Plate McIntosh........0.0000...... 1 00 75 50 25 
16. Best Plate McMahan....................... 1 00 75 50 25 tye 
17. Best Plate Newell... 100 75 50 25 _,Jfno tradition is violated there 
18. Best Plate Northern Spy............... 1 00 75 50 25 will be politics in the air this 

19. Best Plate Northwestern Greening 1 00 75 50 a5 (Year for tradition SAYS that a 
20. Best Plate Patten... 100 75 50 25 President should retire after two 
21. Best Plate Pewaukee........00.00000....... 1 00 75 50 a5 years’ Service unless satrapeill- 
22. Best Plate Plumb Cider... 100 75 50 25 my circumastanses: Grist. Fan 
23. Best Plate Salome.ncccccce. 100 75 50 95 tunately our political campaigns 
24. Best Plate Seek-no-Further........... 100 75 50 25 ate always conducted in a friend- 
25. Best Plate Scott Winter............... 100 75 50 25 /¥ spirit and with courtesy to all. 
26. Best Plate Tolman........0.0.0000.... 1 00 75 50 25 ps 
27. Best Plate Twenty Ounce................ 1 00 75 50 25 

28. Best Plate Utter... 100 75 50 25 The program carries thirty 
29. Best Plate Wagenet......0.cccc0 100 75 50 25. topics in addition to the student 
80. Best Plate Wealthy... 100 75 50 25 contest and of these fifteen relate 
31. Best Plate Windsor....0.cc. 100 75 50 25 directly to the home orchard an'| 
32. Best Plate Wolf River.......000.... 100° 75 50 25 garden and home surrounding. 
33. Best Plate York Imperial................. 1 00 75 50 25 The remaining fifteen while in- 
34. Best peck of each of the following tended primarily for the market 

varieties: Dudley, Fameuse grower cannot fail to be helpful 

Gano, Golden Russet, Grimes to the amateur. 

Golden, Jonathan, King, McIn- 
tosh, McMahan, N. W. Green- 

ing, Tolman, Wealthy, Windsor The sessions will begin on tine 

and Wolf River......00...00cccc02..82 00 $1.00 $0 75 and especially will the openii g 
35. Best bushel of each of the follow- session begin at the hour indi- 

ing varieties to be shown in cated. The exhibit rooms will le 
trays: McIntosh, Northwestern, ready Monday afternoon for «il 

Wealthy, Tolman, Wolf River..$4 00 $3 00 $2 00 who desire to set up displays 
36. Best Exhibit Pears..........000000....... 1 00 75 50 at that time.
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37. Best Exhibit Crabs... 1 00 75 50 
38. Best Seedling Apple..........000.00.... 2 00 1 00 50 

JEWELL 
VEGETABLES. 

isi, Od Ba MINNESOTA 
Pre. Pre. Pre. GROWN 

Best collection, not less than 10 entries................85 00 $3 00 $2 00 

1. Best 6 Blood Turnip Beets......... cae 100 7 50 Nursery Stock 
2. Best 3 Round Turnips.....0.00.0000000c00. 1 00 75 50 y 
3. Best 3 Rutabagas....... eee 1 00 15 50 ———eEeEzxmRm— = 

4. Best 6 Chantenay Carrots........... ; 1 00 75 50 Cc Jet f 

5. Best 6 Shorn Horn Carrots 3 swenw 1 00 75 50 Doar cle ee a 
6. Best 6 Salsify oo ee 100 75 ~~ 50 oe a hae 
7. Best 3 Winter Cabbage... 1 00 1) 50 io ake, ee oa 

8. Best 3 Red Cabbage.nnccccccccceceee 100 75 50 © en of Ns 7 Gh : 
9. Best 6 Ears Pop Corm...ccccccccceeec 100 75 50 Tees a a a oa 

10. Best 6 Red Onions... 100 75 80 | Canitesauet 
11. Best 6 Yellow Danvers Onions...................... 1 00 75 50 Wedd uoae sie : sane 
12. Best 6 White Onions....00000000000-. 100-7550 nd Neti Plan S, Apples 
13. Best 6 Gilbraltar Onions........0000000- 100 57-50. | ANG “NAtive Etums. 
14. Best 6 Winter Radishes..............0...... 1 00 75 50 AGENTS WANTED 

15,, Best:6 Parsnips.........0.-nenaes war 100 75 50 = ————— 
16. Best 6 Peppers... 1 00 75 50 

The Jewell Nursery Co. 

Cranberries. Lake City, Minnesota 

Thirty-four dollars in premiums will be awarded for exhibits of 

Cranberries. Premium list by the Cranberry Growers’ Association 
as follows: rer nrrrmereemeremsnrens 

Ist 2d 3d li ck 
Variety Pre. Pre. Pre. Quality Sto 

: ial hae es eee . $1 a $0 50 | Native Plum Apple Small Fruits 
© Searls JUMDO.. cece teeecctteete renee 1 00 50 

3. Bell and Bugle... 2 00 1 00 50 WISCONSIN GROWN 

Be McFatditccccccccccccsscscssssssee 200 100 50 | for Wisconsin Planters. Read our 
5. Metallic Bell.......000cccccccsessssssee 200 100 50 | Price List before you buy, and 
6. Bell and Chetry ..iicccccccccceeee 2 00 1:00 50 | Save money. 

62nd Year 

One pint is sufficient for an entry. Send all entries to Frederic Kell SN . 

Cranefield, Secretary, Madison, Wis., charges prepaid. ellogg s iNurseries 
Box 77, Janesville, Wis. 

Cooked Cranberries. OT 

Ist 2d 3d 

Pre. Pre. Pre. . 

Cranberry Pie. occ evssssssnen$3 00 $2 00 $1 00 | “Wehave a Fine Lot of 
Cranberry Sauce, | pinbecccccccncninnnaennann 8 O00 200 1 00 Plants for the Garden” 

APPLE PIES! 

For the best apple pies: three premiums, $5.00, $3.00, $2,00. SEND FOR LIST 
Competition open to all except professional pastry cooks. OT 

RULES OF ENTRY. J. E. MATHEWSON 

1. All entries must be filed with the secretary before 5 P. M., } SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

Tues., December 12th.
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Meet The People Who Are Doing Things At 
2. Exhibits must be arranged ready for judges by 9 A. M., Wed- will hasten the crop about a week 

nesday, December 13th. but the stalks are apt to be small 

3. Four apples constitute a plate, no more, no less. and spindly instead of the thick 
4. Separate samples must be furnished for each entry, except for stocky stalks produced at a 

No. 1, which may include all entries. temperature of 40° Fahr. The 
5. Competition open to all residents of Wisconsin, but premiums temperature can be easily main- 

paid only to members. Successful exhibitors, if not members, must — tained either with kerosene lamps 

forward fee for membership before receiving check for premium; or with a small gasoline stove. 

fee for annual membership, fifty cents. Mr. J. E. Morse says that some 

Members or others unable to attend the meeting may send fruit of the best and finest rhubarb 
to the secretary, who will make entries and place fruit on exhibition. he had ever seen was forced in a 
Transportation charges must be prepaid. house cellar 36 x 54 feet in which 

All entries must be made on regular entry blanks which will be the only heat was that of two 

furnished by the secretary on application. large kerosene lamps. If the 

F. Cranefield, Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wisconsin. lamps are used it is a good plan 

to smoke the globes as otherwise 

STUDENTS’ JUDGING CONTEST. the light is usually sufficient to 

Twenty dollars in prizes will be awarded to students in the long cause a curving ol a stalks anc 
and middle courses, Horticultural Department, College of Agricul- & liga toughening of those 

ae oes ca Ar ., nearest to it. In the darkness 
ute, for the best scores in identifying and judging varieties of fruit 7 
of exhibit: the leaf develops little or none 

Under rules prepared by Prof. J. G. Moore. and the stalk J formed from 
Final awards to be decided by a judge appointed by the president theTood stared in the ret, While 

: . . ° ‘in the light the leaf grows al 
——_—_—_—_—_——— the expense of the stalk and the 

= -_ ; “e 
. A feature of the convention will be an exhibit of apple products Ser ised avatteeles unser berms 

57 varieties or as nearly that number as may be, prepared by Mrs. sary if the atmosphere is not 

H. H. Morgan of Madison who believes in the apple and voluntecred very humid. The ventilation is 
the preparation of this exhibit to prove that Eve exercised good of very little importance; thal 

judgment. caused by entering the room is 
sufficient to bring the plants 
along all right. A single root 

Appetizers for the Winter picked. Cover them over witha will bear from 18 to 50 stalks 
Months little loose, mellow earth just ranging over a period of from 

. (Continued from pazeS0) so that the crowns of the plants 4 to 5 weeks or possibly more. 
are at the surface of the soil and If a succession of produce is de- 

combination of all of the above. water them down well. It is sired, it is necessary to plant 
It is dark and generally moist, absolutely essential that the some roots at a later date. In 

at least the atmosphere is humid, roots have been frozen before this manner rhubarb may _ be 

and the temperature can be kept they are brought in to force as had from Christmas on until the 

sufficiently high with a small the nature of the plant seems to outdoor crop is ready. 
gasoline stove or even just a demand either this or else a long The forcing is very hard on 

kerosene lamp if the cellar is not rest period before it will begin to the roots and they cannot be 

too large. grow rapidly again. From now used again until they have beer 

Take for forcing roots of rhu- on the control of light, tempera- left in the field to recuperate for 

barb that are at least 2 years old ture, and moisture determine the several years. Hence it is neces- 
and allow them to freeze; then timeof maturity. Ifthe product sary to either plant seed tc 

pack them tightly in a corner of is desired in a short time, keep secure new plants or divide th 

the cellar in such a manner that it quite dark and run the temp- plants already present. If seed 
the product can be conveniently erature at about 60-65°. This is used, almost a whole year can
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The Annual Convention, Madison, Dec. 12--14 
be gained by planting it in for the asparagus bed should 
August and then transplanting always be gentle and never Who Wants a 

it the next spring; the roots are strong bottom heat as the latter S . 49 

then ready to force a year from produces weak spindly growths. tereopticon Outfit? 
that fall. The shoots usually start to grow 5 P é . Here is a Bargain 

In forcing asparagus many of about a week after they are set 

the same conditions are essential and soon the first cutting is | Badger Lantern complete with 
as for forcing rhubarb except ready. The shoots of cutting large mount 10 inch objective 

: . and five tip acetylene lamp Cost 
that the. temperature cannot size last for about two months with automobile reflector... .$38 75 
vary as much as in the case of or beginning in December last GOTOPING ORCC osermnnnennaat 3 
rhubarb and still produce good to February. Hence, with a | 3ft.Hose.......22--2..--..-. 50 

é Stale car ‘anti ‘ ary 1 ArcLamp.___-...---.---..-- 600 thick shoots. Pick out good second planting in January the I No. 110 Volt Rheostat dow. 

three year old asparagus roots season is prolonged until the ble) with guard-_________--. 15 00 
or older if they are available outdoor season is reached. The an 5e 

, . : % $69 25 
and store them, before the biggest question is the keeping 1 Chest 15x15x35in__.....__.. 7 00 

ground freezes, where they will up of the asparagus plants for T. ar Be 
é : : OtAlcccowwescwesh) 75 25 

not dry out. It is not essential forcing. However, generally 

that they be frozen although it enough 3 year old plants can First Offer of 
is conceded that freezing in- be set aside each year to supply inst Utero 
creases the size and the quality all of the asparagus needed by THIRTY DOLLARS 
of the crop. In placing the roots the family. . 
in the cellar they are not placed Seakale and chicory are forced wile arereres, Bayes fe ey on 

like rhubarb directly on the floor under much the same conditions _ | outfitforehurch,school or community 

but upon a layer of 4 to 6 inches as asparagus, blanching the use: Neatly new and 15 perfec wrens 
of a light soil. The roots are leaves with either straw or leaves. | for institute work and expensive to ship 
then packed in lightly and The leaves to make a_ good Bing, distanete se Horticultural So- 
covered with about 3 inches of tender salad or green should be_ | ciety. Address 
good mellow, light soil. If the cut when 6 to 8 inches high and 

shoots are desired blanched, this when used at this time make a F. CRANEFIELD, Secretary 
lop covering of earth may be salad considered far superior to | 70! Gsy Balding Madison, Wisconsin 
increased to 6 or 8 inches. any lettuce salad. For the lover ~— ——— ~ 
Ma sl Q Q a, reens ic 5 . og . . Tany consider that asparagus of beet greens this product can dinner is late due to the house 

growing is hard, but as a forcing easily be produced by placing j / i i 
oe . wife stopping a while down 

plant it is the easiest and most the beet bulbs gathered the naust 
eas : : : 4 cellar to gaze at the growing 
reliable plant to force that is previous fall in a layer of light «me . ° 
" . s . vegetables while the snow blows 
known. In some cases it may be earth and watering quite freely. 5 ‘ Boicel ccs : 
. . . . and the wind whistles outside, 
necessary to lay some tile drains Soon the leaves will grow and . 5 R wawauun pion 
‘ ; . . for the pie and fresh asparagus 
in the bottom layer of soil as the several cutting of fine greens “tease . 
. : ‘i on toast will only taste all the 
crops requires plenty of water can be obtained. better 
ut it should never stand in the If the entire cellar is not a 

soil. Never use cold water; available for forcing due to 
eiways tepid or warm water. storage of fruils or vegetables, Cover the strawberry bed 

The temperature of the as- wall off a portion of it as the lightly with straw as soon as the 

laragus seed bed should run a_ pleasure of ‘‘green stuff” in the ground freezes. When it is 

‘vifle higher than that of the bill of fare will amply repay the frozen solid put on four or five 
1iubarb bed being about a con- work of fixing up the place. inches of clean straw or light hay. 

sant 50-55°. This can be ac- Besides the pleasure there may _ 

complished by placing on top be some profit as any extra 
©! the bed a layer of decaying material will bring a fancy price Examine the bulbs planted 
leaves that not only impart but due to its being out of season. and see if they are drying. If the 
a'so conserve the heat. The heat Now, who will chide, if the soil is dry water it well.
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Fruit and Garden Institutes Eau Claire, March 6th and The two-day institute witl 
7th. only two speakers is somewha! 

Beginning Dec. 19th twenty- Sparta, March 8th and 9th. of an innovation but holds prom 
two two-day special fruit and These institutes have been ar- ise of success. The institute: 
garden institutes will be con- ranged jointly by the Dept. of are primarily for the farmer wit! 

ducted jointly by the Depart- Farmer’s Institutes and this So- special attention given to com 

ment of Farmer’s Institutes and ciety. One or more of ourmem- mercial fruit growing and mar 
the State Horticultural Society. bers have been asked by Supt. ket gardening in sections wher: 

The speakers will be D. E. Luther to act as a local commit- the conditions of soil and mai- 
Bingham of Sturgeon Bay and tee to arrange for hall, etc., but kets are favorable for these lines 

N. A. Rasmussen of Oshkosh. every member in or near any of of work. These are some of the 
The institutes will be held as_ the towns named is hereby ap- subjects which will be discussed: 

follows: pointed a committee of one on Trees for the Farm Orcltard 
Baraboo, December 19th and publicity for his particular in- The Farmer and the Nursery 

20th. stitute. Agent 
Reedsburg December 21st and This splendid recognition of Planting Trees 

22nd. horticulture, twenty-two special When and How to Prune 

Mt. Horeb, January, 2nd and_ institutes, by the Institute De- Fertility and the Farm Or- 

3rd. partment, places us under an chard. 

Dodgeville, January 4th and obligation and every member of Pests of the Farm Orchard and 
5th. the Society within reach of these How to Control Them. 

Lake Geneva, January 9th institutes should attend and urge Soil Handling in the Orchard. 
and 10th. his neighbors to attend. The Picking and Storing Farm 

Janesville, January 11th and men who will conduct them are Fruits. 
12th. splendidly fitted for the work. How to Exhibit Fruit at Fairs 

East Milwaukee, January 16th Mr. Bingham who was selected The Wisconsin State Horticul- 
and 17th. by this Society eight years ago tural Society 

West Allis, January 18th and as special worker in horticulture How to Succeed with Small 
19th. was a pioneer in this field for Fruits on the Farm 

Bayfield, January 23rd and until that time an occasional talk = Commercial Fruit Growing. 
24th. on the farm garden by some Marketing Fruit 

Washburn, January 25th and member of the institute force Farm Gardens 
26th. whose main specialties were live How to Store Vegetables for 

Beaver Dam, January 30th stock, poultry and dairying, con- Winter. 

and 31st. stituted all of horticultural sci- Vegetable Gardens for Cily 
Fox Lake, February Ist and ence and practice taught at the and Town. 

2nd. seventy or more farmer's: in- Small Fruits for Village « 
_La Farge, February 6th and stitutes. During his eight years City Gardens 

7th. . of service Mr. Bingham has at- Garden Tillage | 

Richland Center, February 8th tendee Mundneds ot insite Hot Beds and Cold Frames | 
. generally making four a week . 

and.2th, through out the season. Heissaid Diseases and Insects of the 
West Bend, February 13th to be the only fruit grower in the Garden and Their Treatment. 

and 14th. . state who has never been engaged Growing Vegetables for Mai- 
Kewunee, February 15th and jn any other line of work. ket. / 

16th. Mr. Rasmussen who will Marketing Vegetables. 
Waupaca, February 20th and handle the gardening topics both Improvement of the Home 

21st. from the home and market Grounds. 
Weyauwega, February 22nd standpoint is well known to all How to Exhibit Vegetables «l 

and 23rd. of our members and to thousands Fairs. 
Marinette, February 27th and of others who have heard his In addition practical demo:.- 

28th. thoroughly practical talks at in-  strations in pruning will be co'- 
Green Bay, March Ist and stitutes and horticultural gather- ducted whenever the weath:r 

2nd. ings. permits.
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One of the many homes ke ano) Sa 

our Landscape Depart- ie a i in hs 

ment has helped to make a Ca es, Cale ae 

attractive. 7 a ay aa 4 A 

We are now ready to help : a. “i ee 

you make your place a |—_—— 

Beauty Spot. : . ma 

A booklet showing places . we 

we have planned and is i rf 

planted is free. 

You want the best varie- 

ties when planting your 

Orchard, Home Grounds 

or Fruit Garden. Our 

catalogue tells you about 

them. / aE ge See. 

The Coe, Gonverse & Edwards Co., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 

Lime Sulphur 

| Arsenate of Lead 
i Dry and Paste Form 

| Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution 

Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
' 774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION
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Mea An Attractive Home Means 
ea at as | 

Pe oe Contentment 

beg one, 9 Keep the children at home by making them 
a . q proud of it. The most effective and eco- 

eee i R nomical way to do this, is to beautify the 

Ke ie a lawn. Careful arrangement and good plants 
agri ‘i are essential. Our Landscape Department 

es ; 7 has specialized in this work, is familiar with 
aoe ¥ Wisconsin conditions, and has probably the 

"a largest assortment of choice nursery stock in 

the state to select from. 

White Elm Nursery Co. 
. Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

Protect Your SALESMEN WANTED! 
DONT tate chances p40 Ss We are in want of a few reliable, energetic men to 

One 0 oH ny, aoe act as agents for the sale of our Northern Grown Trees, 
Sore rae ont asrt presect Gems: Ai Shrubs and Vines from our Nursery. Previous experience 
Get dollars’ worth of protection at a frac- SHEN By . . . 
tion of cent cost by using AT not essential; live active men can earn good wages. For 

Hawkeye ea our terms address, giving full name, age and reference, 
e paiwanions 

‘Atmtie protection agit gravers NN pe GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY CO. 

Becoming sinned and trused by eu \(/ fl Baraboo, Wis. 
‘ererd wil tat’ unl tee fe beyond 
Reeding protection. Don't wait until some — Of yout (re re iled order ‘Hawerye Proveciors now. Regular sine 10; ches 

Toot epteces ie bee of (000-3 cent ( eva HARDY PERENNIALS AND PANSIES 
‘e make Fruit Baskets — get out prices. 

Burlington Basket Company Crown for 

520 Maia St, Burlington, lowa << & Nurserymen Florists 
it Lanse eal rr ( , Landscape Planters Gardeners 

a Send us your want list for prices. Questions gladly answered 

—— WILLIAM TOOLE & SON 
(Garry-nee-Dule) BARABOO, WIS. 

The Kickapoo Valley Watch the potato bin carefully It is safer to cover raspberrics 
Wisconsin s for decaying tubers. Some fields and blackberries than to leay» 

Favored Fruit District contained a good many decaying them unprotected. Good croys 
— tubers this autumn. are often raised without cove’ - 

Our Specialty: Planting and developing ing, but there is danger of the 

orchards for non-residents. ia , z ° 
. . Have you made any provision tops dying to the ground or kil’- 

A few choice tracts for sale. If inter- ) for the birds this winter? They ing out entirely. 
ested, write us. : 

mes should have grain and seeds after a 

The Kickapoo Development Co. | S"°W flies. Have you made and put u) 
ais. Sa — that bird-feeding shelter for th 

Gays Mills, Wis. % ji 
Do not let the squash freeze. winter? Do it now.
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\n altogether pretty picture. The flowers are Sweet William, the pretty miss we can say is Sweet Marjorie and the other Sweet Eleanor.
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SWEET PEAS Sowing In Pots days, with just a little shelter 

For early exhibition purposes from the winds. In planting, the 
And How To Grow Them for it is best'to sow in pots or boxes roots should be shaken fairly fre: 

Exhibition : : . from the soil, and a good hol 
in the autumn and winter, in * . 

the cold frame or greenhouse made to receive them, spreadin: 
Robert J. Sampson, fram the middle te the end the roots carefully, filling witl: 

Lake Geneva . .___ fine soil, and making quite firn: 
of October being the best time; i 

se : especially round the collar 0: 
—_—_— when this is not convenient, - 

a gd they may be sown very early the plant. It.is: a good plan to 
The cultivation of sweet peas in February, this time also in plant in double rows, allowing « 

for exhibition purposes has now ' Sa aoe . ~~ foot apart each way between 
become so popular that it is pots or boxes, giving just o plants. A few small twigs should 

% slight amount of heat to germi- 
necessary to give the matter Hate the seeds: after which they be put around the plants to kee) 

really serious consideration, if Hist he treated ae hardy 48 them upright, and a little soot 

anything like success is to be = ay: vice \.. sprinkled among them to keep 
achieved. possible. This: applies equally off slugs. The hoe should be 

. well to the autumn as to the Pn 
Though the sweet pea will spring sown plants kept going among the plants 

flower profusely under almost ~ Air must be given on all fine whenever the soil is dry enough, 
any conditions, yet, if good days, in fact the lights anne be and apart from keeping an eye 
flowers are required, that are entirely removed exee t when it On them to see they are nol 
fit to compete against one’s fa raining, ofthe salen ie Gaal injured by birds, slugs, or wire- 
neighbors, a more liberal mode éald Drea sitions a tl tak worms, etc., this is all that 
of treatment must be adopted. ert 4 a . ns ms . . i“ should be necessary till they are 

The preparation of the soil leg, ate © ravages of TES, ‘tall enough for permanent stak 
is probably the chief essential Oe ing. 

towards success, and if this can Sowing Outside Staking 

be dug or trenched to a depth ae 
of from 2 to 3 feet in the Fall, Sowing may also be made in This should be done as soon as 

and a liberal dressing of manure the open ground from the begin- possible after planting out and 
and bone meal given during the ning of March to the middle of before they by any chance gel 

operation, and left fallow for the April, according to the district broken down by the wind. Stak- 
winter months, much less labor and conditions of the soil, which !18 should be carefully done, and 

will be required during the sum- should have been prepared. as good straight maple brush is 
mer with the watering pot, elc. advised. A dry day should be probably the best, and if thal 

The nature of the manure Chosen for sowing and the sur- Can be procured from 6 to 8 

does not matter very much, but face soil broken up very fine, feet high, so much the better ws 
if growers have their choice, I Where the drills are to be made; 19 @ favorable Season under good 
would advise the use of cow these should be from 13 to 2 culfivation, they will attain this 

manure on light soils, whilst for inches deep, and the seed placed height. A little extra neatness 
soils of a heavier nature, good about 3 inches apart in them, and security is obtained if a 

long, strawy horse or stable and these may be thinned to Wire or two is run from end |! 

manure will be found equally about one foot apart, after the end of the rows, from posts, !0 
satisfactory. plants become strong. which the tops of the brush miy 

Soot, old lime or mortar, rub- be tied here and there and in 
ble, leaf soil, road scrapings, etc. Planting Out really windy and _exposed dis- 

may also be incorporated with Plants raised in pots may be 'icts this is quite necessaiv 
the soil. The former (soot) will planted out any time after the When growing for exhibition. 
help to check grub pests, whilst beginning of April, providing the ni | 

the other materials will help to ‘weather is favorable, and the soil Tying, Ete. 
make the soil, in many instances, in good workable condition. To secure really high-cla-s 
more porous and easily worked at Previous to planting out, the flowers, a little thinning of t'e 

planting time; the less sticky the plants should have been made as_ shoots is almost a_necessil 

soil the more likely are the hardy as possible, by standing but it should not be carried to 

plants to grow away freely in it. quite out in the open for a few far—3 or 4 shoots to ea‘h
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plant is quite enough, and if be allowed for the flower to room grower’sfamily recently, the 
these are allowed plenty of light develop before a show. mushroom specialists of the U.S. 
and air, they will give flowers Department of Agriculture have 

: Se Shading ‘ aa i quite large enough for any pur issued a warning to commercial 

pose. This thinning should be A little shading is sometimes and other growers of mushrooms 
done as soon as the shoots have necessary to be able to exhibit to regard with suspicion any 

become really strong, and those some varieties in the best pos- abnormal mushrooms which ap- 
that are to be retained, should sible condition, but fortunately pearin their beds. It seems that 
be given a tie wherever neces- there are nol many that require occasionally sporadic forms ap- 

sary—afterwards removing all it, but such varieties as Earl pear in mushroom beds, persist 

side growths as they appear. Spencer, Edrom Beauty, and for a day or two, and then dis- 

. . . oo. one or two other of that color, appear. These are generally ma- 

Mulching, Watering, Feeding must at least be shaded in the nure-inhabiling species and may 
If the ground has been well south for them to retain their be observed shortly after the 

manured, very little water or color; also there are a few vari- beds have been cased. In the 

feeding should be necessary till eties that require a cooler posi- instance cited, however, these 
after the plants have commenced _ tion than others, but this must be fungi appeared in considerable 
blooming, though during a very decided by actual experiment, as numbers at the time the edible 
hot season, a little light mulch what will do well in one district Agaricus campestris should have 

may be necessary earlier than and stand the sun, might burn been ready for the market, and 

this to somewhat conserve the and lose the color, in another. the dealer supposed it was prob- 

moisture, or on very light soils, The varieties to grow are quite ably a new brown variety and 

it may be necessary to water. a matter of personal taste as to tried it in his own family. Asa 

After the plants get well into color, or whether they are for result, five persons were rendered 

bloom, both watering and feed- exhibition purposes or for garden absolutely helpless and were 
ing must be regulatly attended decoration only. saved after several hours only 

to, especially if a good, long If this treatment is followed through the assistance of a 

season of bloom is desired. out you can have stems 15 inches second physician who had had 

Weekly or twice weekly water- long as I have often had them experience with this type of 

ings of liquid manure may be that length. Bone meal and _ poisoning. 

given with advantage, and an blood is the artificial fertilizer In the opinion of the Depart- 

occasional dressing of artificial that I have always used to ment, this case is peculiarly 

manure will help to keep up the advantage. significant and demonstrates that 

vigor of the plants, as also will Dark Colors — Warrior, Nu- the grower must be able to dis- 

a fairly thick mulch of light ma- bian, Othello Spencer. linguish Agaricus campestris from 

nure—stable manure is probably White—Constance Hinton, any of the wild forms of mush- 
the best for this purpose, it King White rooms that may appear in the 
heing much cleaner for getting Blue or Lavender--Wedge- beds. Under the circumstances, 
about on than cow or pig ma- wood, Afterglow, Blue Gem. the Department strongly urges 

hure. Crimson—Maude Holmes, every grower to make himself 

The removal of the bloom isan King edward Spencer. thoroughly familiar with the cul- 
lnportant matter, as under no Pink—Countess Spencer, [l- tivated species. Complete de- 

circumstances must they be al- frida Pearson, Peace scriptions, with pictures of poi- 

lewed to seed and when the Cream and Yellow—Clara Cur- sonous and cultivated species, 

fants are intended for exhibi- tis, Dobbies Cream. are contained in Department 

Von the blooms not so required Orange Scarlet-—Thomas Stey- Bulletin 175, ‘Mushrooms and 
-1ould be removed before they enson, Edrom Beauty, Robert Other Common Fungi,’’ which 

«tlain maturity, thus lessening Sydenham. can be purchased for 30 cents 

‘ie strain on the plants. Under ns from the Superintendent of 
*xceptional weather conditions, - Documents, Government Print- 

‘ might be advisable to remove Warning to Mushroom ing Office, Washington, D. C. 

some of the buds also, to give Growers (The Department of Agriculture 

{he plants an entire rest, though As the result of a serious case of has no copies of this bulletin for 

i! this is done, ample time must mushroom poisoning in a mush- free distribution).
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the consumption could be greatlh 

CRAN B E R RY N OT ES creased nigh at home. a mun 
| | elp from each grower will mak: 

By J. WY EETCH a big showing and let the publi: 

know that cranberries are a nol 
The thirtieth annual meeting approved and progressive lines, able product of Wisconsin’s fer - 

of the W. S. C. G. Assn. will be will tell of the progress being _ tile soil. 
held in Grand Rapids, Tuesday, made. Mr. C. M. Secker, who SS 

Jan. 16th in the G. A. R. Hall has been assisting the selling Cranberries 

al 9:30 a. m. While it was agency at Chicago, will give an “ : 

voted at the August meeting to account of how this end of the Mrs. S. N. WHITTLESEY. 
have the meeting the first Tues- business appeals to a grower. 
day after the first of January it The progress of the work of the Ever since the creation of 
developed that this year, the committee appointed to confer Man, thoughtful Eves have 

meeting coming the day after with the University authorities given consideration to the palates 

New Years made it impossible or in regard to the change of the of their adored Adams. 
very inconvenient for many to Experiment Station will call for We do not know whethe: 
attend so, at the request of a general discussion of the ques- Mother Eve stewed, fried, or 
President Searls and after con- tion. The past season was gen- baked the much talked-of apple, 
sultation with the members of erally a very satisfactory one to but we feel confident it mus! 
the executive committee that the growers. While blight and have presented a very attractive 
could be reached the date was frost reduced the crop somewhat and appetizing appearance to 
changed to the one set at the and the frost made cleaning the have caused Father Adam’s greal 

meeting in January. berries more difficult, the most fall. 

Thé meeting promises to be complaints from dealers was on Time and_ experience have 
very interesting. Datainregard account of lack of size. To in- made many changes in the culi- 

to the pumping experiments crease the size of the Badger nary art, and though we read of 

which were successful will be brand on Bell & Cherry should the Romans using much the 
presented. It is hoped to have should be the endeavor of every same recipes as ours of today 

Dr. Ball, state entomologist and grower, and thiscan only be ac- improvements must have been 

Mr.A. W. Chaney present. Mr. complished by renewing the made and wisdom gained. 

Chaney can give a very interest- vines either by sanding, with Among the fruits that are 
ing talk on the Advertising which must go better drainage, demanding and _ receiving al- 
Campaign as well as his usual or by mowing, fertilizing and tention at the present time, |s 
summary of the seasons market- pruning. A newly planted bog the one of which I have been 
ing operations. always bears fruit of better size. scheduled to speak—the Cran- 

Mrs. S. N. Whittlesey, who is Hence the endeavor must be to. berry. The much-abused, often 
an expert on the cooking of keep the vines young. There is maligned cranberry—the berry 

éranberries, will demonstrate much room for work in this direc- whose merits and_ possibilitics 

that they are a most economical tion. All growers should make are only beginning to be known. 
fruit. She can also tell of her aNew Year’s resolution that they From childhood to youn 4 
experience as a delegate to the will send some berries to the womanhood I regarded the crat- 
Horticultural meeting. Mr. Geo. State Fair and the Horticultural berry as much a part of an! 
Arpin who took charge of the meeting in 1917, and this will necessity for the Turkey as tl 

exhibit at the State Fair will be brought to their attention in dressing. That they could |: 

give us some ideas as to im-_ sufficient time for them to save used in any other way or tin:: 
provements in that direction. berries for this purpose. Thereis was not thought of, so some |) 
Mr. Malde’s summary of the plenty of room for a better years ago when I heard of | 
work at the Station is always knowledge of the cranberry right young man embarking in th: 
interesting and brings out much in Wisconsin, both as to its raising of cranberries for a livel - 

valuable discussion. President cultivation and value as a fruit, hood it struck me as laughab': 

Searls, who is taking a most and by taking advantage of and lamentable. Who coul | 
active part in the development of every opportunity offered, espec- ever make a living in th:l 
several new bogs along the most _ially the State and County Fairs, business? Would there be dv-
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mand enough to support any Because of their acid proper- now made with cranberries for 

one? ties cranberries should always be base and addition of some raisins 

Three years later this same cooked in granite or porcelain- and orange juice—sweetened to 

young man convinced me there lined dishes, also, after cooking, taste and cooked just long 

\vas bread and butter enough in should be turned into glass, enough to solidify. A refreshing 

it for two—and since that time china or earthenware. Like the drink can be made from the 

out fate and family have been apple, they can be cooked as stra‘ned juice—prepared similar 

largely dependent on the growth needed—but unlike the apple— to grape juice. 

and sale of the cranberry. In- the sauce will keep for weeks Two cups of chopped berries, 

stead of the annual two or three in an open or uncovered dish 1 cup of sugar, 1 tablespoon of 

quarts of berries as turkey ac- without deterioration if kept in flour mixed together and baked 

cessories, a barrel of them went a cool, dry place, in fact, we between two crusts make an 

into the cellar. How to use that have never lost by fermentation excellent pie. I put the berries 

many berries was a problem where other fruits would have through the meat chopper. 

which from that and subse- spoiled. Perhaps nowhere is the berry 

quent years has developed many The reputation of cranberries more abused than in the making 

ways and better ways to pre- has suffered to a disastrous of sauce. I do not approve of 

pare them. extent in the past through the — long, slow slewing or simmering, 

Their keeping qualities were injurious treatment they have or cooking water and sugar to- 

then unknown to me and may received in the methods of cook- gether before adding berries, 

be to most of you. It is not ing, and I fear it will take but I do earnestly urge the 

necessary Lo can cranberries as years Lo overcome the prevailing use of boiling water, the putting 

you do all other berries to save opinion that they require so together at once the berries, 

them. If you put them inacool, much more sugar than other sugar and water, and cooking 

dry place as you do apples, fruits. Cranberries are nol sugar rapidly over a brisk fire. My 

they will keep just as long and consumers compared with most formula is frequently given but 

just as well as apples. other fruits. as the method of procedure never 

The cranberry is one of the I am pleased to be able to has, I am going to state it here 

acid fruits. Do not decry or show you what an amount of in detail, hoping some of you 

destroy that acid. God put it sauce can be made from one ladies will at least give it a trial. 

there for our benefit just as quart of cranberries and one First be sure of a hot stove 

lle did in the currant—the pound of sugar, provided the and boiling water. Place 1 

strawberry—the lemon. Don’t water supply is not restricted. quart of washed berries in gran- 

| try to defeat His purpose by Cranberries can be used with ite kettle or sauce pan. Pour 

neutralizing that acid with soda. toothsome results in a great over these some boiling water— 

Who would think of par-boiling many ways other than sauce oc a quart perhaps—and turn im- 

(he strawberry in soda water or jelly. While we do not wish to mediately into colander. This 

wifering lemonade first sweetened detract from the good use of the warms the kettle and takes 

\ith soda? Be as just to the apple, we would like our lady chill from berries, facilitating 

cranberry and save its valuable friends to try for a change speedy cooking. Return berries 

qvalities, clean flavor and beauti- substituting cranberries forapple at once to kettle, add 1 pint 

fui color. Mr. Schlosser says: in a suet dumpling, or steamed of sugar, then 1 pint boiling 

‘The chemical analysis of pudding—just stir them into water, stirring jusl enough to 

crsnberries shows that they con- the dough as you would raisins coat all berries with this sweet- 

tun mild acid combinations in a cake. They are also an ened water. Cover when berries 

Which are by nature converted addition to mince meat—cooking begin to swell and “pop” stand 

into alkaline carbonates in the them first as for sauce—and right by and mash with spoon 

biood which help to purify it when apples are scarce can be against side of kettle till every 

anl have a tendency to ward — used generously to take the berry is broken, keeping sauce 

ol} bilious and rheumatic ten- place of the apple. cooking rapidly during this time. 

dencies. They also aid digestion, A fine short-cake can be had Remove from fire and turn into 

clear the complexion and are with a good biscuit crust and _ glass, china or earthenware dish. 

perfectly harmless to the most cranberry sauce for spread or If conditions are right ten min- 

delicate stomach.” filler. A delicious conserve is utes will do the work and you will
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have tender skins, fine flavor, )) 
and rich color with all the virture de 
of the berry retained. go 

I wait for the day when by Bay "S \¢ 

proper treatment and judicious _ RD |. _ ; 
methods, the cranberry willcome = zg5g o= “SoS SO SRO BEN NR I eS ages 
into its own rightful place in awe Eo in re eS a ae Ae ks y: 

usefulness and appreciation by Xo 2. Ny Mabe nape nedeatae kp EH 
the inhabitants of America. i OS EEE 12- Sa eC 

This is supposed to be a composite likeness of all the cows in Wisconsin 10 years ago. 
———$$__—__—. Dozing contentedly, confident of her supremacy she gives no heed to the little 

apple trees growing all around her nor senses in them a formidable rival. 

The Care of My Orchard S&S 

J. F. Harrison, Delegate from (C —= 

Minnesota Society ae 

About twenty years ago I set : oN 
out my first orchard and of course Pin on aN Rs im 

like many others made some mis- yy Rk Pasay & , 
takes. One serious mistake was Sa ys Paine GS Tics y 
that I got too many varieties, “arg Jy é I ae ee fy as 
another I tried to cultivate them RINE “Ey { LPO td AV 
and grow corn, potatoes, straw- y a= RY iN (abe, hl abe 

. ": 5 ~ oo ca Z G Gs are panes and other garden erops an ee, ee | dg Se 

etween the rows. This was a wht ee Fh $f —— “Zi 

bad thing in my case as my or- es a 

chard was set out on a north east THiewe apple Utes so big ae la Geet her maveaty somevbar inte tne shader “Lime 
slope, which was quite steep. 5 years ago: See next page 
The cultivating of the crop 
caused the good soil to wash thespring as farup as amancan cause they eat all the apples that 
down to the foot of the hill and reach. This I consider takes the fall off early which are generally 
left the tree on a ridge. I did place of adormantspray, infact wormy. I mulch every other 
not set the whole slope out to this is a dormant wash. I think year with manure right from the 

trees when I set out the first or- this has helped to keep the in- barn. I keep the orchard pruned, 

chard but set out enough to sects down in the orchard. generally do a little every yeur. 
give me some experience for I I have raised calves in my or- I believe in lots of air and sun- 
then realized cultivation on a chard every year after the trees light. An orchard to do well 
side hill was not the thing. have grown so large that we can- needs air drainage as well as 

A few years later I set out the not cut the hay and cure it. I soil drainage. 

rest of the piece but this I set think we have had calves in the You must have plenty of wir 
out in clover and timothy sod orchard for the last twelve years. and sunlight if you want nice 
but I kept them mulched with We have raised a crop of calves and well ripened fruit. This 
good barn yard manure and I as well as a crop of apples every fruit always brings the best 

found they did just as well if not year since the trees started to price. By keeping young growth 
better than the ones I cullivated bear,—some years more apples’ in an old orchard you will have 
and now I am convinced that than others but generally the just as nice fruit and just as we'll 

this is a better way to start an same number of calves. We colored up fruit in an old orchard 

orchard in this extreme hot and realize on an average over a as you do in the young orchard. 
cold climate. hundred dollars an acre every this is done by pruning when 

I have always sprayed at least year since the orchard has started done right. Do not let the tee 

once a year since the orchard has__to bear well besides the crop of have its crop on old wood all the 
been bearing and last season I calves which I have spoke of. I time, cut some of it out each 

sprayed four times. I generally believe the calves help to keep year. For a young orchard ! 

white washed the trees early in down insects in the orchard be- would not prune very much.
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“WM, in order to make them bear well 
Wy the next season.” 

Fifi! e 5 : 
U1 The ceremony consists in 

Ss \ throwing some of the cider 
~~ N about the roots of the tree, 

lM DY placing bits of the toast on the 

b Sy branches,” and, finally, ‘‘encircl- 

ly, fT) ing one of the best bearing ry | Y} fed) ing one o le bes pearing 

Ss } Ly cy) % trees in the orchard, they drink 
aS Cin Ypiy)’ Wyy* the following toast three several (GF thie % 7 ai} Wf jhlg A, ne £ as > Severad 

AMG UE me LZ cl ie Y ios Yon times: 

C7 Z 4 ‘Here’s to thee, old apple tree, 
q Whence thou mayest bud, and whence 

Y/ f Bo il thou mayest’ blow, 
1 ip whe And whence thou mayest bear apples 

i, MA RL yy € enow! 
bY Ne aay we \\ Hats full! Caps full! 

X oT BE Y } o Bushel, bushel, sacks-full! 
7 Cag Sy ot Me And my pockets full, too! Hurral’” 

at. s  * QA 
¥ * 4 » der 5 On New Year’s eve, it was the 

J . ji] ba . : 
L, — in } Zig custom for the boys to organize 

oa i. ih aN | “ a? ties oN wh: ey) { GEN apple-howling”’ parties and go 
§ YY ae y | rm Y 
YAS bar * Lj Ml ‘tt Wir from orchard to orchard, merry- 
ANC [aR ak P v1 RS ; : CIN yan) : a A! ' making, in order to show their 

as “dis Ua TPA i i =< \ gratitude for past bounties and 
See ae ic. . 

Tr We | he —— f Chee i to court a continuance of the 
Be, = SSM os j } : : 5 

ae tor Fx. ee fi favors of the goddess bountiful. 

aaa PN E One of the songs runs: 
y haan Malus i 

~ on aE a “ike ips “Stand fast, root! bear well, top! a oh Glu Say Petal, reOtt , topt 
Ge ae, NG Z ZL aS ray God send us a good howling crop: Bx Ga OE ——— every twig, apples bis; EG Zaz ER E> Every twig, apples big; 
ZA y = (aww os MI Liars Knack Every bow, apples enow!” 

Here we see the once mighty Queen in a state of great alarm tinged with sorrow op ‘ 
at her almost total eclipse by the rapidly growing apple orchards of Wiseonuin ana “Then they shout in chorus, 
standing on her hind legs in order to be seen at all. Time 1927 : : 

one of the boys accompanying 

The first two years after the or- Sull King them on a cow’s horn. During 
chard is set out I never use a this ceremony, they rap the 
knife; I just break off such new So far as history reveals, the trees with their slic ks. i Phis is 

growth as ought not to be there apple was one of the earliest know nas “‘wassailing” the trees. 
with my hands and then after fruits cultivated by mankind. Phe ceremony was conchided by 
{he tree has been out two years According to Brand’s Popular ® kind of dance in w “ h the 
‘o make it spread out and give Antiquities, the apple was king beys hopped about the tree 
ita good top and so that it will of fruits in the early days of S!sins: 
not grow too tall, I cut off all Merry England and was one of  ‘Wassaile tiie treks that they may beare 
lie ‘ saw ae é ee > chief Sane er . You many a plum and many a peare; 

the third year grow th that is the chief means by which our ror more or tee fruils they will bring 

inclined to shoot straight up. [énglish forebears dispensed hos- As you so give them wassailing.” 
‘This will cause the tree to spread — pitality. Some curious customs ssonegoneanesisonomnataana 

. . + : : (KSDI S SATII BON NS OS IS Ts BDBIG “a 
out and in afew yearsit willhave were in vogue in those early slstsmsises SURAT SO a 3 

« well shaped top and not too days, as may be seen from the  & ‘rhey say the Lion and the Lizard 3 
tall. We do not like to pick following account: ie keep Sore loeottinat al 4 
€ a 6 7 , ¢ “ “hristmas eve > farmer: % The Courts where Jamshyd glor- @ apples from a twenty foot lad- On Christmas eve the farmers e jadvand’ dranledeep? & 

der. This is about all I have and theirmen in Devonshire take And Braham, thatgreat Hunter— % 
had time to write about my ex- a large bowl of cider, with a toast g ; the Wild Ass % 

perience in orcharding but I am __ in it, and carrying it in state to g Stamps oe Stee but eannot 
teady for questions if any one the orchard, they salute the § s 
has any to ask. apple trees with much ceremony,  BresserasnastasaussvasistanteoantatataR
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Wisconsin Horticulture Whittlesey’s paper on cranber- list of these and recipes for ali 
ries which was only incidentally important ones will be giver 

Published monthly by the about c k ies aft ll but thr h th ‘ol 
Wisconsin Stato Horticultural Society 2bout cranberries after all bu ‘oug ese columns. 

12 N. Carroll St. contained much _ besides, the So ends the story. 

Official organ of the Society. philosophy of content of a peace- 
FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. ful, happy home life; Mrs. Ras- ————— 

W. S. H. S., Madison, Wi 4 oa 
Secretary /W.-iS) M.S. Medea. Wak mussen’s clear thinking and de- 
Entered as secona-ciass matter May, 13, scriptions of sane and rational Your Good Will, Please! 

1912, at the postoffice at Madison, Wiscon- : 
sin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. housekeeping helps; Mrs. . 

Advertising rates made known on applic 7, . . : If you are a paid member o 
cation. Geiger’s delightful story of the wi nae : 

garden: Mrs, Strong's tale of a this Society you are certainl 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society warden. that yielded not only satisfied with the investment. 
Membership fee fift ts, which in- Sarde aly C ) : - neh eee tee on co ne eee and veastables but best. rhe bigger the membershij 

of Wisconsin Horticulture. Remit _ fifty owers and vegetables but bes the , ill get fi . 
cents to Frederic Cranefield, Editor, Madi- . ai . : Mrs ye more you wul get tor you aon, Wis, of all regained health; Mrs. ae : 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Order. ig, story ‘of ia villace fair, MOREY: The membership fee. 
A dollar bill may be sent safely if wrapped ‘lOore S Slory OF a village lair, | lied lusivel I 

or attached to a card, and pays for two YeRrs. 11 these taught us that our ¢ are applied exclusively to thi Personal checks accepted. all these taught us that our con- © ; 
‘ é support of the magazine and pay 

Postage stamps not accepted. vention is a stale and unprofit- ae - 
Geese votes . for it in part, the balance being 

able affair without woman’s help. . : 
OFFICERS. ¥ . derived from advertisers. Ad- 

Prof. Robert’s talk on apple a 
N. A. Rasmussen, President.............. Oshkosh . vertising rates are based almos| 
D. E! Bingham, Vice-President... scab control which provoked : : 

sais vessissessseseseeee Sturgeon Bay). . . + wholly on circulation. If the 
L. G. Kellogg. Treasurer... Ripon discussion that persisted until —. ’ 3 
F. Cranefielde Secretary... Madison = circulation of this paper could be 

— the president shoved the whole ne 

bunch of disputants out of the doubled the advertising rates 
piensa leiden at me ~ could be advanced fifty per cent 

N..A, Rasmussen. : -Ex-officio meeting into the corridor where - ; . 
D. E. Bingham.. - Ex-officio ; : and still give the advertise: 
LG. Kellogg. Ex-officio they talked until the following battarwalite for his 

Ist, Dist. A. Martini Lake Geneva day, peuler , We tor. 15 money. 
nd Dist., R. J. Goe Ft. Atkinson } eas : , 

rd Dist fi Ti, Morgan’ Madison Prof, J. G. Moore's forceful, ith the increased reventy 
4th Dist., Henry Wilke. Milwaukee fe Wisconsin Horticulture could be 
Sth Dist., C. V. Holsinger Wauwatosa address on the needs of Wiscon- . 
Sth Dist., H.C. Christensen Oshkosh ©, ‘ : increased to twenty-four pages 
7th Dist., Wm. Toole, Sr . Baraboo sin horticulture was one of the ‘i , : 
8th Dist., 0. G. Malde Grand Hapids ye or more. It’s clearly up to you 
9th Dist.. |. E. Birmingham Sturgeon Bay most striking and helpful talks e elie 
10th Dist., C. L. Richardson... . . A my dear reader. You are the fetieittiseireeesChippewa Falls that our members have listened 
11th Dist., J. F. Hauser Bayfield ; ; esata aseet one and the only one who can 

to since Prof. Bailey’s visit four- : 2s 

ve MA teen years ago This will be re tin: the: trick, The paper is 
BOARD OF MANAGERS. fen te me ca mus fae sent only to members. Will you 

N. A. Rasmussen F. Cranefield viewed in a later Issue. . da: vour share? . 
L. G. Kellogg These are some of the bright 

FF ———e_spots but all of the rest was : : 
I . We are Not Highbrows 

The Annual Convention good. 
: The fruit exhibit was excep- A lady who attended the Con- 

The report of a convention is tionally high in qualily;no better vention for the first. time this 

dry stuff, dry to write and dry fruit has been shown in recent year expressed her great su:- 

to read. You say, “very fine,” years and no other fruit exhibit prise and pleasure at meeting so 

“best we ever had” etc., etc., on in the wide world was ever many people eager to learn abot | 
to the end and you have said staged in a more beautiful place, gardens and the simple things 

just what you said last time. the grand rotunda of the Capitol. about gardening. “I had heat. 
That’s all there is to be said Under the great dome which is about the Horticultural Society 

about it. The only way to get rivaled by but two others in the but had always thought of it vs 

anything out of a convention is world, with massive columns of composed of people of muc!i 
to be there. Italian marble for a background learning and that’ everythiry 

It was a good convention. The surely Wisconsin apples were for would be way above my heuil 
program was full and it was in- once well staged. but instead I found just ‘con - 
tense every hour and every min- The ‘57 varieties” of apple mon folks’ like myself with :n 

ute. products in glass prepared by over powering love of gardeniig 

Some of the high lights: The Mrs. H. H. Morgan attracted and all eager to learn and to tell 

five papers by women, Mrs. universal attention. A complete others their own experience.”
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A mighty fine compliment to the trunk, Mr. Hays has aban- APPLE SYRUP 

everybody concerned in making doned it in favor of a section of t doz. Northern Spy apples 
the convention, We are just the roll 18 inches long and wide t Ds eee ee ad = . i“ , pp ter 
“common folks” united for our enough to fit around the trunk to uy oe eas ane id . . . 
common good and the welfare with a liberal lap. These wrap- sted aa fi " som of d onanaes mad 
and uplift of all the people of pers may be conveniently made JUICE &6@ Juree Of © oranges anc 
the state. If-each of the host by sawing the roll transversely. 

of members who have attended Most important of all Mr. 

conventions and in other ways Hays testifies to serious injury McKAY NURSERY 

derived benefits from their mem- in the spring of 1911 resulting = as 

bership would induce just one from leaving the wrappers on COMPANY 
other person to join the society too late in the spring. PARDEF VILLE - WISCONSIN 

what a boost we would get in Where wrappers were not re- = == 

membership! It’s just a little moved until after two or more 

bit selfish if you don’t do it. weeks of warm April weather Nursery Stock of 

Don’t you think so? some trees were killed outright Quality 

and others badly injured mostly for Particular Buyers 

: on the/south side. Have all the standard varieties as 
well as the newer sorts. Can sup- 

Head Off Rabbits and Mice a ply you with everything in 
eri 5 , 

sarditi 7 Six of the Fifty-Seven Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, Among the absurdities of the = . 
. : Vines and Ornamentals. 

game laws may be mentioned . . . . . . entals 
the protection of rabbits which The following recipes for six en cape ae esi both 

annually destroy thousands of of the apple produc is alow Us of your wounds, Ae EES 
lruit’ trees worth many times the ae were: submitted Prices and our new Catalog sent 
more than all the rabbits killed by Mrs. Morgan on request by promptly upon receipt of your list 
for food. the editor. ofiwants: 

Although not in the game laws So ; Nurseries at Waterloo, Wis. 
the statutes in other places con- APPLE CONSERVE OR CANDIED [UU VN 
demn the hawks, which destroy APPLE 

mice and moles. Make syrup of 2 cups sugar The Hawks 
= at a it ia ie a to } cup water, use N. W. Green- LLSSSSSSeeesexyxy 

“pple trees should be protected. ing, or Jonathan apples, pare, Nurser 
If not attended Oe ae core and cut in slices, simmer =—— ty. 
season it may still be done i 6 in sur Tb olear. tur . ’ ‘ apples in syrup until clear, turn- 

sxow is not too deep. Wrap ing often. Take oul carefully Company 
m trunks with tar vain I i and dry in sun for 12. hours. 

n this connection Mr. J. A. Roll in or: THAT ath Cay 
lnwe: at awe Fike ‘ Stas Sugar ach Cay are in a position to fur- 

Hays of Gays Mills who has until they will not absorb more ish hi 1 rade Nurse 
annually protected several thou- sugar, pack in glass jars. May mis si grace ursery 

sind trees offers the following pe used in fruit cake or as a con- Stock of all kinds and 

vsiuable testimony. fection. varieties suitable to Wis- 

Use only tar paper, the lar consin and other north- 
ocor alone repels mice. A grain APPER: DELIGHT ern districts. 

bit lined with tar paper is mouse 

proof. Use slack tar paper No. 3 2 cups chopped apple cooked Will be glad to figure 

which is neither so heavy as to. in double boiler with 2 cups : 
5 z 2 : on your wats either in 

Inoak nor so light as to tear in sugar, juice and chopped rind of . 

the wind if loosened. 1 orange and 1 lemon, 1 cup large or small quantities. 
\fter thoroughly testing the chopped raisins, cook 1 hour add- 

“spiral” method of wrapping, the ing 1 cup chopped walnuts 5 
Paper cut in strips 4 to 6 inches min. before done. Seal in jelly Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
wide and wound spirally around _ glasses.
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2 lemons. Boil 10 min., add 24 ond, A. K. Bassett; third, N. A. 

as much sugar as juice, boil 5 Rasmussen, Oshkosh. ‘ATENTED AUG.19.1907 
min. longer, skim and seal. Plate Fameuse—First, H. H. 

Harris; second, A. K. Bassett; 
APPLES WITH PINEAPPLE third, L. B. Irish; fourth, N. A. | 

Rasmussen. Fi0.7 Fr0.2 Fos | 
Make a syrup of 1} lbs. sugar ai 7 i 

aa . AAA Plato Gano—First, J. E. Baec; 4 : 
and 1 qt. boiling _ aad ie second, N. A. Rasmussen; third, BERRY BOXES 

t as 1 good Sze piileapp e, A. K. Bassett Crates, Bushel Boxes i 
grated, and bring to_ boiling . “Fi ish: and Climax Baskets : 

oint. Pare, core and quarter Plate Gem—First, L. B. Irish; * i 
; lbs. apples and cover with second, A. K. Bassett. As You Like Them 

boiling ee simmer 5 min Plate Golden Russett—First, We iaantfacture) the Ewald fear 
; * eal "Theodore Kurtz; second, Henry | Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer ate 

eee ar a uigg Simon, Baraboo; third, A. K, | inatesatin the K, Dots caro lot ur 
2 8 o ialty. We stantly carry in stoc 

sre tendon, then seal. ‘Theserare Bassett; fourth, N. A. Ras- | {Ssvtlrateall made up ready for we 
delicious , mussen. either for strawberries or blueberries 

* Plate Grimes Golden—First, | No oe" (co smal ro rs re 
HONEY APPLES D. F. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay; | and crates in K. D. from Milwaukee. 

Y apeLes second, J. V. Beyer, North | Promptness is ewenta in vaniting jove 
Pare and core 1 doz. apples, Milwaukee. discount for early orders. A postal 

place in granite kettle with syrup Plate Jonathan—First, G. H. brings our pricelist, . 

made of 14 pts. water and 2 Townsend;second, A. K. Bassett. Cumberland Fruit Package Co. 

large cups sugar. Simmer until Plate King—First, G. H. Dept. D, Cumberland Wis. 

tender turning often. When Townsend. rs 

done apples should be clear and Plate Maiden Blush—Firsi, Plate Salome—First, Great 
juice like honey. An attractive N. A. Rasmussen. Northern Nursery; second, 
pink color may be given to this Plate McIntosh—First, Great Henry Simon; third, A. K. Bas- 

by cooking skins in water before Northern Nursery; second, N. A. _ sett. 
making syrup. Northern Spy or Rasmussen; third, D. F. Bing- Plate Seeknofurther—First, 
Jonathan apples best for this. ham; fourth, William Nelson, D. E. Bingham; second, A. lh. 

Oshkosh. Bassett. 
MAPLE APPLE SAUCE Plate McMahon—First, H. Plate Scott Winter—First, |J. 

Stew 2 qts. pared and quar- H. Harris; second, G. A. Free- E. Baer; second, G. H. Town- 
oa . man, Sparta; third, L. B. Irish; send; third, A. K. Bassett; 

tered apples in enough water to S - : 
. . . fourth, G. H. Townsend. fourth, H. H. Harris. 

keep from burning, adding 1 cup 1 . . no . . 
— fk, Plate Newell—First, J. E. Plate Tolman Sweet—First. 

of maple syrup when partly . . : a 
; | Baer; second, L. B. Irish; third, J. E. Baer; second, Theodore 

cooked. When apples become D. EF. Bingham: fourth, H. G. K 2. third. Henry. Si . 
soft sprinkle with granulated 20°” sham, rth, #1. G. Kurtz; third, Henry Simon; 

sugar and remove from fire Townsend. fourth, G. A. I’reeman. 
Sugar ” Plate N. W. Greening—lirst, Plate Utter—First, A. K. Bas- 

SS Great Northern Nursery; second, — sett. | 

The Prize Winners G .A. Freeman; third, A. K. Plate Wagner—First, Richard 
ne Ne Nenmennens Bassett; fourth, Henry Simon. Gilbert, Sturgeon Bay. 

Best collection of apples Plate Northern Spy—First, Plate Wealthy—First, H. !1. 

First, A. K. Bassett, Baraboo; G. H. Townsend; second, Theo- Harris; second, A. K. Basse! l: 

second, G. H. Townsend, Madi- dore Kurtz. third, A. C. Boutin, Bayfield: 

son. Plate Patten—First, L. B. fourth, L. B. Irish. 

Best five plates, commercial— _ Irish. Plate Windsor—D. E. Bins- 

First, Great Northern Nursery, Plate Pewaukee—First, A. K. ham, second, Great Norther? 

Baraboo; second, H. IH. Harris, Bassett; second, G. H. Town- Nursery; third, A.YK. Bassett. 
Warrens; third, G. H. Town- send; third, Theodore, Kurtz; Plate Wolf River—First, ‘1. 

send; fourth, J. E. Baer. fourth, N. A. Rasmussen. H. Harris; second, G. A. Free- 

Plate Ben Davis—First, Theo- Plate Plumb Cider—First, N. man; third, N. A. Rasmuss«n: 

dore Kurtz, Jr., Cedarburg; sec- A. Rasmussen. foruth, J. E. Baer.
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Plate York Imperial—First, Bell & Cherry—First, J. W. 

N. A. Rasmussen. Fitch. 
Peck Fameuse—First, H. H. Cranberry Sauce, 1 pt.—First, JEWELL 

Harris; second, A. K. Bassett; Mrs. 0. G. Malde, Grand Rapids; 

third, J. E. Baer. second, Mrs. S. N. Whittlesey. MINNESOTA 

Peck Gano—First, J. E. Baer. . ™ GROWN 
Peck Golden Russett—First, Pies 

Henry Simon; second, Theodore Apple Pie—First, Mrs. Geo. Nursery Stock 

Kurtz; third, N. A. Rasmussen. Johnson, Madison; second, Mrs. 
Peck Jonathan—First, G. H. E. S. Cooper, Madison; third, ———— = 

Townsend. Mrs. ‘T. E. Holley, Madison. 

Peck King—First, G. H. Cranberry Pie—First, Mrs. eee Caeranene 8 

‘Townsend. Geo. Johnson; second, Mrs. s ae P 

Peck McIntosh—First, Great Joseph Skelton, Madison; third, age ome ee me 

Northern Nursery; second, N. A. Mrs. Ed. Larsen, Madison. specialty of Hardy Shade 

Rasmussen. Students Speaking Contest— Trees. Windbréak Stock 

Peck McMahon—First, G. A. First, C. B. Blosser; second, H. Evergieand (Coniferous), 
Irreeman. W. Albertz; third, M. W. Ser- Deciduous Shrubs Apples 

Peck N. W. Greening—First, geant. and Native Plums * 
Great Northern Nursery; second, Students Judging Contest— . 
J. E. Baer; third, G. H. Town- First, A. R. Hargrave; second, AGENTS WANTED 

send. J. I. Etheridge; third, J. W. z ——— 

Peck Tolman—First, Theo- Campbell. , 
dore Kurtz; second, J. E. Baer; Vewetables The Jewell Nursery Co. 
third, Henry Simon. egetables Lake City, Minnesota 

Peck Wealthy—First, N. A. Best collection, not less than 

Rasmussen; second, Great North- 10 entries—First, N. A. Ras- 

ern Nursery; third, G. H. Town- mussen, Oshkosh; second, Johr 

send. F. Hauser, Bayfield: third, KE. L. ° 

Peck Windsor—First, Great  Roloff, Madison. Quality Stock 

Northern Nursery. Six Blood Turnip Beets Strawberries 

Peck Wolf River—First, J. E. First, John I. Hauser; second, | Native Plum Apple Small Fruits 
Baer; second, G. A. Freeman; N. A. Rasmussen; third, John WISCONSIN GROWN 

third, N. A. Rasmussen. Hagberg, Bayfield. for Wisconsin Planters. Read our 
Bushel MelIntosh—First, Three Round Turnips—First, Price List before you buy, and 

Creat Northern Nursery. John IF. Hauser; second, N. A. save money 

Bushel N. W. Greening—TFirst, | Rasmussen. 62nd Year 
Great Northern Nursery; sec- Three Rutabagas—lirst, John Kell "SN : 

ond, J. E. Baer. I’. Hauser; second, John Tlag- ellogg § UnSeries 

berg; third, N. A. Rasmussen. Box 77, Janesville, Wis. 

Exhibit Crabs Six Chantenay Carrols—Virst, ~~ O—~CSOSCS 

First, A. C. Boutin: second, ae, Se ae. “en ae 
\. A. Rasmussen: third, L. B. bere a 8 «We have a Fine Lotof 
Irish. oF . ve 

Seedling Apple—L. B. Irish. Six Short Horn Carrots—F inst, Plants for the Garden” 
John Hagberg; second, John F. 

Cranberries } lauser. op . 5 
Six Salsify—lirst, N. A. Ras- SEND FOR LIST 

Bennett. Jumbo—First, Mrs. mussen; second, E. L. Roloff; eee 

5. N. Whittlesey, Cranmoor. third, Christensen & Davis, Osh- 

Bell & Bugle—First, J. W.  kosh. 
itch, Cranmoor. Three Winter Cabbage—First, J. E. MATHEWSON 

Metallic Bell—First, Mrs. S.. N. A. Rasmussen; second, John s SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

N. Whittlesey, Cranmoor. I’. Hauser.
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GROWN FOR 
. | 

Nurserymen Florists | 
Landscape Planters. Gardeners | 

Send us your want list for prices 

QUESTIONS GLADLY ANSWERED 

(Garry-nee-Dule) BARABOO, WIS. | 

Three Red Cabbage—First, N. ciding upon the pruning that it be readily distinguished by the 

A. Rasmussen. should receive. The number, rounded or nobby appearance 

Six Ears Pop Corn—First, N. location and position of the fruit of the core or growing point. 

A. Rasmussen; second, I. L. buds have an important bearing The vegetative bud has narrow 

Roloff. upon the amount of cutting sharp points, or the undeveloped 

Six Red Onions—First, N. A. as well as the place to make the — leaves. 

Rasmussen; second, John F. cuts. American plum buds belong 

Hauser. Fruit buds belong to three to classes one and two, as this 

Six Yellow Danvers Onions— _ general classes, (1) those whicn — tree bears its blossom buds later- 

First, N. A. Rasmussen. are produced as side or lateral ally on spurs and with some vari- 
Six White Onions—First, N. buds along the new terminal  eties of plums a large proportion 

A. Rasmussen; second, Christen- limb growths of the tree, (2) as of its fruits are borne on the one- 

sen & Davis: third, John IF. lateral buds on the shorter side year-old wood, there being one 

Hauser. limbs or spurs and (3) as ter- or two blossom buds formed bc- 

Six Gibraltar Onions—First, minal buds on limbs and spurs. side the smaller vegetative bul 
Walter Franey, Madison; sec- They are normally formed in which is produced in the axis of 
ond, N. A. Rasmussen. July when there is an abundance each leaf stem. Because of the 

_ Six Winter Radishes—First, of elaborated food present. With nearness of the young fruit the 
John F. Hauser; second, Christ- apples, should there be an over- new lateral growths are greally 
ensen & Davis; third, N. A. load of fruit which has used up — limited by this close competition, 
Rasmussen. the surplus food in developing resulting in trees of few main 

Six Parsnips—First, I. L. blossoms and small fruit, unless branches, giving a “feathered 
Roloff; second, N. A. Rasmus- accompanied by early season out’ appearance. This is especi- 
sen; third, John Hagberg. conditions which tend to de- ally common among Japane-c 

Six Peppers—First, N. A. Ras- velop starches, no blossom bud plums, as this species has mat \ 

mussen; second, E. L. Roloff. formation takes place, with the blossom buds instead of one «or 

eee eee result that an ‘‘off” year follows two which are clustered about 

THE FRUIT BUD. the heavy crop. each vegetative bud. 

. In external appearance the Plums which have few or 1:0 

By R. H. Roberts, at Summer fruit hud is thicker or plumper lateral blossom buds on tie 
Meeting, Lake Geneva, and in plums it is lighter colored limbs produce more branch's 

Aug: 22, 1910. than the vegetative or wood bud. because of the stronger lateril 
It is important to know the When sectioned vertically inlate growths on the second yeur 

fruiting habit of a tree when de- fall or spring, the fruit bud may wood and consequently beconie
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more dense or matted trees. gives strong fruiting wood and and its tendency to produce 

Such trees bear their fruiton the prepares for the next year’s re- better annual growths. — Its 

spurs which arise from the sec- newal. stronger growing habit is prob- 

ond-year wood. These spurs The cherry has a less vigorous ably due to the fewer fruit buds 

usually produce few vegetative fruiting habit than the plum, al- on the new wood, which would 

buds and as the plum fruit bud though its buds belong to the have a lesser tendency to check 

develops only blossoms and fruit, same classes. Generally notover subsequent growths by excessive 

the spurs perish after fruiting. half of the lateral buds on the fruit production. 

Even when the end bud on the new limb growth are fruit buds. The apple is the most difficult 

spur is a shoot bud, it has lite The fruit spurs have a terminal of the tree fruits to keep in 

chance to make much growth shoot bud and may persist and regular bearing. Its blossom 

because of the many blossoms fruit for several years. They buds are formed as_ terminal 

which are being produced on the seldom live longer than three spur buds and in some instances 

same short spur. As a result of years, however, so practically no as terminal and lateral buds on 

this habit very few plums are fruit is borne on wood which is limbs. The apple fruit spur, 

borne on wood more than two. more than four years old. Con- which normally arises from two- 

years old. sequently on old trees that year-wood, has a biennial fruit- 

From these facts, it is appar- make a small annual growth of — ing habit instead of being annual 

ent that plum trees should be but three to fourinches, the total as with the cherry. The spurs 

pruned heavily to produce strong fruiting area is a layer approxi- are, however, much longer lived 

new wood which bears fruit buds mately a foot deep about the asitis very common lo find them 

or at least strong new spurs. outside of the tree. to be fifteen to twenty years old. 

The aim in pruning should be A lighter pruning will keep the The apple fruit bud, which is 

to cut heavily enough to produce fruiting wood of the cherry in a usually a terminal bud on a spur, 

along new growth of atleast two stronger, more vigorous condi- produces both blossoms and a 

feet which would require heading tion than with the plum, because vegetative growth. This growth, 

back. Then each annual cutting of the cherry’s better spur habit which is produced at the same 

a ———— 

Is This Paper Worth Twenty-Five Cents A Year To You? 

Is Membership in the State Horticultural Society 

Worth Twenty-Five Cents a Year? 

It will cost you just Fifty Cents a Year for both; neither is sold 

separate. 

A cloth bound copy of the Annual Report is also sent Free to 

every member. 

You may also ask questions, which will be answered by personal 

letter. 

What more do you want for that Half Dollar? 

Send It to the Secretary at Madison or hand it to Pres. Rasmussen or Mr. Bingham at the Institute.
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An Attractive Home Means 

3 Contentment 

ve ea Keep the children at home by making them 
proud of it. The most effective and eco- {| 

> nomical way to do this, is to beautify the | 
x lawn. Careful arrangement and good plants 

" are essential. Our Landscape Department 

% has specialized in this work, is familiar with 
Wisconsin conditions, and has probably the 

ee largest assortment of choice nursery stock in 

ei ie. the state to select from. 

White Elm Nursery Co. 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

time as the fruit, continues to 
grow during the next season and A LARGE STOCK OF 
normally develops a_ terminal A | Ch d | T ¢ ° 

fruit bud. This blossoms and pp €, erry ali Plum rees, rape Vines, 
bears again the second year, 
avid tte apple a lacadial mutt Blackberry and Raspberry Plants, 
ing habit. Although some spurs 

may fruit every other year for and Strawberry Plants 

bwelve to ns ‘only Both Everbearing and common varieties 

every three, four, or five years. And a general line of ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS 
Again, in some cases they fruit and ROSES. All stock clean and thrifty, the best that 
in successive years. can be grown in Wisconsin. 

The pruning of old bearing GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY CO. 

apple trees is as much a prob- Write for catalog and prices Baraboo, Wis. 

lem of keeping the old fruiting 

wood in a vigorous condition as heading back of the smaller 

it is one of the production of fruiting limbs and old fruit The Kickapoo Valley 
new fruiting wood. The effects spurs. This style of pruning Wisconsin’s 
of pruning are very local, i. e., reduces excess fruiting wood, in- Favored Fruit District 
the response to pruning as indi-  vigorates the old spurs, and per- 

cated by the increase in vigor of mits an even distribution of Our Specialty: Planting and developing 
the new growth takes place close light and air throughout the — | orchards for non-residents. 

to where the cul was made. The tree, whereas the removal of | A few choice tracts for sale. If inter 

removal of a large limb has a larger limbs makes holes in the ested, write us. 

very limited effect on the spur top and only slightly benefits 

growth on a nearby large limb, other dense portions of the tree The Kickapoo Development Co. 

although the terminal growth top. Gays Mills, Wis. 

along the main channels of the Thus it can be seen how im- 
sap flow may be considerably in- portant it is to know the fruit- wood bears fruit, as in plum;, 

creased by the pruning. The ing habit of the trees when de- prune heavily to produce new 

proper pruning then, asindicated termining upon the kind and wood. If the older wood is 

by the fruiting habit of the apple, amount of pruning to give the fruiting wood, as in the apple, 

would be a thinning out and older bearing trees. If the new prune lightly.
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One of the many homes ie eae sl 

our Landscape Depart- a.” aa ea 7 f | 

ment has helped to make es 3 a Ee I ei 

attractive. - . ae ; : ¥ | 

ai gaan i Me 
We are now ready to help os or. ; 

you make your place a |__—_———n 

Beauty Spot. lage ae oe) f 

A booklet showing places | A oe 

we have planned and Soe re 

planted is free. | 

You want the best varie- 

ties when planting your 

Orchard, Home Grounds 

or Fruit Garden. Our 

catalogue tells you about 

them. ee = 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 

Lime Sulphur 

| Arsenate of Lead 
| Dry and Paste Form 

| Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution 

. 
Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. 

| CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
| 774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave, MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

| WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION
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How to Grow Good Fruit | 

° ° 
The farsighted, thoughtful man plans ahead and finds out | 
what are the best varieties for his locality; how to choose | 

° | 
a good tree to start with; how, when and where to plant; } 

‘ | how to prune, care for and cultivate. All these facts are | 
° e ° i 

told clearly and concisely in our reliable books. 
j 

Wm. P. Stark’s 1917 “Inside Facts of Profitable 
Catalog Free Fruit Grong” | 

It cells you how to choose the best varieties for It tells how to plant, prune, spray;cultivate,dyna- 
your section. how to know good trees; the right mite, fertilize; how to pay for the orchard with | 
age and size to plant; what distance apart, number fillers, etc. 88 pages. Many pictures, drawings, 'ff 
to acre, ripening dates, etc.; why the best invest- diagrams. Contains no advertising. Sent free ff 

ment is in healthy, vigorous trees with heavy roots with orders of $2.00 or more. Price 10c. Money | 
and trained tops; why we can and do grow such_ refunded, if not satisfied. “Worth its weight in § 
first-class trees which bear younger and thrive  gold.’’ “I saved those two trees just from reading | 
everywhere any of its kind will grow. your book.”’ i 

Choice Apples for Wisconsin Growers 
Our Ozark Mountain grown hardy trees have unusually heavy, wide-spreading roots. We grow one 
and. two year apple trees only. We offer such tested, dependable varieties as Delicious, Duchess, Dudley, 3 

Gravenstein, Livland, Raspberry, McIntosh, Red Astrachan, Wealthy, Yellow Transparent. 

“The trees purchased from you arrived in first- “We were very much pleased with the nursery ff 

class condition, and were all fine trees.’’—O. E. stock received from you last spring, all of which 
Westerfield, Port Atkinson, Wisconsin. did well.’’—Vance Bros., Lima Center, Wisconsin. ff 

i Send Coupon for This . Send 10c for This H 
Book—Free No Agents—We Sell Direct From Nursery Only Helpful Book H 

la a ay We thus avoid such causes for dissatisfaction as Le ian i 
2 wrong advice, mixing labels, delays in delivery and i eam i 
Ws " indirect responsibility. We help you both before and E “] PROn ACTS a We 
(2 7 after you buy our trees. To secure reliable informa- : Prune TABre {| 

\ y be tion, high quality and safe delivery at reasonable ce ROWING 4 
Vy 3 pa \\ prices, buy direct from our free catalog. als a rf | 

i. we canes il Send coupon below with 10c for these valuable books | | ae a | 
Brassere Po Sapte, fd i 

: sien. ° [i =~ |. 

————. Stak City Dy, (Se | 
— Box 23D lo a 

To Wm. P. Stark Nurseries, Box 23D StarkCity,Mo.  [—] Delicious. |] Chesvies  [>lGeapes 
RST Please send ne vue catalog fee Tencioes 10c O Apple O Cherries OJ Grapes 

Ws Ag, for your “Inside Facts of Profitable Fruit Growing.” I Dudl . 
‘Stas Giy Jno am interested in the following number of trees and [] Dudley (Plums [[] Bush Fruits 

plants__._-- Apple 

Way TO Name «ris auiwonivng Canipapisicotorm bw. LL] Apples [] Pears [oy Resesand 
on margin below.) i
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_Viburnum plicatum, sometimes called Japan Snowball. It's “snowballs” are not quite as large nor so nearly globular as 
those of ‘the old-fashioned snowball but the Japan variety is almost immune against insect attacks,
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A Few Words About Grafting ing consists in placing together two in such a way that the two can be 

portions of a plant or of different united smoothly in a dove-tailed 
FOR BEGINNERS ok oe . ae 5 ; 

plants, containing living cambium joint. The final operation consists 

Note (The following notes on in such a way that their cambium in tying the parts with the waxed 

. % a parts are maintained in intimate cord. 
grafting were first published in / j cagtaat . 0. 4 . sie 
the Dee. 1912 issue of Wisconsin contact. If the operation is success- ne: very umportant point not 

: . ye ful growth will unite the two mentioned so far is to have the 
Horticulture, and periodically ew aibi i i . . parts,’’ * cambium or inner bark of the cion 

see that fime Sains Havens in contact with the inner bark of 
for copies of the paper. To supply the root when the two are fitted to- 

that need as well as to foresiall fur- \ \ gether. Make the joint so that it is 

ther inquiries the article 18 Te \ \ smooth and even on one stde, for in 

printed). ‘\ only one ease in about seven thous- 

The art of grafting is a simple af and will it be possible to make root 

one although often invested with ile Wy! A and cion fit on both sides, The very 

mystery by the uninitiated. Deg Tt thin layer, called cambium, lying 

Simply stated, the possibilities of We between the bark and wood, is the 

grafting are about ag follows: \ only active growing portion of 

You can go into your orchard AN, either cion or root. and the only 

next spring, saw off a few limbs \| ] ¥ part where growth can start, there 

from the old Hibernal apple tree, 1} i fore these must be in contact. Don’t 

stick on some twigs of Wealthy f (ik try to find this cambium layer, be- 

and in a couple of years have a 4 iN cause you can’t, but just see to it 

new top in the old Hibernal tree | that you have a good fit on one side 

bearing Wealthy apples. of the joint and let it go at that. 

Tf you have a pet seedling ap- | 4 f When the root grafts are finish- 

ple and want fifty or one hundred ed, pack in damp sawdust or sand 

trees, get some straight one-year | f 

apple roots, these are grown espec- } f \ | 

ially for nurserymen from any old | ‘| / 

kind of apple seed, cut the roots in- \ / A e | 

to three-inch sections, splice to each j | | : 

a twig from your seedling tree and A B c f a 

you have root grafts that will pro- Fig. 1. (A) A good grafting knife; (B) Cion [ | r 

duce orchard size trees in two Uh” fom EMR ME noe | 
years. There are many other pos- ing, the larger rootlets should be removed. ! 

sibilities, but these two are the most Root grafting: The materials for | 

practical. root grafting consists of twigs of \ 

All orchard trees are grafted or new (1916) growth which should \ 

budded and budding is one form he cut early in December and kept a a A 

of grafting, because there is no oth- from drying until wanted and "| [ \| 

er way to get trees true to kind or seedlings or stocks which may no / | ) 

name. The nurseryman knows the doubt be had in limited quantities / | 

whole story and so do many of our from any nurseryman. (These / | , / { } 

readers, but for the benefit of any grew from seeds planted last : 24 

others who would like to try the spring.) The tools: a sharp knife It | 

trick an attempt is here made to and some twine or candle wicking \ \ 4 

tell how in simple words. soaked in grafting wax. Cut the A A lf 

A part of it is written, a part roots into pieces of about three 

told by pictures and the remainder inches and the twigs (cions) five to 

left to the intelligence of our six inches. Make sloping cut or 

readers, cleft on both root and cion as ,.2if %, Sharing mettodct seat orn 
In the language of Goff, ‘‘Graft- shown in the picture (Fig. 2) and — p8ge from Principles of Plant Culture by E.5
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in the cellar until next spring and A Spraying Problem Sensible Remarks 

as soon as the cs can. A member writes: ‘‘I have an The following letter to the Rural 

on pa wa hn pen orchard of five acres about ten New Yorker and Editor Colling- 
s n ; “ ar 

to: the top bud ¥ ae ‘I “ years old. It is quite hard work wood’s reply show that ‘‘there are 

stick ar mn ni eay- . 7 j i ¢ 

stick ul mal ane ti the ¢ ‘ in , t spray with hand power for some others’? when it comes to taking a 
; ’ Ds ing most of _ graft h : acai We of the trees are quite large. Will slam at farm orchards, 

yr a ch 1S V e. . f F 
“e va airs Aiea or we fals YOU please give me names and As to the future of the apple 

Y a o: OF materials : si 5 mois 

" nA eae bu h ' 1 if addresses of reliable makers of business you may get any opinion 
‘i red a saw or k : 

ae tal 3 saw, ae kite power sprayers.”” you like, all honest and all based 

and mallet and cions of the same oo eaati Oe ‘ dence ‘any 
ki i 5 avibed: i ¢. praftin The names were furnished as re- 0% practice al experience. Many 
kind deseribed in root gra g, ; . cma astions people forget that both apples and 

Vo 5 fti quested and some suggestions 8 
but no roots. For cleft grafting rotatovs are crops for a series of 
any limbs fr to six inehéa added about as follows: A good  POfAtoes 7 Be “es . 

any limbs from one to six inehes op envray Ti ss . years and not crops to be estimated 

in diameter may be used: saw these power spray rig, one operated by | 
ster may be us : Saw ps . ea . P Meer " 3 270! 

. gasoline engine, will cost at least for one year. Most of us forget 

A * one hundred and fifty dollars and that favo. NEGTS, G0 potato Browers 

A | it is doubtful if it is a good busi- Were in despair over their prices. 
i See Mya em mas so large that it @ 

9 | ness proposition to buy one for that lhe crop w SISO large that it could 

<}' rd | 1 sum. <A really efficient outfit costs hardly be given away, and some 

Ce two hundred dollars or more. The  8rowers abandoned ii in disgust. 

| i i engine might be disconnected and Mad they kept on the prices for 

i used for other purposes but usually the past two years would have 
| 4 #¢ is not advisable. made a fine average, and that is 

masx ® aie what. we must work for in both 
i lhe interest and depreciation on 
j . potatoes and apples. One year 

the outfit would amount to about . 4 5 
. Mle with another, potatoes will prove 

é forty dollars a year. This is too : ne 
Ge oe profitable anywhere within reason- 

— much ‘‘overhead’’ for merely one . . 
able distance of a good market. 

a) > part of the care a five acre orchard. . : . 
@ Further, it is vane We think much the same is true 

ote FD, Showing methods of in Urbhers thas MNNccessary: of apples. Millions of trees have 
serting cleft grafts. (2) A good type o Thorn ie a tyne of he . _ eo a 
grafting chisel. . There is a type of hand power heen planted and millions will fol- 
off at least a foot from the trunx rig with double-action pump, hori- joy A Jaree proportion of them 

. . . j . n 
and split ag shown in Fig. 3; cut zontal stroke, which may be used il} never pay expenses. They 
two cions, each of about three in connection with a 200 gallon gy, planted on unsuitable Sdil 

inches and cut the lower ends tank that costs less than fifty dol- Baldwin and McIntosh planted on 
wedge shaped, but much thicker on lears for both pump and tank. A heavy wet land suitable for Spy. 
one side. Insert these as shown pressure of seventy-five to one would never pay. Then many 
herewith, keeping in mind the hundred pounds can be maintained trees are planted af in fivawar 

é . : 5 a sd a } 

cambium story, and cover the cleft With little difficulty with this places where the cost of hauling 

and tips of cons with grafting Pump. and shipping eat up all the profits. 

war, This is not shown in the pic- Experts tell us that a very high Small orchards off in such places 

ture, but unless it is done failure pressure is required for best re- will not pay. The owner cannot 

will result. sults, 200 to 250 Ibs.. and this no make carload shipments, and must 

Now this ig about all we need to doubt is true but in actual practice depend on buyers and commission 

say, the principles are here, the it is found that very good results men to handle his fruit. There 

details can be worked out. The can be obtained with a hand power will not be much profit on farms 
grafting wax mentioned is made by pump. The higher pressure re- where the orchard is a sort of side 

melting together four parts resin, sults in economy rather than effici- issue. There may be several hun- 

me parts beeswax and one part tal- eney. dred trees, but some other farming 
0 i . : . 

Ww. ‘When melted, pour into a is the main business and the trees 

pail of water, grease your hands do not get full care. There are 
and have an old-fashioned candy- Cherry growers should read usually too many varieties, and the 

pull. carefully the article on cherry leaf fruit cannot be sold to advantage 

Grafting is lots 0 ; i : , Prof. Keitt in thi - g f fun; try it. spot by Prof. Keitt in this number. (Continued on page 89).
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——[Rinpmeny Nores | “Ser N | dow of the Farm 
. W. FITCH, §: . 

| gona _ * a Beery _ The following clever story has 

been sent out to state papers re- 

The 30th Annual meeting of the of the opportunity offered at the cently, probably by someone at the 

W.S. C. G. A. proved to be one of Horticultural meeting for a splen- Agricultural College. It’s good 

the most interesting and promises did exhibit of this fruit. There ope and is given here for the 

to be one of the most important is no question as to the deep im- penefit of horticulturists. Many 

ever held. The members seemed to pression made by Mrs. Whittlesey of them need the gentle dig under 

be thoroughly awakened to the ad- as after she was through many the ribs contained in this skit. 

vantage of a more active interest growers said that they would see “Say, Perkins! Why did you 

and cooperation with the work of to it that they sent something for plant all these bushes and trees in 

the experiment station. It is now this display. A mest beautiful your front yard? They must be a 

felt the station will not have to be exhibit can be made both of the — lot of bother when it comes to mow- 

moved but ean be continued and fresh and cooked fruit and we will jing the grass.’’? This is what a 

perhaps expanded if thought best. prove it at the next meeting of Wisconsin farmer said to his neigh- 

A sufficient supply of water for it the Horticultural Society. Presi- hor one morning when he found 

can be secured from neighboring dent Searls address was as usual him busy trimming the shrubs. 

oe seemed to be ‘ome one oF Bs sey es gpean and con- “Well, I tell you, Jones, it’s like 

decidec , opposit‘on to moving 1 ainec na y valuable suggestions as this,”’ replied Mr. Perkins, ‘Five 

and while the lease cannot be at to growing methods, which will be sys 
oe 7 5 g years ago, I got to thinking that 

this time renewed, it appeared that reviewed in a later number. Mr. | . 2%, 
. : ‘ + . : the farmstead was the farmer’s 

by the time the lease expires, 1918, (©. M. Seeker, who was in Chicago : 
i : . show window. The — storekeeper 

satisfactory arrangements can be helping sell canberries told the s al 
. : vers that h ist spends a lot of money in fixing up 

made: ero wens: Unae He pres everyone hig store window. Why wouldn’t 

Dr. E. D, Ball state entomologist could go through his experience it pay the farmer to spend a little 
who was present gave the groweis then they would really see the money on his? 

many valuable ideas as to the func- necessity of the utmost care m OP Kaws Seenk wn ati avers of 

tions of an experiment station «s packing the fruit. Very fine re- #10 ay -f a] 1 AY : 

well as the most practical methods P0Tts were received from the north- Fi I fem 1 “7 we “ ‘h nia 

of making experiments. Dr. Ball Wi bogs, Miss Ida M. Huyek, of ail eve Bis ruse aut “— net 

was unanimously made an honor- Vinona reported a crop of about vear, I planted - I ‘sl aroun 1 
ary member of the association and 80 barrels to the acre which is a the 2 Pp ae ee Sie ton eae 

chairman of a committee including T¢Markably high average, the gen- ' 1 ounaation ° ‘he a, ae President Searls and Mr. C. R. eral average being 20 barrels or be- me e the house seem more like our 

Treat who are to visit the station low. There is no question but that wa ome pack on Next, I a 
. . * a¢ S rees a re. 

and assist in laying out work, in the business is going to boom and see eee ee ee eee en , ) : hat j . ; T dug them up in the woodlot. 
fact to give as much assistance as that in the near future the eran- ,, 

: I 3 : The oaks and elms I used in the 
possible to the management of the berry erop will again be a notable la d th hi d ‘Now: 
tation. Dr. Ball’s hearty interest one of Wisconsins wonderful pro- awa, Bnd: tie schite an eWay 

8 th ai Shetek W cae duets . P pine, willows and basswoods I use 

m we ae Was @ gredt al — . as a windbreak. A man from the 
iene Je t he cores and : Jn the evening the officers and university helped me to select the 
aie at. m him we ave ere : directors of the Wood Co., National trees and showed me how to ar- 

s Fo Paes I , thos the growers a splendid banquet at tions in regard to the planting of 
in the insect line. . the Hotel Witter which certainly shrubbery. He showed me how a 

The address of Mrs. 8. N. Whit- aS enjoyed to the utmost as also ‘few red willows, thorn apples and 
tlesey, who was the delegate to the the theatre party afterwards also vines would hide the old shed and 

Horticultural meeting was also of @iven by the same gentlemen. It the pig pen from the dining room 

the greatest interest to all and was_ is safe to say that the meeting ‘will window and from the road. : 

a very well aimed rebuke to the long be remembered by all who at- ‘The third year, I placed those 
growers for not taking advantage tended. hardy roses along the garden fence.
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and planted the bushes on each side droughts and leaf rollers. These For the Man Who Loves His 

of the driveway gate. leaf rollers usually work in the dry Trees 
“Last year I took out the period and irrigation will control J. V. ‘Beyer 

straight path from the house to the both. The man who loves his trees, not 

main road, and put in the short Q. Is it possible for a girl to only plants them for the money he 

concrete walk to the drive, and fix- handle an acre of strawberries? expects the fruit will bring him but 

ed the drive so that I could use that A. Yes—outside the picking which he also cares for the appearance of 
for a walk. That gave me this of course she must superintend. his orchard. 
nice, big lawn in front of the house, Q. What variety of berries do It certainly is not a pleasing 
and made it much easier when it you prefer? A. We grow mostly sight to see a lot of trees bend in 

came to the mowing. This spring Dunlap. In some localities the all four directions of the hemis- 

I set out the lilaes, mock oranges, _ _ phere, particularly S. East as most 

honey suckles and arrowwoods of them do if no eare is taken when 

along the west yard fence, and put young. 

the flowers in front of the bushes This has been the case with my 

by the house. Now my little show ; own trees, for when I first started 

window is nearly complete, and all fifteen years ago had the same 

it will cost is the upkeep. foolish idea that a great many men 

“T have told you, Jones, why I have, all I had to do was to plant 

planted the trees and shrubs, and them and leave the balance to the 

now I will let you be the judge Almighty and he would tend to the 

whether it pays to spend $10 a rest. 

year, for five years, in fixing up Six or seven years ago after 

this farmer’s show window.’’ reading a good deal about fruit 

Girls and Strawberries trees, of their care regarding cul- 

. . tivation, fertilization, moisture, 

A’ young lady who lives in pruning and the army of insects 
Oconto County wants to earn some 3 - a aoe 9 _ 

_ . This charming little view is entitled and diseases I had to fight I came 

money and being a sensible person ana fereatile Vi Drees aemonstrating to realize that I was utterly mis : - ‘ and versatile oe °res. is demonstrating realize that yas y = 
she is asking questions. Here are the setting of strawberry, plants. ie is . 

. . not listening to the Angelus but to some taken as far as the Lord was con- 
six of the questions. The answers inoffensive remark by the camera man, 

5 made to attract his attention. cerned, but that Ie gave us the 
to them furnished by Pres. Ras- ‘8s. Tike everything cleewe haved 

nn Warfield fertilized with the Dun- hie wd al h the Wedlavean 
Q. Is strawberry growing a lap produce larger crops but this ie eels a os allan bit 

: mm Se . . cava it ig derstanding not only to plant it. 
profitable oeeupation for an indi- good satisfaction. However it is but we t eo “ 1 sh y iter 

vidual? A. Yes. is an exeeption rather than a rule. UY We 10 aa ane ae 7 a . 

Q. Is it a sure crop? A. We Where a very large fancy berry WINE WO Would DOL Bek any’ 2aNs 
. : co. Pa : . . As I said before, about six or 

have not had a failure sinee irriga- is wanted the Bubach gives very 
: . _ . seven years ago I began to lock after 

tion was put into practice. too soft for shipping and too light . . 
: . my trees and found also a great 

Q. How do you dispose of your colored for canning. ‘ 
Peccerae : ‘ : | many of them leaning towards 
berries? A. They are all sold at In closing I will say IT would 7° oo a 

: . 2 é ei East and S. East on account of the 
wholesale, locally or shipped to give the same advice to a girl as to tH sure of the N. West 

other markets. a young man. If possible work on"! “4 © eae OF YAS om: es 
Q. Do you realize a quart of a fruit farm for one season at least Nem it i wae _ . Al uO 

: . . ack a Straig! - 
berries on the average per plant? where you can get experience in Sort i oaths Wetle A Straight j 

i . an . ion, but with li r no result. 
A. We grow only in matted rows grading, picking, packing, ete, °° 7? a ey dias i 
‘0 have no way of ascertaining. This will give you a far better 6 ot i ihe ‘ . b ore ae one 

We picked last year at the rate of knowledge of the business and you . ee vhich nae oe SASSI i 
S00 16 qt. crates per acre. will then know whether or not you yet, w i nwas ante voleaned 

Q. Have you had many failures care to embark in this business. so much with two of its main 
. . branches toward East that I decid- 
and what as a rule was the cause — et t th all it had lef 
of such? A. No. I think a large Have you read the Gentle ©! '0 cul them away, all it had le t 

per cent of failures is due to Countryman this week? (Continued on page 89).
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Clean Cultivation and Thorough the work by placing the laborator- the seeds of higher plants, but too 

Spraying Promise Most Re- ies of the high school at the dis- small to be seen with the unaided 

lief from Cherry Leaf Spot posal of the investigators during eye, which are carried in the air 

the summer months, and by cooper- and lodge on the leaves. Here they 

Sturgeon Bay, Jan. 17—At a ating individually in various lines germinate, grow into the leaf, and 

meeting of Door county fruit grow- of experimental work. produce the disease. On the under 

ers held on Wednesday, January surfaces of the resulting spots 

17, C. W. Keitt, of the department ATTACKS FOLIAGE AND FRUIT small ‘‘blisters’’ usually develop. 

of plant pathology of the Univer- “The leaf spot disease,’”’ said These break open and a whitish 

sity of Wisconsin, reported upon My, Keitt, ‘affects not only the material oozes out. This is made up 

investigations looking toward the foliage, but also the fruit. On the of thousands of spores of another 

control of cherry leaf spot which jeayes, it appears as small round- type (summer spores) which serve 

have been in progress here and at jgh brown spots which often oc- to spread the disease very rapidly. 

the Experiment Station for the Guy go abundantly that. they TU. ssi nies ABQORINTNOR NORBERT 

past two years, together and form large irregular 

Leaf spot (also called ‘‘shot- dead patches. Under certain con- ‘In order to fight the disease to 

hole’’ or ‘‘yellow leaf’’) is one of ditions, the dead spots drop out best advantage, it is necessary to 

the most serious pests of the cherry and on account of the resulting know not only its cause, but also 

in Wisconsin, and, unless controll. appearance of the leaves the disease a great many facts concerning its 

ed, makes the profitable culture of has often been called shot-hole. development. It is necessary to 

this fruit impossible in our more Badly affected leaves ordinarily know the condition of the fungus 

important cherry producing sec- turn yellow and drop. This has throughout the year, when and 

tions. For many years Wisconsin led many to call the disease yel- where it produces spores, how these 

cherry growers have been able to low leaf. It should be borne in are scattered, how they produce in- 

control this disease by persistent mind, however, that certain other fection, what plants harbor the dis- 

spraying with Bordeaux mixture. troubles may have very similar ase, what conditions favor or hin- 

However, the time and number of symptoms, and that there is dan- der its development, and the like. 

applications and the concentration ger of confusing leaf spot with Many of these matters have already 

of the spray necessary for best and other foliage injuries. In cases of been determined and others are be- 

most economical results have not doubt, specimens should be sent ing studied further. The informa- 

been determined, and in certain to the department of plant pathol- tien thus obtained not only prom- 

years the foliage of many Bor- ogy of the university for identifi- ises to be of much value in working 

deaux sprayed orchards has failed cation. On the fruit or the pedi- out the most economical and effi- 

to go through the season satisfac-  cels (stems of the fruit,) the dis- cient spray treatments but in de- 

torily. Furthermore, the high case may appear as small brown- veloping a further method of fight- 

price of copper sulphate and the ish or reddish spots. The chief in- ing the disease, as follows: 

searcity of labor have made it very jury to the fruit, however, results _ a . 
impoftant that the expense of the from the loss of vitality of the EARLY CLEAN CULTIVATION HELPFUI 

treatment be reduced. Conse- tree, due to the effect of the diséase “The studies of the leaf spot 

quently, there has been legitimate on the leaves. In case of severe fungus have shown that the weak- 

call from the cherry growers of <ttacks, the fruit may fail to ma- ost point in its life history occurs 

the state for investigation of this ture, and wood and bud formation when it passes the winter in the 

disease with the aim of determining are seriously hindered. Repeated dead leaves on the ground. If al! 
the most economical methods by severe attacks may kill the tree. these dead leaves would be de 
which it can be efficiently controll- . stroyed, and if the disease harbore’ 

ed under Wisconsin conditions, P74? MYAVPS HARBOR THE DISEASE no other plants, spraying would 

Laboratory and field studies have “Teaf spot is caused by a fun- not be necessary. While it is noi 

been conducted at Madison, and gus (a low form of plant) which practicable to dispose of the dea 

for two seasons a field station has lives in the diseased parts of the leaves in such a way as to maki 

been maintained here at Sturgeon cherry in the summer and passes spraying unnecessary, it is possibl: 

Bay. Mr. Keith expressed his ap- the winter in the dead leaves on greatly to strengthen the spra) 

preciation to the people of Stur- the ground. In the spring, it pro- schedule, and probably eventually 

geon Bay for having greatly aided duces spores (winter spores), like to eut down the number of appli-
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cations, by turning under as many foliage was badly diseased. Counts deaux, 4-4-50, (1) just after the 
as possible by clean cultivation in made on one unsprayed tree on petals fell, and (2) about two 

the spring before the spores or July 14 showed that it had al- weeks later. There is every proba- 

seeds of the fungus are set free. ypeady lost over 95% of its leaves. bility, however, that an additional 

Our studies of the fungus have guch trees failed to mature their application after harvest would 

shown that under Wisconsin condi-  fyyit and went into the winter in have been needed, but for the 

tions spores begin to be discharged very bad condition. While infee- checking of the fungus by the hot 

into the air at about the time the tion was heavy throughout the sec- dry weather. 

blossom ae GF ine cherry break tion during early summer it was “Tn timing the first treatment, it 

OREN: 20. culty stionalould pieced unusually severe in this experi- is very desirable to wait as long as 

this: Mose Wasconsin Browers oul: mental orchard, because the heav- safety permits, in order to cover 

trate at about this “ue anyway ily infested leaves of the year be- as much of the rapidly increasing 

ith Tillie vatditionat eee, Be fore were purposely left undisturb- leaf surface as possible. Te test 

making the cultivation as alent ag ed to furnish an abundant source — the effect of delayed ane 

possible, instead of leaving unturn- of infection, and to make the es plot was aprayed ou hos “Gy 
ed strips or large blocks about the af theveprayestl Reverie OeAnIe, oriewes ee Is i i 
bases of trees. “Time and Number of Treat- about 8 days after the petals fell, 

ments, Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50 and (2) about three weeks later. 

CONDUCTING SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS (4 Lbs. copper sulphate and 4 Ibs. At the time of the first spray, 

of lime in 50 gals.), was applied: therefore, the trees were in practi- 

“During the past season spray- (1) just before the blossoms open- cally full foliage. The disease was 

ing experiments were conducted ed, (2) just after the petals fell, controlled as well on this plat as 

with the following aims: (1) to (3) about two weeks later, and (4) where the four treatments were 

find the time and number of appli- just after the fruit was picked. In given. Again, however, it should 

vations and the concentration of these and all other applications ar- be remembered that a treatment af- 

Bordeaux mixture necessary for senate of lead powder, at the rate ter harvest might have been nee- 

most economical and efficient con- of 3/4 Ibs. in 50 gallons was added “essary under other seasonal condi- 

trol, and (2) to develop, if possible, to the fungicide. On the trees tions. 
a spray treatment which may be which received all four treatments “The Concentration of — the 

satisfactorily substituted for the the disease was controlled excel- Npray. Plats were sprayed com- 

Bordeaux treatment, should high lently. Where the treatment be- paratively with Bordeaux, 4-4-50, 

prices of copper sulphate or other fore the blossoms opened was left 3-3-50, 2-2-50 and 1-1-50. The 

reasons make this desirable. While off, the control was as satisfactory 3.3.50 formula gave as good results 

it is not possible to draw final con- as where the full four treatments ag did the 4-4-50, and the 2-2-50 
clusions from this work until it were given. Where the second or wag only very slightly less ef- 

can be repeated under the condi- third treatment was omitted, the  feetiye, The 1-1-50 formula was 

‘ions of other seasons, the control disease was not controlled, and too weak for satisfactory results, 
of this disease is of such practical much foliaged was lost. Where the put even that strength gave a fair 

‘mportance that the following last treatment was omitted, the re- control. It seems highly probable, 

brief statement of the more import- sults were about as good as where  ¢herefore, that growers may be able 
unt results to date seem desirable: it was applied. Tt should be re- to gave spray material, without loss 

“Tn connection with these re- membered, however, that the dis- of efficiency of the treatment. The 

ts, it is important to remember case was checked by hot weather 3.3.50 formula appears to be safe 
‘hat leaf spot (‘‘yellow leaf’’) was before this treatment was applied, {9 recommend, but weaker for- 

"nusually severe in its outbreak and made little further progress mulas should be used only experi- 

varly in the season, but made little even on unsprayed trees. mentally until further evidence is 
)rogress, even on unsprayed trees, “These results show that, under at hand. 

vfter the hot dry weather came on the conditions of these experi- 

i late July. At this time unspray- ments, the treatment before the TRY SUBSTITUTES FOR BORDEAUX 

ed check trees in the same orchard blossoms opened was of little, if 

with the experimentally sprayed any, value for leaf spot control, “Tn the attempt to find a treat- 

trees had lost more than 60% of and that the disease was well con- ™ent that might be substituted for 
their leaves, and the remaining trolled by two applications of Bor- (Continued on page 90).
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Wisconsin Horticulture make the next institute and repeat garden peas do you plant?) Why? 

the performance. How do you get them so early? 
Published monthly by the : . Feccme be 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society This was very good in a way but What are your favorite varieties of 

12 N, Carroll St. not good enough. all the garden vegetables you 

Official organ of the Society. By the present plan a smaller grow? You have finer asters or 
7 ERIC CRANBFIELD, Editor. audie , : TRERURIC eran Se rEaison WE, audience, men and women who are sweet peas than your neighbors, 

ae , interested in the home orchard and how do you manage to do it? Did Entered as second-class matter May 13, : 
1912, at the postoffice at Madison, Wis- garden or perhaps in the market you spray the apple trees last 
consin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. i i . 

‘Advertising rates made known on appli- side of fruit growing, gather for a year? What results? Do you 

setans - two-day study of problems of prun- know of any handier and easier 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ing, spraying, cultivation, garden- way to do things than the ordinary 

Membership fee fifty cents, which in- jing ete, way? 
cludes twenty-five cents subscription price . . 
of Wisconsin Horticulture. Remit fifty What we started to say is this: These and a thousand other ques- 
cents to Frederic Cranefleld, Editor, Madi- : . 
son, Wis. From Feb. 8th to March 8th the tions that amateur gardeners and 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Or- ‘ ee i alt fc 7 
der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if nine remaining institutes of the fruit growers delight to read. It 

for two Years. Porsonal chess ‘accepted, oviginal list published in the Dee- will help you to write them and it 

Postage stamps not accepted. ember number of Wisconsin Horti- will help others. Try it once. 

— culture will be held as follows: Don’t feel that you must frame 

OFFICERS. La Farge, Feb. 6th and 7th; Rich- finely polished sentences, that you 

Fae eeaeeticnts Kes land Center, Feb. 8th and 9th; must be a skilled writer, that part 
L. G. Keliogs, ‘iecasurer eee eas West Bend, Feb. 13th and 14th; counts least of all. The best con- 
F. Cranefleld, Seeretary.........Madison [jg Harbor, Feb. 15th and 16th; tribution ever sent to this office and 

Waupaca, Feb. 20th and 21st; one that caused much favorable 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. . 

N. A. Rasmussen..............EXx-officio Weyauwega, Feb. 22nd and 23d; comment was the first attempt by 

oe elope Lae omele Harmony Corners, Feb. 27th and a practical man who sent with it a 
Tat Dist Ay Martinis 1111 Juake Geneve 28th; Green Bay, March 1st and letter of apology; that’s the kind 
eng be aye See oes ve Bt Audnsen 2nd; Eau Claire, March 6th and that are worth their weight in gold. 
4th Dist.; Henry Wilke.....///Milwaukee 7th, 

th Dist, HC. Christensen, Oshkosh FB ber of thi iet, dts tee “9 . 7 |S Ms.ss.O8 ry 
7th Dist. Wm. Toole, Sr......... Baraboo nvery menioer OF EMSs Soc The Best Horticultural Paper 
8th Dist, 0. G. Malde. . -. Grand Rapids who lives within a radius of five 

ist., le I rm s a : . e ‘a re - 

10th Dist., G. L. Richardson. cvs. . miles of any of these points has a A person way up in Rusk county 
Worcs owesy wees en COE v Falls Cs 1th Dist, 3H “Hauser. Pee aned two-fold duty to perform; first to ey ae of big pane 

—— attend the institute; second to take Horticulture (effu gence 18 defined 
BOARD OF MANAGERS. along some one who does not be- by Webster as, ‘‘extreme  bril- 

N, A, Rasmussen F. Cranefleld lieve that it pays to plant fruit liancy, radiant splendor’’) ; has 
L. G. Kellogg trees or make a garden. Don’t %t yet penetrated asks us to name 

; wait for an invitation, you have the best horticultural paper pub- 
- The Institutes one already. lished in the United States, Mod- 

The Fruit and Garden institutes ee esty, that diffidence that has always 

conducted by Pres. Rasmussen and Let’s Hear From You been our chiefest charm, compelled 

Mr. Bingham are proving a big Now is the time to write some- us to be content with the statemen‘ 

success. T'welve of the special in- thing for Wisconsin Horticulture; that there is no other journal o/ 
stitutes have been held and all were next spring you will be too busy. horticulture that can compete, i: 
well attended. These two practi- There must be something of past some ways, with Wisconsin Horti- 
cal men are preaching the gospel of experience stored up in your mind culture. That and a copy of the 

horticulture in Wisconsin as it was that will be of interest and value paper was as far as we cared to go 
never preached before. We have to our readers. Remember, but Then later, when in a more trivia! 

had fruit men at the regular farm few readers of Wisconsin Horticul- mood, the following comments 01 

institutes for years but usually the ture care for philosophy, prophecy other papers were added: From th: 

fruit man would drop in for a half or fine-spun theories but they do standpoint of journalism Bette" 

hour talk sandwiched between want plain, simple directions for Fruit, monthly, published at Hoo! 

poultry and alfalfa and dodge doing the essential things in garden River Oregon is the best horticul- 

quickly out of town in order to and orchard. What variety of tural paper in the country. It is
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high class in every particular but on general farms or gardens. The Applicants for life membership 

is devoted wholly to the Pacifie side issue orchard rarely pays, nor must be recommended by a mem- 

coast fruit belt and therefore of lit- does the great orchard company. ber in good standing. Blanks will 

tle interest to Wisconsin fruit The orchard of medium size, well be sent on application to the secre- 

erowers. Green’s Fruit Grower, located and handled as a special tary. 

monthly, edited and published by business, will pay a fair profit 

Charles A. Greene is a nice fireside through a term of years.” 

journal containing much fatherly soci McKAY NURSERY 

advice and much of reminiscence : 

but deals too much with the past For the ag Loves His COMPANY 

and not enough with the present oes PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN 

and the future. Continued from page 85). ——— 

The Fruit Grower, twice a was one branch toward N. West Nursery Stock of 

month, of Saint Joseph, Mo., start- and one S. West. ; ; Quality 

ed out bravely ten or twelve years To my utmost surprise this tree for Particular Buyers 

ago and for a time was the best in the following season not only , 

fruit growers paper in the country, came back, but the branches from Haye all ine standard varietise 
wl 8 ap : any, © nt : . - as well as the newer sorts. Can 

full of practical ideas and up-to-the other sides closed in the vacant supply you with everything in 

date in every particular. It is still space and after pruning it twice Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

an excellent paper for the commer- since that time, looks as normal as Vines and Ornamentals. 

cial apple grower and is well worth any of them, besides which it has Let us suggest what to plant 

the price asked, 50 cents a year. borne fruit ever since. both in Orchard and in the 
5 decoration of your grounds. 

All things considered the paper I set to work at once after notic- Prices and our new Catalog 

that contains the most of practical 118 this and cut branches away on sone promptly. upon receipt ‘pf 

information on horticulture, fruit, all the rest which were leaning to- . 

flower and vegetable growing both ward one side and found trees Nurseries at 

for the amateur and the profession- planted from 1908 to 1910 came Waterloo, Wis. 

al ig the Rural New Yorker pub- back straight and others planted 

lished at 333 West 30th St., New carlier held ter posiionasaar ————_—_—_—_—_—— 

York City. It is supposed to be a @S I could see. ; . ; ees 

ceneral farm paper but is really a If anybody is interested in this 

horticultural paper. and should try it, T would be glad The Hawks 

It is published weekly at $1.00 a to hear of results therefrom. 
can Nursery 

The Boy Seouts have a motto; Company 

Sensible Remarks “do a good turn every day.” . . 

Continued age 83) This might well be adopted by W. Are in a Position, to 

The f tu nee early nd » H. S. members with slight modi- furnish high grade 
e future will make it more a cities «(MAE : Nursery Stock of all 

tore clear that the profit in the fications : Get a new member ; on 

i 5 sweelc.2? kinds and varieties 
apple business will go to men who every week. itable to Wis 

make a regular business of it. It Suu a eon 

must be a special business well lo- sin and other north- 

vated near markets, well handled Be loyal to your state and to ern districts. 

vad large enough to supply a full your trade, ask for baked apple at Will be glad to fig- 

ivade through the season. The hotels and restaurants instead of ure on your wants 

pple market in the large cities has grape fruit. either in large or 

uever been half developed. It / small quantities. 

seems to us that the apple busi- 
less is just about the reverse of If your orchard trees are unpro- 

the poultry prospect. The large. tected you must expect to lose some Wauwatosa, Wis. 

Special hen farms rarely pay as of them. Rabbits and mice prey 

well ag the smaller, well kept flocks alike on the just and the unjust. SS —
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Clean Cultivation and Thorough not be possible until the experimen- 

Spraying Promise Most Re- tal work is completed. Even then arenteo aua.13.1907 

lief from Cherry Leaf Spot it is unlikely that a single recom- Bee 

Continued from page 8&7). mendation can be made to meet the bases 

Bordeaux, should high prices or needs of all growers. However, in 4 

other reasons make this desirable, the meanwhile, the following treass Fio.7 Fi0.2 Fis 3 

the following sprays were tried, ments appenr most. PrOmSIne? 

four applications being made at the i Santaho he ww 1 pret BERRY BOXES 

same time as the Bordeaux treat- can e urn Under ihe (ead Leaves Crates, Bushel Boxes 

ment Himesh 40 (1 ge, H0 srg as eames as nes | makes 
eee walk) and ay a blossoming period of the cherry. As You Like Them 

boiled lime-sulphur 8-8-50 (8 Ibs. This will destroy the greater por- Folding. ‘Berty Boxes “of wood Patent 

lime and 8 Ibs. sulphur in 50 gals.), tion of the spores or “seeds”? of | that eva satsaction, Merry box ane 
“atomic sulphur,’’ 5-50 (5 Ibs. in the fungus. . . In stock 16 quart ates all ade up 

50 gals.), and ‘‘barium sulphur’’, “2. Spray with Bordeaux mix- hiueberties, "No. order too. small or too 

3-50 (3 Ibs. in 50 gals.). Self-boil- 7, 3-30-50, or 44-50, or lime- | feiding hoses an erates Ink. Drom 
ed lime-sulphur, ‘‘atomie — sul- sulphur, 1-40 or 1-80: (1) when handling fruits and we aim te do our 

phur’’, and “‘barium — sulphur’”’ ponte tet he two ie ante pee A postal Erihte our oriee ten? 
: , . Seas -_ half weeks later, and (3) just af- 

aoe “Giordano ter the fruit is picked. Arsenate Cominco Fruit Package 

1-30, controlled the disease satis- of lead (powder, ¥4 to 1 Ib. or ompany 
factorily (about equally well), paste 1-2 to 2 lbs. in, 50 gals.) is Dept. D, Cumberland, Wis. 

though not quite so thoroughly as added in each application for in- 

Bordeaux. At the end of the sea- sect control. In the case of lime- 
son, however, the foliage on the sulphur, omission of the arsenate buy what few apples they need 

lime-sulphur plat was quite as of lead appears to lessen the value cheaper than they can be grown at 

good. aan the Bordeaux sprayed of the spray for leaf spot control. home. 

trees, due to the fact that some The applications should be very There are many reasons why 

Bordeaux injury appeared in the thorough, especially in the case of most of the small orchards do not 

latter part of the season, whereas lime-sulphur, and care should be pay. Many timesia: poor selection 
practically no. injury resulted from taken to cover the wnder as well as of varieties is the reason. An over 

the lime-sulphur. Lime sulphur is the upper surfaces of the leaves. supply of ie sorts supplies 

a distinetly weaker fungicide than If the dead leaves are very thor- plenty of cider and pig feed but 

Bordeaux, and to control cherry oughly turned under before the not much profit. The surplus 

leaf spot successfully under Wis. blooming period, it is likely that should be turned into cash. The 

consin. ‘conditions, it must) be ap: the first treatment may profitably home orchard should be planted to 

plied very thoroughly and at the he delayed until several days or a varie ues that will, as nearly a 
right time. Also lime-sulphur with week after the petals are off, in or- possible, supply the family with 
arsenate of lead appears to be a der that more foliage may be fresh fruit the greater part of the 

stronger fungicide than lime-sul- covered. year. 
phur alone. These facts may ac- The mest common cause for lack 

connt in @ large part for the con- of profit is the common neglect 

flicting results of growers who used Making the Home Orchard Pay Its one trees are Rot properly pruned 
lime-sulphur last. year. Way if pruned at all, and the ground is 

“These results indicate that Victor Felter, Lowa. not cultivated. Spraying, the 

lime-sulphur is worthy of further , host important of all, is not prac: 
trials, particularly in connection The home orchard has fallen into ticed except in the larger commer- 
with early clean culture. dis-regard and dis-repute on the ial orchard. 

. average corn belt farm. The small The apple crop in Towa for 1910 
RECOMMENDS SANITATION AN orchard ig usually as unsightly as Was estimated to be only 32% of a 

SPRAYING it is unprofitable. Many a farmer full crop, yet I made a net profit 

“Final recommendations will argues that he can grow corn and of $448.83 on one acre of apple
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trees on the new farm recently pur- 20 Ib. baskets. These early Sj 

chased near Des Moines. The varieties were followed — by 

method employed was so simple Early Jce, Maiden Blush, Snow. JE W ELL 

that it is really worth telling. Rambo, Grimes Golden, Pewaukee, MINNESOTA 

The trees were uneven in size Jonathan, Ben Davis, Mo. Pippin, N 

but most of them were about fifteen Willow Twig, and Red Romanite. GRO W 

years old and had been neglected The first apple sauce was ripe the Nursery Stock 

like they often are. There was a latter part of June and some of 

good heavy blue-grass sod and the the longer keepers will still be on Complete a5 0 vt i 
live stock that had eaten the grass hand next May or possibly in June. ment of Fruit ant 

A . . Ornamental stoek in 
had broken many limbs off. The Every one of the ninety six trees all varieties suited 
trees had not been pruned except — ore enough fruit so that the tree to northern culture. 
to cut off some of the broken lower could be identified by its produce, A specialty of Hardy 
limbs. ™ Weer ne Shade Trees, Wind- The Jonathan, Grimes and Ben I , 7 

> : . ‘ : 3 oreak Stock, Ever- 
Pruning was done in March and Davis hore very full crops which greens (Coniferous), 

April, while other work was not brought splendid prices. Some of Deciduous Shrubs, 
pressing. A good many of the the choicest brought $2.00 per Apples and Native 
taller limbs were cut back toa good bushel box. A total of $465.83 has Plums. 
sized side limb. Other limbs were been received from fruit sold from AGENTS WANTED 
removed where they were too thick this acre. The spraying cost. $8.00, ee 
or were growing across each other. baskets, $9.00, leaving a net profit T 
The limbs were cut off very close of $448.83. Apples used and on he Jewell Nursery 
to the larger limb or trunk, so that hand for family use will easily pay Company 
they would grow over more rapid- the interest on the two hundred Lake City, Minnesota 
ly. dollar land, labor of harvesting eee 

A coat of barn yard manure was and marketing the entire crop. 

plowed under early in April. The The writer is not familiar enough 
ground was diseed or harrowed fre- with Wisconsin conditions to make 
quently all summer and no crop recommendations as to varieties “We have a Fine Lot 

ie hetween the rows of trees. It is usually safe to stiek pretty of Plants for the 
thorough job of spraying was closely to standard sorts and let Garden” 

done when most of the petals had the other fellow do the experiment- 
fallen and a second spray given jing, SEND FOR LIST 
two weeks later. A third spray in —— 
June would have been beneficial [SSS 
but was not applied. Two and J.E. MATHEWSON 
one-half Ibs. of lead arsenate and STRAWBERRY PLANTS SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 
114 gal. imex > 4 . 

+ gal of lime-sulphur solution 100,000 choice Strawberry rane: 
'o each 50 gal. of water was the 5 ; . Plants. Also Red and Blaek 
formula used both times. The 

] . : . Raspberry. Asparagus and . 
cad-arsenate is a strong insecticide See eee ee einen enna . 5 3 me Rhubarb Roots. ind its chief mission is to destroy hi S k 
the coddling moth, or commor These plants will not be Qua ity toc 

i i : lug more than twenty-four Strawberries ao The lime sulphur is ears before shipping. All Native Plum Small Fruits 
a fugicide and combats the apple Apple ‘ing stock guaranteed. Hot bed NSIN OwN 
seab very successfully. Jants: in seas Write for WISCO GR 

Eighty dollars worth of Plants: In Season. ‘or Wisconsin Planters. Read 
ghty dollars worth of summer prices. our Price List before you 

apples were sold, the Red Astra- —— buy, and save money. 
ae and Duchess being the fist to Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm 62nd Year 
1 

2 a ollowed closely by Sweet Oshkosh, Wisconsin Kellogg s Nurseries 
June and Cole’s Quince. These Box 77, Janesville, Wis. 
Were taken to the store in —————————————————————— AIR
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High Priced Raspberry Plants orchard I find about the same tion the legs automatically adjust 

conditi i y th 1 by pushi the band ‘A Litils incident came to obsarv- conditions prevail. The nursery hemse ves by pushing the ban 

es agent knowing nothing of fruit link on the cross rod enough to 
ance a few days ago which is only i" a; . 7 . 

f th ‘ay whieh somes + growing advising the setting of a shorten the leg on the high side and 

“ Gam i os Soe rem comes 0 lot of novelties and untried varie- let the leg down on the low side, so 

e srom tame to ° ‘ « ties at an exorbitant price which that the ladder automatically ad- 
A friend came to me with a bill. : z 

in nearly every case proves worth-  justs itself to level ground, bumps. 
for nursery stock that he had or- . : . ’ : less. holes or side hill and locks by slid 
dered of a nursery agent asking . ‘ 

we, . I do not object to selling novel- —__/f-—|__ 
my opinion in regard to the varie- .. : a eS al aed 

. . ay iren ties and untried varieties if they are 
ties, prices, ete. This bill is as fol- = = : sold as such but to sell and recom- Ta [rm 
lows: mend these in place of good stand- fi il 

18 Blowers Blackberry plants : we teas te aes a 
. ard varieties (which is being done 

107 Rathbun Blackberry plants we eg. a 
all over the country) I think it is 

75 Gregg blackeap : 
. . almost equal to a crime. 
50 St. Regis red raspberry ‘ 7 TE _ Usually the nursery agent is so =(oit [fo 

bigoted that it is a waste of time a i 
250 total. Price $11.25. to try to advise him. a p 

. Henry Blackman. 
I might have overlooked the ex- 

orbitant price charged for this L__| 

stock if it had not been for the fact Something New to Meet Ladder | | 
that most of the varieties recom- Difficulties |_| 

mended by the agent are not reli- GHT a | 

able and prove a disappointment Hs he: “OWES |_| 

to say the least. My experience The writer has tried many things | | 

with the Rathbun blackberry is to meet the loss of time adjusting re 

that it has proved a failure here in ladders to uneven ground, and to |_| 

Wisconsin and from most of the prevent pickers from knocking | | 
fruit growers I gather they have down apples putting ladders up eR 
had about the same experience. into the trees, and has met the dif- LS 

The Blowers is a better variety ficulty by inventing a ladder with i | 

but I would not prefer it to the adjustible legs pivoted to clips that i N 
Eldorado, Stone’s Hardy or Anci- are pivoted to a band link which bs ON 

ent Briton as it is not as hardy swings up and down and also slides \ 
and more difficult to handle than back and forth on a cross rod be- : ( 
the above named standards. tween the sides of the ladder. ing the leg. holders down the ad 

The Gregg blackeap is not a suc- The general plan of the link. justible legs. : : 

cess here. Plum Farmer, Cumber- clips and mounting is shown in the A back view is shown of an ordi 
land or the Columbia Purple Cap I upper drawing. A back view— ary straight ladder. For shor: 
find are far more profitable anc elevation—is shown in the middle ladders—ten or twelve feet—a 
reliable. drawing. The adjustible legs may third leg is added. . It contributes 

The St. Regis was the only varie- be spread as widely at the bottom to safety and saves its cost in tim: 
ty I could recommend in the list as desired to brace the ladder, and and fruit in a few days use. The 

and I advised two varieties of red are held by passing through a link views are frem part of paten: 

aspberries instead of one, St. pivoted to a cross bar attached to drawings. 

Regis and King. the base of the ladder. The band 

My opinion was that $5.00 would _ link on the cross rod swings so that 

buy direct this same stock from when the ladder is lifted the legs The hardy gaillardia is amon: 

most any of the nurserymen adver- drop enough to loosen the legs in the best perennials to furnish cu‘ 

tising in WISCONSIN HORTI- the links on the cross bar, when flowers. It blooms well about th: 

CULTURE. the ladder is set on the adjustible last of June and the flowers stan 

Now in regard to the farm legs and raised to a vertical posi- up well.
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Report of Delegate to at most, three papers are presented vegetables was shown in connection 

Northern Ilinois during a session, permitting a large with the convention, the apple show 

The Fiftieth Annual Convention amount of time for questions and comprising Northwestern Greening, 

of the Horticultural Society of discussion but of necessity narrow- Salome, Senator, Delicious, Black 

Northern Illinois was held at ing the range and variety of the Ben, Ben Davis, Winter Banana, 

Princeton, Ill, December 5th and program. King David and others. The larg- 

6th, 1916, under as_ favorable Vice-President Bryant is known er part of the exhibit came from 
weather conditions as could be to most of our clier members and the farms in the immediate vi- 
imagined. The attendance, while President Brayton will be remem- cinity, rather than from the large 
not large, was of the class which bered as the genial Illinois delegate commercial orchards, and while 

represents large interests, several at our last cenvention. He did all comparatively free from defects. 

of those present owning orchards in his power to make pleasant the nevertheless showed some signs of 

of one hundred acres and over. stay of the various delegates from  cureulio and other blemishes. 
Their arrangement of program dif- the cther states. A very enjoyable interlude to 
fers from ours in that but two or A good exhibit of fruits and the regular program was furnished 

WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE by the citizens of Princeton, who 

ok the visitors ¢ ‘legates for A WISCONSIN MAGAZINE published by the WISCONSIN {01% tt visors aud celegiies lot 
STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY containing each month eee eee cavers 
articles on fruit, flower and vegetable growing written by WIS- the ‘surroundingcountry: % everal 
CONSIN growers for WISCONSIN conditions. miles of the new state conerete 

WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE is not published for the pur- roads were traversed. A stop was 

pose of making money but exclusively for the benefit of members made at the L. R. Bryant home 
of the STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. and the cider press, cider vats, 

It is better,—for WISCONSIN people, than any other horticult- vinegar vats and barrels were in- 
ural paper published. It tells the best varieties to plant in WIS- speeted. 
CONSIN, the best methods of cultivation for WISCONSIN. It’s The Progressive League of 
5 paper nee the home gardener and fruit! grower as well as for the Princeton tendered a banquet to 

«WE ANSWER QUESTIONS” ix the: dlogan vf the.Bocisty,  “M* Somventionisis, Thomday exe- 
Every question answered, first by personal letter and then in the n ng, thus completing in.a most a 
paper. lightful manner, the two days semi- 

Every dollar received for fees (subscriptions) and advertising centennial of the Ncrthern Illinois 

is put into the paper.. Horticultural Society. 

Honest dealers advertise in WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE Independently of Wisconsin 
and only that kind. The other kind cannot buy space. Michigan has worked out in similar 

The price, 50 cents, includes membership in the STATE HOR- manner and to similar conclusions 
neh dalle Bilt cane foes the life history and control methods 

: ays for two years. ‘ f potato blight 
Send Fifty Cents, coin, money order or check to Frederic Crane- ° ares as oints of interest 

field, Secretary, Madison, Wis., and get a receipt for Annual Mem- hi . iB ° pom . meres 
bership and Subscription to WISCONSIN HORTICULTURE for “ih cropped out at the conven- 
one full year. tion were the following: 

A DOLLAR BILL PAYS FOR TWO YEARS (Continued on page 94). 

VPRUUUUUUCUUUUUURRUUUUURUERTUU0000000
000000000000001- 

1 UU000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

! Is This Paper Worth Twenty-Five Cents A Year To You? i 

Is Membership in the State Horticultural Society Worth Twenty-Five ? 
Cents a Year? 

It will cost you just Fifty Cents a Year for both; neither is sold separate. 
A cloth bound copy of the Annual Report is also sent Free to every member. 
You may also ask questions, which will be answered by personal letter. ¢ 

i What more do you want for that Half Dollar? 
: Send It to the Secretary at Madison or hand it td Pres. Rasmussen or Mr. Bingham at the Institute. 

an is Rn stAnninariauassaians shat OMNI ramneinad
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Si i 

AnAttractive Home Means 

' Contentment 

my Keep the children at home by making 

ue at i them proud of it. The most effective 

and economical way to do this, is to 

sn beautify the lawn. Careful arrange- 

ment and good plants are essential. Our 

hal Landscape Department has specialized 

in this work, is familiar with Wiscon- 

Se é 5 sin conditions, and has probably the 

rs Beh ike ge largest assortment of choice nursery 

stock in the state to select from. 

° 
White Elm Nursery Co. 

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

The KickapooValley A LARGE STOCK OF 

WISCONSIN'S 
. 

FAVORED FRUIT. DISTRICT Apple, Cherry and Plum Trees, Grape Vines, 
Gur Specially: Pisalugianaae- Blackberry and Raspberry Plants, 
veloping orchards for non-resi- ett and Strawberry Plants 
A few choice tracts for sale. If 

interested, write us. Both Everbearing and common varieties 

% ~ And a general line of ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS and ROSES. 
The Kickapoo Development Co. All stock clean and thrifty, the best that can be grown in Wisconsin. 

Gays Mills, Wis. 

GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY 
Report of Delegate to P ‘ co. 2 

Write for catalog and prices Baraboo, Wis. 
Northern Ilinois 

. Continued from page 93). 

The Mlinois orchards are planted III III DIDI DDL DDD SARA 

much farther apart—30 to 40 feet H 

—than here in Wisconsin, and seem HARDY PERENNIALS AND PANSIES 

to be longer lived. Grows for { 
& Nurserymen Florists f 

In spite of the fact that they can Landscape Planters Gardeners i 

raise the domesticas it seemed to Send us your want list for prices. Questions gladly answered. 

be the general opinion that the WILLIAM TOOLE & SON 

Wyant and Terry were better (Garry-nee-Dule) BARABOO, WIS. 

market plums as well as the Sure "A3=3==—==3525255595999999999992999999 9999S 

prise and some others. \ i ikon ; iol . 1 
An investigation of the apple Steps have been taken to secure pests and ‘BP ant diseases. If don 

scab in Illinois leads to the conclu- the passage of legislation, whereby this ee an to nave a far _ 

sion that the destruction of the the owners of all Illinois orchard; '"& © ect upon Tlinois Hortien' 
leaves i feasible but that i . ture. 
eaves is not feasible but that its shall be obliged to spray them, and C. te, Richara 

prevention, is by spraying, prefer- to use other recognized means of Et 
ably with the lime sulphur solution. ‘ zg . Delegate. 

preventing or restricting insect Buy from our advertisers.
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One of the many [ 

homes our Landscape a. i : | 

Department has : a Re? 4 
: __ eee nas 2 fel 

helped to make at- My it sai au a A | 

tractive. Os - 4 oe ae 
% 3 

We are now ready |ijumed oy 
to help you make “¥ . ’ 
your place a Beauty me eed | 

Spot. Mis cela j Py 

A booklet showing places | | ‘ 

we have planned and planted . 

is free. 

You want the best varie- 

ties when planting your 

Orchard, Home Grounds or 

Fruit Garden. Our eata- ness — 

logue tells you about them. Be oe Heats ered 

The Goe, Converse & Edwards Go., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

ee RK 

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 
NTT 

Lime Sulphur 

Arsenate of Lead 
Dry and Paste Form 

\ , _— ; 
Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution 

i ° 

Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 

774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION 

YOR oooQoEQoQoQoQoQaoOQoQoQooooOoOoOoOrooooo eam
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. ace : on 2 7 

How to Grow Good Fruit | 
for Your Table or Market 

The farsighted, thoughtful man plans ahead and finds out 
what are the best varieties for his locality; how to choose | 

° 
a good tree to start with; how, when and where to plant; 
how to prune, care for and cultivate. All these facts are 

° ° ° 
told clearly and concisely in our reliable books. 

Wm. P. Stark’s 1917 “Inside Facts of Profitable 
Catalog Free Fruit Growing’’ F 

It cells you how to choose the best varictics for It tells how to plant, prune, spray, cultivate, dyna- 
your section, how to know good trecs; the right mite, fertilize; how to pay for the orchard with 
age and size to plant; what distance apart, number fillers, etc. 88 pages. Many pictures, drawings, 
to acre, ripening dates, etc.; why the best invest- diagrams. Contains no advertising. Sent tree 

ment is in healthy, vigorous trees with heavy roots with orders of $2.00 or more. Price 10c. Money 
and trained tops; why we can and do grow such refunded, if not satisfied. | Worth its weight in § 
first-class trees which beat younger and thrive gold.’’ ‘I saved those two trees just from reading 

everywhere any of its kind will grow. your book.’’ 

Choice Apples for Wisconsin Growers 
M Our Ozark Mountain grown hardy trees have unusually heavy, wide-spreading roots. We grow one 

and two year apple trees only. We offer such tested, dependable varieties as Delicious, Duchess, Dudley, ff 
Gravenstein, Livland, Raspberry, McIntosh, Red Astrachan, Wealthy, Yellow Transparent. 

“The trees purchased from you arrived in first- ‘“We were very much pleased with the nursery 
class condition, and were all fine trees.’’—O. E. stock received from you last spring, <.ll of which | 
Westerfield, Port Atkinson, Wisconsin. did well.’’—Vance Bros., Lima Center, Wisconsin. 

Send Coupon for This . Send 10c for This 

Book—Free, No Agents—We Sell Dire:t From Nursery Only Helpful Book | 
— fear 

i a | We thus avoid such causes for dissatisfaction as wrong : Lo 
Ne 74 advice, mixing labels, delays in delivery and indirect responsi- » INsipg oR ti pe . t fA oY bility. We help you both before and after you buy our trees. / Bowes at 

. yy a av To secure reliable information, high quality and safe delivery i Ur HOE fe 
Bo | at reasonable prices, buy direct from our free catalog. [ # re 

| Saeansrant fi ie TE 
eAQuAnANte. | Send coupon below with 10c for these valuable books | {. a= | ff 

Oa e [| - 
eae | Wm. P. Stark Nurseries /(,, /f | 

i oo. ° Wy, Soe eC 
a ee Sz U i oe Hi 

TT Fo Wan P Stark Nanvorice,Box *¥ StakGity,Mo. [>] Delicious) Ghesniea )CaapesCO 
qPSTag, Please send me your new catalog free. T enclose im O Apple [] Cherries [_] Crapes tH 

nSmemes for your “Inside Facts of Profitable Fruit Growing.” I Dudle: il ‘Stock GMa am interested in the following number of trees and O year (] Plums [_] Bush Fruits # 
Swannasres® oe so ' 

“nar EP Nam ia, cng Say agjaimterns ake, LL] Apples [1] Pears [] Resseend 
= alow: t
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American Linden or Basswood, Tilia Americana, one of the choicest of street trees for this climate. It is equalled only by two others, 
the White Elm and Norway Maple, and excelled by none.
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A Village Fair precedence over the eternal ‘‘heat-  ‘‘community spirit’. Why, you 

MRS, GEO. MOORE, EAST MILWAUKEE. ing question.”’ just see it grow! 

When the East Milwaukee Civie On February 11th and 12th we One of the best things we did at 
Association wes considering how it held « Community Institute, the Institute, was.to have a ‘‘Com- 

might best serve the Community, 1 through the kindness of the Ex. ™unity Cafeteria’? in a near-by 
was suzgested that a ‘‘ Village tension Department of the Uni- church. It seemed necessary, in 

Fair’? was one of the ways in versity of Wisconsin, and of the orcer to have everybody’s husband 

whieh a community spirit) might Horticultural Society. The latter" hand in time for the lectures, to 

he seve We hal had a very generously sent Messrs. Rasmussen Sehve pees’ and out of sue need, 

happy Christmas and were eager, ' 6 : fo ape gtew a really indispensable part 

to "tallow up the impression swale and pee eee ol of our Institute. a was an ss a | glad to place a large share of the . 
at that time. We read’with inter- respensibility of the suecess of our azed by a host of women who ied 

est of ‘‘flower shows’’, ‘‘fruit plans, , never worked together before 

shows’’, and all sorts of ‘‘shows’’, The reject was officially Many had never even seen each 

and we felt| that we too, could launched With tiie followins ay other, but they made a suecess of 

make a contribution t> the great ae ‘High GRweaFO 1 0 it and paid the expenses of the [n- 

movement of ‘‘getting together in i unesment, ware) appeared’ Upon stitute. Tho greatest result, how- 

the interest cf all that helps the um mee . . ever, was the good-fellowship that 

cause of democracy.’’ Does this “The Institute is the first step developed in the kitchen and at the 
seem a very ambitious ideal for a towards a “VILLAGE PATR’. antes You can’t help speakine 

village fair? [am very sure that “This will he hell carly in fall, tg your neighbor when you are 
in the early stages we did not con Md amateur earderers will have standing in Ene with him, with a 

sciously formulate so large a pro- “an opportunity to exhibit their tray under your arm, or sitting op- 

gram. Organized in the right cabhages, turnips, ete. the women, posite to him at a small table. 

spirit for the common welfare, “their baking and canning, and ‘pyose who couldn’t be on hand to 

those enterprising men who called children their s*hool work, and share the kitchen fun, in their own 
us together, we who responded, did vegetables and flowers from their homes coneseted the mcst beauti- 
build a society that has within @rdens,”” together with announce- fy) baked beans from famous fam 
itself such a possibility. It is an ments of lectures, which crowded ily reeipes, until a bushel of beans 

example of what the coming  to- the days with information and in avd many formulas, were trans 

gether of ordinary folk may mean SpIretion: This prelude is to make formed into savory dishes that 

The individual ineffectual, united |! Clear that the Fair of Septem- stood on the tables and relieved 
in purpose with his kind, mighty. ber 9th and 10th did not spring the anxiety lest some one go hun 
So much energy goes astray for Mt? being fully equipped, but the ay. Indeed they were so numer 
the lack of co-operation in dis- outgrowth of menths of prepara- ons that the thrifty cooks bough: 

tricts where one’s next door neigh-  40"- T think I have never seen’ them for the Sunday night lunc! 
bor ig a stranger. Does it seem too °° much includ:d in two short that nothing should go to wast: 

much to hope that as people group days. When I Picked up the pro- ‘They live in memory and bring : 
themselves more and more, as they “T#M among the exhibits at the smile, to this day. The lecture 
are doing in country and suburban State Fair, T had a little thrill of were preceded by ‘‘Communit, 
centers, they will come to feel pride that we had really carried it Singing’? snd Prof. Dykema as 

themselves united in a common through. sured us we were a ‘‘very music 

cause. But if we learned how to plant company’’, but then, as everybod, 

There still remained an unoe- a ‘‘show’’ carrot—and by the way ‘knows, he can make even the tun 

cupied strip with waving corn- —the Chairman of the Fair, upon less sing. We ought to have o 

fields to isolate us from the city being congratulated upon the ganized a Choral Sccicty. We wil 

and its stifling mass. This was our ‘‘blue ribbon’’ attached to his car- some day, but we did form Hom: 

chance to develop a community rots, confessed that he had fol- Economics end Garden>rs’ Clubs. 

consciousness. For a whole year lowed Mr. Rasmvssen’s directions Mr. Rasmussen and Mr, Cran - 

“‘the fair’’ was the objective point exactly. -We did not learn only field came again and our plais 

toward which we all worked. At how to plant, but, better still, we went on. Incidentally, we learn: | 

first it was just one of the topics learned to know cur neighbors and some ‘‘cellar gardening’’, Thea 

of conversation, sometimes taking to cooperate with them and the (Continued on Page 106)
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An Apple Packing and Grading variety, which are weil grown spee- See. 2. In the interpretation of 

Bill. imens, normal in shape, uniform this Act a toleranee of 5 per een- 

Delegates from eight states met — in size, of good color for the vari- tum below the standard shall be al- 

at St. Louis Jan. 26th to agree, if ety, and whieh are free from dirt, lowed in) the Standard Faney 

possible, cn a uniform bill regulat- insect injury, fungous disease, grade, 10 per centum in the Stand- 

ing the packing and grading of ap-— }ypuises and other defects, exeepi, ard A grade, and 1) per eentum in 

ples. The following measure drawn gach as are necessarily caused in the Standard Bo grade; provided 

hy W. M. Scott of the Federal Bu- the operation of packing. “‘Uni- that not more than half the fore- 

reau of Markets was approved by — form in Size’? shall be construed going tolerance values shall be al- 
every member of the conference. tg mean that apples contained in lowed on any single grade specifi- 

This bill has also been approved by — any one package shall not vary in cation or defect. Such telerance 

the Board of Managers of this So- Ge more than one-half inch in di- shall apply to size, eclor, and other 
ciety and introduced in the Senate — ameter, crade specifications and shall be 

of Wisvonsin by Senator C. E. Second: ** Wisconsin Standard computed by counting or weighing 

Kverett. A’ shall consist. of hand-picked) the specimens whieh are judged to 

Standardization is essential to properly packed apples of one va be below the standard for the grade 

the successful conduct of any busi- riety, which are well grown specis in any respect, and those whieh are 

ness, fruit growing no less than the jens, normal in shape, of not less found to be smaller than the min 

making of machinery. Congress than fifty per centum of good color imum size marked on the package. 

thru the Bureau of Mark-ts has for the variety, and which are cified in this Act, the apples. in- 

fixed standards for barley and practically free from dirt, insect. cluded in the face or shown sur- 

corn and will extend this to other injury, fungous disease, bruises package: 

erains. and other defects, except such as See. 3. In all of the grades spe- 

We must have some fixed stand: are necessarily caused in the oper-— face shall fairly represent the size 

ards for apples if we ever hope to ation of packing. and quality of the apples in the 

establish a reputation for Wiscon Third: ‘Wisconsin Standard Sec. 4. Every closed package 

sin fruit. There are many perfect: 7 shall consist. of hand-picked — containing apples grown in the 
|, good arguments in favor of this properly packed apples of one va- State of Wisccnsin whieh is sold, 
hill, in fact it is rather difficulé to riety, which are well grown, and — offered or exposed for sale, packed 

see where there can be any serious practically free from insect injury — for sale, or shipped for sale, shall 

objection to it. The bill has been — ang fungous disease; provided that hear upon the outside of one end 
i troduced in several states and at. apples having healed over insesh in plain letters or figures, or both, 

tle recent mee’ing of the Eastern punetures, small seab or blotch in- the name and address of the per- 

Feuit Growers Association in feetions, fruit spots, or other de- son by whose authority the apples 
Washington a committee was ap fects which, taken singly or col- were packed, the true name of the 

pemted to take the measure to Jeetively, do not materially deform variety, the grade of the apples 

( ngress. or discolor the fruit or injure its therein contained when packed or 

Members who are interested jin keeping quality, snail he admitted — repaeked, and the minimum size or 
ths bill will be kept informed of {9 thig grade. the numerical count of the fruit in 

ils progress by the secretary on re- Fourth: ‘‘Wisconsin Unclassi- the package, provided that apples 

ast. fied’’ shall consist of apples which packed in boxes may be branded 

do not conform to the foregoing Extra Faney in lieu of Standard 
\\ ACT TO PIX STANDARDS FOR AP- — nocifieations of grade, or which Fancy; Faney in lieu of Standard 

ES WHEN PACKED IN CLOSED though conforming are not brand- A; ‘*(”’ in lieu of Standard B. If 

PACKAGES, AND FOR OTHER ed in accordance therewith; pro- the true name of the variety is not 

PUREOCES: vided, that if more than 10 per known to the packer or the person 

sve. 1. The standard grades for centum of the apples are badly de- hy whose authority the apples are 

aj oles grown in this State when formed or badly discolored by seab, — packed cr branded, then such vari- 

perked in closed packages shall be blotch, ‘insect injury or other de- ety shall be designated as ‘‘un- 

as follows: fects, the package containing them — known”’. Every package of ap- 

‘ist: “Wisconsin Standard shall be marked ‘‘Culls’’ in addi- ples which is repacked shall bear 

Finey”? shall consist of hand-pick- tion to the other marks or brands the name and address of the person 

ed. properly packed apples of one required by this Act. (Continued on Page 190)
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a stated in variations of one-half of 

an inch, as two inches, two and 

CRANB ERRY NOTES | one-half inches, three dnches, thre: 

and one-half inches, and so on, in 

accordance with the facts. Mini 

There will be no ‘‘Cranberry Mr. J. W. Fiteh was an ex- ™um sizes may be designated by 

notes’’ this month, nor ever again tremely likeable man, quiet but either figures or words and th: 
ord ‘mini ” , . 

any notes by ‘‘J. W. Fitch, Sec.’’ earnest in all his efforts and un- word “minimum”? may be desig 

For nearly two years newsy, selfish to a fault. The cranberry nated by une use of the abbrevia 

practical notes from the cranberry growers will now realize for the tion “min. ; 

district of Wisconsin were received first time how much was done for Sec. 7. It shall be unlawful fo 

at this office regularly. them by Mr. Fitch. It is no in- @PY person to pack for sale, ship 

A very small’ percentage of our significant task to provide copy for sale, offer or consign for sale. 

members grow cranberries or know for a full page, even so small a °F sell, in closed packages, any’ ap 

anything of cranberry culture but page as this one, every month of ples grown in this State which are 

a surprising number of members the year, and yet that is merely not graded, packed and marked oy 

have read the cranberry page from one of the things J. W. Fitch did branded. m accordance with ‘the 
month to month. Just as the edi- for the cranberry growers, and provisions of this Act and the ree 

tor was preparing to turn in copy like his work as secretary, done Wations made hereunder, or closed 
for the March number the follow- without pay or any expectation of packages of apples: bearing ane 
anal letter Waal weceved reward. false statement, design, or device 

“Rive destroyed the home of J. F.C. regarding such apples within the 

. ~ ee eae . SeEnETnen earner meaning of this Act. 
W. Fitch and his invalid father 5 

. See. 8. Any person who violates 
W. H. Fitch at Cranmoor on Sat- AN ACT TO FIX STANDARDS FOR AP- ae f 

: . any of the provisions of this Act. 
urday night. Both of these parties PLES WHEN PACKED IN CLOSED : . 

5 2 or of the regulations promulgated 
have been Secretaries of the Wis- PACKAGES, AND FOR OTHER . 

5 hereunder, shall be deemed guilty 
consin State Cranberry Growers PURPOSES. . 
A . tio fi r th ast 25 cane of a misdemeanor, and upon con- 

erie amiaaal same Aire (Continued from Page 99) viction thereof, shall be punished 
and I believe you are acquainted . ty a Ss 

th both Th tion in trvi by whose authority it is repacked. by a fine of not more than fifty 
; ; vote 
me #0 ea ii i oie peal tyINS The letters and figures used in dollars for the first offense and not 

o extinguis! the fire and.also Tes- marking or branding closed pack- more than one hundred dollars for 
cuing the household goods kept = 
i . Ww. Fi t ° 1 a h PY ages of apples under the provisions each subsequent offense; provided. 

k rd Mi 4 Be as veued of this Act shall be of a size not that no person shall be prosecuted 

the” oe 1 aie ae oa less than twenty-four point Gothic. under this Act who can establish 

" t ae eal als f € id See. 5. The marks and brands — by satisfactory evidence that 10 
rom # “oh emical fire ae ~ prescribed in this Act may be ac- part of the packing or branding »f 

er to suc d an extent that f SS companied by any additional the apples concerned was done ly 

ones ae abo ‘hee or ita marks or brands which are not in- him or under his authority ai 

ed ater and i J. la itch consistent with or do not in any that he had no knowledge tht 

ied about twenty Ours ater way obseure the marks and brands they were not packed and brand: d 

W. H. Fitch, the invalid, died required by this Act. Apples in accordance with said provisio \s 

about twelve hours after the fire, packed and branded in accordance and said regulations. 

but evidently from excitement with the United States Apple See. 9. The provisions of tl is 
caused by his being moved about Grading Law approved August act shall not apply to apples 1 

as he was very feeble. third, nineteen hundred and_ closed packages which are he |. 

The bodies of the two Mr. Fitch’s twelve, shall be exempt from the stored or shipped to storage wit!- 
will be shipped to Madison Tues- provisions of this Act. in the state, until the game «re 

day afternoon and will be buried See. 6. The minimum size of the packed for sale, offered or cvn- 

at the Madison cemetery Wednes- fruit in a!l grades, shall be deter- signed for sale, or shipped for si'¢. 

day forenoon. There will, how- mined by taking the transverse di- See. 10. The word ‘‘perso::” 

ever, be no services at Madison. ameter of the smallest fruit in the as used herein shall be construed to 

O. G. Malde. packages. Minimum sizes shall be include individuals, corporatious,
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partnerships and associations. Delegates Present at Conference Fred. Cranefield, Madison, Wis., 

The act, omission or failure of to Consider Proposed Legis- See. Wis. Hort. Society. 

any official or employee of any lation Regarding Grading R. A. Simpson, Vincennes, Ind. 

person, when such official or em- stele gM La, W. C. Reed, Vincennes, Ind. 

ployee is acting within the scope Mo., Jan 25-26, "1917. : Hon. B. F. Stuart, Rushville, 

of his employment or office, shall, . . Mo., Mo. State Hort. Society. 

in every ease, be deemed also the ; Hon:.H; N. Dunlap, RAYON: Ul, H. C. Irish, St. Louis, Mo., See. 

act, omission or failure of the per- I res. National Apple Growers. National Apple Gro. 

son, as well as of the official or em- IIL. State Hort. Society. . Prof. W. I. Lawrence, Colum- 

ployee. The words ‘‘closed pack- J Ww. Stanton, Richview, Il, bia, Mo., Mo. College of Agri. 

age’’ shall mean a box, barrel or Waited enring, Centralia, HU: F. A. Weber, St. Louis, Mo. 
2 2 W. M. Seott, Washington, D. C., , , 

other package, the contents of Bureau of Markets, U.S. Dept. of J. T. Stinson, St Louis, Mo. 
which cannot be easily inspected Apri. W. L. English, A. P. Boles, 

when such package is closed. KB. IH. Favor, St. Joseph, Mo, ©. B. Michelson, W. W. Wood- 
See. 11. The enforcement of Editor, The Fruit Grower, Mo. en, Dept. of Development, Frisco 

this act shall be vested in the State Hort. Society. Lines. 

Dairy and Food Commission _ ae 

and its officers, employees and | 

agents are authorized to enter up- | 

on the premises of any person , | 

within this state for the purposes 2 | 

of inspecting packages of apples ral | 

and securing evidence of violation ; | 

of this act, and the said Dairy “ 

and Food Commission, is hereby : | 

authorized and empowered — to ? 

make, promulgate, and enforce ; ee 

such regulations as may be neces- oh 

sary for interpreting the grade ee a 

specifications prescribed in this ; : fo 

act, and for otherwise enforeing pa ‘5 

ity provisions; provided, however, eee 

tliat any grades or classes of apples ; 

pieked in closed packages, or any 
. : Is this your school? If it is, please take interest enough in your children, or other peo- 

r quirements for marking closed ple's children, to remedy some of the existing disgraceful conditions which ate obvious. If 
Lo it is not your school perhaps yours is as bad. Better investigate. 

) .ckages containing apples, 

nindatory as applying to inter- Laurenz Greene, Ames, Ia., Asst. Do not put too much dependence 

st.te commeree which may here- Chf. Pom., Ia. Agri. College, Ia. in the novelties offered by seads- 

a:er be established by the authori- State Hort. Society. men. Many of them :1e excellent. 

t. of the Congress of the Unite B. T. Stilwell, Kansas City, Mo., Some are no better than the com- 

S‘ates shall forthwith, as far as Kansas City Packer. mon grade. Better stick to an 

a) plicable, be established and pro- eae ai a doe ‘Ou aa established rain of sved until the 

milgated by the Dairy and Food ogers BH. G. Assn, Ozark BG. new one has shown its superiority. 

lercie as ‘the stheial grades Ass’n, Ark. State Hort. Society. 

a , D. E. Eicher, Springdale, Ark., wo 
clisses and marks for apples Ozark F. G. Ass’n, Springdale 

picked in closed packages in the ort. Society. When ordering seed for the gar- 

Stute of Wisconsin. U. T. Cox, Proctorville, Ohio, den try some vegetables you have 

lhe bill introduced is substan- Ohio State Hort. Society. not used before. Salsify, swiss 

tially as above, although it may O. F. Whitney, Topeka, Kas., chard, and endive are good sorts 
Vary in slight particulars. Kas. State Hort. Society. to try.
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Some Things Wisconsin Horti- successfully ‘any commodity, you a great many people put the bes 

culture Needs. have to have a commodity which on top. TF am not criticising put 

By Professor J. G. Moore the market wants and I do not ting the good fruit on top, at leas 

(At Annual Convention) care how many organizations you put as good on top as you put i 

The first thing Wisconsin hor- have, how fine your system of the center. What I am criticisin 

ticulture needs is better fruit. marketing is, if you do not have — is filling in the center with cull 

We have been saying for some the commodity desired, you will JT do not need to tell any of yo 
little time that Wisconsin can pro- not have a market, at least you who have watched the markets tha! 

duce good fruit. At every con- will not have one very long. I this is done, and that it is don: 

vention, we hear it said, ‘“‘Wiscon- aye said that the first thing that by; men who are growing fruit. in 

sin ean produce good fruit.”” Do  wigeonsin horticulture needs is Wisconsin. We know it is bein: 

you suppose that if you were to jetter fruit. I do not mean to in. done in Michigan, I have hear 

ask the people who have been buy- — sinuate that there is no good fruit other people say so. [ have hear! 
mg Wisconsin apples on the Mad- produced in Wisconsin. There if said in our conventions about 
ison market that they would aye a number of men in Wisconsin «New York growers, but IT have not 

agree with that statement? They who are not producing good fruit, heard it said there about Wiscon 

would not, at least if they had and who are attempting to market sin growers. Wisconsin growers 

been nan ne kind of Wiscon- that kind of fruit. are doing it, however, not. the best 

market, for by suo menns could TH€ seeond thing whieh I think rowers Dut there are two mans 
such apples be classified as good Wisconsin horticulture needs is aad more honest ‘ 

fruit. Yet our people thoroughly more honesty. T have come to that ‘ . Sty. . 

believe that Wisconsin ean pro- point in my teaching, and T am Now, you say, what is the ue 

duce good fruit and I thoroughly Coming to it more and more when of talking to us about these things 

believe it, and because we produce | appear before the public, of say- WHEE ik The tae of Breadline 10 
so much poor fruit, I say the first 128 things straight from the people who are not practicing on 
thing Wisconsin horticulture shoulder, of saying what T think, tain things, telling them: this or 

needs is better fruit than the ma- and it is because T believe it that a is the thing “a doe You kn 
jority’ of Wisconsin. fruit pro- I say we need more honesty in it is very often said that the trou 

duced at the present time. Wisconsin horticulture. Of course, ble with the churches today is that 
We have heard a great deal that does not apply to any one the preaching is done to the folks 

about marketing fruit. I will here. It is the ‘fellow that is at that do not need it. The folks 

agree that marketing is a big home who should ke more honest, — that do need it stay at home. | 
problem, a very important prob- for generally speaking, the man am talking to people who do not 

lem, probably the most important who has a sufficient interest in hor- eed it. The people who need uM 

problem of fruit growing. At ticulture to attend conventions, are not here. But T am going ‘0 

least many people are inclined to has enough interest to be honest, ay i SORVARES YOU. that T 30) 
say that the marketing prcblem ist least, reasonably honest. Pcssi- justified in saying it to you. Is y 

the greatest problem we have in Ply Tam not using the right term, @re We to secure Chess “two “ths; 
horticulture today. We are criti- perhaps I should say he should — better fruit and greater honesty ‘1! 

cised more or less for spending our "Se better judgment and more dis- marketing? 

time in talking about how to pro. ¢Timination. That would be a lit- The first means of whieh I thi ik 

duce a crop. Certain people tell tle more pleasant, but I have not of aceomplishing this result is 

us, ‘‘You have told us how to pro- been able to bring myself to use  cducation. Education, but 
duce erops for years and you have @"Y other term for that method are we to educate? I will say fist 
not said a thing on marketing. which we see in practice so much that at least a part of the edu-a 

Now it is time to quit talking Of putting good apples on the top tion should fall upon two orga ti- 
about how to produce and tell us Ff the barrels and putting culls in zations. It shou!d fall upon ‘he 
how to market.’? But I want to the center, except the word ‘‘dis- State Horticultural Society anc it 

call your attention to one fact, honesty.”’ should fall upon the Departm nt 

namely, that the first factor in Now, why do we need more of Horticulture of tne Universi'y. 

marketing is to have something to honesty? We need honesty first That gets both Cranefield and !\)- 

market. If you expect to market because in the marketing of fruit, self. Education is the purpose of
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those organizations and most cer I confess that I believe that the those organizations and most cer- 

tainly education along these two greatest foree in educating men eommodity. Any man who is pro- 

lines, better fruit and more hon- who are selling fruit in Wisconsin ducing good fruit is obliged to 

esty in fruit marketing. We have from commercial orchards and market at the present time in ecom- 
heen at the job in a more ov Jess from home orchards, at any rate petition with the kind of fruit we 

enthusiastie manner. We possi- the semi-commercial orchard, isthe have been having on the Madison 

bly have accomplished something, individual fruit growers, because market, and you will find that the 

at least, I hope we have, for we the individual fruit growers can buyer is constantly pushing the 

have tried to, but I want to tell come in contact with the greatest price down. He is buying some- 

you that we will never have a very number of people. They can come thing he calls apples and as buyers 

appreciable increase in better fruit in contact with them in a way in have not differentiated between 
in Wisconsin, or a very great in- which the officials of the state de- cull stock and good stock to the 

erease in honesty with which it is partments, or even the officials of extent that they should, he buys 

put unon the market, if we Jeave co-operative associations cannot, at the lowest possible price in 

all this education to the State and I believe to a very great ex- order that he may make something 

Horticultural Society and the De- tent that whether we make im- on the deal after sustaining the 

partment of Horticulture of the provement or not in these matters losses which necessarily oceur in 

University. Why? Beeause it is depends upon individual eduea- handlingan inferior grade of fruit. 

a physical impossibility for those tion by example. We are trying The result is that the lower price 

two organizations, manned as they to teach this in our work in the paid for a poor grade has a de- 

are, to reach enough people. We demonstration orchards and I be- pressing effeet even on the good 

can do something, but we cannot lieve people learn more quickly by grade. A poor commodity tends to 

do it all. We will have to depend = c¢xample than in any other way. lessen demand and thus the man 

then on some other means of Did you ever stop to think that who puts such fruit on the market 

education if we are to accomplish a great deal of the produce we — lessens his chance of disposing of 

this result. market is marketed upon a wrong the erop and establishes a lower 

The second means that I think hypothesis. Did you ever stop to price for his commodity. 

of helping accomplish this result is question a man’s reason for at- The condition we have just cited 

our fruit growers’ associations. tempting to sell all the wormy, may be more or less temporary, 

Those that we have are doing much = seabby and gnarly fruit which he — but the injury the grower is doing 

to educate the people of their com- produces along with the good himself does not stop here. He is 

munities as to how to produce bet- fruit? T dare say you have and doing himself a permanent injury 

‘er fruit and how to pack hon- you have arrived at this conclu- by ruining his reputation for the 

vstly, and how to put the right sion, namely, the man does it be- production of a good grade of that 

sind of commodity upon the mar- cause he wants to get the greatest commodity. Why do you patron- 

ket in an honest manner. We possible returns from the crop he ize a certain tailor, or a certain 

hear very little complaint about produces. Well, let us consider it concern that manufactures a given 

fruit that ‘comes from these see- one step farther. Is the man who produet? Why do you buy a cer- 

bons of the state where we have practices the marketing of poor tain brand of goods? Because the 

| val co-operative associations. But fruit, or the man who practices manufacturer, or the man from 

it Wisconsin, where probably putting culls in the center of the whom you purchase it has estab- 

‘iree-fourths or more cf the fruit barrel, really working upon the lished a reputation for his com- 

‘iat reaches the local markets and right hypothesis to aeeomplish the modity. We buy most eommodi- 

‘) some extent the wholesale mar- result which he wants to oeeom- ties very largely on reputation. 

Lets, is produced in communities plish, namely, getting dollars and — Wruit, however, we buy largely on 

“here there is not enough com- cents? I believe if we follow such lack of reputation, becaus- there 

ereial orchardists for an organi- a practice to its conclusion, we — has been no reputation establist.ed 

ation, even if all these organiza- will find that he is doing just ex- So, a man, I care not whether he ts 

‘ions are ut the job educating the actly the opposite. Te is practic- going to market individually or co- 

‘eople as regards these things, we ing a method which will reduce im operatively, must establish a repu- 

“ill not even then sueeced if we the end the amount which he tation for good products if he ex- 

‘top at that point. would obtain, because first of all, (Continued on Page 108)
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: Guide, a pamphlet but recently is- table Gardening are classics in 

Wisconsin Horticulture sued, giving lists of fruits reeom- horticulture. To these add The 

Published monthly by the mended for culture in Wisconsin Principles of Plant Culture by 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society ith a few kinds marked as Goff and Art Out of Doors by Mrs. 

12 N, Carroll St. was i i i S yler Van Rensselear and you 
Official organ of the Society. adapted to his particular secu neg 4 Va 1 ° 1 th y —— f the s : s- have the nucleus and the essen- 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. of the state ; also & Copy of Wis iy cane cu . * 

Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. consin Horticulture containing tial part of a library on horticul- 

Entered as second-class matter May 13, advertisements of reliable nurs- ture. Around these may be built 
1912, at the postoffice at Madison, Wis- ‘ 
consin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. erymen, those who sell by catalog groups of books on special sub- 

Advertising rates made known on appli- o - “17: >. 
cation. and those who sell thru agents. jects, The Apple, Wilkinson; Pro- 

Wisconsi ——_—TT——= This with the added advice to go ductive Gardening, Sears; *Vege- 
isconsi tate Horticult i . . s in 8 sie crete Soc ety slow on novelties and highly ad- table Gardening, Greene; a man- 
Membership fee fifty cents, which in- . oe . 

cludes twenty-five cents subscription price -yertised new varieties is all that ual of garden practice, and dozens of Wisconsin Horticulture. Remit _ fifty : 5 ‘ 
cents to Frederic Cranefleld, Editor, Madi- any one can do for him or for any of others, but the heart of the 
son, Wis. er ee 5 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Or- one else. If with this informa- whole should be books on prin- 
der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if .. so : : 
wrapped or attached to a card, and pays tion he is ‘‘fleeced by the tree ciples, for the foundations must 
for two years. Personal checks accepted. spe : Mist ae 

agents’? it’s his own fault. be well laid. Principles of plant 

Postage’ stamps :not. accepted. ee growth and nurture are the same 
r 5 in Wisconsin as in California and 

OFFICERS, Of the Making of Books There is : ? A i 
N. a Rasmussen, Presidents <«« «Oshkosh No End are for all time. Cultural direc- 

. B. Bingham, Vice-President...... : sana Say Ca 6 year, ¢ 
pete e esse eeeeese sees Sturgeon Bay A member asks for a list of  0NS vary from year to year, al- 

L. G. Kellogg, Treasurer..........Ripon . . most from day to day 
¥. Cranefleld, Secretary.........Madison hooks ‘‘treating of horticulture . ay ay. 

a and suitable for Wisconsin.’’? The oo 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. axtham Tas ve 5 * N. A. Rasmussen. ............x-ofeio writer has books on horticulture A Specific Example, | 

. EB. Bingham................Ex-officio “hie 5 iv s is s nowl- L. G. Kelloggs... lllliiiiEcomere hich cost over five hundred dol It is now universally ae 0 

F. Cranefleld ................. Ex-officio Jars in addition to as many more edged that a fool and his money Ast Dist. A. Martini. ....../Lake Geneva 5: ‘i 2nd Dist., R. J. Coe.........Ft. Atkinson on allied subjects. Of these are soon parted. Not so the 3rd Dist., H. H. Morgan... ......Madison P : tas wi 4th Dist., Henry Wilke......./Milwaukee about a dozen have been studied, farmer and his orchard; it is with 5th Dist., G. V. Holsinger... . Wauwatosa : ; 6th Dist., H. C. Christensen.....Oshkosh a dozen more read often and one- him spring, summer and _ fall. 
7th Dist., Wm. Toole, Sr.........Baraboo . f it? sth Dist. 0. G. Malde.. “<< “Grand Rapids half of the remainder used ocea- . Does he take care of it? He does 

st., L. E. Birmingham St B : 
10th Dist, G.'L. Richardson... Sionally for reference. The re- not. A prosperous farmer of cen 
11th Dist), 3. Hauser. Chippewa, Halls maining portion, comprising at tral Wisconsin writes: 

least one hundred volumes, are I have an orchard of 8 acres 
BOARD OF MANAGERS. never opened, worthless for any and a neighbor has one of 31. 

N. A. Rasmussen Ken F. Cranefleld purpose whatever except junk. acres, all fair commercial varic- 
4 G. Kellogg ; ‘ : ‘ 

gp _ There are altogether too many ties. The trees are just right ag« 

poor books on horticulture and all for good bearing but are not de- 
Withou i . ; : ; 

t Money and Without too few good ones. ing anything at all practicall: 

. The first great horticultural for need of proper spraying an | 

“Tam especially anxious to re- book to appear in the last half care. 

ceive a report of the Horticultur- century was Peter Henderson’s We are both busy farmers ail 

al Society containing a list of Gardening for Profit, for Hender- have no time to do the work ou: 

fruits recommended for Wiscon- son was the first of 19th century selves even if we knew how. |! 

sin. I have been fleeced by tree writers on horticulture to teach have been thinking that perha): 

agents too often. If you will principles. Following Henderson we could lease the orchards |) 

write me the price of this book I with a big gap between came some individual or company. 

will cheerfully remit.’’ Bailey, who fortunately is still at Can you put me on track «! 

s £ *# work, and he too taught princi- some such individual or compan) ' 

This party, who was not at the ples. Ilenderson’s Gardening for Ss. W. 

time of writing a member, some- Profit and his Gardening for There is a chance here fv 

how discovered this great and un- Pleasure are worth reading. somebody to get into the app 

failing fount of information and Baileys Principles of Fruit business without investing mu! 

received a copy of the Planter’s Growing and Principles of Vege- money. The owners of these 0'-
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p chards should be content with an end of Lake Michigan, conducts contend that the eastern and 

annual cash rental of somewhere high class restaurants in Chieago, western apples exeel our own in 

between five and ten dollars an very many of them, at least two quality; merely perhaps on ae- 

acre and fruit enough for family dozen, possibly two hundred, and count of the higher prices asked 

use, or a certain specified amount. serves delicious baked apples If you want a baked apple that 

Some college graduate in horti- practically every day in the year. not only equals Thompsons but has 

culture ought to tackle this prop- Mrs. Rasmussen is dead right on also that ‘‘Home Sweet Tone’ 

osition just to show that he has — one point, Thompson uses Wiscon- flavor use Wiseonsin Creenings 

grit. And, yet, notwithstand- — sin apples! In September, 1915, 9 (Northwestern Creenings) or 

ing, this letter was first addressed he spent thousands of dollars ad- Wolf Rivers. Talmans ary good 

to the college and referred to the vertising Wisconsin baked apples. but we prefer a tart apple which 

editor. Large display ads., one-third to requires some sugar. Core the 

: _ one-half page each in all the Chi- apples, place in a granite pan, fill 

cago dailies called attention to the cavities with sugar and add 

Apples Baked. “Baked Apples, Wisconsin Wolf water to the depth of about three- 

River,’’ ete. eighths of an inch, bake in a very 

In the February number the The four receipes follow and moderate over until tender.— Mrs. 
editor dropped into an odd corner ates are-e6ligited. N. A. Rasmussen. 

a little appeal to readers to call 

for baked apples at restaurants ; YO BAKE APPLES WITIT QUALITY. 

and hotels rather than grape BY THE “CRANBERRY LADY.” 
fruit. To have a good baked apple se- 

Soon a letter came from a mem- Tam sorry T cannot take up the ject one of good quality before it 

ber as follows: apple gauntlet: you. have thrown is baked. Baking a poor quality 

Dear Sir :-— down. I preach the gospel of apple won't put quality into it. 

After reading—Call for a baked muse a te =e s a ay The apple can be peeled or not 

rants, in place of grape fruit—I to blend nicely with sugar and peeled then select a apple with a would like to ask if any of the eresm=itis way we like diem thin skin as baking will make a 

Teaders can ‘tell ‘us: how’ to: bake without the inside shrinking wigs TREE tones. sii JEBHIGESE 
apples and turn them out as well 4. Tacs from the skin. This T do Select 10 even sized apples, take 
us Thompson’s and some of the know. If-apct "e pricked in 2 out the blossom. leaving a slight 

other restaurants do. . apples are pricked In a cavity. Fill this with a small 

When we have baked apples at oh leek fe es ch iol cakes piece of butter and place the 
‘ome they shrivel up and are not - poured into well filled Ge vat apples in a deep cake pan or tin. 
1 it with Thompson’s (Chieago). . a 7 ue Sprinkle with a cup full of sugar 

Yours truly crowded | baking dish—they will ang pour hot water into the pan 
nO MI not readily burst open, and never 9 the depth of three-fourths of 

co" “shrivel.” Any water that re- an inch, 

This was a challenge that could ee eo : Bake very slowly. Slow bak- 

hot. gounheeded and aicopy of the apples which they will alison if wee - See ee 

Wer’ wag isent ‘(0 four’ ladies left fo get eld, and whieh tends at a weil tele te keeD 
nown to be experts in cooking secre: Hest, the shape of fruit if put on while 

-pples in any form, including the I Mrs. 8. N. Wittlesey cooking. It will also require 
‘Cranberry Lady’’ of ‘Cranmoor, oe an more sugar. 
or it was assumed that anyone usp! aviecSNSut AGELER. / Such apples as the Talman 

‘vho could prepare cranberries so Sweet, and Newell’s Winter are 

livinely as does Mrs. Whittlesey In reply to your letter of the improved by boiling instead of 
ould also bake apples better than 7th regarding baked apples, T will baking. 

*Thompson.”’ sav that undoubtedly Thompsons For the Talman drop into clear 

Thompson, be it said for the (Chicago) use Wisconsin grown boiling water and boil till nearly 
henefit of any who do not often apples. done, then put in the sugar and 

visit the big smudge at the south Many of our Wisconsin people (Continued on p. 106, col. 3)
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A Village Fair. of the former was very creditable. ‘Made in East Milwaukee’’ was 

(Continued from Page 98) One could not suppress an ex- the absolute rule for exhibition, 

we sent out lists of flowers and Glamation of surprise that one’s and one butcher used the oppor- 

vegetables that were to be entered neighbors could grow such mam- tunity to display real art in his 

in competitions, but we did not jyoth and such perfect tomatoes work. Each turn was a surprise 
get them out early enough and ang peans, and that the children that one small town could carry all 

they were erude and indefinite. could bring such fine specimens. they knew! 

The whole list of all departments The flowers were handicapped by In the basement were the ‘*fun- 

should have been sent, and the the hot, dry season and the Dah- makers’, and a few ‘‘fakirs’’, 

“lasses”? more clearly defined. In ]jas and Qladiolii, wpon which we that seem to belong to a Village 

some, at least ‘‘named varieties’? had counted, were very scarce. Fair. The young and old danced 

should. have been called for. I The Roses, Asters, Marigolds, Nas- to their heart’s content, in a room 

think we ought to accustom our-  turtiums, were an agreeable sur- decorated with cornstalks. ‘‘ Far- 

selves to labeling carefully. It prise. There was a dear little mers’? wandered about, causing 

really seems to me that it is only bunch of sweet grass, which some much amusement, and the unwary 

showing a proper respect to our day will be made into a basket for fell a prey to ‘policemen’,  Re- 

flowers and vegetables to address next year’s Fair. The ‘“‘arrange- freshments were served in the Do- 

them by their proper names. Aside ments of flowers’’ (a class by it- mestie Seience room, and were a 

from a sentimental consideration, self), were interesting. Grouped ™eans to friendliness. 

this care would lead to a better by themselves, were a few fine ex- We may say, with confidence, 

knowledge and discrimination in hibits of professional gardening. that the Fair was a success, so far 

selecting varieties best suited to Among them, that of Mr. Living- the actual results were con- 

ones own conditions. Think of the stone, whom you all know, and cerned, but greatest assets are the 

way we tuck our dahlias and glad- whom we are glad to number itangible ones. All during the 
iolii, and other bulbs, away, until among our neighbors, and to whose Summer we leaned over our neigh- 

the poor things lose the'r identity kindness in judging we are much bor’s fence, learning how he grew 

and dignity, and our rudeness to indebted. In one of the large his tomatoes, and with it, a new 

our roses, those queenly souls. How rooms, the Arts and Crafts Exhibit knowledge of him and the possi- 

seldom can we properly introduce was full and varied, ranging from bility of working together for those 

them! They mizht respond to a wood carving, metal work, basket- things which shall make our com 

more sympathetic and polite treat- ry, beautiful needle work, to cley- munity the healthiest, happiest 

ment. erly designed children’s clothes. Tt place for us and our children, and 

Our plans were very faulty and is always a surprise and delight to that it may be a power in the 

showed our inexperience, but we find how much genius there is in larger community of our state and 

did interest the people and we dil a community. The Domestic Sei- #tion. 
have a fair, and next year we shall ence Department, with its cake and - - - 

have a better one. One man, who bread and candy, and its canned TO BAKE APPLES WITH QUALITY. 

had never had a garden, went fruits and vegetables, afforded an (Continued from Page 105) 

home and dug up his whole back opportunity for discovering an- let cook very slowly till a rich 
yard. Everyone you meet tells other set of interests. One ener- brown. 

you what he is going to do next getie woman exhibited seventeen The Newell's can be peeled and 

ear, and the people who had “‘just jars of vegetables, all from her own dropped into a hot syrup, cover 

as fine’’ at home, will all exhibit garden. One cake showed wonder- and boil slowly until tender. The 

next year. One very wise deci- ful modeling and coloring of flow- amount of sugar used may suit 

sion we made in the beginning, er; for desoration. There was one’s taste. The syrup should 

was to have ribbons as the only honey from East Milwaukee bees. nearly cover the apples. 

prizes. They proved all the in- Who ever suspected that one’s MGB. 

centive that was required. We _ flowers were contributing to this 

were fortunate in being able to nectar? The children’s work, with a 

hold the fair in our beautiful new all sorts of surprises, and the Ar- BAKED APPLES WITHOUT WRINKLES. 

school house. On the main floor, chitectural Exhibit—we discovere1 The chief reason that the baked 

in the corridor, were the vege- five architects within our borders apples of large restaurants are not 

tables and flowers, and the display —cecupied the third floor. wrinkled is that so many apples
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are baked at one time that the treated and put it loosely in a (@333555553555252523525235353235235°55)) 

oven is filled with moisture. cloth sack which should be tied 

In baking a few apples, shallow up and placed in the diluted so- JEWELL 

pans of water should be placed in lution of formalin for 20 minutes. MINNESOTA 

the bottom of the oven and the The seed should be stirred around 

apples baked on the rack above. in the solution so as to make sure GROWN 
Select only firm apples of a var- _ that all the seeds are entirely wet. Nursery Stock 

iety that does not go to pieces eas- When the 20 minutes are over 
ily such as N. W. Greenings, Im- rinse the seed in clear water to Complete assort- 

perial, Northern Spy, ete. remove the formaldehyde and dry peak ef Wi, ond 
Prick the skin many times at once by spreading on clean pa- all ‘varieties suited 

around the middle with a fork; Pers, canvas, on floor, — After to northern culture. 
remove the eore, place in baking ‘tying the seed is already to be A specialty of Hardy 

dish, fill cavities with sugar with put in the seeder or when Shade Trees, Wind. 

a piece of butter on top, put about — thoroughly dry ean be stored for me tc, 
three-fourths inch water around future use. Deciduous Shrubs, 
apples. Apples and Native 

Bake in moderate oven, basting Some Cautions Plums. 

frequently until apples are tender 1. Don't freeze the wet seed. AGENTS WANTED 

when piered with fork in center. a a return Ti =e 2 re 
a or seed to the original packages, be- 

Mrs Th TE Morgan. cause of danger of fedlttestion. The Jewell Nursery 
Treat Cabbage Seed. 3. Don’t leave the seed in the Company 

solution more than 20 minutes. Lake City, Minnesota 
R. EK. Vaughan. 4. Don’t make the solution too 

Treat cabbage seed for black — strong. PFS 

rot and black leg diseases. These Over-treatment injures the vi- 

troubles do a large amount of — tality of the seed. 

damage to gardeners and truck Department of Plant Pathol- . 

growers in Srisuonsin, but fortu- ogy, University of Wisconsin, “We have a Fine Lot 

nately ean be held in eheck by Madison, Wis. of Plants for the 
seed treatment. Seed treatment ete Garden’”’ 

or disinfection for grain smut The Progressive is said to be the 

and potato seab is a common prac- — best shipper among the autumn SEND FOR LIST 

tice on many Wisconsin farms and — hearing strawberries. —- 

is known to give big returns on ———___, J. E. MATHEWSON 

the amount of money invested and owe 
time spent. The disinfection of STRAWBERRY PLANTS SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

cabbage seed -is equally impor- 100,000 choice Strawberry AAAI 

tant. It must be remembered, , 
= z Plants. Also Red and Black 

however, that seed disinfeetion Rasaberey, Aswarisus and 

cannot eliminate the diseases ASPROMEY: = SDBFAENS ADS RAVAN SRENENANNSESSEIUALIENENES 

which come to the plants from the Rhubarb’ Roots. li S k 

soil, neighboring fields, being car- These plants will not be Qua ity toc 

ried by farm machinery, tramp- dug more nay Seta Native ret eles Fruits 
ing feet and insects. Formalde- hours before ee ; Apple 

hyde or formalin is the best dis- stock guaranteed. oe a WISCONSIN GROWN ny . : plants in season. Write for ‘or Wisconsin Planters, Read 
infectant to use in treating cab- prices. our Price List before you 

bage seed. we buy, and save money. 
Take 1 ounce of the strong Rasmussen’s Fruit Farm Gand Year . 

(40%) solution and mix in 2 gal- Oshkosh, Wisconsin Kellogg s Nurseries 

lons of water in any ordinary tub ’ Box 77, Janesville, Wis. 

or pail. Then take the seed to be We Anni
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Wisconsin Horticulture. of gaining the greatest remunera- according to certain standards and 

(Continued from Page 103) tion from his productive efforts. to pack honestly within those 

peets to get the greatest returns in He should be shown that at all standards. This is not a new 

the end from his endeavors along times that he is the loser and not thing. It has been done, in fact is 

any line of production. The trou- the gainer by such practices. being done, all the time. 

ble is wwe get to looking so close to So it behooves us all, organiza- We have two types of legislation 

the end of our noses in these things tions and individuals, to do all in along the Jine of discrimination 

that we forget to see what lies be- our power to educate the growers against the man who produces poor 

yond. We sem to think that be. of fruit in Wisconsin, (those who fruit, which are being tried out. 

cause we are getting money now are commercial growers, if they We have a national law, as you 

by selling a lot of cull fruit, that need education; and those who are all know, whieh is called the Sulzer 

we are making a good deal and we not commercial growers, who most- Bill, which says that a man, if he 

forget. that we are going to lose a ly need edueation if they are to is going to sell certain commodi- 

great deal more a little later on produce fruit) to the higher and ties and label them in a certain 

because we have sold cull fruit, in the end more profitable stand-  W@Y> must maintain a certain 

and destroyed our reputation as a ards of fruit production and mar- standard. This is an optional law 

producer of the kind of fruit the — keting. regulating standards and may be 

consumer wants. It is a penny We cannot, however, stop with 7” YoY good thing. Tt does’ not 

wise and pound foolish way of do-  edueation if we are to attain these amount  & Picayune; however, 

ing things and we cannot afford to objects. There are some people when it comes to this man who re- 

do it as fruit growers and we must who refuse to be educated, You fused to be educated. The only 

educate the man who is doing it have all seen men who after a “®Y yOu <can get that fellow is to 

so that he too will recognize that given point had been conclusively say to him, _ nea Jou sell this 

it is the wrong policy. proved would say, ‘‘ Well, T don’t commodity, you will pack it ac- 
. Whon'T said greater honesty was believe it anyway.’ Tt reminds cording to certain standards, and 

one of the needs of Wisconsin me of the old saying, ‘A man con- you will mark on the package the 

fruit growing, I did not mean to vineed against his will is of the standard of the lowest grade a 

intimate that the grower who sells Same opinion still.’”? Yes, there have in the package: “Tf you want 

you fruit would cheat you on are certain people who will not be to pack gocd apples at the end of 

measure or ‘short change’? you. educated. What are we going to * “he karrel gud Mil the center with 

He would clearly recognize that do with that sort ef people as re- culls, all right, but when you label 

such things were dishonest, but gards better fruit and = greater that eat yon anally that ths 

mixing in a few worthless apples honesty? We are going to do with ‘ ite are ol a oe, te it has 

when you are supposed to he get- that sort of people just like we do eu = nh ae ce nee’ then, a 

ting good ones is simply a ‘trick With that sort of people in every ha vce La eal caine iat 

of the trade’? and not dishonest to other phase of life. We will com- labelling law, as we need, @ come 

his way of thinking, If he ig dis. Pel them to be good whether they PUlsory grading and labelling law. 
honest then, it is because he has Want to or not. We will com- ‘ @ have is ype 2 _ 

not developed the right standard pel them by legislation, as far as aa new Marlehas a lew of 

upon which to operate. But ignor- pessible, to mect these standards. al aPe oe heard it said 

ance of the law does not excuse  ! Will not attempt to tell what laws ae i is not working out satisfac- 

anyone and because he has not de- we shall have, but merely throw on 1 aera tees tae 
veloped the right standard by out a few suggestions. We will nee because 1 lane 

which to judge his act when he legislate first, I believe, in such a ° ines aheel rut J can point 
does thas sort of thing, he needy WAY #8 to discriminate against the you to a case of a similar law that 

. , . = : T know is working and has been 
education so as to form right Producer of poor fruit. That may working for fifteen or twenty years. 

standards. He should learn that be unconstitutional, you know, but Tt is “the Ontario Com lacey 

he is operating on the wrong that is what we are going to do. Grading and Labelling to “We 

standard both from the standpoint How are we to do it? We willdis- . ee . 
should not condemn too soon the 

of what other folks regard as the criminate against the producer of yay York law, because it may not 

proper attitude in the matter, and, poor fruit by passing legislation  },, working up to the highest stand- 

also in regard to the best methods which will compel a man to pack ard, beeause they have not had
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time there to put it in operation, only in a very restricted way. individual marketing is largely 

that is, to work it out to its fullest We have on the statute books of past, except where a man is a very 

efficiency and then too, we must Wisconsin today a law, and it isin large grower, or where he is mar- 

consider that this law in New York  efiect in all the states which keting locally. In order to obviate 

is helping to edueate the man who grow fruit, which gives the state that difficulty in certain sections, 

does not want to be edueated along authorities the right to go to a we have co-operative fruit grow- 

this line. man who has his trees infested ers’ associations like those at 

The second type of legislation with a certain insect pest, the San Sturgeon Bay and Bayfield, a 

which I have in mind is to compel Jose scale, and say, to him, ‘‘You group of fruit growers who handle 

delinquents to use proper methods take care of that tree or we will their fruit more or less as a unit. 

in producing their commodities or take care of it for you.’? You see It is a fine thing and absolutely 

else get out of the business. Now, — it is not so big an innovation as necessary. It is quite easy to or- 

I know that it will be immediately you thought. Codling moth in its ganize such associations in com- 

said, ‘‘Why, that is radical. To relation to fruit growing is not so munities where fruit growing has 

think that we should say to a very different from San Jose scale. become an important commercial 

farmer, ‘You will either have to We are coming to the point where industry, but we have some other 

take care of this orchard, or you in sclf defense we are looking at communities that are nearly as im- 

will have to get rid of it.’ That is it in that light. They have come — portant, if not as important from 

radieal.’’ It is not radieal at all. to it in certain western states. the standpoint of development of 

We think that it is radical because The state of Montana has come to horticulture in Wisconsin, as Bay- 

we have set a different standard it as regards the fire blight situa- field and Sturgeon Bay. Yet, the 

for fruit growing than for other tion and they are saying that growers in some of those sections 

farming. We, the fruit growers, erchardists cannot maintain a do not happen to Le amerous 

have allowed the people to set a popular nuisance as regards the enough to make possible a co- 

different standard as regards our fruit industry by maintaining operative organization. Neither 

business than as regards other trees which are hadly infested with do they grow sufficient fruit to 

business. You all know that we fire blight. We of Wisconsin, as make it possible for them to handle 

have a law that says toa man ina our fruit industry develops, if it their commodity most advantage- 

community, ‘‘You shall not keep a is to develop, will eome sooner or ously as individuals, 

sheep dog on your farm to destroy later to that same basis of opcra- In this improvement of our 

the sheep of your neighbors.’’ We — tion, or else it will be a sorry day marketing conditions, we need 

have a law more or less effective, for the man who attempts to pro- some sort of an organization, possi- 

on our statute books that says to duce fruit commercially in this bly not an organization in the 

a man, ‘‘You shall not, on your - state. sense in which we usually use the 

farm, allow noxious weeds to de- IT had an ex-student come into term, but we need some method by 

velop and infest the community.’? my office the other day to talk which we can have what we might 

But you say to the farm orchard. about the advisability of planting practically term a fruit clearing 

ist, “You go on, you can grow just an orchard in a certain section in house. Now a fruit clearing house 

as many apple scab spores and the state. He presented this‘situ- is not possible until we have that 

just as many codling moth and tion:—‘‘Here is my proposition. better fruit which I have already 

just as many cureulio to curse Is it worth while for me to plant suggested. A fruit clearing house, 
your neighbour as you want to and an orchard and ecmpete with the if it is to be opera’ed, necessitates 

we will not say a word about it.’? kind of stuff that is put upon my that thes» growers who are scat- 

I do not know, in fact I doubt market when the buyer does not tered, who cannot co-opcrate sue- 

if we are at the present time in a seem to discriminate between poor cessfully, produces such fruit and 

place where it would be wise to and good fruit?’’ What is the So pack it that those in charge of 

cnact such legislation in Wiscon- use of better fruit if we do not the clearing house know that when 

sin, although they have it in some have a better market? What shall they recommend a grower or a 

states. I want to hring this fact we do about marketing? It is Community, that the buyer is ge- 

to your attention, however, that evident that one of the needs of ing to be able to get in that locality 

even in fruit growing in Wiscon- Wisconsin fruit growing is better the kind of commodity the clear- 

sin we are saying that very thing, marketing methods. The day of (Continued on Page 112)
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1 AnAttractive Home Means 

; Contentment 
me 4 Keep the children at home by making 

a » a them proud of it. The most effective 

and economical way to do this, is to 

Dy beautify the lawn. Careful arrange- 

IN « ment and good plants are essential. Our 

Landscape Department has specialized 

in this work, is familiar with Wiscon- 

hs aI = sin conditions, and has probably the 

Lg ae largest assortment of choice nursery 

stock in the state to select from. 

White Elm Nursery Co. 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

A LARGE STOCK OF 

The Hawks . 
Nursery Apple, Cherry and Plum Trees, Grape Vines, 
compan Blackberry and Raspberry Plants, 

pany and Strawberry Plants 
are in a position to Both Everbearing and common varieties 

furnish high grade And a general line of ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS and ROSES. 
Nursery Stock of all All stock clean and thrifty, the best that can be grown in Wisconsin. 

kinds and varieties _ 

suitable to Wiscon- ‘ suitable to wiscon- GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY CO. 
ern districts. Write for catalog and prices Baraboo, Wis. 

Will be glad to fig- REI III IIIS 
"ure on your wants 

either in large or HARDY PERENNIALS AND PANSIES 
small quantities. Grown for 

ee Nurserymen Florists 
a Landscape Planters Gardeners 

° Send us your want list for prices. Questions gladly answered. 
Wauwatosa, Wis. 

, WILLIAM TOOLE & SON 
(Garry-nee-Dule) BARABOO, WIS. 

(RRR EEE! 

Aecording to experiments car- Sy 

ot 0, _ ” kota ex- © WISCONSIN’ FAVORED ried on at thi North Dal ota ex The Kickapoo Valley Sulit DEY BICr 

periment station, so-called pedi- 
_ ae are Our Speciaty: Planting and developing orchards for non-residents. 

gree strawberries and trees are no A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 

better than good, well selected 
me , . THE KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
common stock. Don’t pay high GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

prices for pedigreed nursery stock.
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One of the many ee a aes 

homes our Landscape i. Se Re ote : 

Department has 2% oo Ere t ae | 

helped to make at- [am te e et a eae 4 

tractive. cy aes aca LAS eean 
ry bas “a 

We are now ready jf oer Yee : 

to help you make co ern a 

your place a Beauty a see 

Spot. ie ates a Pa 

A booklet showing places ‘ it | ] P| | 

we have planned and planted = oe 

is free. 

You want the best varie- : 

ties when planting your 

Orehard, Home Grounds or 

Fruit Garden. Our cata- aoe ” ee 

logue tells you about them. D no pee 5 ee es 3 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

ESS 

{ “MADE IN WISCONSIN 
\ 
i 

' INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 
"mT 

Lime Sulphur 

Arsenate of Lead 
Dry and Paste Form 

' Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution 

Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. 

, CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
|, 774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
| WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION 

oH 
RRQ See eS
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Wisconsin Horticulture. tage. If I can co-operate, how- It is said that sphagnum moss in 

(Continued from Page 109) ever, with a large number of other the bottom of a vase used for eu: 

ing house says he can get. Here is rowers of similar condition and flowers will keep the water fresh 

a place where the proposition of have the information gathered fcr for some time. 

reputation comes in. Very fre- US, and I can avail myself of that 

quently we get let.ers from duty- information, then I can advantage- 

ers located in varicus s<e‘ions of ously contribute my share to the McKAY NURSERY 

the country, which 1ead about as support of the proposition. 

follows: “Can you put us in Probably we have not reached COMPANY 

touch with a locality in your state the proper point in the develop- PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN 

where we can get certain quanti- ment of our fruit industry to war- ee 

ties, (stating the quantities), of de- rant such an undertaking, and it 

sirable fruit?’? Those quantities MY be even possible that we will Nursery Stock of 

are usually so large that we are not be ready for it within the next Quality 

unable to write to those buyers few years. The thing I have been for Particular Buyers 

and say, ‘‘You go to such a point trying to do this morning is not Have all the standard varieties 

and you can get it.” We may to give you something which you as well as the newer sorts. Can 

know of two or three men possibly simply listen to and then straight- supply you with everything in 

in a scetion who are producing the Way forget, but rather T have been Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 

right kind of fruit, but not enough trying to outline some problems Vines and Ornamentals. 

to make a good atdprment Both Which are going to take the very re BS SuRRCS yet te ere 

Cranefield and myself are trying best thought of every member of decoration of your grounds. 

to maintain the reputation of the the Wisconsin Horticultural So- See el Oa ee oe 

” 2 “ « “. n ceip 

fruit produced in the state and ciety for the next two, three, five, your list of wants. 
ssibly ten years to solve cor- 

we do not like to say to a buyer OT Possibly 3 : 

outside of the state, “You go to rectly ; problems which we are run- Nurseries at 

this section and you ean get this ning up against and will continue Waterloo, Wis. 

fruit,’ and then have him get to run up against, and which Cs 

there and find that he eannot get Sooner or later, if not correctly — 

it or have him order shipments solved, will ruin our fruit indus ——A> — 

from that section and when he gets he Are we going to be prepared parenteo AUa.13.1907 

them, find the fruit not up to grade Ween WE meet those problems? 7 

and dishonestly packed. We must We are not going to be prepared, ee have then a considerable body of We are not going to be able to meet fees | 

men in the state who can be abso- them successfully, unless we begin rot poz mea 

hitely depended upon to produce to plan, unless we begin to work 

good fruit and pack it honestly, if ut a solution in oe im BERRY BOXES i 

we hope to establish a clearing - Tha, to seven. ans leate that Crates, Bushel Boxes 

Tiowse: r at mre aids the solution. I and Climax Baskets 

z ba ail . have only been throwing out a few ° i 

a cane heal a simply to suggestions in order to set you all As You Like Them 
gather and distribute information thinking hot these problems i ve manufacture the Ewald, Patent 

regarding the market to those " ss Iding Berry Boxes of wood veneer 

prowers — cannot afford, because that when the time comes to act, crate iaterial in the. xB, in eeroud 

aoe wocemciale we will be ready. ii ou geal, Cae at one 
0. eir relative y smal] acreages, ready for use, either for strawberries or | 

to gather the information for large for us to nant ie ean hl feo 4 
‘oldin; bit ra - i om 

themeelves. . . . Milwatixe, " Promptness * essential In 

Why this clearing hcuse? Let Bulletin 766, United States De- ermal. A intas. ta alm to do ‘our 

me illustrate. I have a ten acre partment of Agriculture, is en- orders. A postal brings our price list. 

orchard. I cannot afford, finan- titled ‘‘The Common Cabbage Cumberland Fruit Package 

cially, to get in touch with the var- Worm.’’ Send to the Division of Company 

ious markets and find out where to Publications, Washington, D. C., Dept. D, Cumberland, Wie. 

place my fruit to the best advan- for it. pO
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REMEDIES FOR CONTROL OF INSECTS AND DISEASES 

INSECTS Spraying 

For biting insects, such as the tent caterpillar, cauker worm, po- By Senator IH. M. Dunlap, of Hli- 
tato beetle, apple worm (codling moth) eureulio, spray the foliage nois, at 1916 Annual Conven- 

with a poison. For the potato beetle use Paris green, tion, (From reporter’s. tran- 

Paris Green seript.) ‘ a 
In spraying, three principal 

Formula items are to be considered. One 

Paris #iG8it oo : 1 to 2 Ibs. is material to be used, another is 

Wresh (inslaked) lime ...-----— BC 1 Ib. time of application and the third 

WGP! — ee oe oe ee 200 gallons is method of application. We will 

* Paris green is heavier than water and the mixture must be kept in consider materials and divide 
constant motion during spraying operations to prevent settling. them into three classes for this 

Never buy Paris green or other insecticides in bulk; always demand discussion. 

the original package with the manufacturer’s guarantee of purity. Bordeaux has been known for 

Paris green if used on growing plants greatly in exeess of the above a long time as the great fungicide. 
formula may injure the foliage. The addition of the lime overcomes It was discovered along some time 

the caustic properties and renders if safe under all conditions. in the 80’s, in France, and I 
Dry Paris green may he used pure if applied in small quantities have often said that in spraying 

with plaster of paris: or finely slaked lime asa carrier. Different nations! sve dave dove eredil do 

“dry powder guns”? have been invented for this purpose. dive to ieworanee, wecdenw ae. 

While Paris green if pure, is a valuable insecticide, it has been dis- Bie ge owe , ” 
placed in orchard spraying by ARSENATE OF LEAD. cessities and other causes than we 

have to scientific discoveries, al- 

Arsenate of Lead though the scientific man in work- 

ing out these different problems 

(A poison for biting insects.) to a fine point, is of very great 

Formula (1) assistance, but in this case the 

discovery of Bordeaux as a rem- 
Arsenate of lead—paste ....-.-.--.-.-+...+.+- --- 2 to 3 ibs. edy for fungous diseases was 

Water _-_---------. 2-2-2202 0--------- aaa 50 gallons made by accident. In Bordeaux, 

Formula (2) France, they raise a great many 

Arsenate of lead—dry or powdered ~~~ ~~~ ~~ ~~ - 1% to 2 Ibs. REEDS auul they bave factories Ge 
Water _.............................. gallons which one of the by-products is 

Arsenate of lead may be used in any reasonable quantity without blue vitrol. In passing to and 
danger of injury to foliage. from these factories the work- 

It remains in suspension longer than Paris green. men were in the habit of pilfering 
It adheres better to foliage. from the vineyards alongside the 
It may be used for any purpose for which Paris green is employed roadway. They have no fences 

in liquid sprays. over in France, and so, in order
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White Hellebore to discourage that, one of the 

(For biting insects.) owners of the vineyards conceived 

the idea of searing them a little 
Powdered white hellebore is commonly employed to destroy cur- bit, so he got a little of this blue 

rant and cabbage worms and on fruits and vegetables where more vitrol and with a whisk broom 
poisonous substances cannot be used with safety. sprinkled it onto the vines and 

Formula (Hellebore) fruit, and then put up a notice 

White hellebore _..........----------- loz. that these grapes were poisoned. 

Water __.....---------------------------------- 2 to 8 gallons It had of course the desired effect 

It may also be used dry either alone or mixed with flour, land plas- of keeping thieves out, but to the 
ter, soot, ete. great surprise of the growers they 

White hellebore is searcely poisonous to the higher animals and found that the grapes on these 
may be used freely on fruits and vegetables when these are at any vines that were treated in this way 
stage of maturity. eseaped the brown rot, while those 

In addition to the above various poisons are employed such as that were not so treated, were bad- 

Scheele’s green, London purple, slugshot, arsenite of lime, arsenate ly injured. So that led to the dis- 
of soda, ete., but the fruit grower will do well to pin his faith to ar- covery of Bordeaux, and it is called 

senate of lead for the contral of biting insects. Bordeaux: ‘because it was discov- 

. ered in that part of France. 
. Sucking Insects So you see the depredations of 

Sucking insects such as apple aphis, plum aphis, oyster shell scale and thieves brought that about, and 
San Jose seale do not consume eitherbark or foliage but suck the sap of the appreciation of these men and 

the plant. These insects cannot, therefore, be destroyed by spraying these farmers of these vineyards 

poison on the bark or foliage. We must attack the insect itself. in seeing the application that 

Spray the insects not the leaves or bark. For this purpose use could be made of it, made it a 
either kerosene emulsion, a nicotine solution, or lime sulphur solu- world-wide fungicide. But there 

tion. are objections to Bordeanx. 

: As time has progressed we find 

Kerosene Emulsion that notwithstanding the fact that 

Used only to destroy sucking insects. It must be applied to the it cures a great many fungous dis- 
inseets and cannot be used as a preventive. eases and is a good fungicide, it 

also is a corrosive in many ways, 

Formula for Stock Solution that it will injure the fruit and 

Dissolve 14 lb. hard soap in 1 gallon of boiling water. also the foliage. . 
While hot add 2 gals. kerosene. . The russeting of apples is some 
Churn the mixture violently while hot for 5 to 10 minutes or until times due to the injurious effects 

it assumes a creamy consistency. of Bordeaux, if the weather con 

Dilution for Spraying. Before spraying add 10 gallons of water ditions are not just right. 
to each gallon of stock solution, thus reducing it to six per cent of With proper weather condi 

oil, which can be safely used on all plants. tions and the foliage in good con 

dition, Bordeaux is all right, bu 

Lime Sulphur —I do not know whether yor 

(For Sucking Insects) have it up here or not—we hav 

. . . . a had for the last few years in IIli 
; While kerosene emulsion is effective for soft bodied plant lice it nois quite a good deal of foliag 
is not sufficiently caustic to destroy the armored seale insects such injury from what is called th 
as San Jose and oyster shell scales. For this purpose a combina- fea. Weevil little black beet! 
tion of lime and sulphur is used. While lime sulphur may be made £8: WEEWI, OEE DBee Oe 
at home by boiling together lime and sulphur it is a disagreeable that eats on the under side of thy? 

job and owing to the high magnesium content of most Wisconsin leaf and wherever we spray wit’ 
lime the home-made product is not apt to be as good as commercial Bordeaux there has been a grew! 
lime sulphur. Very good lime sulphur solution may now be pur- deal of injury. It burns the foli- 

chased in any quantity from a half-pint pkg. to a barrel. age, it enters these places tha!
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Formula have been eaten off by the flea 

‘ weevil, and if the weather condi- 
For San Jose and oyster shell scales apply the following strength . oT bad leal of rai 

to dormant trees only. _ tions are pad, a great deal o rain, 

Lime sulphur _-------------_- 1 part we will have a great deal of foli- 

Water ___------- 02-8 8 parts age injury. So we have come to 

Lime sulphur at this dilution must nol be used on growing plants. substitute, in a large measure, 

Arsenate of lead may be combined with lime sulphur. lime-sulphur for Bordeaux, 

In regard to lime-sulphur, you 

7 : know some man out west con- 
Nicotine Solutions - es : 

ceived the idea, where the San 

A decoction of tobacco made by steeping, not boiling, tobacco stems Jose scale began to destroy fruit 

or leaves in water in a covered vessel is an efficient remedy for plant trees in California, that if lime sul- 

lice. One gallon of boiling water may be poured over a pound of to- phur was good to kill sheepticks, 

pacee stems and allowed to stand over night. This decoetion may why not kill the ticks on the apple 
a 3: y ri > effective i i Y al » 2 € see w thou aie but ean ee if (uted _ 1 or 2 trees and orange trees, and so he 

yarts of water, and will be more efficient if us vith soap-suds . . . 
! : By “ ‘ ¢ efficient if used wit i BOD BUCS: made a mixture and applied it 

For orchard spraying use one of the numerous nicotine compounds ; . 
: ae : and it worked all right. Now 

offered for sale, but do not pay more than $10.50 gallon and this tl ‘ tl 1i 1 
: . . . lere 1S another iscovery e 

price should procure a 40 per cent nicotine solution. Look for the 1S BEOMIE on meee 
manufacturer’s guarantee or statement of ingredients. not by a scientific man, but one 

who had good common sense, rea- 

REMEDIES FOR THE CONTROL OF PLANT DISEASES soned from cause to effect and he 

Box mi gave us the lime-sulphur as a 

ordeaux Mixture spray, and it is not only good as 

The control of fungous diseases is accomplished by the use of some an insecticide so far as the seale 

form of copper salts, usually copper sulfate, known also as blue- is concerned, but it has also been 

stone, blue vitrol ete. demonstrated that it is a good 

Copper sulphate in combination with fresh life forms the standard fungicide. Our horticultural echem- 

and well known fungicide, Bordeaux mixture. ists told us that we would have to 
Jari : ") as ar 7] ie yr 90e > as 1 Various formulas are quoted, but the following is now accepted as use the lime-sulphur separate 

A and ee from the arsenate of lead; well, 

JOpPer Su ate -------------------------------------- 4 lbs. some blundering orchardist was 
Brest 6 eer weer nearer mecaercunaiaorsernrnns 5 Ibs. . . 

y - not quite up to that, so he mixed 
Water ___-_----- (50 gallons 5 

. . : the two together and found he 
In general terms, the copper sulfate should be dissolved in one- . I It axing th 

. . . got as good results mixing them 
half of the water, the lime slaked in the remainder and the two solu- 2 1s & . 1 

tions poured together. This results in a chemical action giving rise together as handling them: sepa- 

to a new substance preserving the fungicidal properties of the eop rately, so through ignorance and 

per sulfate and if properly made will not injure foliage. necessity and the application of 

Bordeaux mixture is used as a preventive of apple scab, asparagus common sense reasoning from 
rust, mildew on grapes, roses and other plants, potato blight and rot. cause to effeet, we have come into 

shot-hole fungus on plum and cherry and other fungous diseases. a good many of thse spray ma- 

The two ingredients of Bordeaux mixture may be kept separate in terials that have been of great 

solution wont deterioration but they nally, fos their value after value to the fruit grower. I 
mixing, as e pdeaux as y Yi Ss p day. . ; g ix only as much Bordeaux as you will use in any one day speak of this, not in any way to 

disparage the scientist, because 

Helpful Hints for Making a Barrel of Bordeaux Mirture there is science in that, when you 

(1) a 1fil 1 come right down to it, why, 
1) ave on hand three barrels and two pails (wood fiber or gal- scienee is nothing else than truth; 

vanized iron). * att - ‘ 
. the application of truth is science, 

(2) Twenty-five gallons of water in each of the barrels. 1 wl ow diseovee teuth 
: < and wherever you discover tr 

(3) Dissolve 4 pounds of copper sulfate in one barrel by suspend- ane 1 e i i fovtalke it, 

ing in a coarse burlap as near the surface of the water as possible ; why, t Here is the place to ta ce it, 

in this way it will dissolve in a short time, while if allowed to settle whether it comes from a univer- 

to the bottom it would require several hours to dissolve, sity, or whether it comes from
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(4) Place the lime in a pail and slake by adding water slowly un- some man that has been dipping 

til a paste is formed. (The lime for Bordeaux mixture should be sheep. 
slaked exactly as for building purposes.) Lime-sulphur has come to be 

(5) Pour this lime paste into the second barrel and stir thoroughly. used in place of Bordeaux in 
(6) Add the required amount of arsenate of lead to the lime water. many instanees, in faet, it has al- 

(7) Now pour into a third (empty) barrel first a pailful of the cop- most entirely supplanted the Bor- 
per sulfate solution, then a pailful of the lime water, or better, let two déaux in. our’ Illinois’ orchards, 

persons work at the job, pouring together. . 
(8) The resultant mixture should be of an intense blue color. If and if a man stays away from 

any tinge of green appears it is not good Bordeaux mixture. these horticultural meetings he 

(9) The lime water should be strained to remove the coarse par- sometimes gets behind. 

ticles which serve to clog the nozzles in spraying. I know one of our old’ fruit 
(10) Sufficient lime must be used to combine with all of the sulfate growers in Ilinois who has 240 

or harm will result. The formula given above provides an excess, acres in apple orchards, for some 

but such excess is preferable to a slight deficiency. Use all of the reason did not attend the meeting 

lime water. . a year ago, when this transition 

was largely made from Bordeaux 
Three Things to Avoid in Making Bordeauc Mixture to lime-sulphur, and in 1915 he 

(1) Do not use iron or steel vessels for the sulfate or Bordeaux. sprayed largely wath {Bandeau 
Not only will these be corroded but the chemical action resulting and he burned his foliage badly 

from continued contact may injuriously affect the mixture. Tinned and burned his fruit also. He at- 
or galvanized pails are safe if new or if the tin or zine coating is tended the meeting in December 
intact. and he said, ‘‘ Well, now, I missed 

(2) Do not dissolve the sulfate and lime each in 2 to 4 gallons of something by not being at the 

water and then mix the concentrated solutions; eurdling will result meeting last year; I did not know 

and after dilution diffieulty will be experienced in keeping the Bor- that they had swapped. off the 

deaux in suspension. Bordeaux for lime-sulphur, or | 
(3) Do not fail to stir the ingredients while mixing and the result- would have had several thongaiil 

ant mixture when spraying. barrels more of apples than 1 did 

Hite Fee Finds Soci: . a Reveeae agile have.”? It pays to be up-to-date 
The Use of Stock Solutions in Preparing Bordcaus Mirture iv dhe Fruit business: One season 

If more than one barrel of Bordeaux is required much time may be is not exactly like another, and 
saved by using stock solutions. we are naturally progressing alone 

Dissolve 50 pounds, for example, of copper sulfate in 50 gallons of these lines, because we are reall) 

water by suspending in a coarse sack as advised above; slake 50 just at the front door as to ow 

pounds of lime in another vessel and dilute to 50 gallons; four gal- knowledge in regard to sprayiny 

lons from the sulfate solution and five gallons from the lime solution materials. I think we will lean 
will then contain the requisite amount of ingredients for one barrel a great deal more in the next te! 
of Bordeaux. + . ‘ i : . years, perhaps more than we hay: 

Such stock solutions may be kept indefinitely if covered, otherwise A . 
the evaporation of water from the sulfate solution would result ina in the past ten ee agi 
"more concentrated mixture and the lime would deteriorate. The lime in regard #0 bine Sulphoy, wh 
may be covered with water. a question whether we will us 

This method of using stock solutions is now employed in all ex- commercial lime-sulphur made h 
, tensive spraying operations. In cases where large quantities of those who are engaged m th 

Spray material is used elevated tanks are employed from which the manufacture of it for commerci:.! 
solution is drawn directly into the spray barrel or tank. spraying purposes, or wheth: 

you will make it yourself. If yo: 

Potassium Sulphide make it yourself, your orehar! 

ought to be large enough so the 
For checking the spread of certain surface feeding fungi, as goose- it is really an object for you to 9 

berry mildew, grape mildew, rose mildew and many of the fungi into that. You ean make it for 
which cause ‘‘damping’’ of young plants in the seed bed, potassium about half of what it costs for 
sulphide may be used to excellent advantage. (See p. 6.) the commercial; the question of
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whether it will pay you to make run very slowly, just keep it in paste or not, but I will say this, 

it or not will depend upon how motion, and there should be a in any kind of spray material that 

much it will cost you to put in the cover over your tubs, so that you is put upon the market, I care not 

apparatus for making, or whether do not get too much air in contact what it is, let the university ex- 

you are equipped for that purpose with your boiling material, so as periment stations—that is what 

at the present time, or at least a to get a better form of material we have them for—test these mat- 

part of it, and do not have to go for spray purposes. If you want ters out thoroughly for two or 

to very much expense. Some to make it yourself, the thing to three years before we swap off 

growers cook it in the ordinary do is to get from the Illinois sta- what we know to be a good thing 

iron farm boilers; I do not con- tion, or the Pennsylvania station for something that we are not so 
sider that that is a very desirable and possibly from your Wisconsin certain about. I remember a num- 

way for making lime-sulphur for station-—-I am not familiar with ber of years ago, in making Bor- 

use in the orchard, although it is your bulletins here—full diree- deaux, that it was recommended 

done suecessfully. If a man has — tions for making lime-sulphur. It by some of the stations to use hy- 

a steam boiler on his place, he ean is impractical for me at this time drated lime instead of the quick 

, ; ss . = ay & 
i im? ; ~ « . aN ee J ; ie te wy ) x 
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Spray after the pink of the blocin begins to “then we spray immediately after the firgt ‘and then we spray as many times after that 
ow, from that time until the bloom is en bloom falls. Dunlap. as we think the season demands.” Dunlap. 
vly out or rather until the first) (central) 
Wer Of the cluster is out. ‘Th's is our first 
ay.”—Dunlap. 

ig up to make the lime sulphur at — to go into the details of making it. lime. It was a very quick 

cost of about $25 to $30, so that We also use as a third spray thing to do and a very easy thing 

‘© could make as high as 30 to 40 ~=material, arsenate of lead, and to do, but I used that all one sea- 

‘arrels of it in a day’s time. He that has supplanted in all cases, son, and I found very much to my 

‘ixes it so rapidly that way that I believe in fruit growing, the use regret—it was quite a rainy sea- 

he eost of making is reduced to of London purple and Paris green, son—that a mixture made in that 

~ minimum. There are two or which were used in earlier days. way was easily washed off. In 

‘ree general things that should Arsenate of lead has been of the other words, if it is easily soluble 
“ec considered, and one is that you paste form heretofore, but of late in water when we put it into the 

should have a mechanical mixer years a number of factories have water, when it is easily soluble 

' your tub that you heat it in, so been making the powdered arsen- then, it would be easily soluble 

that you ean keep it stirred con- ate of lead. I will not undertake when it got onto the foliage and 

stantly while it is being heated, to say whether the powdered ar- when the rain got on it it would 

and this mechanical mixer should senate of lead is as good as the easily wash away; but that which
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Formula tion is a very essential thing, that 

Potassium sulphide ~...-.--.-.-------- == 4 ounces is, of the first two application: 
Water —---------- 2 10 gallons for scab, that is the one before thi 

The solution must be used as soon as made, as it quickly loses its bloom and the one immediatel; 
strength. following the bloom, because it i: 

Any unused portion of the potassium sulphide should be kept ina in that period that the spores o! 
tightly corked bottle to prevent loss of strength. the scab fungus begin their work 

You may not see them until later. 

Combining Insecticides and Fungicides. but that is where they get the 

Arsenate of lead may be safely combined with Bordeaux mixture. — St@rt and after the roots get bi 

In fact, in orchard spraying operations it has come to be a common low the surface of the apple, the 
practice to add arsenate of lead to Bordeaux at every application. By skin of the apple, the spray ma 
this means biting insects and fungi are controlled at a single opera- terial does no good. Spraying 
tion. No other fact is more important than this in spraying. for fungous diseases is a prevent- 

When using arsenate of lead with Bordeaux always add the arsen- ive and not a cure, so you have to 
ate to the lime water, instead of pouring it into the combined copper have your preparation on there 
sulfate and lime; this is important. when these spores begin to germi- 

Arsenate of lead and lime sulphur solution may also be combined nate. 

in Spraymg. As to the method of applica- 
- : tion, it does not matter so much, 

Spraying. proper strength, and in the sum- except that you do a thorough job. 

(Continued from page 6) mer time we use from 214 to 3 Whatever you do in the way of 

is not so easily soluble when put gallons of the commercial lime- spraying, do it thoroughly. That 

into water will not so easily be S!phur to 100 gallons of water, counts for so much. If you have 

washed away when it gets on the nd as to the time of application, your materials right and you get 
tree. I do not offer that as ex-  ! will say that we use lime-sulphur your spray material on at the 

perience, but simply as education, i" our orchards from the begin- proper time and you do a 

that it is well enough to try these ing, spraying before the bloom, thorough job, you will be delight- 

things in a moderate way, but @fter the pink of the bloom begins ed with the results, but if you 

not to give up our orchards to to show, from that time until.-the have your spray materials right 
any new proposition until we have bloom is entirely out, or rather, and you put it on at the right time 

thoroughly tested it out. Iknow the first central flowers of the and you only do a half way job in 
of one gentleman who tried this luster are out, we eall that our applying it, you will think that 

year a certain kind of spray on his first spray, and then we spray im- spraying does not pay heeawe 
orchard, and he said this fall he mediately after the first bloom you will have to remember that 
lost a thousand barrels of apples falls, and then we spray as many — you will have to reach every blos- 

by spraying that onto 40 aeres of — times after that as we think the som on the apple tree, every blis- 

orchards; he burned the apples so Season demands, or according to som should be reached with te 

severely that most of them fell off, — the kind or amount of fungous spray in order to get into tic 

and those that were left had very ‘lisease that we expect to correct. calyx of the blossom. In tic 

little color and were of no wralie: Now, we have various kinds of spray after the bloom falls yu 

That illustrates the fact that we fungous diseases in Illinois; I do should get into that some arsi1- 

must not run after fads in horti- "ot know whether you have any ate of lead for the benefit of ti 

culture. apple blotch fungus here or not. codling moth that almost inva i- 

In the matter of time of appli. I notice you have the seab out ably secks to enter the apple at 

cation for winter spraying for there on your apples, and I think the calyx end, and as the cal x 

San Jose seale and other seale in- the scab has done more damage to lobes close within a week or ' 

seets, of course we use the lime- the apple than perhaps any other days after the bloom falls, ) 

sulphur as the principal spray, pest we have unless it is the cod- can see that if you do not get yo 

and use that in varying strength, ling moth. But it is certainly application on at that time, or 

about 1 to 8, or lin 9, or 1 to 8in _ one of the hardest things we have within that period, why, afier 

commercial lime-sulphur is the to combat. The time of applica- these calyx lobes are closed }0U
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could not get it in there at the barrel, or any other clean barrel, pay the expense of your machine 

calyx or blossom end of the apple, wash out and you can make a and outfit, and one man who be- 

therefore, when the worm crawls spray barrel out of that, get a comes conversant with that is bet- 

around and gets into that blos- good hand force pump, one that ter than if they have only a half 

som, there is nothing to prevent is made for that particular pur- day or day’s work each, it is bet- 

him from coming right on, he has — pose, and you can do just as good — ter for one man to put in his time 

everything his own way, and if a job spraying 50 to 100 trees as — three or four days in spraying his 

you want to kill the codling moth you ean with a high priced ma- own orchard and his neighbors’ 

worm, you must apply it in time. chine. orchards, rather than half a dozen 

Time is a very essential factor 1m 

this business, and the thorough- in 

ness with which you put that on, ee Ts SSS oS 5 

getting it into every blossom is yp i p ieceuamiian ‘f 

also especially desirable. Now, if : i; i F 4 

you ean impress it upon your men, ( he OT bas he ) 

upon yourselves, that you have i A Dyas : A ’. I 

got to get some of that spray into ( Ei NX / is Te Feat 

every blossom there is on that fa uel amie 

apple tree, you are going to do a CO ree, Oe , 

trorotgh job of spraying, and in i NYS Sieber, Aw al 

that way your spraying will be a Be bl Al / Ng — 's OQ 

success. Ay. i i] Jy 8 

As to the mechanical appli- / \ ] a nes 

ances, or the machines that you use NN 

for spraying, there are many good 4 Bs 

machines upon the market. It is a 
just like buying an automobile, ret ete ulate SOTAY: SUNIL, Rigs Of this Eyne Bre! tee Wt AN Tanke ‘cant 

the one that each one has he 

thinks is the best, and there are a If To owas in a neighborhood men each trying to spray his own 

vreat many good spraying ma- where there were a number of orchard and not doing it right, 

chines, some are better than others, farmers’ orchards, if I wanted to The same thing might be illus- 
und some cost more than others, spray my own orchard I would trated by the rural delivery sys- 

out if I had a small orehard and try and make a contract with my tem. One man delivers mail to 

iy neighbors did not have any neighbors to spray their orehards 75 or 100 families; it is a great 

orchard around me, if IT had an for so much per tree for a period deal better than for those 75 fami- 

ovehard of 50 or 100 trees, I would — of five years. 1 would not take it lies each one going to the post of- 

ot go to the expense of buying for one year, but I would make a _ fice, sometimes two cr three or 

gasoline spray outfit unless | contract with them for five years, four miles, after the mail. It is 

-aduse for that engine otherwise because after they have had it for  cconomy of labor. 

ud could attach it and use it for five years they would not go with- 

umping and various things upon out it. If you do it for only one 

se farm, and almost every farmer year, they would say, ‘John Jones Common Spray Materials 

has a use for a gasoline engine, had just as good apples as I did In Terms of Kitchen Utensils. 

‘ut if he has that fixed up so that and he didn’t spray,’’ and that 

he ean put it on the wagon and may be the case for one year. So The following simple formulas 

run his pump with it, that is much it is better to make a contract and — and directions are prepared dis- 

hetter. But if I did not want to then you can buy a power sprayer  tinctly for the small lot owner, 

0 to the expense of buying a ma- and spray your neighbors’ orch- whose need for sprays is just as 

chine of that kind, I would get an ards as well as your own, and it great, but not so extensive as the 

ordinary 50-gallon barrel that would be a proper thing for them large grower. There is no single 

sou ean buy at a grocery store, to pay a good price to spray their cure for all insect troubles. 

cither kerosene barrel or vinegar orchards and also to help you to Study the destructive pest, learn
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how it secures its food, and some- Double this strength for potato monly used remedy is often carc- 
thing of its habits,—then apply beetles and large caterpillars. lessly and improperly made, with 
the proper material at the right In using the powdered lead resulting injury to — sprayed 

time and in the best manner. moisten the powder gradually in _ plants. 

In general, two kinds of insects a small vessel, stirring and add- , 5 . ‘ 

may be controlled by sprays of ing water until milky, then pour 1 A Slock Solution (must be di 

various materials. If the insect it into sprayer. uted before spraying) may |x 
chews and swallows portions of Paris Green. This is a well made im @ quart mason jar by dis 

plants as food, one can control it known poison but has certain solving % of a eake of ivory soay 
by spraying an arsenical poison disadvantages as noted above in in % pint of boiling water. Pow 

(arsenate of lead or paris green) comparison with arsenate of lead. the soap solution into one pint of 

on its food. But if the pest hasa A small portion of paris green is kerosene in the Mason Jar, Seren 
sharp pointed beak and punctures soluble in water and burns foliage °" the cap tightly and shake viv 
the plant tissues for sucking out when applied alone. Fresh lime lently five minutes, when a 

the sap, other sprays must be used equal in weight to the paris green creamy-white gelatinous MIXtUie 
which will kill by contact with the used should be slacked and added will be formed on cooling. For 
insect. In other words, generally to the spray before used, to coun- spraying add this stock solution 
speaking, we control chewing in-  teract the burning properties. to 1% or 2 gallons of warm wit 

sects by poisoning their food, and Water 1 gallon, paris green, ter and stir thoroughly, making 

sucking insects by spraying the in- small teaspoonful; fresh lime, 8% and 6% solutions, respective- 
sects themselves. piece size of walnut, ly, the best strengths for spraying 

Finally, remember that bor- foliage. 

deaux mixture (blue-vitrol and For Sucking Insects. Dilutions of Kerosene Emulsion. 
lime combination) will not kill in- For 15% spray add 1 part stocic 

sects, but is used for control of plant lice (aphis), scale insects, Solution to 3 14 parts of water; 
rusts, rots, scabs and fungous dis- ete. 

eases generally. Bordeaux may : 

be combined with certain insecti- Nicotine Sprays—Aphids of all Pn 

cides for double purpose use. kinds are best controlled by the Fan V4 i en 

Hor ‘Titingzand Ghewing THaccts. nicotine sprays, prepared commer- : \ tl aS 

cially, and usually available from oy THN 

Arsenate of Lead. This recent-’ druggists or seed stores. No Nf , 1\ N\\ 

ly developed arsenical poison has damage to the tenderest foliage conn es y | has prey 

several advantages over paris will result if used according to di- a ‘ eR a 
green. It can now be purchased _ rections on the package. ean | : | po: 
in powdered form, which does not Tobacco decoction may be made tae WY \W\ : UM ge Z B 

deteriorate, freeze or become use- by steeping (not boiling) a pound if I) “y ) 

less by drying as was the case of tobacco stems in 3 gallons of LIL it Fy rm 

with the paste form first devel- water in a covered vessel for two Was n 

oped. It sticks better than paris or three hours and using the semaeater oat 

green in rainy weather; will not strained liquid as a spray. These for ‘a amall aerehatde he pape arouk iw 

burn foliage; will show careless sprays are especially valuable for Fee gerees ‘ane: heavier then ‘shown: i ‘he 

and incomplete spraying on ac- aphis on roses, sweet peas and 

count of its white color; and it re- other tender plants. for 12% spray add 1 part of sto:k 

mains well suspended in water. Plant lice on roots of plants solution to 444 parts of wat! 

For ordinary chewing insects, may be killed without injury to for 10% spray add 1 part of st: ‘k 

especially in younger stages, use the plant by placing a handful of solution to 514 parts of wat: 

water 1 gallon, arsenate of lead powdered tobacco stems at the for 8% spray add 1 part stock »0- 

(powdered) 14 tablespoonful, or roots. This treatment is good lution to 714 parts of water; ‘or 

arsenate of lead (paste) 1 table- for failing house plants. 6% spray add 1 part of stock so- 

spoonful. Kerosene Emulsion—This com- lution to 10 parts of water.
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On account of its symmetrical outliné, sturdy habit of growth and dense foliage the Norway maple is an ideal tree for 
parks and lawns. It is also, for these reasons, an excellent tree for street planting.
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Growing Chrysanthemums. cover over the sash with sacks or uncovered, cover over the sash the 

such like covering. If some air first thing in the morning to keep 

Robert Blackwood, Lake Geneva, is given on warm days during the sun out and let them thaw out 

at Annual Convention. winter that should be all that is in the dark in this way and a few 

‘ / b necessary to carry them over win- degrees of frost wont hurt these 

Chrysanthemums have een ter nicely. In spring when dan- cool grown plants even when in 

grown in this country for over ger of hard frost is past the full flower. Give them plenty of 

one hundred years, and though leaves and other covering should water at all times and syringing 

each year sees! them gaining im be removed, but be careful to on sunny forenoons during the 

popularity, they are not hesuitel cover over the sash on occasional summer is’ beneficial. Keep offi 

haves tae The types away cold nights. Pretty soon the green and black fly by dusting 

oe : ea plants will show growth and then — with tobacco dust or by spraying 

different and the forms and col- is the time to select and cut off with one of the advertised insecti 

ors so varied that they cannot but rooted suckers and put them into cides. Chrysanthemums are lit 

ae Sm ie iat eee small pots or plant in the frame in — tle troubled with diseases, but 

rows 3” apart and 6” between the should a Jittle mildew appear oi 

and most grown types are’ the rows, adding a little sand to the the plants a dusting of sulphu 

large flowering, the single, the roots while planting. In four or will cheek it. By growing earl 

anemone and the Pee. All five weeks they will have made and late varieties you ean hav: 

are of easy culture and while they strong roots and should be trans- flowering plants from the first of 

are Seen: at their: best im greell ferred to 4” pots using a fairly October until into December fo: 
houses, even the best varieties of rich soil composed of say five your home, and for your many 

any of these types hae be grown parts fibrous sod with one part — friends, for with a surplus of suet: 
to near exhibition quality in cold ay rotted cow manure added, plants you will have man 

frames. Everybody cannot have This is best prepared the previous — friends. 

a greenhouse, but every flower fall, but any good soil with some Out door chrysanthemums are 

ott tanta should fave Some “bone meal added will grow nice old time favorites and who docs 

a growing Pail cme ane plants. When the roots reach not remember Mother’s\or Gran 

should be of wood 18” high at the the sides of the pots and before mother’s pompons. They are 

back and 12” high in front and they are potbound they should be very hardy and. after flowering: 1 

made to fit three or four sash 3” potted ito their flowering pots covering of branches and leavy . 
wide and @ Tong If O° x4” and 6” is a nice size. The pots will put them through an ordi 

posts 3’ above ground are put gan then be plonged fothem xing ‘ary water, but the better way 
‘n at the outside corners the in the frame if some stones or to lift them after flowering anil 

rane can easily be raised at any broken pots are put under the carry them over winter in fram s 

. . y : y pots for drainage and do not over- as recommended for frame ero\ 
time during the growing season ‘d. Wi .. le jae: "The: gota ~ 

by adding boards to fill up under- i I fel ete tice ; S eeraen ae te 
neath. The plants that have ve ther tops; should be vOEO and planted outiin spring"! 

given you satisfaction and that pinelicd of to encourage atte Sood soiland other than eultivs : . growths and every time the side ing and watering in very d you intend growing another growths are 3” long the tops weather, they will require Her 

a should be Gut down to the should be pinehed off until ths attention. During the growii¢ 
soil after flowering, taken out of Ist of September, when they are season a mulching of well rott:( 

the pots, some of the old soil re- allowed to grow. From the first stable manure will help rete 
moved and planted close together of June until the middle of Sep- the moisture and strengthen 1 
in the frame. G've them a tember the sash can be kept off growth. When danger of fr +t 

thorough watering and make sure entirely and after that plenty of comes a covering of cheesecloth © 
they sre properly labeled with air should be given when the tem- keep off frost and sun will po 

strong labels. Cover them over perature is over 45°. The cooler long their flowering season. \t 

with dry leaves and put on the they are grown the more cold this time, too, a few plants put 1! 

sash. Bank up the frame with they will stand. If by chance a pots will make very fine horse 

leaves, straw or manure and hard night’s frost catches them plants.
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The growing of chrysanthe- some varieties will mean a de- Yellow: Carrie, Cranfordia, 

mums in green houses is too big a formed flower or a flower with an Ilorace Martin. 

subject to do justice to in such a open center. There are of course White: Carpet of Snow, 

short paper, so I will touch on it many fine varieties that come  Well’s Masse, Dorothy. 

very briefly. Cuttings are rooted good from any bud and these the Pink: Cranford Pink, = Nor- 

in sand in a cool house from Feb- beginner should grow first. As  mandie, Marie Masse. 

ruary till April, potted into 2 cool as possible over 45 degrees is Aster Type, for Out Doors. 

inch pots when, rooted next to the best temperature. Bush plants Red: Goascher’s) Crimson, 

4” pots and then to their flower- in greenhouses are pinched and Crimson Pride, Chas. Jolly. 

ing pots or to the bench. Large grown same as in frame culture Bronze: A. Barham. 

flowering varieties are grown to and by feeding and extra care 

single stems by keeping a leader specimen plants have been grown : - 

and pinching off all other 16” in diameter and carrying as 

erowithe They are tied to stakes many as 3,000 flowers. Mike A Home Made Sprayer. 

and often attain the height of 8’ they are very easily grown, noth- Mr. Christian Saabye, who 

with flowers up to 10” in diam- ing will show the good results of — lives at Detroit Harbor, which is 

eter. The selection of buds for a little extra care quicker than the principal city of Washington 

exhibition blooms ean only be ae-  chrysanthemuns. Island, which is a part of Door 

quired by studying the varieties Co, is a progressive fruit grower 
individually which makes grow- For Frames; Large Flowered. and submits the following for the 

ing new varieties uncertain to Yellow: Comoleta, Cheltoni, benefit of the smaller grower who 

even an experienced grower. To Golden age. does not feel able to pay three 

explain just what I mean. These White: Early Snow, Win. Tur- hundred dollars for a power out- 

large flowering varieties grown to ner, Lady Lydia. fit. 

single stems will, during June, Pink: Pacific Supreme, Well’s “T see by the February number 
form a flower bud which if se- Lake Pink, Dr. Enguhard. of Wisconsin Horticulture one 
leeted would, as a general rule, Red: The Bard, Black Hawk, member wants to know about a 

amount to nothing but rather [larvard. power sprayer. Now I made one 

seems nature’s way of stopping Bronze: Greystone, Brutus. myself out of a 114 IL P. engine, 
the plant to encourage — side Single a well pump jack, a good hand 
growth for at this time several Yellow: Little Barbee, Golden power spray pump and a home 

side growths appear. One of Mensa. made tank all mounted on a low 

these growths is selected as a White: Anna, Mensa. truck and it works fine. [run 
leader and the others removed. Pink: Stanley Ven, Cosmos. the jack with a belt and belt 

In the same way a flower bud will Red: Ceddie Mason, Minneso- — shifter. This outfit will last well 

appear early in August, perhaps — ta. for years with little expense for 

two in September and the last or Bronze: Dorothy Dann. repairs. Here is the expense: 

terminal bud late in September or Anemone. Engine ~--.~-~-#25 to $35 

carly October. Now in order to Yellow: Yellow Garza, Mrs, Tank ~--.--_-____ 10 to 15 

produce the largest and best I. Kuehne. PUMP! occcenenccen Ito 15 

Howers we must know which one White: Garza, Chas. L. Hut- Jaek: sescccrcccs. Ste 

of these buds in the different va-  chinson. Hose, belt, ete. 22 Sto 6 

vieties to choose. Let us take for Pink: Ada Sweet, Miss Kath- Belt shifter —----.  2to 3 

example that fine variety, ‘‘Beat-  erine Simmons. oe 
vice May.’’ On an early August Pompon. Total —--_--___. 57-78 
bud this produces an enormous Yellow: Zenobia, Golden Cli- 

pure white flower. On the next max, Klondyke. OO 

bud it is not so large and has a White: Diana, Lulu, Elva. According to the 1910 census, New : ‘ ae i York fruit products are worth nearly 
light shade of pink color, while on Pink: Lillian Doty, Minta, — $25,000,000. 
the terminal bud it is much Fairy Queen. It will keep Wisconsin growers 

smaller and is of a decided pink Red: Black Douglas, Viola. ‘going some to catch up with New 

color. To take the wrong bud on Bronze: Skibo, Princeton, York. Still it ean be done.
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A Delightful Story About Flow- The garden one remembers as_ one else is going to have one too. 

ers and Friends Entitled, long as life lasts. That is the When we see some one trying to 

“‘The West Allis Garden kind of garden we are trying to start a garden we try to help 

i nave ourselves and induce others hem, not only with advice, bu Club.’’ 1 1 1 ind th them, not onl th ad , but 

: . to have. with some of our surplus plants 
The West Allis Garden Club is “, . . E F 

. . But if they feel that is too much even though they are not mem- 
quite young, being only ten ‘ . : 

: . of an undertaking, why have — bers, we know they will soon want 
months old. It was organized in ; : spe a i é ‘ 

e . some kind of a garden, even if it to join us. The exchanging of 
February, 1916, by a number of. i ‘3 ‘ 

.*!. : . is only a porch cr window box. plants is one of the pleasant 
enthusiastic gardeners, who for . . 

had i 1 plant Dig in the ground and learn what things about our club. 
some years had exchanged plants . oe : , 

~ . . see] a wonderful thing it is to watch We meet on alternate Wednes- 
and experiences with both pleas- 5 jc ‘ 

5 things grow. days at the home of some one of 
ure and profit. - e 2 ‘ * : 

Ai : We are especially interested in our members, some times having a 
They finally decided that a : . on : : 

. . . the growing of perennia!s, for regular program with papers, 
more formal organization with : : 

- ete., at others just taking up the 
regular meetings and more mem- g s 

5 problems that come daily to all 
bers, would be of advantage to % z 

, . amateur gardeners, in looking at 
themselves and the community. 

, ae : the garden of the member at 
We are not burdened with offi- ey . . : 

: yo . ae whose home the meeting is being 
cers, having only a President and nek * held, praising, criticising and giv 

i 5 ; a eld, praising, criticising and giv- 
Secretary. And just one strictly - . ; ae ” f S 

; : 3 ing advice as to the best methods 
abided by rule for membership; : : ‘ 5 

: , . of planting and taking eare of 
no one is admitted to this club sie 

. wae . the different plants. 
who is not willing to work in a . . 

And when an epidemic of cut 
garden. 1 lant lice d 

" z worms, rose slugs or plant lice de- 
When we asked to be admitted 1 , = : ti 

; seend upon us we are prompt in to the W. §. I. S. Mr. Cranefield ae: Ce eee 
‘ telling our favorite methods of 

said he hoped we had no dead . : . : 
: , getting rid of these undesirable 

ones in our club. We ean proud- in 
ss garden pests. To illustrate—my 

ly say there isn't one. ‘ . : 
ne z . own particular method of getting 
The club was organized for mu- 3 a. 

rid of the green aphis is really a 
tual help and pleasure and the de- sys 

. : . . preventitive. I cover the ground 
sire to interest people in having a : 

: ; thickly with strong tobacco 
garden, especially the old fash- 
: around the rose bushes and am 

toned garden that our grand- almost never troubled, while a aia ies 5 : Hepatica tribola: plentiful in Wisconsin @ Os , @ mothers used to have, one that woods i April. way Of Paes. Bee i ca 
. spray of paris green the samc 

was permanent, the kind that : . 
. . . - strength as used for potatoes just 

edged the walks, nestled against while none of us would give up . : . 
sé : before the leaves unfold, rids the 

the house, strayed off into the row — the annuals, there is so much sat- . 
5 : : oie bushes of slugs. 

of apple and plum trees, with isfaction in a plant that comes up , 
. . . . When we have papers, the) 

grape vines growing on the di- year after year. It makes one oy 
nas a‘ must be the writer’s own exper 

viding fence, where there was a feel as though they had some- , . o : 
3 es ' ience in raising those particular 

strawberry bed, some currant and thing to stay for in that one par- . 
‘ 4 ai : ‘ plants and shrubs, not something 

raspberry bushes, where lilac and ticular spot. That is something : 
. ° — 1 she has read. We do certainl) 

mock oranges, peonies, phlox, nar- to be desired, a permanent home. i ij that wil 
. sa : ep reg rer & we ce wi 

cissus, daffodils, and tulips, roses, And if you have planted a gar- read everything we can tha 

tiger lilies, sweet arcadia and den with trees, shrubs, fruit and help us and try a good many 0 

June pinks and countless other flowers you certainly do not care the suggestions and find many 0 

sweet flowers bloomed in a riot of _ to leave it. them very helpful. But we hav 

color, from spring until fall; a So the members of this elub are learned also not to be too eredu 

delightful spot to wander round trying to make their gardens lous, as I was, for instance, whe 

in; something good to eat nearly beautiful, for a lovely garden is I read in a garden magazine tha! 
5 ‘ : " 5 . 

all the time and always beautiful. as catching as the measles. Some a good thick mulch was beneficial
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to the Yueea and Dianthus. I The Home Orchard. Orchard No. 2. 

tried it—result—no Yucea, no Di- Apples Crabs 

anthus. Several inquiries have been 2 Duchess 2 Hyslop 

We have visited some of the received since Mareh Ist from 4 Wealthy Plums 

sseries in the vicinity of Mil- people who want to plant a home 4 Northwestern 2 Hawkeye nurse } : 

rg as a Club making selec- orchard; varieties, where to buy 4 Windsor 2 De Soto waukee, f 

i of plants and shrubs while trees, planting, ecte., and every 2 Tolman 2 Sapa tions } 3 I 

in bloom, even taking some of one a hurry up eall. If these K . 
. ‘ j 5 ov the north central counties 

them home with us, safely trans- good people had considered this bstitute Malinda f Wind es 
ona ‘ Ff ... Substitute Malinda for indsor 

planting them while in full bloom. subject a few weeks earlicr it 1 Patt é i for N i 
. and Patten Greening for North- 

We were quite sure we got what would have been to their advan- t ‘ o 20 
western. 

we wanted. We are also trans- tage. Plant the ti 25. feet t 
6 : Qn . : . é L e reeS 20 eet apar 

planting some of the native plants The fall or early winter is the on well drained soil that 1 : 
¥ 7 Ve. are ed so at as SGT 

and shrubs and urging others to — best time to order nursery stock fitted \ ‘ il f aE eon 
is . ited as we as Tor a crop 0 POr 

do the same. as the buyer is then reasonebly i tat cid iti te aon 
. . - = or potatoes and cu vate as 0 By: 

We are trying to foster a spir- certain to get what he orde's. “ s th hl f a ou ' ) : . and as thoroughly as for either o 
it of civic pride, to induce people — Later orders, received when the these crops - ‘ 

to mow the weeds on vacant lots, P 
otatoes, beans or sweet cor 

to beautify the school grounds. . a OF isweels Corn 
. x ko Trance a SOULE | may be grown between the tree 

e are loping 0 ave d 9: og Pes 2 . “ 
, rows for the first four or five 

mecting this winter with a good, oy ° DY Ne oe © ae from the W. 8. 1.8 is years if the space between the 

lve spe ake has Wy 4 . i ; trees is kept free from grass and 

to stir up enthusiasm. e are |i zi " ; oo 
, "a A weeds. Don’t fail to eut back 

each and every one doing all we a4 A ad us Kk 
) ng ee d ” e the tops severely at planting 

can to boost the State Fair, espe- Dw fine ° ° 

cially the Horticultural part of #t. . % 

We are in hopes that many more \ Double Planting. 

Garden Clubs will be formed A member asks if it is advisable 

throughout the State this winter. 4 to plant pees eee between apple 

We are in hopes that the Fair trees spaced 25 feet apart. 

Board will allow us to exhibit as Blood Root, Sanguinaria  inadensi Ans: It would certainly be very 
3 Just a little later than Hepatica. Jae The hace 

Garden Clubs. We want to fill would to do i The plum trees 
ae . . would searcely come pare 

that small building they call a supply of the standard sorts is ex- ek ‘ ti 5 ; come bs ale 
: * ; age before the trees w srOW 

Horticultural Hall, so full that hausted, are apt to be liberally =” vould CEOWE 
. : . “ wus so badly as to prevent effective 

they will be obliged to give us a — spotted with substitutions. . . . 
. aces aN 5 . . . cultivation or spraying and in ten 

larger building, for if they don't. April, however, is not alto- . . 
; a years or less neither apple nor 

they won’t be able to get inside. ether too late to order trees and slum would | tl leiwarty 
. < * . " VOULC ve Worth Cultivating 

We are really doing nothing — the following suggestions are of- r spraying mins 

spectacular in our Garden Club. fered for a farm orehard of 24 A “oe A 

We are just a few people who are trees, two trees of each variety: Question About Pruning 

seeing—and learning to see more Q. How much should the previ- 

of the beauties of nature; enjoy- OUS: Season's growth be eut back 
ing life as we believe it was Orchard No. 1. " apple = Ww ei are two and 

: 5 5 hnree years plar ? 
planned to enjoy it—with the e years planted 

. « : Apples Tolman Ans. Do not cut back at all un- 
trees, birds and flowers in our 5 : vas 
gardens Lubsk Queen less in the case of too ambitious 

° ” ‘ x Duchess Crabs branches which have reached out 
Mrs. C. M. Strong. , +s 

Wealthy Hyslop or up so far as to injure the shape 

MelIntosh Martha or the balance of the top. Shape oe 1 Pp 
Northwestern Plums the top of the tree by thinning I ) 8, 

See that all deecaving vezetables Windsor Surprise but do little heading back unless 

in the cellar ave removed. Scott De Soto you want a dumpy tree.
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Spray Pumps. of the cylinder wears it is impos- tion, these pumps are capable of 

Dr. E. D. Ball, State Hintomolog'st sible to tighten them up and they carrying only one lead of hose 

Spray pumps may be roughly then begin to leak and lose pres- and maintaining a high pressure, 

divided into four groups, accord- sure. The heavier types, with where efficient nozzles are used. 

ing to size and capacity. long, heavy handles, large air Such an outfit will care for 6 or 8 

chambers and cylinders with acres of orehard and either this 

Bucket Pumps. stuffing boxes around the piston, outfit or the larger barrel pumps 

The first group consists of are very effient machines and = may be equipped with a special 

bucket pumps, knapsack sprayers, within the limits of their ca- device for spraying a number of 

compressed air sprayers and sim- pacity will do just is — rows of truck crops at one time. 

: x 7 s ranging in eost a8 the big power outfits. One o . . 

fom whacote ‘ollers to twenty these heavy barrel sprayers The Gasoline Power Outfit. 

dollars. This outfit involves an expendi- 

The small brass bucket type of Lit ture of 250 to 350 dollars when 

pump, with a long lever, will give bf} es equipped with tank, truck and 

a fairly good pressure, and by idea equipment, complete. For large 

putting on a much longer hose j a orchards, cities or communities 

than that ordinarily furnished an Me 2 ze where there is considerable spray- 

ean be used for a large number of j [i os ing, one of these outfits is a good 

small jobs in town lots and small re investment. Oftentimes the same 

truck patches with good success | { fi ; values can be obtained by using a 

and at a minimum cost of four to a ) gasoline engine in service for 

eight dollars. Fr other work at other times but 

The knapsack outfits, com- Mi, f connecting to the double acting 

pressed air sprayers and that i j pump during the spraying season 

class are worth their cost where ‘Ge and thus materially reducing the 

there is a large amount of truck ee cost of the equipment. The gaso- 

which requires nothing more a line outfits are capable of handl- 

than mere sprinkling with poi- ‘ing only two leads of hose, where 

son or a fungicide and where it # very’ sod. Barrell numm: efficient nozzles are used, and 

would be difficult to handle a equipped with 30 feet of 1% inch should not be equipped with more. 

wheeled outfit. They cost as hose, a bamboo spray pole, a cut- Anyone contemplating the pur- 

mueh, however, as a_ well off, an angle and a heavy nozzle, chase of one of these large outfits 

equipped barrel outfit and are in- wil] handle 2 to 4 aeres of orchard 
capable of furnishing any ade- in first class shape, the total cost 
quate pressure for se1ivus spray- of the outfit amounting to about 
ing work, so they should be uscu twenty dollars. By doubling 

only where all that is required of the length of the hose, this may 

them is low pressure work. be used for spraying a small num- 

Barrel Pumps. ber of tall trees. 

The second class consists of Double Acting Outfits. 

barrel outfits wh'ch range in Double acting pumps range in 

price for the pump alone from price from 30 to 60 dollars. The 
about six to fifteen dollars. heavier they are, the larger the & idoubie seine, UMD. Made by, the 

Their value increases much more air chamber, and the heavier and 

rapidly than the price, as they in- longer the handle, the more pres- should write for special informa- 

crease in weight and size of air sure they will deliver. By using tion and details of equipment. 

chamber. The lighter ones, with a long suction hose, three or four What to Buy. 

small sized air chambers and __ barrels may be carried at one time 

simple cylinders do fairly good and used alternately. In general, buy the smallest 

work when new, but as the inside Contrary to general supposi- type of equipment that will do
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your work, but buy the best Apples and Plums. even if we have to pay more for 

grade of which ever type is pur- it. 

chased and remember that it re- Q. 1. Is it advisable to plant 3. How much = should native 

quires skill and knowledge to do fruit trees in an old orchard if plum trees be cut back at plant- 

thorough spraying with any type the sod is plowed and kept cult- ing time? 

of outfit. More failure has re- vated? Ans. Take off most of the top. 

sulted from wrong methods and Ans. Some other place where First cut out part of the branches, 

lack of thoroughness in applica- fruit trees have not been growing usually about one-half of them, 

tion—ten times over—than from would be better, but if the newly and cut back the remainder to 

inefficieney of poisons or of the — set trees are well cared for good mere stubs. 

equipment. The finest work that results may be expected. 4. Hew do the Hansen hybrid 

the writer ever did in spray.ng 2. Are one-year apple trees plums do in Wisconsin; are they 

was with an old barrel outfit dug galled whips better for planting hardier than the Americanas? 

out of a serap heap and re-packed, — than the two-year branched size? Ans. The Hansen hybrids, 
while some of the poorest work 

ever witnessed was done by 

power outfits in the hands of the F 

hired men. | 

Dandelions. , om 
A member asks the old, old yA tn... 

question, old, yet ever new, how | ke i 
to rid a lawn of dandelions and , a a 

weeds. If weeds thrive on a lawn aA. 
it is evidence there is too little JJ ‘eee 

grass. The reason there is too pf 4 " ae 
little grass is because it has been g y = 

starved out. ys lee 
There are two practical means ym" 

to remedy the difficulty ; top-dress 4 

the lawn, spreading good loam 

mixed with well decayed manure 

over the whole surface from one 

to two inches deep. Any grass 
: Almost, but not quite, as good as a gasoline power outfit. 

‘hat may be left will push thru 

‘his top-dressing and more seed, Ans. A few years ago there Hanska, Sapa, Opata and others, 

‘he more the better, should be was much favorable sentiment are certainly hardy but cannot 

owed and raked in. ereated for the one-year tree, excel the Americanas such as De 

The other plan is to completely largely by nurserymen, but now Soto and Hawkeye, ete. in that 

‘novate by spading deeply, practically every one who has respect. The Hansen group may 

horoly pulverizing the soil and given both kinds a fair trial is excel the natives in quality and 

dding plenty of fine manure. ready to testify in favor of the productiveness but that is yet to 

‘me or two pounds of bone-meal two-year tree. The root system be proven. 

» each square yard will pay. of the one-year tree is not suffi- 

While ordinary weeds can be ciently developed to withstand SS 

“riven out by increasing the num- shipment and usually a whole Don't plant more than enough apples 

er of grass plants, dandelions winter’s drying; it has too few to supply home use, unless they can be 

\ill not submit so readily to this well developed roots to stand this Well taken care of. They are not a 
‘ : ‘ = profitable crop on the average farm 
eatment. About the only prac- treatment. Again, there is practic- untess some attention is given them. 

ical remedy is to pull them. Rich ally one year lost in the growth This from Minnesota, the great- 

‘oil and thick seeding of grass will of the tree; let the nurserymen est farm orchard state in the ecoun- 

iend to keep down the seedlings. grow the tree to planting size try!
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the ‘‘Bag’’ or the number that for several years. The dead and 

Wisconsin Horticulture may be killed to five a day. dying maple trees all over this 

Published monthly by the This affords most excellent pro- section are a mute testimony of 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Sociaty tection for rabbits and at the rate the destructive power of this pest 

° 12 N. Carroll St. : : sas 
Official organ of the Society. of increase of this pest we are apt when conditions are favorable. 

FREDERIC CRANBFIELD, Editor. to have, before this law can be re- This situation has become so 

Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. pealed two years hence, a condi- critical that it will require prompt 

Entered as second-class matter May 13, i similar i strali an fficient meas Ss save 2 
19tP we the sectaitice at Madison, Wis, tou sinnilat to that in Australia. and efficient measures to save the 
consin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Crows, English sparrows, black- remainder of the maple trees. 

Advertising rates made known on appli- . ‘ * ware . 
cation. birds and hawks are outlawed There is nothing difficult in the 

a ~~ while the rabbit is given better destruction of this insect. The 

rotection than any other game reas it has not been checkec Wisconsin State Horticultural Society tect: tl y oth g reason it has t b hecked 

Membership fee fifty cents, which in- " « a “ 
cludes twenty-five cents subscription price except deer and the rabbits cause long ago is mainly on account of 
of Wisconsin Horticulture. Remit _ fitty 5 . 
cents to Frederic Cranefield, Editor, Madi- more damage every year than lack of proper equipment. Ord- 
son, Wis. ; ‘ ; : ; 

Remit by Postal or Express Money Or- crows, blackbirds and hawks com- é spray utfits will no , blackbird 1 | | inary spraying outfit I t 
der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if bi h tl Il andi 4 
wrapped or attached to a card, and bays ined. reach the tall trees and in many 

. Persona “ks accepted. P . for two: years: Personal ‘checkssaccepte! For ten years past the editor Places even these outfits are not 
Postage stamps not accepted. has steadfastly opposed legisla- at hand. 

HPICRRS tion designed to afford protection A number of cities in this sec- 
OFFI . . . : : a 

N. A. Rasmussen, President......Oshkosh 0 rabbits, but without any sup- tion are purchasing the proper 
D. B, Bingham, Viger b regen aa Bay port whatever but there scems to equipment,—in most cases power 

Te Ganeanee ghecsae come eer be a little more interest in the outfits equipped with long spray 
ee subject at the present time. The poles and high towers,—and are 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. gardeners of Lake Geneva and going seriously to work to clean 

Dim Bingham. 000000) )lmxcomere the fruit growers associations of Up their trees. With such an 
Te G: Kellogg... 0.000. 2-.--Kxromteio Door Co. have sent protests to ¢duipment it will cost only a dol- 
ist Dist. A. Martini........Lake Geneva : arvor bw kr et ie Hy and Dist, RF Coe... Pt Atkinson the legislature. ae or two per tree and it is prob- 

rd Dist., H. H. Morgan.........Madison Ft as r sos the spraying wi on 
ith Dist, Henry Wilke.” °1. Milwaukee Now, if every one who reads ‘ le a at tee spraying will pro 
5th Dist., G. V. Holsinger . Wauwatosa i , Par Sy tase: 3 a 2 . ay F woore 

oth Dist. H.C, Christensen... .Oshkosh me has suffered injury by a te °! & aumiber of years 7th Dist; Wm. Toole, Sr.........Baraboo ra Ss wi i iy wage _ and that even xtreme cases 
8th Dist, 0. G. Malde. ..-. Grand Rapids abbits mu ee to his assembly twortl . . m extn weit eles i 
9th ist., L. E. Birmingham Sturgeon Bay man an Ss se rm sti wo thorough sprayings wi “led 
10th Dist. G. L. Richardson........ , ae lis senator protesting th - prayings Senn 

eS OSwses Chippewe Welty agalns his measure, i i ave u he pest. 
Lith Dist 7 Hauser ee Hayne 8 easure, it will have "P Whe p 

seeiseina some effect. It is to be hoped that every one 

BOARD OF MANAGERS. The public hearing on the bill Of the larger barrel pumps and 

NY ‘Ae RASiDENEH F. Craneftela will be over before this appears ouble acting outfits, as well as 
L. G. Kellogg in print, but it is unlikely that the power sprayers in this area 

— ~ = ~ the bill will come to a vote in Will be furnished with the neces 

Rabbits Receive Recognition. either house for several days af- Sary equipment and put to work, 
. . . ter the hearing. T itor isin. aS the time is short. The onl 

The big Fish and Game Bill, forested raring, gt ga 8 10 really s ful ti ‘ 5 iL 
. erested in S ry successtu Ime to handle 

No. 46, S., now before the legis- bhits, b Popree 9 eee by this ” nseak se bet ti i 
. é rabbits, but he is aker IS s 1s before the leaves 

lature, which constitutes a com. G ft eis mre aw maker. appenk i. tt . a aves 
oe sas Oo a e r f ar ne sprin rine 

plete revision of the existing er your member and go . é pring, am 
. : hard. which time kerosene emulsion o! 

game laws, contains one provi- 
, wae . 15 or even 20 per cent strength. 

sion which is of interest to every oO i a . Y > or a standard miscible oil lik: 
member of this Society. No mat- , ‘ i 59 5 . 

A Save the Maples! Sealecide”’ or its relatives, ma) 
ter whether you have one fruit be used ‘ 
tree or a thousand or for that The Cottony Maple Scale, _ 

matter none at all you are af- which under ordinary conditions —— 
fected by this bill. is not considered to be a serious 

* y ., . . Among the best perennials to gro\ 
The item referred to providesa pest, has been ‘increasing. at an for cut flowers are gaillardias, peonie: 

closed season for rabbits from alarming rate in the whole Cnn sareopsts, Glant daislee 
‘ eos . . : 8, especially ie Rocky ou 

Feb. Ist to Nov. Ist, and limits southeastern section of Wisconsin tain species, delphiniums and iris.
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A. J. Philips, Pioneer. the golden promise, the lure of did dairy stock and grafter of 

iy 5s the unknown. And the orchard fruits, lecturer, writer, humani- 
A. J. Philips of West Salem, . 5 . ahh alien se 1 adv abe , t every lif siWer GF EHS SB yielded him great profit, altho not tarian and advocate of every 

honorary ARS TEM “1892 : Teon, in dollars. righteous reform, charter member 
ciety, secretary from 1892 to 1898, © folEwe Ace P his of the Wisconsin Horticultural ieulturist died ¢ The following account of his 
and veteran horticulturist died at cao \ ns Societ nd the La Crosse County 
a La Crosse hospital March 22nd life is from the La Crosse Tribune ociety a ce mee : 
het EOS SPIE . of March 23d Agricultural, Forticultural and 
after an illness of three weeks. . ‘ Dairy aaxodidlion 

While A. J. Philips was not a Adoniram Judson Philips was Te was an wifldewie ofiver of 
: . o j ‘hester . , deo > . ay C55 5 

charter member, his membership born in Chester County, Pa., Oct. the ‘Hiitiane Gociety in this 

dating from 1874, he was prob- 17, 1834, the son of a Baptist min- county: for many years and. de 
. ister yS Sd , = 

ably known to more people in the we line in W spite the abuse that his action 
state than any other member of e came west, settling in Wa- (” ‘naw. vm wawmw Exivauea 4 ; : tertown, Wis. and Bie Creek would incur, he never faltered in 
our society. Tle was a pioneer, ¢ a SWB Oe aa > doing an officer’s plain duty when 
‘‘one who goes before, as into the Near Sparta, in 1855 and then to he saw a case warranting it 
wilderness, preparing the way for He was a life member of the “a . wy 2 acute . ‘ . others to follow. A A. J. ae — Minnesota Ilorticultural society 
one of that self sacrificing band of soa tt and leetured far and wide in that 
pioneers in horticulture who lit- ae “~= state as well as in his own and 

erally went before into the wild - oe was a frequent contributor to the 
eress preparing th¢ M ay that we oN — 4 journals of both states for many 
of another generation are fol- bea years 

4 “ee years, : 
lowing. r§ ~~ Growing organic troubles have 

The labors of these men in the ma es ee been developing for a long time 
early days meant. sure financial Ae : Sey and reached an acute stage a few 

ss g ay an] u » f * * loss and they knew it. None of bos weeks ago and he was removed to 
them expected nor dared hope 3 a La Crosse hospital for treat- 

that apple growing much less the : ment and nursing that he might 
growing of cherries would ever be have what measure of comfort it 
of commercial importance in this Pir was possible to secure under the 

state nor did they expect that ee circumstances, there being little 
their own particular orchards | hope for any possible recovery 
vould be of commercial import- ml from complications common 

Y r © Z . ey eo mee. They labored for the enough to men of advanced age 
‘ome, labored without expecta- A. J. PHILIPS. and almost certain in fatality. 
ion of financial reward, for pure . / . . There in the hospital at La 
ve of the game. the location in this county which Crosse, at the ripé age of eighty- 

Thig was etriki > true » made his home for so many , se a This was strikingly true of he made his y three, the life one of incessant ae- 
\ s1s «“ . rears. eo . \. J. Philips. The ‘‘old orehard years / tivity, he passed from here to the 
nthe hill white with bloom’’ In 1862 he was married. Mr. last frontier, and passing he 

ired him back from Dakota, and Mrs. Philips raised a family leaves the once great circle of the 
here he had gone to raise sheep of whom Charles of Savanna, IIL; «pjoneers’? visibly contracted 

raiTie: a raed 1 ror F a F . " . n the prairie; the trees he had George and Dr. W. J., both of La ang yeminds us that it will be a 
lanted and reared were a part of Crosse, and Mrs. Wm. Storandt of short time now until it must have 
im. This old orchard whieh Burr Oak and Mrs. George Shane disappeared altogether. 
ever yielded a car load of apples of West Salem, still survive with encteamemn 
‘ one variety, tells the story of their mother. An evergreen windbreak ‘s just 

is life plainer than words ean Among the ‘‘Old Settlers’? of as effective as a board fence and 

lL it. It might easily have been this county few have been so much more pleasant to look at. 

il of Wealth Northwestern, widely known throughout Wis- _— y> , 3 , 
‘te, tried and profitable kinds, consin and Minnesota as Mr. It is well to wash the foliage of 

‘ut instead these gave way to Philips, stockman, agriculturist, palms and ferns occasionally to 

seedlings, the new, the untried, horticulturist, breeder of splen- keep dust and insects off.
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Sowing Seeds Indoors. culty. The vegetables most often full leaf. It is best to cut the 

Prof. J. G. Moore. handled by this method are eu- cions early but it can still be 

While the coal or gas heated cumbers, squash and melons, but done, April Ist. The writer has 

house present some difficulties jt is also possible to handle beans, had excellent success in cutting 

in starting plants indoors, it eorn and other garden crops in the cions and immediately graft- 

should be possible, if the more this manner. Sow the seed some- ing them. 

favorable conditions are selected, what thicker than you desire the 

to secure vegetables somewhat plants and thin to one or more Gi 

earlier by this method. The plants, depending upon the sze 

seeds should be started in shallow of the pot and the kind of plants. KA / 

boxes or pans, the boxes being All indoor or hotbed grown it i 

preferable as they permit drain- plants should be ‘“hardened-off’’ Cl Hae 

age and the plants are less likely before setting in the garden. My 

to suffer from overwatering. The This means accustoming the plant M 

seed should preferably be sown gradually to the conditions in | 5 

in rows. It should be sown thin which it will be placed when set Y Ni 

and as soon as possible after the out. On bright, warm days, ven- 

plants are up they should be tilate or set the plants out of The way to make a cleft graft, 

thinned or transplanted. Water- doors in the sun for a short time. , 

ing should occur at as long inter- Gradually inerease the length of The one big mistake usually 

vals as possible without allowing time the plants are exposed with- ade by beginners is in grafting 

the plants to wilt. The lighter out injury until it is possible to the whole top of the tree at one 

color of the surface soil is a good leave them out unprotected over operation. A very small tree, a 

indicator of the need of water if night. They are then ready for one-year-old whip planted one 
watering has been properly done planting in the garden. year with but little top growth 

and there are facilities for drain- ee might be safely treated in that 

pal omen. water should be Top Grafting. way, but any older tree is quite 

pplied at each application to apt to be killed outright by cut- 

thoroughly soak the soil. Fre- By top-grafting or top-working — ting off all the main branches. 
quent and insufficient waterings 4 worthless seedling or an unde- Graft one-half the branches leav- 

encourage unfavorable conditions. — sirable variety may be changed to ing the balance to support the tree 

When the plants beging to de- any desired variety. A short de- anda year from now if the grafts 

velop their first true leaves, seription of this method of mak- you set this spring ‘“‘take,’’ re- 

transplant to shallow boxes or jing new trees from old was move the remaining branches. Se- 

pots. Where pots are available, printed on p. 83 of the February — lect the branches to be grafted so 

the plants can be handled some- number and what follows may be 
what more successfully than when considered as supplementary to 

set in boxes because from pots _ that. “™~\ , 
they can be repotted or set in the Cions used for any kind of y 

garden without any disturbance grafting are best cut while the ~ ‘ 

of the root system and with less trees from which they are taken . Z 

likelihood of being checked. It is are dormant, before there is any po 

desirable to avoid as far as poss- indication of growth. The books i 

ible checking of the growth of the tell us that the cions must be 

plant in producing early vege- taken during winter before the 

tables. sap starts and stored in a cool] se) 
The seeds of certain vegetables . place until the buds have started, ii.as-eye view of an opple tree. ‘Th 

are best sown in pots or dirt on the tree to be grafted. This branches indicated Py oes lines 

bands from which they may set is good advice, and if the cions 

in the garden without root distur- can be kept from shriveling the as to have a well balanced top. I! 

ance. These are the vegetables top-grafting may be done any you were a bird, or an aviator. 

which are transplanted with diffi- time, even when the trees are in you might make your selection 01
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branches as shown in the draw- time ean be gained by transplant- as I have to have horses anyway 

ing. ing in cold frames before setting to work the soil. 

Don’t use long cions for top in the open. B. F. G., Towa. 

vrafting, cut them to two, or at Late cabbage should be sown in —— 

ost. three, buds each. Cover the open ground about the middle Ans. by N. A. R. 

the tips and all cut surfaces with of May and set in the field July 1 My well is 230 feet deep, water 

erafting wax. to 10. raising to about 40 ft. of surface. 

The grafting wax sold by seeds- “Wisconsin Horticulture’? is We use 80 bl. tank, not 600 bbl. 

men and other dealers is usually the most practical paper on gar- on a 30° ft. tower. The well 

worthless; make your own as fol dening in Wisconsin altho it does is located on highest point of 

lows: not cover as much as ‘‘Market farm. We use a common deep 

Melt together 4 parts beeswax, Growers Journal,’’ which, how- well pump and gasoline engine 

2 parts rosin and 1 part tallow. ever, is a southern paper. The for pumping, pump throws 14 

Pour the melted mixture into a former may be obtained by writ- in. stream. 

pail of cold water, grease your ing Fred Cranefield, Sec’y Wis. This will take care of 2 leads of 

hands and when cool enough to Hort. Soe., Madison, and the lat- 1 in. pipe. Run pipes on top of 

handle, knead and pull as in mak- ter addressing Market Growers ground using sprinklers such as 

ing molasses candy. Roll into Journal, Louisville, Ky. are commonly used on lawns. We 

sticks and wrap in waxed paper. - use these for both raspberries and 

This is good, old fashioned, reli- strawberries, also for onions and 
—— ; Overh i h ; 

able grafting wax that will keep echead, Watering and Other other vegetables. 
. < i Items of Interest. . : . 
indefinitely and when you put it " an . We have tried running water 

ay Ge O55 | would like some information - 
ona tree will ‘“‘stay put. ‘ i % between rows, but without sue- 

. in regard to your irrgation a 
. cess. We pump and water thru- 

nbs plant. How deep is your well, out the day regardless of heat and 
Tomato and Cabbage. and how many leads of pipe run cen mata Ba on . 

f ' ke? sunshine. We find no advantage 
I just attended the institute at “th the tank? . 7 in allowing water to stand and 

Manitowoc. Am an amateur in a = heen a idea that if 1 warm, in fact we prefer it  di- 

gardening, but have large lot W'S " to irrigate ih ae rectly from the well as it seems 

here we would like to get some ceetl ae and ia “ alee I to control more effectively the 

benefit from, woul lave form a wel on the ved spider and strawberry  leaf- 
| think Mr. Rasmussen stated !ighest part and install some sort roller. 

he would plant tomato seed now, of High aaa and pomp with 4% In regard to auto truck will 

te be transplanted several times toa tt eng: Iitel ” oun ihe say we find we can give far better 

avd planted in garden June Ist. re water In ditches: hetween the service and with less expense than 
When would you sow seed for "OWS directly from the reservoir. with horses. 
‘uly cabbage plants, late cabbage i do net see How L could POt a 

plats? Would you transplant ditches between my strawberry 

those plants and when plant them "OWS @s they would be mulched STRAWBERRY PLANTS 
in garden. Please recommend between the rows and could not . 

soue book or paper containing "emove the muleh to make ditches ; 100,000 choice Strawberry 

. during the picking season Plants. Also Red and Black 
prctieal knowledge on garden- & une ae RS ee Raspb A ij and 
ins and oblige I see in the report that you SPDEETY: casParesus Bue ge 

M. K. J., Manitowoe Co have a tank that holds about 600 Rhubarb Roots. .K.J., Ma 2 Co. . . . barrels. What kind of a tank is These plants will not be 

it? What is the size of the pipes dug more than twenty-four 

Ans by N. A. Rasmussen. that you run underground, and oe before poe. a 
Ye sow tomato seed from what material’? stock: ‘guaranteed. ot: bed Maw plants in season. Write for 

March 1 to the 20th, transplant Do you keep both horses and prices. 

t\ve and set out in the open an auto to deliver with? Which 

alat June 1 is the best and which is the chea _ . s sta s p- 5 7 

he first early cabbage can be est? I am one mile from my mar- Rasmussen's jt Farm 

Son about March 20 and set out ket and often wonder if it would Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
of doors about May 1. A little pay me to own an auto delivery pe
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Soluble Sulphur Compound. ture or lime-sulphur is superior ho Hawke | 

for this purpose. 

A Walworth county member These results, I believe, agree The Hawks : 

writes: ‘‘Will you kindly give vith those published by the manu- N : 

me your opinion whether lime sul- facturers of the dry compound in ursery i 

phur in liquid form is better than the bulletins which they have Company | 

the dry form as put up by the published, which report the result | 

—— Company?” of the investigations on their part. are in a position to | 

If the dry form will do what I do not understand your state- furnish high grade i 

they claim, it would be much eas- ment in regard to the increased Nursery Stock of all \ 

ier for one with a few trees than convenience of the dry material. kinds and varieties i 

to use the liquid form. In both cases it is simply neces- suitable to Wiscon- | 

Prof. Fracker of the State Dept. sary to mix the product with wa- sin and other north- | 

of Entomology, answers as fol- ter, no heating being necessary. ern districts. 

lows: ; Ss. B. Bracken, ; Will be glad to fig- 

This compound is used for two Assistant Entomologist. Ue Ow your ‘wiats 

purposes,—one in combatting The Culture of Pansies. either in large or 
seale insects, especially San Jose A member asks: What things small quantities. 

Seale, and the other as a fungi- are essential to success in growing 
cide against apple scab and simi- pansies? OO 

lar diseases. For the first pur- An expert, one who has had Wauwatosa, Wis. 

pose it is rather satisfactory, ex- literally a life-time experience, 
periments indicating that it is answers as follows: ——— 

about 15% to 25% less efficient “Tt is a common notion that [OO . . . ., == | 

than lime-sulphur. This is based pansies require a shady location, |e sve'3 1907 | 

on U.S. Department of Agricul- and they are often planted close i) hae /| 
ture bulletin 278, pages 36 and wp under trees or on the north fe a es P) 

37, in which the soluble sulphur — side of buildings where there is aay == Sa 
compound is called ‘‘commereial’’  Jittle or no sunshine. Pansies de- Fio.t Fi0.2 Fic 3 

sodium sulphide for the reason light in a cool moist climate, but 

that the U.S. Department of Ag- just have a reasonable amount of BERRY BOXES 

riculture never publishes the — Jight and sunshine.”” Crates, Bushel Boxes 

Tee of come a “The main points essential to and Climax Baskets 

le average results of the experi- — suecess are, ar : rich soi ® 
ments reported in this bulletin Pere eget hen soc vei As You Like Them 

show an inerease of fruit free plant on a decided ovis ikea mae ee eebn Taner 

from scale or lightly infested =eeept for early spring flowers, | cnemslstsnin ti, Beh caroa! a : ghily except for early spring flowers, fete Our eeacialty. We conatantly earry 

rom 60% in the unsprayed plots nor so close up-to the exposed in stock. 16 quart erates all made un 
to 94% in those sprayed with thu south side of a building that the blueberries. No order ‘09 small-o7 100 8 large for us to handle. We can ship the 
soluble sulphur compound and _— heat reflected from the building folding boxes and crates in K. D. from 

98% when sprayed with lime sul- will eook the plants. Pansies batting trait and. we Seen our 
I ‘ansies, part well. A large discount for early 

phur solution. and in faet but few flowering orders. A postal brings our price list. 

Soluble sulphur compound, plants will do well planted so Cumberland Fruit Package 

however, is not satisfactory as a close up to trees that the trees Company 

summer fungicide for the fungi- rob them of fertility and moist- Dept. D, Oumberland, Wis. 

cide at this time is universally ap- ure. An ideal location would be - 

plied with an arsenical poison for where they would receive all the More gardens will be start 

codling moth and other chewing morning sun but shaded in the this year than ever before. Ma y 

insects. The sulphur compound afternoon. For long continued will be expensive luxuries, wl '¢ 

forms sodium arsenite when used flowering, keep blossoms removed, many well planned and well car 

in connection with an arsenical and again, cultivate or stir the for will cut down living expen». 

which is soluble and burns the _ soil often.’’ Every home should have its g:!- 

foliage. Either Bordeaux mix- W. A. Toole. den.
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ee 

a _— 

an my Arsenate of Lead JEWELL 
a e) Paste or Powder 

ie 1 Leeeiarnursoraes MINNESOTA. 
i 4 Recognized as standard in principal GROWN 

I fruit growing sections of the country, 

AD BS Convenient source of supply for Wis- Nursery Stock 

Wn as (ZY) consin fruit growers. Sulphate of 
me) Se FMB} Nicotine 40% and free Nicotine 40%, Complete assort- 

264 as (e For further information write ent of Fruit ard 

es US PAT OF ‘ ns al stock j 
ei Rey The Grasselli Chemical Co. CPoamenitghaiadieiy 

blished a varieties s > 

+ y vice SA, ons ag \<4 en OF ce eer eeanein to northern culture. 
A specialty of Hardy 

a A Shade Trees, Wind- 

. . break Stoek, Ever- 

It’s a Waste of Tine Talking OO} greens (Coniferous), 

Ignorant People. R Deciduous Shrubs, 

A good and loyal member rv McKAY NURSE Y Apples and Native f é ve 5 2 a= Plums. 

cently ordered a barrel of apples COMPANY 
: ‘ , re AGENTS WANTED 

from his grocer and by way of PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN 

conversation said to the grocer: a 

“Why is it that we are never of- The Jewell Nursery 

oe Fiend ae oY Nursery Stock of 
fered Wisconsin apples? You . Company 

are always telling us about New Quality Lake City, Minnesota 

York apples and western apples.”’ for Particular Buyers ue 

llis reply was to this effect, Have all the standard varieties FFF 

“There aren’t any Wisconsin as well as the newer sorts. Can 

. supply you with everything in 

apples, are there? I never heard . Fruit: 
oi any anyway.”? Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, . 

Henee the headline Vines and Ornamentals. ‘6 
. . Let us suggest what to plant We have a Fine Lot 

- both in Orchard and in the 

Cul F H D decoration of your grounds, of Plants for the 

ulture of Ferns for Home Deco- Prices and our new Catalog Garden” 
ration. sent promptly upon receipt of 

James Livingstone. your list of wants. SEND FOR LIST 

The Milwaukee Florist Club Nurseries at SSS 

lis asked me to write a short ar- ° 
: ‘i a r. 1S. kK. 

t ‘le on the above subject for Wis- Wate loo, Wis J.E MATHEWSON 

consin Horticulture. ==———————————_ SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

[have been asked, hundreds of — would have fair suecess with some Panini’ 
tnes, by friends, why their ferns of the more tender varieties. 

con't grow and I ean assure you Study the nature of the plants, 

i is a hard question to answer. go to the woods and sce them at arene: 

‘1 least, it is hard to give advice, home, examine the soil they are * 

there are so many adverse condi- growing in and then imitate na- Quality Stock 

tions to combat. Hot, dry atmos- ture in your homes as far as pos- i Strawberries 
shaw A 5 a ‘oe rs Native Plum Small Fruits 
Piere, gas, dust, poor soil, care- sible. The proper soil for ferns Apple 

less watering and a host of other is well rotted sod with plenty of WISCONSIN GROWN 

things that are against the sue- leaf mold, enriched with well for Wisconsin Planters. Read 

cessful culture of house ferns. rotted manure and a_ liberal buy. ine a eral you 

The varieties of ferns adapted amount of sharp sand and char- ¥, coat tea 

to house culture are very limited, coal. Don’t sift the soil to make K ’ : , : : , ee a ellogg’s Nurseri 
and yet, I should say that any one _ it fine, leave the sod in pieces the Box pes eer es 

who ean grow a good Boston fern (Continued on p. 127) ANd
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The Weakest Link. : 

A LARGE STOCK OF 

Dr. E. D. Ball, State Entomologist . 

Just as a chain is no stronger | Apple, Cherry and Plum Trees, Grape Vines, 
than its weakest link, so any sys- Blackberry and Raspberry Plants, 

tem of protection—whether it be 

against fire or flood, burglary or and Strawberry Plants 

the depredation of inseets—is no Both Everbearing and common varieties 

stronger than the weakest place And a general line of ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS and ROSES. 
in the system. A country might All stock clean and thrifty, the best that can be grown in Wisconsin. 

have every provision and require- _ 

ment for war and yet if the roads 

were impassable, for example, it GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY co. | 

might be:impossible to bring them Write for catalog and prices Baraboo, Wis. 

together. — 
Westhead ——[—<—_—__—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_——_—_—_—_—= ———— 

. ° ° 
attempted warfare on insects. A Dozen Different Dahlias For A 

Some serious pest suddenly ap- ° 

pears, the entomologist is ap- Dollar, Post-paid 

pealed to and directions are All good popular varieties. A collection that will please you. 
given, but some one thing neces- Strong “toes” or divisions. Order at once before you forget. 

sary for suecess in the fight is A dollar will do it. 

lacking and the damage ‘s done WILLIAM TOOLE & SON 

before it can be procured. Under Garry-nee-Dule % Baraboo, Wis, 

Wisconsin conditions this 10 

thing, more than any other, ap- —————eee 
DATs D ac f adequate ‘ WISCONSIN’ FAVORED pears to be the lack of adequate The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT 

spraying equipment in the differ- 
ent communities. Direet’ons are Our Speciaty: Planting and developing orchards for non-residents. 

sent out for spraying and a re- A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 

quest comes back immediately for THE KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
information as to where and what GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

bb protiicihihya: ita eee eae ee ee SSE 

and by the time it is procured it 
is too late io ao aifecttns work antly repay the outlay. — Instead Test all field and garden sec | 

‘ a kK. ; 
is Hike a dee sueine ih a city — of that, once a spray pump is pur- now. It doesn’t pay to plait 

of a6 valita at all exceptan ene chased and a regular system of dead seed. It costs little to male 

encies . but invaluable at. such spraying established, ‘t will be _ tests. 

times ‘and absolutely essential for found that numerous losses which 

protection Present day apray have occurred from year to year _ 

pumps are well made and with Gan;, With the Expenditure of a The ian aaUs Be very few cents, be reduced to a The following are good flowe s 
the exception of easily replace- te a a . Por aot airdeii: (Sierl 
able mle will with :anenable minimum or entirely eliminated, for a fragrant garden: Swer! 
care last for mn any yeat “so ‘iit in most eases many times repay- alyssum, —mignonette, — verben, 
care Las . a Pars, S a ‘ ‘i . stoe ali y a ¢ 9 tj lille “thet eet coat Mex the ing the cost of the equipment each stock, heliotrope and nasturtiu! 

larger sizes) is considerable, it is year of its use. ; 

distributed over so long a time ae 

that it is practically negligible ‘n One of the most effective shrubs Grape fruit seeds plant thick » 

the end and at the same time their in the garden or border in late in a pot or pan of soil soon ¥ vr 

need is so great on certain occa- autumn is the snowberry. Its minate, and the rather slow-grc \ 

sions that even if they were never large, well-grown clusters of ing stems make a pretty table «~- 

used again they would abund- snowy fruit are always attractive. coration.
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ey 

ae AnAttractive Home Means 

sae Contentment 
y ay 8 Keep the children at home by making 

. i e them proud of it. The most effective 

. / " and economical way to do this, is to 

Pahl beautify the lawn. Careful arrange- 

Is, . z ment and good plants are essential. Our 

7 Landscape Department has specialized 

é in this work, is familiar with Wiscon- 

/ . 2 sin conditions, and has probably the 

% i a ‘ largest assortment of choice nursery 

pegs sf oe stock in the state to select from. 

° 
White Elm Nursery Co. 

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

ee 

Ferns for the Home. of finer pieces to the depth of an of seale and other injurious in- 

inch. This will secure ample — sects. 

(Continued from p. 125) drainage and will keep the plant Keep the plants free from dust, 
size of a walnut so that the whole — from beeoming water logged. and away from gas or other 

mass, When well mixed, will have A plant that is allowed to get fumes. Give it plenty of pure 

rather a rough appearance. I water logged will soon turn yel- air, plenty of light, without direct 

have even added pieces of broken — low and die off. When the plant — sunlight. Be eareful about water- 

bricks, or flower pots, to the com- gets well rooted a little feeding ing and feeding, and if your 

post. will help to keep it in growne — plants don’t do well buy another 

Ferns require to be potted very condition, and I know of nothing — and start all over again. 

irmly and in a compost mixed in as good as Clay’s fertilizer for 

ihis way will not get water this purpose. A little of this, 
ogged. Next in importance ta — seattered dry over the surface of 

“ood soil is careful watering. the soil, and watered it wil! work Ww A N T E D 

"he only safe guide in this is to wonders with the plant. Half a 

ap the flower pot with the .teaspoonful to a plant in a six Two Thousand Names of 

nuekles. Tf the plant needs wa- inch pot every two or three weeks le wh d f th 
—— - * ies eople who need a copy of the 

er the flower pot will ring, if no will be sufficient to keep a well Peop PY 

ater is required the pot will give — rooted plant in growing condition. Spray Supplement, (March 

orth a dull sound. If the plant When the fern plant becomes Wisconsin Horticulture.) 

ceds water give it enough so that — infeeted with scale it should be 
” ° . . Lo. Help spread the gospel of bet- 

le water runs through the hole sprayed with a solution of nice- PSP Sosp 

1 the bottom of the pot. tine, aecording to directions ter fruit by sending to the 

When potting the plant put given on the package. Some peo- Secretary names and ad. 

lenty of drainage over the hole yle make the mistake in thinking Z 
: ae \ : ‘ i dresses of friends and neigh- 

1 the bottom of the pot. Seleet that the spores or seeds growing 

‘ne piece of broken flower pot on the back of the fronds are bors who are not but ouzh’ 

irge enough to cover the hole, scales. This is a grave mistake, to be members of the Wiscon- 

ind then lay other pieces over- and these should not be inter- 5 
be “ px . ” : : ‘ sin State Horticultural S»- 
\ipping each other until the bot- fered with. Spraying with a 

‘om of the pot is completely cov- weak solution of ivory soap will ciety. 

‘ved, then finish off with a layer also help to keep the plant free
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One of the many a a ae jl 

homes our Landscape , i ioe oar | 

Department has a er j 

/ ee ae helped to make at- [mm er Bias Sha 
tractive. ae Bae Coe 

‘ % 
We are now ready ony a ‘ 

to help you make oe . Sh 

your place a Beauty Bae F 

Spot. 1 aa at am i 

A booklet showing places } 

we have planned and planted 

is free. 

You want the best varie- F 

ties when planting your 

Orchard, Home Grounds or 

Fruit Garden. Our eata- a : 2 | 

logue tells you about them. : Bee ees ae 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Go., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

SFI
 FFF FFF FEFF | 

A \ 

MADE IN WISCONSIN, 
INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES) 
A) 

; Lime Sulphur 
{ 

Arsenate of Lead ( 
Dry and Paste Form t{ 

Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution | 
ay 

Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. 

EE | 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. | 

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION {
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WISCONSIN INVADED: AN ARMY OF MILLIONS LED 

BY GENERALS APATHY, INDIFFERENCE, CONCEIT 

AND BOMBAST OVERRUN OUR STATE AND 

THREATEN OUR BASE OF SUPPLIES.
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; shortage seems to exist all over year be carried over is in itself an 

Wisconsin Horticulture Europe. The price of some commo- | assurance that the price of farm 

dities, because of this shortage, has produce will be high for another 

Published monthly by the risen so high as to place them out year, even if peace were immediately 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Sociaty | of reach of the masses of the peo- | declared. ; 

12 N. Carroll St. ple. It is reported that in some sec- 

| To add to the seriousness of the etions there exists a shortage of 

FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. | situation is the fact that the South seed, particularly potatoes. The 

Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. | American grain crop is a partial department of agriculture of the 
Awe 3 failure and that a vast acreage of state of Wisconsin stands ready to 

reeds pire ner matter May te | wheat in our own country has been act as a clearing house in the matter 
consin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. | winter killed. In the Canadian of seed supply, and all who have a 

ae | northwest there exists a shortage of surplus of seed of any kind should 

labor, which will materially reduce so advise Mr. C. P. Norgord, com- 

the acreage of wheat in that sec- missioner of agriculture, Madison, 

PROCLAMATION tion. The fact that we shall enlist | Wis.; and all who are short of seed 

| a large army of able-bodied young of any kind should address the same 
——— | men and take them out of produc- | official, who stands ready with his 

; tion, coupled with the further fact department to co-operate with the 

Insomuch as our country is now ! that large numbers of laboring farmers of the state to the fullest 
engaged in a war with the central | men will be required in the factories extent in the matter of securing suit- 

powers of Hurope, the possible mag- | that will produce the munitions and able seeds to plant the crop. 

nitude of which we must not under- | other supplies for our army, may In order that we may conserve lay 

estimate, I feel it my duty to call the t produce a similar shortage of labor | bor for agriculture and the neces- 

attention of the people of the state | in our agricultural districts. | sary industries I recommend that 

of Wisconsin to the sacrifices that | I regard this as a serious situation, public work, so far as it is possible, 
we must make and the responsibili- | particularly in view of the fact that be deferred until such a ume as la- 

ties that we must assume in order we must feed an army in addition to | bor shall not be so urgently needed 

that we may fully co-operate with our industrial population, and also | for these purposes as it is at pres- 

the national government in uphold- provide food supplies to the people | ent. 

ing the arms of our nation. What- | of Europe with whom we are upon | I wish to again impress upon the 
ever disagreement there may have friendly terms. | people of this state that the food 

been about the necessity or advis- | In view of the foregoing, it is per- | situation is so serious that we will 

ability of engaging in the war is now fectly apparent that the man who commit a moral wrong against our 

a thing of the past. War is upon us | works with a hoe will be a patriot government if we in any way un- 
and I call upon every citizen of the | in the service of his country, and T necessarily interfere with the pro- 

state of Wisconsin to aid in the | urge all who are able to work to | Guction and successful harvesting of 
preparations that must pe made to | contribute their part in the produc- our agricultural products. 
meet every emergency and to en- | tion of food, to the end at least that I ask that all bankers, business 
able our state to do its full share | none shall contribute less than is | men, farmers, societies, agricultural 

in the support of our government. ; required for their own support. associations, labor — organizations 
Military preparations must of ne- What the country will need most and, so far as possible, the schools 

cessity be controlled by the United | are these plain articles of food: of the state, interest themselves in 
States government. We shall be | meat, potatoes and cereals for bread. the matter of increasing our agri 
called upon to provide our quota of | I urge every farmer in the state cultural products. 
troops and I feel confident that Wis- of Wisconsin who has suitable land, I urge that the bankers of the 
consin’s sons will respond to the call to plant enough wheat to produce state give aid in the form of loans, 
of the president of the United States the flour necessary for his own use, in reasonable sums, to farmers who 
willingly and promptly and with the and a surplus if possible. I urge may need assistance either in the 
same spirit of patriotism that has that he plant sufficient acreage of purchase of seed or in the cultiva 
characterized our soldiers in the corn and, if possible, increase his tion of crops. 
wars of former years. herd of swine, to produce pork for I recommend to the peopte of the 

Soldiers alone cannot carry on a the market. I particularly urge cities, towns and villages that they 
war successfully. Battles cannot be that the acreage of potatoes be in- plant liberal crops of vegetables on 
won with empty  commissaries. creased. Every farmer should the vacant property, in order tha‘ 
Troops must be equipped. Armies plant enough of this vegetable for they may supply themselves ani 

must be fed. No soldier can endure his own use, and wherever the soil thereby be protected against hig! 
the hardships of a campaign unless is suitable he should make his pota- prices of such commodities. 
he is properly nourished. It is with to field as large as he is able eto cul- I also recommend that the citi 
a view of awakening our civilian tivate. zens practice all reasonable econom) 
population to a full realization of I urge our farmers, as a matter in the conservation of food, bearin 
their duty in the present situation, of patriotic duty, to cultivate every in mind that under present condi 
therefore, that I address this mes- foot of their soil; none of it is too tions food wasted is food taken fron 
sage to the people of Wisconsin. poor to raise something. White someone who needs it. 

The most important problem that navy beans and buckwheat will be EMANUEL L. PHILIPP, 
confronts us now, and which must in demand—in fact, anything that is Governor of Wisconsin. 
be met in no uncertain way, is to food for man or beast will be a con- Dated Madison, Wis., April 13, 191-. 
provide a supply of food. The high tribution to the pressing needs of 
cost of living has been a source of our country. OO 

complaint in our industrial centers Our farmers should require no WAKE UF: 
for more than two years. The avail- greater inducement than the present 

able stocks of food have been gradu- high prices of all farm produce to DESERT THE ARMY OF GEN- 
ally depleted until we find ourselves encourage them in the,cultivation of FERAL APATHY AND ENROI1L 
practically without any surplus in every foot of tillable soil. The fact | UNDER GENERAL FOOD SU?’- 
our own country, and an absolute that no large stocks of food will this PLY.
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AN APPEAL TO MEMBERS OF | MEMBERS WHO LIVE IN CITIES | FOR THE W. S. H. S. MEMBER 
THE STATE HORTICULTUR- AND VILLAGES. WHO NEVER PLANTED A 

AL SOCIETY! | GARDEN. 

| This appeal is directed largely to 
The United States is at war and you. No matter what your age or Don't be ashamed to ask ques- 

needs your help. The country is | occupation if you are not  physi- tions. Ask your friend or neighbor; 
stripped bare of all surplus cereals | cally disabled you can culivate a get an A. B. C. book on gardening 

and meats. The winter wheat crop | piece of land. You can raise veg - from the free library, or, if you can’t 

for 1917 has been estimated by ex- | tables which will take the place in do any better, get a seed catalog and 

perts at fifty million bushels less | part of cereals. If the back yards study it. Some of the catalogs give 

than that of 1916, which in turn | and vacant lots of Milwaukee, Osh- excellent directions for beginners. 

was below that of 1915. | kosh, Superior, Racine, Kenosha Above all, Ask Questions. 

The farmers of the nation already | and hundreds of smaller citites 

at their wits’ end to secure help to | and towns sufficient vegetables can - = 
cultivate their present acreage, will | pe raised to largely supply the peo- 
he further handicapped by the rais- | ple of these places. TO THE W. S. H. S. MEMBER 
ing of an army of half a million | Have you such a back yard? If WHO WORKS IN SHOP OR 
men, possibly two millions, recruited you have, plant vegetables; if not FACTORY. 

| largely from the farms and shops. | get a piece of land no matter how 
The food shortage is serious and | small. In many cities owners of va- -——- 

will be more serious sui veLore next | cant property are offering the use Six sliveshee: ar nd (2 fe ow 
fall. The United States Government of the land free. Per haps you feel that it is ax” 

can raise and equip an army and_ | pecting too much of you to work in 
supply ammunition without end, but | the garden either before or after 
of what avail is an army without PO tats oak oe ore hours. 
food. Of what account all the bil- | per ase: can * hurt you a bit. re writer 
lions of money in the United States WHAT CAN WE DO? knows of one instance, some years 
irtnéré as Kneuttielent rosa? | ee ago, where a slightly built individ- 

Food shortage is now a fact. | ual, never physically robust, who 

This shortage now masquerades in | Members of this Society can do worked. ten hours & doyiat digging 
the guise of high prices, but before much toward increasing the food  @nd hoeing, planting and at all the 
another year the question of prices | supply. We cannot raise wheat or | hard work that goes with gardening 
may be secondary, it may be easily corn in back yards, but we can more | #nd in addition worked two hours a 
he an entirely different question, than double the production of win- | day in his home garden and is still 
that of getting food at all. ter vegetables if we try and in this alive. You can if you will. 

Readers who think these state- work every member, man or wom- 

nents are exaggerated, who believe | one i, young, on help. 1 
the editor is creating a bogy man, | ven if we cannot carry a knap- > WOMEN OF THE 
are respectfully Pivited be eck any sack and a gun we can still be good TO THE WOMEN OF THE 
one of the following if the editor soldiers. We SAS: 
is hysterical or if he is really stat- senna 
ing the case mildly: Governor ~ 

Vhilipp; Dean Russell or any of the Not Least or Last, but Wirst. 
professors of the Agricultural Col- WHAT TO PLANT, You can do more than all the men 

lege; Commissioner Norgord or any | combined if you will. Some of you 

of his assistants; any official of the ~ | can work in the gardens. Some of 
U.S. Department of Agriculture at | In very small gardens 20x 50 ft. you can supervise children’s gar- 
Washington. You will surely agree | or smaller, plant beans, parsnips, dens, but all of you can persuade. 

that these men are in a position to | carrots, beets, winter squash and | The good Lord knows it! And so 
know, Also read your daily paper. | tomatoes and a few hills of pota- | Go all men. So employ those 

| toes. heaven-sent powers of persuasion 

| The tomatoes can be trained to that you know so well how to use 

- OO single stems and tied to stakes and to get gardens planted. Will you? 
the squash planted along the border, 

THE DUTY OF THOSE WHO can be trained on a trellis or even oo 
KNOW HOW. on the back porch. . 

Lettuce, radishes and spinach may TO THE BOYS AND GIRLS OF 

—_— be grown between the rows of pars- THE W. S. H. S. 

Hundreds of the best gardeners in nips, etc. Plant early peas and sow prone 
the state, both professional and cabbage seed either in boxes or in 
amateur, are enrolled as members open ground to supply plants for If you live in a city join the Boys’ 

of this Society. There is an oppor- planting after the peas are harvest- and Girls’ Garden Movement. Near- 
tuiity mow for you to do a service ed. Dig and plant NOW. Ques- ly every city fn the state has such 
to others such as you may not have tions of cultivating, hoeing and wat- an organization. If there is none 

ar.in in your life time. Not only ering will be taken up later. you boys and girls get together and 

in-rease the yield in your own gar- In gardens 50 by 100 feet and start one, you are big enough to do 

dens but urge others, even plead, larger plant potatoes and sweet corn it. This gardening work is play if 
With them to plant gardens and— in addition to the other vegetables it is worked out in the right way. 

Wren you have succeeded help these named and increase the bean patch We need you, boys and girls. An 

besinners with your counsel and ad- using Refugee wax. This is a very hour a day this spring and summer 

Vice. Service! After au, tnat’s all prolific green podded variety, excel- in a garden will help, indirectly, to 

there is in this life worth living for, | lent for snap beans and equally as feed starving children across the 

doing something for others! good as the navy for winter use. ocean.
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I:VEN IF THE WAR ENDS TO- | USE LIME FOR SOUR SOIL. and nothing in the effort to increas« 

MORROW. | the production of food is commit- 

! ~~ ting “a moral wrong against ou: 

| Many garden soils are sour. To government.” Keep up the parks 
The need is quite as urgent as if | offset this as well as to improve the | but spend nothing additional on 

the war continues a year or three | physical properties of clay soils use them. Keep your home ground: 

years. The food supply of the lime, either fresh or burnt lime or neat and attractive but plant mor 

world is short and daily growing | slaked lime; if the former on a plot potatoes and fewer flowers,—thi 
shorter. If the war ends before the | 50 by 100 feet use 100 pounds, pul- | Year. Next year we can make uj 
ink on this page is dry every ounce verized and raked in after digging for lost time. 

of food that can be produced thru- | and before planting. If air slaked, | 

out the world will be needed. use 1-150 Ibs. | es 

Millions of Belgians, including \ 
hundreds of thousands of innocent _ See . n . ; as 

children are now slowly starving to | WHAT NOT TO PLANT! 

death. Millions of others in the } — 

warring countries haven't had a CITY AND HOME ADORNMENT 
square meal in two years and will CAN WAIT. In small gardens do not attempt 

take all the food we can spare. | to grow sweet corn, cucumbers, egg 

Whenever we produce for our own Sea | plant, cauliflower or melons, as these 

needs we release other supplies for | sovarmoar Phill mavaecsh - _ | take up too much room. Forego al- 

those who are now hungry and will | cane a vee mete apain (me | so planting such “fancy” kinds as 

be hungry for many months to come. | 7c. 4 . a brussel sprouts, artichoke, — etc 

; Press upon the people of this state Stick to root crops largely —kinds 
| shat the food isituation: js ‘so serlous that will fill the vegetable bins next 

that we will commit a moral wrong fall 

against our government if we in any Fe 

: way unnecessarily interfere with the | a 

COAL ASHES. | production and successful harvest- | 
ing of our agricultural products.” 

— | Any community which now ex- WELL ROTTED BARN YARD 

The soil in back yards is apt to be pends time and money purely for | MANURE BEST. 
heavy. A liberal supply of coal adornment is committing “a moral oe 

ashes worked into the soil when wrong against our government.” 
spading will help. If no wood was These things can wait. Use this Neither coal ashes nor lime will 

burned, except occasional kindling, energy and money to get gardens take the place of manure. Where 

an unlimited amount of the ashes planted. The individual, no matter available, use liberally. Spread so 

may be used. Coal ashes, however, how comfortable he may be finan- as to completely cover the surface 

contain practically no elements of cially who now spends large sums or even to a depth of two or three 

fertility. in beautifying his home grounds inches and dig or plow under. 

ES 

= Y y, ro ! . r Q © . a For fifty-two years our Society has labored unselfishly to 

« “ : ” Bi ag . 3 
make the land fruitful” and to instil a love of the beautiful in the 

hearts of our people. 

A greater need has now arisen than any we have ever before 

known. Let us set our hands to this task in the same steadfast, 

earnest mamner in which we have faced our problems in the past. 

Let us show to all the world that the horticulturists are not 
, 66g a? ‘“ wa 2? slackers” but workers and ‘‘doers.
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“But the right is more precious than peace, and we 

shall fight for the things which we have always carried 

nearest our hearts, for democracy, for the right of those 

who submit to authority to have a voice in their own gov- 

ernment, for the rights and liberties of small nations, for a 

universal dominion of right by such a concert of free peo- 

ples as shall bring peace and safety to all nations and make 

the world itself at last free. 

“To such a task we can dedicate our lives and our 

fortunes, everything that we are and everything that we 

have, with the pride of those who know that the day has 

come when America is privileged to spend her blood and 

her might for the principles that gave her birth and happi- 

ness and the peace which she has treasured. God helping 

her, she can do no other.” 
—President Wilson. 

|
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Planting the Garden. Plant at Right Depth. their growth. Thus the cool 

By J. R. Hepler, College of Ag- The depth of planting depends Beason: Crops germinate best at a 

riculture, University of Wis- on the moisture content of the Vemperdture around (50° to: ‘60, 

consin. soil, the character of the soil as while warm ‘and egg pln such as 
Ss S and ant, must 

The first and most ETT eS and ne ee have a temperature of 65 to 70 

part of a good garden is a He deep, enough ‘that. they: will. get to germinate, and germinate bet 

prepared seed bed. The oo a sufficient amount of moisture ter ata higher temperature. This 

should be free from rk for germination, and yet shallow factor determines very largely 
stones, and clods, and should be enough that they ean push their the time of planting. It is use 

in perfect tilth. It may be nec- way to the surface of the soil. less “to plant seeds: of the warn 

essary to rake the gence three he The moister and finer the soil, season crops before the soil 

ar OS Ee an vedi up te the shallower the seed is planted. ave likely to ae - pins 

lumps of soil, but such extra la- Seeds are planted shallower in duce a very small crop. If tk 

bor is well repaid. inetiey =e) than in light soil. Tf desired to ‘germinate cool season 

After the soil is in condition ® heavy on falls shortly: after seeds like lettuce during itis hot 

for planting, the rows of the gar- making a Planting of small seeds summer months, it may - ac- 

den may be laid out according to an clayey soil, the ground is complished by keeping ‘the see 

the plan previously prepared. likely to: bake sq hard ‘that the bed moist and keeping it suited 
There should be two permanent seedlings cannot push their way with. w woverinw of saolkt 1 . ; 

. to the surface of the soil until “pashan Bh Bayo 
stakes at each end of the garden the crust is broken by tillage or straw to reduce the temperature. 

and then all measurements made sotiened: by. another rain 2 the 

thee be centiea herding call soil is lightened by the addition “Drilling’’ the Seeds. 

atigka or labels. at each end of the of either organic matter or sand, Th mating: a drill, use: point. 

, ae s small seedlings will without diffi- : 1 UBC 2 I 
row, on which is written the name culty: push. thei way: through’ an ed stick or the handle of the hoe 

of the vegetable. It is then a inch or more of soil. for shallow drills and the corner 

very simple matter to get the TOW As a general rule, the larger the of the hoe or a trowel for the 
straight by stretching a line and eed, the deeper it must be deeper drills. Always use a line 

planting under it. Viable seed planted. Very small seeds like ko get ead Bows. Cite hale 
need moisture, air, and warmth elery do not have strength be exercised not to crowd the line 

to germinate. Seeds must absorb enough to push their way out of position. : 

- moisture from the soil before through an inch or two of soil. a — may be dropped into the 

they germinate. That is why they Such seeds may be covered with rill im several Ways, the most 

often lie dormant for two or a very light sprinkling of soil or common of which is by hand, us- 

three weeks in dry soil before even with a cloth, or with paper, ing the thumb and forefinger. \ ; paper. . ; aa : . supply of seed is held in the palin 
they sprout. Firming the soil Peas may be planted deeper than f the ‘hand 1 roll . 

over the seed to establish capillar- beans because in germinating th eee ane re ae out “en 
. . . z he forefinger by the tip of tie 
ity, planting the seed deeper in they keep their cotyledons or jimh. This is a slo 4 tie 
dry soil, and sprinkling the soil seed leaves below ground. The gous method Bui is ‘ am set » 

after planting are ways of sup- general rule is to make the mini- ate. A quicker nd eee aoe is 

plying moisture to the seed. mum depth of planting at least to a off one end of an ont 
Because it shuts out the air and two times the diameter of the envelope and drop the seed bs a 

often causes the seed to rot, too seed. ee backward and forward motion 

much moisture is almost as bad . . of the hand. Although at first 

as not enough. Thorough drain- Consider Growing Temperatures. there is a tendency a sow ‘he 

age or lightening the soil with Garden seeds germinate the seed unevenly, a person soon 'e- 

sand or manure, will usually cor- best at approximately the same comes expert at this method and 

rect this condition. temperature at which they make can distribute the seed evenly.
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Gardeners make use of a seed to use in the thinning. Later spread the disease. By carefully 

drill which costs from $7 to $8. thinning, especially with root turning or harrowing under the 

Where much seeding is done, the crops, consists in the pulling of leaves before they produce the 

seed drill is indispensable. the largest of the plants and us- first seeds—that is well before the 

The seeds may be covered with ing them on the table. blossoming period—the disease 

a hoe or a rake. After covering soci aies can be greatly cheecked—just as 

the drill, the soil should be firmed Radishes as ‘‘Marker’’ Crop you can check the spread of many 
so as to get the seed in contact . . weeds by cutting before they 

‘i . 7 A marker crop of radishes is. * 
with the soil and re-establish cap- . : . Seed. It is, of course, the early 
Hix often grown with the slow germi- . . 
illarity. ti tab Ty} Li clean culture that counts, as the 

a x vegetables. > seed is 
a es na ms ae Eh : the lime the seeds of the fungus are shed be- 

Broadcast Only on Clean Land on woran on ~ ts nck aa, 2 fore the summer cultivations. 
; . _ permanen op 3s pu : This early cultivation does not 

Broadeasting the seed is advis- breaks the ground for the other fake the place of sptayiie. Ik 
able only where the soil is free crop and also enables one to cul- | : Spraying. 

; simply makes it easier to control 
from weeds and where the crop tivate between rows. The plan the disease by spray. There is 

grown stays in the ground for a works best with carrots and pars- 4.) . Spray. 5 
" . . . in . still some question as to the best short period of time. Radishes nips. The radishes are allowed spray program for shot hole. It 3 spre 8 le. 

are sometimes sown broadcast to mature but should be removed z . ° ‘ . will vary with conditions. Good 
and plants for transplanting are as soon as they are big enough to. . . ” : results have been obtained with often grown by this method. If use. . “ 

. Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50, or 
the seedlings are not replanted ear ; : i OF 

before they are set in the field 3-3-50, and with lime-sulphur, 5 
- ore y ps sciedikie a aie The Cherry Leaf Spot. or 6 quarts in 50 gallons. Lime- 

ney" are usuany sie A Door Co. member asked about sulphur seems to control shot 
seed is broadeasted. . . on . : 

‘ treatment for cherry leaf spot hole better if arsenate of lead is If vegetables are planted in ee ” vg . : 
. . commonly known as ‘‘shot-hole used with it. The following tim- 

hills, the seed is usually scattered | . A . ‘ ut | 
. : é fungus. The letter was referred ing of applications. has given over a cirele six to ten inches in z ‘ ‘ 

: + to Professor Keitt, who replied good results: Spray (1) as soon 
diameter. From three to four 

: as follows: as the petals (blossoms) are off. times as many seeds are planted . : 9 » 
. In our work on this dis- (2) about two weeks later, and as we want plants, in order to . ens 

. . . ease we have found clean cul- (3) as soon as the fruit is picked. provide against loss by insects. a 5 in 
Fickee 3 3 z a tivation in the spring well before The leaves should be well covered This is especially important with 
Sine 6FOpS the blossoms open followed by on both the upper and the under 

ae thorough spraying to be a satis- surfaces. If the leaves are not 
oo 5 factory means of controlling the turned under before blossoming, 

Thinning the Seedlings disease. In some cases, it may it may, in extreme cases, be desir- 
Although commercial gardeners not be practicable to give clean able to give three treatments be- 

regulate the amount of seed that culture so early, but usually eul- fore picking—the first when most 
they sow so that they will need to tivation is given at this time any- of the petals (blossoms) are off, 
do very little thinning, the home way for other reasons. The fun- the second about ten days later, 
gardener usually finds his stand gus which causes this disease and the third about two weeks 
of seedlings three or four times lives over winter in the old dead after the second. 

as thick as necessary. The first leaves on the ground, and about G. W. Keitt. 

thinning is done when the garden blossoming time produces ‘‘seeds’’ ee : 

is st time. s ‘ Xe ith rare weeded for the first time. The too small to be seen exeept with Stickitcitiveness, 

amount of thinning depends upon a powerful microscope, which are 

the thickness of the stand and the carried by the air to the young Not in the dictionary and it is 
amount of space that the plant leaves. There they grow and doubtful if it ever will be there, 
needs. A hand weeder with a cause the disease. From these but it expresses a qualification 

Sharp blade at right angles to the early spots, a great many more much to be desired in amateur 
handle is a very good instrument seeds are produced, and these gardeners.
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A City Garden. places in the world to rest after question and will furnish many 

(Mrs. John Geiger, Oshkosh, at 6 day Gr aaexian gtrin, a delicious Geass. Wee omthieen 
Annual Convention.) Almost any patch of ground grape vines may also be planted 

. . _ will grow something well worth along the fence and will add much 

The subject assigned to me IS \hile if given only half a chance. to the beauty of the landscape. 
A City Garden and having passed There probably is not a back Intensive farming is what must 

the High School age, I can write yard in any small city that would _ be practiced in the city garden be- 

only upon a subject of which | jot yield wonderful returns if it cause of lack of space. The crops 
know a little something at least— — \vere planted and cared for. must be planted so that all the 

and in writing about A City Gar- What an excellent thing it ground is used all the time. 

den I can only tell a little of my vould be for the community if all Our springtime — enthusiasi 

own experience. This: has been the land which now lies idle were will start the garden off in fine 
confined to my own garden which planted to useful and beautiful shape and we plant some lettuce 

8 the back yard of an average things! We must buy vegetables and radishes, some tomatoes and 

sized city lot. Planning, plant- unless we grow them, and in this cucumbers and our favorite flow- 

ing and caring for this garden has time of high eost of living, rais- ex seeds. The early vegetables 
been my prineipal recreation for ing one’s own vegetables will will be harvested early and unless 

a number of veats: make « material difference in the we plan to plant other crops on 

Having been raised in the coun- household expenses, while the in- the same ground only part of the 
try, I, no doubt, inherited a nat: creased consumption of good, ground will be working after the 

ural liking for digging in the dirt fresh vegetables will greatly im- early vegetables are gone. By a 
os watehing ngs grow. These prove the health of the family, little thought and planning in ad- 

gs seem to be absolutely nec- And to a great many of us flowers vance, at least two or three crops 

essary to my happiness. : are just as necessary to our hap- may be raised on the same ground, 

City dwellings are usually with-  hiness as fresh vegetables are for Lettuce and early radishes can be 
out front yards ofa sufficient size our health. planted together in the same rows 

to permit of much planting except Sunlight, good drainage, a good and between these rows set tomato 

Fee pe are e soil, a few good tools, such as or early cabbage plants. By the 
ne ts 8 Sadie a nus © a spading fork, a rake, a good time these plants are of any size 

Almost evacyane “a dloes not strong hoe and a trowel, the very the lettuce and radishes are gone, 

live in an apartment has at least best seed obtainable, together In the same way peppe™ a 

a small plot of ground back of the velit oi Tove ee tlie aroels ase wil] Reman opikoliixaia may be ane 
ieouise piuieli-wer-adeew ie ohne that are necessary to start a gar- tween the rows of onions. l'y 

. doumine # ie : ; 1s simply @ den. planting at intervals and by using 

na hie, up jernse and a Each one must decide for him- different varieties, a great many 

Even though the backyard is ‘t ape writs wants to nae in his of the quick growing vegetables 

small one it may be made to wield nt OG but 16.18 possible, by may be had practically all summer 

much in fun and food, health and satetal planning and planting and instead GF ily a Sey” Weelks im Ue 
happiness, , cultivating, to raise practically spring. . 
Gardening is man’s greatest a the vegetables the average But the planting is only a sm ul 

oullions. ior, exteiedae wat amily ; will want, in the back part of raising a garden. It is 

and wolf by Seriptural yard of the average sized city lot, not enough to know what to grow 

g y ptura account as well as one’s favorite flowers and how to plant it, but we must 

The fact that we live such to brighten and beautify the also know what not to have in a 
strenuous lives in the city makes home from early spring until the garden, and first in this class 

it all the more necessary that we snow flies. comes weeds. 

provide for ourselves an oppor- If one has only a small garden, Weeds, like the poor, are al- 

tunity to relax and regain a few rhubarb roots, a small as- ways with us; but, unlike the 

strength amid beautiful surround- paragus bed, a few currant and poor, they need no assistance, but 
ings and a little garden spot in gooseberry bushes and a straw- the strongest possible resistance. 

the back yard is one of the best berry patch are not out of the Cut off their heads and cut of § '
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their feet and do it before they our cities, but in the country this turnips and rutabagas. Thorough- 

have any offspring. Then start in problem is seareely ever heard of. ly cultivate and sow these seeds 

and do it all over again, for they It seems to me this is simply he- between the rows when early 

have a wonderful way of resur- cause in the country the boy is beets are nearly full grown. 

recting if given half a chance. kept busy while in the city so By planting Golden Bantam 

When hot weather comes the gar- many boys have nothing to do sweet corn 3 by 3 ft. five kernels 

den needs our help more than at so much of the time and ‘‘Mis- of corn and 4 Refugee or 1,000 to 

any other time for then the weeds chief always finds some work for 1 Beans in the same hill both will 

seem to grow the fastest. And idle hands to do.” do better than if planted alone 

then it is that we feel less like giv- The thing we must do in the and produce a large quantity of 

ing it the necessary care. city is to find something to keep food. Golden Hubbard Squash 

The weather is hot, the air is our boys yes, and our girls, too, may be planted so as to climb en 

still and the mosquitoes are all busy, and the back-yard garden your porch, fence or a tree and it 

out for blood, so that a hammock — is a splendid place in which to do will not demand any room in your 

in a cool corner of a sereened-in this. Right here is where the garden and will produce more 

porch looks better to us than any mother of a family can get bene- than if left on the ground. 

“*Man with the Hoe’’ tableau—es- fits beyond caleulation for the If you have only a strip of 

pecially after a hard day’s work. boys and_ girls if she is clever ground, say 2 by 15ft. beside your 

Probably we feel that we do not enough to interest them in gar- house or fenee, plant Champion 

need the exercise nearly so much dening and that there is just as of England peas, Kentucky Won- 

as we did in the spring, and prob- much fun in using a hoe as in der Beans and Late Stone toma- 

ably we are right, but at the wielding a tennis racket. It is toes, grow on stakes or trellis and 

same time it will do us goodif we then much more than gardening, plant root crops below and per- 

take it properly; and we ean not it is character building of whien haps one squash seed at either 

afford to let the garden go to we read so much and see so little end. You will be surprised at 

pieces now when a little work will — in actual practice. the amount of vegetables which 

save it. can be produced on this small 

Let us get up an hour earlier A Back Yard Garden to Aid Food space. : 

than usual in the morning and do ‘ N. A. Rasmussen. 
: Production. 

our garden work then instead of 

waiting till evening when we are Sow at once carrots, onions, . oo. 

all tired out. A little daily work — parsnips and salsify for early use First Principles. 

in the garden in the cool of the and what is not needed may be A large part of this issue is de- 

morning will do us much more left for the winter supply. Mix voted to the A. B. C. of garden- 

eood than would that little extra these seeds with radish seeds ing, largely timely and practical 

sleep. Nature is at her loveliest which will come up in 2 or 3 bulletins issued by the hortieul- 

while the dew is on, and half of days, thus enabling one to eulti- tural department of the Agricul- 

the fun in gardening is getting vate or hoe between the rows, giv- tural ‘ College. While most of 

close to nature. So let us do our ing the other seeds a much better these articles have been printed 

gardening before we are tired out chance to come up especially if jn whole or in part in the daily 

and enjoy it to the utmost. heavy rains fall and pack the and weekly papers of the state, 

The pecuniary profits derived ground. This also gives you rad- such papers are rarely preserved 

from a garden are of no more im-  ishes for the table without extra and the bringing together of these 

portance than tne beautitying of vat cand be aa gan a practical hints in one place should 

, t 1gs. o one con. ach and lettuce may be followed prove helpful to many of our 

live amid beautiful and ennobling by potatoes and early peas by senders. . 

surroundings without being influ- turnips and rutabagas. Toma- 

enced for the better, even though toes may follow early beets by ee 

it be unconsciously. pulling a few beets where the to- Give cauliflower, cabbage, and 

In these days we hear a great mato is to be set, or early beets celery plants that are in frames, 

deal about the ‘‘Boy Problem’’in may be followed by late beets, plenty of air.
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Directions on Growing Potatoes vent crust from forming by use of by a disk and then dragged or 

in the Garden. rake or garden cultivator. When raked level removing the larger 

5 2 plants come up, cultivate care- clumps of grass brought to the 

Prof. J. @. Milward, fully, keeping the surface soil surface it provides a fine seed 

On good, fertile gardens, pota- mellow and compact around the bed. If possible, a heavy coat 

toes should be planted close, rows plants. On clay loam gardens, of manure should be applied 

approximately two feet apart the potato patch should be kept before plowing, but very good 

and the hills about one foot apart fairly level. During early sum- results may be had without 

in the row. mer and after vines become larg- it. Quack grass sod is the worst 

The soil should be spaded deep, er, the soil may be ridged and of all to handle, but even this is 

thoroughly pulverized, and moulded slightly around the not hopeless, just more work, 

worked with garden tools. The hills. Be careful not to cut into that’s all. 

potato crop likes a deep, cool, hills deeply with hoe or garden a 
fertile and well drained sandy _ tools. se 
loam soil, but will grow satisfae- On small gardens, it is advis- Training Tomatoes. 

torily in most gardens of the state. able to pick the old potato Tomato plants may be planted 

Stable manure may be used if well beetles by hand from the vines as one foot-apart in the row or even 

cut up and mixed with the soil soon as they appear. Clusters of less if trained to a single stem. 

at the time of spading. potato beetle eggs may also be The plants may be tied to stakes 

Early varieties are preferred pinched off. Should the eggs or to stout string. Instead of 

for the garden, as such stock can hatch, however, the young bugs filling the garden with a forest of 

be used for table purposes late in can be killed by the use of one stakes, which must be at least 2 

July, August, and September, be- tablespoonful of Paris green to a x2 inches if a stake is used for 

fore the main commercial crop of pail of water. Paris green may each plant, set small posts 16 ft. 

the state comes on. Early Ohio also be used in the dry form by apart along the row and fasten 

and Triumph are preferred for diluting with equal parts of 2x4 scantling to their top and 

early, and the Rural New Yorker flour, land plaster, or air slaked bottom. The tomato plants can 

for late. lime. then be tied to strings attached to 

Cut seed tubers into blocky —_———— the seantling. The expense is 

pieces (not thin slices), at least How About Sod Land For a considerable but this structure is 

one good, strong eye to the piece. Garden? the framework of a trellis that 

Seed tubers exposed to light a few This question is asked again C8" be used for many years an 

days before planting will start and again. The professional gar- 0" @ great variety of plants. 
strong, stubby sprouts, and it is dener who is satisfied with noth- If the plants are trained to 
desirable to plant seed in this ing less than deep loam manured three or more stems two feet apar! 
condition. Seed pieces should to the limit every year will say is close enough and _ individuil 

run approximately one and one- that it can’t be done. Managers ‘takes are best. 
half to two ounces in size. Small of Garden Clubs in many cities As soon as we begin to prune « 
potatoes, (3 or 4 ounces), may be will tell you it can be done be- tomato plant we set for ourselv:s 
cut lengthwise in halves. cause they have done it. a big task and one that demands 

Potatoes are commonly planted Much depends on the prepara- close attention every day to th.’ 
with a hoe, one seed piece to each tion of the soil for planting. Ve'y end of the season. 

hill. Plant from 3 to 4 inches Tough June grass sod of years’ It is not, however, a laborious 
deep. It is also satisfactory to standing simply plowed and_ task, nor does it require but * 
make a furrow with the hoe or scratched with a harrow makes a few minutes a day. Sprou's 

garden tool three to four inches mighty poor foundation for a gar- which will appear in the axil :f 

deep and then drop the seed den. The grass turned under every leaf must be remove. 
pieces every foot and cover serves to shut off the water sup- When the plant reaches the d:- 

promptly. ply and the tough grass roots hin- sired height cut off its head. 

Rake the potato patch after der cultivation, but if this same The training system is almost @ 

planting and after rains. Pre- sod is thoroughly chewed up _ necessity in small gardens.
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Planning the Garden. ping is following one erop with In the city garden, the distan- 

By J. P. Hepler, College of Agri- another on the same area. Early ces between rows should be kept 

culture, University of Wis- radishes or lettuce followed by at the minimum and still allow 

eonsin. late cabbage or celery is an ex- for proper development of the 
ample of succession cropping. plants and ease of tillage opera- 

The greatest returns can be ob- Companion cropping is growing a tions. The following table will 

tained from the garden only when short’ season crop between the be: of aasistance Si “Aeierniniew 

the garden is definitely planned. rows of those which are perma- the di ‘a : ak 1 sed. Atten 
The difference in times required nent or semi-permanent. Early os anes roe oe i en 
for maturity and of space needed earrots or early beets between tion is called 10 the act that 

by different vegetables, the sea- corn or late tomatoes furnishes Where! eompeniow ‘cropping 48 

son at which they grow best, and an illustration of companion crop- done, the distance between the 
the greatest utilization of the ping. The most suceessful gar- "OWS of permanent or semi-perma- 

garden area practically necessi- dener is the one who, through nent crops remains the same, the 

tate a garden plan. well-planned succession and com- companion crops merely being 

_ panion cropping, makes his gar- placed between the rows. 

Three Classes of Garden Crops. ee ee 
—————; 7 F ; 

In garden planning, the first on Method of Time ot Pen ee oe Trini ekBSIOReN Ta 
thing to recognize is that garden “TOP. planting | emt ef, ground 

crops may be grouped into three Mins | Max: i taeneet 

general classes: permanent crops — «Oo 

(those which oceupy the alloted  Be@eessccocc) Dams | Meet | Bf 2 | a eees Bene oe sensor: 
area during the entire season; pea Drills ey bo 5 is 1 | adtiweeiee 

‘, Salsify 000000002.) Drills May 1 2 34 2 | All season 
semi-permanent crops (those ‘Turnip Lo Ga| Drills Apr. 20 9 15 3 6-8 weeks 

which are planted rather late and pueanegee | Drills Nr. 4 ib is § | gett arecase ond OF Season. 
: Farly Cabbage....| Hills May 1 18 2 14-18 | 10-12 weeks. 

after planting occupy the area so Late Cabbage.....| Hills June 20} 24 36 18-20 | End of season. 

long as to usually preclude the celery | hills May 15 = | # eas ne . July 1 18 36 6 | 12.15 weeks. 
growing of other crops after they — fetinete--- He [MGIB | | 6 | Gk weeks: 
are removed); and short season jpimeetivcn) Beals fpr | oe | ANS 
crops (those which oceupy the  ease.i0cc | Drills | Ape go] He | | PE | Tig wecke 
land for a comparatively short pe- agin’: 0 HB Ve) || Ae 
riod). In the first group we have — Gomaleren | ins {janet |) | day | All Season: 
late beets, late carrots, parsnips,  Mesemelonsss) TMS fais | |e) at | All Season: 
salsify, chard, parsley, early to-  Qyeet Comic) is [Ame t | i | a | RE | Toend\ot season. 
matoes and onions grown from — Chinese Cabbage:| Ills Aug. 1 16 2 | 12 | Toend of season: 

seed. The second group are sweet SSS 

re etic oegume tee den produce the maximum of — Potatoes Require Much Room. 

leans, and the vine crops. The which it is capable. Potato ‘‘seed’’ is prepared by 

tnird group contains lettuce, spin- ——— cutting potatoes into irregular 
ech, early beans, peas, radishes, Companion Cropping. shaped pieces so that each piece 

tunips, onions from sets, and : . . has two or three eyes, preferably 

carly cabbage. In planning for companion and three. These are planted at 

In making the plan for the city Succession cropping, it is essen-  Jeast 12 inches apart in the row 
garden, the permanent and semi- tial that the season at which the and the rows 24 to 30 inches 

permanent crops should be given crop grows best and the time re- apart. When whole potatoes are 
first attention. The short season quired for it to mature be given used, small ones, these are planted 
crops are easily provided for consideration. If this isnot done at least two feet apart. At this 

either as succession crops or as there will be overlapping of rate the average ‘‘back lotter’”’ 

companion crops. Succession crop- crops and unsatisfactory results. cannot afford to grow potatoes.
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Wisconsin Horticulture of us can do, first, plant, plant, hysteria, but only plain reasoning 

sow seeds now and urge others and common sense. 
Published Monthly by the . Wha. ana ‘ 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society t® do the same. . The president of our Society, 

12 N. Carroll St. Second, Talk War, talk it day true as always to the tru-t im- 

Official organ of the Society: and night until it has penetrated posed on him, loyal as af\vays to 
FREDERIC CRANEFIBLD, Hditor, : ° ‘ ‘ <6 i Secretary W. 8. H. S., Madison, Wis. the conscience of every man and his community, his state and his 

= woman of this land that we have country, has practically aband- 
Entered as second-class matter May 13, ‘ vay . . + we 

1912, at the postoffice at Madison, Wis- signed up for war, a war that is oned his own work and is spend- 

Sree Misia Tain miedé known On appl bound to take its toll of lives great ing his time helping others, in 

cao oor small and bring sorrow and schools and publie places, Osh- 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society desolation to many of us. We kosh, Neenah, Milwaukee and 
Membership fee fifty cents, which in- 4 . it it is . herever: cE cludes twenty-five cents subscription price Cannot evade it, it is here, now w herever called. 

of Wisconsin Horticulture. Remit fifty  , ‘ syd. ; Tot « Snes canaffor 3 One Oe aainerio Cranefeld, diter, Maa’. and until we end it. Nor all of us can afford to do as 
son, Wis. : : . AW ran all ‘§ i De Wie. oy Postal “or xpress: Maney. Ore Let us then do our duty, give mueh, but we can all ‘‘do our 

der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if the best that is in us in order that _ bit. No one of us but can do 
wrapped or attached to a card, and pays | . . . . . . 
for two years. Personal checks accepted. jt may end quickly. It will fall something. Now is the critical 

Postage stamps not accepted. to many to go as fighting men. It time, the seeding time, a month 

oa falls to most of us to perform an- from now will be too late. 
FFICERS. : . . . 

OFFICER: other kind of service, but one Let each one of us then do the 
N. A. Rasmussen, President. .....Oshkosh as . . . 
D. H, Bingham, Vice-President...» « none the less patriotic, to feed the thing he is best fitted to do so 

eee eee e eee cece eee es LUrgeon ay . 

L. G. Kellogg, Treasurer..........Ripon nation. that when peace comes, whether 
F. Cranefield, Secretary... ......Madison 3 

The stronger the force we send it be tomorrow or years hence, 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. in to the field, the greater the aid when the roll of honor is made up 

N. A. Rasmussen..............Ex-officio 2 
D. E. Bingham................Ex-officio We extend to those who are fight- of all who labored unselfishly to 
L. G. Kellogg.............+....Ex-officio = Ts 3 : . 
K Craneneld 020000 mx-omelo ing with us the sooner will the the end that ‘liberty should not 
ist Dist. A. Martini... ..../Lake Geneva - . . vawhncs . : i 
ond Dist, R. J. Coc.........Ft. Atkinson hideous monster, warfare, be perish from the face of the earth, 3rd Dist., H. H. Morgan.........Madison acon f, Pada at ai ith Dist. Henry Wilke... ... | /Milwaukee driven from the face of the earth. the name of every member of the 
5th Dist., C. V. Holsinger...Wauwatosa The 4 * . nacte + aos « 
6th Dist. H. C. Christensen. ....Oshkosh The obligation then rests on us Society shall be written there. 
7th Dist., Wm. Toole, Sr........ Baraboo ierean’ ; 
8th Dist. O. G, Malde......Grand Rapids oe vease the food supply. 
9th Dist., L. E. Birmingham Sturgeon Bay special editio iseonsi . 
10th Dist., C. L. Richardson........ special edition of Wisconsin 

cevseeessseess++es++ Chippewa Falls Tlorticulture was mailed to every Plant Flowers. 
11th Dist., J. F. Hauser.........Bayfleld . : 

member April 18th, an appeal to 
BOARD OF MANAGERS. anembers swho' live in -villages-and Devote at least one row across 

N. A. Rasmussen F. Cranefleld ‘ BES @ th 3 ' oz he garden to f rs. y 
L. G. Kellogg cities to plant gardens and to i garden to lowers. Those wht 

= = SSS : lave grown asters ngs’ nar’ 
those who are skilled garden- nf 8 d taueht alo ett “a 

: . rots and taught mignonette tc Our Duty. ers, either professional or ama- li “ 8 th a 
Men and Women of the State teur, to give of their time to help Aye: an Peace with cabbage wil! 

Horticultural Society! A great beginners. Before the edition news HO, UTsIng. 

responsibility rests on us. was in the mails one member as- Those who have heretofors 
The nation is at war and the sured his friend that it was hys- starved their flowers in sting) 

end of the war cannot be fore- teria and no great need existed, flower beds or borders will }h« 

seen. no danger threatened our food Converted forever after to th 
The surplus food supply of the supply. An awful responsibility garden plan. 

world is exhausted and crop pros- rests on all who now voice this ees 
pects for 1917 are not encourag- sentiment. 

ing so far as cereals are con- Altho the writer is fully con. “Let me suggest also that every 

cerned. scious of the great danger that one who creates or cultivates a 

Awaken then to the needs of threatens us thru such indiffer- garden helps, and helps greatly. 

the hour! ence, he refuses to believe that to solve the problem of the feed 
The great danger lies in indif- any large number of our members ing of the nations.’’—President 

ference. Two things every one will take this position. It is not Wilson. |
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A Faithful Friend. nearly fifty years. He exhibited pay for themselves in this one 
i his fruit at the first state fair held service alone, but that is no rea- Belated word comes to this of- ‘ oe es ‘ ‘i or on the Cold Spring site in Mil- son why they should not be kept fice of the death on January 25th, . % : Se of George Jeffery, Sr waukee, and at every state fair working and be of still greater 

a rj Jvetlery, or. « ie ° : : 
+ i 8 < held since up to 1915 when illness — service to the community. For fifty-one years, without a : ; . sys H3 compelled him to give up. Dur In all of the communities break, Mr. Jeffery exhibited. ae as 5 ‘i 
8 an ing his time he exhibited more where spraying outfits have been 

fruits at the state fair, thus es- x HG . soe more than 500 varieties of pears, used there are as many or more tablishing a record unequaled by "I au apples, plums and grapes for apple trees than maple and these any other exhibitor. 5 . . 2 which he took very many attrac- trees, especially where grouped in No matter how poor the season : . : . ¢ rT tive prizes. About two years blocks of 10 to 20 or more, could for frujt, we could always depend «sp i 3 an ago he and his wife came to Dous- be made to yield handsome re- on Mr, Jetfery; he was always on : : : wo : . re man to reside with their son turns if properly cared for. hand, cheerful and optimistic, , 
i ; . Charles. At present the apples coming He came for pure love of the , , . . from these trees are largely game, for premiums, so far as a 

f . oe seabby or wormy, or both, and of their cash value was concerned, 3 
i “i e a very low grade and will keep for 

troubled him not at all. Tle a ~ . 7 . ia é only a short time. With a small loved fruits, and above all, loved ia ; © sprayi thi ' pate ith fruit en aa amount of spraying, which need 
o mingle with rowers. 4 

Tt e ‘ee f 8 ow é . a not cost over a few cents per 
le pear was his favorite fr ss 

; ti a Feo x ee ruit, aaa , bushel, the apples could be an ine fri . ary no- = a : . . : ea ae rom the o patuary no 44 ‘eS changed into clean, sound fruit. 
ce in his » paper gives us ¢ y we hin he _— paper g ves usa ax ” In order to do this it is abso- 

oe w viet a SO; borg, in ad lutely necessary to apply two 
ounty Kent, ingland. The sprays in the spring of the year. 

pear ‘ a native of there and es- One is called the ‘‘pink bud 
a 1a : a in Kent, the gar spray’? from the time it is put on 
gen of rura England. —when the blossoms are just 

Ie w as one of us, 10 one else showing pink—and the other, the 
could elaim him and his life and calyx spray, which is put on as 

his work an inspiration. soon as possible after the blossoms 

“Mr. George Jeffery, who for fall. 
the past two years has made his ” 8 - These communities should ar- 

home with his son Charles in this, de ene Wasa aut hority on range to have their pumps in use 
village, died late Thursday eve- fruit Peasing and his council on during this period. The State 
ning from general debility. the various phases of the industry Department of Agriculture or the 

Deceased was born in County Were considered valuable by the tate Horticultural Society will 
Kent, England, September 29, horticulturists of the state. be glad to furnish detailed diree- 
1827, and when a lad of twelve His work was done and well tions for making up the proper 

years came to America with his done, and the stern Reaper found sprays and furnish suggestions 
parents and settled at Lisbon, ht as a on af of grain ripe for — for equipping the outfit and ap- 

rs . the harvest. i e ray Ste Wis. Thirty years later Mr. Jef- arve ii plying the spray. The State 
‘ery moved to Wauwatosa, Wis., ousman paper. University will have a bulletin 
where he owned and operated one io on the subject ready before time 

of the finest and most profitable Make Use of the Spray Pumps. to spray. 

horticultural farms in the coun- A number of spraying outfits In this way the spraying out- 

try. have been purchased by the dif- fits can be of double benefit to the 

Mr. Jeffery was instrumental ferent communities of Wisconsin community and will materially in- 
in organizing the state Agricult- this season in an attempt to rid crease the food supply as well as 

ural society under which auspices the maple trees of the cottony bring profit to the owners of the 

the state fair has been held for scale. These pumps will no doubt orchards.
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No Vine Crops in Small Plots. illaries are nipped off beyond the they are subjected. Thus the se- 

It does not pay to grow the vine second node instead of being re- lection of a high quality wrinkled 

crops in very small gardens unless moved altogether. The fruit is pea for the earliest crop would 

they can be trained on trellises borne in the first node of the ax- result in failure, as it could not 

at the side of the garden or plant- illary shoot. With cucumbers withstand the unfavorable condi- 

ed on the area which has matured this method of pruning is contin- _ tions. 

an early crop like lettuce, early ued as long as they bear fruit, but goer resets 

peas, spinach, or radishes. with muskmelons all the growing Use the Old Stand-by Kinds. 

The vine crops are all warm tips are pinched off after the . 
. Confine your selection largely 

season crops and cannot be plant has made a growth of five 
4 . to standard sorts. We are often 

planted in the field usually before feet and set two or three fruits. . : 
: 5 tempted by the glowing descrip- 

June Ist. The growing season is . a Bos é 
hort that only th li tion in the seed catalogue to dis- 

80's om nat Only whe earier war- Vine Crops Seldom Cross. ecard a variety which has been 
ieties of muskmelons and water- . ; 

: entirely satisfactory for a new 
melons can be matured from seed Many gardeners are afraid to : 

and untried one. Better depend 
started outdoors. Cucumbers and plant muskmelons and cucumbers . : 

‘ = . largely upon the tried variety 
squash usually mature if started together for fear of their crossing. . 

. " and plant the new one sparingly 
the first week in June, but even These two crops never cross, and Z 

is = : until you have established its 
they should be started in the hot- if poor quality melons are ob- wae 

. ‘ 3 ays worth for your conditions. One 
bed if an early product and a_ tained, this condition must be as- . 

. e 3 3 " cannot afford to risk the loss of 
large yield are desired. cribed to improper cultural condi- . . 

: a crop merely to satisfy his euri- 
oo tions, poor seed, or the attacks of it 

. . disease or insects. Varieties of Ostty: 

Starting Vine Crop Seeds. eucumbers or of muskmelons a 

The seeds may be started about TSS readily among themselves, Work With Tomatoes. 

April 25th in berry boxes, four- but never with each other. The home gardener’ should 

inch paper pots or on four-inch Neither do either of these crops start his tomatoes about the 

squares of sod. From four to  ¢TOSS with watermelons, squash niddle of March for the early 

six seeds are planted in each box. 0% Pumpkins. _ Winter squash crop. After they get their first 
The hotbed should be kept warm and pumpkins will not cross, but leaves, they should be trans- 

as the vine crops do best at atem- Summer squash and pumpkins planted into two-inch paper boxes 

perature ranging from 75-85, MAY CPOs. and later into four-inch paper 

Thorough ventilation is neces- aii boxes. They may be set into the 

sary. Care must also be taken to Varieties for the Home Garden. gardens as soon as all danger of 

water frequently enough to pre- . ‘ frost is over and the ground is 
. : Beware of using Wonder : 

vent the soil from drying out or ae an warm. <A succession of tomatoes 
sage Plants,’’ with promise litho- . . 

the leaves from wilting. hi may be provided by planting an 

The plants are hardened by ex- F poet in th ields f early and a late such as Bonny 

posing them to outdoor condi- oF . th N Mm blocked th ean Best and Stone at the same time, 

tions and withholding water for ie Never Dloekee tne tra or by making two plantings of 

five or six days before they are ° the early variety, three or four 

set in the garden. Quality should be the first con- weeks apart. 

In setting the plant, dig the sideration in selecting varieties The yield in the home garden 

hole and place the plant in it, for the home garden. Only those may be greatly increased by 

drawing the soil around the plant, varieties possessing high quality staking the tomatoes. The vines 

being careful not to disturb the should be grown. Adaptability are trained to two stems by cut- 

roots. If the plants are grown in is also of prime importance. It ting out all the axillary shoots 

a berry box, it should be removed _ is useless to attempt to grow some except the first one which is al- 

before planting. varieties at certain times because lowed to grow. They are tied 

The training of vine crops dif- they are unable to stand the un- with raffia to a five-foot stake 

fers from tomatoes in that the ax- favorable conditions to which (Continued on P. 140)
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One of the many wera Ee ees 

homes our Landscape ci. oe ale ; 

Department has c pee ee / a 
helped to make at- |i ee. ew : ant 
tractive. — a aoe Ser 

We are now ready eee: e 

to help you make ct re 
your place a Beauty ee a 
Spot. cla 

A booklet showing places | 

we have planned and planted 

is free. 

You want the best varie- 

ties when planting your 

Orchard, Home Grounds or 

Fruit Garden. Our eata- 

logue tells you about them. ee poet 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis. 

a FFI 

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 
HOM 

Lime Sulphur 

Arsenate of Lead 
Dry and Paste Form 

Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution 

Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. 

774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 
WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION
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. 
AnAttractive Home Means 

a Contentment 
Keep the children at home by making 

them proud of it. The most effective 

and economical way to do this, is to 

beautify the lawn. Careful arrange- 

Is ment and good plants are essential. Our 

% Landscape Department has specialized 

in this work, is familiar with Wiscon- 

. sin conditions, and has probably the 

largest assortment of choice nursery 

stock in the state to select from. 

° 
White Elm Nursery Co. 

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

eee a 

Training Tomatoes. Ss | | 
PATENTED AUG.13. 1907 

(Continued from P. 138) J. E. Baer. Pe 5 
AS TS) 

When the vines reach the top . pace 
: Ps A message from Baraboo just bas 

they ere cut off. The advant- t thi liti woes: to press ial fees 
. - 3 at this edition goes ress an ay 

ages of staking are that twice as . . J 7 Fiat Fi0.2 Fic. 3 
nounces the death of J. E. Baer 

many plants can be set on the € that ol 
. . of th ace. 

same area so that the yield is ma- M ne . f Mr. Baer’ . BERRY BOXES 
terially increased and the fruit ention on ver 8 servis Crates, Bushel Boxes 
is much Cleaner‘and vinenseari; to horticulture in Wisconsin will ‘ates, s 

s aner anc ens earlier. : . F . appear in a later issue. Y a like Tk ! 

ou xe em 
TRAINING AND PRUNING HELPS, As 

: ‘ iN pri We, manutacture the Ewald Patent 
: . y a very sme rice ‘olding Berry Boxes of wood veneer 

Tomatoes are sometimes trained getting it, at a very small price that give satisfaction. Berry box and 
. 4 2 spraying i as crate material in the K. D. in earloac 

on a trellis made of slats, or on a and the spraying outfit had not as Jots our specialty. We constantly carry 
. ' : re 2 se in stock 16 quart crates all made up 

wire fence or even on wires %°* been used. ready for use, elther for strawberries or 
vas ¢ » g Q D ad ¢ lueberries. No order too sma too 

stretched between two posts set f Twas a poor man and needed a Tange for us to handle. We can ahi the 
Pate price . ne ‘olding boxes and crates in K. D. from 

at the ends of the row. The to- a price for my produce. But Milwaukee, Promantness is essential in 
e pr 1e > handling fruit, and we aim to do our 

matoes may or may not be the produce must be made i part well. A large discount for early 

pruned, but it usually is advis equal the prices wanted. To this Orders: A pastel Brings Our price-Tet ; ‘ ‘ S- . 
able to cut off the excess vege- end the spray was applied Cumberland Fruit Fackage 

table growth, especially where thoroughly, and the results the Company 
the ground is rich. This will first year were very satisfactory. Dene. 2D; Gunibediands.Wis, 

force most of the growth into the MY entire erop of 700 bushels was | 
fruit. sold direet to consumer either by splendidly and many _ people 

oo peddling or shipment. The next jeaned to know the value of good 
- How I Made Apples Pay. year I found _ apples to be al- clean, wormfree fruit. Surely 

most absolutely free from worms. the way to make an orehard pay 

Six years ago an orchard came ‘So to get more and better custom- oe te : it y gi ig is first, of course, to make i 
into my hands along with a good ers and a little better prices the produce good fruit and second, to 

spraying outfit. 500 apple trees buyers were offered 2 cts. a piece place this product before people 

were bearing well, but middle for every worm found in a_ that appreciate it. 

men got the fruit, or had been bushel. Well, the idea worked H. P. Anderson.
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SS 
oa ee) 

(a a m Arsenate of Lead JEWELL 
t nN 

; ; Paste or Powder ROI utsntsc MINNESOTA 
= f “| Recognized as standard in principal GROWN 

ds fruit growing sections of the country. N 
AD t Convenient source of supply for Wis- 

V—) oF aN ame 4) épnsin fruit rowers. Sulphate of ursery Stock 

Aa @) os er] |= Nicotine 40% and free Nicotine 40%. Complete assor 
4 For further information write pie ie AS SOT t- 

SG US pat oFty (¢} ment of Fruit and 
RS) The Grasselli Chemical Co. Ornamental stoek in 

)= oe main Gjeeblished 1839 all varieties suited 
PR Milwaukee, Wisconsin. to northern culture. 

A specialty of Hardy 
eS a SEES Shade Trees, Wind- 

break Stock, Ever- 
——<—<—— — greens (Coniferous), 

Deciduous Shrubs, 

The Hawks McKAY NURSERY Apples and Native 
COMPANY Plums. 

Nursery an . . AGENTS WANTED 
PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN _ _ 

Company |] It gece Nae 
e Jewell Nurser 

are in a position to Nurees y Stock of Company z 

furnish high grade uality 

Nursery Stock of all for Particular Buyers Lake City, Minnesota 

kinds and varieties Have all the standard varieties FSS 
suitable to Wiscon- as well as the newer sorts. Can 
sin and other north- supply you with everything in 

ern districts. Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, 
Vines and Ornamentals. “We have a Fine Lot 

Will be glad to fig- Let us suggest what to plant f Pl 

ure on your wants both in Orchard and in the oO ants for the 

3 5 decoration of your grounds. Garden’”’ 

either in large or Prices and our new Catalog 
Ss) ll tities. sent promptly upon receipt of 

ma’ quan your list of wants. SEND FOR LIST 

Ww Wi Sale J. E. MATHEWSON auwatosa 18. . -K. 
, Waterloo, Wis. 

SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 

=—————————aaSSamqa=>=a—_m—— 1 

AA 

Bound Volumes Wisconsin Postage on the set amounts to 
Horticulture. 13 cents for the first 2 zones (150 ne: 

Twenty-five sets of Wisconsin miles) and 22 cents for the 3rd ° 

Horticulture and index, complete zone, which includes all points in Quality Stock 

from September, 1910, to August, Wisconsin. Native eres Fruits 

1916, inelusive, have been bound ; Apple 

in two volumes, heavy board ; WISCONSIN GROWN 

with leather back and corners. The following are good dahlias: ae pe ie ee Read 

Twenty of these sets are offered Queen Wilhelmina, Snowclad, buy; and save mace: you 

for sale, to members only, at $2.50 Sunshine, Cuban Giant, Grand ’ 62nd Year — 

a set, purchaser to pay carriage. Duke Alexis, W. W. Rawson, De- Kellogg’s Nurseries 

This is less than cost of binding lice, Jack Rose, Mina Burgle, Box 77, Janesville, Wis. 

and index. Kriemhilde, Golden Gate. AMARA AAA ana arene
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A Good Garden Bulletin. 
LARGE STOCK OF 

The Home Vegetable Garden, a e ° ° ° 

Farmers’ Bulletin No, 25 U: Apple, Cherry and Plum Trees, Grape Vines, 
epartment o griculture. Hree 

fon the: asking. Blackberry and Raspberry Plants, 
and Strawberry Plants 

Three Good Garden Books. Both Everbearing and common varieties 

For the amateur who wants the And a general line of ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS and ROSES. 

how rather than the why and All stock clean and thrifty, the best that can be grown in Wisconsin. 
y 

wants it right away, Vegetable ———— 

Gardening by Greene, the Webb N 

Pub. Co., St. Paul, will prove a GREAT NORTHERN URSERY co. . 

source of great comfort. Write for catalog and prices Baraboo, Wis. ‘ g ; pt 
How to Grow Vegetables, 

é pec SES 
French, the Macmillan Co., and . 

Productive Vegetable Growing, | A Dozen Different Dahlias For A 
Lloyd, cover both principles and a = 

practice ' Dollar, Post-paid 

All good popular varieties. A collection that will please you. 

Strong “toes” or divisions. Order at once before you forget. 

No Poultry Department. A dollar will do it. 

The full page reproduction of WILLIAM TOOLE & SON | boo, Wi 

the poultry poster is by way of Garry-nee Dule - eS 

co-operating with the Agricultur- 

al College, to circulate more fully y 3 e WISCONSIN’S FAVORED 

a most excellent plan for in- The Kickapoo Valley FRUIT DISTRICT 

creasing food supply. It does Our Speciaty: Planting and developing orchards for non-residents. 

i mean a permanent poultry A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 

epartment. 
THE KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 

— sa GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

Help Offered. i 

Communities desiring garden Ask Questions. 

help are requested to notify this , P 

office. A practical gardener will Amateurs are oe to ask “CANNOT BE BEAT 
eye estions. atter y sim- IN WAUSHARA COUNTY” 

be sent on petition of ten or more a aie | = ahs < row hier ‘nee acids geod onud loam:adapied for 

persons at the expense of the W. ?° or how complex the problem potatoes, corn clover and rye, beautiful 

S. H. $, who will visit gardens may be, come forward with it. ined: stresm flowing throne pasture 

for half a day and meet the gar- Al personal reply is assured in Orchard sevimen, worth $2000, 

deners in the evening to answer every’ SA8e: This Service Is ren wndHome_ pw gacellent location. 

questions. This may prove to be ered : all, wvithout ‘money ane to somegne wh likes to handle soon. 
: . ’ , rice $45.00 per acre. 

a big contract, but we will do our ONE Price. APPLE FRUIT FARM 

best to fill it. pees Pine River, Wis. 

nnn The following hardy plants 

Good annuals for cut flowers make good cut flowers, coreopsis, Cut out the old dead wood of 

are marigolds, sweet peas, calli- hardy chrysanthemums, delphin- the eurrants and thin out new 
opsis, asters, seabiosa, petunias, iums. Spanish and German iris, shoots if they are thick. Leave 
snapdragons, nasturtiums, and lupine, peonies, phlox, golden no more than can have plenty of 

zinnias, ‘ glow, sweet william, gaillardias. room to grow.
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Emergency Poster 4 ‘April, 1917 
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a a 

a a 

R | a 
B a 

& 1 

a a 

a a 

e a 

A a 

A a 

®) Mr. Town “Lotter” !— B 
a Your country calls you to help. We face a very serious food shortage. In the emergency, a 

®! your garden space, your muscles, and your spare time must be enlisted. a 

a a 
= President Wilson says: “Everyone who cultivates a garden helps and helps greatly to solve = 

the problem of feeding the nation!” 
a a 

Remember, somebody has to raise everything you eat. A garden in your back yard, 
a i : Fadl ee | 

though small, will surprise you by the amount of vegetables it will produce. A lot of patriotic in 

®) folks are going to have a garden this summer. Why don’t you have one, too? There’s plenty 

I of time if you will start right now. Let the boys and girls have a hand in it. Here is a plan a 

| you can follow — with success. a 

A a 
a Plan First Before You Plant ee oe es cone and corn may be planted at two weeks intervals a 

SOME OTHER THINGS TO REMEMBER.— The best crops to plant for » winter 

i Hit or miss gardening wastes time and energy and does supply are: beets, cabbage, carrots, celery, onions, parsnips, rutabagas, turnips, | [Bi 

pa] 12 vield good results; o plan your garden carefully. “Unto you he's lrg radon, don't wie Your apace by towing poteoee | By 

Remember, winter vegetables will count most this year. SPirak meek a cana crite ast ecearesna walle ileuse thle gut: 
FA| Grow the small, early maturing crops between the rows of a 

|, Winter veaetebles After the Garden Is Planted a 
| _ GET THE GROUND IN GOOD SHAPE, — (1) Apply tne or well. ——————— a 

cet amemm naan (yrn seinen int | yar work haa ested Sty by and you wil fi 
Bl smooth. it both profitable and enjoyable. Have appetizing fresh |F& 
a WHEN TO PLANT.—Sow seed for late tomato plants indoors at once. vegetables on the table during summer, home-canned vege- RB 

Later, you may be able to buy plants from your grocer. tables on the shelf and others in storage in the cellar. Don’t 

WAL bins snvty Novia easiy onsrste; isi, eis oak ei es dation let the hot weather wilt your patriotism. a 
Pa | ti cetyturnipa ot soon a8 you gt the garden ready USE THE HOE to keep the surface soll loose and fine. Hoe shallow | py 

cee late beets, carrots, paranips, salsify, and seed for late cabbage plants about —the root are near the eurtace:. -Hoe’stter‘each rin end at least 
ee mice & je jure ti it until the soil ts dr: re hoe- 

WA) Flont hens cir, eocumbarn saath, tmton efter fret daag pat ing-_this preventa lumpe. Frequent hoeing kills the weeds betore |™ 
Ta| Sow turnips and winter radishes late in July on all ground used for early matur~ they get above ground. a 

ing vegetables. Plan right now to can or store surplus vegetables. 

a a 

= “More Food This Year Is Patriotism” |: m ore 00 iS lear 1S Fatri0uuSM |, 
a If you want to know more about gardens ask your neighbor who has had one or write |e 

a ° ° . . : a - | 
»| Agricultural Experiment Station, The University of Wisconsin |, 

. Madison 
a a 

RARRARRARAARARRARARARRAARRARRARRARARARARR 

“The hoe in the back yard is mighty good backing for the flag on the front porch”
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Emonenty Poster 3 April, 1917 
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a a 

a a 

a Uncle Sam Says: a 
a “The Nation’s meat supply is short. a 

“Chickens are the quickest meat crop that can be produced. q 

a “Chickens require no large cash outlay. a 
a “‘We need an increase of one hundred million pounds of poultry this year. wm 
a “‘Wisconsin’s share is three and a half million pounds. a 
x “Will you raise a bigger flock?” a 

a o a 9 8 s a 

* Raise More Chickens — It Pays and It's Patriotic * 
a But the big waste in poultry comes through losses after the chicks are hatched. It is a crime against the Nation’s meat jm 
a supply to let a chick die that has eaten some of the farmer’s feed and used up some of his energy. Save your chicks. a 

Right now before you go home their crops at night—good layers are good feeders, 

as Buy a can of insect der—be it’s T Folks. —— is 
® rch -sdomeunke ee Feed some buttermilk, sour milk, or meat P& 
a Have you any coal tar disinfectant? Start a Flock! scraps. RB 

And how about a good egg crate #0 you can mar- Give them free range — but fence in the 
a het ror ones vides = ; | Keep adozen hens inthe | garden: a 

mill, top and get a cack of mont scrap, Dack yard. Feed regularly a variety of good, clean food. 
a Keop a dry mash before the hens at all times. a 

me Teneteshenzon get tome | ccrape, your lawn lip: | Zaagesemerometoacanenih 
ys four res wi 

a grease the heads of the baby chicks, and | Pinés end garden waste, Provident ofhousroom forthe growingchic, PA 
me Sat Re setting hens with that insect powder. | Read all he Good etree seme asakes Seas bettie este teat al a 
% with kerosene or i can 

Wu Sapir mew evecare Thar FOU Havethe bors provide clean, well-itered a 
Write to the College of || nest for every 

Gopal naa aenanne ieee | ee ce ene DE 
Ma Voatan tl goer ajeea Taay mt eto a eniton? that egg crate in a cool, dry colldr or milk room. 
Fo Sietinelo te moaned ent arabe Feet Lo weitiensieweyomice A 
© Of course this means a little extra work, but eggs and poultry are going to be high & 

- “More Food This Year Is Patriotism” = » More Food [his Year Is Patriotism” » 
a 

' Any questions you care to ask will be answered by . a 

a Agricultural Experiment Station, The University of Wisconsin, Madison a 

a a 
a a 
a 1 

RPRRRRRRRARARARRRARRRAARRARRARRARAA
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OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

Copyright 1917, by the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society, Madison, Wis. All rights reserved 

Volume VII Madison, Wisconsin, June, 1917 Number 10 

“We are now about to accept the gage of batttle with 
this natural foe to liberty and shall, if necessary, spend the 
whole force of the nation to check and nullify its preten- 
tions and its power. We are glad to fight thus for the ulti- 

mate peace of the world and for the liberation of its peoples 

the German people included; for the rights of nations great 
and small and the privilege of men everywhere to choose 

their way of life and of obedience. The world must be 
made safe for democracy. Its peace must be planted upon 

the trusted foundations of political liberty. 
“We have no selfish ends to serve. We desire no con- 

quest, no dominion. We seek no indemnities for our- 
selves, nor material compensation for the sacrifices we 

shall freely make. We are but one of the champions of the 
rights of mankind. We shall be satisfied when those 

rights have been made as secure as the faith and the free- 
dom of the nations can make them.” 

—President Wilson.
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Insure Garden Harvest by Lib- Many a garden convert is of the roots of the plants and 
eral Use of the Hoe. caused to blackslide because of would probably do more damage 

By Professor J. G. Moore. the persistent opposition of weeds. than good. 

The summer months are the ™ the conflict with weeds, till- oe 
critical periods in the city garden. Properly of . aa be weno Till at Proper Time. 

A rly used, tillage render 
oir atid wank teal Craw weeds negligible factors in gar- _ The old adage, “A stitch in 

aration and planting and the gar- dening. It may not do so the time saves nine, applies admir- 
den operations assume more and first season under the same condi- ably to garden tillage. Many 

more the aspect of drudgery. Al- tions, but unless quack grass or gardeners pay a heavy penalty 

though the gardener may feel less S0me weed of similar character is for not tilling when garden con- 
like hoeing and raking than he the offender, the conflict is a com- ditions are most favorable for til- 

did earlier in the season, he must paratively easy one. Thorough, lage. . 
give the plants more attention in timely tillage, then, ordinarily / The best time to destroy weeds 

these respects than earlier in the ¢duals a good moisture supply, is just as the young plants ap- 
season if the harvest is to be ®@bundant available plant food, pear above the surface. Tillage 

worth while. This is the test ®@d an absence of weeds. at this time will save much hard 

which reveals the real gardener. sees work in eradicating weeds later 

oa the been tl eettadl of ga Till Soil Thoroughly. The best time to restore the soil 

dening—the thorough, timely, What is thorough tillage as re- muleh aS a a rain, ae the 
tillage period. The gardener’s gards these important factors in SUTface soil becomes bal ed. A 
motto at this time should be insuring the harvest? It is that ¢W hours delay after the soil is 

“Catch moisture—hold moist- tillage which produces conditions fit for working often means from 

ure.’’? The demand of the plants best fitted to accomplish the de- three to four times as much work 
for moisture as the warmer sired results. The ideal condi- ' restore the soil mulch and of- 
weather comes on is ever increas- tion for all objects is the same; te @ much less effective mulch 
ing. Moisture is necessary for the continuation of a shallow lay- than had the work been done on 

plant growth and unless there is er of soil, as nearly dust like as time. . 

an abundant supply available for possible, over the entire surface. Tillage may be untimely by be- 

the plant, growth ceases, the parts The methods of securing this 8 done too soon after a rain. 
used for food fail to develop or ideal may be various, but the fol- This is particularly true on the 
are of such a nature as to be un- lowing program is well adapted heavier types of soil. A heavy 
desirable. ~ Moisture, therefore, to produce and maintain it. First Sl worked wet cements or 

becomes at this time the chief of all the preparation tillage of puddles and then bakes, destroy- 

concern of the gardener. Til- the early season should have been !"& Its tilth and making it very 
lage is the chief dependence of such as to create a large moisture went or impossible to re-estab- 

the average gardener in supply- holding reservoir and place the lish a good soil mulch. Timeli- 
ing this essential of success- soil in a fine, loose condition. aii then, on such soils means 

ful gardening. The maintenance tillage will then ns, neither too soon nor de- 
ne: be as follows: laying tillage too long. The fol- 

Tillage is Garden Life. Hoe or rake the area to be /owing test will prove advantage- 
{ Not only does the plant de- planted immediately preceding on in determining whether the 

mand moisture, it must also have Sowing or planting. . is in condition for tillage. 

lan abundance of available food. Hoe entire garden at least once ! ake a handful of soil and squeeze 

[The old sayings, ‘Tillage is essen- week if soil conditions permit. it firmly. If, upon opening the 

tially manure,’’ and ‘‘The best Hoe, and if necessary, rake af- hand, the soil falls apart upon 
‘garden fertilizer is the hoe,”’ are ter each shower of sufficient ex- little or no disturbance, then til- 

‘indicative of the importance of tent to pack the soil. lage is safe. If the particles ad- 
tillage in making available to the This tillage should be shallow, _ here tenaciously, it is best to let it 
‘plants this requisite of growth. for deep tillage will destroy many dry before tilling. i
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Set Plants Right. city garden. In fact, no other Loosen the Surface Soil. 
: ‘ tools are necessary for mainte- 

The most important factor in nance tillage if these two are of We hoe to: preserve a layer’ of 
setting plants is to get the soil in the proper lind sand properly loose soil on the surface, yet in 

contact with the roots of the ised. “looking at many recently hoed 

plant. Very often the plant More than half the garden hoe- gardens, you would never mis- 
when set with ; a trowel is ing is less than half done. ‘his trust that this was the chief ob- 

“choked,” that is, the soil is i. because most amateur garden- ject. The gardener, due to faulty 
pressed around the collar of the ere do not know how to wee a hoe methods, has sueceeded in largely 

plant while the roots are sus- 4. 4 tillage implement. The aim repacking the soil by tramping 
pended in the hole. It is impos-  ;, hoeing should ‘be ‘to Jeave the °°" the area he has just hoed, 
sible for the roots to come in con- entire sorface fine: loose, and lev- and not infrequently, his labor is 

tact with the soil when in this po- el. Hoeine usually falls shortof WEESE than wasted as he has less 
sition, and the plant withers and this aii for Gils ae i6t® of thé favorable conditions when he has 
dies following reasons. finished than before he began. A 

Cucumbers, melons, and squash, good mark at which to aim in 
which are to be transplanted, DON’? ‘‘CUT AND COVER.”’ this regard is to have no foot- 

should be grown in paper pots or First we notice in faulty hoe- prints visible when the hoeing is 
flower pots so that the ball of ing the cut and cover method. finished. If you set out with this 

earth around the roots is not dis- This consists in inserting the hoe i™ mind, you will quickly devise 
turbed in transplanting. Plants into the soil and pulling a quan- Ways of accomplishing your pur- 
are ordinarily set a little deeper tity of soil on top of an unhoed — P°Se, and that without loss of 

than they were in the seed bed. area. The operation is repeated time or efficiency. Of course, 

Overgrown or spindly tomato leaving a series of hills and hol this mark cannot be reached 

plants may be set in a slanting lows with only approximately Where the wheel hoe or horse eul- 
position in a trench three or four one-half of the original surface tivator is used. 
inches deep. A plant set in this goil stirred. This must be fol- Hoeing properly done, then: 
way will form roots along the lowed by raking and even then is (1) Stirs all the soil possible; (2) 
buried stem. far from efficient. The only thing leaves the soil fine and level; (3) 

pee ec iat in its favor is that it is a rapid avoids repacking the soil by 
Uses for the Garden Rake. method, but we should have tramping. 

With a good soil and proper vipher vrata antl eta she awa Ha Bf Peieable to 
hoeing, the rake may be dispensed ‘usutethe best harvest. wa . toe e a “aullg? of 

with except ‘in: the preparation The second reason why we fail dine it 5 ie me reasons are 
tillage. Most people use the rake to secure ‘hes results is Beeause ' iat it Is easier to Operate; ican 
to level improperly hoed soil. In we leave the row strip too wide be used closer to plants; if soil is 

maintenance tillage, the chief thus permitting the loss of a large somewhat compact, a much better 

Value Of “the: Falke) liga, a 18 “Use amount of noite and leaving Job na be done, and at less ex: 

as a, substitute sor the hoe when an opportunity for weeds to de- pendiitune of ete Bie See 
the rows are far enough apart to as we . of the hoeing in the city garden 

wa he sone Fo eriiag velop in direct competition with te a ficiently with th 
permit of its use. It is used with the vegetables. This failure 4s can be done elmeiently wi e 

a slight chopping motion and usually due to unsuitable hoes. long-handled, three-comered hoe 
saves time when comparatively 470.4 hoes are too laves and’ are previously mentioned. — Avoid 
large areas are to be tilled. Our ~~ round-backed and very large- 

choiee is the old-styled straight °° constructed aa fo tale work bladed hoes. 
5 ‘ am S between plants, set at small dis- 

rake with straight teeth. tances, almost impossible. The Se 

OO long-handled, three-cornered hoe Do not prune spring-flowering 

Tools for Tillage. frequently called the onion hoe,’’ shrubs until after they . flower. 

The hoe and rake are the chief will largely eliminate this diffi- Those that flower in autumn may 

tillage implements in the average culty. be pruned now.
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HOW I CAN MAKE MY GAR. preliminary care for canning hot soap suds does not remove the 

DEN PRODUCE FOR vegetables must begin in the pick- stain, soak the jar for 24 hours in 

WINTER USE. ing and handling in the garden, — strong solution of washing soda, if 
and the neeessary directions will that fails use commercial hydro- 

Miss Blanchard Harper Madison. jo given with the recipes—but the  chlorie acid one part, water two 
Wis. preparations in the kitchen are parts (ean be used over and over 

(From 1909 Annual Report) the same for all and ean be given again) or try sapolio, bon ami or 

here. duteh eleanser—and if all these 

Mr. Cranefield has asked me t9 This kind of canning is merely fail use the jar for pickles or 

tell you how T can my garden . sterilizing food stored in sealed — throw it away. 

duce for winter ! and Tam ‘he jars, and once the contents have Never use a rubber ring a see- 

ling to do so in order that the been thoroughly sterilized there is ond time. Buy the best you can 

pleasure the results of ine ods no liklihood of spoiling for several — get. They should be soft, flexible, 

I gv is We RS eens years if the sealimg is intact, ex- not too thick, and should not 

may also he yours. I need NOE say cept under one condition and that — streteh in the boiling. 

pleasure one. pr pou lay ie condition is so important, so un- Never-touch or handle the cover 

ee tie ono fet fiat Mes, derrated, so generally ignored or rubber ona sealed jar. The 

(feo, N. Knapp whose husband that I ean hardly place too great steamed juices in cooling form a 

was formerly a professor in the a Stier upon tt—and that in clean, deliewte cement between the cover 
College of Agriculture, made jars, chemically clean jars. Tlow and rubber, and this, if broken hy 

eighty dollars the first year she ac- many times do women canning us? hiring Or handling = hable {6 
cepted any orders and the second @ Jat stained by previous contents, start a leak and admit aire Al- 

year refused further orders when OF a ate roughened ways lift a. jar“by- ithe ia itself, 
+86 eeceived amounted. to: three and whitened and corroded inside, never’ by the cover. Keep your 

hundred dollars. I have more by the fruit: aeids ‘of Jas year's Jars 3m a cool, dry, dark place 

than onee been offered four dol- cannes, how many stop to co “— cong F ¥ 

lars per dozen pints of canned sider the possible chemical combi- Provide: the following utensils: 

peas, and cost of cans extra. nations and deposits made by the (1) A_ boiler or kettle with flat 

Any one who has had_ peas, action of fruit eee on the bottom and with a close cover. 
Bae, eteine tieaun, cte, canned, at metal under that innocent looking The kettle should be deep enough 
home: will: ot willingly @o back to opal dise in the cover of the Mason — to take pint or quart jars and yet 

factowy onda. ‘The flavor is ex 27 A woman will do every stage leave an inch of space above them. 

actly that of the fresh vegetable, of the process carefully and well, An ordinary tin wash boiler such 

and there is absolute certainty then after all her efforts put on a as is used for clothes is the best 

of purity. : contaminated and corroded cover, when a number of jars are to be 

. . . ignoring the fact that in so doing done—but when I have only one 

wcoy-diiten to — ming tat Tin "of she is merely adding unknown or two I use a soup kettle. 

the following recipes. ” Some of lead and zine salts to her fruits, (2) Provide a _ piece of ex 

thet aire taken directly from Mrs. then wonders why they taste queer. panded metal lath, or galvanized 

River's Neu Cook Boole aud tha On that account I prefer to use wire netting having % or 1 incl 

ones for the corn were worked glass topped jars. There are a_ mesh, cut to fit the bottom of th« 

out by my friend, Mrs. G. N. number of different makes on the boiler. Or have a wooden rack 

Knapp. In some cases I have market, as nearly every manufac- made to fit the boiler. Rither 

changed or adapted a recipe, but turer of Mason jars also makes the should lie flat. The object is t» 

in all cases, I shall as far as pos- glass topped. The first cost of the lift the jars from the bottom of th 

sible credit the originator. latter is more than Masons but boiler to prevent them from bump 
Before giving the recipes, it will when balanced by corroded cov- ing when the water boils hard. 

be necessary to consider a few pre- ers which must be renewed and (3) Plenty of new good rub 

liminary preparations and to men- spoiled cans, it comes out even bers. 

tion several cautionary ‘“‘dont’s’’ about the second year. Never use (4) One or two extra jars for 

to the unwary housekeeper. The a jar or cover that is stained. If emergencies.
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(5) Boil one or two gallons of — jars are ready place them in the Beans. 

water for ten or fifteen minutes boiler on the wire or wooden rack. Stig beans ahiould be picked he. 

after it comes to a boil. Cover it} Now pour in cold water until it | = : : 

while cooling and keep it covered — comes to two-thirds the height of fore the dew falls in the evening ov 

until used as shown later. The ob- — the jars, cover and put the boiler after it is dry in the morning, and 

jects in boiling the water are three- on the stove and boil two and a kept ina cool place covered with a 

fold: (1) To sterilize; (2) To half hours from the time the water cloth or wet paper to keep them 

expel the air absorbed in it; (3) — boils. Quarts should boil three TSP. Ars. Knapp and 1 have 

To throw down the lime if the wa- hours, As soon as the period is up Used the Stringless Green Pod, and 
ter is hard. turn the fice out and wefhowl delay the L000—1 Refugee with the best 

With clean jars, rubbers, cov- as quickly as possible lift the jars satisfaction, [tried some wax 

ers, and the above utensils one is out one at a time and tighten the beans one year but found them 

ready to try the first vegetable. cover before lifting another to flavorless and unsatisfactory. 

, , tighten. One bushel of peas makes String and cut the beans as for the 

Peas. 10—12 pint jars. table, throwing them into cold wa- 

Never, never, never, lift a cover ter as they are cut, drain them and 
As the variety of peas grown — off the jar, as that would admit in- throw them into boiling water to 

makes a great difference in the re-— feetion of moulds and ferments. cook until they can be piereed by a 
sult, I will state that my friend — [,o¢ me repeat again do nol delay in silver fork without breaking and 

Mrs. Knapp tried canning ‘‘Tele- tightening or sealing covers as soon they must cook no longer. If they 

phone’? peas and found them so a. the water coases to boil; if you are eooked too long at this stage 
unsatisfactory that she said “One 4, you ean in a few minutes hear they become soft and mushy in the 
would not know them for the same fresh unsterilized air carrying all cans. Remove from fire, drain im- 

vegetable as YOURS. . ae se sorts of germs of moulds and fer- mediately and pour cold water 

Peatam Gem and Ady ‘ n cen ments sucking into your jar to ruin through them in : colander until 

Nott’s Execlsior were not bad. Your work,  T consider this and the they ae cool and firm. If one has 

Gradus I did not care for. question of clean jars and covers hota faneet or pump, three or four 

It is labor lost to can old peas. 2nd good rings the crucial points changes of water will be sufficient. 
Peas for canning are better picked of the whole process. Everything ( se plenty of wate. This cooling 

when best for the table but better depends on them, Adapted from '8 called blanching by some writers. 

too small than too large. Mrs. Rorer. : Half fill the jars with the steril- 
As peas ripen the development ized water, then put in the beans 

of starch makes them difficult to Asparagus. which have been thoroughly 
keep when canned. Canning also ; drained and pack them in as firmly 

emphasizes any tendency they may I have never myself canned as- as one can without crushing, add 
have to a mealy flavor. Peas  paragus, but give herewith Mrs. one-half teaspoon of salt. Finish 

should be picked in the early Rorer’s recipe for those who care as directed for peas cooking one 

aorning, when they are cool. If to try. and a half hours. 

‘he pods are dirty or the pickers of Wash and trim the asparagus. Young and tender beans require 

(uestionable cleanliness, wash the Cover it with boiling water, boil little more than sealding in the pre- 

ods before shelling. fifteen minutes, drain, cool, and ar- liminary or first cooking, but old 

Fill a pint jar half full ot the range it neatly, heads up, in wide beans require sometimes fifteen 

‘erilized water, (if the water is mouthed jars; adjust the rubbers, or twenty minutes according to 

but in first air is not imprisoned 61) the jars to overflowing with wa- toughness and quantity. It is ad- 
m the space between the peas, to. shat has been boiled and cooled; visable on this account not to cook ‘ause trouble in boiling.) With 5 
clean hands shell the peas directly add a half teaspoonful of salt and more than four or six quarts at a 

into the jar until it is full. Add lay on the tops loosely. Cook the ime for the preliminary cooking. 

'4 teaspoon of salt. Lay on eare- jars in the boiler one and one-half Shelled Lima beans are done in the 

fully washed rubbed ring, then the hours as directed for peas and fin- same way. Adapted from various 

cover loosely fastened. When all ish in the same way. sources.
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Beets. of the day that there should be no _ fill with cold water to two-thirds the 

moisture upon the husks from rain height of the jar and boil for two 

Young beets may be canned or dew, that after gathering the hours after it begins to boil. If 

either whole or sliced, and with or corn must be spread out separately during the boiling any of the jars 

without vinegar. to avoid all danger of heating or boil over they must now be wiped 

. . sweating by piling in heaps. clean. The rubbers are now ad- 

Mrs. Rorer’s Recipe. The other details of manipula- justed making sure that no particle 

“Select young fresh beets; wash, tion are Mrs. Knapp’s. of corn be between them and the 

put them into boiling water and As said before the corn must be glass or the cover, and the cover 

boil carefully for thirty minutes; dry when gathered, the weather must be fastened tight. The jars 

then remove the skins, and pack the must not be damp, rainy or cloudy. are then replaced in the boiler and 

beets into quart jars. Adda half Mrs. Knapp would sometimes enough hot water added to com- 

pint of vinegar to a quart of water gather her corn when a thunder pletely cover them. They must 

that has been boiled and cooled; fill shower threatened, but never after, boil for one and a half hours longer 

the jars with this mixture. Finish The canning must be done only on after coming to a boil. The jars 

as directed for peas, cooking forty- clear pleasant days— never on a must not be taken out until thor- 

five minutes.’’ rainy day—why we do not know, oughly cool. Wipe the jars clean 

After cooking the beets thirty but corn canned on a rainy day is immediately as the seum is difficult 

or more minutes, I rub off the skins, more liable to spoil. to remove when once dried. The 

slice the beets, run cold water After gathering the corn should expansion of the corn in cooking 

through them, then half fill the jars either be used immediately or varies greatly in the different varie- 

with sterilized water, then put in spread out on the floor of porch, ties of corn and also the age. And 

the chilled beets and finish as di- shed, or cellar. It should be this expansion is to be guarded 

rected after adding half a tea-  husked and the silk brushed off against because it sometimes blows 

spoon of salt. They should boil an with such a brush as is usually us'd_ the covers off. No water must be 
hour in the boiler. I have also to wash vegetables. After brushing allowed to enter the jars. By tight 

canned young carrots and spinach the corn is cut from the cob with a or firm packing and so exeluding 

in this way. The carrots were suc- sharp knife, not too close, and then the air from between the kernels, 

cessful but as carrots can be so the cob scraped down to get out the the expansion seems to be lessened; 

easily stored in the cellar in sand, milk and pulp still adhering. As but an even more important faetor 
it is not necessary to can them, Seon as enough corn is cut to fill a seems to be the prevention of fer- 

One can out of several that I did pint jar it should be immediately mentation previous to cooking by 

of spinach, was successful. I am put in the jar and packed down working quickly and without inter- 

inclined to think that the others firmly with a spoon or better still ruption from the husking until the 

would also have been had I canned @ Stick just wide enough to go corn is in the jars and then keeping 
them in the orthodox way, but I through the mouth of the jar easily the jars standing in cold water. 

tried cooking them in the hay box and shaped something like a potato There is another way of doing 

instead of the boiler and so failed, ™#sher. corn when it is to be used for cream 
The jar should not be filled above soup, fritters and pudding, to scor 

Corn. the shoulder to allow for expansion cach row of kernels and then serap« 

by heat of cooking. Mrs. Knapp out the pulp with a knife leaving 

Many years ago Mrs. Knapp saw adds no salt. I use Yo teaspoonful — the hulls on the cob; or this may bi 
a paragraph in the Breeders’ Ga- to each pint. As fast as filled each done more rapidly by a corn-seorer 

zette telling some woman's experi- jar should be loosely covered and whieh can be purchased for fiftecr: 
ence in canning corn, On that — set in cold water to keep cool until cents, : 
foundation she has since worked up all are ready for the boiler. This pulp should be handled eva 

the process hereafter given. Do not put on rubbers at this more rapidly than the cut corn. 

The paragraph mentioned par- — stage. The jars owing to the great expan- 

ticularly the fact that the corn When all the jars are ready put sion which takes place in cooking. 
must be gathered at such an hour the grating or rack in the boiler, should be only half filled. It is im-
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possible to cook it and have a jar Rorer’’ I think should be the label For tomato bisque: Add a salt 

more than half full when finished; on the following recipes. Use only spoon of soda to the tomato heated 

hence it is more economical, cleaner — good, solid, fleshy tomatoes. then an equal quantity of hot milk, 

anew agrsating ot Wht gene Tan, Hb her ran 
cooked exactly as in the first recipe. Select tomatoes carefully, seald For a sauce for chops, cutlets, 

Corn put up according to these by dipping for a minute or two in fish, ete.: Merely heat tomatoes and 

recipes is delicious and well worth boiling water to Toosen skin, skin, thicken with hrowited flour and 
the effort. and divide the tomatoes if very butter. A little left over gravy or 

Frequently in cooking the jars large. Put them in a porcelain soup stock may also be added with 
I myself do not follow Mrs. lined was and ain prion ailvantnge. 5 

Knapp’s method of tightening the JHE Er eheppec: onion tO faster Tomatoe Thole. for Salad. 

covers and adding hot water to use one small onion to two gailous eae chee caer ol elo- 

cover ‘at the end. of two hours: I of tomato, and a half teaspoon Pruithe shape whieh “al ia ain 

cook the jars two hours, wipe them of celery seed, eight on fi) DEpPer sinpaui ‘the mouth. of ‘the jar 
Moai, adjaat the #ibhers, lay on corns and a tablespoon of salt. « a oki " Call 

the covers loosely, and cook for the oil until othe ‘tomatoes: are as F . ned Beas , . tal . t the 

additional hour and a half, then thick as are usually served on ra canie uu tale a vom 

close at the end of the time. But I the: ‘table; then sou ben at a _ = te i ° " . sor 
: : clean jars, put on the rings and fees gently into jar, Mrs, Rores 

must admit that my Way? 18 hot AS cover loosely. Set the jars in adds merely the sterilized water 

safe and sure as Mrs. Knapp s al- the ‘boiler, and. fill to two ‘thirds anda little salt but I add the fol- 

though L have never failed m MG height of jars with water about the lowing liquid. . 

following varitions Tanly Cres, emmemntare of the Jars of tome ae eet eae al anft and 
Melrose, Portland, Stowell s Ever- we nea HE BA are a cold Then set the kettle asiale to ei and 

green, Zig Zag Everrreen ard Lf thes ite not, Bring to a hell settle The followin morning T 
Country Gentleman. They are all and boil ten minutes. Remove at * ankle ‘our off all the clear 

delicious but the Early Crosby Gein une neste etal “eights ae liquid Shain on ihe top sein 

and the Zig Zag Evergreen seem to ors. through a jelly bag, and hoil it for 

stand the canning better. Corn for Temato Puree for Soups and a Paw miTiTatES with onion, bay 

canning should be picked when best Sauces. leaves, eclerr seed, nenper-antia 
for the table, Old corn like old Cut up sound tomatoes and boil and parsley, then cool it and use it 

peas is difficult to keep. in anenamel or poreclain Kettle to fill the jars of whole tomatoes. 

Asa rule from 5 to 7 ears are re- until thoroughly soft. Strain and The jars ave covered with rub- 

quired for a pint of cut corn, al- mash through a colander, then ,,4. adjusted and placed in’ the 
though we have used sometimes as through a fine sieve. Return to the boiler with cold water. Bring toa 

‘any as ten and as fewas four. Tt kettle and add for two gallons of 4,43) and boil ten to twelve minutes 

all depends on the eorn. tomatoes the following: 1 table- only, Remove immediately from 

mn spoon salt, 12 peppercorns, Vy tea- the boiler. When wanted to serve, 
Tomatoes. spoon celery seed, 1 small onion drain off the juice, thicken with 

Tomatoes form an important cle- chopped, 2 bay leaves, 6 cloves, 6 gelatine and ‘aie it to imbed the to- 

ment of modern cookery, taking allspiee, 1 bunch parsley. Cook matoes either single or together. 
their place as vegetable, salad, slowly until tomatoes are thick, 

soups, purees and sauces for meats, then turn into jars and finish as in NOTICE TO PUBLISHERS. 

maearoni, ete. / . preeeding ree’: . All matter in this issue is here- 
The method of cooking T use in To use these tomatoes: by released for publication on re- 

putting them up belongs to Mrs. For soup: Add an equal quantity ceipt and may be published with 
Rorer’s recipes, but the flavoring of soup stoek, enough butter and or without credit. 

and many other details are my flour to thicken and a few drops, if Frederic C:anefield, 
own, ‘‘Adapted partly from Mrs. one likes it, of kitchen bouquet. Sec. W. 8S. H.S.
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Wisconsin Horticulture the war should end tomorrow and all the way ; all the way back across 

if the food supply, on account of the ten yard line, back again over 

Wilsconein Stitt: He vticattcral Soclety an abundant harvest, should be the five yard line they are now 

12 N. Carroll St. superabundant, two things highly secaree a foot from the goal and 

Ofielabiorgan’ of the: Society. improbable there would still be the ball on the opponents. side. 

Sectacy Wo TL 8, Medion Wie great gain. / / There they stand or crouch, tense, 
Several things will be gained, every nerve strained, every muscle 

Entered as second-class matter May 13, i ‘ ; i 5 ‘ 
1912, at the postoffice at Madison, Wis- health and vigor for many city taut, waiting for the signal that 

sone leis Oe ee he brn taron rail gardeners, a love of gardening will start the opponent’s rush 

cation. Ss tthat =will not end with the war across their goal—unless! Then 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society and, on the part of many, a greater from the ten thousand. spectators 

qdfembership fee Atty cents, which in- respect for the farmer and gar~ came a ery, not the college yell, 
eee de ere cane ait rd dener, for the man or woman who not a mere shout but Just a single 

80ne W IB Postal or Weprese Money OF this year for the first time raises — word, at first almost like a dirge 

der. A dollar bill may be sent safely if a bushel of potatoes or of tomatoes but with each repetition swelling 
wrapped or attached to a card, and pays : . 
for two years. Personal checks accepted. will know what it costs to produce louder and louder, one word, 

Postage stamps not accepted. them. hold, hold, h-o-l-d, and they did 
— Also the money value of all hold the line, Will you? 

OFFICERS) these thousands of gardens will be 

D. ih, Bingham, ‘Vice-President... on?" tremendous, if, and here comes 

L. G ikelicgg, Brcasuver | eee Bay the rub, if we all HOLD FAST! Summer Meeting. 

Branca Secreta Maaon This: is the ‘first battle: for many The summer meeting will be 
NA. meneur ie COMMEDT EE imei and some will drop their weapons held in Oshkosh Aug. 22-23. 

D. B Bingham...........11l/mxcomeio, © @Nd run. Digging and sowing the Some of the best market gardens 
TG Mellogg.--------.:---.+--Bx-officio seed is not unlike marching down in the state are located near Osh- 

dna Dit RN Coe a banson the street behind the band but get- osh and it is for this reason the 

ith Dist, Henry Wilke... chimmanes ting into the trenches is another meeting was located there. 

oun Dist” fg e Christensen. Oemboan matter . This is the greatest garden year 

{in Dist: Wen, Tooke, Se 5 c_paraboo ‘That's where you will be dur i guy history, everybody is gar- 
SO Dee eee otitaeon Bay’ 208; June, July and August, dear dening and while many of the be- 

buen it, 52°H air CMODON, ae Deters in the tren he tg, @inmers may fall by the wayside 
BOARD OF MANAGERS. stick Moun fits will atincle many more will have acquired a 

N. A. Rasmussen F. Cranefield . . . . love for the work that will persist. 

Kelle day and night, week-day and Sun- To these converts to our ranks 
~ — oo day, rusts, blight, bugs, worms, as well as all those who have been 

Hold! drought and = storm. Yet every caved in the past the summer 

The great Spring Drive started one of them can be overeome if meeting offers a splendid oppor- 

by the Agricultural College and ¥°U Hold Fast. ___ tunity. 
other state institutions and con- Call it war and you have it The meeting will be unlike those 

tinued by the newspapers of the @out right, we won’t change the of recent years in one respect, the 
state has been successful. Not figure but somehow when T think entertainment features will ” be 

only the larger towns, such as Mil. of you beginners hammering at minimized and the program and 
waukee, Superior, Oshkosh and Some hard and unkindly soil with demonstration emphasized. 

Sheboygan but hundreds of small- @ dull hoe, the thermometer at 80 At least one-half of the time will 

er places have been captured and or 90 and not a cloud in the sky I be spent in visiting market gar- 

the inhabitants all inoculated with like to think of the big Chicago- dens. 
the garden germ. Travel where Wisconsin foot-ball game at Camp If the war should happily be 

you will in the state you may see Randall last October. ended by that date we, who have 

gardens innumerable where no The home team had been getting done our bit, and that means 

gardens ever grew before. And _ rather the worst of it, forced back every member of the Society, 
it’s a mighty good thing. Even if inch by inch but fighhting bravely should gather to rejoice, each to
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congratulate the other for his longing for the old occupation so Traction Sprayers. 

part. If this ‘‘day of darkness, in 1899 purchased the farm of the (Answers by Dr. E. D. Ball 

a day of clouds and of thick dark- present family home whieh: is very State Entomologist.) > 

ness, ”’ still lasts then the reason near where was his father's farm. (1) Question —Can one depend 

for getting together is still greater, Mr. Baer s orehard consisted of on a traction sprayer to get pres- 

that we may plan for the year to about eight acres of apples with a sure enough to keep two double 
come. considerable variety of plums, na- nozzles going and do effective 

So there will be a summer meet- tive and domestica. also some chei'- work? 

ing of two days at Oshkosh, Aug. Mies. grapes and a few peach trees. Answer: No. The — traction 
22nd and 23rd, and whatever While his is a farm orchard, it is, sprayer has not proven to be a 
course world events may take it for good eare, a model for amateur Qieeess in any line of orchard 

should be well attended. or professional, Tis fruit as shown work, due to the fact that there is 

at the state fair and Winter Mect- jo enough travel for the amount 
~~ ings of the Wisconsin State Horti- of spraying required. Practical 

Mr. J. E. Baer. cultural Society was always of high — jorticulturists have long since 

. quality. The home garden and or- — ahandoned these except for special 
Mr. J. E. Baer for many SEAS services where a yery small amount 

a member of the Wisconsin State of spraying in long rows was re- 

Horticultural Society passed away quired and even under these con- 

at his home in the Skillet Creek _— ditions the pressure furnished is 
neighborhood, town of Baraboo, Pe se riot satisfactory, 

Tuesday April 17th. j . (2) Question —Can one man 
The cause of his death was a com- manage two nozzels if he has an 

bination of indigestion and heart engine to run the sprayer? 
disease. On the Friday previous to Answer: One man might 
his death he was taken suddenly ill handle two nozzels set on a single 
in the field and fell unconscious pole but he would not be able to 

lefore his son Carl to whom he ees gy! do satisfactory work as the volume 

called could reach him. He rallied a of the liquid handled would re- 

sufficiently to be able to look about quire excessively rapid movements 

the farm on Monday so the end of the pole which could not be ac- 

seemed to come suddenly. curately made. A single nozzle of 

Mr. Baer will be sadly missed by the “Mistry ” or Bordeaux type 

his many friends for his qict, == on the end of a 10 or 12 foot pole 

venial, kindly companionship, and J. E. BAUR. s all that one man can manage 
. eal i 3 with efficiency and economy of 

tie helpful interest he took in all pamental plantings were models of liquid. If at have & power 
tat stood for the betterment of good taste and careful manage- sprayer it will handle two nozzles, 
t'e community. ment. but these should be on separate 

Mr. Baer was born in Grupery, Besides Mrs. Baer he leaves the poles and leads of hose and with a 
Switzerland, in the year 1855 and following children: Carl J. at home, man for each nozzle. More power 

came to Sauk Co., in May 1871. Miss Bessie Baer a teacher at Jef- outfits use three men than two, an- 
‘fter a few years he traveled some _ ferson, Miss Susan teaching in Del-  Gthey man driving the team and 
ind then settled down for a time ton, Miss Dorothy a student at caring for the pump and engine. 
’1 Stanford, Ky., where he was Platteville Normal and Alfred a In this way the full efficiency of 

larried in 1885 to Miss Lillian student at Delavan. the outfit can be utilized. 
lastin. In 1890 they came to the By William Toole, Sr. 
vity of Baraboo and engaged in geen Oo 
market gardening. Mr. Baer in Seedlings should have plenty of 

Switzerland had been trained to Remove the blossoms from newly air and sunlight to keep them 

fruit growing and always had a_ set strawberry plants. stocky.
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The Control of Garden Pests. which pass the winter in the up- Stalk borers, root maggots, and 

By James G. Moore, Colleee of per layer of soil fall tillage which — bacterial wilts usually necessitate 

. Agriculture University ‘of exposes the pest to the unfavor- the destruction of the plant or the 

ait OT able temperature changes and to portion attacked. Such pests are 
Wisconsin 8 I 

the attacks of birds helps mate- often deteeted by the wilting of 
7 : : I ° 
Practically all garden erops are Vially. the plant even though it is evident 

attacked during their develop- Another sanitation measure is that there is sufficient soil moist I 

ment by one or more pests. the removal from the garden or ure. The immediate destruction 

These pests are ordinarily ¢lassi- immediate vicinity of weeds or reduces the possibility of a spread 
fied as disease or insects. The other plants upon which garden of the trouble to other plants or 

greater strugele on the part of the Taseets may feed. Very frequently of infestation from this souree the 

gardener usually has to be waged there would be no serious trouble following’ year. 

against insects. froma particular insect if its pres: ee 

re. » , a “ » Nee ‘i . Frequently the seriousness of — enee had not been encouraged by Know Before Spraying. 
the attack is due to neglect on the Stch plants. ny we fj 
part of the gardener to follow seer ne Phe majority of insect pests 
some of the simple practi — and plant diseases are controlled 
e ’ ? ractices S 4. ” 

which tend to reduce the danger Plants to Trap Insects. by the application of spray mare 

se 1: rials. ‘der spray elli- to the minimum. Some of the Trap plants, plants started in nals In order " spray a 

or ] 7 2 fr re ‘ Ter IN 2 a 
practices recommended for the advance of the regular erop upon yow e me deter a Ww “ 

. i . ohi * e 2S IS 5 ano msect, how 1 
truck gardener or the farmer are Which the insects may collect and the pest aes SE fa a 

hot avails : lie: : i . takes its food, and how it is most 
ot available to the city gardener, then be destroyed is often found : li 

. <p. easily destroyed. This knowl- 
ee to be a satisfactory method. Fre- v : . 

~ quently if the first insects ¢ edge is usually not all gained by 
. e : 2 st insects to ap- . eo wearer — 

Sanitation Must be Guarded. pear are destroyed there is little i ee in his “first or even 
o 2. . , ghitt —: A is second year. 

One of the first things for the  PPebability of depredations later Aik mination of th lant 
; is . examination 0 e ple 

gardener to observe is “garden 0 This is true in the case of >. . ee 
Stott oe La, » ay : usually reveals) the manner in 

sanitation, Frequently garden "@hy aphids, the squash bue, and a . : > 
. Sis aon KEK oa which the insect takes its food. 

pests, both insect and disease are  S¢¥eral others. ant 
‘ TERT s : Not infrequently, however, the 

carried over on the waste materi- rapping is a useful method in eats a ‘it Mm cous that wait 
P : . veESTS are SO merous € ve 

al of the previous season's crop,  S°Me cases. Short pieces of old i f . tion ie a" ti 
i ; ing for the acto an msecti- 

While working refuse material boards, clods, or stones are put ne, FO! eu a 
i anti & close " cide would result fatally and the 
into the soil is commonly recom- ose to the plants in order that : 

. hed x 4 gardener must deeide whether 
mended, one should be sure that ‘he inseet may find shelter at cer | lirect method lyon! * * : : ¥ “ve id reet me ods may hee 
in so doing he is not inviting t#in times. It is then an easy ire more = fi tl “oy 

y 2 . . ye necessary oO save le Cro. 
trouble for next season by provid. Mtter to destroy the insects when | Ee iad ‘ bs selva 
j . , Ws Is especially true ie can 

ing a pest to be controlled. Burn they have collected underneath f stri 1 1 beetl fet . striped cucumber beetles, fle 
leaves and stems or other refuse the protector. This is a favorite A ny i bli f : 1 tl . 
if, : es o : % yeetles, ane yuster beetles, 
if there is the least suspicion of method of many in controlling the 

its being a source of infestation. squash bug. ee 

Rotation of crops is one of the ee Eating and Sucking Insects. 

best methods of avoiding pests in Hand Picking Best at Ti In ordinary cases if an inset 
. : het ‘imes. nye 3 , 

ordinary farm operations. While & eats the foliage or exterior pats 
it is not possible to realize as much Hand picking is used in the of the plant it may be controllel 
benefit from erop rotation in the ase of inseets which are usualiy by poisons, as Paris Green, arse!- 

city garden, especially as regards "Ot very numerous, or when the ate of lead, or hellebore. If the 

insect pests, it is of some value number of plants is small. This insect merely sucks the juice from 

in certain instances and fre- iS usually the most. satisfactory the plant, poisons are valueless 

quently of great value as regards ™ethod with the tomato worm. and a material which kills hy 

certain kinds of diseases. It is also very helpful in the ease coming in contact with the pes! 

In the case of those insects Of potato and eueumber beetles. as nicotine sulfate, or kerosene
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emulsion, is necessary. On the COMMON GARDEN INSECTS OF WISCONSIN 

other hand, if the attack is on the = 

interior of the plant, removal of FeHRCiitile fiaeet | Stage m whieh Control 
. . | damage isdons | Damage method 

the part, or in the case of seed, | 

fumigation may be necessary. ' , = 
. z : z POMS. ceeeeeeeeeeeee| Pea aphis Couse) AM stages Sueks jutce from folingel 6 
Some knowledge of various in- | Blister beetle, Adult ate follige a eos 

. . . Beet | Plea beetle, Adult... | ats foliage 2... 2t 
sects Is necessary in order to iden- | Leaf beetle... Adult :| Eats folinge 10.0... 1 

1p . . Beet his Couse All stages | cks juice fr ‘oliage 6 
tify some of our less common in- ! Cabbaee ingot. el tesa |e ee Thue eo 
can te whie 3 . Cabbage Cabbage worms Larva Eats foliage vesees! 2-10-11 
sect pests which at times are very | Cut worms. . | Larva... ee ‘ol ‘ie ceceee (See gene 

y ay a awePp] j . " eral) 
troublesome, but descriptions of Cabbage (aphis) | Ati-atagin on! SiiGlea Fe TRON: FoltNEE® 6 

am ce , rtaken i ‘ Cabbage leat micer,,| Larva .. Mines through leaves... 12 
them cannot be undertaken in this Gcenaner | Cucumber beetle Ragen Mlb ate Mtoe Sct 

article. | roots 
article. | Ses Dug Sot hava Sileka juiee from foliage 1-13-14 

slowede wivenas ie q s a | a BeNi® 1516 
Below is givena list of the more | Pickle worm Larva. . fate feALL esses er) 

common insect pests of vegetables | Melon ANNE Seema! AML gett Sucks juice from foliage 6 
" D g . | Sauash vine borer. | Larva ‘| furrows in vine OER 

with methods of control and form- Celery cc... Celery eaterp(lursc! Larva Eats foliage. -u 
| f . Corn (Swest) } Cut worm... | Larva Cas ott stent TT Se gen 

ulae for spray mixtures. eral 
€ rospray mixtures | Corn ear worm, | Larva Kats seed on cob 29 

ets ee Melon. Same as for 
Methods of Control “ | cucumber 

ethods of Control. Onion } Mago’ | Larva sirevenes. tee ‘hulls Ne sats 
| 

wtetory 

1. Trap plants. 2. Dust plant | | metho: 
‘ . . . Squash... eo) Same as for 

with air slaked lime and = Paris encumber . 
\ . Larva : Burrows in roots No satis 

Green or Arsenate of lead. Re- | factory 
. . . Radish : Maggot 3 method 

peat at intervals as often as in- — Petato | Potato beetle. | Adult-larva Kats foliage oo... s2ereu 
ane ' Potato flea beotle....] Adultlarva Fats foliage 2a 

seet reappears. 3. Fumigate Blister beetle,.......-] Adult-larwa Fats foliage... 27 
‘ . z ‘ Potato stalk borers} Larva... Hurrows in stem mr 

seed with Bisulphide of carbon omate ‘Tomato worm --} Larva : \ieats foliage . oe 
hef . ' . Tomato stalk borer.) Larva. : . | Burrows in stem. cee 
vefore planting. 4. Soak for 1 rggpiant..........| Pea beetle... Aduit ve) Eats foliage... sy 

: : sys ‘ Potato beetles MTC harve Fats foliage 24 
minute in boiling water. 5. Same Cat worms eel aevali | Kats follage anil base. | 17-18 

ns t as . - orres 
of stems g 

as 3 but as soon as harvested. Generat...........] Laat beetles Adults... Eats foliage cevaweney TET 
: Kan * ‘ . Blister beetivs.. dult.... | Eats foliage seveeees! VT 

6. Kerosene emulsion or nicotine Whe gnbe | Sarva | fate foliage ccs | 
sulphate. Nicotine sulphate at : een —=———— 
times gives undesirable flavors to Fangus diseasrs Use Bordeaux mixture both to prevent infection and spread of disease, 

salad erops. 7. Bordeaux mixes 9 > 

ive containing arsenate of lead under surface of leaves. 17. Poi- Paris Green, dry—1 oz. to 3 or 4 

ov Paris Green. 8. Protect plant son — bait—(1) vegetable—spray — Ibs. air-slaked lime or flour. 

hy tarred paper protector about clover with Paris Green or arsen- Kerosene Emulsion—d to 7% 

inches in diameter fitted closely ate of lead, seatter fresh material — kerosene. 

‘round base of plant. 9. Burn around plants in evening. (2) Nicotine sulphate (40%) 1 part 

adly infected plants as soon as Bran mash—White arsenic or Par- to 700 to 800 parts water. Add 

ciseovered. 10, Apply arsenate is Green one-fourth pound, brown — small amount of soap solution. 

«f lead or Paris Green in liquid sugar one-fourth pound, bran ten Bordeaux mixture 4-4-50 form- 

form. 11. Fresh hellebore or pounds. Mix thoroughly and — ula. 

}yrethrum may be substituted for add enough water to make a damp ee 

1), 12. Destroy infected part as mash. 18. Dirt bands, tin or Without apology we present sev- 

soon as. diseovered. 13. Cover strawberry box protectors, 19. eral articles by Prof. Moore and 

plants with hill protectors. 14, Fall tillage. Mr. Roberts. These were sent to 

Hand pieking—should be done ee all of the newspapers in the state 

eaily until further injury is un- How to Make the Sprays earlier in the season and probably 

important. 15. Use traps—boards, . widely published but all will bear 

sticks, clods, stones, adult insect Arsenate of lead (powder) or — reading a second time. These notes ) , g 
hides under them. May be found — Paris Green, liquid—1 oz. to 6 gal. are all thoroughly practical and 

In early morning or late evening. water. remarkably we'l presented for am- 

16. Mash eggs—usually found on Arsenate of lead (powder) or — ateur consumption. ge 3
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Equipment for Drying Fruits and The Hotbed Dryer the direet cause of his death. He 

Vegetables. The hotbed or cold frame can be @S born in Oneida (¢ Ot, New York, 

Our grandmothers, who lived be- converted into an exeellent dryer 1 1847 and eame to W ‘sensi with 

fore germs were invented, dried ap- by simply putting in a board floor. his ‘parents at the age of ie and i) 

ples in the open air, sometimes with Here we have a most excellent heat 1867 was married to Miss Matilda 

a covering of mosquito netting but trap in which fruit and vegetables Cook. They lived in Minnesota 

oftener without. Aside from the can be dried in a sanitary manner, ft? Years anh in oe Towa of Del- 

matter of dust and germs this isnot it will work, try it. lona, Sauk Co., Wis., Be JEAKS: 

a good way. Apples as well as No doubt many of our members Mr. Brown always hada liking for 

other fruits and yezetables, shonla can suggest other and better plans. fruit growing and about thirty 

be more quickly and thoroughly Send along your ideas, the July *C#"S ago purchased ths place on 
dried than is possible when exposed number will not be too late. which he established his fruit farm 

only to sunshine a few hours a day. The: exeellenk aisles on home because he judged the location to 

No elaborate or expensive equip- canning by Miss Harper, reprinted be STs nantes . 
y is heeESssArv. . é gr ‘s 4 = renar' ii Er. 

ment Is necessary. from our annual reports of 1909- ye € growmng ; ahs rare wien 

1910 should be read carefully by Mis grown UP BULCEE MS SORE REONES 

A Box Dryer every one interested in canning his good judgment. 

miption oi. a fruits and vegetables: that means Mr. Brown was an earnest secker 
A box of rough lumber 3 by 3 ft. sacl wo. of knowledge and an enthusiastic anders. idee withvaswnvall stove 3 everybody this year. 5 

ane “ : en a at eS a horticulturist. Beeause of deaf- 
in the bottom and lath trays with . 

- sss he could not take part in the 
Fn provides a cheap Alson Duane Brown. ness : “ actin pores a chen ane : diseussions at our Winter Meetings 

effective dryer. There must ne suf Mr. A. D. Brown died Monday, but he was a faithful exhibitor 

ficient ventilation to carry off the April 23rd, at his home in the city . 
: . 7 : there and also at the state fair and 

moisture or the fruits will be steam- a 
. Pe county fair. Mr. Brown has been 

ed instead of dried. . ‘ ad 
very earnest in bringing to the 

ns y) e a ie » rit Oat Sprouter Pri | knowledge of the public the mee s 

} of the variety of apple named Gem 

An oat sprouter such as used by “City. He has made an interesting 

poultry raisers for sprouting oats | collection of seedling apples, some 

for green feed in winter may, ac- | of which are quite promising. Mr. 
cording to Miss Harper, be used in Brown was the fist within our 

drying magobonl rhe spronter knowledge in the state to build a 

consists of a cabinet with 5 trays, fruit cave or cellar. This was a 
a water pan and a lamp beneath : 

‘ number of years ago and others 
the pan. By not filling the pan we " 

. rs have observed the value of th’s 
have a dryer instead of a sprouter.  |% Sa tan for 1 . 1 

is 8 . . 2 » keeping a oS, 
Ventilation is provided by slightly B a ‘. reeping app “ ile! 
raising thetop of the cabinet, eT te e aeaves a wife and two chili 

aa ren, Wayne E. Brown of Lone Roc: 

, ee and Mrs. L. B. Irish who wi é The Oven Dryer i s. L rish who with he 

i — husband now owns the fruit farm 

A detachable oven such as used ALSON DUANE BROWN. which was established by M:. 

on gas and gasoline stoves will of Baraboo after a critical illness Brown. To those who are not ho: 

serve as a dryer if the door is left of ten days. ticulturally inclined Mr. Brow! 

slightly ajar. An oven that has Mr. Brown moved from his fruit was best known as an earnest chris 

deen discarded on account of cracks farm in the Skillet Creek neighbor- tian and until his hearing becam: 
or other defects is especially adapt- hood about three years ago because impaired he was an active worke: 

ed to drying as a hole may be made of failing health. Indigestion in the Methodist Church. 

in the top to serve as a ventilator. which developed into a cancer was By William Toole, Sr.
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Notes on Spraying. on the top shelf of the pantry is in an overhead system adapted to 

Amount of Material: ** About not good, Bet a erésh, Supply his needs, Buch e system is com: 

how much spray material will aoe bad ave . paratively IMEX PENBIYE: 

Se aco staid ieee plums will get through the blos- were Gardens anne 

to 10 ft. iy diameter ®®? soming season with little blossom In any method o We ons a : 

. blight. This destructive blight ficially, — certaim precautions 

(Answered by D. E. Bingham which so often kills all the bloom should be observed. Preferably, 

on basis of 75 trees.) in seasons when rains are frequent watering should be done in the 

To thoroughly spray 75 apple ig one manifestation of brown rot, late afternoon or evening. This 

trees of the size mentioned, 3 sclerotinia fructigena, affecting avoids loss of moisture and in 

times, will require about five hun- oth the twigs and ripening fruit. Some cases, injury of the plants. 

dred gallons of material if the 4 dormant spray is advisable fol- It also permits the water to soak 

trees are loaded with fruit; if no Jowed by lime sulphur 1 to 35 or deeper into the soil before rapid 

fruit, three hundred gallons would — jyordeaux 3-4-50 just as soon as evaporation takes place. 

do a good job. For the 300 gal- the first blossoms begin to drop. Apply water liberally. Small, 

lons this would mean 24 Ibs. cop- a frequent applications are usually 

per sulfate, 6 Ibs. dry arsenate of An Omission. more injurious than beneficial. 

lead and 30 Ibs. fresh lime, The supplement to the March Enough should be put on to moist- 

Cost. of material number contains among other en the soil during the operation 

Copper Sulphate —----------#3.00 things a diseussion of lime sulphur to a depth of three to four inches, 

Arsenate -..--------------- 1.25) and a formula for dormant spray, depending upon the method em- 

Lime —----------------------.50 one part commereial lime sulphur ployed. Its. effects will extend 

—— solution to cight parts water with somewhat below this by the fol- 

Total ----------------$4.75 the caution added that at this di- lowing morning. 

The dry Bordeaux sold in closed lution lime sulphur should hot be Placing the Soil Mulch. 

packages is seldom used by com- used on growing plants. This is The soil Ich should be re-es- 

mercial growers but amateurs all very good so far as it goes but the “ mu “ ae ssibl 
om . - . does not go far enough. Lime tablished just as soon as possi) e 

love it. The directions printed 8 8 x fte vatering. During the 

on the packages usually provide for sulphur is now commonly used ue . . a } we Jon the loamy 
mixing at least 5 gallons. A place of Bordeaux for prevention— = warmer weal ter am ‘ i “4 

the different diseases of fruits and types of soil this usually will 

meniber has computed that 1 ounce » this se art of li mean the following morning, pro- 
is the proper amount for a gallon for this Purpose one part of Time wae >» water has been distrib- 
of water sulphur is used to thirty-five parts viding the wate R BOSiRES EE . 

: of water. uted evenly. If there are wet 

Watch for the currant worm. eos places, do not leave the tillage of 

W predict that this pest will be Good Tillage and Artificial the remainder of the garden un- 

esiecially destructive this year. Watering. til these are dry enough to work. 

This voracious serpent usually be- Proper tillage practices reduee Leave the wet places and till all 

iis operations on the inside to @ minimum the neeessity for the rest. 

bronehes, thus escaping notice applying water artificially, and Some are frequently deceived 

wil only the outer leaves are left. in most eases should make artifi- as regards the necessity for wa- 

There are people who would cial watering unnecessary. At tering by the wilting of plants. 

give a billon or more for an appe- times, however, garden crops de- Wilting is not always an indica- 

tite equal to that of the currant mand additional moisture to that tion of deficient soil moisture. 

worm. naturally found in the soil. The Wilting is quite likely to occur on 

Powdered white hellebore is methods of applying water are a bright day following a period 

good medicine. Use a heaping various, but all save the overhead of damp, hot weather, even 

tablespoonful in a gallon of water. irrigation system are faulty in though there be abundant moist- 

A whisk broom will answer for a one or more respects. If one is ure in the soil. Adding water at 

sprayer. Hellebore left over from gardening permanently it will this time is not only unnecessary, 

last year and kept in a paper sack usually pay in the end to invest but may even be detrimental.
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Canning Vegetables from the it is necessary to ean corn very out the pulp, or use a ‘‘cor) 

Home Garden. soon after it is pulled, within an — scorer.’? Take as many enamele| 

. te hour if possible.’’ Incidentally I pans or plates as required, grease 

Blanchard Harper, Madison, Wis. may aad that for t7ble use I have tan lightly with camer and 

From 1910 Annual Report kept corn twenty-four or forty- spread the pulp thinly over the 

| . . eight hours with but slight loss of — bottom of the plates, the layer 

_Everyone interested in the ca favor, by laying cach ear in the should not be more than %4 inch 

ning iof vegetables ag deseribed ih husks direetly on ice, but not in thick. Place the pans in an oven 
my notes in the Report for 1909, . . _— 

5 . any other way. not warm enough to burn or 

should procure from the Agricul: The following reeipes are in use seorch the corn, but warm enough 
tural Dept. at Washington, Far- by several successful housewives to cook it, and allow them to re 
mer’s _Free Bulletin No. 359, and are contributed as affording = main until the corn thiekens, so 

“Canning — Vegetables u the a means of keeping corm when oth- that it ean be cut into wafers 3 
Home.’ Naturally I prefer MY erwise variously possible condi- inches square. Gently turn the 

own methods, but the bulletin con tiong would prevent canning. wafers to allow the under side to 

tains so much that is valuable that Canned Corn, (Mrs. Frank Mae finish drying in the now. cooler 

every one interested in the subject Connell.) A recive very general- oven, or finish the drying in any 
should secure a copy. ly used. To 9 pints of fresh corn suitable warm dry place. Corn 

One fact stated there solved for cut from the cob, add ove pint of begun in the morning should) he 

mea problem that had long puz- engar, and one pint of salt (if the done by night. To serve. soak the 
zled me; namely that peas gath- salt is very strong use % pint), wafers a few minutes, and cook 
ered from the same vines within a and three pints of water, Boil all with salt, butter and cream. 

day of one another should taste so together for five minuies and pack 

differently when canned. A farm- hile hot in thoroughly sterilized eo 
er grew for me two bushels of jars. To serve soak Gy several Rose Diseases and How to Con- 

“Advancer’’ peas picked them in changes of water to remove the trol Them. 

the evening and drove six miles galt; cook with a little ercam until The rose gardener should under: 
the next day to deliver” them, sealding hot. stand that roses are subject to a 
They seemed in good condition. 1 Dried Corn, as mede on the Number of fungous growths caus- 

canned some that day and the ré py ysjt7 Farm, by Mrs. Elizabeth ing serious diseases and that he 
mainder the next. Those cans of — ye Wood. Gather tender fresh must ward these off carefully if he 
peas kept perfeetly—there was no corn, boil it in water three min. would keep his plants in the health 

sign of spoiling, hut they wore as utes drain and cool; then eut the — ful condition necessary for satis!ac- 
Hat and tasteless as sawdust. I grains from the e:b, but not too tory growth and the production of 

find the explanation in the follow- close. Spread the kernels in a blossoms. These fungous paras'tes 

ing statement the author of the — ¢hin layer in a large pan and place — rarely kill the plants outright, say 

bulletin Mr. J.T. Breazeale, makes jn a cool oven, stirring and shak- specialists of the U.S. Department 
au regard to corn, one which T be- ing from time to time to allow it of Agriculture, but by their pres: 
lieve holds true in regard to all to heat and dry evenly for several — enee the vigor of plants is gre: tly 
sweet vegetables, and on whieh too jours. The flavor scems better if reduced, the foliage may be in 

much stress cannot be put. After — the drying is not prolonged over dered unsightly, branches more or 

stating that vegetables should be 4 day. When dry store loosely in less distorted or disfigured, and he 
gathered fresh, if possible with the a paper bag kept in a dry place. quality of the blossoms lowered. In 
dew on them, and kept damp and To serve, soak over night in wa- considering the fungous disease: of 
cool until used, he says, when he fer, then  s'mmer gently on the — these plants the faet must be ree og 

speaks of corn, ‘‘that experiments hack of the stove for several hours, nized that in common with simiar 

* * * have proved that in the and add butter and cream before — diseases of other plants treatme tts 

sweet varieties of corn the amount — sending to the table. are preventive rather than et a- 

of sugar diminishes very rapidly Dried Corn as made by Mrs. tive. While thorough and repeated 

after the ear is pulled from the Albert J. Lamson. Gather the sprayings with a suitable fungicile 

stalk; therefore in order to retain corn when best for the table, score Will in most cases so check the ce- 

the original sweetness and flavor the kernels with a knife and press velopment of the parasite that the
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disease for the growing season will which later discharge a pinkish Another disease to which roses 

be in a great measure controlled, mass of spores. The affected leaves are subject is canker. A wholly 

the full benefit of fungicidal appli- are dwarfed and fall. satisfactory method of control has 

cations can only be seeured by their Leaf-spot. There are several not been worked out for this dis- 

early use in the spring, guarding in leaf-spot diseases of roses. In most case. The early symptoms are the 

this way against the recurrence of a cases the spots have a more or less appearance of small reddish pateh- 

disease of the previous season. brownish center with a purplish es on the green parts, generally of 

Fungicides to be recommended border. l-year-old growth. The disease is 

for rose diseases are Bordeaux mix- Leaf-blotch.—Leat-blotch, which caused by a fungus classed as a 

ture, lime-sulphur, potassium sul- is also known as black-spot, ranks wound parasite, that is, the spores 

phid, and ammoniaeal solution of next to powdery mildew in frequen- gain entrance to the bush through 
copper carbonate. The lime-sul- cy of oceurrence. Bush roses are certain mechanical injuries. These 

phur has proved very valuable, es- more susceptible to this trouble may be slight ones made upon the 
pecially in controlling mildew, as it than climbing roses and the attacks young branches by the thorns of the 

does not injure the foliage of even are most severe in wet seasons. bush itself when one braneh has 

delicate tea roses. The first symptoms of the presence been blown against another, or by 
Powdery mildew.—Powdery mil- of the parasite are irregularly insect punctures. Such infected 

dew is extremely common, few gar- shaped blackish spots without def- areas may increase until the entire 
dens being entirely free from this inite borders on the upper surface — stem is surrounded and may extend 

most destructive of ail rose diseases. of mature or nearly full grown — for several inches along the branch. 

Wild as well as cultivated roses leaves. These spots may grow to- The only advice to be given is to 

suffer from it, crimson ramblers be- gether so as to cover almost the en- cut away rigorously all diseased 
ing especially susceptible. The tire leaf. branches, and it may be necessary 
fungus frequently appears very Practically all these diseases re- to eut back entire bushes if badly 

early in the season on young buds, quire the same treatment, which infected. Cover the exposed sur- 

leaves, and young shoots causing consists, in general, of careful faces made by this eutting with 

the appearance of a delicate white spraying for control during the paint or tar. This diseased mate- 

mildew that becomes mealy after growing season and the cutting out rial must be pruned and the dor- 
the development of the summer of diseased portions of the plant in’ mant bushes sprayed with strong 

spores. If the attack is severe, the the fall, followed by more spraying — Bordeaux mixture in both the au- 

normal development of the suecu- of the shortened plant. The dis-  tumn and early spring. At the first 
leit young shoots is arrested, the eased wood removed, together with — appearance of the disease, eut away 

leives become curled and deformed, the old leaves and debris under and destroy all the branches show- 

filing prematurely, and complete bushes, should be burned. In case ing infection. Then spray about 

defoliation sometimes results. Lat- of attacks by ‘rusts and leaf spots, every 10 days, first with Bordeaux 

c: in the season the winter spores — the diseased wood or leaves should — mixture and later with ammoniacal 

di velop. These spores are capable be removed and burned even dur- copper carbonate, as spraying has 

of persisting through the winter ing the growing season. no disfiguring effect upon the foli- 

ail setting up a new infection in For powdery mildew, the control age, an appearance to be avoided 
the spring. sprayings should be with lime-sul- when blossoming time is near. It 

‘ose rusts.—Rose rust appears as Phur or potassium sulphid. After js possible that by such careful at- 

couspicuous, orange-colored swell- cutting back in the fall, a similar — tention the bushes may outgrow the 
invs on the green parts of rose spray should be made use of. The disease. 

bushes in the spring or early sum- control spraying for rusts should be ee 
mer. Later these take a deeper ammoniaeal copper carbonate. The 

shade and become powdery. Small, fall spraying should be with @ Insect Enemies of Roses and How 
circular spots may occur on the strong Bordeaux mixture. Bor to Combat Them. 
leaves, leaf-spot and leaf-blight, the con- 

-Anthracnose.—Anthraenose at- trol sprays may be either Bordeaux In the path to easy success with 

tacks principally the leaves, but mixture or ammoniaeal copper ear. TOSes lie numerous insect pests 

also, to some extent, the branches, bonate, and the fall spraying which, unless prevented, will de- 
causing the appearance of blotches, should be with the former. vour leaves or suck juices, thus
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seriously impairing the vitality of Insecticides. Forty per cent nicotine sul 

the plants. The only way in which Arsenate of lead, which may be phate, a liquid procurable in mosi 

the rose gardener may prevent obtaiiied —_ powder _— vaste seed stores under various propric 

these attacks is by careful and in has heen found to be aie the tary names, diluted with aboui 

insistent spraying with insecti- rivet effective substances for use 1,000 parts of water in which a 

cides. ‘ ve little fish-oil soap or good laundry 

Inseets which most commonly _ ee —— leaf-eating a soap has been previously dis 

affeet roses, according to special- sects, It is a deadly peen and solved is now recognized as the 

ists of the U. S. Department of should. be handled with erent most efficient aphid remedy. For 

Agriculture, are of two general a “von ousssighiti of a small quantities, add 1 teaspoonful 

types, those which eat the foliage, vezi a a nad we che cowulen of the nicotine to each 1 or 2 gal- 

as rose slugs and the rose chafer, to 10 cea water mes hs. lons of water in whieh about one- 

and those which suck the sap, as lution of the a etianvath . half an ounce of soap has been 

aphids, seale insects, and thrips. Suekine insects obtain their dissolved. One thorough applica- 

The presence of leaf-eating insects food | ° ‘ki vo tl . Aphids tion is usually 100 per cent effec- 

js usually first detected through ood by sucking the sap. APMCS tive, though a second spraying 

the discovery of partially eaten are a the youngest many sometimes be necessary. The 

leaves or of skeletonized leaves; a , “ He ina the branches necessity of covering every indi- 

that is, leaves from which a por- ee ua ' " ans anon When vidual insect should be constantly 

tion of the lower or upper surface ; vi sn ; ° re eaves. te) borne in mind. 

has been eaten, leaving the other ee ested the leaves curl and Other remedies useful in com- 

surface as a transparent mem- DEOLeet the inseets Gr ther: under bating the sap-sucking insects are 
firane, ov leaves thefleshy-partof surface. Thrips injure the flowers, pyrethrum, or Persian inseet pow- 

which has been eaten clear while seale insects usually inhabit det, used ay x vate Bt 1 onTeE to 

through, often leaving merely the the woody portion ot the bush and 2 quarts of water; fish-oil soap 

midrib and veins. The discovery br as aed betting i. _Inseets dissolved at a rate of 14 pound to 

of the enemy frequently follows. i : us . ~~ pave to be killed by 8 quarts of water; kerosene emul- 

Protection from this sort of at- Wh then Mites: 2 oe sion; and lime sulphur and other 

tack is afforded by hand picking this pee a 40 as " FOr “commercially prepared _ insecti- 

or by covering both surfaces of eee per tent neo cides. 

the foliage thoroughly with some tine ‘sulphate, byrethrum, Hgh-ou _ — 
golancous: subshanny, am axaendie soap, kerosene emulsion, and lime- ; ; 

of lead. Wherever a garden hose sulphur, The material should be Some Transplanting Reminders 

is available, a strong stream of he with — Cabbage, cauliflower, tomatoes, 

water directed against rose slugs. see oe sliuw 2 me ae eggplant, pepper, and celery are 

on the foliage will knock them off he ot “ the ‘fousge<dnd. serike always transplanted, while the 

and, in many eases, save the bush i ou es peat het trem vine crops are started in the hoi- 

from further injury by them. . re Insecticide Closing thei breath: bed and transplanted when a‘ 

The rose chafer is a rather diffi- ing pores and suffocating the in- earlier product is wanted. Plants 

cult insect to control, and arseni- sect or penetrating to its vital that have a tough, fibrous roo! 

eal poisons applied at double the parts, or both. . Great thorough- system like the first group ar: 

usual strength often fail to kill "°*S 'S needed m applying these easily transplanted, while thos: 

them before the damage is done. insecticides. The aphids may of- with large or tender roots like th: 

Frequent hand picking of the ten be knocked off by a strong  gecond group must be handle: 

beetles and dropping them into a stream of water from a hose more carefully. Roots like pars- 

vessel containing water covered where available, and this treat- nips and earrots, where a clean 

with a film of kerosene, or sereen- ™ent, frequently given, is often smooth root is desired cannot b: 

ing the plants with mosquito net- all that is necessary to keep them transplanted successfully becaus: 

ting, especially the latter, often in cheek. An abundance of ants the tip of the root is broken of 

affords the only means of prevent- 07 the plants is always suggestive and the tap root is covered with 

ing their destructive work. of the presence of aphids. a mass of hairy roots.
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In transplanting, the plants The most common inquiry rve- with amateur gardeners are simply 

must be handled in such a way — lates to the best method of raising dwarfed and stunted onions grown 

that they will not suffer fromlack onions for winter use, whether from seed last year. The seed was 

of moisture and wilt. This can from ‘‘sets’’ or seeds. sowed very thickly, late in’ the 

be done in a number of ways :— Planting time is now past ex- season and usually in broad 

(1) by taking care not to damage cept possibly for a late crop of drills. The object was to produce 

the root system; (2) by trans- “Dlack-seed’’? onions but the fol- a miniature onion that planted the 

planting as quickly as possible af- lowing brief outline of the onion following spring = will complete 

ter removing from the seed bed; family may be of interest to he- its growth. The most desirable 

(3) by puddling the roots at set- ginners if not of value. ; / sets are ts to 84 inch in diameter. 

ting time; (4) by shading the Cultivated onions or onion-like Larger ones are apt to run to seed 

tops; (5) by setting in the even- plants are named by Bailey under and smaller ones produce inferior 

ing after the sun has gone six species but only three of these, onions. Onions from sets mature 

down, or just before or after a the true onions, will be considered much earlier than those grown 

rain; (6) by pouring water in the here. The others, cives or chives, from seed and of course produce 

hole where the plant is set; the garlic and leek are only oceasion- green onions for table use much 

wet soil should be covered with a ally grown in home gardens and — earlier. 

muleh or dry soil; (7) by pruning = &P not of general interest. This is all very fine but here 

the tops of the plant; from one- Probably ninety per cent. of all enters another ‘set’? onion, the 

third to one-half of the leaf area 0M10NS grown for winter use and Kgyptian or Top Onion. These 

of cabbage, onion, or tomato storage, whether by commercial — sets, which may be had from sceds- 

plants should be cut off so as to growers or home gardners are omen and oceasionally found in 

limit the transpiration of water; 8'°%" from seed. Tf you want to other stores look much like the real 

care must he taken, however, not know how onion seed is obtained gets. The top onion set rarely 

to injure the central bud or select a sound omon of the Dan- produces a sound bulb of long- 

“heart’? of the plant; (8) by vers or Wethersfield type, Coniong keeping qualities and is) grown 

sprinkling the soil with water grown in 1916 will be hard tO find wholly for green onions. If left 

with a hose or overhead irriga- now but a sound bulb shipped in the ground over winter it 

tion system; care must be taken from the south will answer,) and sends up a stalk the following 

not to compact the soil, and if it plant. af 1m the, garden and DY season that produces a cluster of 

is compacted, it should be loos- Oetober your curiosity will DE sale bulblets or sets on top. Don’t 

ened as soon as the ground is fit isfied. Do not attempt he ae plant Egyptian or top onion sets 

to work; (9) by setting the plants your seed, however, unless you are for winter onions. 

whose tissues have been hardened an expert market gardener er The third common species is the 

by exposure to outdoor condi- seedamian, A the Broduchen of a multiplier or potato onion. The 

tions and judicious watering. good strain of onion: séed, requires “multiplier”? onion instead of be- 
much. skill. . ye cos 

: The common onion then is grown ng solid like the onion of com 
. ; meree’’ grown from seed, consists 

Onions. from seed planted in the open San 
/ . . . ie of two, three or more small bulbs 

"he onion puzzles many ama- eoumd tn carly eping and ¥ in one skin. When planted each 

teurs; one writes to inquire if crop matures in September or Oct- park produea » compauid’ Ul: 

good winter onions can be grown her. a‘ Like the Egyptian the multiplier 

from ‘sets’? and when answered But, you say, very good. omone is grown for green onions and is 

aflirmatively comes back with the ™@Y be grown from sets. ‘ co of little account otherwise. 
experience of a neighbor who tainly if you get the right kind of 

planted ‘sets’? and got no mature sets and you are quite apt to get ee ; 

bulbs but only ‘‘roots’’ that win- right kind as the wrong kind, to Plums do well on sandy soil. 

tered over in the open ground and be deseribed later, is seldom offered Apples do best on a loam soil un- 

the following year sent up tall, for sale. derlaid with clay. Many timesa 

_ hollow stems crowned with bunches The onion ‘‘sets’’ offered for side hill may be made good use 

| of ‘sets.’ sale this spring and so popular of for apples or plums.
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JEWELL A m®, Arsenate of Lead 
lf Ip oN MINNESOTA A retonye) | ih Pat on Powder / : \ Lime Sulphur Solution 

GROWN / “ “| I, Recognized as standard in principal 
: { } \ fruit growing sections of the country. 

Nursery Stock Ww RADE) R ” a a eee supply for Wis. 
555 rr 5 owers. ulphate o 

Complete assort- Na *) Neca d Wainy |= } Nicotine 40% and free Nicotine 40%. 
ment of Fruit and \ ¥) , Gs Oo y/ ‘or further information write 

Ornamental stocks in ‘Cj ReyY = The Grasselli Chemical Co. 
all varieties suited S ,= 4?) yf Established 1839 
to northern culture. Ne PRO” Main Office, Cleveland, Ohio 

A specialty of Hardy Sel ee, Wisconsin 

Shade Trees, Wind- SS 

. break Stock, Ever- 
greens (Coniferous), 
Deciduous Shrubs, 
Apples and Native A LARGE STOCK OF 

Plums. ; i Acneuts WANTED Apple, Cherry and Plum Trees, Grape Vines, 
scp apenas Blackberry and Raspberry Plants, 
The Jewell Nursery -and Strawberry Plants 

Company Both Everbearing and common varieties 

Lake City, Minnesota And a general line of ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS and ROSES. 
All stock clean and thrifty, the best that can be grown in Wisconsin. 

(om 

Can What You Can. GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY CO. 

Everybody is doing it this year, Write for catalog and prices Baraboo, Wis. 

—raising vegetables and unless 

plans are made to can or dry part 
of the garden produce there is ee et 

bound to be a great waste. A Dozen Different Dahlias For A 
Now is the time to begin prepara- ° 

tion for the big Fall Drive, ean- Dollar, Post-paid 

ning and drying. After looking All good popular varieties. A collection that will please you. 

over carefully all available material Strong ‘“‘toes” or divisions. Order at once before you forget. 
. A dollar will do it. 

on preserving vegetables for winter 

use, the editor offers the two ar- | WILLIAM TOOLE & SON | 

ticles by Miss Blanchard Harper of Garry-nee-Dule te Baraboo, Wis 
+ » . Se SS TT a? 

Madison, to be found elsewhere in =" 

this issue, as the plainest most 

practical and best all around pre- : 

sentation of the subject to be found. The Kickapoo Valley SO ce 

Our Speciaty: Planting and developing orchards for non-residents. 

The big spray for apple scab is A few choice tracts for sale. If interested, write us. 

the ‘‘cluster bud’’ spray. See THE KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 

March supplement for illustrations GAYS MILLS, WISCONSIN 

and formulas. Dennen ee Ene
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“oS AnAttractive Home Means 

; fe, ae Contentment 
eee : % a . Keep the children at home by making 

. RS a a them proud of it. The most effective 
: 7 ‘h and economical way to do this, is to 

“yi beautify the lawn. Careful arrange- 

: "hy ment and good plants are essential. Our 

* a Landscape Department has specialized 

Bre ln et ‘ in this work, is familiar with Wiscon- 

esc sd ena sin conditions, and has probably the 

ea at largest assortment of choice nursery 

a stock in the state to select from. 

° 

White Elm Nursery Co. 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

i i 

————————— 
ze k McKAY NURSERY 

Le e) Nurs y PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN 

Fio.1 F10.2 Fio.3 accom enieasd Company SS 
BERRY BOXES avai @poattion:to Nursery Stock of 

i Qualit Crates, Bushel Boxes furnish high grade ‘uality 

and Climax Baskets Nursery Stock of all for Particular Buyers 

As You Like Them kinds and varieties Have all the standard varieties 

We manufacture the Ewald Patent suitable to Wiscon- as well as the newer sorts. Can 
Folding Berry Boxes of wood veneer . h. supply you with everything in 
that give satisfaction. Berry box and sin and other north- ’ . 

siete, "is Gianna em districts Fruit Trees, Small Fruits ots O1 8] a . . i In. stogk 1 auare erates all made up Vines and Ornamentals. 
Tea » eit! ‘or strawberries or 
bieberries. to order too small or too Will be glad to fig- Let us suggest what to plant 
large for us to handle, We ean sblp the wants both in Orchard and in the 

olin, . D. from i 
Milwaukee, Promptness. 1s. essential in ure on your decoration of your grounds. 
Randllng fruit, and we aim te do our either in large or Prices and our new Catalog 

Dart well. A 1 di it for ear! age i 
onfers. A postal brings our price list. ? small quantities, sent promptly: jen receipt of 

Cumberland Fruit Package ——— Nurseri t 
Company Ww ‘ Wis urseries a 

uwatosa. ° ° 
Dept. D, Qumberland, Wis. a ’ Waterloo, Wis. 
et aS 

—————————————————— 

SSS 5 

FARM FOR SALE ° 
«a, With orchard that “We have a Fine Lot Quality Stock 
CANNOT BE BEAT f Plants for the Strawberries IN WAUSHARA COUNTY” o Native Plum Small Fruits 

porn eres good sand loam adapted “or Garden” Apple 
es, corn re, beautiful 

joey, econ, ‘flow! e. through pasture WISCONSIN GROWN 
i; er. . 7 

Orchard 500 apple trons in thelr SEND FOR LIST for Wisconsin Planters. Read 
» wort . ee ; A 

snd Home Buildings warth, $3000 =—— — = List before you 
Thsitenacy’t excellent bine bax ts uy, and save money. 

ql someone who liver to handle apples, J. E.MATHEWSON . 62nd Year 
Price $45.00 per acre. K J] ?, Ni - 

APPLE FRUIT FARM SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN elloggs INurseries 
Pine River, Wis. Box 77, Janesville, Wis. 

AIIINEMNIENNIMIAN
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One of the many % y 
homes our Landscape ee 4 

Department has = ae a" Ae 

helped to make at- as, # mae iif 

tractive. i Sey 

We are now ready . e 
er RS 

to help you make * .s, 

your place a Beauty P g 
Spot. meee 

A booklet showing places 

we have planned and planted 

is free. 

You want the best varie- } 

ties when planting your | 

Orchard, Home Grounds or | 

Fruit Garden. Our eata- | 

logue tells you about them. | 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Co., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis 

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 
ae RAR 

Lime Sulphur 

Arsenate of Lead 
” Dry and Paste Form 

Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution 

Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION 

I III
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PRESIDENT WILSON’S FLAG DAY ADDRESS, WASHINGTON, JUNE 14th, 1917. 

My fellow citizens: We meet young, the strong, the capable FORCED INTO WAR. 

to celebrate flag day because this men of the nation to go forth and 1é ig plain enough how we were 

flag which we honor and under die beneath it in fields of blood forse ite the eat, Tlie ‘extra- 
which we serve is the emblem of far away, for what? For some zi Co meu 

unity, our power, our thought and aaeenstore’ thing? For some- ordinary insults and acetone ‘i ; of ‘the imperial German govern- 
purpose as a nation. It has 2 thing for which it has never ment left us no self respecting 

other: character than that which — sought the fire before? American choice Dat 16 téke wp avniacin de- 

We sive it from generation to armies never before were sent fense of our rights as a free peo- 

Tetons te majorite allen hove across the sea. Why are they ple and of our honor as a sover- 
ats ajes silenee ¢ ye . P Rise gp aay i. _ aye 

the hosts ai oxwoute he sent OWE For BOM new pur- eign government. The military 

choices. whether in BERGE: GH Git pose to which Hus flag has never masters of Germany deied us the 

war, And yet, though silent, it heen carried before, or for some right to be neutral. They filled 

speaks to us—speaks to us of the old familiar, heroie purpose, for our unsuspecting communities 

past, of the men and women who whieh it has seen men, its own with vicious spies and conspiri- 

went before us and of the records 0°" aig Oi EVERY. battle field on tors and sought to corrupt the 

they wrote upon it. We celebrate which ; Americans have borne opinion of our people in their ow " 

the day of its birth and from its grins smee the revolution t behalf, When they found ne 
birth until now it has witnessed a These :ave:questions whieh.musi cou not (oat their agents y 

great history, has floated high in he answered: We are Americans, im and eonaht oe ee 
symbol of great events, of the we in our turn serve America and citizens from thet alletionce and 

great plan of life worked out by C2! Serve her with no private pur- seine of these a . = . ms angi 
‘ ° s se agents were mit 

a great people. We are about to  PS*: We must use her flag as connected with the official em- 

carry it into battle, to lift it she has always used it. We ane bassy of the German government 
where it will draw the fire of our 2ccountable at the bar of history itself in our own capital. They 

enemies. We are about to bid and must plead in entire frank-  goueht by violence to destroy our 
thousands, hundreds of thousands, ness what purpose we seek to industries and arrest our coni- 

it may be millions of our men, the — serve. meree. They tried to incite
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Mexico to take up arms against determine whether it is to be tion and rebellion in India and 

us and to draw Japan into hostile brought under its mastery or fling Egypt, setting their fires in Per- 

alliance with her and that not by — itself free. sia. 

indirection, but by direct sugges- 
tic Erom ‘the foreign office in GERMANS MASTERS OF AUSTRIA. AUSTRIA AND SERBIA, 

Berlin. They impudently denied The war was begun by the mili- The demands made by Austria 

us the use of the high seas and tary masters of Germany who upon Serbia were a mere single 

repeatedly executed their threats — proved also to be the masters of — step in a plan whieh compassed 

that they would send to their Austria-Hungary. These men have Europe end Asia from Berlin to 

death any of our people who ven- never regarded nations as peo- Bagdad. ‘They hoped these de- 

tured to approach the coast of — ples, men, women and children of mands might not arouse Europe, 

Europe. And many of our own like blood and frame as them- but they meant to press them 

people were corrupted. Men be- selves, for whom governments ex- whether they did or not for they 

gan to look upon their own neigh-— isted and in whom governments thought themselves ready for the 

bors with suspicion and to won- had their life. They had re- final issue of arms. 

der in their hot resentment and — earded them merely as service- Their plan was to throw Ger- 

surprise whether there was any able organizations which they man military and power and es- 

community in which hostile in- could by force or intrigue bend or tablish) power across. the very 

trigues did not work. What corrupt to their own purposes. center of Europe and beyond the 

great nation in such cireum- They have regarded the smaller Mediterranean into the heart. of 

stances would not have taken up — states in particular and the peo- Asia and Austria-Iungary was 

arms? ples who could be overwhelmed — to be as mueh their tool and pawn 

ee by foree as their natural tools and as much as Bulgaria and Turkey 

PEACH PEBTED: DS: instruments of domination, Their or the ponderous states of the 

Much as we desired peace it purpose has been long avowed. east. Austria-Hungary — indeed 

was denied us and not of our own = The statesmen of other nations, was to become part of the central 

choice. This flag under which we to whom that purpose was inered- German empire, absorbed and 

serve would have been dishonored — ible, paid little attention; regard- dominated by the same forces and 

had we withheld our hands. ed what German professors ex. influences that has ordinarily 

But that is only part of the pounded in their class rooms and cemented the German — states 

story, We know now, as clearly German writers set forth to the themselves. The dream had its 

as we knew before we were our world as the goal of German pol- heart at Berlin, It eould have 

selves engaged that we are not icy, as rather the dream of minds had a heart nowhere else. It re- 

the enemies of the German peo- detached from practical affairs, ay jected the idea of solidarity of 

ple and that they are not our preposterous private conceptions race entirely. The choiee of peo- 

chemies. They did not originate of Germany destiny, than as — ples played no part in it at all. It 
or desire this hideous war or wish the actual plans of responsible contemplated binding — together 

that we should be drawn into it, rulers; but the rulers of Ger- material and political units which 

and we are vaguely conscious that many themselves knew all the could be kept together only by 

We are fighting ‘their cause as while that conerete plans, that foree—Czeehs, Mayears, Creat, 

they will some day:see it, as well well advanced intrigues lay baek Serbs, Rumanians, Turks, Arme- 

as our own, They are themselves of what the professors and the nians—the proud states of Bo- 

in the grip of the same sinister writers were saying and were hemia and Tungary, the stout 

power that has now at last glad to go forward unmolested, — little commonwealth of the Balk- 

Stretehed its ugly talons out and filling the thrones of Balkan ans; the indomitable Turks, the 

drawn blood from us. states with German princes, put- subtle peoples of the east. These 

The whole world is at war be- ting Gerinan officers at the serv- peoples did not wish to be united. 

cause the whole world is in the ice of Turkey to drill her armies They earnestly desired to direct 
grip of that power and is trying and maice interest with her gov- their own affairs, would be satis- 

out the great battle which shall ernment developing plans of sedi- fied only by undisputed indepen-
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dence. They could be kept in talk has been public, but most of — tige will be secure and with their 

union only by the presence or con- it has been private. Through all prestige their political power. If 

stant threat of armed men. They sorts of channels it has come to they fail their people will thrust 

would live under a common’ me and in all guises, but never them aside; a government ac- 

power only by sheer compulsion with the terms disclosed which countable to the people them- 

and await the day of revolution. the German government would be — selves will be set up in Germany 

But the German military states- willing to accept. That govern- as it has in England, the United 

men had reckoned with all that ment has other valuable pawns States, France and in all the 

and were ready to deal with it in besides those I have mentioned. great countries of modern time 

their own way. It still holds a valuable part of except Germany. 

And they have actually carried France, though with slowly relax- The facts are patent to all the 

the greater part of that amazing ing grasp, and practically the world, and nowhere are they more 

plan into execution. whole of Belgium. Its armies plainly seen than in the United 

Look how things stand. Aus- close up on Russia and overrun States, where we are accustomed 

tria is at their merey. It has Poland at its will. It cannot go to deal with facets and not with 

acted, not upon its own initiative farther, it cannot go back. It  sophistries; and the great fact 

or upon the choice of its own wishes to close its bargain before that stands out above all the rest 

people but at Berlin’s dictation, it is too late and it has nothing is that this is a people’s war, a 
ever since the war began. Its left to offer for the pound of flesh war for freedom and justice and 
people now desire peace, but ean- it will demand. Bere ay eyimenk rang all the na- 

tad ) los on tions of the world, a war to make 
not have ut until leave is granted aiixging ABOUT POWER AT HOME. the world safe for the peoples who 
from Berlin, The so-called cent- 5 ag liv A d have le i ral powers/ave iw fase but a single The military masters under Ive upon it an / ave made it 

power Serbia a at its mee whom Germany is bleeding see their own, the German people 
or. $ ar . j . at 

shoul v very clearly to what point fate themselves ineluded ; and that 
should its hands be but for a mo- has brought them. If they fall with us rests the choice to break 
ment freed. Bulgaria has con- ’ ? ; , through all these hypocrisies and 

i % : back or are forced back an inch 
sented to its will and Roumania thar “ax Both abroad patent cheats and masks of brute 
is overrun. The Turkish armies, nelr power both a roa and at force and help set the world free, 
which Germans trained, are serv- home will fall to Pieces like a or else stand aside and let it be 

ing Germany, certainly not them- ie of cards. - iz power dominated by a. long age through 
selves and the guns of German at home: they ‘are: thn HOe about by sheer weight of arms and the 

. ‘ 5 i now more than their power arbitrary choices of self-consti- 
warships lying in the harbor at . . ; i . ; : . abroad. It is that power which tuted masters, by the nation 
Constantinople remind Turkish ~ ; : which can maintain the biggest 
statesmen every day that. the is trembling at their very feet . ‘ h y Rae ie 

e : y and deep fear has entered their armies and the most Inresisi))/¢ 
have no choice but to take their i armaments—a power to which the 

: = hearts. They have but one mae . 
orders from Berlin. From Ham- ; hei ~. world has afforded no parallel and 

burg to the Persian gulf the net is 0 '""°° to perpetuate thelr mili- in the face of which political free- 
spread. tary power or even their control- dom must wither and perish. 

ing political influence. If they “For us there is but one choice. 
GERMANY’S TERMS NOT STATED, can secure peace now with the im- We have made it. Woe be to the 

Is it not easy to understand the mense advantages still in their ™@" or group of men that, secks 

eagerness for peace that has been hands, whieh they have up to this °° stand in our way in this day 
manifested from Berlin ever since oint tl ined, they will of high resolution when every ‘ point apparently gained, they will principle we hold dearest is to be 
the snare was set and sprung? have justified themselves before vindicated and made secure fo” 
Peace, peace, peace, has been the the German people; they will the salvation of the nations. We 
talk of the foreign office for now have gained by force what they are ready to plead at the bar of 
a year or more, not peace upon promised to gain by it—an_ im- history, and our flag shall wear 4 

her own initiative, but upon the mense expansion of German mek luster. Onee more “we a 

initiative of the nations over power, an immense enlargement make good, with our hives aud a 
which she deems herself to hold of G industrial d mange eiarees tate te senile 2ms ; aerman ind us ria ane com- were born and a new glory shall 

the advantage. A little of the mercial opportunity. Their pres- shine in the face of our people.”
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Why Do We Fight Germany? in the spirit of good faith and more precious that this America 

Address by Franklin K. Lane, sincerity, as honest men should should live than that we Aneri- 

Secretary of the Interior, on talk until we discovered that our cans should live. And this Amer- 

June 4, 1917, before the Home talk was construed as cowardice. ica as we now see has heen chal- 

Club of the Interior Department, And Mexico was ealled upon to lenged from the first of this war 

Washington, D.C. eow us. We talked as men would — by the strong arm of a power that 

Tomnantow is Resistiation day: talk who cared alone for peace has no sympathy with our pur- 

It is the duty of all, their legal as and the advancement of their own pose, and will not hesitate to de- 

: ane 2 aterial interests, until we dis- stroy us if the law we respeet, the 
well as their patriotic duty, to materia 2 * y tl 
register if within thevelass called. covered that we were thought to rights that are to us sacred, or the 

Tees AYO! SONS Wits Wave: HOE bea nation of mere money mak- — spirit thet we have, stand across 

Neatly Mee the Heason foe That ers, devoid of all charaeter,—un- her set will to make this world 

ath “To these I would speak a til indeed we were told that we how before her policies, backed by 

ea could not walk the highways of her organized and scientific mili- 

Oe areave Hehtine Germany? the world without permission of tary system. The world of Christ 

The brie wiewer 1 that wiles is x a Prussian soldier, that our ships —a negleeted but not a rejected 

5. oy 8 . . might not sail without wearing a Christ—has come again face to 

war of self-defense. We did. not striped uniform of humiliation —faee with the world of Mahomet, 

wish to fight Germany. She upon a narrow path of national who willed to win by Foree. 
made the attack upon us; not on subservience. We talked as men With this background of his- 

our shores, but on our ships, our talk who hope for honest agree- tory and in this sense, then we 

lives, our rights, our future. Vor ment, not for war, until we found fight Germany-— 

two years and more we held toa that the treaty torn to pieces at Because of Belgium—invaded, 
neutrality that made us apologists Liege was but the symbol of a outraged, enslaved, impoverished 

for things which outraged man’s policy that made agreements Belgium. We can not forget 

common sense of fair play and worthless against a purpose that Liege, Louvian and Cardinal 
humanity. At each new offense  jyew no word but success. Mereier, Translated into terms 

—the invasion of Belgium, the And so we came into this war of American history these names 

killing of civilian Belgians, the at- for ourselves. It isa war to save — stand for Bunker Hill, Lexington 

tacks on Scarborough and other — America—to preserve self-respect, and Patrick Henry. 

defenseless towns, the laying of to justify our right to live as we Beeause of Franee—invaded, 
mines in neutral waters, the fene- jaye lived, not as some one else desecrated France, a million of 

ing off of the seas—and on and wishes us to live. In the name whose heroie sons have died to 

on through the months we said: of Freedom we challenge with save the land of Lafayette. Glor- 

“This is war,—arehaic, uncivil- ships and men, money and an un- ious golden France, the preserver 

wed war, but war! All rules have daunted spirit, that word, ‘“‘Ver- of the arts, the land of noble 

been thrown away; all nobility; joten’? which Germany has writ- spirit. The first land to follow 

man has come down to the primi- {en upon the sea and upon the our lead into Republican liberty. 

tive brute. And while we can Jand. For America is not the Beeause of England—f rom 

hot justify we will not intervene. name of so much territory. It is whom came the laws, traditions, 

It is not our war!’ a living spirit, born in travail, standards of life and inherent 

Then «hy are we in? Beeause grown in the rough school of bit- love of liberty which we eall Ang- 

We could not keep out. The in- ter experiences, a living spirit lo-Saxon Civilization. We  de- 

Vasion of Belgium, which opened which has purpose and pride and feated her once upon the land 
the war, led to the invasion of the conscienee.—knows why it wishes and onee upon the sea. But Aus- 

United States by slow, steady, log- to live and to what end, knows tralia, New Zealand, Africa and 

teal steps. Our sympathies evolved how it comes to be respected of Canada are free because of what 

into a conviction of self-interest. the world, and hopes to retain we did. And they are with us 

Our love of fair play ripened in- that respect by living on with the in the fight for the freedom of 

to alarm at our own peril. light of Lincoln’s love of man and __ the seas. 

We talked in the language and its old and new testament. It is Beeause of Russia—New Rus-
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sia. She must not be over- as at the beginning she had torn — gospel and that it is her duty to 

whelmed now! Not now, surely, up that ‘‘serap of paper.’’? Then spread it by Force. With poison 

when she is just born into free- we saw clearly that there was but gas that makes living a hell, with 

dom. Iler peasants must have — one law for Germany, her will to submarines that sneak through 

their chance; they must go to rule. the seas to slyly murder non-com- 

school to Washington, to Jeffer- We are fighting Germany be- — batants, with dirigibles that bom- 

son and to Lineoln, until they cause she violated our confidence. bard men and women while they 

know their way about in this new, Paid German spies filled our sleep, with a perfected system of 

strange world, of Government by cities. Officials. of her govern- terrovization that the modern 

the Popular Will. { ment, received as the guests of world first heard of when German 

Because of other Peoples, with — this nation, lived with us to bribe troops entered China,—German 

their rising hope that the world and terrorize, defying our law Feudalism is making war upor 

may be freed from Government — and the law of nations. mankind. Let this old Spirit of 

by the Soldier. We are fighting Germany be- Evil have its way and no man will 

We are fighting Germany be- cause while we were yet her live in America without paying 

cause she sought to terrorize us friends—the only great power toll to it, in manhood and in 

and then to fool us. We could — that still held -hands-off—she sent money. This Spirit) might de- 

not believe that Germany would — the Zimmerman note, calling to mand Canada from a_ defeated, 

do what she said she would do her aid Mexico, our southern navyless England, and then our 

upon the seas. neighbor, and hoping to lure Ja- dream of peace on the north 

We still hear the piteous eries pan, our western neighbor, into would be at an end. We would 

of children coming up out of the war against this nation oF Peace. — live, as France has lived for forty 

sea where the Lusitania went The nation that would do thesc — years, in haunting terror. 

down. And Germany has never — things proclaims the gospel that America speaks for the world 

asked forgiveness of the world! government has uo vonscience. in fighting Germany. Mark on a 

We saw the Sussex sunk, And this doctrine cannot live, map these countries which are 

crowded with the sons and daugh- or else Democracy must die’ Germany’s allies, and you will 

ters of neutral nations. We are fighting Germany be- mark but four, running from the 

We saw ship after ship sent to cause in this war Feudalism is Baltie through Austria and Bul- 

the bottom—ships of mercy bound making its last stand against garia to Turkey. All the other 

out of America for the Belgian  on-comia s Democracy. We see it nations, the whole globe around, 

starving—ships carrying the Red now. This is a war against an are in arms against her or are wn- 

Cross and laden with “’e wounded old spirit, an ancient, outworn able to move. There is deep 

of all nations,—ships carrying spirit. It is a war against Peve- neaning in this. We fight witn 

food and clothing to friendly, alism—the right of the castle on the world for an honest world, i 

harmless, terrorized peoples, the hill to rule the village below. \-hien nations keep their word, 

ships flying the Stars and Stripes It is a _war for Democracy—the for a world in which nations do 

—sent to the bottom hundreds of right of all to be their own mas- not live by swagger or by threat. 

miles from shore, manned by ters. Let Germany be feudal if Por a i Idin high ¥ wn think of 

American seamen murdered she will! But she must not ora wel . mow ms 
> ree : the ways in which they can col 

against all law without warning. spread her system over a world © a a 

We believed Germany’s prom- that has outgrown it. Feudalism 4°" tne One: erelties 0 “ 

ise that she would respect the plus Science, thirteenth century ture instead of inventing Tone 

neutral flag and the rights of — plus twentieth,—this is the relig- horrible cruelties to inflict uper 

neutrals, and we held our anger ion of the mistaken Germany that the spirit and body of man, for : 

and outrage in check. But now — has linked itself with the Turk, World in whieh the ambition of 

we see chat she was holding us off _—that has, too, adopted the meth- the philosophy of a few shall hor 

with fair promises until she could od of Mahomet. ‘The State has make miscrable all mankind, for é 

build her huge fleet of submar- no conscience.’’ ‘*The State can world in which the man is held 

ines. For when Spring came she do no wrong.’? With the spirit more precious than the machine, 

blew her promise into the air, just of the fanatie she believes this the system or the state.
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The Crimes of Germany. ; ; 6 » 

The world is not hostile to Ger- c= 

many because it is unwilling that ( a 

Germany should have a_ fair p 

‘hanee in the world, or because pa chane , 5 aus = NY-7 ROs, 
it had in the beginning any spe- ~ i P ° 

. , : ; ~ { 
cial love for the enemies of Ger- r ° 

many. When the war began it | Ge 

was a fair field and no favor with ) d A 

most of the neutrals. Germany Ary Ks 

has alienated a dozen nations by Osby [ ; a | fo AaS 
the faithlessness, the brutality, fA 8) Ait QOL 
the arrogant contempt for the | } 

rights of others, that its govern- } (Ye wile 0 

ment has displayed at every stage \ f \ \ @ 

of the war. It has been its own G oe () 

worst enemy; it has written its 

own condemnation in the eyes of 

the world; it has done its best to 

convince everyone that German 

dominaten in the affairs of man- 

kind would be a calamity that ery- 

ilization must avert, even if it per- Z| 

ish in the attempt. 

The violation of Belgi an ‘iolation f Belgium and 1 iA 

the looting and burning of Bel- ae 

gien cities and French villages; (> A? ¢A 

the horror of the Luisitania anc ae \(\ 

the atrocity of the submarine war = 
fare, in which the murder of non- 

combatants and neutrals is eyn- “What’s the Task??? 
leally planned and cooly carried oe 
out: > spi Fi ostrueti tt ® . it Ra spiteful destruction of against the government that can of no moment, a thing to be ruth- priceless y Hials of > piety ‘ A i, , ess me morials of the piety order such deeds. Jessly sacrificed if it restricts Ger- 
and artistie fee e 7 ve - ‘ , mene fecling of the haw aa We losg hoped that the charges man ambition, The Kaiser onee 
Tae; y i f aN ne- 3 . . 

li ‘ it e mvention of the Lepr against the Germans were exag- ordered his soldiers to fight as the in raid ¢ son-eas attack: ; 5 : g ‘ 
aid end the DOISOn-R 88 attack; gorated through passion and prej- hordes of Attila fouslt and. to 

the offerises--some of them name- : 7 “a Si 3 ; ‘ . et udice. Ifere and there single aec- nake the name of Germs 
less—against the liberty and the ani a Se vermin : eusations may be without basis lveaded as th: P i h s eS ) » dreaded as that of the Hun was onor of 4 reneh avd Belgian non- a standi Pacts . 
SR © but the great outstanding facts dreaded in the ancient days 

mb, $3 e . € ays. 
‘Fil rere the wanton and are well known. Our own diplo- They have obeyed him: but is it 
rick esolati f 5 Ovaen- : 5 . Y Nave A ; but is i — desolation of the evacu-  jyatic representatives resident necessary te venti. t th 

a 2 f > enemy: , . “essary remine¢ lem a 
‘i i country of the enemy; the aproad have told us enough in AttiT L his hord nat 
deliberat ain : spite . oe . Attila and his rdes wer Hberate sinking of hospital their official reports to convince ; ad is hordes were not 

ships: ‘he Armenian mass.ctes, ug that Germany makes war in veloved among the civilized peo- 

which the Kaiser could have defiance of the laws of decency ple of those early centuries? 

Stopped by raising his finger— and hunanity that other nations Neither can any nation that fash- 
those things have one by one reeognize; that it considers the ions itself upon such a model @x- 

brought about a universal hard- slow and painful progress tna. pect to prosper in the affections 

ening of the world’s heart civilization has made as a thing of mankind.—Youw!h’s Companion.
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Wisconsin Horticulture Will you on our National Day Pacifists. 

Published Monthly by the ask yourself this: question, ‘The Pacifists may be divided ‘for 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society answer to that will be the answet  onvenienee into three groups: 

Official Organ of the Soctety. to ‘the other question, “why are In the first we may place that 
FREDERIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. we at war? sop ye : 

Secretary W. S. H. S., Madison, Wis. Frederic Cranefield, Editor. chief high priest of the cult 

sgntered as icoaina eras, matter May _ _ Bryan and a few others whose 

Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, What is the War About? sole aim is publicity for them- 
1S vorttaing fates’ maae Ktown! on “ape Ask those high in authority and selves. This class amounts to 

PS ey you will be told——“To Make the oly a small fraction of the whole. 

_ World Safe far Dewacwey.” i Second, cowards; third, trait- 

Our Country. again; ‘To Destroy Autoeracy.”? ors, about equally divided. 

This issue of your paper isa These are fine, high sounding Pacifists, SINCE the declaration 
radical departure from our estab- phrases and when analyzed in the of _ war, accomplish their os 

lished policy and the editor asks cold light of reason are found to mainly through certain ‘congress: 

that it be received in the spirit in be true. But the man in the nen. 

which it is sent. street and on the farm has little Congressmen easily fall into 

I want you to forget gardens time and less desire to analyze two ‘classes, statesmen and mene 

and gardening for just one day, and philosophize on the why and afraid-of-their-jobs. ‘The ratio s 

July 4th, 1917. wherefore of it. He wants a plain about 1 to 99. Place the figures 

Lay aside all thought of work, and concise answer in terms that to suit yourself. Of one class we 

of business and devote the day will satisfy his reason and_ his have nine from Wisconsin. Time 

to study and reflection. gonseience. may show that we have a third 

Take down your history hook In my opinion we are at war class: WZ treators, Hi ao: “Trap 

from the shelf, a school book will with Germany beeause that pa- pened at the beginning of the 

do, and read again of our struggle — ticular brand of savagery known Civil War when a dozen or more 

for freedom through all the years as German ‘‘kultur’’ does not suit Congressmen when impeached. 

from 1776 to now. ‘ us at all. We don’t like it a lit- Pacifists and cowardly —con- 

Read of Washington and Lafay- tle bit, it’s a garment that won’t 8Tessmen are dangerous, some- 
ette, of Perry, Lincoln, Grant and fit a free people no matter how we what more so than rattlesnakes 
Lee. may alter it. because the poison of pacifism is 

Read again the story of Dewey The general indictment I make ® slow poison.—F. C. 

at Manila Bay and then reflect against Germany is her ‘‘kultur,’’ —_—_—— 

for a time on what it all means. a bill of particulars of which will Slow Acting Poison. 

It may be a revelation to most be found in another column. A few days before the declara- 

of us. The privileges we enjoy, England and France are also ti f war tl . St > Department 

liberty of thought, liberty of ac- countries of free peoples and as ton of war thes ate opartnby 

tion, all the blessings of a free neither one can conveniently use af) Washington disclosed One 

land have been accepted by us as ‘‘kultur’’ they are at war against the most astounding acts a 

of course without thought of the it. They have fought for three treachery ever’ known aimiong/el- 
sacrifices of those who have gone years and have been unable so far ilized People. 

before us. Men have fought, suf- to subdue this hideous monster. This, in connection with other 

fered and died in defense of Now lest this “‘kultur’? be im. ‘“iselosures, plainly showed that 
things that we esteem so lightly. posed on us we have set about to for two years or more a well or 

We are free not because of any- finish the job. That we will fin- ganized force of poison-experts 

thing we have done ourselves, but ish it there is no doubt. It may had been at work throughout the 

because of what others have done take three years more, millions of length and breadth of the land. 

for us. . men and billions of money, but Read the extracts from the speech 
“‘What do I owe to my coun- finish it we will and in a satisfac- of our loyal senator in another 

try and how can I pay the debt?’’ tory manner.—F. C. column so that you may under-
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stand how our minds were pois- Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. 

oned. . Four seore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this 
Now is there anyone among us . .e wee, ta 3 

. . . continent a new nation, conceived in liberty, and dedicated to the 
so trusting as to believe that this we 

, . proposition that all men are created equal. 
widespread, carefully organized . 5 ae ss 

. . A Now we are engaged in a great civil war, testing whether that na- 

and well paid espionage (poison) s ri 2 . 
. . tion, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. 

gang suddenly quit work on April , . i . 
° - . We are met on a great battlefield of that war. We have come to 
6th? Has any one asked you this . . . . . : : 

. . dedicate a portion of that field as a final resting-place for those who 
question: ‘Why should we send — . ‘ ; ¢ . 

a 3 here gave their lives that the nation might live. It is altogether fit- 
our troops to Franee? If so, : : : 

i cho first asl ting and proper that we should do this. But in a larger sense, we cannot 

try to remem er WW 10; DESC; AS med dedieate, we cannot conseerate—we cannot hallow—this ground. The 

vou this question and trace It rave men, living and dead, who struggled bere have consecrated it, 

hack of the questioner, if you can. far above our poor power to add to or detract. The world will little 
Frederic Cranefield. note, nor long remember what we say here, but it can never forget 

———- what they did here. It is for us the living, rather, to be dedicated 

A Few Examples of German here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have thus far 
” j 5 : 

“Kultur. so nobly advaneed, It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the 

The Lusitania, 1,300 lives lost great task remaining before us—that from these honored dead we take 

including 130 American men, increased devotion to that cause for which they gave us the last full 

women and children. measure of devotion—that we here highly resolve that these dead shall 

The murder of Captain Fryatt, Not haye died in vain—that this nation, under God, shall have a new 

commander of an English mer- birth of freedom and that government of the people, by the people, 

chant ship. Captain Fryatt acted for the people, shall not perish from the earth. 

in defense of the lives and prop- a ee 

opty 7 is char rg a i r . . 

erty in his charge by attempting The Story of An American. a logging camp. He then turned 
to ram the submarine which at- his | ' a fo:taeni WeOEk, 
vole. : ~ was +té his is a story o real Ameri- : 
tacked him. Ile was taken to i i : al ' Tel Three years ago he went to Prai- 

‘eviwaliy é ‘ a8 ean—and a testimonial for Uncle. ; ma 
Germany and shot to death. a, ti Ri hard P rie du Sae, in Sauk county, and 

»owardly rder Ndi Sam. Four years ag ar "0- si ‘ 
The cowardly murder of Edith ; am . ‘our = Ugo ii a 5 when the president fixed June 5 as 

Cavell, a Red Cross HUTSS it Bel SOD, © years ee was ‘ h ml "the day for registration he was 

gium, the foulest act in the his- his parents in Bohemia. When he \opking on a farm near that eity. 
tory of civilized peoples. was seven years old, a young man 

The shooting of civilians in Bel- in his native village came to Amer- D “ 
; . 3 a ECIDES TO ENLIST 

gium. ica, land of freedom and opportu- OF AENLTS! 

Zeppelin raids on unprotected nity, and the boy had read over Ile placed his name on the roll of 

towns in England, killing women many times the letters which came honor, and went back to his work, 

and children by hundreds. : back from Antigo, Wisconsin. but that did not seem to be enough. 

The recent air raid on London. The day he became 18 he, too, He thought it over that night, and 

These are a few of the things started for America, and because the next morning notified his em- 

coming our way unless we send he knew nothing of this country ex- ployer that he was going to enlist. 

troops to France, send them in cept that Antigo, Wisconsin, was He came: to Madison on June 6 

overwhelming numbers and send jhe place where his friend had = sola if the xegalay army 
i 5 oe or var. ask y 2 

them quickly. found his fortune, he purchased a the war He asked for time to 
: go back to Prairie du Sae and ar- 

—_—_—_ ticket for that city when he landed range his affai 1 thi 

‘ paige allegiance to the Flag, jn New York. avanted S altars, and tis was 
And to the Republic for which shad #12 w ae . . 

it stands; He had $12 when he arrived in When he returned to Madison to- 
a ee 4 : 

One nation, indivisible, the Wisconsin city. He found a day he brought with him a draft 

With Liberty and Justice for job at once, with the Antigo Gas for $650, his savings for four years. 

all.” Co. Then he worked six months in And he kept $50 for himself, and
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bought $600 worth of liberty bonds. high cost of living. I love my endanger, so far as they ean, the 

The money in the bank paid him 4 country, and wherever they tell me lives of their loyal neighbors by in- 

per cent. The liberty bonds pay to go, I'll go. I did not enlist for viting violence. 

him 314, but he had deeided to do a __ five years. I enlisted for the war.’’ “And if you are ever tempted 

real job of paying his debt to This is the true story of Richard to say a word or do a thing that 

America, Prokop, foreign born, which is shall put a bar between you and 

He left today for Jefferson bar- worth while. How does it appeal your family, your home, and your 

racks and from there he goes to the — to you?—Madison Democrat. country, pray God in his meres 

front. to take you that instant home +) 

his own Heaven. Think of your 

LEAVES A SWEETHEART, Disloyal Few Give Bad Name to home, boy; write and read, and 

There is another side to the story, Wisconsin, talk about it. Let it be nearer 

He is leaving a sweetheart here to By Ellis B. Usher. and nearer to your thought, | the 

wait until he comes baek, and he . , ee farther you have to travel from 
knows that may never be. Milwaukee, June 16.—The reg it; and rush back to it when you 

Put these items, then, to the istration for war was so satis: are free, as that poor black slave 
credit side of the ledger when you factory as to surprise some people is doing now. And for your eoun- 

foot up Unele Sam’s account with who never learn that certain facts try, boy,’ and the words rattled 
Richard Prokop, foreien ori; govern results in Wisconsin. Such iy his throat, ‘and for that 

Ile is going to the front to give people do not learn that “the only flag,’’ and he pointed to the ship, 
his life, if need be. reason W isconsin’s loyalty has ever «never dream a dream but of 

He is lending his savings to Ce” questioned is that she has been serving her as she bids you, 

Unele Sam. noisily and persistently misrepre- though the service carry you 

He is leaving a sweetheart whom ous nee one Pana al- through & thousand terrors. No 
fhe may aevER ses aeain: liance; by a few treasonable news-  jyatter what happens to you, no 

When he left the offices of the P&Pe!s and SORBE than all by hee matter who flatters you or who 

state council of defense every man (CT 1 publie lite, a majority of abuses you, never look at another 

in the room shook his hand and whon: have unfortunately been Ss flag. Remember, that behind all 

stood at attention as he walked lected by the combination of sinis- these men you have to do with— 

through the door, on his way to the iad meerents partially enumerated behind officers, and government. 

front. As he walked through the anaes Pr ee ee and ae oem there is a 
capitol park he gave his testimoni- . . Country Herself, your Country. 

al a Unele Sam, . unen W hen Milwaukee gave 10,000 and that you belong to Her as you 
lg for \ ilson it ought te belong to your own mother.’” 

ERK Di Ba Vows. erntnethnk Perma wepntion TH Mae Wel a Biren 
“This ¢  Taissbéan: are in hopeless minority here. Ifa . . 

ire: he a a vote were taken here today the re- Lincoln’s Letter to Mrs. Bixby. 

I can. 1 came to this country a sult would be a big, clean majority, My Dear Madam :— 

boy, without friends and without and the state would be for Wilson. I have been shown in the files 

money. The people were kind to !t is for Wilson. of the War Department a state- 
me. I saved more money in four Today the opponents of Wilson ment of the Adjutant-General of 

years than I could save in 20 in the @ve redueed to the sympathizers Massachusetts that you are the 
village where I was born. I think With Germany, and a few futile mother of five sons who dic 

this is the greatest country on and pusillanimous pacifists, who, gloriously on the field of battle. 

earth, and I am proud to fight for though contemptible, are danger- | feel how weak and fruitless must 

it. This country gave me my $650. ous, as are all men who skulk in the — be any word of mine which should 

Lam glad to let the country use it bushes and shoot braver men in the attempt to beguile you from the 

as long as it needs it. I don’t talk back. All these pacifist elements erief of a loss so overwhelming. 

about America like some young accomplish is to show a disposition But I cannot refrain from tender- 

men do, I don’t eare about the to liamstring the government and — ing you the consolation that may
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be found in the thanks of the Re- There are a thousand and one may be too late for use by you. I 

public they died to save. I pray things that must be done and done am, however, enclosing a_ brief 

that our Heavenly Father may as- well in order that our country may — expression which you may use if 

suage the anguish of your be- use to the best advantage her fight- you desire. 

reavement and leave you only the ing unit. Many of us are doing our Very sincerely, 

cherished memory of the loved part. We are working in factories, I. L. Lenroot. 

and lost, and the solemn pride shops and on farms ; we are dis- fhe greatest nued dw America 

that must be yours to have laid so ReUENE food and growing food. today isa realization that the war 
costly a sacrifice upon the altar of But how many of us realize the Vite iv wiielt We Ge: How’ enoawed Gs 

Freedom, | ~ ul. need for doing these things? not primarily to secure liberty for 
Yours very respectfully, low many of us ave doing them ne other peoples, but to preserve our 

ABRAHAM LINCOLN. cause of the wages we receive? own liberty. If German. auto- 

How many of us are doing them be- ‘ . “ . 
: . .,  eraey is to prevail in this world 

cause we need to support our fami- . ae 

What Do I Owe to My Country? lies, with no thought that in doing teh, stp democracy m the U mit 

this work we are performing a vital ae states sf ee the 
Prof, Volney G. Barnes, Principal ms) oi for 7 , mis E ~ "preservation of our Republic that 

Madison High School. Semvree for oul country. | “very” “Wwe fight for, We ean do it with 
man should go at his work with a oa . 

ny . . . © a fi . . less sacrifice of blood and re- 

The above question 1s: ONG that grim determination thay in as Far ources now with our allies fighting 
every man, woman and child should as lies in’ his power his country with us than we'can luter if they 

be asking of themselves, for our Shall have every ounce of his r Py § me it ; 

country is in trouble. We as an strength, every bit of his exeess re- ~ aLBISae eau we aoe sia " ma pelled to fight alone. The short- 
American people have not had to sources. Phere should be no hold- est road to peace is the enthusias- 
think of ourselves as Americans. ing back, no reservations, Very tie support ef the American peo- 

We are very used to considering few of us are doing all that we can, Ipe in this war. We are in war 

the needs of our home, our com- We grumble at the call for funds not for Eneland, not for France, 

munity, and our state, but the — for the support of the Army Y. M. but for Ameriea.’' 

United States has been but a name ©. A., Red Cross, and Liberty Loan. 

to most of us. We look upon our Some of us seem to feel that we are . 

union as something remote from us, being imposed upon when we False Accusations of Disloyalty. 

and now in the time of stress we do should rather say: “AML that 1 Arthur F. Belitz, Madison. 
not seem to realize that our eoun- have, all that Tam, is yours Amer- There is no anguish greater than 

try is in trouble, we cannot feel iea. Yes, even my life if that is tho gnawing pain resulting from a 

that our home is in danger. But Necessary.” Give me only cnough false aceusation or a false suspic- 
if we do not rise above our com. to keep strength in my body that joy. And there is no publie griev- 

munity, and state, toa loyal sup- TE may work harder for you. We ance more pentrating to a loyal cit- 
sport of the United States, our home need to wake up, Amerieans, ou izen than to have his loyalty ques- 

is in danger. Every man, woman country calls. tioned and impugned — without 
and child should hear our country’s eause,—especially so by one to 

call for we ean all serve, each in a : whom, on American ideals of duty, 

Way he is best fitted to sérve. Some The Greatest Need in America that citizen owes allegiance, respect 
will have to go to the front, but the "and veneration. 

large majority of us must stay at House of Representatives, The record of the German-Amer- 
home. We are apt to feel that if Washinzton, D. C., June 21, 1917. jean element of our population in 

We have enlisted, or if sufficient My Dear Mr. Cranefield : the building of our nation leaves no 

Number from our community have Ihave yours of the 14th instant room for doubt as to their loyalty, 
culisted, that our country’s eall for but I have been so busy upon and does not furnish cause to ques- 

help has been answered. That is matters of legislation that I have tion it now. Yet, we have been as- 

hot true, however, for unless we do been conipelled to negleet my cor- sailed (1) by erude and boisterous 

more than send our boys to the respondence. [ am afraid that express aceusations of disloyalty; 

front we have not done our duty. omy compliance with your request (2) by equally cutting insinuations
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and implied accusations of disloy- 

alty clothed in boisterous demands y 

to prove our loyalty; and (3) by EN 

the failure of the president to ex- aN 

pressly refute the misconstruction THe ise 

of his messages to congress, which ES U, 4 y. 

have been read by many of our rae 

Gornian-Anierican fellow-citizens HEM , 
as carrying the veiled motive to seg- Boor ih 

regate them for the purpose of de- JOA ee 

termining their loyalty. Zi} WR ONY i 

I cannot believe the president in- R PAIN RU BRR 
sadSdat BUY ti ‘Lasaity O8E ; Eg ea tended at any time to classify our Gi Gee Nd Wea LY 

citizenship on the basis of nation- Oy i pp se We ASK Cif 

ality deseent; I believe his mes- AN . SS MER AA 

sages have been misconstrued. —_ Arpt — YY NN fp 
America is the land of broad minds we i YY UY 
and big souls; the land where ev- yo 420° be ; aN eee 

ery stranger is your friend,—when i oe iW LAV Naps S SS; 
you get to know him. Class dis- Ss. re EV, RA Yr fy 

tinctions on the ground of ancestry, : aera 5 ee VW SS 
as upon any other ground, violate SN mare Fl EB 3 Lf 
the broad spirit that makes our 7 \pereM } / CH yy 

country great and strong. Lincoln \ Na Z anew 

and the civil war established for | a S GE 

all time the fundamental American i rs 

ideal that we are all one country i ance 7S 
’ ( € e 1 pwr. on 

and one people, each citizen a sov- — \, ogre 7 

ereign in his own right regardless ~ ae 
of his ancestry or any other thing. i. \ LTAL r 

And it is our sovereign right to as- ES ae ge 

sert that the president is loyal to “ 

that ideal, as: it is our sovereign Verboten! 
right and duty to be loyal to the 

president and country, and back ~ OO oO 
him to the last diteh in his hour of Solute and perfect ideal of loyalty Americans throughout the eoun- 

need. That is the German-Amer- that is expected of us, and which I try”’. . 

jean sentiment as I know it. know it is our endeavor to main- Come, let’s forget these little na- 

I hate to use the term German- tain. We are not saints, because — tionality bickerings,—before many 
American; but the necessity of We cannot be any more than any months have rolled by we shall have 

self-defense compels us to employ other class of citizens. But when cause to cultivate the American 

it. The distinction has been foreed it comes to the real test it will be spirit of mutual forbearance and 

upon us by the need of emphasizing found that German-Americans are good will. We are up against a 

and combatting the fact that we loyal, as they have always been. hard proposition. We cannot hope 

have been unjustly segregated be- The registration records prove it. to win this war unless we hyphe- 

cause of birth alone. A kicked dog The bond subscriptions prove it. nate all the people and make them 

is bound to growl. We have been And only today the papers bring one compound whole, according to 

called hyphenates and traitors this little item: ‘‘No response has the verdict of the civil war,—one- 

without the slightest warrant; and been received by the Red Cross war third of it German-American. We 

it makes it hard for us to restrain council with so much genuine en- cannot win the war if we continue 

our expressions, always, to the ab- thusiasm as that from the German- _ to gratuitously offend and ostracize
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the German-American loyalty that It is beiieved that 24 passengers War With Germany. 

fed the starving soldiers at Valley were killed or injured in this s ‘i . 
. 7 . Extracis from speech of Hon. 

Forge. Our armies need German- _ train. > ‘ . a. 

. . Paul O. Husting of Wisconsin in 
American stamina and pep that . . é : 

. . 5 the Senate of the United States, 

licked Robert E. Lee, on his own PrriABLE SCENES AT SCHOOL , : 7 
~ . ” Wednesday, April 4th, 1917. 

admission. We should not make , ’ 

war on each other, but go ahead The bombing of a school house ARONSON THEE 

with it a united people against a furnished one of the most pitiable 7 / : 

. scenes in the whole raid. The The question with which we are now 
common enemy. . confronted is not whether we want 

bomb struck the roof squarely, war; the question is “Shall we suffer 
——— cutting clean through and pass- war to be made upon us without de- 

: ending elves?” ve Ef g 

German Planes Swoop Down Up-  !"8 through two classrooms, one onreton We are hot cttocking’omye 

on Congested East Side District above the other, killing some chil. body, but we are being attacked. Our 
4 dren but sparing the majority, ships are being attacked, our citizens 

of London. 7 3 . v2 * and our ships carrying our flag are be- 
It finally exploded with terrifie ing sent to the bottom of the sea. In 

London, June 13.—The casual — force in a room on the ground other ang ae more ee hae our 
. . . : . co ry has been warred upon or a 

eties in the German air raid floor where there were 64 little period of more than two years by 

over Loudon and vicinity, it is of- children, from 5 to 7 years of age, a in the pay of a foreign Govern- 

aos . oO . ment, 

ficially announced according to ten of whom were killed outright, 

the latest police report, numbered and all the others more or less in- Germany's Hostite CHANGE OF Front. 

97 killed, and 437 wounded. The  jured. . . 
‘ . . . < . Again and again our Government 

killed comprised 05 men, 16 wom- The room was 36x 24 feet, and has warned Germany that any repeti- 

en and 2€ children. The injured the force of the explosion in such tion of the offense of which we com- 
: ae se e plain would result not only in tne 

comprised 223 men, 122 women a small area was terrific. Most severance of diplomatic relations, but 

and 94 children. No damage of of the ceiling was brought down that we vous hold her to “strict ac- 
eae ‘ a q countability” and would i s 

a military or of a naval nature and the furniture shattered into necessary vey detena bie wlctin oe 

was done. splinters. Some of the babies had words to that effect. 
. Wi se sole. > ringi 

The German squadron consisted arms and legs torn off, others — j¢, Gee olh Ht WALLS kee 

of about 15 machines, and the were shockingly lacerated, some her actions meant, repudiating her sor 

downtown section of London was stunned and others buried in the the idwoe ofenations 0 a Of Pumonitn 
. . . 3 

ni umanity, 

their chief objective. Many bombs — wreckage. 7 the laws of God and man, in defiance 

fell in the east end. Ten chil- The room was filled with the Ff fhe nations of the world and the 
in . . é, opinions of mankind, in defiance of the 

dren were killed in a street, and screams and moans of the tiny United States, of her President, and of 

50 injured in one instance. * * * sufferers, many of whom were er people, ore again threatened 
. . o resume and has resumed he - 

crying for their mothers. Helpers jess, unrestrained, and arDarous Gib. 

Smasu Two Ratibway CoacHes who rushed in from the outside, ™arine warfare. She is not afraid to 
Me do wrong. Shall this great Nation Dd 

Terrible scenes were witnessed ° found four women teachers, won gyraid to do right and to maintain he 
‘ scenes) Lessee derfully self-possessed, although own rights? Shall we condone or in- 

during the air raid at a railway — govered with blood giving what dorse another country’s wrong against 

station, where two bombs were - . tA ta i usiand repudiate our country's rights? 4 , oe —_ help was possible to their little No; we will not do that! We must 

apes Luckily they missed gharges, Many of the children %0t 40 that! Our honor, our rights, 
the bus yortion of the station ee s our lives—nay, our very safety and 

| 4 y | z 8 + were lyimg limp and helpless welfare will not permit us to do that. 
i struck a train at the far end across the shattered desks, bleed- No nation can long endure which per- 

0: a ° i 5 le : mits its rights Leli pan- 
or ihe platform, fairly full of pas ing from terrible wounds. Others — tonty Wenintiy: ong “iauttingia fran 

gers ra star e pa : : 2 nt 2 ;: E 
t oe waiting to start. The \ re writhing in pain, and some pled upon. No nation can long endure 
Wo $ arri . 2 . . , 6 ; ; 7 

two foremost enrvinges were de- podies were unrecognizable. fhge'uiefen th More off dent 
oyed. One bomb hit the train Press Dispatch. ers! 

Squarely, one carriage caught fire. 

Several passengers were killed, ~ 1s GEEseANY WINE: 

es others, badly injured and un- “T didn’t raise my boy to be a rea iwine tee wear abe “will 
able . +s 4 ‘f . ” v narrow wor ike a co- 

to escape, were incinerated. Coward. lossus.” She will be all powerful, alt
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dominating. If our great Nation and to implant in them mistrust, On the eve of the late adjournment, 

shrinks now from asserting and main- hatred, and contempt for the Presi- when the President, in a last desperate 

taining our honor and our rights, will dent, his advisers, and Congress—in effort to stave off war, asked for au- 

we not, when Germany shall have — short, of the United States Govern- thority to arm ships, this chorus loudly 

swept her enemies from lund and sea ment. Newspapers have been estab- protested on the ground that Congress 

(in the event that she be successful), lished, others have been subsidized. alone had the power and that it should 

shrink from engaging this colossus The Germany Embassy here at Wash- not delegate such powers to the Presi- 

should she then still continue to bar us ington behind its cloak of privilege, dent. Now, when it seems that action 

from the present sea zone of death or encouraged, if indeed it did not actu- by Congress is inevitable and appar- 

when, perchance, it shall be her pleas- ally inspire and direct, this movement ently not in accordance with their de- 

ure to bar us from all the seas and which was aimed at the very integrity sires, a deafening chorus again wells 

oceans of the world? and :)vereignty of this country. An up, charging that Congress is about to 

ambassador should carry on the busi- declare war contrary to the sentiment 

A. DistiXertox ness of his Government through the of the American people. The only in- 

— ~ medium of our State Department; but stance where a kind or friendly word 

So there is a very broad distinction Germany’s ambassador talked through has been heard in favor of the Presi- 

between the things that England has the newspapers and over the heads of dent and the Government in this en 

done against us and those which Ger- Our authorities and tried to influence tire affair was when the President was 

many has done against us. The differ. public opinion against this Govern- endeavoring to cooperate with Ger- 

ence is as great as that between hu ment through American newspapers, many to bring about a peace without 

man life and money, as great as that and held conferences with Members of victory. Here, of course, when it ap- 

between property rights and human Congress and with sympathetic citizens peared that the President was endeav- 

rights, and all the sophistry, all the of the country, with heads of societies oring to do something that appeared to 

refinement of arguments, all the spe- and alliances. This ambassador pre- be in Germany's interest it was 

cious pleading can not change the fact, sumed to advise, through the medium promptly approved. 

and fact it is that Germany has de- of advertisements, in the newspapers 

stroyed lives, has committed murder what Amexiean gitizens, should or Not ouly this but the President 

upon our citizens and piracy upon the Should not co. his ambassador re- ag vp “aye . Q ; 
igh was. The wronte tne i have vealed secrets of the State Department tas _be en eartooned, lampooned. 

suffered at Great Britain’s hands can ‘© newspaper men under pledge of — viillied, and denounced at every 

a > (0 onsate ri oney, seerecy not to diyulge the source of sa ig Na ce wa why 
and will be compensated for in money. their information, ‘This’ émbassador turn, and Germany and her ehan- 

GERMAN INTRIGUES IN) AMERICA, disbursed money’ to’ newspapers: carry: cellor, and her underseeretary. 

ing on German propaganda—newspa- Zimmerman, have been lauded. 

Mr. President, the conduct of Ger- pers which villified and foully slan- : ‘ 

many toward this Government during dered the heads of our Government. have been praised, have been 

the past two years, aye, for many Other agents of the German Govern glorified, and have been approved 
years prior to the beginning of the ment—Von Papen, Von Igel, and the + é 

war, was not the conduct of a friend. like—were detected and apprehended at every turn. Nothing was too 

I had it stated to me on pretty fair ‘while alam pine, pursuant 19 acon infamous to say about the Presi 

authority that about 25 years ago Ger-  spiracy, to destroy property, pu blic and . 1, . sae 

many dansea her attitude toward her private, and to commit other acts of dent. Nothing too good to sity 

immigrants. Formerly she looked up- violence against the law and order and about the Kaiser and his Govern 

on them as backsliders, as people that decency in this country. Newspapers, ent, ‘These same men, newsp? 

were not worthy of the consideration some printed in the German language Seni oo 

of the German Government, but since and some in the English language, in pers, societies, and organizations 

that time many persons leaving Ger- one way or another were persuaded to faye brazenly proclaimed thei 
many have still kept in touch with the take up a campaign of infamy against . 

old country. It has been claimed that the President and_ this Government selves as the exponents of true 

thus a sphere of German influence has that is without precedent in the his) Americanism. They say they 

been formed in the United States. I tory of this country. love their wy ' : 
do not know whether this is true or According to. these newspapers in 1ON« their country; that those 

not. There are some things that seem erery matter ef controversy which we for whom they speak would die 
to bear out the charge, or at least lend = iad with Germany America has been a saw ag woe 

color to it; but one thing is sure, and in the wrong. Asa fitting corollary to for then country, But they iu 

that is since the war in Europe began this Germany has invariably been in gue that does not mean that you 

a German ambassador, German agen- fhe right. When our crisis was on . necessarily § . . 

cies, and German money have carried with Germany last May and it was a should necessarily support th 

on a campaign of intrigue and conspir- question as to whether we were to back Government. Then they eharge 

acy calculated to divide the people of down or whether Germany was to back that this Government is not a true 

this country into racial groups, calcu- down, they flooded us with a quarter < 7 . 

lated to array one group of citizens of a million telegrams in which, to- representative of America; thal 

against another, one church against gether with these newspapers and sym- the President is a traitor and @ 

another, race against race, and conspir-  pathizers generally, they unhesita- + : , 

acies have been formed to commit acts tingly, boldly, and brazenly asked their tool of England; that he 1s be- 

of violence against property and the country to back down. They thought traying this Government into the 

law and order of this country, caleu- the idea absurd that Germany should : + ot Anas tein « 7 

lated, through the medium ot numer- back down because, forsooth, she had hands o1 Great Britain and that 

ous societies, leagues, alliances, con- told us that she would not back down. he is a hypocrite and a puppet 

ferences, newspapers, churches, and They unhesitatingly counseled their that responds obediently when 

other organizations, by means of prop- Government to abandon a right in or- Ki i 

aganda and agitation, to prejudice our der that a foreign country might enjoy ing George pulls the string 
people against their own Government a wrong. . 

(Continued on p. 179)
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For Freedom, Not For Hatred. In the captain's mess, in the banquet BATTLE-HYMN OF THE REPUBLIC, 

hall, 

In 1770 we fought for our free — Sat feasting the officers, one and all, Jutta Wann Howe. 

dom from England and again in FAKE @ SeURE DION: like a swing of @ fine eyes have seen the glory of the 

6 ve have nee 4 coming of the Lord: 

1812, but we have not hated Eng One seized his glass held high to hail; He is trampling out the vintage where 
land. Sharp-snapped like the stroke of a rud- the grapes of wrath are stored; 

In 1861 we fought that all men der’s play, He hath loosed the fateful lightning of 

si we aale « shite Spoke three words only: “To the his terrible swift sword: 
under the Flag, black and white, Day! His truth is marching on. 

should be free, but we do not hate — whose glass this fate? a — - 

the South They had all but a single hate I have seen Him in the wateh-fires of 

i . z ee A Sing ace. a hundred circling camps; 

In 1898 we fought Spain that wae oe ns, P2Oen i They have builded Him an altar in the 
‘ soe . 1ey had one foe, and one alone— vening dews ¢ 1 damps; 

Cubans might be free, bat we evening dews and damps; 

the Cu . me . t England! I can read His righteous sentence by 

do not hate Spain. the dim and flaring lamps. 
Jn 1917 we ave fighting that all Take you the folk of the earth in pay, His day is marching on. 

1 18 of thie | 1 all We With bars of gold your ramparts lay, 

the people o re world shall D2 Redeck the ocean with bow on bow, I have read a fiery gospel writ in bur- 

free, but we will not hate Ger- Ye reckon well, but not well enough nished rows of steel: 
many now, “As ye deal with my contemners, so 

c . . . . French and Russian, they matter not, with you my grace shall deal; 

We are fighting for freedom, 4 blow for a blow, a shot for a shot, Let the Hero born of woman, crush 

not for revenge or hatred. For We fight the battle with bronze and the serpent with his heel, 

Poe - Gani fi i wit steel, Since God is marching on.” 

ot Ny Cars: GCrInan, OCIS wt And the time that is coming Peace will 
dinners and banquets have drunt. seal. He hath sounded forth the trumpet 

to “The Day,’’ the day when they You will hate with a lasting hate, that shall never call retreat; 
. = oe : We will never forgo our hate. He is sifting out the hearts of men be- 

might wreak their hatred and Hate by water and hate by land, fore his judgment-seat: 

vengeance on England. The Ger Hate of the head and hate of the hand, Oh! be swift, my soul, to answer him! 

man poct  jLissauer, in 1914, Hate of the hammer and hate of the Be nbian te Dy eet 
i ,lalssa . Jia, cow r God is marching on. 

eg crown, 

sounded the note. Here it is: Hate of seventy millions, choking 
. In the beauty of the lilies Christ was down, 1 th 

1 5 ? orn across the sea 
LISSAUER’S HYMN OF HATE. We love as one, we hate as one, . .aeropa ithe Sea, oe 

We have one foe, and one alone— With a glory in His bosom that trans- 

Fre a a . i England! figures you and me: 
rench and Russian they’ matter not. ingland. As he died to make men holy, let us 

A blow for a blow, and a shot for a die to make men free, 

_ shot; While God is marching on. 
We love them not, we hate them not, . 

We hold the Weichsel and Vosgesgate, War With Germany. ; 
We have but one and only hate, . . 
We love as one, we hate as one, (Continued from p. 178) 
We paves one fos and ong plone: to Therefore they insist that it is pa- Breemes there the man with soul so 

e is known to you all, he is y oo. mags . | 

you all, triotie to oppose and obstruct and Who never to himself hath said: - 
‘ + bear .. , “This is my own, my native land!” 

" oa behind the dark’ gray defeat the Government. Yet they Whose heart hath Neer within him 

Full of envy, of rage, of craft, of gall, love America they say. Beware A pumed, : 
Cut raves 7 i ‘a ae . . s home his footsteps he hath turned 

" ney waves that are thicker than of one who while pretending to Prom wandering on e foregn strand? 

Come let us stand at the Judgment be your friend finds nothing that If syeh here breathe, go, mark him 

place, 5 A well; 
An oath to swear to, face to face, is good in you, but only that For him no minstrel raptures swell; 

An oath of bronze no wind can shake, hich is bad—who commends vou High though his titles, proud his name, 

An oath for our sons and their sons to, . “ Boundless his wealth as wish can 

take. in nothing but damns you in claim; 

Come, 7 y . at . . Despite those titles, power and pelf, 

Thhghece ee entitled theron everything. k riendship is made The wretch concentered all in welt, 

heard. of a different stuff than this and Living, shall forfeit fair renown, 
We will never forgo our hate, , : . And, doubly dying, shall go down 

We have all but a single hate. love of country reveals and mani To the vile dust, from whence he 

We love as one, we hate as one, fests itself in other ways than sprung, 
We have one foe, and one alone— . Unwept, unhonored, and unsung. 

England! this. “The Lay of the Last Minstrel.” 

\ 
|
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EO tee eS 
AGS Yh Lie, ZaArr “S 

YF Be cf SH y , SN \\ | / 
NS ieee MA ENN Ce 4 _ _-= 

ZS — SS SE 

GLLLL_L_: ZA 

BEA GYF a Se THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER axa 
Ma S\WEA ' tHZZZ 

A rn \ GZ Francis Scott Key. Z We 

Za Wie Oh! say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light, maa oy Bi 

ZA || Li What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming, SS 5 LN RS . . : FZ 
ZZ SAS LZ) Whose broad stripes and bright stars thro’ the perilous fight Z y L EZ ; g 
ZLZAE O’er the ramparts we watched were so gallantly streaming? GZ Z 
ZL JZ 

GZ ZB And the rocket’s red glare, the bombs bursting in air, GZ Ze 3 

\VIZe ‘ZZ Gave proof thro’ the night that our flag was still there. 

ree ZI) Oh, say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave LZ jj 
3% °N ZZ J Zi 
7% LL O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave. gx 4d. 

Ls ZZ: a\G 
ZF, ZI Z G G 

ZZ (ZA On the shore, dimly seen thro’ the mists of the deep, ZN 

AA 5 ; . Za \F 
p life Where the foe’s haughty host in dread silence reposes, ZY aN G 

“a Vf | h A What is that which the breeze, o’er the towering steep, YZ VV. 

ial 9 yy As it fitfully blows, half conceals, half discloses? Y ZZ yy || 

Mf i fi iy) Now it catches the gleam of the morning’s first beam Ys " 

ed lf Rs In full glory reflected, now shines on the stream; YI 

WY aE Tis the star-spangled banner; oh, long may it wave ZZ. ip 

oe O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave. 

LEE Uj 
x Z Oh! thus be it ever when freemen shall stand Y tj Y 
ZA 5 ‘ld sd eo, ij ZA 

Z Between their loved homes and wild war’s desolation; ZY BG 
Z Par , Ups CG 

Lp: ZZ) Blest with vict’ry and peace, may the heav’n-rescued land Gn La 

LOZ-ELlt) Praise the pow’r that hath made and preserved us a nation. Pa ee ary 

Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just, aby 721 G 

— And this be our motto,—‘‘In God is our trust!” ~ ee 
Sees = And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave BL Z 

O’er the land of the free, and the home of the brave. CAA 

ZED 
Ge Z 

OD eS BAP, [rg ’ 

GL. bi 4 FE IEE” VW 
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Some Tricks of the Trade to In- Planting distances for celery WHEN AND HOW TO BLEACH CELERY. 

! crease Garden Yields. vary from as close as 6 in. x 6 in. In blanching celery, the aim is 

(By Prof, J. G. Moore.) wath the new celery eulture to to get rid of the green color of 

: 6in. x48in. A good distance for the stalks. Anything which 

Practically every gardener has the home garden is 6in.x24in.  ghuts off the light while the cel- 

a few special practices or trieks of phi gives room enough for culti- ery is growing accomplishes this 

the trade that he uses to get earl- vation and yet utilizes the ground. purpose. The method of blanch 

ier or a better produce, or to econ- The new celery culture can only ing depends upon a number of 

omize space or labor. Many of }6 used where the soil is very factors, chief among whieh are 

these practices are fitted only for rich and where plenty of moisutre (1) the season of the year (cel 

decal situations, but a dow Teve & is available. Very little blanch- ery will rust badly if blanched 

universal application. ing is necessary where this meth- with soil during the warmer 

The celery ae ley (pankiays od is used, as the shade of the months) (2) the variety (the self- 

wider opportiiipies to test the leaves blanches the stalks. blanehing types can be blanched 
gardener’s skill than any other far more easily than the green 

VeeeIable erop. The practices TRENCH METHOD Loses popuLartry. types) (3) thickness of planting 

connected _with starting the . (when celery is planted as close 
plants, setting them in the gar- The old fashioned method of as 6x6 or 6x8, the thick foliage 

den, cultivating, and blanching planting celery is to set it in \it} blanch. the stems) (4) the 

the crop vary a great deal. ; trenches six or eight inches deep. se to which the celery is put (if 

There are two types of celery in While the celery can be blanched wanted for storing, the celery 

general cultivation, the green very easily with soil when set in may be blanched in storage). 

type and the self-blanching. trenches, the method has, in re- 

Giant Paseal and Winter Queen cent years, been largely  dis- SOIL BLEACHING IN PALL BUST. 

are examples of the former, and carded. The disadvantages of Blanking 4h velewy 7 

White Plume and Golden Self- this method are that the celery is; anching the celery with soil 
. mn . ” is perhaps the most common way. 

Blanching of the latter. The hard to cultivate, heavy rains It shotild only be done in the fall, 
green types have more green col- wash the trenches full of soil, the when the days are cool. In 

oring matter in the leaf stalks extra labor of digging the trench, blanching with earth, the plants 

and are harder to blanch than and unless we have a very deep are first ‘‘handled.’’ That _ is, 
the self-blanching varieties. How-  goil, we are likely to set the — goil is pressed around the base 

ever, the green types are of much plants either in the subsoil or of the plant so as to make it grow 

higher quality, they keep much  yery close to it. upright. Soil is then tilled up 

better, and are more vigorous in If there are no facilities for ir- around the plant to within three 

growth and resistant to disease. rigation, the best crop insur- or four inches of the top. Blanch- 

They are. preferred for storing. ance for celery is mulching the ing celery with earth gives it a 

ground when the celery is six or better flavor than blanching with 

HANDLING EARLY AND LATE CELERY. eight inches high. Well rotted paper and also protects it from 

The early crop is started under horse manure forms the best frost. 

glass during the latter part of mulching material, but straw, ‘The simplest way to blanch 

March and transplanted. It will leaves, or marsh hay may be used. celery in the home garden is to 

take six or seven weeks from sow- The muleh should be put on to a wrap the individual plants with 

ing for the plants to reach trans- depth of three or four inches, brown paper. The paper should 

planting size. Celery planted on After the mulch is put on, further Cover all but the leaves and be 

or before May 15th is ready to cultivation is unnecessary. It wrahpse tightly around 

harvest by the middle of August. conserves moisture better than Plant. Paani tile, boards, an 

The late crop is started from seed cultivation and keeps the soil paper bands are also used. 

sown outdoors about the middle cool, loose, and moist, a condition — 

of May and is transplanted to the which is very favorable to the Keep the orchard and fruit 

field around the first of July. growth of celery. plantation cultivated clean.
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A Michigan Experiment in grading and packing are well To know the tricks of the enemy 

Marketing Grapes. done, but his {fruit goes into cars is half the battle. Know the in- 

James N. McBride, Michigan along with the grapes from his sects and diseases which attack 

Director of Markets neighbor, who may be an indiffer. your vegetables and you will know 

ee : ciwwank J SHLEE ent grower and no packer at all. how to fight them. 

oat die tie mankdiae ae And both get the same average Sod when Cheney Lge up 

fruit known to be of high quality. pee : 2 makes tlie soi vigheri re Job, = 
niin: BES Wee BtatONI AE The second conclusion is— that to get it broken up and worked 

Pwo Inspectors were seine the local shipping associations are into the soil. 

the tenvtiery’ aid they exambted unabl> to provide a uniform sys- The easiest time to kill weeds is 

the grapes brought in by BrowerS tom that is effieiont. Their erow- just as they begin to start. 'There- 

af one of the larger sh’pping ers are their @ints and to offend fore, start the garden hoe and the 

agwclitions, Grapes wine were one means that they lese in volume cultivator early. 
found — to meet _the Michizan At: bisilidss: And Mak a rival ship- Skill is shown and good results 

atendard which is as fellows: ping association gains in volione of obtained when the gardener does 

Grapes that are mature, sound, business each job at the right time and in 

slean,. Of Tipe color, practically The third conclusion is that the the right way.—R. S. Macintosh, 

free Si oh eae au, state ean work out an inspection  Universty Farm, St. Paul, Minn. 

eases and insects, true to name for . _. 

variety indicated, medium to large ae ned a * il be fair to nL on — 

berries; bunehes well formed and cere bie m tral parts ane Orchard and Garden. 
. . is interested neither in’ s:lling 

compact ; packages af lexal S% fruit nor in the buying of it. The Every farm home should have 

and fall weight, were loaded into a shippers should defray the ex- a good strawberry bed, seventy- 

certified car. Grapes not coming penses of the inspection service. five or more raspberry bushes and 

up to the standard were mark: ted The inspection system used in a few black, white, and red cur- 
as in the past. Certificates were is- connection with grapes has this rant bushes. The black currants 
sued for certified grapes, these cer- alvantage—that it is no police are thrifty and — vigorous of 

tificates going with the bill of Jad- regulation, punishing people be- growth. Red currants are some- 

ing to the purchaser. At first it cause of failure to do ccrtain times a discouragement because 

required a high order of salesman? things, but is a system whereby the currant worm gets the leaves. 

ship to get better prices for certi- those who do better than the aver- This is easily prevented by spray- 
fied fruit, but by the end of the aze receive a reward in recognition ing with paris green or arsenate 
second week the shipping associa- of theip efforts, of lead. 

tion had more orders for certified It was discovered that part of the Plant peonies or rhubarb as 
grapes than it could fill. From one 4,446 was not enthusiastiv over re- Soon as the ground can be worked. 
to two cents more a basket was ceiving state certificates of quality. The following are good varities 
charged for certified fruit. This It injured their chances of making of peonies: Festive Maxima, 

amount went to the growers. A good on claims for allowances Mons, Jules Elie, Marie Lemoine, 
total of 24 certificates were issued: when the market was declining. Baroness Schroeder and Felix 
14 of these were for straight ears Crousse. 
of certified grapes, 10 were for OO 
cars in which only part of the Use Garden Hoe to Fight the Foe. 

grapes were up to the standard. Cultivate your war garden often Farm Gardens Pay Handsome 

Three conclusions have been and thoroughly. : Profits. 

Teached as a result of the work of Cultivation means the keeping The garden every year is be- 

the inspectors. These are as fol- of the surface soil, the upper two coming a more important part of 
lows: First—as the grape market- inches, loose. the up-to-date farm. The reason 

ing is now done, there is little re- Cultivate more in dry weather for this is that more and more 
ward for the grower who produces than in wet. farmers are seeing in it a source 

fruit above the average. He has Cultivation makes a dust blanket of big profits. A half aere gar- 

the satisfaction of knowing that he and prevents the loss of soil mois- den, for example, can give a net 

$a good grower and that his ture by evaporation. profit of about $45.
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Fight Fire Blight of Apple. CAUSE OF FIRE BLIGHT which for some time cling to the 

Circular No. 70, Extension Serv- Fire blight is caused by bac- trees. Affected trees have the - 

ice, Coll. of Agr. teria which get into the young pearance of having been swept ay 

* . fire, hence the name ‘‘fire blight. 
By R. E. Vaughan. growing tissues through the nec- 4 Shriveled and blackened 

. . . taries (the part of the flowed con- : - ; 

Fire blight is one of the most taining nectar) in the blossoms or bark on the blighted twigs and 

destructive apple diseases found through wounds made in young SUgkers. . 
in Wisconsin orchards. It often ty ies by insects, or i eee 5. Cankers on the larger limbs : : oe gs by insects, or into larger . 

kills the trees entirely or injures — }ranches through wounds made or trunks: These Gankers a 
them so severely that they require by pruning tools. Once in the usually slightly sunken and black- 

years to recover from the attack. growing part of the wood where ened and have their bark rough 
Outbreaks of fire blight are rela- there is plenty of moisture, the and cracked along the edge be- 

bacteria increase rapidly in num- WN 

_ ber and kill all the parts they in- A, 
aa} / vade leaving them shriveled and ae 

J / | dark colored. When the young ly 

( bye a wood and bark are soft, as in “4 

es spring and early summer, the 44 

ot? js bacteria work rapidly down the RX nn 

| pee twigs or shoots into the larger x Sy bh 
oe a) limbs or trunks where ecankers aa 

\\ are formed. These cankers are ANY 1 ) 
0 known as ‘‘hold-over cankers’’ (e A ‘ i BS ee 

AX because it is at their edges, where vw 4 Ye Mes) : , * V2 hye: the tissue does not dry out, that AA eek 

ane the bacteria are kept alive over ‘ An Vim a 

CNG ERE winter. When the sap starts in , | SS, 
eee ¥Y the spring, the few bacteria which > «| 2 y ae 
lon c> are alive multiply rapidly and “ TN wh SZ, 
ref form little pockets in the cank- af Ayo 

& Y at) ers next to the live bark. In 3 -} J { 

- y ad rainy weather they come to the a ee =y 

4 yA Sa “3 surface through the bark lenti- ~ ) 

Roe cels, or cracks, and are ready to ~ Y 

| Oy spread the disease. 
/ Oe \ 

HSalthy Bloswonis SYMPTOMS OF FIRE BLIGHT A Bilentea Apple ‘Twi 

tively more severe when the Fire blight has some very strik- tween the diseased and healthy 

weather is warm and rainy or ing symptoms: wood. 

eloudy at blossoming time, or dur- Brown blossoms accompanied 6. General yellowing and 

ing the period when the young by a withering and blackening of dwarfing of the leaves in the 

wood grows rapidly. Pear trees, the young fruit and fruit spurs. growing season, and premature 

quince bushes, wild crabs, and 2. Sweetish, sticky, milk-white dropping from one or more of the 

some ornaments belonging to the or brownish ooze which in rainy larger limbs. This is frequently 

apple family are also affected by weather comes from the freshly due to blight attack at the base of 

fire blight. The disease is known blighted parts and cankers. It the trunk, a form of the disease 

under different names, as fire attracts insects which distribute which is known as ‘‘collar 

blight, pear blight, blossom blight, the disease germs. blight.’’ The bark over the col 

eanker blight, and canker and 3. Black or dark brown leaves lar blight has a watersoaked ap- 
collar blight, according to the which are withered after the dis- pearance in mid-summer. Simi- 

tree or part attacked. ease has passed through them but lar yellowing of the leaves may
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also be caused by anything which remove all the dead wood and — such orehards, it is important to 

interferes with the nourishment bark back into the bright wood be sure that all hold-over cankers 

of the tree as lack of food or by and leave the wound smooth. The — are destroyed. 

black rot canker, seab, or winter wound heals more readily if the 4. Disinfect the pruning tools 

injury. bark about the edges is trimmed after each eut by wiping them with 

HOW TO CONTROL FIRE BLIGHT with a sharp knife held in making a clean cloth wet in the corrosive 

7: . . e tha , the eut at right angles to the  sublimate solution. This destroys 

dete sate een branch. The lower part of the any blight bacteria that might be 

trol. The pruning knife, proper- cut should come to a point like carried on the saw or knife. / 

ly used, is the only direct weapon the bottom ofa “v in order to 5. Burn blighted material 

against it. Blight cannot be con- provide good drainage. This pre- promptly beeause in damp weather 

trolled by: spraying or protective caution makes the wound less li- the bacteria remain alive in it for 

washes, But these help to keep able to heart rot. To make sure — some time. 

that the cankers are all removed, pasts a 

bi ge, it is necessary to go over the oreh- en ‘| 

, a gw. ard several times, approaching i 

F | ei yy SS the trees from a different angle rae , 

ray each time. ea 

\ s 2. Treat the wounds on the cA ES 
‘eg large limbs and trunks by disin- hs 

Y fecting them with a solution of bE 

3 ats corrosive sublimate made ag fol- .. 

GER lows: one part corrosive sublim- 4 
6 Gah ate to 1,000 parts water. Con- , pees 

| NY i venient-sized tablets of corrosive 

e , sublimate may be obtained from A } ¢ 

J x ie i. any drug store with the directions ie : 

\ for making the solution. Keep in / ki 

/ \ yr. glass jars or stone jugs because 7 3 

/ i) ‘y the solution corrodes metals. It 

- y is a deadly poison if taken intern- 

ite e ally and must be kept from chil- ais 

/ dren and animals. After the : 

Blighted Blossoms wounds are dry, paint them with Twig Blight and Canker 

in cheek insects which carry the 8 good white lead and il. paint. 6. Remove suckers on trunks and 
blight. Sprays, therefore, Atay be If desired, a little lamp black may large branches as soon as they ap- 

indirectly helpful in fighting the be added to the paint for the ap- pear; they are especially liable to 

disease. pearance. ; ; blight and give rise to eankers and 

HE. HRN COMMANDMENTS OF FIRE 3. Prune out new  infeetions collar--blight forms of the disease. 

* eee promptly and in case of suckers 7. Avoid forcing sappy wood 

BIEgHT (CONTROL or small branches, cut a foot or growth by too frequent cultivation 

1. Cut out thoroughly all hold- more below the blackening of the or too heavy applications of ma- 
over cankers. This should be bark because the bacteria work nure and nitrogenous fertilizers be- 

done in the dormant period and is farther under the bark than its cause the blight bacteria work most 

more easily done by removing the appearance indicates. It is espe- rapidly and severely on such wood. 

blighted branches well below the cially important to go over young 8. Do not set Transcendent crab 

Points where the last signs of the orchards frequently to remove the because it is especially susceptible 
disease oceur. If the branch is blight before an epidemic has to blight under Wisconsin coné.- 

large and forms a part of the time to start. In case of a blight tions. Yellow Transparent and 
frame work of the tree, it may be epidemic in blossoming orchards, some other Russion varieties are 

Saved by cutting away only the the prompt removal of all blight- also more or less susceptible. 
diseased portion. In sueh eases ed parts may be impractical. In 9. Kill noxious inseets which
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spread blight, of which aphids are — side of the trunk. Avoid over fer- Early morning is the best time to 

the most important. Bees should _ tilization and late summer cultiva- dust the plants for they are then 

not be poisoned because they gather tion. Use cover erops to mature wet with dew. Arsenate of lead is 

honey but lice and other insects ean — wood in autumn. a deadly poison and eare should be 

be destroyed. For the majority of For detailed advice about these taken to keep it from children or 

these pests this can best be done by — or any other orchard or crop pests animals. It is better to use than 

the use of nicotine sulphat (‘Black write to College of Agriculture, Paris green, because it sticks to the 

leaf 40°’), 1 part to 1000 parts of University of Wisconsin, Madison. foliage better, is not so likely to 

water or other spray liquid. Com- burn the foliage, and is much 

bine the tobacco solution with the cheaper, especially since the war 

regular spring and summer sprays, Defend Your Garden. has made Paris green very ¢xpen- 

or with water in case no other spray L. G. Genrner sive. On plants with smooth 

is desired. When used with water Cireular 82, Agr. Extension Serv- leaves, such as cabbage, a little soap 

alone, add laundry soap, 2 pounds ice Coll of Agr should be added to the spray to 

to 100 gallons. This greatly in- ? , . make it stick and spread better. 

creases the spreading qualities and Insect pests always take a heavy 
effectiveness of the remedy. toll out of garden crops. SPRAY LICE WITH SOAP SOLUTION 

10. Cooperate with all your 7 you have spent your time and Plant liee may be controlled by 
neighbors in cleaning up old or- ™oney mn planting a garden yeu spraying with a strong soap-solu- 

chards, inspecting and pruning. °0 Hl altered, ting year in paren: tion which should be forced into 

The tenth commandment is very ler, to-Jet your cont be defeated the eurled leaves and thoroughly 

important. Fire blight control is a by lack of control of inseet pests. cover the bugs, They are often 

matter for community, as well as After the insects once became found on the under sides of the 

individual, effort. numerous on the plants, it takes leaves and on the tender shoots, 
but a short time for them to do a : 1: . 

Fae 5 causing them to curl up. Fish oil 

Other Orchard Diseases. eat deal of EY especially ‘on soap is best, but ordinary laundry 
. . . . young plants. Keep them under ag AIRS | a i akine 

Fire blight is only one of sev- control from the start. Every one soap May also pe used 1h meee he 
eral diseases with which the Wis- that you miss early in the season the spraying: solution. It may ie 

consin orchardist must contend. willsmeaw many more'later om. made by adding one-half pound a 

Do not confuse it with the fol- As weeds furnish food and shel- the ee to every 4 gallons of ‘ 

lowing troubles each of which re- ter for insects, one of the first ters Tobaceo one a Nigel a quires different treatment. things to do is to keep the garden especially mieotine sulfate usec - 

Apple seab. Black spot and — free of them. the rate of 1 part to 800 parts 0 

eracking of fruit, spotting and Where the insects are only few in water. 

curling of leaves. number or are so large as to be poison BRAN MASH FOR CUT WORMS 
Spray with Bordeaux mixture or easily seen, they may be kept under ys . ; . 

lime sulfur. control by hand picking and de- , To rid your garden of os 

Apple rust. Yellow spots kill-  stroying. Of course, this will take feed them on poisoned mash. Me 

ing leaves. Worst on Wealthy. quite a little time and labor. It is hide in the ground during the ¢ - 

Starts as galls on red cedar and therefore, often less expensive and but come out at night and cut § 
spreads from this to the apple. more effective to spray the plants. young plants near the ground ane 

Destroy all read cedars near the also feed on the foliage. If one 

orchard and do not plant Wealthy LEAD ARSENATE ‘GETS’? CHEWING — scatters poison bran mash over the 

apples in regions where the red INSECTS ground several days before the 

cedars cannot be exterminated. To control insects that chew the plants appear or are set out, the 

Winter injuries. Sun scald on leaves and eat the plants spray the worms in the soil feed on this and 

the southwest side of the trunk or plants with arsenate of lead, 2 will be poisoned. The mash should 

larger limbs of young trees is the ounces (10 heaping teaspoons) of be scattered in the early evening 

commonest form. Crotch canker the powder to every gallon and a so that it will not dry out before 

and crown rot are other kinds of half of water; or dust on the the worms feed on it, and may be 

winter injury. plants the powder diluted with 3 applied at any time during the 

Whitewash or shade the south parts of air slaked lime or fine dust. season that the worms cause sel!
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ous injury. Care should be taken — bases of the plants at the surface recipes. As soon as the boiling 

to. keep poultry and other live of the ground as they are being of the water is checked immedi- 

stock away from it. set out. : ately seal tightly, then wrap in 

To make up the bran mash mix Squash bugs are resistant to brown paper before storing. The 
2 ounces of white arsenie or Paris spray. If pieces of board or bur- rapid changes from hot to cold 
green with 3 pounds of bran. Dis- lap are placed near the plants the and to hot water materially arrest 

solve 1 ounce of salt and 2 ounces bugs will collect under them and the growth of the bacteria. The 

of cheap syrup in a little water. may be gathered and destroyed States Relations Service recipe 

Then mix all together adding early in the morning. suggests the addition of olive oil 
enough water to make a erumbly Liquid sprays may be applied and a little dried beef for flavor- 

mash. The mash may either be with a small hand sprayer which ing, but my experience makes me 
broadeasted or placed about the can be bought at a small cost. prefer to omit them. 

bases of the plants. Dust sprays may be dusted 

through a cloth sack or applied 
SPRAYING WILL NOT KILL THESE with a dust gun. Save All the Peas. 

Worms that bore inside of the As ‘soon us the crops are hay As the green peas get too ripe 
vines and stems of plants cannot be ested all refuse matter, old vines oy the best eating do not leave 

controlled by sprays. In the case and stumps should be gathered them on the vines to rot or to 

of the stalk borer on potato and and _ destroyed by burning. . If feed the pigs and chickens. Do 

tomato plants, infested — parts left in the garden, they will SVC one of the three following: 
should be cut off and destroyed as food to the insects and will be a Pick the peas and shell them 

soon as noticed. In ease of the shelter for the winter. . . and dry them according to the old 

squash vine borer, the worm may. For further or more detailed in- jy yoeess of drying, in the sun or 
be killed by slitting the vine with a formation waite the Department some of the quicker methods rec- 

sharp knife. jor Economic Entomology, College ommended in the Farmer’s Bul- 
of Agriculture, Madison. letin, 841 U. S. Dept. of Agricul- 

CAUTIONS ee ture— ‘Drying Fruits and Vege- 

‘ e g tables in the Home’’ with recipes 
1. Arsenate of lead, Paris green Canning Greens. . s 5; F 

5 for cooking—to use for seed, 
and poison bran mash are deadly : 

: - . : Blanchard Harper. soups or baked peas (cook like 
poisons. Keep children and ani- navy beats) THOEOUBLIG ibe 

mals away from them. Pick over and wash earefully ~ em norougn'y ME 
5 . 4 8 ened peas dry easily in the sun; 
2. Do not spray cabbage with any greens such as Swiss chard, ap Aue 

. : green peas dry well if dried as 
arsenate of lead after the heads spinach, lambs quarters, dande- : 

are made in the fall; beans after lion greens, horseradish greens or adie Jor Chin 'as dried (onthe 
Pre & ” : oe pees Turvill Farm by Mrs. E. T. Wood 

the pods have formed; or toma- any other greens. ~ . aoe : . . and cooked very similarly when 
toes after the fruit is nearly full After washing carefully lay ‘ 

? . . . wanted. Save every pea to use 
grown, them in a piece of cheese-cloth — . 

. x ‘ . . it so that some more portable food 
3. Always use the right kind of and set them in a steamer or a a « " 

. E : 5 : 5 5 will be available for our armies 
Spray for the right kind of in- kettle in which there is only a and our alliss 

sect. little water in the bottom. oe BH 
Nor maggots on onions, radish, Steam them until they wilt. Now — 

and turnips there is no satisfae- immerse the bundle as quickly as —_——_— 
tory control except to destroy the possible in very cold water and Fungus diseases—Use _ Bor- 
Infested plants. These whitish remove immediately. Do not let deaux mixture both to prevent in- 

Maggots will often work in the it drain very long. Open the  feetion and spread of disease. 

Toots of plants, tunreling through package and pack the greens 

them and causing the plants to tightly in glass jars and fill with 
wilt or become dwarfed. Cab- hot water and put in a teaspoon- Queen-of-the-Market asters are 

bage maggots may be prevented ful of salt for every quart. Now best for pot plants. They are al- 
from getting on the plants by sterilize the jars in hot water for so among the earliest for outside 

Placing tarred felt dises about the 90 minutes as given in former planting. 

|
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Wisconsin Horticulture censure or there may be some be “entert@ined ° sa one who 

slight word of praise, but for knows Oshkosh doubts. 

Wiksoueitatcts Fateedlc tal oeiety neither of these am I concerned. Let's all go. 

12 N. Carroll St. But if any word in it serves to 

OMecial organ of the Society. awaken in any one even if only 
FREDHRIC CRANEFIELD, Editor. . . alipati ae The Gardener's Advisory Council Secretary W. 8. H. 8, Madison, Wis. in one mind, a realization that we ry . 

mitered ‘wa! SeReaC CARS TAMLESEMOy 18; are engaged in a Just veh shit Members of our society have re- 
1012, at the. postofiice at Madison, Wis- we are fighting for ourse ves aS sponded nobly whenever ealled on 

core Mortisieg rates made known on appi- Well as for the sacred rights of all for help. Many dircet personal ap- 
cation, Ss free peoples; that in facing the peals have been sent out by the see- 
Wisconsin State Horticultural Society Kaiser of Germany and his mili- retary and in every case the re- 

Eee Te ee ee eae ee ral foe foe Coe Mia Heat mmm a ‘he 
Nea OMMMAT RON WARE, endl tear ever sonny that fre eee, endsted ke Wale 
son, Wis. ss Money Or- vi ‘ ; nas ever seen; tha “e Feeling that too much could not 

aera, Pe MAL may be sent safely if War, Which has exceeded in hor- be done to eneourage the thousands 

Jers ped Or a tee A cheeks one pee HORS any ever before known is of garden beginners all over the 

Postage stamps not accepted. HERE and NOW and not Some-~ state, especially as only a small per- 

— thing that may happen, then Iwill centage are members, the ‘‘ Garden- 

OFFICERS. be content. er’s Advisory Council’? was organ- 
N. A. Rasmussen, President. .....Oshkosh ized 

eee tee ree Rrurgean Bay Members of the Council, appoi 
L. G Kelioge, Treasurer.) . Ripon The Oshkosh Meeting. Members of the Council, appoint- 

F. Cranefleld, Secretary.........Madison ed by the president, were asked to 
—— On Angust 22-23 we will all go spend at least four hours a week 

NoA oe ee eee ee coiicio to Oshkosh for a two-day conven- inspecting home gardens and giv- 

Pp. 2 Bina ee oo oe oie tion, The program will occupy ing advice and counsel to begin- 
Hr GoancWeld os sn seces cures Be ome ove day and one day will be de- pers. . 

1 eg Ae Te ads hes gardens, and sent out, most wo menor fa 
6th Dist. C. V. Holsinger. ..Wauwatosa 5 . 5 . , ue . 
6th Dist.. H. C. Christensen.....Oshkosh their g irdeners, the best in the small towns and cities. All but 
7th Dist., Wm. Toole, Sr.........Baraboo . . en . as 
th Dist. 9. g. Malde. ----Grand Rapids state, are there, Rasmussen, nine of this number aecepted and 

10th Dist., C. L. Richardson.......e Christensen, Phillipson, Roe, and every one of the nine gave a satis- 

Lith Dist, 7 Hauser. eee Bayne @ dozen others all experts. factory reason for declining. Not 
—— They all refuse to appear on the — only did the 91 accept but did it in 

NA. Coe See ee acenera progran:. preferring, no doubt. to a way that gives cheer to the souls 

L. G. Kellogg lemoustcete by deeds rather than — of those of us who are trying to or- 

<<< words. They will all answer ganize the food army of the state 

questions, however, or we will for the great struggle ahead. 

This is the regular July number know wi! Here are a few words that came 

of Wisconsin Horticulture. For There will be several members with the acceptances. 

the Fourth of July number, on the program that none of us Dear Sir: I accept with pleas- 

mailed July 2nd, the editor alone can afford to miss. The August ure and honor my appointment as 

is responsible; not even the presi- number will give full particulars. member of Gardener’s Advisory 

dent of our society was consulted Last year we saw what skill Council and will make every effort 

so if there be any disappointment plus morey ean accomplish, this to be of service to the cause. 

on the part of members who year we are to see how skill may Ihave been working along these 

would rather have had garden be employed to make money. lines ever since the call came to in- 

notes earlier in the month, blame There will be no ‘‘entertain- crease food production. In our 

the editor only. ment’’ in the commonly accepted own planting we are using every 

As these words are written the meaning of the term, no bands, inch of land and have been advis- 

special edition has not been no fireworks nor spectacular dis- ing others to plant a garden. And 

mailed and I do not know how it plays, but that there will be a_ will make a greater effort now. 

will be received. There may be hearty weleome and that we will L. Herziger, Neenah.
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“T consider it an honor to be your campaign of edueation, | re- Stir and spread again to dry, and 

drafted, will be glad to do all ean main, continue alternate stirring and 

to help. Have been doing a little Respectfully yours, drying until the mixture is dry 
bit along that line, before receiving J.T. Fitehett, enough to be rolled into a ball. 

your letter. Janesville. Put the ball into a dish and allow 

Mrs, C. M. Strong, it to stand three or four days. 
West Allis. Dear Sir: I herewith enelose Then divide the mass into por- 

my acceptance to the Gardeners tions about the size of an egg. 

Dear Sir: I am sending here- Advisory Council of the Wisconsin Shape and dip in oil and place 
with my acceptance of membership — Horticultural Society. Ihave been the balls in a stone jar, Cover 

in the Gardener’s Advisory Coun- so busy with office and committee with a piece of cloth (or heavy pa- 

cil. While Iam above the age limit work that | have as yet not found per) which has been dipped in 

that I have seen suggested for serv- time to work my own garden, but oil and salt. To use, dissolve a 

iee under “conscription”? (my 66th — will try and do at least a little in Hall in boiling water and use as 
year) I am willing to register and helping others. If [run into any- cooked tomatoes in soup, mac- 
let future cireumstances determine — thing too big to handle myself 1 avoni, rice, or any tomato sauce. 

my “‘Hability.”” will call on you for assistance. 
I shall look to the columns of Hoping that I ean ‘do my bit’’, TOMATO’ PASTE. 

“Wisconsin Horticulture’? for fue Tam, The following recipe was kindly 

ture commands. Yours very truly, sent for publication in Wisconsin 

H. H. Harris, A. A. Ullrich, Horticulture by an Italian wom- 
Warren, Wis. Watertown, Wis. an, Mrs. Sedali, 6 N. Murray St., 

Madison, through her brother Mr. 
Oneida, Wis., June 7, 1917. “Tam very willing to do my bit — Tortoresi. 

Dear Sirs: Enclosed please find for the cause.” The tomatoes must be thorough- 

my acceptance. IT am pleased that J. M. Dunlop. ly ripe. Wash them carefully 

Tean ‘‘do my bit’? for my country. “T surety cannot shirk from such and cut each in half cross wise, 

Thanking you for the honor con- — duty.”’ then lay them on a grating, grid 
ferred on me I am A. Tf, Lemke. or wire frame or colender to 

Very truly yours, This froma member who is near- drain. Sprinkle a handful of salt 
Rey. A. A. Vissers. ly blind: over the layer, then add more 

“T shall be very glad to do what Jayers, carefully sprinkling each 
Herewith find my acceptance of | can to be of some service at this \vith salt until a sufficient amount 

your draft. I have never known time. Tam willing to try.” has been prepared. Let drain 

such a eraze for garden making as With such a spirit as this we can- over night. In the morning place 

this spring and much of it by peo- not fail. the tomatoes without squeezing, 

ple who have a very hazy idea of es ina kettle and boil for two hours, 

what it means, I never realized Tomato Paste. stirring carefully to prevent burn- 
there could be so many questions ing. Cool, then rub the mass lit- 
asked about the gentle art of gar- Blanchard Harper. tle by little carefully through a 

dering as have been fired at us this The following recipe was kind- strainer so that only seeds and 

spring. Certainly there is need of | ly sent for Wisconsin Horticul- skins are left. Take the strained 

Such work as you outline in your ture by Miss Julia Corona, a tomato and strain a second time 
letter. This was offered afew days young Italian girl, 701 Milton St.. to make it smooth and fine. Now 

ago by a physician, that in planting in Madison. return the tomato to the kettle 

Potatoes you must always have two 14 bushel of tomatoes and slowly boil until it is too 

eyes—a male and a female—in each Salt to taste thick to run off the board on 
hill or no potatoes would form. Mash the tomatoes and cook un. which it is to be dried. When 

Replied that thought this advice til quite soft. Add the salt and thiek enough take a board (like 
should be taken with a liberal pinch rub through a strainer. Spread a bread board), spread the tomato 

of salt, then explained the sex of the pulp on a wide board out in paste on it and then seore it with 

flowers. Wishing you suecess in the sun, let stand 15 minutes. lines to facilitate drainage, then
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put it out in the bright sun on a ing pickles, and open bottles of flavor and delicious aroma than 
clear bright day. Stir once in olives and dill pickles, from mould when sugar is used. 

fifteen minutes to aid drying. and seum. Pickles have kept 

When dry enough put the mass well with it in loosely covered TO CAN WITHOUT SUGAR 
in a plate or pan and let it stand jars for nearly three years. In Wash carefully, pick over the 

a couple of weeks. After that using oil for a seal or preserva- fruit to have no particle of decay, 

put in a bowl and mix it thorough- tive, one precaution must be rig- skin or peel where necessary and 

ly with sweet oil; when well idly observed—the container and also where juice is desirable. Fill 

mixed pack it solidly in an contents must be kept in a cooi, the jar with boiling water, after 

earthen jar and cover with an dark place. The oil absolutely the fruit has been compactly 

oiled and salted cloth or paper. prevents mould and seum. packed in it, put on rubber and 

Keep the jar in a cool place. In It is suggested that housewives cover, partly fasten the cover but 

case the paste dries out rapidly having any means of drying fruits do not tighten it, then immerse 

pour a little oil over it again. and vegetables as described in the jar two-thirds its height in the 

the June number of Wisconsin water bath and boil, counting 

NOTES ON THE TOMATO PASTE Horticulture will prefer to use from when the water commences 
RECIPE. them rather tham face the unpro- to boil, from ten minutes for 

Mrs. Rorer in her ‘‘New Cook tected exposure to flies and dust strawberries to twenty-five for 

Book,” p. 307: in the sun. Enamel ware pans or pears. Seal immediately and set 

‘In almost all the Italian shops plates covered by glass could be to cool. If the shrinkage is very 

one can buy tomato conserve in used for small quantities, which great as in strawberries fill the 

small eans for ten cents. A table- could be packed in jelly glasses jars up from one or two extra 

spoonful of this conserve will take instead of large jars; indeed, the ones and then boil again for five 

the place of many times its bulk writer has been told that the Ital- minutes all that have — been 

in tomatoes. It is, in my own ians prefer to pack it in small opened. 
house, used constantly during the jars rather than large. Of When wanted for use open an 

summer in the beef extracts for course in using jelly glasses it hour or so before serving and add 

soups, which saves the purehase would be necessary to wrap them sugar to taste. If economy is 

and keeping of large quantities of in brown paper to prevent the ac- necessary sweetening can be very 

meat. * * * for four ounces tion of light turning the oil ran- satisfactorily accomplished with 

of macaroni or spaghetti * * * eid. honey, or any good corn syrup in 

add * * *a teaspoonful of to- If considered desirable, this place of sugar. 

mato paste dissolved in two or same paste could be spiced and The writer has kept strawber- 

three tablespoonsful of cream or Seasoned like American tomato ries canned in this way for three 

milk.’’ eatsup) without the vinegar, years and when they were opened 

In the recipes given the Ameri- Spices being boiled in the paste found them sound and good and 

ean housewife will find an eco- after straining, bay leaf, cinna- the perfume of fresh strawberries 

nomical method of preserving her ™mon, clove, allspice, ete., but with seemed to fill the room while the 

tomatoes and yet save the use of the exception possibly of onion snow of the bleakest winter 

self-sealing jars or time. This juice and celery seed it seems bet- whirled outside. 

method enables one to put down ter to add desired flavors at the en 

in gallon or larger earthen or time of using. Notes. 

stone ware crocks an immense Soe If every house-keeper has not 

amount of tomatoes in an ex- A Canning Economy. secured copies of the free bulle- 

tremely concentrated and_port- tin issued by the University of 

able form. Owing to the present Blanchard Harper. Wisconsin Extension Service, 

searcity of oilve oil, a good cotton- Sugar is by no means necessary ‘‘Canning for Pleasure and lro0- 

seed salad oil may be satisfactor- for the successful canning of sum- fit,’’ she should send for one at 

ily substituted. I have used a mer fruits. Nearly every fruit onee. Send to the College of Ag 

well known brand of cottonseed can be preserved without a par-  riculture Extension Service, Uni- 

selad oil with perfect satisfac- ticle of sugar, and at the same versity of Wisconsin, Madison, 

tion for several years in preserv- time preserve more of its delicate Wis.
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In drying fruits or vegetables as tray frames for use over stoves the trays and dried further. When 

in the sun outdoors be sure to or before fans, ean be made satis- in condition the products may be 

cover them with mosquito netting factorily at home. Frames and packed permanently in tight pa- 

to keep off flies. It isa good plan trays for use with artificial heat per bags, inseet-proof paper boxes 

to have a lath frame tacked to the may be purchased complete if de- or cartons, or glass or tin  con- 

ends of the drying board to sired. tainers. 

raise the netting two or three Homemade trays may be made 

inches above the fruit. of side and end boards. three- 

Another wise precaution is to fourths of an inch thick and 2 Notes on the Drying or Dehydra- 

set the legs of the table, or sup- inches wide and bottom boards of tion of Fruits and Vegetables. 

ports in small pans of water in lathing spaced one-fourth of an 
. . . ‘ 5 ; Blanchard Harper. 

which a little kerosene has been inch. If desired, Yj-inch galvan- 

dropped so that ants and eater- ized wire mesh may be tacked to An ol}! window screen fram 

pillars cannot crawl over and up. the side and end boards to form covered with galvanized netting 

Ants will swim through clear wa- the bottoms of the trays. Frames or cheese cloth makes a capital 

ter but not any with kerosene in for use before fans may be made drying try. 

it. of wood of convenient — size. Remember that dried fruits ave 

—— Frames for use with artificial meisturs absorbers and mo‘sture 

HOME DRYING. heat should be made of noninflam- “oon EG omes mould, Drie * 

mable material to as great an ex- fruits and vegetables must be 

Scarcity of Cans or Glass Jars tent as possible. As many as six kept dry. After drying thorough- 

Makes Drying Desirable. trays may be placed one above ly hang up in a paper bag bael: 

Dry vegetables and fruits for the other when artificial heat is of the kitchen stove for a few 

winter use in tin cans for glass used. In drying before a fan the days then toast a tin box or cov- 

jars for canning are scarce or ex- number of trays that may be — ered can, while uncovered, in che 

pensive. placed one above the other will oven for a few minutes before 

This is the advice of specialists depend, to a large extent, upon — putting “he fruit or vegetables in 

of the United States Department the diameter of the fan. In dry- it and putting on the tight cover. 

of Agriculture, who recently have ing in the sun, trays as described All solid fruits like apples, 

studied the possibilities of con- may be used or the products to be peaches, pears, ete., must be eut 

serving food to meet war needs in dried may be spread on sheets of — up and peeled before drying 

spite of any difficulties that may paper or muslin held in place by Also all vegetables like carrots, 

be experienced in obtaining can- weights. ete. 
ning containers. Drying was a Sundried fruits are darker thar. 

well-recognized and _— suecessful PREPARING PRODUCTS FOR DRYING oven dried—many think the flay- 

Way of preserving certain foods Vegetables and fruits will dry 0" of sundried preferable to that 

before canning came into general better if sliced. They should be of oven dried. 

use, the specialists point out, and — cut into slices one-eighth to one- Never leave drying fruit out 

modern methods make it still fourth of an inch thick; if thicker, doors atter sundown, or put out 

more practicable than formerly, they may not dry thoroughly before the dew is dried. 

either in the home or by commu- While drying, the produets should Plan to store vegetables that 

nity groups. be turned or stirred from time to Will keep without canning by 

time. Dried products should be some of the other processes for 

METHODS.OF DRYING packed temporarily for 3 or 4 preserving such as- '~ing or de 

Three methods of drying have days and poured each day from hydrating, wrapping in paper in 
been found by the department one box to another to bring about a dark cellar such as onions, 

Specialists to give satisfactory thorough mixing and so that the squash and cabbage, storing roots 

results. These are sun drying, whole mass will have a uniform in sand, ete. 

drying by artificial heat, and dry- degree of moisture. If during Send to the Department of Ag- 

ing with air blasts, as before an _ this ‘‘conditioning’’ any pieces of riculture for Bulletin on Canning 

electrie fan. Trays for drying by the products are found to be too in the Home: Dehydrating Fruits 

| any one of these methods, as well moist, they should be returned to and Vegetables in the Home.
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Potatoes and Bugs. Garden Notes From Forest Soak the pea seed in kerosene 

Have you met Mrs. Leptino- County. and you will find that the peas 

tarsa decemlineata? She wears The following timely garden won't roll around in the pod while 

an orange coat with ten black notes are clipped from the Repub- growing.—John Whismat. 

stripes and ; is literally the liean of Crandon. It appears Use kind words to the young 

‘mother of millions.’’ Most (ra~ that the editor must have an ad- plants and you will get better re- 

tional) people say ‘potato bug’’, visory council similar to ours. sults.—Bill Webster. ; a 

but the entomological sharks in- we seldom find such good advice Babies can be raised in this eli- 

sist we should say potato ay given here outside of Oshkosh. mate successfully. Forest county 

“‘beetle,’’? while occasionally one always has a good crop.—John 

may be so far gone toward com- Grounders for Gardens. Bradley. 

plete imbecility as to use that Lep- Just a few pointers for the am- A phonograph placed in the po- 

lino,—stuff in the first line. ateur war gardeners by some of — tato pateh will keep the bugs busy 

Farmers and big potato growers our prominent citizens: ‘“tangoing’’ and they won't harm 

know what to do. These few sug- Carrots should be pulled up and the vines.—John Scory. 

gestions are shaved every Saturday and then Pickled cucumbers can _ be 

FOR THE BEGINNER packed back in the ground. raised by injecting a __ little 

Watch for the first adult Whiskers on carrots always “booze”? into each one. This 

beetles: turn over the leaves to tickled our throat.—G. H. Daw- saves the house frau the bother 

find the orange-colored egg clus- son. of preserving them.—F. A. Sa- 

ters. Pick the beetles by hand Beans jump out of the ground browski. 

dropping them into a pan that quicker if rolled in vaseline be- To raise pumpkins without 

has a little kerosene in the bottom. fore planting ——Egbert Wyman. holes in them take a double bitted 

Crush the egg clusters. Even Be sure to place a pan of soaked ax and mash them down every 

with these precautions some will bread near the pea plants. You morning. The hired girl can do 

escape and it will be necessary to never can tell when a pea plant this to keep down her weight.— 

“spray’’ in order to poison the wants a lunch and it must be R. J. MeMillan. 

young bugs, as these are the ones handy for him, otherwise he dies. You can raise good collar but- 

that do the eating. —A. E. Germer. tons by grafting radishes onto to- 

Spraying or rather combating A pinch of black pepper matoes. It takes a good Forest 

the potato beetle with poison is a sprinkled on the seed will put the County ‘‘grafter’’ to do this, 

simple process. Use Paris green ‘‘pep’’ in the young peppers and — though.—John Skinem. 

and lime. A heaping teaspoonful make them grow to enormous size. Tomatoes will ripen quiek if you 

of paris green to a gallon of wa- —James Paul. let a young ‘“‘chieken”’ walk thru 

ter is a heavy dose. Get a lump As soon as the cucumbers get the rows in a short skirt. They 

of fresh lime and slake it by pour- large enough to notice things, get that natural blush sooner and 

ing water on it drop by drop un- separate the male ones from the pola it longer.—C. A. Moe. 

til it crumbles; add a small hand- female ones, for if you don’t they . . | sf 

ful of this to the Paris-green- vill spend all their time flirting Treat your corn seed with 
e Paris-green- will spenc g j . -e it 

water mixture and apply with a and won’t grow. A wild cucum- white pop if va Wally 10! Use 
- : g 3 for pop corn.—F rank Hellstrom. 

whisk broom. Paris green is not ber is no good.—Len Russell. - . wood 

soluble in water and will settle Cabbage heads should be fitted Unless you, want a crop of woot 

quickly in water, therefore keep with breakfast caps as soon as peekers don’t plant bird seed.— 

a wooden paddle in the pail and they begin to develop. The hot Ted Lutterman. ; 

stir frequently. sun is hard on their domes.— To raise cobless corn, place 

Presumably every one knows Martin Georgeson. Blue Jay corn plasters on each 

that Paris green is poinsonous and Be sure to plant the seed right young plant. This will pull the 

ought not to be kept in a baking side up. Many a man has lost a cob out when it develops.—aAtt 

powder can in the pantry. While good garden through this little Netzel. 

a small quantity taken internally — error.—Chas. Taylor. To keep turnips from turning 

would prove fatal, there is little Hell can be raised in any gar- up, pound them on the head when 

danger of absorption through the den patch with a large-footed young with a 6 lb. hammer.— 

skin. dog.—A. E. Karlberg. Henry Mundt.
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A LARGE STOCK OF JEWELL 

Apple, Cherry and Plum Trees, Grape Vines, MINNESOTA 
Blackberry and Raspberry Plants, GROWN 

and Strawberry Plants 
Both Everbearing and common varieties. Nursery Stock 

And a general line of ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS and ROSES. Complete assortment 
All stock clean and thrifty, the best that can be grown in Wisconsin, of Fruit and Orna- 

ee mental stoex in all 
varieties suited to 

GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY CO. northern culture, A 
Write for catalog and prices Baraboo, Wis. ee Boar 

SS break Stock, Ever- 

sas . . - greens (Conifer- 
Notes on the Cultivation of Some | green, which is objectionable for ous), Deciduous 

Staple Vegetables. market carrots. Shrubs, Apples and 
ay Native Plums. 

. Beets. AGENTS WANTED 
W. Saxsy Buair, Superintendent, Beets for early use should be 

Experimental Station, Kent- started as early as possible on weli 

ville, Nova Scotia prepared ground. For winter use The Jewell Nursery 

seeding toward the last of May, or Compavy 

Carrots and Parsnips. early in June, is advised, as the Lake City, Minnesota 
= . beet does not become so large. 

tho should a Seni “a at sAny good. sdil will develop good 3333 Se 

oughly prepare Soil of f008e beets providing a uniform growth 
open texture, to admit of even . . . . an ‘ is maintained. A civecked growth ‘“ . 
root development. This is especi- . We have a Fine Lot ally t a 4) f . has a tendency to produce fibre. 

as hows in ‘the: case ‘ edie The seed is sown in rows and of Plants for the 

naar ao sol ‘ eveloPs @ the plants thinned to three or four Garden” 
rly shaped and rooty parsnip.  j, ches apart. 

The ground may be spring or fall ments: 3 SEND FOR LIST 
manured, ploughed deeply and Beans, Ss 
thoroughly worked. Beans do best on a fairly rich 

The seed is sown in the open soil, and unlike the pea, require J. E. MATHEWSON 
ground usually before the middle a warm situation and warm soil. SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 
of May, in rows two and one-half While the pea will do well on a 

fect. apart. The carrots may be fairly heavy soil, the bean likes a 
thinned to two inches apart, and loose, friable soil for best develop- germs: 
the parsnips four inches. If car- ment. The seed should be sown ‘ 

Tots are spaced too far apart in not earlier than the middle of May. Quality Stock 
the row they become too large for They are usually planted in rows ive jotrawberrieg Fruits 
table use. The ground should be two feet apart, and the seed Apple 
Tich enough and sufficient mois- dropped two to three inches apart WISCONSIN GROWN 
ture maintained by frequent cul- and one to one and one-half in- for Wisconsin Planters. Read 
tivati : our Price List before you ation to continue an even ches deep. buy, and save money. 
growth throughout the season. Suecessional sowings may be : 62nd Year 

The root should be kept covered made every two weeks until the Kellogg’s Nurseries 
with soil to the top, preventing middle of July, for the purpose of Box 77, Janesville, Wis. 
the top of the root from becoming extending the season into the fall. Seannreaserrrenerrsenearenseaes’
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i AnAttractive Home Means 

Contentment 
i. a i ” 

a Keep the children at home by making 

‘ = by (9 them proud of it. The most effective 

th . and economical way to do this, is to 

. beautify the lawn. Careful arrange- 

In 2 ment and good plants are essential. Our 

* Landscape Department has specialized 

4 in this work, is familiar with Wiscon- 

“ sin conditions, and has probably the 

eT Y largest assortment of choice nursery 

— stock in the state to select from, 

° 
White Elm Nursery Co. 

Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

| 

rR 

Th Ki k V ll WISCONSIN'S FAVORED FARM FOR SALE 
e 1c apoo a ey FRUIT. DISTRICT , With orchard that 

‘ 
Our Specialty: Planting and Develop'ng orchards for non-residents. CANNOT BE BEAT 

. ‘i ee . IN WAUSHARA COUNTY” 
A tew choice trees for sale. If interested, write us. 180 ecres good sand loam adapted ‘or 

Belatoge: corn clover and rye, beautiful 
rout ate ig t h past 

THE KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPAKRY land; abo t 20 acres tmber. 
Orchard 50. 2pple trees in their 

GAY MILLS, WISCONSIN H pope, worth $7000. 
—_—_—_——_$— and FIOME "excellent locatio . 

Thisproperty is a money making bargain ; to someone who li-es to handle apples. 
Onions. loose around the plants and all Brice:#45:00\ per nets: - : APPLE FRUIT FARM 

: . weeds from starting. Pine River, Wis. 
Onions do best on a light loamy The falling down and withering 

. . : e . ” « ‘o TERE Fee re 

soil rich in plant food. Light of the tops indicates maturity, at 
Joams can be worked to better ad- whieh time the onions should be as possible and the air be dry. 
vantage than heavier loams and pulled. They are left for a week * * * 

do not dry out so badly during to dry, after which they may be 

summer, An abundance of avail- topped and put into slatted crates Cabbage. 

able plant food is neeessary if op put into these erates without top- Any good garden soil will grow 

profitable crops are to be obtained, ping, taken to a shed and allowed eabbage. A warm, well drained 

and consequently a soil that has {0 cure for two or three weeks, after sandy loam, very rich in plant food, 

been manured for several seasons which they are ready for market or — is best for early cabbage. A north- 

previously should be selected. storage. The advantage of the ern exposure is best for late eab- 

The seed is sown in rows on the crate is that a small bulk of onions —bage and a heavy soil may be used. 

level ground 12 to 14 inches apart — jg together with plenty of ventila~ The cabbage is a gross feeder and 

and 4 inch deep. Seeding should tion, whieh is very necessary for there is no danger from making the 

be done as soon in the spring as proper curing for storage or ship- ground too rich. For early cabbage 

possible, so that the plants will ment. They should not be stored in — start the seed about March 15. The 

get well established before the dry, bags or in large piles in bulk. seedlings are transplanted to two 
hot weather of summer. They may be stored in slatted bins inches apart three weeks later, and 

Maintenance tillage is done arranged one above another, 10 will be ready for the open ground 

rineipally with the hoe, and con- to 12 inches deep. If stored the carly in May. ‘The plants are Pp pally 3 I 

sists in keeping the surface ground temperature should be kept as low usually set on the level in rows 30
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_————E Se 

PATENTED AUG.13,1907 

The Hawks McKAY NURSERY OOF ; 
(A Seen Nursery COMPANY Eg Ex | EASY Std 

Co pany PARDEEVILLE, WISCONSIN mad poe Has 

are in a position to Nursery Stock of BERRY BOXES 
furnish high grade Quality Crates, Bushel Boxes 
Nursery Stock of all for Particular Buyers and Climax Baskets 

kinds and varieties Have all the standard varieties As You Like Them 
suitable to Wiscon- as well as the newer sorts. Can rive manufacture the Ewald Patent ‘ 

a . : Folding Berry Boxes f Love sin and other north- supply you with everything in that give satisfaction. Berty box. aud . . « :. crate terial in the K. i ern districts. Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, jots our specialty. “We constantis cong 
Vines and Ornamentals. rato 16 oun frat all nde. uh 

‘Will be glad to 2g Let us suggest what to plant ieee cer ud Ene Meee ash oe 
ure on your wants both in Orchard and in the folding boxes, and erates in K. D. from 

* * decoration of your grounds. Milwaukee. Promptness js essential in 

either in large or Prices and our new Catalog ff | anil, mut, ani ve inte do or ¢ ly small quantities. sent promptly upon receipt of orders. A postal brings our price list. 
your list of wants. . - _ . Cumberland Fruit Package 

' . Nurseries at Company 
Wauwatosa, Wis. Waterloo, Wis. Dept, D, Cumberland, Wis. 

——————— 
| _ 

saecaryaries SF olas aavnne . i. growth is necessary to develop good 
inches apart and 18 inches apart in jest Continuous growth is impor- qliality. Like most of the 1 , 5 TOW ate -eabbave are usally , ality. Like + AOE 
the TOW: Late cabbage ag usually tant, and anything that tends to crops, they develop best durine the 
grown from seed sown thinly in a cheek the plant in any way should ps, They develop best durmg the 

cold frame early in May and plants becaveided. Diy wantlian aera Fic damp, cool fall weather, and the ad- 

from these are set in the field about salts div failive, ind where water: vantage of late sceding 8 that they 
the middle of June, spacing the ins is possible it may be advisable make little growth during the hot 

plants in rows 32 inehes apart and Kor early and late cauliflower start SWUMEr, developing a succulent tis- 

20 to 22 inches apart in the row. the seed ‘anil handle the same as for sué in: the fall. swell Hurnips The usual maintenance tillage early and lato cabbage, oxeopt that planted early are very liable to be 

should be given during the summer, none earefui siventoy should be cheeked in growth during the heat 

and the ground not allowed to be- given to detail in the development ot the Seen developing a root come hard and compact or to dry Of pliitis, Like the walbare, i containing much fibre, and lacking 
_— oe in quality. 

ont. . . takes about seven weeks to develop | . 
In the storing of late cabbage eut a stocky, properly hardencd-off 

the heads during a dry day and plant. They may be spaced in the Corn. 

wi where good venice 's ee field the same as cabbage. A warm, friable, vieh soil should 
sible. The air should be kept dry When the heads are three to four be seleeted for garden comm. The 
ind the temperature.as low ‘as pos: inches in diameter the leaves should — seed is sown in hills three and one- 
sible. The heads should be placed jo tied together over the head in or- half feet apart each way, and five on sla ; vos far e apar : . we . mn slatted shelves far enough apart der to develop a good white flower. plants allowed to develop in a hill. 
to store two or three tiers of eab- The seed is sown soon after the mid ba ith a g shance for venti- ‘ ae yr : : _ i . witha na 4 ohne f n ent} Turnips. dle of May. Early and late varie- 
atio r shelves. -on- ‘ . f . i “ esne a ibe, The early turnips may be sown _ ties should be planted to extend the ine tmosphere renders cabbage «ays . 
ti cua mosp an Tenders cabbag as soon as the ground is fit, in well supply of table corn into the fall. 

stora, ssible. . 5 5 . 
Be Impossible prepared soil. The Swede turnip As is the ease with peas and beans, 

Cauliflower. should be sown about the last of constant surface cultivation to keep 
The cauliflower requires a cool, May. They do best on a good loam the weeds down and maintain a 

rich loam. A northern exposure is retentive of moisture. Continuous loose surface mulch is necessa ry.
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One of the many 7 TC! -) (re 
homes our Landscape ae. x 

Department has 3 cane $5 (ase / aC 
, nis BS Fakes: i 

helped to make at- or Se ta 

tractive. ; Phieaaas | 

We are now ready [ume ‘ 
to help you make ; on a 
your place a Beauty ne , | 
Spot. heer 

A booklet showing places | | 

we have planned and planted | 

is free. | } 

You want the best varie- 

ties when planting your 

Orchard, Home Grounds or 

Fruit Garden. Our cata- | 

logue tells you about them. 5 

The Coe, Converse & Edwards Go., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis 

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 
CT ATR 

Lime Sulphur 

Arsenate of Lead 
. Dry and Paste Form 

Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution 

Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION
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Uncle Sam’s Latest Vegetable of the work deseribed the use of a pine which would impart a_ dis- 

Preserver. mixture of corm-meal and water agreeable flavor to the product. 

Blanchard Harper which had heen allowed to sour to (On the bottom of the harrel place 

When L was a child living in produce lactic acid) whieh is the a layer of dill and a handful of 

. . 2 : preserving clement. Later experi- mixed spice. Add another layer 

Japan, one of my vivid mMemMorles ents showed the cornm-meal to be of dill and another handful of 
is of standing by to watch the wives . ny : . = 

ss : . : unnecessary and unwise. The proe- spice when the barrel is half full, 
of the men servants working with . acermarvatiin as ‘ . . 
Ghat We ehildvenh ealied their ess) can not be unreserved|s vee- and when almost full a third layer. 

“piekles."” ‘Their “pickles"” were ommended for all sorts and condi- Ifa keg or crock is used the amount 

: : , tions of vegetables and the vege- — of dill and spiee ean be redueed in 

Cae plants about the sizesol a ben's fables are acid when removed— — proportion to the size of the re- 

egg, cucumbers full grown with the just as sauer-kraut and dill pickles ceptacle.) Tf beets or string beaus 
BOGUS HeUOTIEL Gute and the skins on, avevacid, but it is useful for veeo= are to be served like fresh vege 

ae “anon phe Rage Fapanese tables like young beets, carols. tables, no spice should be added. 

Veemteceateons « Chast led ave! sa ee cabbage, cucumbers, ete., not suffi: When the container has been filled 

Pee tion ones paiedl Kies wun ciently ripened or mature to keep within a few inches of the top add 

: in a root cellar or packed in sand a layer of covering material—beet 
dust in wooden buckets and cover- — . . : 2 

ed with salt brine. After fermen- For the winter, tops. “ ene lenyes-ebont am 

tation for some time, they were The following is from a prelim- inch thick. This layer protects the 

taken out as wanted, earefully inary deseription of the process \emeta bles beveaun agaist on 

washed in several waters, then slic- sent out in typewritten form by the Spotlage eens m the surtage 

od and served at the meals consist- U.S. Department of Agriculture, u the fermenting Daterial, Press 

ing mainly of boiled rice and fish. " down with : glean board ‘eoxer 
Dietctieally the ‘pickles’? added How to PRESERVE VEGETABLES BY weighted with bricks or stone. Do 

just) the elements needed by the FERMENTATION not, however; EO ee of vellow 

other components of the meal for The fermentation method for the “ witteh ie oF welams ot Line 

a balanced ration—altho I did not preservation of vegetables should stone on sane stone: re acid pro- 

understand that or think of it for be of value to those who like avid lured by the fermentation iacts 

many years after— foods, and lack receptacles for their pon Time. F : 

The process is a good one from — canned products. The vegetables Make a brine by adding 1 round! 

the stand point of ceonomy in the are not cooked, but are put down i aallt fo 10-quarts of water To 

conservation of foods—eeonomy in a salt brine in any non-metal each 15 quants of belie: 80 made 

not only of utensils but labor, fuel water-tight container, and are then add d quart of'winegar.. Add suit: 

and containers, for by this method, — sealed up with paraffin, or other- cient brine to cover the material 

stoneware jars or wooden or fibre wise made air tight. Under this and allow J ferment, phe 

pails of several gallons capacity — treatment lactic acid develops, and length of hime required for fer 

ean be utilized in place of the now — this aeid, the value of which as a mentation depends upon the tem- 

high priced glass jars, and tin food has been recognized, acts as a perature. In a warm place only 

eans. We are so accustomed to re- preservative. The Bureau of from 5 days to a week may he nee- 

gard bacteria as a bugaboo, that Chemistry has found this method — CSS@Ys in a cool cellar it may take 
few of us realize that the beneficent most suecessful in preserving eu- from 3 to 4 weeks. 

bacteria far out number the malig- — cumbers, chayotes, beets, and string During the first stages of fer- 

nant. It is the utilizing of some of — beans. mentation there is always more or 

these beneficent germs that forms Wash the vegetables, if neces- less bubbling and foaming of the 

the basis of this process. sary, this of course being most im. brine. After this ceases, a thin 

The Dept. of Chemistry of the portant in the case of beets. In film appears, spreading rapidly 

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture has — the case of string beans, the strings over the whole surface and devel- 

been experimenting on processes should first be removed. Pack the oping quickly into a heavy folded 

for preserving vegetables by fer- vegetables into a clean, water-tight © membrane. This scum is a growth 

mentation in brine solutions of barrel, keg, or croek, avoiding the — of yeast-like organisms which feed 

various kinds. The first account — use of tubs made of yellow or piteh — pon the acid formed by fermenta-
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tion. If allowed to grow undis- other may break the paraffin seal, not be kept by storing or early 

turbed, it will eventually destroy thus necessitating resealing. If ones not available later in the sea- 

all the acid and the fermented ma- the containers are not opened wn- son should) be preserved. — Late 

terial will spoil. As free oxygen til cold weather, the vegetables — beets, for example, ean be kept bet- 

of the air is absolutely necessary should keep without spoiling until — ter in the cellar. 

for its growth, the exclusion of air they are used up. Tf opened in 

from the surface of the brine will warm weather they have a tend- Sauerkraut 

entirely prevent the formation of — eney to spoil rapidly unless. the The method of putting up eab- 
thisseum. There are three feasible paraffin is reheated and the eon- bage by fermentation has several 

methods of exeluding the air. tfainer resealed immediately. advantages over the present. proe- 
1. Use an oil like cottonseed oil, 3. Pack the container as full as oss of making sauerkraut. The be- 

which floats on the surface and — possible and then replace the head. lief that only late or fall cabbaee 
effectually prevents air from reach- In using this method for the fer- © siitable enn % ogniiogks sau 

ing the brine. Care should, of mentation of beets, cucumbers. gy eal ca lees 

course, be taken to select oil free chayotes or string beans, allow the conducted in the “Bureau, If 
from any odor or taste other than product to stand for 24 to 48 hours properly handled excellent) sauer- 
that possessed by a good grade. after board and weights have been yay eat be made from cabbage 
Brine with a layer of paraffin oil added. During this period most maturing at any season of the eae 
or cottonseed oil one-half inch — of the gas first formed escapes. 43, careful, howaven, to use only 
thick on the surface will keep in- The boards and weights are then mature, sound cabbage, keep every. 

definitely. The only objection to removed and the container headed {hing serupulously cloati dwing 

the use of a liquid oil is the diffi; up tight. Bore a one-inch hole in ine whole process, and follow ex- 
culty of removing if from the pre- the head and fill the barrel fully cty the directions given for treat- 

served vegetables. with brine, leaving no air space. rier tli RITES Of Be LRiie Rien 

2, Cover the surface with very Let stand until bubbling — has fermentation has. ceased. 

hot melted — paraffin. Paraffin, ceased. Add more brime if) possi Remove the outer green leaves of 

sufficiently hot to make the brine ble, and plug the vent tight. If the cabbage, just as if it were be- 

boil when poured upon it, forms a — the barrel does not leak, fermented ing prepared for boiling, as well as 

smooth even laver before harden- products put up in’ this manner all decaved ak Wiuiged leaves. A 

ing. Upon solidifying it effects an will keep indefinitely. The use of yey loolsiiiee product is secured 

air-tight seal. Paraffin is easier to this method in repacking ferment- when the cores are removed. Tf no 

handle than liquid oil, and does not ed product serves to economize — jngtrument for coring the cabbage 

remain on the fermented vegetables — space and prevent spoilage of the is at hand, quarter the head, and 

when they are removed from the brine and upper layer of the prod- — gice off the eore et each Beaten, 

receptacle. Furthermore, paraffin uct. The vegetables may be trans- Shred the cabbage either in one of 

can be used over and over, thus cut. ferred after bubbling has ceased the shredding machines manufae- 

ting down expense. If it becomes from the original containers to tured for this purpose, or by eut- 
dirty it can be heated to a high kegs and barrels whieh are then ting it into thin slices with a large 

temperature and strained through headed up as has just been de- knife. Pack the shredded eabbage 

cheesecloth or a thin layer of eot- scribed. at onee into a clean, water-tight 

ton. The only disadvantage in us- If cottonseed oil or paraffin is peeeptacle, as a eider or wine bar- 

ing paraffin lies in the fact that gas used to cover the brine, it is ad-— yel, keg, or tub. Four or five- 

developing below the layer will — visable to so adjust the amount of — gallon receptacles, as earthenware 

break the seal. If the paraffin brine and the weights on the cover — ¢roeks, are recommended for small 

breaks, it should be removed, re- that the brine comes up to, but not — families where larger quantities 

melted, and replaced. over, the cover. Thus only the might spoil before the sauerkraut 

Before scaling containers with brine exposed between the cover — could be used up, after opening the 

paraffin, set them where they will and sides need be oiled or para- container. 

not be disturbed until the contents — ffined, thereby saving covering ma- As the cabbage is packed into 

are to be used. Any attempt to — terial. the barrel or erock, add salt in the 

move them from one place to an- Only those vegetables which ean- Continued on p. 201
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The Apple Grading Law that apples having healed over in- — sale, or shipped for sale, shall hear 

CHAPTER 492, LAWS OF 1917. sect punctures, small scab or bloteh upon the outside of one end in 

. . infections, fruit spots, or other de- plain letters or figures, or both, the 

AN ACT to create section 1668m fects which, taken singly or collec; name and address of the person by 

of the statutes, relating to stand- tively, do not materially deform or whose authority the apples were 

ard grades for apples grown MM discolor the fruit or injure its packed, the true name of the va- 

the state, and providing a pen- keeping quality, shall be admitted — riety, the grade of the apples there- 

alty. to this grade. in contained when packed or ve 

The people of the state of Wiscon- Fourth: ** Wisconsin Unelassi- packed, and the minimum size or 

sin, represented in senate and — fjed’? shall consist of apples which — the numerical count of the fruit in 

assembly, do enact as follows: do not conform to the foregoing the package, provided that apples 

Scetion 1. A new section is ad- specifications of grade, or whieh — packed in boxes may be branded 

ded to the statutes to read: See though conforming are not brand- Extra Fancy in liew of Standard 

tion 1668m, 1. The standard ed in accordance therewith; pro-  Faney; Fancy in licu of Standard 

wrades for apples grown in this vided, that if more than ten per A; ‘'C7’ in lieu of Standard B. 

state when packed in closed pack- — centum of the apples are badly de- If the true name of the variety is 

ages shall be as follows: formed or badly discolored by — not known to the packer or the per- 

First: ‘Wisconsin Standard — scab, bloteh, insect injury or other — son by whose authority the apples 

Fancy’? shall consist) of hand- defects, the package containing are packed or branded, then such 

picked, properly packed apples of — them shall besmarked ‘*Culls’?? in’ yareity shall be designated as ‘*un- 

one variety, which are well grown addition to the other marks or known.’? Every package of ap- 

specimens, normal in shape, uni- — brands required by this section. ples which is repacked shall bear 

form in size, of good color for the 2. In the interpretation of this the name and address of the per- 

variety, and which are free from — section a tolerance of five per son by whose authority it is  re- 

dirt, insect injury, fungous disease, — centum below the standard shall he packed. The letters and figures 

bruises and other defects, except allowed in the Standard Fancy used in marking or branding closed 

such as are necessarily caused in grade, ten per centum in’ the — packages of apples under the pro- 

the operation of packing. ‘‘Uni- Standard A grade, and fifteen per — visions of this section shall be of a 

form in Size’? shall be construed centum in the Standard B grade; — size not Tess than thirty-six point 

to mean that apples contained in provided that not more than half Cothie. 

any one package shall not vary — the foregoing tolerance values shall 5. The marks and brands pre- 

more than one-half inch in diame- be allowed on any single grade — seribed in this section may be ac- 

ter. specification or defect. Such tol- companied by any — additional 

Second: ° Wisconsin Standard crance shall apply to size, color, marks or brands which are not in- 

A’ shall consist of hand-picked, and other grade specifications and — consistent with or do not in any 

properly packed apples of one — shall be computed by counting or way obseure the marks and brands 

variety, which are well grown weighing the specimens which are required by this aet. Apples 

specimens, normal in shape, of not — judged to be below the standard packed and branded in accordance 

less than fifty per centum of good for the grade in any respect, and with the United States apple grad- 

color for the variety, and which — those which are found to be small- ing law approved August. third, 

are practically free from dirt, in- er than the minimum size marked nineteen hundred and twelve, shall 

sect injury, fungous disease, bruis- on the package. be exempt from the provisions of 

es and other defeets, except such 3. In all of the grades specified — this seetion. 

as are necessarily caused in the op- in this section, the apples included 6. The minimum size of the 

eration of packing. in the face or shown surface shall fruit in all grades, shall be deter- 

Third: ‘‘Wisconsin Standard — fairly represent the size and quali- mined by taking the transverse di- 

B” shall consist of hand-picked, ty of the apples in the package. amter of the smallest fruit in the 

properly paeked apples of one 4. Every closed package con- package. Minimum sizes shall be 

variety, which are well grown and — taining apples grown in the state stated in variations of one-fourth 

practically free from insect injury of Wisconsin which is sold, offered of an inch, as two inches, two and 

and fungous disease; provided, or exposed for sale, packed for one-fourth inches, two and one-half
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inches, two and — three-fourths — failure of the person, as well as of evenly throughout) the cabbage. 

inches, and so on. the official or employe. The words — Experiments have shown that the 

7. No person may pack for sale, ‘*closed) package’? shall mean a addition of approximately 21% 

ship for sale, offer or consign for box, barrel or other package, the pounds of salt to each hundred 

sale, or sell, in closed packages, any — contents of which cannot be easily — pounds of shredded cabbage gives 

apples grown in this state whieh — inspeeted when such package is the best flavor to the kraut. When 

are not graded, packed and marked — closed. the barrel or eroek is nearly full. 

or branded in aecordance with the 11. The enforcement of the pound down the eabbage as firmly 

provisions of this section and the — provisions of this section shall be as possible and cover with a clean 

regulations made hereunder, or — vested in the commissioner of Agri- board — cover, It is advisable, 

closed packages of apples bearing culture, and his officers, employes though not essential, to place a 

any false statement, design, or de- and agents are authorized to enter clean cloth over the cabbage before 

viee regarding such apples within upon the premises of any person the cover is put into place. The 

the meaning of this act. Within this state for the purpose of — salt soon extracts a certain amount 

8. Any person who violates any — inspecting packages of apples and — of juice from the cabbage, so that 

of the provisions of this section, ov seeuring evidence of violation of a weight of clean bricks or stone 

of the regulations promulgated — this seetion, and the said commis- sufficient to bring the brine well 

hereunder, shall be deemed guilty — sioner of Agriculture is hereby au- above the board cover should be 

of a misdemeanor and upon conyie- — thorized and empowered to make, — added. 

tion thereof, shall be punished by a promulgate, and enforee such Now set aside the barrel or erock 

fine of not more than fifty dollars regulations as may be necessary and allow fermentation to proceed 

for the first offense and not more — for interpreting the grade specifi. undisturbed. In cold weather, or 

than one hundred dollars for cach — cations preseribed in this section, where the sauerkraut is placed in 

subsequent offense; provided, that and for otherwise enforcing its a cool cellar, three or five weeks 

no person shall be prosecuted un- — provisions; provided, however, that may be required to complete the 

dev this section who can establish any grades or classes of apples process. Tn a warm room it takes 

by satisfactory evidence that no packed in closed packages, or any — only from ten days to two weeks. 

part of the packing or branding of — requirements for marking closed As soon as fermentation starts, a 

the apples concerned was done by — packages containing apples, man- foam appears on the surface of the 

him or under his authority and datory as applying to interstate brine. This is followed by a film 

that he had no knowledge that they — commerce which may hereafter be which develops into a heavy scum, 

were not packed and branded in established by the authority of the — if allowed to remain. Skim. off 

accordance with said provisions congress of the United States shall this scum as often as it forms— 

and said regulations. forthwith, as far as applicable, be every day, if necessary. It feeds 

9. The provisions of this see- established and promulgated by upon the acid in the brine and, if 

tion shall not apply to apples in the commissioner of Agriculture as allowed to grow undisturbed, soon 

closed packages which are held, the official grades, classes and destroys both brine and kraut. As 

stored or shipped to storage within marks for apples packed in closed — soon as the gas bubbles cease to 

the state, until the same are packed — packages in the state of Wiseon- arise, the seum, if any has formed. 
for sale, offered or consigned for Sil. should be removed, and a layer of 

sale, or shipped for sale. Section 2. This act shall take hot melted paraffin about 4 to VW 
i Phesenl “ame” a el effect upon passage and publiea- inch thick poured upon the brine. 

herein shall be construed to include f”- 12 paraffin: ts not added, ile seu 
individuals, corporations, partner. Approved June 26, 1917. develops very rapidly during warm 

: , pore MORES: PAPLNG COPY LAW weather and soon destroys. the 
ships and associations. The act, - , . 5 on . . — acid of the brine and the sauer- 

omission or failure of any official Uncle Sam’s Latest Vegetabl kraut beneath. If the sauerkraut 
er employe of any person, when nole Ps atest: Megevable is made during the fall and stored 
such official or employe is acting PESOEVERS in a cool place, it is not necessary 

within the scope of his employe- Continued from p. 199 to add the paraffin, for the low 

jent or office, shall, in every ease, proportion of 1 pound of salt to 40 — temperature will prevent decom- 

le deemed also the act, omission or pounds of cabbage, distributing it position.
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Salt Method for Preserving Samin. Sprinkle a layer of salt in Home Canning 

Vegetables the bottom of the jar, then a layei (Mis. N. A. Rasmussen, Oshkosh. } 

ny ‘ ; . of beans or corn, then salt and re- 98E acd, SE es 
The following paragraphs from ; Saree fo ig ia (Kditor’s Note: This excellent 

3 an . peat until the jar is full. The top : ; 
the Chicago Tribune speak for article on home canning was un- 

: layer should be salt. Place a plate Raed 
themselves. A letter from Dr. . fortunately mislaid and could not 

‘ is ' over the top of the beans or corn, . Do. . Sow, 
Ceorge Leininger, manager of the . be found in time for an earlier is- 

Ba Dea dk 5 and press down well. It is not 
Dunning infirmary, brings to mind 3 sue.) 

P 5 z necessary that the jar should be non 2 . 
a third method that is practicable . s There are three important fea- 

. hs filled at one time. More may be x F 
and convenient. While he has ap- . . : {ures to be taken into considera- 

. . vos ‘in ie added from time to time as the . a — 
plied it to Swiss chard only, it is | . . tion when canning fruits and vege- 
. 2 _ foods ripen or are available. . . : Sire 
just as feasible in the preservation . tables, viz. cooking utensils, fruit 

' When ready to use, soak the beans . 
of any succulent green. We quote ‘ or vegetables and receptacles for 

‘ 5 : ee or corn over night and then pre- seks 
from his note as follows: I have sig 5) the finished product. 

. ee pare as if fresh. . 
successfully put up Swiss chard \ 7 5 As to utensils, one may have as 

. . . . Cucumbers for piekles—My 3 
_ for winter use by salting it down : ‘ elaborate an outfit as the pocket 

. ‘ erandmother’s way. Summer be- . . 
like kraut. It does not ferment : . book will afford or as there may 

‘ ‘ . .. ing a busy time, my grandmother oo. 
like kraut. but remains fresh as if g ey sy he room for in the cupboard but a 
‘ : left the making up of piekles until : . . . 
it came out of the garden. Any 3 Bcc simple, inexpensive and economical 

: : i winter and prepared for it as fol- . oe 
jar or keg may be used for salting a supply will suffice for the average 

i . . lows: The small eucumbers were 0" 3 — ‘ 
it down with an ordinary loose . 3 family canning, pickling and jelly 

. ways vathered daily and packed in lay- ~~ ™h: ‘ ° cover and weight on it. . . making. This should consist of at 
4 ers of salt in a stone erock. As . . : 

Mr. Joseph J. Budling, who has . . least. two granite dishes of about 
- ‘ brine formed a plate was placed ‘ . : 

experimented with beans and most " A 16 quart capacity either pans or 
‘ Z s over them and weighted with a Ns 

other vegetables by salting in this “ae kettles as one desires. a colander, 
. small bag about four or five inches : . 

manner, advises pounding enough, . a wire strainer, a sieve of some de- 
sy aye . square of salt so that the edges of — ; 

while filling, to create a liquid to . seription, a masher or ricer, ean 
: EoPiyk the bag reached the brine and . 

cover, testing 15 to 20 degrees salo- : funnel, several large spoons, 2 
moistened the salt enough to re- . . . 

meter test. However, these tech- : es slicer, a wire basket, a cherry pit- 
citi s place the salt dissolved by the juice : 

nicalities are important only to : : ter, a food chopper, an apple corer, 
r . : of the eueumbers. When wanted. é . 

large producers. The salient point . . a paring knife, a bottle brush and 
: freshen the cueumbers, and using ' ma 
is that the vegetable must be kept : : a jelly bag. This may seem rather 

. . : a little alum to make them brittle gers . . 
under its own brine and weighted mi ie . an extensive list but the actual cost 

. finish them according to any fa- . . 
down with a heavy stone or other 5 7 of the whole outfit is not more than 

;: . yored recipe. In the case of very . . . 

weight. Many housewives prefer * $6.00 and most of these articles 
small tender eueumbers the brine : rn 

heans salted to those eanned. One may be used in performing many 
Dae should be weaker—use less salt. ‘ : 

recently told of finding a crock other household duties. 

full of salted string beans which ( \ Salad for Winter Now about the fruit: First. it 
. ‘ucumber Salad) for aL . . 

had been misplaced three years be- must be in good condition if good 

fore in her ecllar, they were found Pare and slice cucumbers as for — pesults are expected. This does 

in perfect condition and eaten with use at the table. Pare and slice jot necessarily imply that nothing 

satisfaction by the family. For also one fourth as much of tender — jut faney fruit ean be used for all 

the instruction sheets issued at the onions. Sprinkle layers of cucum- — gorts and grades may be utilized to 

lectures in Conservation of Foods bers and onions with salt. Let excellent advantage if good judg- 

viven at the University of Wiseon- drain over night. If too much — ment is generously administered. 
sin for the delegates from the salt has been used rinse quickly The various stages of maturity 

county defense committees instrue- in fresh water in the morning. — should be considered. Fruit some- 

tions for packing beans and corm Pack in a freshly scalded crock, what green is best for jellies, fruit 

in salt were as follows: and pour over enough vinegar perfectly ripe tho firm is ideal for 
“cn j z A 3 4 oe 
Corn should be blanched (3 which has been diluted to taste. canning and fruit which is very 

min.) and then eut from the cob. scalded and cooled, to cover the ripe or past its prime makes jams 

Beans should be left whole, but cucumbers. Seal with olive or cot- and butters ereditable to any re- 

prepared for cooking and blanched — ton seed oil. past.
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A great deal might be said about The Housewife’s Opportunity being able to put up berries and 

home canning, in faet volumes of z fruits as they have heretofore. 
‘all tee. I 1 itten but One way American women may ° \ 3 i 

receipes ete, have been written bu ‘ . This cause of alar s b we te ; ae ; serve their country. This cause of alarm 7 not we 

a ew genera VINCIples may ye nv ros 4. : a z y The erlyl secre 

f 1 fit tl r ° Che United States is at war with founded, ‘The underlying secret 
of some benefit to the inexperiene- - . F permanent eanning ¢ “eserv- ] a nation whieh has the best organ- of permanent canning and preserv 

ed, . . i Ss PES , LCOESSILY. 
The fruit should 1 1 ized and equipped army the world '!& docs not rest on the necessity 

he fruit should be prepared, so : q So presenee of svr 
t bl ‘ prepa tt has ever seen. Back of that army of the presence of syrup, but ou 
ar as possibile, most convenlen or e : ‘ yet] bP oeyvepy ae Ve 

Hl ! Appl ; the people of Germany are likewise — the destruetion of every bacteria 
» CONS or. Apples, pears ¢ : * . , - ie Her Pples, pears ane ganized toa degree that to us is in the food to be put up and in the 

pine apples should be cored ; cher- reely conceivabl can and cover, by sterilization and ‘ . seareely concelvable. “aN & rover, DN § ne < 
ries, plums, ete., pitted and = the . wy: : : . 

i i . ‘ Statesmen and military experts sealing of the container absolutely 
stones should be removed from the 5 . : - 

Si cclin . have announced in no uncertain against the air. 
peaches thus climinating many an : ‘ a5. 

. . . . terms that from now on the war is A can which is not seeurely seal- 
embarassing situation as well as a : ‘ . 

. : _. to be a struggle for supremacy in ed, or whose contents has not been 

worm, have the fruit trees not been the production, conservation and | hl I . ‘ . : » CONSCHVE i thoroughly free hy " res- 

properly sprayed. If one desires distribution of food, rather than a a ee Hews rom “the [pres 
the fruit left whole, such as peach- . . $ cenee of bacteria, represents noth 

| f 1 contest” oF arms, ing but lost materials and wasted es and pears a syrup of sugar a . . . a “ oe . 
I vrUr EGU ane On the advice of the President cohe 

water should be made and the fruit . . g “RIICESIOS. 
t into the boili and his councillors, hundreds. of \t th tof the Wi . 

yu nto ne HOMME svrup 2 . 4 ve request of the IScOnsSIN 
! Of B syrup, j thousands of aeres of land in’ the it ' . 

course one lay Se . = . » ij State tie ral Socie noe 
“boil ‘nth my US oie United States never before culti- tale Horticultural Society, T pre 

01 ing in the can method if ated are being used to swell the pared samples of fifty-seven kinds 

mere effective results are desired. production of food. of apple products capable of being 

a a set rule as to ne The experienced gardener is re. put up for later use. Several oth- 
amount 0 sugar necessary Ss . . . . . * i us ; 1 sary this doubling his efforts, while a multi: ers might have been added, how- 
mus IC FOVETHEL Vv one Ss person- e . . 

a = GS PETC tude of men, women and children, ever, IT felt that the apple had 
al taste. Some fruits may be ean- ho have hither aid littl . pis 3 er 

. . who have hitherto paid little or no been sufficienlty vindicated as a 
ned entirely without sugar, but oars, 5 . : - 

. : . attention to the tilling of the soil, worthy competitor in the field of 
no fruit should require more than . . 4 aif . 

. . are now planting and cultivating. — ydyertised foods. 
a pound of sugar to a quart of can- ny . . o 

an ae The result of this unprecedented With deur gourd fit, Gea 
ned. fruit. The eans should be wo : Can, 's ? é 

5 . . activity cannot fail io be the pro- . | horough — sterilizati and 

thoroughly sterilized immediately * . , jars, thorough sterilization anc 
. Z : duction of vegetables, berries and 5 ji : 

before they are used and slightly ,.0.)- L a tight sealing, there is no reason 
2 _ . - fruit in vast quantities. ‘These . 

warm while fruit is being put in _ why the women of the land may 
| . . cannot be consumed ag fast as they . . 

and no silver fork, no aluminum . . not save hundreds of thousands of 
1 her foolish f . are gathered. On the women of hoch: 6 les that 
late nor other foolish faney is ne- ‘i vushels of apples that every year 
PHILEDGE | et. the land will fall the tremendous aPl 
cessary to prevent the can from . . + go to waste throughout the coun- 

kei task of storing up this great ex- . . . 
‘racking. AUER VIN . ‘y rare 2 prepare er ug ing _ cess. PRESERVE. DRY and "Y: Like care in the preparation 

Canned fruit should be stored CAN: Let these be the watch. f other fruits and berries may be 

ina dark cupboard " if ws isnot ands of the women of our coun- also be the means of similar sav- 

ei Ip WE ‘, hed. try! Overproduction, without — ing, the value and volume of which 
rece O yaper around each mal Pri " w . . 

m pay ‘ : the ability to keep, will avail us will be a revelation. 
vidual can, thus preserving the thi Thus, as L have demonstrated 

"| es . . nothing. s, as ave de strated, 
color of the fruit, this is particu- ny . 5 

5 ‘ 4 he list of garden and orchard — the apple may be used to form the 
larly true of strawberries. Tach : , : . 

- ag products which cannot be success- bulk of many products in combina- 
can should be labeled as it is some- an 1 for fut : ‘i ith oth : 

- : nily stored for re use is sur- tion with other more expensive 
times difficult to tell the black rasp- a ‘ storec W ure use : UE . . pens 
berries from the black berries and Prisingly small. Neither is the fruits and by this means affording 

: Q Sa 
blue berries, and should you wish Cost of preparation nearly as great a great variety of flavors at far 

John to bring a ean of plums he as-is generally presumed. The less cost than where the other 

would not favor you with pickled cost of sugar is now so great that T fruits are used exclusively. 

heets. . apprehend many women despair of Mary Parker Morgan.
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N. A. Rasmussen..............Ex-officio an . . . 
D. & Bingham, veiciirrsrrss + Bx-offielo Phe latter part of August is al- by every member who has fruit or 
F. Cranefield ................, Bx-officio Ways selected for the summer meet- flowers fit for exhibit. The pre- Ast Dist., A. Martini......./Lake Geneva. A : 
and Dist. BJ: Gow... +s.+ Ft -Avkinaon: ing as that time comes as near be-  miums are better than ever and 

r ist., H. H. Morgan.........Madison - Le preseus ae bat i ‘ age 
4th Dist., Henry Wilke........Milwaukee Ing a slack season as the fruit ought to bring out a fine exhibit. 
Sth Dist., C. V. Holsinger...Wauwatosa SreRpERS aaNet Aa FE ase + aq * 
6th Dist.. H. c. Chvictoncehons. -Ostkestt grower or gardener ever finds, just The regular exhibitors will be on 
7th Dist. : SMe. after Sinall fruit ¢ cherries: : : an piste Wm, Toole, Sfx. ‘Gia aeoine after small fruit and cherries and hand as usual but will the amateur 
SOE OI nae eee otureeon Bay just before apples. For the ama- and small grower be represented? 
hth BREE “aided.” CHIPS, Halls teur it is also a slack season and Remember the lists are open to all 

—— he should be on hand this year and the plate or peck of apples 
Na BOARD OF MANAGERS: as without fail. from a small orehard often stands 

L. G Reiloss ° Oshkosh will take the best of care a better chance of winning than 
— = of us both days and no one will that shown by the big grower. 

SUMMER MEETING regret a two day stay. A glance at The State Horticultural Society 
The summer meeting, Aug. 22nd the announcement shows the pro- will have an exhibit as usual and 

. B eee ope oY oWi » finishe 1 . ree . . 6 ani. 59 id, walle siesde vo adves. 2 Prowee will be finished the its officers will use their best cf- 

tights, Tieiele 5 raniindsr. There first day and the second day we — forts, as usual, to make the Fair a 
oo “ . © will be at the merey of members of — guecess “ou are invite - 

are the usual good reasons why we the Oshkosh Sacieti BULEEESS: MOG ais invited, nor only 
should. assemble at the sumiier 7% . a x . : ' to attend the fair but to participate 

e will see gardens and gardens | ; aki s fair. § 2 4 
meeting and this year one other ‘ithout end als lakes and rivers m making the fair. Send for a 
reason: We must “take stock? YU TOUE ene” also lakes and rivers. premium list anyway to O. E. 

Ove Saciety hae Ben onesof the cool spots for lunc heons: and the Remey, Seeretary State Fair Park. 
. line f cn tt 1 strange spectacle of a big excur- West Allis, Wis 
impelling forees e war garde . ‘ , SU AAS: WSs 

I rE ‘ : Mn ens te Feil sion steamer crossing corn fields 
movement and we may be neede -_—_ 

. lay De neecec” “and pastures. . . 
again next year. Therefore let us _ A Washing Machine Canner 
get together, look over this year’s The State Fair Some years ago an aeeount in 
work and see how we ean improve The State Fair premium list is Wisconsin Horticulture told of 

on it. out and should be read earefully how Mrs. Wm. Gilbert when she
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married and went to live on the The Apple Grading Law ty the secretary hopes that there 

farm used the wind-fall apples to may be found a sheaf of letters 
: . It has long been conceded by all : e 2 7 

make jelly which she sold and made 7 a which he has filed with a copy of 
who have studied the subject that . al . 

enough money to remodel her . wre : the speeial July 4th edition, 
kitel i] in OM Gil the first essential in successful mar- . . . . 

i, even ane he he Ms he ae keting is a high quality product Mhese letters coming quickly af- 
yert’s ingenuity has again been at soe . , wa . paper was aile 

; ” \ 1 . i the second the fixing of standards. ter the paper was mailed, show 
work and she has now made an The passage of the apple grad- clearly that our country comes first 

admirable steam pressure cooker ing law by the state legislature i the hearts of our members. 
for canning out of her washing 8 . . Yohnstinks . : : therefore marks the very first step Patriotism, a sense of the duty 
machine. Mr. Gilbert has a steam. é 5‘ . z 

. . a in advanee in the problem of mar. we owe to the land of our birth, 
boiler which he uses to inject steam cng ; ‘ . . 

: . keting farm produets in Wisconsin. are these things dead or esteemed 
for heating the mash, water and my . ae . . : 

‘ : P : ‘ Phe bill whieh was introduced only as something to be brought 
feed, ete., for his stock during the by Senator Everett at tl i : 

; : 5 vy Senator Everett at the reques Hom oecasonal rehearsal? 
winter. Mrs. Gilbert sends this 4) this Society had a rather ual out for occasional rehearsal ? : 

jet of steam into her washing ma- assave thr ' lovislative sone 5 Phese were questions the writer 
i I hie | | lvl | passage thru legislative seas, It asked over and over and, in a man- 

chine where she has already placed ag once marked for slaughter by ' tan answer conceived the 
1 jars of vegetables » steril- ‘ ' . ‘ . her to get an answer conceive : 

het Jars of vegetables to he steril the Senate Committee on State At- \ . . ny cee aae 
ized, and clamps down the cover fairs but was saved on the floor by Special Number. Phe answer, 

and lets them steam under the re- Senator Everett and finally passed complete and soul satisfying will be 

quired pressure for the required — hoth houses. read by the history writer when he 

time and then at the proper mo- The law fixes standards for ap. comes. All but one of these letters 

ment shuts off the steam and lets ples paeked and sold) in’ closed he may find and that one is too 

the washer cool down before re- packages such as boxes and barrels good to keep so long. [t’s from 

moving her cans or jars. The and probably baskets. Growers — the far west the land of the 1. W. 

washing machine is the ordinary who anticipate packing apples for W. the scene of Von Papen’s in- 

dolly style of washer, and the use — sale this year will need to read the — trigues. 

of it for canning in no way inter- law carefully. 

feres with its use five minutes after a - Colville, Wash, July 6, 1917. 

for washing because when wash- : . , . 
: es wae aie Madison Wins Gentlemen: When | subseribed 
ing Mrs. Gilbert always fills it with ‘ov Wi in Horticulture, 1 thot 

aia adoovillé. 46 . for Wiseonsin Hortir B, 
cold water and then tums. the Madison, not Pardeeville, is now | a om aly AweFedit 

] i i ; » , f" . Kaw Niapeary would get a realy + “ 
steam jet in until the water is the home of the MeKay Nursery 5 . 1 he 

ili if I Co monthly on Horticulture; but the 
heated to boiling if need be. We 0. j @ tal, which T am return 

. This fir as ay ewe, > Sate recent Special, whie i L = 
are all ready to bow our compli- his firm has passed the “strug- 1 an thi iL. ix ait appeal 

, 8 2 <10? stage ¢ i é ay avell! aw x with this mail, is an % ‘ 
ments to Mrs, Gilbert’s ingenuity. gling’’ stage and is now a well es. 1N8 . on ai ingulteto 

—. tablished coneern with a rapidly — for war at any price, # aes ‘ 

Send to the University corres- — erowing business. This being the anyone, who does his own think- 

pondence Study Department for case it is only natural that the man- ing, and does not let Downing and 

Extracts from Home Economics agers should seek a central loea- Wall Street do his thinking for 

Course 5. The course as a whole — tion. Madison offers infinitely bet- him. 

deals with “Spending the Family ter opportunities than a small My subscription is about run 

Income.’’ The extracts are a fine town for the business end and is out; and please do not offend me ut; I 
Cneise manual of Canning, Pre- also somewhat nearer to Waterloo any more with your publication. 

serving, Jelly-making, and Salting, the growing end. Yours for an HONEST Ameri- 

"" fruits, — and eggs. Madison is a winner and for that 64. free from BRITISH as well as 
rere are other notes given o atter so are the MeKays, : are t a tes g ut matter so are the MeKays, about Gorman rule. 

on ** Dairying. fifty-fifty. Name om Application) 
Send to the U.S. Dept. of Agri- 

culture for Bulletins 839 on Home P. S. Your own Bob La Foll- 

Canning by the Cold Pack Method An Echo ette is my ideal of how honest 

and 841 on Drying Fruits and When in the future material is | Americans should behave in- this 

Vegetables in the Home, sought for the history of this socie- war.
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Washington's Orchard ton for his orchard has since be- guished from anything else attack 

It ix said of Washingtons*Proyi- Come ene of the largest fruit reg- ing eucumber and squash by thi 

dence left him childless that his lS of the state. “Apple Pie yellow body with three black 

country might eall him Father,’ Ridge’? boasts of one orchard with stripes. 

That is a distinetion only one man? record of 600 barrels of apples S. B. Fracker, 

can achieve, but it is not the only Per acre. Assistant Entomologist 

way in whieh Washington was dis- s 

tinguished. — Besides the title : 5 

“Father of His Country.’ Wash- Squash Bugs Green Corn in Winter 

ington has some claim to the title A little late for talk about For more than 40 years we have 

“Father of American Hortieui- squash bugs but the following by — enjoyed green corn in winter and 

ture’, as will appear from the fol- Mr. Fracker of the State Entomo- like the product from the process 

lowing facts: logist office may still be helpful. to be described better than from 

On Mar. 18, 1774 George Wash- “No remedies which are com. drying or canning. Gather the 

ington leased to one William Bart- pletely satisfactory to growers and — cars when at best condition for cat 

lett 125 aeres of land. ‘tin the to entomologists are known for the ing. If too old it will be tough 

barens of Bullskin.’? a part of the — striped eucumber beetle. The — and if the juiee is watery instead 

present Berkeley Co., W. Va. ereatest. success seems to result of milky it will not keep well. 

The grantee was “to have and to — from efforts to cover the upper and Strip the ears carefully of the 

hold (the land) for and during the lower surface of the leaves with husks and silk. To make husk- 

lives of the said William Bartlett, spray materials or other finely di- ing much easier cut. off the butts 

Mary, his wife. and Frederick, vided substances. The beetles will close to the corn with a sharp 

their son and the life of the longest. not eat leaf tissue which is cov- butcher knife. Cook the corm on 

liver of them.’ In addition to six ered by sueh substances as lime. the ear in a large boiler until the 

pounds annual rent, it was agreed Bordeaux mixture or wood ashes (milk) has set giving a little less 

that Bartlett should leave a certain if the substance is applied in sueh — cooking than if for immediate use. 

“area of timber untouched, ereet the — a way as to completely cover the Ags soon as the ears have cooled af- 

buildings, raise 10 acres of “Eng. leaves and stems on all surfaces. ter taking from the water eut the 
lish Grass’? and ‘‘that within seven This may be aceomplished in the — corn from the eob, cut lightly and 

years an orchard of one hundred — ease of powders, such as ashes or — serape from the cob so there shall 

winter apple trees, at forty feet lime, by seattering them in the — be only corn to pack away. Have 

distance every way from each oth. — carly morning while the dew is still ready earthen ware jars sufficient 

er, and that one hundred peach — on the plants. to hold the quantity desired. In 

trees shall be planted on some eon- Commercial growers often cover the bottom of the jar place a one 

venient part of the said demised the plants with eheese cloth or inch layer of dairy salt, next a two 

land, and the same to be kept al- — sereens while they are small and jneh layer of corn, following with 

ways, during the continuance of — particularly subject to injury. Tt half inch layers of salt and two 

said term, well pruned. fenced in also still seems best to plant an ex- inch layers of corn until jar is full 

and seeured from horses, cattle and — cessive quantity of seed in order finishing with a one inch layer of 

other creatures that may hurt, and — to have a sufficient number of sur- salt. A wooden potato masher 

if any of the said trees shall die. viving plants after the insects have — should be used to press the corn in 

deeay or be destroyed. that others — taken their toll. firmly. The original recipe ealled 

of the same kind shall be planted These suggestions do not apply for a coating of lard over the last 

in their place, and the entire num- — to the large sucking insect known — layer of salt. 

ber thereof be kept up during the as the squash bug which seems to We now think it more conveni- 

said term.’’ ‘ he included in your request. This ent to pack in one or two qua t 

This orehard of 200 trees is sup- must be handled in an entirely dif- glass fruit jars, with about t'e 

posed to have been the largest or- ferent way and directions for it same proportion or less of salt and 

chard of its time. will be sent in ease you are trou- omitting the lard covering. Use 

It is interesting to note. further, bled by this insect. The striped the covers of course. Press the 

that the site seleeted by Washing-  cneumber beetle is usually distin- corn in firmly so that a little juice
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shows on the surface. Corn Receipts for Fifty-seven Apple With perforated skimmer lift the ap- 
Maw Le TS BIRIRS BH TUTE ples from water, hold a moment 

whether by this process or any oth- Products until drained and slide. carefully 

er should be taken eare of soon at- a” woe die into boiling syrup; continue until 

ter gathering, as it soon becomes Mrs, H. H. Morgan, Madison. bottom of kettle is covered; boil 
OF pe me < : soe ecomes 1. Candied apple until apples are sufficiently tender to 

tough after gathering. oN Die admit straw, then slide carefully 
1h S ocho ae . 7 . Make syrup of 2 cups sugar to 14 cup into jar and fill with syrup and seal 
To freshen for use place the water, May use less sugar or none. 

quantity needed over the fire cov. Use Jonathon, Bellflower or N. W. 

cred with cold water, bring slowly Greening apples, ; 7. Dried apples. Old fashioned. 
. . ae . Pare, core and cut in small slices, 

to sealding, drain off the water and simmer apples in syrup until clear, Pare, core and slice firm apples, 
repeat. The second water will Take apples out carefully and dry in String and hang up in kitchen or dry 

‘ A ee sun for 12 hours, attic until dry, 

probably freshen it enough; if not Roll in gran. sugar, repeating rolling May be stored in bags or cans. 
vive a third sealding. Then pre- daily until apples will not absorb 

. more sugar, 3 evaporate AS 
pare for the table as you would — pgck in glass jars 8. Evaporated apples. 
any other green corn. May be used in fruit cake or as con- Pare, core and 6lice firm apples, 

3 Willi Tool fection Spread on enameled pans and = dry 
Ham Toole. stowly in oven. 

2. Canned baked apples. These will be much lighter in color 

than the dried apples. 
Wash and core sound apples, 

, « ‘ ‘ Prick skin in several places Contribatious for thi eptentber Fill cavities with sugar, 9. Apple cider. 

number are respectfully solicited Bake, until tender in pan with little Tse only washed apples, 
but the editor reserves the right to Water, . Cut into pieces, press. 

. . . . Fill with syrup made of equal parts 

reject any subjeet matter referring sugar and water boiled 2 min 
< 3 . 0: . ay. 

to canning, drying, preserving or 10. Apple honey 
. 3 » vinegar. ai 6.4 9 i Tr 

anything that has to do with pots. 3. Apple vinegar. Pare, core and chop 3 qts. apples, sav- 
. Osis: WAVY aR eee te oo ing as much juice as possible, 

pans or kettles. (1 have done my — 1 cake Fleischmann’s yeast to Boil together for 10 iabiutes 
‘ . 5 gal. cider will make vinegar in 3 oRett ‘ 

hit and my nerves need rest for a months. 1 qt. water, 
IL) 2 ats. gran. sugar, 

Spells ‘i broken stick cinnamon, 
a 4. Apple bevereage. Juice of 2 lemons and the apple juice. 

Take 8 washed apples cut each in 4 Pour this over the apples and set aside 

| “Therefore 1 counsel that parts, mite 3 TOUTS — 
Lp » Yellow rind of % and juice of whole Beeln CNaner ware Kettle, 

all Isreal be generally gath- lemon “ whole Cook over moderate heat until clear 

ered unto thee, from Dan even 1 piece of cinnamon and 1% cupful and thick, | 
| , rast i 3 aes Seal in preserve jars. 

to Beer-sheba, as the sand that ser ete raisins and some of cur- : 
| a 5 : rants; 

Ss D Si - rultit $ a) wi 9 x Wate . — . . is by the sea for mul ude Boi! with 2 qts. water, pour through 11. Apples with whole wheat 

and that ‘thou go to battle in ~ Selves 
| thine . i Sweeten and serve cold. * cupful whole wheat flour (ground 

j fArne oun person, Instead of raisins and currants, a crust coarse or whole grain), 
1 ** So shall we come upon him of brown bread may be cooked with —', cupful whole wheat, 

> apples, omitting lemon peel. 6 ¢ ag artered, %4 ful sugar, | in some place where he shall PP. & DP } apples, quartered, % cupful sugar, 1 
| : . . | teasp. salt, ; 

be found, and we aeill light | 5. Apple with quince. 3 cupfuls water, 1 teasp. soda; 
| e Mix th fl hol heat i upon ) Ss t he 1 o falle th 1 a M1x he our or whole wheal grain 

! him as the det He . To every 4 Ibs. apples, allow 1 Ib. with a little water, and add soda. 
on the ground: and of him quince, pared, cored and quartered Bring to boiling-point, pour off water, 

and of all the men that are | and can same as in receipt for then add water again to cover, bring 
| we, he canned apples. to boiling-point again and drain, but 

with him there shall not be do not add any more soda. This 

| left so much as one. | 6. Apples—canned. should done still a third time in or- 
“MepeoNt IF The We I | der to take away any disagreeable 

| Moreover, if he be gotten | 1 1b. sugar. Juice and rind 1 lemon, flavor. Mix this scalded meal with 
, into-a city, then shall all Is- | 4 Ibs. apple, 1 at. water, the cracked wheat; add the salt and 

1 ne ne nnpe s | Use ripe Pippins or Bellflower, hoiling water. Cook slowly over 
| real br ing ropes to that cily, | pare, core and throw into cold water, night in fireless cooker. In the 

and we will draw it into the | Lift carefully from water, weigh, then morning add the apples and sugar. 

. ~ | put into porcelain-lined kettle; cover Transfer to an earthen dish or leave river i > , : ae 
| “wer, until there be OL ae with boiling water, bring quickly to in the fireless cooker utensil. Cover 
| small stone found there, boil, then simmer until tender; and cook again in fireless cooker for 
| 2 Samuel rvit—t1-13 Boil together 3 minutes the sugar, two hours, using one radiator. 
| water and grated rind and juice of Large avantities can be made at a 
== 1 lemon; time and sealed for future use.
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One of the many hk ee) ee 
homes our Landscape ae a 

Department has Es ee al 

helped to make at- cd ma No | 

tractive. , a Z | 

We are now ready |} ag Be 
to help you make ce oe 
your place a Beauty ee One 
Spot. Moe ade F 

A booklet showing places | 
we have planned and planted i 

is free. | 

You want the best varie- ] 

ties when planting your | 

Orchard, Home Grounds or ] 

Fruit Garden. Our eata- 

logue tells you about them. L Pas 

The Coe, Gonverse & Edwards Go., Nurserymen, Fort Atkinson, Wis 

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES 
cf 

Lime Sulphur 

. Arsenate of Lead 
Dry and Paste Form 

{ Bordeaux Mixture Nicotine Solution 

Kerosene Emulsion, Etc. 

CREAM CITY CHEMICAL WORKS 
774-778 Kinnickinnic Ave. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

WRITE FOR CIRCULARS AND INFORMATION
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A LARGE STOCK OF JEWELL 

Apple, Cherry and Plum Trees, Grape Vines M OTA 
PP Blackberry and Raspberry Plants, CROWN. 

Both Everbearing and common varieties. Nursery Stock 

And a general line of. ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS and ROSES. Complete assortment 

All stock clean and thrifty, the bestthat can be grown in Wisconsin. of Fruit and Orna- 

— _ mental stoex in all 

GREAT NORTHERN NURSERY CO Northern culture, A . northern culture. A 

F . . specialty of Hardy 
Write for catalog and prices Barabo . eye an 

8 P 0, Wis Shade Trees, Wind- 

—_—_—_——— break Stock, Hver- 

12. Clarified apples. 16. Apple jam. greens (Conifer- 

. . oe ous), Deciduous 
10 Greenings, sliced thin, in rings, Pare, core and chop Shrubs, Apples and 

Parboil in boiling water; 1 1b. apples, pare aS, > ppies anc 

Drop in syrup made from 1 Ib. sugar, Native Plums. 

2 cups crushed sugar and a little water, 1 cup chopped raisins, AGENTS WANTE 

Shake over fire until done. 1 lemon, juice and rind chopped, AGENTS "WANTED 

Should be clear. 1 orange, juice and rind chopped; 

Cook until clear and thick. 

13. Apple syrup. The Jewell Nursery 

1 doz. tart apples, ; Company 

1 pint red-raspberries; 17. Apple delight. 

Cook in water to cover. i Lake City, Minnesota 

Strain, boil 10 min. add 2 cups chopped apple cooked in double 

2, quantity of sugar, boiler with ———— —— aS 

Boil 5 min. longer. Seal. 2 cups sugar, 
1 orange. 1 lemon, juice and rind VAULT 20000000000101001, 

14; Apple butter. 1 co onped raisins; 2 66 3 

Boil new cider until reduced one half, ‘ook 1 hour and add 1 cup chopped We have a Fine Lot 

the, day before it is to be used; walnuts 5 min. before done. Seal in 
To every 4 gal. boiled cider allow jelly glasses. of Plants for the 

1, bu. juicy apples, pared, cored and Garden , 

quartered. 

Fill large kettle with the cider and 18. Apple preserve SEND FOR LIST 

add as many apples as can be kept . 

wy pole i aw jes ins "se ripe Pippins or Bellflowers, 
Stir frequently and when apples are pare, core and quarter; 

oot peat avith, wooden spoon. To each pound allow 1 pound sugar and J. E. MATHEWSON 

up) aT Drown: tk rated rind and juice of tw 
Have boiled cider on hand in case it jemons: ™ ve SHEBOYGAN, WISCONSIN 
becomes too thick and apples if too oj] sugar and water until clear, add 
thin. 20 minutes before removing juice and rind of lemons, then ap- OUAAAVAUUULVITAAVATIIATATATAAANAS 

from fire add cinnamon and nutmeg ples; simmer gently until clear and 
to taste. 3 . br : sta aside t 

Resp fn atone jars. tender but not broken; stand aside to isanLanensiv sai SNSONSTENNONNIN: 

: , 
7 When cold, put into jars, cover closely ¢ ° 

15. Apple catsup. and stand in cool place for week, 3 Quality Stock 

Yel, core and quarter sour apples, then a ohana into nettle, bring ° _ Strawberries 
Stew until soft in as little water as © boiling-point and simmer > min- Native Plum Small Fruits 

possible. utes; return to jars and seal. Apple 

Put through sieve; WISCONSIN GROWN 

T. each quart of water, add for Wisconsin Planters. Read ¢ 

i shee, lovee. 19; -Apple: nellsh. our Price List before you 

1 jeasp. mustard, 3 lbs. pared and diced apples, buy, and fave mony: 

2 jeasp. cinnamon, 1 lb. raisins, ear 

2 inedium sized onions chopped fine, 1 lb. pecan meats. 7, : 

1 teasp. salt, 2 oranges. chop peel and cut pulp into Kellogg 8 Nurseries 

1 pint vinegar; small pieces; cook 1 hour, adding x 77, Janesville, Wis. 

Boil 1 hour, seal tightly. nuts 5 minutes before done. AAenennnmnnenmmnneneeee'
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o>" 

; ; AnAttractive Home Means 

: Contentment 
% 7 bs Keep the children at home by making 

| * ; b them proud of it. The most effective 

Pree und economical way to do this, is to 

a beautify the lawn. Careful arrange- 

i ‘ ment and good plants are essential. Our 

k Landscape Department has specialized 

in this work, is familiar with Wiscon- 

~ 2 sin conditions, and has probably the 

* Bit gr largest assortment of choice nursery 

seca = stock in the state to select from. 

White Elm N C ite Elm Nursery Co. 
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin 

EEUU EI EEE EEIEESEEE 

————— eee SS; 

h = k V WISCONSIN'S FAVORED F f S 
T e Kic apoo alley FRUIT DISTRICT arm for ale 

Our Specialty: Planting and Developing orchards for non-residents. With orchard that 
A fewchoice trees for sale. If interested, write us. cannot be beat in 

Waushara County 

THE KICKAPOO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY INO eres good sand loam 
adapted for potatoes, corn, clover 

GAY MILLS, WISCONSIN and rye, beautiful trout stream 
flowing through pasture land; 

a TT ubout 20 acres timber. 

20. Apple pickles. Steam apples saving juice to add to Orchard arlene trees Im thelr 
Syrup; Buildings worth $3000 

Quarter and core apples but do not — Boil syrup until thick and pour over and Home excellent location 
peel. . fruit. ‘This property is a money mak- 

Make syrup of 3 lbs. sugar and 1 pint [f it gets thin, in a few days boil again. ing bargain to someone who 

vinegar, ° likes to handle apples. 

Stick 2 cloves in each apple; 
Price $45.00 per acre. 

Cook in syrup until tender. Seal. 28. Preserved (GrAbaDprEa Appleton Fruit Farm — 
Apples may be sliced and use 1 qt. vin- Pine River, Wisconsin 

egar to 2 cups brown sugar. . ed 

8 Take finest crabapples, rub with clean, eee 
21. Apple chutney. dry flannel, —e 2 r 
2 pple chutney. Prick every apple with large needle 25. Apples with anise seed. 

5 to prevent bursting. 

: ue one ree ipples, To every Ib. of fruit allow 1% Ibs. re. ‘Take small apples, cut out blosso: 
> ae " : fined loaf sugar and 1 pint water; end, slit peel from blossom to sten 

1 bunch celery. - ; j end 3 or 4 times; 
1. cup: raisins: Make a syrup and skim until clear. ay y . . , 
Chop alt sins; Put in the crabapples adding for each we and put them ie jar iit cup 

‘ oe ‘ ; r Ib, the juice and grated rind p water or wingsand plece Ob Buttery 
Cook with 5 pint cider vinegar and large anon: 5 oft ons little anise seed, cinnamon and lemo" 

juice of 2 lemons, 5 4 : 1; 
a : Ss Simmer slowly until tender enough t pee’ 

2 place currant jelly, prick with broom-straw but de ‘hot Cover and allow to stew, shake a fe 
2 cups brown sugar, * . a , times and at last put in sugar ') 1 tbisp. salt, allow them to break. faate 

1 tblsp. ground ginger. 

After cooking one hour add bag of 
2 tblsp. mixed spices. 24. Crabapp!e-orange conserve. 26 iy 26. Slice Dc ’ 

Cook one hour longer and seal. , liced apple compot 

6 cups oranges sliced thin and quar- To a medium sized panful of appl: 
22. Crabapple sweet pickles. tered, . | take 14 bottle white wine, 4 or ° 

8 Ibs. fruit 12 cups crabapples, sliced thin and tablsp. sugar, some lemon peel ant 
ae bell ‘uit, , quartered, cinnamon and cook slowly in covert: 
; ne. sugar, 2 cups water, 2 cups sugar; dish until done; 

qt. vinegar, Cook in granite kettle; when thick If wished ‘ i r stré SAA Stal 1G . , . § » preserved quince or stra 
1 level tblsp each stick cinnamon and _ add sugar, berry juice may be added to the 

mace; Cook until glassy. sauce,
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PATENTED AUG.13,1907 

PT? 

Nurser COMPANY : iy 
y MADISON. WISCONSIN EAS 

Company ———— a rer pee 
are in a position to Nursery Stock of BERRY BOXES 
furnish high grade Quality Crates, Bushel Boxes 

Nursery Stock of all for Particular Buyers and Climax Baskets 

i varieties «ots i 
kinds and . Have all the standard varieties As You Like Them 

suitable to Wiscon- as well as the newer sorts. Can We manufacture the Ewald Patent 
. Hi ‘hing Folding Berry Boxes of ove 

sin and other north- supply you with everything in that give satisfaction. Berry box and 
war . : crate material in the K. D. in earload 

ern districts. Fruit Trees, Small Fruits, jots our specialty. We constantly carry 
. in stock 16 t crutes all d 

Will be glad to fi Vines and Ornamentals. ready for use. either for strawberries OF 
i ad to fig- : blueberries. No order too small or too 

es & Let us suggest what to plant Dae eT i te handle. We ait ane the 
ure on your wants both in Orchard and in the folding _ boxes and erates in K. D. from 

3 * decoration of your grounds. Milwaukee. Promptness is essential in 
t e 

ee ob ses Prices and our new Catalog Dare wel. A targa. alscaune for early 
small quantities. sent promptly upon receipt of orders. A postal brings our price list. 

your list of wants. . 

ey Cumberland Fruit Package 
. Nurseries at Company 

Wauwatosa, Wis. 1 ‘ sent D, Gumnestand. w 
Water loo, Wis. ept. D, Cumberland, Wis 

eel 
—eeessaeaea—— 33. Sweet cider apple-sauce. 

27. Apples with pineapples. Toke out the apples and: pass through 1 gal. fresh sweet cider boiled down to 
seive; eG . 
sheat 2 24 2 qts., 

Make a syrup of . Reheat and seal. Add '. bu. sweet apples, pared, cored 
1% Ibs. sugar and 1 qt. water; and quartered; 
Pare, core and quarter 4 Ibs. apples: ‘ 50 Cook a few apples at a time, skim out 
Cover with boiling water and simmer 30. Plain apple-sauce. and cook more; 

= ¢. ‘ e , 

» min. . : Pour syrup over apples and put away 

Add 1 grated pineapple to syrup and (ook summer apples until tender; te: cool. 

bring to boiling-point; ; ; Put through strainer or beat with fork. — Next day boil down syrup until thick 

Lift apples carefully and slide into Seal. and pour over apples. 

syrup; “when ready to use, reheat, add sugat Repeat if necessary. Pieces of apple 

Simmer until apples are tender. Seal. to taste after removing from fire. should be quite distinct but should 
This tastes like pure pineapple. Tastes like fresh apple sauce. absorb most of syrup. 

28. Sweet apple and barberry. 
34. Sweet apples pickled 

31. Baked apple-sauce. 
. . . 1 qt. sweet apples, pared, cored and cut 

1, peck barberries picked over; wash in-ringa; 

and put to boil with enough water Fill large bean pot with sour apples, Cook in plenty of water until tender, 

to cover; + pared, cored and quartered; Then allow water to cook out and add 
Add 2 qts. molasses, and cook until Sprinkle over them ', cup of sugar for 1, eup vinegar 

berries are tender; each qt. apples; 1, cup sugar, scant, 

While these are cooking, pare, core and Add 1 cup water, cover closely and 7 in’ gtiek Sithaimonl . 

quarter 1 peck of sweet apples; bake several hours in moderate oven. 1, teasp. each cloves, mustard seed, 

Skim out the berries and add apples When red, take out apples, fill into “allspice 
to syrup and cook until tender; jars, drain off the syrup, let it boil ,, 3, ginger root: 

Take out apples and put them in the up once, fill jars and seal. Winter 1, teasp, whole peppers 
iar with berries and boil down the pears also excellent this way. Use bag for spices, , 

sap until thick and pour over Let cook until vinegar is creamy thick. 
ruit; 

ead AnORaIS heat all together and 32. Maple apple-sauce. 35. Sweet apple preserves. 
seal. 

1 sliced lemon to 1 doz. apples; 
Stew 2 qts. pared and quartered apples Goo in water. 

zg. Spiced apple-sauce. in enough water to ioe pn bore When tender, pour off water and make 
ing, adding 1 cup maple syrup when into syrup with equal parts sugar. 

Pare and core apples; partly cooked; Cook until like honey, add fruit and 
Cook in a little wine, water, sugar, When apples become soft, sprinkle seal in glasses. 

cinnamon and lemon peel until ten- with gran. sugar and remove from 

der, fire. Continued ih September Issue
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_ Wisconsin State Fair | 
= and = 

= Tractor Demonstration z 

= Milwaukee, Sept. 10-15 - fivemdurs = 

2 ’ | ‘HIS will be a record year = 
= * for the department of Hor- = 
= ticulture and Plants and Flow- = 
= ers, because the Badger state’s = 
= Great Exposition in 1917 is = 
a built to show what Wisconsin = 
= is doing to intensify produc- = 
= tion, and thus aid Uncle Sam’s = 
= brave fighters at the front. = 

= Will You be Represented by an Exhibit? = 

= Send for a Premium Book = 

= Superintendent: Secretary State Fair: 2 
= N. A. Rasmussen, Oliver E. Remey, = 
= Oshkosh, Wis. West Allis, Wis. = 

Se
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